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 e decisive and decision-making challenges of business investment are for the good development of enterprises. In order to have
a better market advantage of chemical granules for enterprises, the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is constructed to analyze the
company’s performance. Under the environment of state-owned enterprises and foreign enterprises competing for market
resources together, building a performance evaluation system suitable for the development stage of the company can adjust the
planning strategy and analyze its own disadvantages in time. When analyzing the e�ective combination of performance appraisal
and enterprise development, as well as the e�ective communication between employees and enterprise managers, feedback
information is obtained through the experimental results. Under this analysis condition, this paper describes the feasibility and
soundness of the AHP model system for enterprises, and what favorable decision-making methods can be provided for later
development. Based on the selection of performance evaluation indicators, AHP analysis can clearly get the weight of each
indicator and the correlation between them, in order to improve and build a new system of evaluation indicators.  is paper
concludes the following: (1) based on the analysis of enterprise performance appraisal indicators, using the AHPmodel evaluation
method to calculate the indicators, the optimized indicators for the performance appraisal of the comprehensive and e�cient
signi�cantly improved. (2) Comparing the traditional AHP calculation with the optimizedmodel calculation, the results show that
under the optimized calculation, the index is more concise and the �uctuation is reduced, which reduces the burden on ad-
ministrators. (3) In the membership degree of index evaluation grade, the membership degree with an excellent grade is 0.9, which
shows that the index plays a very important role in evaluation. (4) According to the development indicators of enterprises in recent
years, it is found that the growth rate of resources is growing slowly, the demand for the talent market is still in a stable state as
always, and its �nancial resources have increased by 120% in 2016.

1. Introduction

In today’s world, enterprises are undergoing great changes,
and various industries are entering the high-end leading
market. In the early stage of enterprise development, it is
necessary to carry out performance appraisals to meet the
requirements of commercial supply and demand, so it is
particularly important to choose appropriate and accurate
evaluation indicators. Under the experimental research of
the analytic hierarchy process, the reasonable and accurate
selection of indicators will be the only way for the devel-
opment of enterprises and security considerations.  e
economic situation at home and abroad has become

complicated, competition is �erce, and management
strengthening, innovation reform, and economic perfor-
mance are very urgent. Grasping the future development
environment of an enterprise is the basic guarantee for the
survival of the future market, and a reasonable evaluation of
performance from the side is the performance of improving
competitiveness. At the present stage of development, who
�rst realizes a complete set of performance system evalua-
tion standards will greatly improve the scienti�c nature of
enterprise operation and management operation. Under-
stand the scienti�c performance evaluation method, estab-
lish a correct, objective, and fair way to judge the economic
e�ect of enterprises, and improve the performance of
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enterprises by the AHP classification method, so as to
realize the overall economic development. *is paper an-
alyzes the relationship between executives and compen-
sation and evaluates whether it is reasonable to evaluate the
actual ability of executives by performance appraisal [1]. It
discusses the influence of innovative technology on en-
terprise performance and proves that the improvement of
performance will promote the development of innovative
enterprises [2]. It puts forward the concept of big data
enterprise and discusses it, and studies the relationship
between business performance and R&D investment [3].
*e capital increment rate of added value is used to
measure the performance of enterprises, and the simul-
taneous equations model is constructed to empirically
analyze the effect of compensation incentives and equity
incentives for R&D investment managers on high and new
technology [4]. It systematically combs the research trends
of performance correlation in China and clearly points out
three basic characteristics of this research field [5]. Using
Poisson fixed-effect model regression method, this paper
tests the moderating effect of executives’ incentives, in-
novation investment, and innovation performance, and
executives’ “dual” capital [6]. It discusses the influence of
salary control on R&D activities of state-owned enterprises
and reveals the mechanism between them [7]. It is analyzed
that motivating employees has a high development effect
on the production of enterprises to achieve high perfor-
mance, and makes financial performance, and operational
performance play a full regulatory role [8]. Selecting
communication equipment, computer and other electronic
equipment manufacturing, pharmaceutical manufacturing,
and daily chemical products manufacturing as samples, this
paper analyzes the impact of R&D expenditure and ad-
vertising expenditure on enterprise economic performance
in these three industries [9]. Investment in R & D and
personnel incentives will have a good chemical reflection
on the innovation performance of enterprises, which is a
good development strategy for enterprises [10]. *e the-
oretical model of technological innovation performance is
constructed, and regression analysis is used to analyze
enterprise resources [11]. Exploring the influence rela-
tionship between R&D investment intensity and enterprise
value is conducive to promoting enterprises to successfully
break through the life cycle limit through R&D strategy
[12]. It examines the relationship between executive
compensation incentives and enterprise performance and
shows that the relationship between them has a significant
negative moderating effect [13]. *is paper explores the
potential mechanism of the impact of venture capital
support on enterprise innovation and further analyzes the
impact of venture capital support on enterprise innovation
investment efficiency [14]. It discusses the mathematical
relationship between industry input and output and carries
out a linear regression analysis on the relationship between
investment and performance of the manufacturing in-
dustry in China [15]. In enterprise performance manage-
ment, usually because of more index systems, in order to
correctly evaluate and describe the role of different indi-
cators in enterprise performance management, it is

necessary to carry out a hierarchical analysis of the index
system, so as to determine the weight of each index in the
different index system. In order to achieve in the enterprise
management of some indicators continue to improve the
corresponding indicators, and improve the enterprise
management system.

2. Fuzzy AHP Model Analysis

2.1. FuzzySets andMembershipFunctions. It is defined in the
region U, and A is a fuzzy subset of the region. For any
element in the region, there is a deterministic function, that
is,

f � UA(x),

x ∈ [0, 1].
(1)

As a mathematical tool for the analysis of uncertain
problems, fuzzy sets usually adopt the method of a com-
prehensive evaluation to combine quantitative and quali-
tative analysis.

2.1.1. Analysis of Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation Method.
In order to combine fuzzy mathematics with realistic
evaluation problems and use quantitative methods to
evaluate problems, objective index data sets are constructed
to determine the membership degree.*e specific evaluation
steps are as follows:

(1) *e establishment of evaluation object and index set
*e index set of evaluation object P is

U � u1, u2, . . . , un . (2)

Where n is the number of evaluation factors and u is
the index value.

(2) Determination of evaluation grade V
Grade function [16] is defined as

v � v1, v2, . . . , vm . (3)

M is the number of index grades, andV can select the
appropriate evaluation grade, such as

V � Excellent, Good, Medium, bad{ }. (4)

(3) Calculate the weight vector A [17].
Determine the importance of indicators.

A � a1, a2, . . . , an . (5)

A represents indicator weights and satisfies



n

i�1
ai � 1. (6)

(4) Establishing fuzzy evaluation matrix R
*e evaluation matrix R is obtained by fuzzy eval-
uation of the evaluation grade V in the U region.
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Evaluation matrix [18]:

R �
r11 · · · r1m

rn1 · · · rnm

 , (7)

where R is the evaluation object, which meets the
conditions

 rij � 1. (8)

(5) Comprehensive evaluation index [19]:
*e comprehensive result of weight vector A and
evaluation matrix R is obtained by fuzzy synthesis
algorithm, which is represented by B:

B � A • R � b1, b2, . . . , bm . (9)

B is the membership degree under each level, and the
comprehensive index is obtained from single-level
fuzzy evaluation to multi-level calculation.

(6) *e final evaluation result of the experiment.

According to the evaluation score, the final grade is
obtained, and the specific steps are as shown in Figure 1.

2.2. An Overview of AHP eory. Based on quantitative
analysis, the model research method of structural decision is
constructed. Its main content is the multi-level model
construction, through the weight of the proportion of the
relationship to achieve comprehensive evaluation. *e
unique idea of AHP skillfully uses the comprehensive
consideration analysis method of modeling, hierarchy, and
systematization to realize the evaluation of the total per-
formance weight score of the evaluation object. Test the
consistency of evaluation objects and build a judgment
matrix, with subjective awareness of identification and
judgment, and good evaluation feedback to carry out the
next optimization measures.

2.2.1. AHP Construction Steps. AHP (Analytic Hierarchy
Process) model is a qualitative and quantitative combina-
tion, systematic, hierarchical analysis method. *e charac-
teristic of this method is that based on deeply studying the
essence, influencing factors, and their internal relations of
complex decision-making problems, it makes the thinking
process of decision-making mathematized by using less
quantitative information, thus providing a simple decision-
making method for complex decision-making problems
with multiple objectives, multiple criteria or no structural
characteristics. It is a model and method for making deci-
sions on complex systems which are difficult to be com-
pletely quantified.

Taking the establishment of the company’s performance
appraisal system as the main purpose, the weight distri-
bution system is obtained by comprehensive consideration
and analysis. *erefore, when calculating the weight, AHP

will scientifically realize the weight ranking of the impor-
tance of factors at all levels, and effectively obtain the
comprehensive specific gravity value under each stage. *e
basic steps are carried out as shown in Figure 2.

2.2.2. Establish a Hierarchy. Based on the performance
evaluation system of the company, the hierarchical index is
established, and the decision-making objectives and influ-
encing factors are decomposed into various levels, so as to
build the hierarchical structure. *e structure diagram of
hierarchical analysis according to the development of the
enterprise is as follows in Figure 3.

2.2.3. Establishment of Judgment Matrix. In order to es-
tablish a complete fuzzy AHP model, a judgment matrix will
be further established to judge the importance of index
weight, so as to calculate the important score. *e judgment
matrix is in the following form:

Bk �

c11 . . . c1n

⋮ ⋱ ⋮

cm1 . . . cmn

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠. (10)

It compares and judges the matrix through the com-
parison and difference between bid evaluation indicators,
and has the following requirements:

*e judgment matrix [20] is defined as

Determine the set of factors (indicators) u = {u1,u2,…,un}

Determine the set of judgments (comments) v= {v1,v2,…,
vn}

The membership vector r = {r1,r2,…,rn} is obtained by single
factor evaluation

The weight vector of factor set is determined, and the
evaluation set can be numerized or normalized

Calculation of comprehensive evaluation vector: for weight
calculation a = {a1,a2,…,an}

Calculate the comprehensive evaluation value and analyze it

Figure 1: Specific steps of fuzzy comprehensive evaluationmethod.
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Cij > 0,

Cij �
1

Cji

,

Cii � 1 (i � 1, 2, . . . , n).

(11)

*e basic theory shows that the greater the value of Cij,
the stronger the important correlation between evaluation
indexes i and j.

2.2.4. Implementation of Single-Level Sorting

(1) Calculation of product of influencing elements on
each row of the matrix.

Wi � 
n

j�1
aij

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠,
1/n

i, j � 1, 2, . . . , n. (12)

(2) Normalization [21]:

Wi �
Wi


n
j�1 Wj

, i, j � 1, 2, . . . , n. (13)

W
T

� W1, W2, . . . , Wn 
T
, (14)

the eigenvector is obtained.
(3) Calculate the maximum eigenvalue [22].

λmax �
1
n



n

i�1


n
j�1 aijWj 

Wi

, i, j � 1, 2, . . . , n, (15)

where λ max is the maximum eigenvalue.

2.2.5. Consistency Test. Calculate the eigenvalue of the
matrix [23].



n

i�1
λi � n. (16)

*e condition of the consistency matrix is as
follows:

n � λmax,

λ1 � λmax > n.
(17)

When the characteristic roots are 0 and inconsistent, the
remaining roots are treated as follows:

Remaining roots [24]:



n

i�2
λi � n − λmax. (18)

Consistency indicators [25]. *at is,

Establish a hierarchy Constructing
judgment matrix Single-level sorting

Consistency testTotal hierarchical
sorting

Figure 2: Basic construction steps of AHP.
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CI �
λmax − n

n − 1
. (19)

When CI� 0, it means that the evaluation indexes are
completely consistent, and the smaller it is, the stronger the
consistency is

CR �
CI

RI
< 0.1. (20)

CR is the ratio of consistency index to RI of the same
order, which is called the random consistency ratio.

2.2.6. Total Hierarchical Sorting. *e target layer, criterion
layer, and index layer will be sorted on the weight, and the
final fuzzy index will be formed.

Wj �  WiW
i
j. (21)

3. Feasibility and Necessity of Enterprise
Performance Analysis Based on AHP

3.1. Feasibility Analysis of AHP

3.1.1. Systematicness under the Process. *e quantitative
analysis of the relationship factors between different levels
and the judgment and influence degree of key points is
relatively clear. Adhering to the system performance eval-
uation with multicriteria, multidecision-making, and mul-
tiobjective without structural characteristics will make a
good start for enterprises in the development process.

3.1.2. e Rapidity and Simplicity of the Method.
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) can understand the de-
velopment of the company under the high depth, optimize the
complex company structure in many aspects, and achieve the
transformation of dealing with problems and making deci-
sions one by one. It is more convenient and easy for managers
to carry out the accurate mathematical calculation and simple
solution, and compare the relationships under various
influencing factors. Easy to understand the evaluation index
so that decision-making managers in the implementation
process can quickly and efficiently complete the task so that
each employee can understand their own value.

3.1.3. Minimization of Data Information. In order to un-
derstand the comprehensive factors that enterprises need to
influence employees, facilities, costs, and interests in the
decision-making process, an important index analysis is given
by adopting hierarchical thinking logic judgment. Consid-
ering the actual environment, combined with the cultural
literacy of enterprise engineering technology and manage-
ment concept to enhance the global position of enterprises.

3.2. Necessity Analysis of AHP. Performance evaluation
systems and indicators have been used in various fields,
including the use of the weighted-average method in cal-
culating the frequency of weights will become more

practical. In order to solve the problem of recursive struc-
ture, AHP adopts the qualitative analysis under circum-
vention to solve the problem of complex structure. Multi-
objective and multi-level stage remarkable effect will per-
fectly improve the defects of the evaluation system and
realize the index selection under high dimension. Compared
with the traditional performance evaluation methods, the
performance evaluation system based on AHP has a sub-
stantial promotion effect on the development of enterprises.
In the case of evaluating the work efficiency and perfor-
mance progress among employees, running for excellent
employees will select excellent talents as basic equipment for
the future development of enterprises. Establish a complete
and comprehensive system structure, and the dimension
splitting and detailed indicators under the structure are the
components of the system.

3.3. Selection Principles of Performance Appraisal Indicators

3.3.1. Objectivity. In the evaluation index selected by en-
terprises to assess employees, it is necessary to choose
according to the company’s development concept.*ere will
be special circumstances in the performance appraisal on
each node, and the indicators may not be applicable, which
cannot achieve the evaluation purpose.

3.3.2. Comprehensiveness. According to the development of
each stage and the evaluation of personal emotional factors,
the comprehensive index is applied to the assessment to
achieve comprehensive evaluation. *is is the basic re-
quirement for the fairness and impartiality of performance
appraisal. In the face of nonconflicting results, we should
make comprehensive and comprehensive selection indica-
tors in everyone’s selection. Realize the effectiveness of the
evaluation and achieve the purpose of this assessment.

3.3.3. Operability. *erefore, in order tomake the indicators
convenient for people to carry out, that is, when the op-
erability of indicators is reduced, the performance can be
carried out smoothly. For employees, the announcement of
assessment results is an incentive to people, and the en-
thusiasm for the next work will have a great impact.

3.4. Improvement of the Evaluation Method. Under the
traditional mode, the assessment methods are mainly sub-
jective and objective. *e subjective method is based on the
evaluation of the decision-maker’s attention to the personnel,
while the objectivemethod is based on the assessmentmethod
of job performance, difficulty, and weight. *erefore, the
reasonable approach is to combine the weight coefficients
obtained by different weighting methods and explore the
calculation of specific weight values on the effectiveness
standard. Considering the objective conditions, considering
the correlation between indicators, whether the gap will be
difficult to control when the real value is combined with
reality, and how to set and improve the methods next.
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3.4.1. Objective Analysis-Entropy Weight Method. *rough
the early assessment of the problems of enterprises, the AHP
model for in-depth analysis and improvement, optimization
method will be given according to the importance of the
weight of value right. Relevant experts put forward the
objective weighting method, which can calculate the weight
more accurately, meet the evaluation requirements and
ensure the overall utilization rate of index quality. *e
specific steps are as follows:

(1) Dimensionless processing of the original matrix.
(2) Calculate the index weight Pij under the evaluation

object:

Pij �
xij


n
j�1 xij

. (22)

(3) Calculate the entropy of the evaluation index

Hi � −k 
n

j�1
pij ln pij. (23)

Hi is the index entropy value, k is the constant, and pij
is the weight. When Hi � 1, the index will have no
effect on this assessment.

(4) Defining entropy weights

ui �
1 − Hi( 


m
i�1 1 − Hi(  

. (24)

(5) *e establishment of subjective and objective
empowerment.

Combining the judgment matrix and the final weight
under the system analysis, subjective and objective weighting

methods under the combination form, will re-establish the
weight proportion. *e subjective weight of AHP and the
objective weight of the entropy weight method are used to
calculate the comprehensive weight, and the error is cal-
culated by average distribution.

3.5. Establishment of Evaluation Model. Based on the eval-
uation system of the company’s performance appraisal
management, through the comprehensive and operable
index standard treatment, and the analytic hierarchy process
to calculate the weight of comprehensive indicators. Finally,
the fuzzy analytic hierarchy process model is obtained, and
its specific evaluation steps are as follows:

(1) Construct the Enterprise Performance Management
Index System based on the principle of selecting the
target index by AHP.

(2) AHP gives subjective weight to the management
evaluation index.

(3) *e entropy method is used to weigh the index of
management evaluation objectively.

(4) Subjective and objective weighting to calculate index
weights.

(5) *e comprehensive evaluation model is obtained.

4. Guiding Experiment of Fuzzy AHP Model in
Enterprise Performance Appraisal

4.1. Calculation Results of Weight Index under Hierarchy.
To verify the weight ratio between each level, we get more
detailed data sets to build the evaluation index system. *e
judgment result of index weight is shown in Figure 4.
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In Figure 4, the abscissa represents 15 evaluation in-
dexes, and the ordinate represents the weight value of each
index. In literature calculation, it is a qualitative analysis
method to describe the development trend of the company
by using statistical algorithms in mathematical methods to
evaluate indexes and forecast methods. According to the
weight values under the four calculation results, it is found
that the AHP method has an extreme value in weight
calculation, and its fluctuation is too strong. Enterprise
performance appraisal is mainly a decision-making means
for the future development of the company, which is
convenient for analysis and optimization. Combination
weight and literature calculation are mainly in the central
position, which shows that the stability of the two
methods in the implementation process is convenient to
get the real index weight.

4.2. Judgment Matrix and Consistency Test of Performance
Appraisal. According to the current development of en-
terprises to judge the financial performance at the end of the
year, at the same time, build a judgment matrix and carry out
consistency test calculation index weight calculation. *e
resulting diagram is as shown in Figure 5.

It can be seen from the experimental results that when
CR < 0.1, the development of the enterprise is good. B in
the figure represents the criterion layer in the analytic
hierarchy process, which is the index of the second layer,
aiming at building the consistency test of the judgment
matrix.

4.3. Membership Matrix of Performance Evaluation Grade.
According to the Membership Matrix of the evaluation
grade between each level, it lays a good foundation for the
next step to get a fuzzy set, and will combine the practical
problems to complete the work perfectly. Its index mem-
bership matrix is shown in the following Figure 6.

According to the rating results of membership degree in
the figure, the difference in C11 and the excellent membership

degree in C14 are 0.9, which also shows that the index weight
under the given level is very high, and the assessment needs to
be taken more seriously. When the membership degree of
some index layers is 0, it should not be ignored, but should be
considered according to the actual situation.

4.4. Fuzzy Comprehensive Index Evaluation. Combined with
subjective and objective weight calculation, a fuzzy com-
prehensive evaluation will reflect the importance of indi-
cators. *e analysis results are as shown in Figure 7.

*rough the calculation results, we can see that the
weight value of subjective weight is obviously higher than
that of objective weight, and objective weight cannot reflect
part of the weight. *e combined weight of this paper is
obviously between the two, which can reflect the importance
of different indicators.
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4.5. Comprehensive Weight Value of Enterprise Development
Index. It is a case study on the transitional stage of an
enterprise by taking the actual operation situation, the in-
terests’ situation, and the staff training that an enterprise
needs to face during its development. *e experimental
analysis results of income indicators and business indicators
are as shown in Figure 8.

At the end of the year and midterm performance, an
appraisal is a necessary management means, but the main
concern of enterprises is the income situation in that year,

and employees consider salary. *at is, in the weight ratio,
the employee salary accounts for 0.0976 and the current flow
weight ratio of 0.0914.*is is also the focus of the company’s
development and the concept of market survival, which
builds a working atmosphere for a good living environment.

4.6. General Analysis of AHP Performance Appraisal.
According to the weight calculated by AHP, multiplying the
production index of enterprises, we can get the growth of
enterprises in various aspects in recent years. *e experi-
mental growth rate results are shown in the following figure:.

As can be seen from Figure 9. From 2010 to 2020, the
resource growth of enterprises is weakening, which is lower
than the growth rate of 60%. In 2016, the financial growth
increased by 120% compared with 2015, achieving a year of
high economic income. *ere is no obvious fluctuation in
the market in terms of personnel training. Based on the level
of 15%, recruitment is only carried out according to market
demand.

5. Conclusion

In combination with the development of enterprises and the
influence of internal and external environmental factors,
quantitative and qualitative index analysis of assessment
indicators will greatly improve the objectivity and accuracy
of indicators. For the imprecision and low performance of
some evaluation indexes, the comparison of weights is re-
alized by combining subjective and objective calculation
methods (combined weighting method). In the overall
evaluation results of the whole enterprise system, calculating
the true weight value and getting the total evaluation score
will fully explain that new measures will be made in the
development stage of the enterprise. *e experimental
contents are summarized as follows: (1) Under the analysis
of the analytic hierarchy process model, the enterprise
performance appraisal shows a comprehensive and com-
prehensive result, and the index combination that is difficult
to understand is given a weighting treatment method. (2)
Comprehensive weight under the combination of subjective
and objective functions, qualitative index analysis is carried
out, which greatly improves the accuracy of the analysis. (3)
Fuzzy AHP model for the evaluation of enterprise assess-
ment indicators, there is a great gap in the grade, further
optimization of the actual use of more convenient. (4) *e
calculation result of the entropy method is closer to the real
weight, which will fully explain that enterprise managers
should fully understand the examiners in detail before
implementing it.

*e deficiency and improvement of the evaluation
system are as follows: (1) Fuzzy synthesis method cannot
understand the correlation between indicators, which is
easy to cause the reuse of information. (2) Judges need to
understand the meaning of each index, and choose the
index again, so they will reject the index that is not suitable
for this assessment. (3) In order to ensure the rational
development of efficient information systems, an objective
and accurate evaluation must be carried out to achieve a
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high-value contribution to system application perfor-
mance. (4) To improve the accuracy of the weighting
method, more in-depth research is needed, including the
consideration of emotional factors in the assessment
process, which fully reflects the comprehensiveness of
evaluation indicators.
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In urban construction, various heavy metals and pollutants have become an important source of urban pollution, and
groundwater has become its main pollution object. In order to investigate and analyze the water pollution in the main urban
area of HeFei, this article �rstly analyzes the whole process through the investigation of groundwater status and characteristics
and simulates each step e�ectively using the analytic hierarchy process (AHP). �en, taking the nine districts of HeFei as the
actual investigation site and research object, a systematic and comprehensive investigation and simulation of groundwater
pollution in the HeFei area was carried out. �e results showed that the weight of chemical pollution is 0.450, environmental
factors 0.241, and domestic pollution 0.309 in the target layer of HeFei’s main urban area, while the sample distribution weight
of each unit was the highest in Baohe District and the lowest in Chaohu City. Finally, the countermeasures for regional water
pollution are put forward.

1. Introduction

Groundwater is an indispensable natural water resource for
human beings, and it is one of the most important and
widely used water resources on Earth. In some rural areas,
groundwater is indispensable drinking water for them.
However, with the development of industry, the wastewater
discharged from industry enters the groundwater, which
makes its water quality no longer as good as before. In this
case, if people use groundwater again, it will a�ect their
health. Groundwater pollution is becoming more and more
serious, which will endanger the ecological environment of
nature and, in the long run, the Earth on which human
beings depend will be a�ected, and �nally, a�ect human life.
By comparing the number of algae in the water of the
Chaohu raw water treatment plant in Hefei in di�erent
seasons, it is found that the annual average total number of
algae at di�erent sampling points in di�erent seasons at
di�erent times is di�erent [1]. �e current situation of water

pollution in Dianchi Lake is analyzed, and it is found that
there are many reasons for water pollution, including the
internal reasons of Dianchi Lake itself and the external man-
made reasons. On this basis, suggestions and countermea-
sures for improving water pollution in Dianchi Lake are put
forward, and a series of scienti�c methods are used to predict
the improvement of the water environment by introducing
external water and changing the operation mode of the lake
[2]. By analyzing the surface subsidence caused by under-
ground coal mining and the serious rupture of bedrock
channels [3], it is found that the aquatic ecosystem is pol-
luted by the out�ow of heavy metal particles such as iron,
manganese, zinc, nickel, strontium, barium, and lithium.
Very low dissolved oxygen is usually associated with
groundwater upwelling through channel crevices. Aiming at
the method of establishing water pollution monitoring
stations along the river to control river pollution [4], this
article �rst carefully selects the sampling points, then gives
the mathematical expression of the problem and the e�ective
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algorithm to solve the problem, and finally gives the actual
data for analysis. Starting from the relationship between the
lake and its surrounding land, the most easily polluted
aquatic animals of the lake are described [5]. Taking Khazar
Lake as an example, the physical and inorganic chemical
parameters of water samples from five different depths of
nine sampling points are analyzed, and the water quality is
determined. According to Karaguezel R’ classification,
Khazar Lake is identified as Grade I and Grade III water
quality. +e impact of human factors on the water quality in
the Jarvac basin is analyzed. +e surface flow and under-
ground flow of the lake were measured, and the main factors
affecting the water quality of the Jarvac River Basin were
analyzed, which were mainly divided into domestic pollu-
tion, industrial pollution, and agricultural pollution [6].
According to the known point source pollution, the sam-
pling points of surface water and groundwater were
established for specific analysis. +e sampling point method
was used to investigate the use of agrochemicals and fer-
tilizers in golf courses. Six drainage samples were taken from
three golf courses, and high levels of imipramine and
cimipraminewere detected, with the highest levels exceeding
8 and 3 gL-1, respectively [7]. +rough the determination of
the content of chromium (Cr) and other metal elements in
the soil around an abandoned chromate chemical plant in
Hangzhou, it was found that heavy metal particles seriously
polluted the groundwater [8]. However, the surface water in
the rivers near the abandoned chemical plant is not affected
by heavy metal particles, so the concentration of metal
particles in different places is different, and the degree of
pollution to surface water is also different. Measurements of
heavy metal particles in a lake in Nagpur, Maharashtra,
India, revealed that the dissolved composition of heavy
metal particles was above the range of unpolluted water [9].
+erefore, lead, iron, and zinc are more serious in water
pollution.+rough the calculation of the water index of each
place, the water quality was classified, the heavy metal
pollution of soil caused by industrial wastewater was de-
termined, and the water quality model was established to
simulate the water quality parameters of Tunggak River. +e
water quality model was tested using data collected by
collecting and analyzing water and soil samples [10]. Using 8
points to investigate the water quality in different areas, it
was found that the odor was obvious and the pollution was
serious from No. 5 Bridge to No. 15 Bridge of the Yellow
River, and the field investigation results were consistent with
the micronucleus technology [11]. In total, 48 samples of
domestic water sources from 12 communities in the eastern
part of Obolo were tested for one year [12], and three
pollution indexes, water quality index (WQI), heavy metal
evaluation index (HEI), and heavy metal pollution index
(HPI), were used to determine the pollution of the water
body. +e acidification rate of domestic water sources and
related factors change with the season. +rough the mea-
surement of heavy metal particles in Asa, Agba, Unilorin,
and Sobi (Moro) Earth dam water in the central north of
Nigeria by atomic absorption spectrophotometry, the trace
metal pollution in the surface water of Earth dam was
evaluated by metal index (MPI) and metal pollution index. It

is found that the total metal pollution of Pb and Cd is more
than 6.0, so the water pollution is more serious by Pb and Cd
[13]. Having carried out sampling, bacteriological, physical,
and chemical tests on a number of wells in the vicinity of the
Behesht-e Zahra cemetery in Tehran, Iran, the results of
these tests were then compared with the distance from the
bottom of the cemetery to the aquifer, the distance from the
cemetery to the water point, the amount of rainfall at the site,
the topography and hydrogeology at the site, and the type
and structure to analyze the pollution potential of
groundwater [14]. +is article makes a concrete, effective,
and reasonable investigation and analysis of groundwater
pollution using the AHP [15]. Groundwater is easy to be
polluted. GA, AHP, and FA are used to construct a com-
bination statistical method, and factor analysis is carried out
for 32 scenarios. Analytic hierarchy process and genetic
algorithm score and weigh all scenes.+e results of the study
are important for groundwater vulnerability assessment and
provide a new reference for groundwater pollution assess-
ment in the future [16].

2. Field Investigation of Regional Groundwater

Regional groundwater field investigation regional ground-
water field investigation is an effective way to obtain data and
samples, which can more reflect the real situation. If you
want to be close to the real situation, you have to carry out
the practice, and you have to start to collect the data needed
for experiments and research. It mainly includes the fol-
lowing: data preparation, equipment preparation, prior
analysis, route determination, and sampling point layout.
Preparation in advance is the most basic part of the whole
survey, which mainly includes data preparation, equipment
preparation, analysis of preparation in advance, determi-
nation of route, and layout of sampling points.

2.1. Preparation in Advance. Data preparation: it is mainly
for the preparation before field investigation. Good advance
data can save manpower cost and time cost. Advance data
mainly refer to the investigation background needed in the
whole investigation process. +erefore, advance data are the
basis of the whole field investigation. Advance data mainly
include the following: determination of route, geographical
location of unit layer, temperature and rainfall of unit layer,
and investigation and research report. +e specific data of
monographs, papers, and charts are divided into necessary
data, unnecessary data, and auxiliary data.

Equipment preparation: the commonly used equipment
for water quality detection includes geological compass, steel
tape, and altimeter, and the most important equipment is
small, fast drilling equipment.

Prior analysis: first of all, read the water quality report
and other documents, analyze and judge the distribution
characteristics and storage capacity of groundwater in the
sampling area, understand and analyze the pollution sources
of groundwater, understand and judge the way of
groundwater pollution, and divide the groundwater system
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in the investigation area into several or even more than ten
investigation units.

Determine the layout of routes and sampling points.
Find the map and other data in advance, determine the
sampling route, and determine a route to save cost, time,
manpower, and financial resources.

2.2. Using AHP to Determine the Number of Survey Points in
the Unit. +ree factors should be considered in the distri-
bution of groundwater samples: chemical, industrial, and
living factors.

Step 1. Select statistical indicators and establish an index
system.

+e selection of statistical indicators needs to consider its
systematicness, comprehensiveness, and continuity; that is,
there must be a certain logical relationship, comprehen-
siveness, and hierarchy between indicators. +is analysis is
divided into four levels: target layer, criterion layer, index
layer, and unit level.

Target layer: it is the weight of the regional groundwater
pollution investigation unit.

Standard layer: it is composed of chemical pollution,
environmental factors, and life pollution.

Chemical pollution: chemical pollution will change the
pH of the water body, change the living environment of
groundwater organisms, and even some chemical pollutants
are toxic, which will affect the ecosystem of groundwater,
thus affecting the quality of groundwater.

Environmental factors: different environments have
different groundwater-specific conditions.

Domestic pollution: if the garbage produced in life is not
properly disposed of, it will pollute the quality of
groundwater.

Index layer: the content of elements such as mercury,
cadmium, lead and arsenic (E), organic pesticide content
(G), lithology of main aquifer (H), area (M), population (R),
domestic sewage (K), and domestic waste (L). +ese factors
will have different effects on groundwater quality.+e higher
the content of mercury, cadmium, lead, and arsenic, the
higher the content of organic pesticides, the more serious the

pollution of groundwater. Unit layer: it is composed of unit
layer 1 and unit layer 2. All layers are listed in Table 1.

“Direction” represents the extent to which pollution can
be recovered. Unit layer N is different target requirements
under different indicators, which is mainly manifested in the
index coefficients of index layers under different first-level
indicators and second-level indicators, which can fully re-
flect the composition of the next-level indicators of the index
layer and comprehensively construct the comprehensive
evaluation of the index layer.

Step 2. Compare the indicators in pairs and construct the
judgment matrix.

When index a is more important than index B, it is
assigned to 9; when index a is more important than index B,
it is assigned to 7; when indicator a is more important than
indicator B, it is assigned to 5. When indicator a is slightly
more important than indicator B, it is assigned to 3; when
index a is as important as index B, it is assigned to 1; when
index a is less important than index B, 1/9 is allocated; when
indicator a is stronger and less important than indicator B,
allocate 1/7; when index a is less important than index B, it is
assigned 1/5; when indicator a is slightly less important than
indicator B, 1/3 is allocated.

+e index importance assignment is shown in Table 2.
+e judgment matrix A is constructed according to the

index degree assignment table above.

Step 3. Calculate the weight of each index in the index layer
+e row vectors of the judgment matrix are geometri-

cally averaged and then normalized. Finally, the weight of
each index and the eigenvector W are obtained. +e geo-
metric mean is normalized by multiplying each line of the
judgment matrix by the nth power of each element.

Judgment matrix is

A �

a11 . . . a1n

a21

:

a2n

:

an1 · · · ann

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
. (1)

Table 1: Indicators of groundwater in the affected area.

Target layer Criterion layer Index layer Direction Unit layer

Unit weight of regional groundwater
pollution investigation

Chemical pollution

Contents of mercury, cadmium, lead,
arsenic, and other elements Inverse Unit layers 1, 2, 3,

. . ., N

Organic pesticide content Inverse Unit layers 1, 2, 3,
. . ., N

Environmental
factor

Lithology of main aquifer Moderate Unit layers 1, 2, 3,
. . ., N

+e measure of area Just Unit layers 1, 2, 3,
. . ., N

Domestic
pollution

Population Inverse Unit layers 1, 2, 3,
. . ., N

Domestic sewage Inverse Unit layers 1, 2, 3,
. . ., N

Domestic garbage Inverse Unit layers 1, 2, 3,
. . ., N
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We have

 ann �

a12 ∗ a12 ∗ a13 ∗ , . . . , a1n

a22 ∗ a22 ∗ a23 ∗ , . . . , a2n

⋮

an2 ∗ an2 ∗ a23 ∗ , . . . , ann

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

�

B1

B2

⋮

Bn

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

. (2)

Every element to the nth power is

��
B

n
√

�

���
B1n

√

���
B2n

√

⋮
���
Bnn

√

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

� wi. (3)

Moreover, Wi is defined as

Wi �
Wi


n
i�1 Wi

,

w �

W1

W2

.

.

.

Wn

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

.

(4)

In formula (4), it is more convenient and more accurate
to calculate the correlation adjustment coefficient. It can
reflect the application of the weight coefficient more ob-
jectively and fairly.

+e geometric mean is normalized to get the weight.

Step 4. Conduct the consistency test.
In order to avoid the logical contradiction between in-

dicators, it is necessary to test the consistency of judgment
matrix A.+e test first calculates themaximum eigenvalue of
the judgment matrix λ Max; then Ci and Cr were calculated.

Matrix A judges thematrix of index w and weight of each
index in the index layer:

λmax �
1
n



n

i�1

AWi( 

Wi

,

Ci �
(λmax − n)

(n − 1)
,

Cr �
Ci

Ri

,

(5)

where Ri is defined in Table 3.
Generally, when Cr is less than 0.1, the consistency test of

the judgment matrix is considered to pass; otherwise, it will
not be passed.

Step 5. Unit reselection priority method
According to the relatively important weight of each

index, the impact of each index on groundwater pollution
can be known, and the distribution weight of each unit can
be determined. Combined with the total workload, the
number of samples allocated by each unit can be calculated,
and the results can be used.

To determine the number of measurement points in the
unit, the following measures were taken:

(1) Regional control takes the groundwater as different
samples collected in the upper, middle, and lower
reaches. +e characteristics of groundwater in
different regions are different, and the collected
index data are also different.+erefore, the targeted
collection is adopted according to the information
that can be provided by different regions.+e upper
reaches are sparsely populated, and two samples of
lithology and area are mainly collected; in the areas
with strong human activities in the middle and
lower reaches, chemical pollution and domestic
pollution control are the main control measures,
and the samples with E, G, R, K, L, and other
indicators are the main ones.

(2) : Conditional possibilitythe collectability, data con-
trast, background possibility, pollution index, and
importance of water quality should be considered
when collecting samples. In the process of col-
lecting data, we should make use of the data pre-
pared before.

(3) Field investigation: according to the design scheme
of the survey, the effective means of transportation,
sampling tools, and field topographic map are used
to carry out the field survey. Field investigation is to
collect the data and other effective information
needed in the experiment and research, and then
according to this information, it is combined with
the specific steps of AHP for specific analysis.

Well flushing is an important part of sampling.+ere are
certain pollutants in the monitoring well. +ese pollutants
will affect the results of groundwater measurement. In order
to ensure the authenticity and integrity of the collected
information, well flushing will be carried out before
sampling.

Table 2: Index importance assignment.

Importance Assignment Importance Assignment
Extremely important 9 Extremely unimportant 1/9
Strongly important 7 Intensity does not matter 1/7
Important 5 Unimportance 1/5
A little more important 3 It does not matter a bit 1/3
Just as important 1
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After completion of well flushing, samples can be taken.
+e principle of sample integrity should be followed when
sampling, and false report, fabrication, and omission of data
are not allowed.

3. Application Examples

AHP introduced in this article has been effectively used in
the groundwater of HeFei. Now, taking the groundwater of
various districts in the main city of HeFei as an example, the
specific application of this method is introduced.

3.1. Selection of the Sample Collection Area. +e main urban
areas of HeFei were Changfeng County, Feidong County,
Luyang District, Yaohai District, Shushan District, Baohe
District, Feixi County, Chaohu City, and Lujiang County.
+e survey area is about 11,445 square kilometers. In total,
130 groups of chemical samples are planned to be arranged
in this investigation. +e structure of the groundwater

distribution model in the main urban area of HeFei is shown
in Figure 1.

+e distribution structure of groundwater in HeFei’s
main city area is shown in Table 4.

+e calculation of target level index weight because the
target level includes too large a range, leading to the weight
of the indicators of this level cannot be quantified, can only
be given artificial weight, that is, only qualitative compar-
ison, so the index scale method is used for valuation, and the
subsequent process can be carried out after the indicators of
the first level are weighted. +e relative important weight
values of the target layer can be obtained through the index
scale are shown in Table 5.

W
T ≥ 0.21, 0.13, 0.202, 0.123, 0.101, 0.102, 0.122{ }. (6)

In Table 5, the weight coefficients of the first-class index
and the second-class index are used to see their index
relationship.

+e judgment matrix of different regions in HeFei is
shown in Table 6.

Table 3: Average random consistency index of orders 1–15.

n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Ri 0 0 0.58 0.90 1.12 1.24 1.32 1.41 1.46 1.49 1.52 1.54 1.56 1.58 1.59

Chaohu

Feidong

Changfeng

YaohaiLuyang

Baohe

Feixi

Lujiang

Shushan

Figure 1: Geographical location of HeFei’s main urban area.
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In Table 6, the pairwise comparison of the importance
among the nine districts of HeFei’s main city reflects the
importance among different urban areas.

After matrix operation, the maximum characteristic root
vector is (0.23, 0.101, 0.08, 0.17, 0.06, 0.07, 0.05, 0.06, 0.18) to
find CR� 0.021, so the matrix passes the consistency test.
Similarly, the characteristic root vector of other indexes can
be calculated, and the weight judgment matrix of the cri-
terion layer element layer can be obtained in Table 7.

Finally, the total weights of each region are distributed as
a whole, as shown in Figure 2.

+e sampling quantity in the main urban area of HeFei is
shown in Figure 3.

In Figure 3, the number of samples in the main urban
area of HeFei is explained. +e sample size is studied in this
article, and the number is relatively sufficient. +erefore, the
number and range of samples used in this article can fully
reflect the application requirements in this article.

+e regional density of HeFei sampling is shown in
Figure 4.

4. Consequences of Regional Water Pollution

Groundwater pollution will lead to a decrease in soil quality,
thus affecting crops, affecting the activity of underground
organisms, resulting in changes in the biological system, and

Table 4: Distribution structure of groundwater in HeFei’s main city area.

Target level Allocation weight of urban units in HeFei
Standard level Chemical pollution, environmental factors, and domestic pollution
Indicator
layer

Content of mercury, cadmium, lead, zinc, and other elements and content of organic pesticide, main lithology of aquiclude,
area, population, domestic sewage, and domestic garbage

Unit level Changfeng County, Feidong County, Luyang District, Yaohai District, Shushan District, Baohe District, Feixi County,
Chaohu City, and Lujiang Count

Table 5: Weight of the target layer and indicator layer.

Target layer Value Indicator layer Value

Chemical pollution 0.350 Chemical element content 0.210
Organic pesticide content 0.130

Environmental factor 0.202 Aquifer lithology 0.202

Domestic pollution 0.448

Area 0.123
Population 0.101

Domestic sewage 0.102
Domestic garbage 0.122

Table 6: +e judgment matrix of different regions in HeFei.

Index Changfeng Feidong Luyang Yaohai Shushan Baohe Feixi Chaohu Lujiang
Changfeng 1 3 5 3 1/3 1/7 9 1/9 5
Feidong 1/3 1 7 5 3 1/9 5 7 3
Luyang 1/5 1/7 1 3 1/3 5 3 1/7 9
Yaohai 1/3 1/5 1/3 1 3 7 5 9 3
Shushan 3 1/3 3 1/3 1 9 3 7 5
Baohe 7 9 1/5 1/7 1/9 1 5 3 1
Feixi 1/9 1/5 1/3 1/5 1/3 1/5 1 3 5
Chaohu 9 1/7 7 1/9 1/7 1/3 1/3 1 7
Lujiang 1/5 1/3 1/9 1/3 1/5 1 1/5 1/7 1

Table 7: Weight judgment matrix of the criteria layer and element layer.

Index e (mg/L) g (mg/L) h/class m (km2) r (ten thousand) k (L) l (kg)
Changfeng 0.23 0.09 0.15 0.07 0.06 0.12 0.09
Feidong 0.101 0.08 0.09 0.07 0.08 0.11 0.10
Luyang 0.08 0.102 0.11 0.09 0.13 0.09 0.15
Yaohai 0.17 0.11 0.08 0.14 0.12 0.08 0.21
Shushan 0.06 0.13 0.11 0.16 0.07 0.07 0.13
Baohe 0.07 0.08 0.12 0.10 0.13 0.14 0.09
Feixi 0.05 0.07 0.09 0.103 0.14 0.12 0.08
Chaohu 0.06 0.14 0.10 0.12 0.09 0.15 0.09
Lujiang 0.18 0.27 0.15 0.147 0.18 0.12 0.06
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most importantly, affecting human health, resulting in a
series of diseases. +us, the quality of the soil is affected.
After the groundwater is polluted, the pollutants in the water
penetrate the soil and the soil is also polluted, resulting in a
significant decrease in grain output. Every year, due to soil
pollution, China’s grain output decreases by an unlimited
number, resulting in heavy losses for the country. +e GDP
of the country and the governments in various regions
decreases to varying degrees, affecting the biological system
in groundwater. Long-term pollution of groundwater will
cause changes in the pH value of water. As a result, the
acidity of water will increase, which will directly affect the
living environment of aquatic organisms, affect their ac-
tivities, and even cause their extinction. At the same time, a
large number of bacteria will be produced in the polluted
underground water, thus affecting the original biological
system. Affected by class, after the groundwater is polluted,
there are some carcinogens in the water.

Groundwater pollution will affect human health, so it is
very important to control and prevent groundwater pollution.
+e prevention and control of groundwater should increase
the investment in capital and manpower, and continue to
carry out relevant research, so as to find more effective
treatment methods, and avoid increasing from the source,
discovery, protection, and water pollution in other areas.

4.1. Reducing the Generation andDischarge of Pollutants from
the Source. Controlling pollutants from the source is the
most effective way to prevent groundwater from being
polluted. Before enterprises discharge sewage and waste gas,
they should be treated to meet the standards before dis-
charging. At present, China attaches great importance to
groundwater pollution and other environmental pollution
and has actively taken measures to solve this problem.

4.2. StrengtheningUndergroundWaterTesting. +epollutant
detection equipment mainly includes acid detector, water
pollution detector, and dynamic detector, which regularly
detects the quality of underground water, analyzes and
judges whether each indicator exceeds the standard, and
records each detection.

4.3. Strengthening Publicity and Education. Recognize the
vital importance of underground water to human life, let the
masses supervise each other, reduce the harm of domestic
pollution factors to underground water, and minimize the
pollution of underground water. Promote the dissemination
of knowledge related to the protection of underground water
and improve the influence of education policies through the
use of big data and information technology.

4.4. Optimization of Water Pollution Prevention and Control
Technology. Improve science and technology and optimize
filtration and separation technology so that groundwater has
the opportunity to play a new role. Filtration and separation
technology can be used for membrane filtration, primary
filtration, microfiltration, and particle filtration, and

separation operations are carried out according to different
pollution levels and different filtration requirements. +e
polluted groundwater can be effectively purified, and then
the polluted groundwater can be reused for the benefit of
humankind.

4.5. 3e Government Has Taken Measures. In the face of
serious underground water pollution and serious harm of
underground water, governments at all levels should take
corresponding measures to control and prevent under-
ground water pollution. +ey should recognize the seri-
ousness of underground water pollution and take measures
in a timely manner so that the underground water pollution
will be effectively controlled and will not continue to bring
harm to human life.

5. Conclusion

In this article, the present situation of groundwater is an-
alyzed from the degree and area of groundwater pollution
and sustainability, and the characteristics of groundwater are
analyzed from the aspects of concealment and irreversibility.
+en, the relative importance of each index calculated by the
AHP, combined with the total amount of work, determines
the number of samples that each unit should take, followed
by an on-site investigation, and then analyzes the harm of
underground water pollution from the aspects of soil
properties, human life, and ecosystem. Finally, reasonable
suggestions are put forward to solve the underground water
pollution, including reducing the generation and discharge
of pollutants from the source, strengthening the under-
ground water detection, strengthening publicity and edu-
cation, optimizing the water pollution prevention and
control technology, and taking measures by the government.
After further research work, considering more pollution
sources in the main urban area of HeFei, an AHP analysis is
carried out, and other methods are comprehensively ana-
lyzed to compare whether there is a similarity in the results.
At present, there are still some difficulties in obtaining the
number of pollution sources, and there are many problems
in data sampling and analysis. Finally, the collaboration
between relevant parts is important to solving data problems
together, and data processing and analysis methods should
be better adopted for application.
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A DNN-based cost prediction method is proposed for the di�cult problem of cost calculation in engineering cost accounting,
combined with deep neural networks. Firstly, we introduce the basic information of arti�cial neural network and select the DNN
structure to calculate the engineering cost price according to the characteristics of the data related to engineering cost price.
Secondly, the DNN-based engineering cost price prediction model is constructed, and the two types of index systems, engineering
characteristics and list item characteristics, are used as model inputs. In addition, the total quotation and each subitem engineering
quotation and tax are used as model outputs by analyzing previous relevant studies. Based on this, simulation experiments are
conducted on the DNN-based engineering cost price prediction model, and it is concluded from the training model that the DNN
model has a better prediction e�ect. Among them, the relative error of total price forecast by DNN is 4.203%, and the relative error
of integrated unit prices V1 and V2 is 2.98% and 4.52%, respectively, with small relative error. Finally, by reasonably adjusting the
integrated unit price, the cost price of the integrated unit price and the cost price of the total o�er can be calculated.

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the continuous improvement of
China’s economic level and comprehensive national power,
construction projects have been developing, and more and
more construction enterprises have been born.�e surge of
construction enterprises brings great pressure and chal-
lenges to the construction engineering market, and it is
increasingly di�cult for construction engineering to gain a
foothold in the market and continue to grow and develop.
With the slowdown of economic development, construc-
tion enterprises should enhance their competitiveness and
base themselves on domestic and international markets.
�e primary task is to reduce the project cost scienti�cally.
�e cost of the enterprise is controlled within a reasonable
plan to maximize the pro�t of the enterprise. �erefore,
cost forecasting for construction enterprises is an inevitable
trend in the current construction industry and is an ex-
tremely important task. However, most of the engineering
cost forecasting methods on the market at present have
problems such as unscienti�c methods and uncritical
processes, which cannot e�ectively improve the competi-
tiveness of enterprises and are not conducive to the long-

term development of construction enterprises [1–7]. In this
regard, Xu et al. proposed to use BP neural network to
predict the project cost of substation and introduced
sparrow search algorithm (SSA) to optimize the pa-
rameters of traditional BP algorithm. �e results show
that this method has high prediction accuracy. Sharqi and
Bhattarai compared several machine learning algorithms
such as ELM and PLS and used them to predict the cost of
�eld channels. �e results show that the SC model has
great potential. Xiaodong et al. used SIMCA-P algorithm
to predict the cost of dynamic real estate projects. �e
results show that the average error of prediction is
0.006582346, showing high accuracy. However, the above
methods mainly use the traditional machine learning
algorithm.

Based on this research, a DNN-based engineering cost
price prediction model is constructed by combining the
widely used deep learning and giving full play to its learning
and classi�cation characteristics. �rough this model, the
accurate prediction and classi�cation of construction project
cost are realized. It provides a scienti�c and e�ective cost
prediction method for the construction industry, which has
a certain practical signi�cance. �e deep learning algorithm
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to predict the project cost is also an innovation of this paper,
giving full play to the characteristics of deep learning and
improving the accuracy of prediction.

2. DNN

Compared with other neural network structures, the main
feature of DNN is its excellent nonlinear processing capability.
�anks to the compact and e�cient nonlinear mapping
structure, DNN can handle mathematical and physical
problems with larger datasets and more complex features. In
addition, DNN can take full advantage of its own multiple
hidden layer structure to train a large amount of data, and
generally the accuracy of the results used for prediction will be
higher. More layers indicate a more complexmodel, which has
better nonlinear characteristics and can learn richer features.
�eoretically, the links between the layers of the network
structure are fully linked and the neurons of each layer can also
be connected to each other [8–11]. �erefore, combined with
experience, DNN is selected. �e neural network structure of
DNN is shown in Figure 1, which contains multiple hidden
layers, an input layer, and an output layer.

As can be seen from the above �gure, the DNN structure
mainly consists of an input layer, a hidden layer, and an
output layer. �e network is characterized by the inclusion of
multiple implicit layers. �e input layer is represented as
X � [x1, x2, xn], which is an n-dimensional column vector.
�e input data can be wind power, wind speed, wind di-
rection, temperature, etc. In the input layer, the activation
function is the standard constant function, and the input
quantity needs to be transformed by the standard constant
function and then output to the �rst layer. (wn, bn) denotes
the weight parameter wn for the n implied layers and the
threshold parameter bn. �e data in the hidden layer are
derived from the input of the upper layer. After nonlinear
processing of the input variables using the activation function
of this layer, the output of the processed data is then passed to
the lower layer, and the �nal output combined with y is
obtained, which is the value of wind power to be predicted.

�e DNN can be expressed as follows [12–15].
�e output value after the data into the classi�cation

water processing is transferred to the hidden layer using the
input layer, and the �rst relationship of hidden layer input
and output is obtained and expressed as

R1 � f w1 ·X + b1( ), (1)

where R1 denotes the output matrix of the �rst hidden layer
and wi and bi denote the weight parameter and threshold
parameter between the input layer and the �rst hidden layer,
respectively.

If the �rst hidden layer variable is denoted as r1,p, i.e., the
pth variable,w1,p,i denotes the ith cause in the pth row of the
weight matrix between the input layer and the �rst hidden
layer, b1,p denotes the pth variable value in the threshold
vector between the input layer and the �rst hidden layer, and
then each output value in R1 is the value obtained from the
original column vector x transformed by the activation
function f as follows:

r1,p � F ∑
n

i�1
w1, pi •Xi + b1.p . (2)

According to the principle of DNN, the output of the
previous hidden layer is the input of the next hidden layer,
and then the output Rm expression of the mth hidden layer
of the DNN model is

Rm � f wm •Rm−1 + bm( ). (3)

�e input quantity X is processed by the input layer and
transmitted to the hidden layer, and after performing the
hidden layer processing, it is transmitted to the output layer,
which can be expressed as

y � g wn+1 •Rn + bn+1( ), (4)

where wn+1 and bn+1 denote the weight parameter and the
threshold parameter between the last hidden layer and the
output layer, respectively, g denotes the activation function
of output layer in DNN.

�e activation function is a tool for nonlinear processing
of the output quantity of each layer, which can enhance the
data processing and optimization ability of neural networks.
�e common activation function sigmoid can be expressed
as [16–19]

sigmoid(x) �
1

1 + e−x
, (5)

where x indicates the input variable and e indicates the
constant, which takes the value of 2.7183.

3. Cost Prediction Model Construction
Based on DNN

Combining the good nonlinear mapping ability and strong
generalization ability of DNN, this paper uses the DNN
model to predict engineering cost.

Input layer Hidden layer1 Hidden layer2 Output layer

Figure 1: DNN with 2 hidden layers.
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3.1. Inputs to the DNN Model. 'ere are many factors af-
fecting the cost price of construction projects, and these
factors influence and relate to each other. In order to analyze
the project cost comprehensively, this paper refers to the
research results of some scholars and divides these influ-
encing factors into engineering characteristics and list item
characteristics.

3.1.1. Engineering Characteristics. For the engineering
characteristics, the indicators are divided as shown in
Table 1.

3.1.2. List Item Characteristics. 'e list items are usually
coded with 12 bits, and the first 9 bits of the code are set
according to the different categories. Based on this, con-
versions are made between the inventory codes and the
model.'e last 3 bits of the code are coded in order from 001
according to the specific conditions of the construction
drawings, and the item code cannot be repeated.

'e list item characteristics are the same as the engi-
neering characteristics, which need to be classified and given
the corresponding values according to the description of the
item characteristics, and if there is no subitem in the list, it
will be given 0. Due to the large amount of inventory item
data, quantification of the entire engineering characteristics
has great complexity, so this paper takes the two subprojects
of solid brick walls and beamed slabs as examples for
quantification, as shown in Table 2.

3.2. Outputs of the DNN Model. When judging the project
cost, we usually use methods such as checking and comparing
to reasonably judge the total quotation and each subitem
project quotation and tax, among which the total quotation
and subitem project quotation are the main judging contents.
For this feature, it is used as the output of the DNN model to
reasonably predict the price, and thus a reference is provided
for the expert’s evaluation. In summary, the inputs and
outputs of the DNN model are shown specifically in Table 3.

3.3. DNN Structure Design

3.3.1. Network Parameter Selection

(1) Activation Functions. In order to make the DNN model
more expressive, a nonlinear function needs to be intro-
duced as the activation function. 'e commonly used ac-
tivation functions include sigmoid function, ReLU function,
and tanh function. Since the DNN model is prone to gra-
dient disappearance or explosion when reverse transfer is
performed, the ReLU function can solve this problem, and
the convergence speed of the ReLU function is faster, so the
ReLU function is used as the activation function in this
paper. Its function image is shown in Figure 2.

(2) Loss Functions. 'e loss function is used to represent the
difference between the true value Y and the predicted value
f(x) of the model. If the loss function is smaller, the model

has stronger fitting ability and higher precision. In general,
the loss function is denoted by L(Y, f(x)), and its standard
form is [20]

L(Y, f(x)) � (Y − f(x))
2
. (6)

(3) Weight Initialization. Before the model is trained, the
weights need to be initialized. 'e current weight initiali-
zation methods include two main types: one is to initialize
the weights to very small values, and the other is to set the
weights to +1 and −1 with equal numbers. Considering that
the second method is too subjective, in order to reach better
effect of the model training, the first method is used in this
paper to initialize the weights with random numbers in the
range of [−1, 1] that fit the normal distribution.

(4) Network Structure. 'e network structure mainly in-
cludes network nodes and hidden layer, which directly
affect the performance of DNN. Generally, only one hidden
layer is considered, and under this hidden layer, the op-
timal hidden node is found. Figure 3 shows the error of
different nodes under a hidden layer after 500 calculations.
According to the results of Table 4, when the hidden node is
23, the error is the smallest, but it is still difficult to meet the
requirements.

Generally speaking, the more the hidden layers, the
higher the accuracy of the model, so a DNN model with 2
hidden layers is used. After determining the number of
hidden layers, the number of hidden layer nodes is

Table 1: Engineering characteristic indicators and categories.

Building height X1

Engineering characteristic
influencing factor

Total building area X2
Standard floor building area X3

Standard floor height X4
Number of floors above ground X5

Basement floor height X6
Number of basement floors X7

Basement floor area X8
Floor area X9

Construction period X10
Building type X11
Structure type X12

Foundation form X13
Foundation soil type X14

Type of door and window X15
Site condition X16

Table 2: Quantification of solid brick wall and beam slab project.

Project code Project name Project characteristics

0103022001 Solid brick wall

Quantity of work U10
Brick variety U11
Wall type U12

Mortar strength U13

106062001 Beam slab
Quantity of work U20
Concrete type U21
Strength grade U22
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determined. Generally speaking, if the number of nodes in the
hidden layer is insu�cient, it will cause poor learning ability of
the model, thus increasing the error; if it is too large, it will
cause over�tting phenomenon and reduce the generalization
ability of the model. By analyzing the previous experience, the
optimal ratio of the number of nodes in �rst hidden layer to
that in second hidden layer is 3 :1.�erefore, when the number
of nodes in the two layers is set to 15 and 5, respectively, the
�nal DNN structure is shown in Figure 3 [21–24].

4. Simulation Experiments

4.1. DNN Model Training

4.1.1. Model Training Samples and Environment. �e sample
data of this model come from an engineering cost website, in
which nearly 20 sets of engineering cost data from a certain

region are selected as samples, including 15 sets of training
samples and 5 set of testing samples. �e model writing
procedure uses the Spyder software in Python environment,
and the model is trained using an improved BP algorithm
that introduces a momentum term, which allows the error
surface to avoid falling into local minimum and thus obtains
a more optimal solution. Let the learning rate η be 0.001,
momentum coe�cient α be 0.8, iterations be 5000, and the
error range ε be less than 0.001.

4.1.2. Model Training and Results. Before conducting the
model training, the sample data need to be normalized to
control the data output and input within the interval, and the

Table 3: Input and output parameters of the DNN model.

Input Output
Building height X1

Total quotation Y

Total building area X2
Standard ©oor building area X3
Standard ©oor height X4
Number of ©oors above ground X5
Basement ©oor height X6
Number of basement ©oors X7

Basement ©oor area X8

Integrated unit price V1

Floor area X9
Construction period X10
Building type X11
Structure type X12
Foundation form X13
Foundation soil type X14
Type of door and window X15
Site condition X16

0103022001 (solid brick wall)

Quantity of work U10

Integrated unit price V2

Brick variety U11
Wall type U12

Mortar strength U13

106062001 (with beam slab)
Quantity of work U20
Concrete type U21
Strength grade U22
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Figure 2: ReLU function image.
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of DNN structure.
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error value is about 0.00289 after 5000 iterations of this
model calculation, as shown in Figure 4. �e �tted curves of
the total quotation and the integrated unit price of the
branch subitem project are shown in Figure 5, from which it
can be seen that the curve �tting e�ect of the sample value
and the actual value is consistent.

In order to compare the prediction e�ect of DNN, BP
neural network is introduced while DNN prediction is
carried out.�e comparison results show that the prediction
of DNN is closer to the real price, while the error between BP
neural network and the real value is large. It is concluded
that the prediction e�ect of DNN is better.

In order to verify the e�ectiveness of the DNN model in
practical applications, the trained DNNmodel is used to test
the test sample, i.e., by analyzing the test sample error, if it is
within the error range, it means the DNNmodel has validity.
In this paper, a set of test samples is randomly selected for
testing, and the output values are shown in Table 5.

As can be seen from the above table, the relative errors
between the output values of DNNmodel and the true values
are all below 5%, which indicates that the DNN model can
predict the engineering cost well.

4.2. Determination of Cost. �e project cost has been pre-
dicted above, but the prediction result is not the cost price
because (1) the model sample is random and does not
consider factors such as individual enterprise management
ability, so the predicted value of the model only belongs to
the social average and (2) when the model is trained, its
output value is the settlement price, including the enterprise
pro�t, while the cost price should be the di�erence between
the settlement price and the pro�t. �erefore, the model
predictions need to be adjusted in order to obtain the cost
price.

4.2.1. Cost Price of Branch Subitem Project. Considering the
characteristics of the branch subitem project cost and the
proportion of the integrated unit price, this paper adopts the
weighted average algorithm to multiply the integrated unit
price by the adjustment factor to obtain the cost price, and
the adjustment method is shown in Table 6. Assuming that P
denotes the cost price and V denotes the model output value,
the adjustment equations are shown in equations (7) and (8)
[25–29].

Adjustment coefficientϕ �∑
5

i�1
αiβi, (7)

cost priceP � Vϕ. (8)

Because of the di�erent proportions of the various costs
of the integrated unit price, statistics on the percentage of the
integrated unit price costs α are required. According to the
�rst 9 digits of the code, the computer �nds the matching list
items, and using Table 6 as an example for proportional
calculation, we can get the percentage of labor cost α1 as
follows:

α1 � 0.207. (9)

In the same way, α2 � 0.657, α3 � 0.008, α4 � 0.025, and
α5 � 0.103. �en, the cost coe�cients of the integrated unit
price are calculated. According to the relevant research, the
labor costs, material costs, construction tool usage costs, and
enterprise management costs are generally not lower than
the average social components of 90%, 98%, 70%, and 70%,
respectively, while some enterprises can make use of zero
pro�t to expand the market, so the pro�t can be ignored. In
this regard, the integrated unit cost factors are shown in
Table 7.

Substituting the above table data into formula (7), the
integrated unit price adjustment factor of solid brick wall can
be calculated as 0.85. Since the integrated unit price output
of the solid brick wall is $468, the cost price is

P1 � V1ϕ1 � 468 × 0.85 � 397.8yuan. (10)

According to the above method, each integrated unit
price can be adjusted to obtain the corresponding cost price.

Table 4: Relationship curve between node and error under single
hidden layer.

Number of hidden layer nodes Error (%)
10 0.83
11 0.52
12 0.67
13 0.48
14 0.49
15 0.55
16 0.8
17 0.7
18 0.45
19 0.53
20 0.3
21 0.27
22 0.38
23 0.3
24 0.32
25 0.54
26 0.39
27 0.46
28 0.34
29 0.36
30 0.42
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Figure 4: Model training error convergence.
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Figure 5: DNNmodel curve �tting e�ect. (a) Total quotation �tting. (b) Integrated unit price V1 �tting. (c) Integrated unit price V2 �tting.

Table 5: Model validation result.
Output variable Output value True value Di�erence value Relative error
Total quotation Y 40 423 575 42 197 507 1773932 4.203%
Integrated unit price V1 488 503 15 2.98%
Integrated unit price V2 359 376 17 4.52%

Table 6: Integrated unit price adjustment method.

Cost components Labor costs Material costs Machinery costs Management costs Pro�t
Cost proportion α1 α2 α3 α4 α5
Cost coe�cient β1 β2 β3 β4 β5

Table 7: Coe�cient adjustment calculation.

Cost components Labor costs Material costs Machinery costs Management costs Pro�t
Cost proportion 0.207 0.657 0.008 0.025 0.103
Cost coe�cient 0.85 0.98 0.70 0.70 0
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'e total cost price of the total quotation can be obtained by
aggregating the adjusted cost prices.

5. Conclusion

In summary, the key to solving the cost pricing problem lies
in the accurate calculation of the project cost price. Based on
previous research, this paper constructs a DNN engineering
cost price prediction model, divides the engineering index
system into two categories: engineering characteristics and
project characteristics, and then randomly selects 20 sets of
sample data to train and predict the model. 'e results show
that the DNN prediction model has less error and can ef-
fectively predict the engineering cost. Since the engineering
cost prediction is random in nature and the result output is
the settlement price, the DNN prediction result is reasonably
adjusted. Specifically, the weighted average algorithm is used
to calculate the cost price of the integrated unit price of each
subitem project and the cost of the total quotation, and
finally the cost price of the whole project is obtained. Also,
the study provides new ideas for the information budget of
engineering cost.
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'e experimental data used to support the findings of this
study are available from the corresponding author upon
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Information technology has brought tremendous changes to many industries. 5G and Internet of �ings technology have also
driven the development of the music industry. Network communication has replaced the traditional method and has become a
brand-new method of music communication. An online music instructional teaching website based on Internet of �ings is
designed, the basic functions of the website are introduced, and a voice anomaly detection system was designed from the landing
test, search function test, song display, administrator maintenance, and management of songs. �e basic functions of the website
were tested in four aspects. According to the needs of music websites, a voice anomaly detection system is designed. �e system
includes two aspects, namely, an abnormal sound classi�cation system and a microphone array abnormal sound detection system;
two music rhythm algorithms are proposed, based on international music detection. �e music data of the wrong retrieval
platform was tested on two di�erent music algorithms, and it was found that the two di�erent detection methods have di�erent
results for di�erent types of music, and the Bossa-Brazil music type has the highest error rate. In order to detect the accuracy of the
detection of the abnormal voice system, a comparison experiment of three di�erent voice detection systems was set up under the
condition of no noise and noise, to test their experimental accuracy. �e music teaching system designed in this paper has the
highest accuracy, which can meet most of the requirements and improve the e�ciency of music detection. In the design of music
teaching, because the music website has rich functions and various products, it improves the e�ect of online teaching and the
e�ciency of teaching design. Instructional design is applied to online learning to improve the dissemination of music and art, and
high-quality pronunciation is also one of the important contents.

1. Introduction

With the development of the Internet, people cannot leave
the Internet for a long time, and there are more and more
young people who love music. �ey enjoy sharing their
favorite music with others and sharing their feelings and
thoughts about music. Now, if most music websites want to
use a complete cloud service, they need to download the
client, and due to copyright competition, more manufac-
turers spend money to buy copyright and ignore some cloud
services, as well as updating the front-end layout, and tra-
ditional pages have almost similar application functions.�e
single-page application function of VUE is inherently weak,
which leads to many unfavorable factors such as inconve-
nient use, cumbersome operation, and long loading time for

many online music websites. In order to avoid this problem,
the online music system came into being.

Based on the above background, the article proposes a
national music website construction plan, which has played
a certain role in accelerating the development of informa-
tionized music business. �ere are diversi�ed forms of
websites, one of which is through software development,
through which we can develop very interesting websites. �e
music anomaly detection method proposed in [1] can
quickly identify music anomaly signals. Literature [2]
established Beatme online music communication media to
connect relevant music-related devices to the cloud system.
It realizes the hierarchical management of users and has new
signi�cance for the development of personalized music
online network. Literature [3] introduces the design and
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implementation of music website. )e online music sharing
website is a functional website that can meet many of our
requirements and provide us with basic listening services.
Literature [4] introduces the development of ASP pro-
gramming technology to establish and maintain a back-end
database. Literature [5] designed and developed an online
music website system based on PHP+MySQL programming
language. )e system has not only basic functions such as
online listening and music downloading, but also functions
such as message delivery, music on demand, and other
functions, which can meet the needs of most people. Lit-
erature [6] explains how to use PHP and MySQL pro-
gramming to create a music group website. Generally, there
will be multiple pages, each with different functions. )is
article assignment explains the detailed website development
steps. Literature [7] discusses the method of playing WMA
music files online based on ASP technology and Access
database and analyzes the key technologies in detail. Lit-
erature [8] proposed a grade analysis method to detect
abnormal signals in music. Literature [9] proposed a new
hybrid method to determine abnormal data based on
GARCH, K-means, neural network, and other anomaly
detection methods. Literature [10] proposed a hierarchical
framework to automate the task of emotion detection in
original music data. )e emotions expressed by each music
signal are different, and everyone has a different under-
standing of music. )e layered framework proposed in the
article can extract music intensity, timbre, and rhythm,
which can help us better understand music signals. Liter-
ature [11] describes an audio-based video indexing method
that can detect music and voice independently. Literature
[12] focuses on the artist or source detection component,
and we show that it can correctly classify 91% of the small
song collection and 70% of the artist space in the larger song
collection. )e pitch and scale information of music is very
important for music classification and retrieval, but we have
done very little work on the key detection of music. Liter-
ature [13] proposed a method of extracting pitch contour
features from audio signals. More than 80 music works were
tested in the experiment, and the test success rate was as high
as 90%. Literature [14] proposed a system and method to use
music features extracted from music to detect music emo-
tions within the framework of hierarchical emotion detec-
tion. Literature [15] proposed a method for detecting music
in a speech signal with multiple frames. )is method can
effectively distinguish whether the sound signal is noise or
music.)emethod is to extract frames from the music signal
and then define a parameter of the noise signal, and then you
can distinguish the type of music.

Under the influence of today’s music trend, the music
industry has gradually begun to climax, because music has
always been inseparable from people, and if you want more
people to see interesting music works, an online music
website is essential. )e Internet of )ings is an efficient
information platform from which people can find a lot of
value, which makes it easier for more and more people to
appreciate music online and at the same time improves the
sharing of resources on the Internet [16]. We are in an
intelligent information system [17]. )e convenience of the

network has brought a lot of convenience to our lives [18].
Using the network to share resources is fast and efficient, and
it can also shorten the distance between people. How to use
the convenience of the Internet to design an online music
sharing website is a question we have to think about. )e
article uses Internet technology to design a network sharing
music website, which has many convenient functions, and
designs a music anomaly detection system based on the
website, which can effectively detect abnormal signals in
music at a high speed. )e Internet of )ings technology
realizes the intelligent collection, processing, and analysis of
music signals through the real-time transmission of infor-
mation between wired/wireless networks, which has the
advantages of comprehensive perception, reliable trans-
mission, convenience, and rapidity. A music feature rec-
ognition model based on the Internet of )ings (IOT)
technology is designed to realize the perception, transmis-
sion, and recognition of music signals. In that physical
perception layout of the system, sound sensors are arranged
at different positions to collect original music signals, and a
TMS320VC5402 digital signal processor is adopted to carry
out music signal analysis and process. And the music feature
analysis module in the application layer acquires the max-
imum similarity between the test template and the reference
template by adopting a dynamic time warping algorithm,
realizes music signal feature identification, and identifies
music feature content corresponding to a music form and a
music emotion according to an identification result. )e
experimental results show that themodel runs stably and can
collect high-quality music information.

2. Technical Descriptions

2.1. Website Functional Design. We must first take into
account the aesthetic views of the general public and pay
attention to color matching on the front page to highlight the
style and characteristics of our website. )e front-end web
page design is mainly oriented to ordinary users. You can use
this web page to realize online music playback, download
songs, and inquire about music, and users can register and
leave their personal information and views on the web page.
And the website has the function of listening to the name of
the song. When some users do not remember the name of
the song, they can search for the lyrics in the song or play it.
)e website has an intelligent recognition function. )e
website also has a message board function, where users can
leave messages and comments on favorite songs; they can
also make relevant suggestions to the website.

)e website manager enters his account and password to
log in successfully, and then he can enter the background
management page. You can change the track page by
changing any of the words such as “song name” to change
the track information; in the deleted song page, you only
need to enter the track number to remove any messages
about this song. On the homepage of a music website, people
can view various functions available on the website, such as
searching for music tracks, querying artist information,
querying music albums, leaving messages for music of in-
terest, and even querying popular song charts. )e
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administrator can check netizens’ messages, delete some bad
comments, and accumulate their opinions.

2.2. Abnormal Sound Detection System. )e purpose of the
system is to accurately detect the type of abnormal sound.
)e algorithm mainly extracts the sound signal and then
builds a model of the sound signal. )e model can not only
detect whether there is abnormal sound but also determine
what kind of abnormal sound. But the model also requires a
lot of sound to model. Because the sound signal charac-
teristics are different, the classification method of the model
is also different. According to the sound characteristics, it
can be divided into frames and wholes. Frame classification
is to detect whether there is abnormal sound in each audio.
)e flowchart of the algorithm is shown in Figure 1.

In Figure 1, according to “model matching,” the sound is
classified mainly according to the characteristics of the
sound signal, and if the characteristics of the sound are met,
the classification method is performed. If the match is not
successful, it indicates that there is an abnormal sound,
further processing the abnormal sound.

Generally, the matching algorithm is statistical method,
clustering method, and anomaly detection method.

)e microphone array uses multiple microphones. )e
advantage is that it can locate the sound position and then

judge whether the localized sound is an abnormal sound
based on the air pressure information such as the video. )e
flowchart of the algorithm is shown in Figure 2.

In Figure 2, the abnormal sound is determined, and the
detection is performed based on “abnormal sound” to de-
termine whether or not the sound is abnormal. If not, it may
be the pressure information such as video.

3. Method Description

3.1. Music Style Recognition

3.1.1. Separation Algorithm. Music signals usually consist of
harmonic sound components and impact sound compo-
nents, which have different characteristics [19]. According to
the difference between the impact sound and the harmonic
sound in the frequency spectrum, we can separate the
original spectrum WfJ into the impact spectrum PfJ and the
harmonic spectrum, defined as follows:

WfJ � PfJ + HfJ. (1)

PfJ > 0, HfJ > 0. Formula (2) can realize the separation
of impact sound and harmonic sound [20]:
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3.1.2. Network Structure. Classification and recognition
through functions: the activation function used is

X
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)e formula of the pooling layer is

X
q

l � down X
p

l−1 . (6)

In backpropagation, the gradient of the convolutional
layer is calculated as follows:

yl � ωlxl + bl,
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)e update rule for ωl is derived from the following:
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)e regression formula is as follows:
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)e loss function is defined as
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L � − 
m

j�1
hjlog pj. (10)

3.2. Implementation of Abnormal Sound Detection Algorithm

3.2.1. MFCC (Mel-Scale Frequency Cepstral Coefficients)
Sound Extraction. )e sound extraction flowchart is shown
in Figure 3.

)e extracted sound signal is transformed into a digital
signal, and the flow of the high frequency part of the sound is
increased by preemphasis [21]; the expression is

w[n] �

0.54 − 0.46 cos
2πn

L
 , 0≤ n≤L − 1,

0, other.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(11)

Analyze the signal to get the frequency spectrum,
according to the relationship:

mel(f) � 1127 ln 1 +
f

700
 . (12)

Convert it to

Δmel �
mel(fb w) − mel(fb w)

filterNum + 1
. (13)

)e center frequency can be calculated; then,
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)e corresponding frequency can be calculated, and the
energy of the response frequency is

Emel(i) � 
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2
. (15)

ak changes according to the change of the slope, namely,

ƛfi−1 to fi+1, ak �
k − ki
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)e output logarithmic energy is changed by discrete
cosine to obtain the MFCC coefficient [22]:

C(n) � 
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s(m)cos
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Figure 1: Abnormal sound detection model.
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Figure 2: Flowchart of abnormal sound detection of microphone array.
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3.2.2. Algorithm Implementation. )e general flowchart of
sound detection is shown in Figure 4.

)e abnormal sound model is trained by extracting the
abnormal sound MFCC feature vector [23]; the sound is a
continuous signal, which is a multidimensional distribution
function:

bj(υ) 
m

k�1
cjk

1

(2π)
L/2

 JK



1/2

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

· exp −
1
2
υ − μjk 

t
 JK|

− 1 υ − μjk  .

(18)

Initialize first

α1(j) � α0bj o1( 1≤ j≤N. (19)

Recursion is as follows:

αt(j) � 
N

i�1
αt−1(i)αijbj ot( 1≤ j≤N, 1≤ t≤T. (20)

Termination is as follows:

p(0|0|λ) � αT qF(  � 
N

i�1
αT(i)αiF, (21)

where

p(0|λ) � αT(N) � βT(1) � 
N

j�1
αt(j)βt(j). (22)

)rough this algorithm, the parameters of the abnormal
sound can be calculated [24].

3.2.3. Music Classification and Detection Model under Noisy
Environment. When the music sound contains noise, the
change curve of the music signal will change to a certain
extent. )e music signal in the complex noise is

y(n) � s(n) − at(n). (23)

Noise will cause a certain change in the curve of the
music, and the system cannot accurately identify the music
signal, so the influence of noise on themusic signal should be
eliminated. In this paper, the soft threshold wavelet

transform is selected to remove the music signal noise [25];
suppose a music signal with noise before and after the re-
moval curve is shown in Figure 5.

Music Classification and Detection Feature Extraction. When
music information changes, there are many features of
music classification and detection [26]; the specific calcu-
lation formula is as follows:

sp �


N
i�1 fi − fi 

2
p fi( 


N
n�1 p fi( 

. (24)

)e formula for calculating the short-term energy
spectrum characteristics of music is as follows:

ff �


N
I�1 fi − fi 

2
p fi( 

sp
3


N
n�1 p fi( 

. (25)

(2) BP Neural Network Algorithm. )e number of music
short-term energy spectrum features is the number of nodes
in the input layer of the BP neural network. )e input and
output of the neural network are, respectively [27],

Sj � 

m

i�1
wi jx(i) − θj,

bj �
1

1 + exp 
m
i�1 wijxi − θj  

, j � 1, 2, · · · , p.

(26)

According to the same principle, the input and output
formulas of the output layer can be obtained [28]:

L � 
n

j�1
wjkbj − θk, xi+1 �

1
1 + exp 

p

k�1 wkjbj − θk  
. (27)

4. Website Function Design

We can search for songs based on the album name and song
name, leave a message to favorite singers, communicate with
netizens, and view the song pop charts of the month, which
are the specific functions of the website.

difference Cepstrum Mel filtering
Discrete Fourier

Exchange

Sound signal 

MTCC 
parameter 

vector 

A/D conversion

Spectral shaping

Pre-emphasis Frame aggravation 

Condition
signal

Parametric
Transform

Spectral
Analysis

Figure 3: Sound extraction flowchart.
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4.1. Website Testing

4.1.1. Login Test. We tested the login function of the website,
and the specific conditions are shown in Table 1.

4.1.2. Search Function. We conducted a search function test
on the website, and the specific conditions are shown in
Table 2.

4.1.3. Song Display. We tested the management function of
the website, and the test results are shown in Table 3 [25].

4.1.4. Ae Administrator Maintains and Manages Songs.
)e management function of the website was tested, as
shown in Table 4.

4.2. Research on Music Rhythm Detection Algorithm. It
mainly introduces a music rhythm algorithm: error con-
cealment. Error concealment can slow down the degra-
dation of audio quality in the compression process. )e
traditional method includes the function of noise sup-
pression, but the traditional method detaches the smooth
music signal to work. In order to solve this problem, we use
template matching algorithm to detect music rhythm. )e

�e first 
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Figure 4: Sound detection flowchart.
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Figure 5: Noise effect removal test. (a) Music signal with noise. (b) Music signal to remove noise.
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Table 1: Login and registration test cases.

Serial
number Test input Execution precondition Expected output

1
Enter the administrator account and
password in the login area, and click

login.

)e user has opened the homepage of the
website; the account and password are

entered correctly.

)e page jumps to the background
maintenance and management page.

2
Enter the normal user account and

password in the login area, and click to
log in.

)e user has opened the homepage of the
website.

)e account and password are entered
correctly.

)e page jumps to the front page and
shows that the user has logged in.

3
Enter the wrong user account and

password in the login area, click to log
in.

)e user has opened the homepage of the
site.

)e account and password are entered
incorrectly.

)e page jumps to the front page and
prompts “incorrect account and

password.”

4 Click the register button. )e user has opened the homepage of the
site.

)e page jumps to the registration
page.

5 Fill in the user ID on the registration
page. User has entered the registration homepage. )e page prompts “does the user name

already exist?”

6 Fill in the user e-mail of the registration
page. Fill in the user ID. )e page prompts “is the e-mail format

correct?”

7 Fill in the password of the registration
page. User has entered the registration homepage. )e page prompts “the two passwords

are not the same.”

8 Click add. Fill in e-mail. )e page prompts “added
successfully.”

Table 2: Search function test case.

Serial
number Test input Execution precondition Expected output

1 Enter the full name of the song in the
search area.

)e user has opened the
homepage of the website.

Tick the search type as the song
title.

)e song exists on the site.

Jump to the search page and display song
information.

2 Enter part of the song name in the
search area.

)e user has opened the
homepage of the website.

Tick the search type as the song
title.

)e song exists on the site.

Jump to the search page and display song
information.

3 Enter the artist’s full name in the
search area.

)e user has opened the
homepage of the website.

Check the search type as singer.
)e song exists on the site.

Jump to the search page and display the
corresponding song information of the singer.

4 Enter part of the singer’s name in the
search area.

)e user has opened the
homepage of the website.

Check the search type as singer.
)e song exists on the site.

Jump to the search page and display the
corresponding song information of the singer.

5 Enter the full name of the album in the
search area.

)e user has opened the
homepage of the website.

Check the search type as album.
)e song exists on the site.

Jump to the search page and display the
corresponding song information of the album.

6 Enter part of the album name in the
search area.

)e user has opened the
homepage of the website.

Check the search type as album.
)e song exists on the site.

Jump to the search page and display the
corresponding song information of the album.

7 Enter songs, artists, and albums that
do not exist in the search area.

)e user has opened the
homepage of the website.

Check the search type as album.
)e song or artist does not exist

on the website.

Jump to the search page, and display “no related
files found.”
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Table 3: Song display test case.

Serial
number Test input Execution precondition Expected output

1 Click on the music charts. )e user has opened the homepage
of the site.

Display music ranking information, sorted in
descending order of total visits.

2 Click on the singer rankings. )e user has opened the homepage
of the site.

Show singer ranking information, sorted in descending
order of total visits.

3 Click on the album chart. )e user has opened the homepage
of the site.

Display album ranking information, sorted in
descending order of total visits.

4 Click on the song name of the
music chart.

)e user has opened the homepage
of the site. Jump to the song play page and play this song.

5 Click the music chart song
download button.

)e user has opened the homepage
of the site. Pop up the download prompt box.

6 Click on my favorites.
)e user has opened the homepage

of the site.
User logged in.

Show the user’s favorite songs.

7 Click on my favorites.
)e user has opened the homepage

of the site.
User is not logged in.

“You have not logged in yet. Please log in first!”

Table 4: Test cases for administrator maintenance and management functions.

Serial
number Test input Execution precondition Expected output

1 Click music to add. )e administrator has logged in
the website back-end. Jump to the music adding page.

2 Click the browse button on
the music add page.

)e administrator has logged in
the website back-end.

)e administrator has entered
the music adding page.

Choose to add a file. Box pops up.

3 Click the add button on the
music add page.

)e administrator has logged in
the website back-end.

)e administrator has entered
the music adding page.

)ere is missed or incorrectly
filled in information.

)e prompt is displayed on the page, and the prompt is
correct.

4 Click music edit. )e administrator has logged in
the website back-end. Jump to the music modification page.

5 Click the delete button on the
music modification page.

)e administrator has logged in
the website back-end.

)e administrator has entered
the music modification page.

A prompt box “whether to delete the record” pops up, click
OK, and return to the front page. )e song will be deleted

from the music list.

6 Click the edit button for
music edit.

)e administrator has logged in
the website back-end.

)e administrator has entered
the music modification page.

Jump to the music modification page. )e song information
displayed on the page is correct.

7 Click artist to edit. )e administrator has logged in
the website back-end. Jump to the page modified by the singer.

8 Click the edit button modified
by the singer.

)e administrator has logged in
the website back-end.

)e administrator has entered
the artist modification page.

Jump to the artist modification page. )e artist information
displayed on the page is correct.

9 Click to log out. )e administrator has logged in
the website back-end.

Exit the background management and return to the
homepage of the website.

Table 5: Experimental result table.

Estimation method Number of songs Strong accuracy (%) Weak accuracy (%) Error rate (%)
Error concealment 427 59.95 84.07 15.93
Template matching 463 55.29 77.53 22.46
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experiment involves a variety of music forms such as rock,
jazz, and pop music. We analyze the two estimation
methods of error concealment method and template
matching method, and the experimental results are shown
in Table 5 and Figure 6.

We conducted experiments on the training data of the
International Music Retrieval and Evaluation Competition.
)e experimental results are shown in Tables 6 and 7.

From Figures 7 and 8, we can see that the two different
detectionmethods have different results for different types of
music, and the Bossa-Brazil music type has the highest error
rate.

4.3. Test Model Performance Comparison

4.3.1. Test Platform. In order to detect the effect of voice
abnormality detection under normal and noisy conditions,
on the same test platform, the music detection model

without noise removal neural network and the KNN music
detection model with noise removal were selected, and the
corresponding algorithms are proposed. )e performances
of the voice anomaly detection model are compared and
analyzed. )e selected test platform settings are shown in
Table 8.

4.3.2. Analysis of Detection Accuracy. )e experiment se-
lected 5 different music type numbers and divided them into
two categories with noise and without noise, as shown in
Table 9.

We used the voice anomaly detection model, neural
network music detection model, and KNN music detection
model designed in the article to detect the music data in the
table. )e experimental results are shown in Figures 9 and 10.

According to the results in Figures 9 and 10, the
detection accuracy of the KNN model and the neural
network model is low, and there are many requirements
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Figure 6: Result trend graph.

Table 6: Experimental results of error concealment method.

Number of songs Song type Strong accuracy (%) Weak accuracy (%) Error rate (%)
186 Pop 63.98 88.17 11.83
120 Rock 70.00 90.84 9.16
28 Jazz 46.42 74.99 25.00
35 Bossa-Brazil 25.71 62.85 37.14
43 Soul 55.48 74.41 25.58
15 Funky 53.33 73.34 26.66

Table 7: Template matching method experiment results.

Number of songs Song type Strong accuracy (%) Weak accuracy (%) Error rate (%)
198 Pop 60.10 82.83 17.17
137 Rock 61.31 79.57 20.43
31 Jazz 41.93 67.75 32.25
37 Bossa-Brazil 24.31 40.56 59.44
43 Soul 53.48 74.42 25.58
17 Funky 47.05 64.71 35.29
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for the types of music signals. In the case of no noise, the
detection accuracy of the KNN model can only reach 86%.
In the case of noise, the detection accuracy will show a
lower situation, and the detection accuracy of the neural
network model under the condition of noise is higher,

which can explain the certain noise recognition function
of the neural network system. )e detection accuracy of
the model proposed in this article can be maintained
above 90% in the absence of noise and can reach above
85% in the presence of noise, which is the one with the
highest detection accuracy among the three different
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Figure 7: Trend of error concealment method.
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Figure 8: Trend chart of template matching method.

Table 8: Testing platform design.

Platform parameters Parameter
CPU type Intel
CPU frequency 2.86GHz
Memory type and size DDR 3400 16GB
Hard disk type and size Solid state, 320GB
Programming tools VC++6.0

Table 9: Music classification and detection object table.

Music type number Noise No noise
1 10 30
2 10 30
3 20 40
4 10 40
5 20 50
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systems, the types of music detected are relatively more,
and the efficiency of music detection is improved.

4.3.3. Analysis of Detection Efficiency. For music in a
complex music environment, we have counted the music
detection time of three models, and the experimental results
are shown in Figure 11.

From Figure 11, we can see that although the KNN
music detection model takes the shortest time to check, the
KNN music detection model has a low detection accuracy
rate and cannot meet the requirements of the system. )e
detection world of the model designed in this article is
lower than that of the neural network detection model. It
also shows that the influence of noise on the music signal is
detected to a certain extent, and the efficiency of music
detection is improved.

5. Conclusion

Based on 5G and Internet of )ings technology, this paper
also drives the development of music industry. Network
communication has replaced the traditional way of
communication and become a brand-new way of music
communication. )e main content of this paper is to
design an online music website based on the Internet of
)ings, introduce the basic functions of the website, and
design a voice anomaly detection system from login test,
search function test, song display, administrator main-
tenance, and song management. In order to detect the
accuracy of abnormal speech system, the experiment was
to set up three different speech detection systems in the
condition of noise and noise contrast experiment and test
their experimental accuracy. )e system designed in this
paper has the highest accuracy, which can meet most
requirements and improve the efficiency of music de-
tection. )e future work will further study the multi-
intelligent recommendation algorithm of music websites,
use real-time big data technology to analyze the similarity
of multiple customers at the same time, and recommend
that the customer attributes in different time periods are
similar, so as to perform the group calculation of different
users.
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In terms of the low accuracy and unsatisfactory e�ect of traditional prediction models for consumption behavior, in the study of
deep learning DNN model, a consumption behavior prediction model based on rDNN model is proposed. By choosing the
appropriate function as the activation function of the model, the random sampling method is used to select negative samples of
consumer behavior data to determine the N/P ratio, which improves the DNN model. Based on the improved DNN model, a
consumer behavior prediction model based on the rDNN model is constructed. �e results show that when the tanh function is
used as the activation function and the ratio of N/P is 3, the rDNNmodel has the best prediction e�ect on consumption behavior,
with AUC value of 0.8422 and the fastest operation e�ciency of 434.36 s. Compared with traditional predictionmodels, DNN, and
KmDNN deep learning models, the proposed model has more reliable prediction results and can be used to predict actual
consumption behavior.

1. Related Work

Consumption behavior re�ects the characteristics of con-
sumers’ consumption, individual preference, and inherent
law. By analyzing consumption behavior, it is good for
businesses to knowmore about consumers’ real demand and
market demand, so as to realize accurate recommendation of
commodities and increase purchase rate. �ere are many
factors a�ecting consumer behavior, including consumer’s
economy, consumer groups, and commodity value. How to
screen out e�ective information from these massive data to
predict consumer behavior is themain problem that needs to
be solved at present. �e analysis and prediction of con-
sumption behavior has crossed the stage of qualitative
analysis, and the machine learning model has been used for
data studying, which e�ectively improves the prediction
e�ciency of consumption behavior. For example, Guo et al.
proposed to analyze and predict consumer behavior by using
a regressionmodel. In this research method, the most crucial
thing is to use individual consumption interests and habits

as the basic data for the whole prediction model. �e results
indicated that the regression model is feasible [1]. Zhao et al.
mainly analyzed the characteristics of consumer behavior,
which provided reference for the feature input of machine
learning [2]. Xiao and Tong proposed to improve the e�-
ciency of clustering by clustering the data before performing
regression prediction; the results showed that the prediction
accuracy of the method was over 98% [3]. Chung et al.
analyzed data from 252 real EV charging users and then
applied ensemble learning and machine learning for be-
havior prediction, which resulted in improved accuracy of
charging behavior prediction [4]. In addition to behavioral
prediction, some machine learning algorithms are also used
for prediction in other ¥elds, such as Parhizkar et al. [5] and
Shapi Mel Keytingan et al. [6]. �e principal component
analysis method is applied to the prediction of energy
consumption. Ren et al. and Yang et al. applied machine
learning algorithms to the prediction of environmental
energy consumption and glider energy consumption, and
these provide more references for the application of machine
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learning. However, with the development of e-commerce,
the above methods can no longer meet the actual demand of
consumer behavior [7, 8]. In order to better predict the
consumption behavior, this paper intends to learn the
consumption behavior from different perspectives and re-
alize the prediction of consumption behavior through deep
learning. Considering the large amount of consumption
behavior data and in order to better explore the deep features
of the data, the deep neural network (DNN) model is used as
the basic model, and the rDNN model is constructed to
predict consumption behavior by selecting the appropriate
proportion of positive and negative samples and activation
function.

2. Basic Method

2.1. Introduction of the DNN. +e DNN is essentially a
feedforward neural network with multiple hidden layers.
With increasing the number of hidden layers in the neural
layer, the feature learned by the model is richer, and the
prediction effect of the model is improved. Compared with
shallow neural network, the DNN has stronger learning
ability, and its structure is shown in Figure 1 [9].

+eDNNmodel training includes forward propagation and
backward propagation. Assuming that the DNN model con-
tains two hidden layers and the activation function is tanh
function, the input layer is g(x), g(x) ∈ Rnk×1. In this ex-
pression, n represents the word vector dimension, and k rep-
resents data categories, which means the first hidden layer of
forward propagation contains n1 neurons.+e input and output
of this layer can be expressed by expressions (1) and (2) [10, 11]:

z
(1)
i � H1g(x) + b1, (1)

z
(1)
o � tanh z

(1)
i . (2)

+e second hidden layer contains n2 neurons, and the
input and output of this layer can be expressed by ex-
pressions (3) and (4):

z
(2)
i � H2z

(1)
o + b2, (3)

z
(2)
o � tanh z

2
i . (4)

+e output layer of the model is [12]

y � U tanh z
2
o  + b3. (5)

In expressions (1)–(5), H1, H2, U represent the weight
matrix of hidden layer 1, hidden layer 2, and output layer,
respectively, and b1, b2, b3 represent the threshold matrix of
hidden layer 1, hidden layer 2, and output layer, respectively.

Using θ to express all the parameters in the DNN, it will
be

θ � H1, H2, U, b1, b2, b3( . (6)

Use y ∈ Rn3×1 to show the function of θ, and yi is the log
probability of sample i of output layer; after normalization, it
can be expressed as [13]

p fi|x, θ(  �
e

yi


N3
j�1 e

yi
. (7)

In this expression, f(i) indicates the category of training
sample i.

Backward propagation means that the labeled sample
(x(i), f(i)), i ∈ N, is used as the number of training samples,
and x(i) represents the training sample i. Finding the pa-
rameter θ to maximize the log-likelihood probability of R(θ)

with regular term, the likelihood function will be like the
following expression [14]:

L(θ) � 
N

i�1
1ogp f

(i)
|x

(i)
, θ  + R(θ). (8)

+e random gradient ascending method is used to learn
θ, and the backward propagation algorithm is used to iterate
and update the parameters until the preset accuracy is
reached. +e iteration formula is shown in the following
expression:

θ←θ + η
z1ogp(f|x, θ)

zθ
. (9)

In this expression, η means learning rate.
+e DNNmodel has good feature learning ability, but it

is easy to have the problem of slow training speed because
of its many parameters [15, 16]. To solve this problem, the
DNN model is improved in this paper. According to the
above analysis, the parameter quantity is closely related to
the selection of activation function in the DNN model, so
the model parameter quantity is reduced by selecting
suitable activation function. In addition, the imbalance
between positive and negative samples of data has some
influence to the performance of the model. In order to
further improve the performance of the model, the DNN
model is improved by choosing the appropriate ratio of
negative and positive samples, which is recorded as the N/P
ratio.

2.2. Improvement of the DNN Model

2.2.1. Selection of Activation Function. +e most frequently
used activation functions are sigmoid, tanh, and relu. +e
mathematical expression of sigmoid function is shown in
expression (10) [17]. +e mathematical expression of tanh
function is shown in expression (11). After simplifying
calculation, tanh function is shown in expression (12) [18].
+e mathematical expression of relu function is shown in
expression (13). Compared with sigmoid function and tanh
function, Relu has advantages in solving the problem of
gradient disappearance. +erefore, the Relu function is
chosen as the activation function.

σs �
1

1 + e
− s, (10)

tanh �
e

x
− e

− x

e
x

+ e
−x , (11)
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tanh(x) �
2

1 + e
− 2x

− 1, (12)

Relu � max(0, x). (13)

2.2.2. N/P Ratio Selection. An appropriate N/P ratio can
avoid the problem of data feature’s singularity and improve
the generalization ability of the model. Before selecting the
N/P ratio, balancing the positive and negative samples of
data should be done first. Referring to the literature [19, 20],
random sampling of negative samples is used in this paper to
balance the sample data. Subsamples with a certain pro-
portion with positive samples are randomly selected from
negative samples to balance them with positive samples, as
shown in Figure 2. In this figure, white represents positive
samples and black represents negative samples.

Based on the above improvements, this paper constructs
an improved DNNmodel, which is called rDNNmodel, and
this model is used to predict the consumption behavior. +e
structure of the rDNN model is shown in Figure 3.

3. PredictionMethod ofConsumptionBehavior
Based on the rDNN Model

3.1. Feature Selection of Consumer Behavior. Feature selec-
tion is the basis of constructing the prediction model of
consumption behavior, and the most suitable data feature
for consumption behavior is conducive to improving the
prediction accuracy and efficiency of the model. Combining
the literature [21] and the characteristics of consumption
behavior data, this paper selects the characteristics of con-
sumption behavior data from six dimensions in Table 1.

Considering that the dimensions and units of the fea-
tures mentioned above are not united, in order to avoid their
influence on the prediction of the model, min-max

standardization is carried out on them, which is shown in
expression (14) [22]. +e missing values of the features are
filled with 0 to obtain a large-scale sparse matrix of features.

X
∗

�
X − Xmin

Xmax − Xmin
. (14)

3.2. Construction of the rDNN Model. +e way of con-
structing the rDNN model is by reducing the redundancy of
model training data, improving the efficiency of model
training, and realizing more accurate analysis and prediction
of consumption behavior. +e specific construction process
of the rDNN model is as follows:

(1) Collect and pretreat consumption behavior data and
divide them into training set and verification set in
time sequence.

x1

x2

x3

x4

xn

the input layer the output layerthe middle layer
(the hidden layer)

Figure 1: +e DNN model’s structure.
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Figure 2: Diagram with N/P ratio of 1.
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(2) Divide the training set into positive and negative
samples with certain rules and balance the data
categories with randomly getting negative samples.

(3) Construct the DNN model, initialize model pa-
rameters, and train the model using the training set.

(4) Use backward propagation to adjust the model pa-
rameters until the model has the best prediction of
consumption behavior data, and then the model is
used as the best model to predict the consumption
behavior data.

(5) Input the preprocessed data into the optimal rDNN
model, and the output result is the prediction result.

In the above process, the rDNN model building process
can be illustrated in Figure 4.

4. Simulation Experiment

4.1. Construction of Experimental Environment. +is ex-
periment runs on Windows 7, i5 processor, and 8G+ 4G
memory and is programmed with Python 2.7.

4.2. Data Source and Processing

4.2.1. Data Sources. In this experiment, the real data of
consumer behavior in “Tianchi Big Data Competition” were
selected as the experimental dataset. +e dataset includes two

parts: user-commodity behavior dataset and commodity subset.
+e specific data formats are shown in Tables 2 and 3 [23].

4.2.2. Data Preprocessing. +rough statistical analysis of
experimental dataset, it can be seen that there is a problem of
missing features in the data, and the processing effect of hash
coding is not good, so this experiment deletes it. In addition,
the study finds that consumer behavior has certain peri-
odicity in all data except the “Double 12” day.+erefore, it is
divided into four groups according to the characteristics,
which are shown in Table 4. Group 3 contains data of the
“Double 12” day, and the data explosion can easily affect the
prediction effect of the model, so it was deleted in this
experiment, and take group 1 as the training set, group 2 as
the verification set, and group 4 as the test set.

Type 1 is defined as positive samples, and other types are
samples from statistics of behavior category data. +e data
distribution is shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that the
category data of consumer behavior are seriously unbalanced,
with 325,797,507 positive samples and 23,058,448 negative
samples, and the ratio is close to 1 : 99. To solve the problem of
unsatisfactory model prediction results caused by unbalanced
data categories, in this experiment,millions of negative samples
are selected according to the characteristics of the selected
dataset. Negative samples were obtained by random sampling
technique. It reduces the large proportion of positive and
negative samples and achieves the balance of data categories.

data normali
zation

High-
dimensional 

sparse 
numerical 

matrix

positive data

negative
date 

random
sampling 

matrix
synthesis 

standardiz
ation DNN prediction

results 

Figure 3: Diagram of the rDNN model structure.

Table 1: Choice of consumer behavior characteristics.

Users
Each count of the users’ every behavior on the 1st, 2nd, and 5th day before the inspection date
Total count of the users’ every behavior on the 1st, 2nd, and 5th day before the inspection date

User purchase conversion rate (purchase count/behaviors’ total count)

Commodity

Commodity’s total number of users on the 1st, 2nd, and 5th day before the inspection date
Commodity’s total number of every behavior on the 1st, 2nd, and 5th day before the inspection date
Commodity’s each count of every behavior on the 1st, 2nd, and 5th day before the inspection date

Commodity purchase conversion rate (purchase count/behaviors’ total count)

Commodity category

Category’s total number of users on the 1st, 2nd, and 5th day before the inspection date
Category’s total number of behaviors on the 1st, 2nd, and 5th day before the inspection date

Category’s each count of every behavior on the 1st, 2nd, and 5th day before the inspection date
Category purchase conversion rate (purchase count/behaviors’ total count)

User-commodity User-commodity’s count of behaviors on the 1st, 2nd, and 5th day before the inspection date
User-commodity rank behaviors of user’s interaction commodities

User-commodity category

User-commodity category’s total number of behaviors on the 1st, 2nd, and 5th day before the inspection
date

User-commodity category’s each count of every behavior on the 1st, 2nd, and 5th day before the
inspection date

User-commodity category rank behaviors of user’s all commodities
Commodity-commodity
category

Commodity’s rank of total number of behaviors in commodity category
Commodity’s rank of the number of users in commodity category
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Figure 4: rDNN model building process.

Table 2: User-commodity behavior dataset form.

Field Field description Extraction description
user_id User number Sample and field mask
item_id Item number Field mask
behavior_type User behavior type 1means browse, 2 means collect, 3 means add commodity into shopping cart, and 4means purchase
user_geoliash User space location After latitude and longitude encryption processing

item_categoiy Commodity
category Field mask

Tune User behavior time Accurate calculation to the hour
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4.3. Evaluation Indicators. In this experiment, AUC value is
selected as the performance index of the evaluation model,
and it is calculated by the following expression [24–26]:

�
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
, (15)

where TP represents true positive, FN represents false
negative, FP represents false positive, and TN represents true
negative.

4.4. Parameter Settings. +e basic parameters of the rDNN
model and the DNN model in this experiment are shown in
Table 5. +e parameters of K-means in the KmDNN model
are shown in Table 6.

4.5. Experimental Results

4.5.1. Model Verification. To verify the availability of the
proposed model, this paper compared the effects of different
N/P ratios and activation functions on the prediction
[27, 28].

(1) Different N/P Ratios. Set the N/P ratios to 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5,
respectively, and test the influence of the change of N/P ratio
in a small range on the prediction effect of the model. +e
results are shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that when the N/
P ratio is adjusted in a small range, the AUC value is around
0.8. When the N/P ratio is expanded and set to 10, 20, 30, 40,
and 50 to study the prediction effect of the model in a wide
range, the results are shown in Figure 7. It can be seen that
with the increase of N/P ratio, the AUC value fluctuates
greatly, and themaximumAUC value is 0.8214, with the N/P
ratio of 10. +erefore, the experiment controls the range in
(0,10) and studies the prediction effect of the model to
ensure the best N/P ratio. Set the N/P ratios of 6, 7, 8, and 9
for the experiment, and the AUC value is shown in Figure 8.
+e figure further proves that when the N/P ratio is adjusted
in a small range, the N/P ratio has little influence on the
prediction effect of the model. Comparing Figure 6 with
Figure 8, it can be seen that when the ratio of N/P is 3, the
AUC value is the biggest, which is 0.8359, indicating that the
model has the best prediction effect at this time, so this study
set the ratio of N/P to 3.

(2) Different Activation Functions. +e prediction perfor-
mance of the rDNN model constructed by different acti-
vation functions is shown in Figure 9. It can be seen that
when the sigmoid function is used as activation function, the
AUC value of the rDNN model is the biggest with the
number of hidden layers of 2. As the number of hidden
layers increases, the AUC value of the model gradually

Table 3: Data format of commodity subset.

Field Field description Extraction description
item_id Item number Field mask
item_geoliash Commodity space location identification After longitude and latitude encryption
item_categoiy Commodity category Field mask

Table 4: Data partition.

Number Date
Group 1 11.22∼11.28
Group 2 11.29∼12.5
Group 3 12.6∼12.12
Group 4 12.13∼12.18

32579

23058448

positive
negative

Figure 5: Distribution of consumer behavior category data.

Table 5: Basic parameter settings of rDNN model.

Parameters Parameter setting
Model structure 128-64-64-30-2
Objective function binary_crossentropy
+e maximum number of training
iterations 200

Activation function Relu

Table 6: K-means parameter setting.

Parameters Parameter setting
+e maximum number of iterations 200
Cluster number 1000
+e number of sampling subsets 200
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decreases, indicating that when sigmoid function is used as
the activation function, the optimal number of hidden layers
of the rDNN model is 2. When relu function is used as

activation function, the largest AUC value corresponds to 3
hidden layers, which means that when relu function is the
activation function, the optimal number of hidden layers of
the rDNNmodel is 3. Comparing sigmoid function with relu
function, when relu function is used as activation function,
the AUC value of relu function is bigger, and the difference
of AUC value is small. When sigmoid function is used as the
activation function, the AUC value of the rDNN model is
greatly reduced, which indicates that the number of hidden
layers has little influence on the prediction effect of the
rDNN-rule model but greatly affects the prediction effect of
the rDNN-sigmoid model. +is proves that relu function is
in favour of improving the stability of the rDNN model.

In terms of training time, the time of the rDNN-sigmoid
model is 714.76 s, while the time of the rDNN-rule model is
434.36 s, which is obviously better than rDNN-sigmoid
model. To sum up, relu function is more suitable as the
activation function of the rDNN model than sigmoid
function. +erefore, this paper chooses relu function as the
activation function of the rDNN model.

4.5.2. Model Comparison. In order to verify the superiority
of the proposed model, the prediction results of different
deep learning models are compared. To avoid accidental
errors, the experiment was repeated 50 times with different
depth learning models, and the average value was taken as
the final experimental result, which is shown in Table 7. It
can be seen that compared with the DNN model, the AUC
value of the rDNN model proposed in this study is bigger,
which indicates that choosing an appropriate N/P ratio to
reduce the gap between positive and negative samples is
conducive to improving the performance of the model.
Compared with the KmDNN model with K-means algo-
rithm, the AUC value of the proposed rDNN model is
bigger, and the prediction effect is better. +e reason is that
the K-means algorithm needs to set the number of cluster in
advance when clustering negative samples [29–31]. It leads
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0.8176

7 8 96
N/P ratio
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Figure 8: Comparison of prediction effects of different N/P ratio
models.
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Figure 9: Influence of adjusting the number of hidden layers on
model performance with different activation functions.
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Figure 6: Prediction effect of different N/P ratio models in a small
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Figure 7: Prediction effect of different N/P ratio models in a wide
range.
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to the inability to extract samples of different clusters with
equal probability and affects the clustering accuracy, making
the prediction result of the KmDNN model not optimal. To
sum up, the proposed rDNN model is better than the
standard DNN model and the KmDNN model with
K-means algorithm.

To further verify the superiority of the proposed model,
this paper compares the performance of the proposed model
with the traditional prediction model, and the results are
shown in Table 8. It shows that the prediction effect of the
deep learning model is better than the traditional prediction
model. Among the deep learning models, the rDNN model
has the best prediction effect. +e reason is that during
training, the rDNN model reduces numerous negative
samples of unbalanced data with redundant information and
greatly decreases the scale of model training data, exerting
good performance of positive samples of balanced data
[32–34]. +is improves the prediction effect of the model.

(1) Comparison of Operation Efficiency. To verify the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed rDNN model, the training time
of this model is compared with that of standard DNNmodel
and KmDNNmodel, and the results are shown in Figure 10.

+e figure indicates that the training time of DNN model is
the longest because the dataset trained by DNN model is the
original dataset, which has a large amount of data and an
unbalanced proportion of positive and negative samples
categories. +e KmDNN model and the rDNN model have
little difference in training time because the KmDNNmodel
and rDNN model randomly sample the original data, which
greatly reduces the amount of training data. But the rDNN
model has a wider application range and is more suitable for
applications in the background of big data. +erefore, with
comprehensive analysis, the rDNN model proposed in this
study has better performance, and it is more suitable for
recommendation systems in big data environment, which
can meet the requirements of high timeliness and precision.

5. Conclusion

To sum up, the deep learning model based on the rDNN
model proposed in this paper improves the DNN model by
selecting the appropriate activation function and N/P ratio.
When the model chooses tanh function as the activation
function, the number of hidden layers is 3, and the N/P ratio
is 3, and the model can predict the consumption behavior
more accurately. Compared with the traditional prediction
models, such as random forest, neural network, logistics
model, DNN, and KmDNN models, the proposed one has a
more efficient and accurate prediction effect, and the AUC
value is increased from 0.7893 (the AUC value predicted by
the DNN model) to 0.8422, and the training time of the
model is only 434.36 s, which is effective and can be used for
actual consumption behavior prediction. Due to the limited
experimental conditions, there are some shortcomings in
this study. For example, when using random sampling
method to reduce the amount of negative samples, the
number of negative samples to be processed in practical
application is oftenmore than that in the experiment, so how
to reduce the amount of negative samples should be further
explored.
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With the rapid development of social productive forces in China, the process of urbanization has been accelerating, resulting in
the deterioration of urban environmental quality and the destruction of ecosystems, such as debris �ow, drought, water bloom,
large-scale haze weather, and other ecological and environmental problems. �e quality of the urban ecological environment is
not only related to the stability of urban ecological function but also a�ects the sustainable development of the city. Many scholars
have studied the problem of ecoenvironmental quality assessment, but there are still some shortcomings in the evaluation process,
such as the construction of the index system and the application of relatedmethods. Taking Chongqing as the research object, after
referring to the representative evaluation index system in China, the evaluation index system of ecological environment quality in
Chongqing was constructed from three aspects of nature, economy, and society. In this article, the principal component analysis
(PCA) method is used to construct the ecoenvironmental quality evaluation system of Chongqing, and the economic devel-
opment, pollutant control, natural protection and pollution reduction investment, urban and rural cooperation, land area, and
other aspects are comprehensively evaluated. �e relationship between simulated variables and the regression equation was also
assessed. �rough the comparative analysis of the two evaluation methods, it can be seen that the evaluation results of the PCA
method and the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method are basically the same in the longitudinal trend, which shows that the
application of this method in the �eld of ecological environment quality evaluation has certain scienti�c rationality.

1. Introduction

Ecological harmony and sustainable development play an
increasingly important role in the history of human de-
velopment. As the gathering point of human development,
the quality of the ecological environment is related to the
stability of the ecological system and the long-term devel-
opment of cities. However, due to the emergence of new
cities and the continuous expansion of old cities, there have
been a series of ecological and environmental problems such
as explosive growth of urban population, tra�c congestion,
urban overload, shortage of water resources, and overall
fragility of the urban ecosystem. Under the cross-in�uence
of the contradiction between environmental protection and
economic development, the importance of sustainable de-
velopment has become increasingly prominent. �e

construction and protection of the ecological environment
and corresponding academic research are the basis of
making urban environmental planning and urban economic
and social development planning. �e construction and
protection of the ecological environment have important
guiding signi�cance.

Some scholars have studied the ecological evaluation
system and discussed the ecological environment level of
Chongqing and concluded that there is a strong correlation
between the �uctuation of urban ecological environment
quality and the investment level of ecological level [1]. Some
researchers use time series analysis (PCA) to evaluate the
environmental quality of Chongqing. It can be seen that the
rural subsystem and the urban subsystem are opposite, and
there is a negative evolution problem [2]. Some researchers
have analyzed the evolution law and driving factors of
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urbanization quality in Chongqing by entropy method,
factor contribution rate, and contribution elasticity analysis
and found that ecological environment and urban-rural
coordinated development quality are the “main engines” for
improvement [3]. Using quantitative methods of landscape
ecology and RS-GIS techniques [4], some researchers ex-
plored the contradictions among human activities, urban
enrollment expansion, and natural ecological landscape
development in Chongqing. Some researchers combined
GIS and AHP methods, combined with the regional envi-
ronmental characteristics of western Chongqing, con-
structed the ecological environment evaluation index system
in western Chongqing, and studied the correlation between
ecological environment and social, economic, and envi-
ronmental pollution factors [5]. Some researchers use RS
and GIS technology to evaluate the ecological environment
quality of the%ree Gorges Reservoir [6]. It is concluded that
the horizontal distribution of ecological environment quality
is closely related to the vertical difference of slope and the
regional difference in reservoir area. Some researchers have
studied the environmental problems in the Qianjiang area of
Chongqing and given corresponding schemes andmeasures,
which are beneficial to the sustainable development of the
Qianjiang area [7]. Some scholars have constructed the
hierarchical structure of ecological data indicators and the
dynamic monitoring and early warning system of ecological
quality in Chongqing [8], which provides theoretical support
for improving the efficiency of the urban ecological envi-
ronment and the early warning level of ecological security in
Chongqing. Based on the coordination degree model, some
researchers discussed the urbanization level and regional
differences in the Chengdu-Chongqing area [9] and con-
cluded that economy, population, and infrastructure levels
are the main driving factors affecting the spatial differences
in urbanization quality in the Chengdu-Chongqing area.
Some researchers investigated the factors of water stress and
the effectiveness of water management measures in
Chongqing.%e research shows that the improvement of the
water resources system is mainly due to the increase in forest
coverage rate and the continuous investment in the eco-
logical management of the %ree Gorges Reservoir [10].
Some researchers have completed the calculation and
analysis of ecological footprint in Chongqing from 2000 to
2013, and the results reflect the stress trend of ecological
environment sustainable development ability and ecological
capacity in the study area. According to the ecological se-
curity situation of land resources in Chongqing [11], some
researchers put forward some suggestions on coordinating
land resources, strengthening land management, and eco-
logical environment protection [12]. Based on the theory of
regional division of labor, some researchers have analyzed
the driving mechanism of urbanization in Chongqing and
put forward the strategic policy of sustainable urbanization
[13]. Among some researchers, after investigating the
Nan’an District of Chongqing, it is concluded that the in-
crease in the proportion of the nonagricultural population
and economic development are important factors affecting
the ecological environment index [14]. Overexploitation of
land and other factors have a negative impact on natural

ecology. Some researchers have studied the dynamic changes
in land use and landscape pattern in the Chongqing met-
ropolitan area in the past 20 years and concluded that the
management and decision-making departments should
formulate scientific and reasonable land use planning and
urban development planning and strengthen ecological
environment protection while developing economy [15]. In
the introduction to describe the relevant literature, in the
current study, it can be seen that different regions, using
different methods have different effects. According to dif-
ferent regions and different time periods in Chongqing, the
method is analyzed and applied, and it has been widely used.
In different applications, due to the differences in methods,
the analysis results are also different. %e PCA model can be
used to analyze the correlation degree of different index
parameters in depth.

Section 2 of the article explains some concepts and
concepts of ecological environment quality assessment in the
main urban area of Chongqing. Section 3 establishes the
evaluation index system of ecological environment quality in
Chongqing. Section 4 demonstrates the ecological envi-
ronment quality evaluation by PCA in Chongqing.

2. Related Theories of Ecological Environment
Quality Evaluation in the Main Urban
Area of Chongqing

2.1. Urban Ecosystems. A city is the product of coordinated
survival and development of human beings, which has the
characteristics of sufficient population, and the trinity of
culture, economy and science, and technology. %e urban
ecosystem refers to the combination of the urban envi-
ronment and organic life within the city, which is mainly
formed by the human transformation of the natural eco-
system. %e urban ecological environment includes natural
ecological environment, social environment, economic en-
vironment, and artificial ecological environment. Various
environmental components interact and restrict each other
through material exchange, energy circulation, information
circulation, and other functions, forming an organic unity.
%rough the evaluation of nature, culture, and economy, we
can quantitatively understand the ecological environment
quality of the evaluated city and further explore the concrete
planning of urban sustainable development and understand
the specific situation of specific urban areas.

At present, most of the mainstream views focus on long-
term development, and scholars also use this view to
evaluate the quality of the ecological environment. For
example, the Environmental Sustainable Development In-
dex (ESI) jointly constructed by Yale University, Columbia
University, and the World Economic Forum in 2000 is
predictable abroad and is an important reference for eval-
uating the environmentally sustainable development of all
countries in the world. Similarly, the Human Development
Index proposed by the United Nations Development Pro-
gramme and the developmental financial dividend model
created by the Canadian Institute for Sustainable Devel-
opment. In the 1980s, China’s ecological environment just
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began to appear. In 2000, Ye and Liu [16] established an
ecological environment evaluation system based on the
current situation and causes of the ecological environment.
In 2002, Yongming [17] established an ecological environ-
ment evaluation index system in Mizhi County, Shaanxi
Province, based on the restrictive factors of ecological en-
vironment quality. At the same time, the task of quantitative
evaluation and analysis of ecological environment quality in
the whole county was completed.

2.2. Regional Overview of theMain Urban Area of Chongqing.
%emain urban area of Chongqing, also known as the urban
developed economic circle, is located in the central and
western part of Chongqing, and its geographical area, res-
ident population, and rural area are similar to those of the
provincial capital city of a medium-sized province.%emain
urban area of Chongqing includes nine administrative
districts, including Yuzhong District, Dadukou District,
Jiangbei District, Shapingba District, Jiulongpo District,
Nan’an District, Beixian County, Yubei District, and Banan
District, covering an area of 5,473 square kilometers. At the
end of 2011, the total population was about 6,228,500, and
the resident population was 7,723,100, forming 21 large-
scale settlements.

%e main urban area of Chongqing is the political,
economic, cultural, financial, and industrial center of the
whole city, belonging to the core area of the “one-hour
economic circle” and the key development zone of the main
functional area. In the area accounting for 7% of the whole
city, 24.7% of the population of the whole city lives, creating
about 43.6% of the GDP of the whole city.

3. Establishment of Ecological Environment
Quality Evaluation Index
System in Chongqing

3.1. Selection and Composition of Index System. %is article
takes the natural environment quality and ecological quality
as the main evaluation objects and considers the close re-
lationship between urban natural environment quality and
economy, humanities, and society, so as to improve the level
of urban development, pollution control, and resource
utilization, including 12 evaluation indicators, 9 ecological
quality evaluation indicators and 8 urban development level,
pollution control, and resource utilization level indicators,
totaling 37 evaluation indicators. Among them, according to
the special physical and geographical characteristics of the
main urban area of Chongqing and the development
characteristics of cluster urbanization, the indicators such as
water surface coverage, water network density, heat island
intensity, landscape diversity index, landscape fragmenta-
tion index, biological abundance index, and vegetation
coverage index are selected in Table 1.

3.2. Evaluation Method and Calculation Model. Many
methods can be used to evaluate the quality of the ecological
environment, but due to the influence of guiding ideology
and objective conditions, the choice of specific schemes

varies from person to person. In this article, from the
perspective of eliminating the restriction of subjective fac-
tors to the maximum extent, On the basis of the subjective
scoring method of experts, combined with advanced tech-
nologies such as geographic information system and remote
sensing to obtain relevant geospatial data information, AHP
analytic hierarchy process is adopted to calculate the weight
of the set indicators, and reasonable evaluation standard
values are set to comprehensively evaluate and analyze the
ecological environment quality of the study area.

AHP is a qualitative and quantitative decision analysis
method by American operational research scientist T.L.Carl
in the 1970s. It is often used in multiobjective, multi-
standard, multifactor, multilevel unstructured, and complex
decision-making problems. %e analysis of elements and
their internal relations is thorough. At the same time, AHP
decision analysis has some subjectivity. In the actual anal-
ysis, in order to eliminate the inaccurate factors caused by
subjectivity, this article has conducted a large number of
consultations with experts in this field and synthesized the
different opinions of various experts so that the index weight
obtained is objective and fair to the maximum.

3.3. Determination of Evaluation Weight.

(1) When determining the weight of each index, the first
step is to construct a judgment matrix B for each
index of the same level (see Table 2).
In the matrix, Bn is the destination layer of Ak, and
bij represents the mathematical degree of mutual
importance among elements Bi, Bj, and Ak. Bij uses
five scales 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 in the matrix; namely, 1
means that Bi and Bj are at the same level; 3 means
that Bi is a little more important than Bj; 5 means
that Bi is much more important than Bj; 7 means Bi
is more important than j; 9 indicates that Bi is ex-
tremely important than Bj. In practical application,
2, 4, 6, and 8 can be selected to characterize the
relative importance of Bi and Bj.
Obviously, for any judgment matrix, it should satisfy
the following:

bij �
1

bji

(i, j � 1, 2, . . . , n), (1)

n in the above formula belongs to N.
(2) Hierarchical single sorting: single sorting can be used

to obtain the weight ratio of importance between
adjacent elements. It is the basis for ordering the
importance of all elements in this layer to the pre-
vious layer. %e task of hierarchical single ranking
can be reduced to the problem of calculating the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the judgment ma-
trix, that is, for the judgment matrix B, calculate the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the following
formula:

BW � λmaxW. (2)
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In the above formula, λmax is the largest eigenroot of
B,W is the normalized eigenvector corresponding to
λmax, and the componentWi ofW is the weight value
of single-order corresponding elements.
When there is bij � bik/bjk (i, j, k � 1, 2, . . . , n) in
the judgment matrix B, then the judgment matrix B
is completely consistent, λmax � n. However, it is
impossible under normal circumstances. %erefore,
it is necessary to calculate the consistency of the
matrix:

CI �
λmax − n

n − 1
. (3)

In the formula, when CI� 0 and n belongs to N, the
judgment matrix is completely consistent; on the
contrary, the larger the CI, the worse the consistency
of the judgment matrix.
In order to test whether the judgment matrix has sat-
isfactory consistency, it is necessary to compare CI with
the average random consistency index RI (see Table 3).
Generally speaking, the first-order or second-order
judgment matrix is always the same. For judgment
matrices above grade 2, the ratio of consistency index
CI to equivalent average random consistency index RI
is called the random consistency ratio of judgment
matrix, which is recorded as CR. Generally speaking,
when CR< 0.10, we think that the judgment matrix
has satisfactory consistency; that is, the relative im-
portance of the assigned indicators is desirable.
%e calculation method of CR is shown in the fol-
lowing formula:

CR �
CI

RI
. (4)

(3) Hierarchical total sorting: using a single sorting
result of all levels in the same level, you can calculate
the weight value of all elements in that level to the
previous level, which is called total level sorting.
Hierarchical total sorting needs to be done hierar-
chically from top to bottom. For the highest level, its
hierarchical single sorting is its total sorting.
If the total hierarchical ordering of all elements A1, A2,
. . ., Am in the previous hierarchy has been completed,
the obtained weight values are A1,A2, . . ., respectively,
and the hierarchical single ordering result of the
current hierarchical elements B1, B2, . . ., Bn corre-
sponding to AJ is [b

j
1, b

j
1, . . . , b

j
n] (here, when Bi is

irrelevant, Ai, b
j
1 � 0). See Table 4 for the overall

ranking of levels.
Obviously,



n

i�1
 m

j−1ajb
j
n � 1. (5)

%at is, the total ranking of levels is normalized
normal vectors. n in the above formula belongs to N.

(4) Consistency test: after the ranking list is sorted, it is
necessary to count CI, RI, CR, etc. and complete the
consistency check of the calculation results of the total
ranking.

CI � 
m

j�1
ajCIj,

RI � 
m

j�1
ajRIj,

CR �
CI

RI
.

(6)

Among the above three types, CI is the consistency
index of the total ranking; CIj is the consistency index

Table 2: Hierarchical judgment matrix.

Ak B1 B2 · · · Bn

B1 b11 b12 · · · b1n

B2 b21 · · ·

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ · · · ⋮
Bn bn1 bn2 · · · bnn

Table 1: Index composition of evaluation system.

Criterion layer Indicator layer

City size
Built-up area, specific population density, per capita construction land, economic density,

expansion intensity of built-up area, greening of built-up area, population density, per capita
road area, specific coverage rate of water area, etc.

Natural environment quality

Water surface coverage rate, water network density, per capita water area, excellent air quality
ratio, acid rain frequency, heat island intensity, water quality comprehensive pollution index,
water nutrition status index, water quality compliance rate in water functional areas, water
quality compliance rate in centralized drinking water sources, regional environmental noise,

and traffic trunk noise

Ecological quality factors
Ecological land use ratio, landscape diversity index, landscape fragmentation index, land

degradation index, soil environmental quality comprehensive index, endangered species index,
biological invasion risk, biological abundance index, and vegetation coverage index

Pollution control and energy
coordination capabilities

Safe disposal rate of hazardous waste, harmless treatment rate of garbage, comprehensive
disposal utilization rate of industrial solid waste, clean energy utilization rate, water resources
carrying capacity, water consumption per unit GDP, urban sewage treatment rate, and added

value of energy consumption per unit above designated size
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of the B-level judgmentmatrix corresponding to aj; RI
is the random consistency index of total ranking; RIj is
the random consistency index of B-level judgment
matrix corresponding to aj; CR is the random con-
sistency ratio of the total ranking of hierarchies.
Similarly, when CR is 0.10, it is considered that the
calculation results of the hierarchical total ranking
are relatively consistent, and the relative importance
judgment matrix can be accepted; otherwise, the
judgment matrix needs to be adjusted to make the
overall hierarchy more consistent.

(5) Calculation of data: according to the constructed
judgment matrix, the following calculations are made:

Step 1: Judge the product of matrix elements:

Mi � 
n

j�1
bij lim

x⟶∞
(i � 1, 2, . . . , n), (7)

n in the above formula belongs to N.
Step 2: Calculate Mi to the nth power:

Wi �
���
Mi

n


(i � 1, 2, . . . , n). (8)

Step 3: Normalization of eigenvectors:

Wi �
Wi


n
i�1 Wi

(i � 1, 2, . . . , n). (9)

Step 4: Maximum characteristic root:

λmax � 
n

i�1

(BW)i

nWi

. (10)

In the above formula, (BW)i represents the i-th com-
ponent of the vector BW.

%rough the above-mentioned four-step calculation, a
random consistency test can be carried out to know whether
the constructed judgment matrix is satisfactory or not.

4. Evaluation of Ecological Environment
Quality by Principal Component
Analysis in Chongqing

4.1. Construct Principal Component Evaluation Model.

Step 1: %e original data are processed in the same
direction and standardized.

Step 2: Check the applicability of the original data and
determine the correlation between the index data.
Step 3: Calculate the correlation coefficient matrix R:

R � ρij 
p×p

�

ρ11 ρ11 · · · ρ1p

ρ21 ρ22 · · · ρ2p

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮

ρp1 ρp2 · · · ρpp

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,
(11)

ρij is the correlation coefficient between variables xi

and xj, ρij � ρji (i, j� 1, 2, 3, . . ., p), which can be
calculated as follows:

ρij �
1
n

×


n
k�1 xij − xi  xkj − xj 

SiSj

. (12)

Step 4: Calculate the eigenvalue λi of the correlation
coefficient matrix R and the corresponding unit ei-
genvector ai and determine the principal component:

Ni � ai1z1 + ai2z2 + · · · + aipzp, i � 1, 2, 3, . . . p. (13)

%e relationship between the factor load coefficient uij

and the eigenvalue λi is used to obtain the eigenvector
ai, and then the principal component is obtained:

aij �
uij

��
λi

 (i � 1, 2, 3, . . . m; j � 1, 2, 3, . . . p). (14)

Step 5: Calculate the variance contribution rate and
cumulative contribution rate and determine the prin-
cipal component score.
Calculation formula of variance contribution rate:

F1 �
λi


p

i�1 λi

. (15)

Calculation formula of cumulative contribution rate:

F2 � 
m

i�1

λi


p
i�1 λi

 . (16)

In the usual definition, when the cumulative contribu-
tion rate is greater than 85%, it can be considered that the
selected new principal component can complete the re-
placement of the original variable and can also summarize
most of the information of the original variable. Here, we
take m principal components that satisfy the conditions.

4.2. Indicator Data Preprocessing. Before the PCA, we need
to normalize the original index data so as to compare and

Table 3: Average random consistency index.

Order 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
RI 0 0 0.58 0.90 0.12 1.24 1.32 1.41 1.45 1.49 1.52 1.54 1.56 1.58 1.59

Table 4: Hierarchical total sorting table.

Hierarchy B A1 A2 . . . Am B-level total sorting
a1 a2 . . . am

B1 b
1
1 b

2
1 . . . b

m
1


m
j−1 ajb

j
n

B2 b
1
2 b

2
2 . . . b

m
1

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
Bn b

1
n b

2
n . . . b

m
n
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analyze the indexes in the same evaluation index system.%e
evaluation index attributes involved in this article are di-
vided into two categories: positive index, that is, the higher
the index value, the better the ecological environment
quality; negative index, that is, the lower the index value, the
better the ecological environment quality. Before normal-
izing the dimension, it is necessary to convert the negative
index into the positive index, and the usual method is to take
the reciprocal of the original value. At present, the most
commonly used dimension normalization method is the
standard deviation normalization method, which is calcu-
lated according to the following formula:

zxij �
xij − xj

Sj

, (17)

where xj � 1/n 
n
i�1 xij; xij is the original value of j index;

xj and Sj are the sample mean and standard deviation of j
index, respectively; N is the number of samples.

According to the above steps, combined with the soft-
ware SPSS19.0, the data of Chongqing ecological environ-
ment quality evaluation index are normalized in dimensions,
and the results are shown in Table 5 and Figure 1.

4.3. Calculation of Ecological Environment Index.

(1) Applicability test of component analysis
It can be seen from Table 6 that the KMO value is
0.748, which is greater than 0.5, indicating that this
set of index data can be used for PCA. %e adjoint
probability of the Bartlett ball test is 0.000, which is
less than the significance level of 0.05. %e original

hypothesis of Bartlett’s sphericity test is rejected, so it
is considered to be suitable for PCA.

(2) %e correlation degree between indexes is prelimi-
narily determined by the correlation coefficient
matrix R. %e results are shown in Table 7.

(3) Calculate the eigenvalue input, variance contribution
rate, and cumulative contribution rate of correlation
coefficient matrix R, and determine the number of
principal components.
It can be seen from Table 8 that the cumulative
contribution rate of the first principal component
N1, the second principal component N2, and the
third principal component N3 is 88.400%, which is
more than 85%, indicating that these three principal
components can reflect the natural ecological envi-
ronment indicators. Most of the information pro-
vided. %erefore, the first principal component N1,
the second principal component N2, and the third
principal component N3 are used to evaluate the
natural ecological environment quality of
Chongqing.

(4) Calculate the feature vector corresponding to the
selected principal component and write out the
principal component expression in Table 9.
%e principal component load represents the cor-
relation coefficient between each index and a prin-
cipal component. Feature vectors represent the
weights of each index in different principal com-
ponents. %e principal component expression is as
follows:

N1 �
0.114Zx1 − 0.983Zx2 + 0.896Zx3 + 0.871Zx4 + 0.860Zx5 + 0.699Zx6 + 0.571Zx7 + 0.866Zx8 + 0.931Zx9�����

5.711
√ ,

N2 �
0.759Zx1 + 0.021Zx2 − 0.304Zx3 − 0.380Zx4 + 0.252Zx5 + 0.498Zx6 + 0.318Zx7 − 0.143Zx8 − 0.091Zx9�����

1.255
√ ,

N3 �
0.470Zx1 + 0.010Zx2 − 0.010Zx3 − 0.026Zx4 − 0.130Zx5 − 0.054Zx6 − 0.728Zx7 + 0.418Zx8 − 0.206Zx9�����

0.990
√ .

(18)

4.4. Trend Chart of Evaluation Results. In order to reflect the
change trend of the ecological environment in Chongqing
more intuitively, the change trend chart of the ecological
environment index and the change trend chart of principal
components of the ecological environment system in
Chongqing from 2009 to 2019 were obtained, as shown in
Figures 2 and 3.

4.5. Analysis of Trend Chart Results. According to the
principal component model, the comprehensive scores of
each grade are positive and negative. In fact, the values here
do not represent the true meaning of each index. It shows the
relative position of the ecological environment quality in a
certain year in all years, that is, the positional relationship

between the ecological environment quality in a certain year
and the average level in recent years. Taking the average level
of ecological environment quality in Chongqing as the zero
point, the farther away it is from the zero point, the better the
corresponding ecological environment quality is; the farther
the negative value is from zero, the worse the corresponding
ecological environment quality is.

It can be seen from Figure 1 that if only the natural
environment index is considered, the ecological environ-
ment index in 2018 is less than 0, lower than the average
level, and its index value is greater than that in 2018, in-
dicating that in terms of ecological environment quality,
2018 is better than 2019. On this basis, considering economic
and social factors comprehensively, the index value obtained
by analysis is lower than that in 2019, and its absolute value is
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Table 5: Standardization of raw data.

Year zx1 zx2 zx3 zx4 zx5 zx6 zx7 zx8 zx9
2009 −0.339 1.407 −0.771 −0.865 −2.579 −1.028 −1.17 −0.645 −1.143
2010 −0.962 1.407 −0.816 −0.663 −0.832 −2.592 −2.084 −1.385 −1.382
2011 −0.861 0.749 −0.732 −0.793 −0.333 0.184 −0.696 −1.196 −0.545
2012 2.434 0.419 −0.642 −0.728 0.083 0.151 0.646 −0.803 −0.874
2013 −0.993 0.09 −0.612 −0.727 0.067 0.712 0.726 −0.677 −0.844
2014 0.653 0.09 −0.411 −0.397 0.271 0.164 0.228 −0.299 0.143
2015 0.515 −0.24 −0.313 −0.335 0.279 0.066 −0.632 0.85 0.203
2016 0.399 −0.24 −0.002 0.054 0.598 1.011 −0.757 1.023 1.025
2017 −0.647 −0.569 0.777 1.087 0.679 0.516 0.776 1.023 1.13
2018 −0.201 −1.557 1.352 1.72 0.851 0.457 0.786 1.023 1.13
2019 0.004 −1.557 2.172 1.647 0.916 0.36 0.786 1.086 1.16
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Figure 1: Standardized data change chart.

Table 6: Test results of KMO and Bartlett.

Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin measure 0.748

Bartlett sphericity test
Approximate chi-square 87.767

Df 36.00
Sig 0.00

Table 7: Correlation coefficient matrix of natural ecological environment index.

Indicators X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9
X1 1 −0.103 −0.016 −0.072 0.205 0.247 0.031 0.109 0.055
X2 −0.103 1 −0.89 −0.869 −0.833 −0.664 −0.563 −0.849 −0.889
X3 −0.016 −0.89 1 0.984 0.642 0.401 0.459 0.761 0.795
X4 −0.072 −0.869 0.984 1 0.636 0.307 0.436 0.739 0.779
X5 0.205 −0.833 0.642 0.636 1 0.654 0.624 0.643 0.765
X6 0.247 −0.664 0.401 0.307 0.654 1 0.536 0.586 0.652
X7 0.031 −0.563 0.459 0.436 0.624 0.536 1 0.132 0.338
X8 0.109 −0.849 0.761 0.739 0.643 0.586 0.132 1 0.933
X9 0.055 −0.889 0.795 0.779 0.765 0.652 0.338 0.933 1
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higher than that when only considering natural environment
indicators. In other years, after considering economic and
social factors, the same situation exists. It can be seen from
Figure 2 that the change of the first principal component
generally shows an upward trend from 2009 to 2019, which is
basically consistent with the change range and trend of the
ecological environment index of the natural subsystem,
indicating that there is a good correlation between them.
Land resource utilization, pollution emission intensity,
pollution control, and urban greening construction are the
main influencing factors of the natural subsystem. In the
initial stage of ecocity construction, the value of the first
principal component is less than 0, and there are some
problems such as high pollution emission intensity, insuf-
ficient pollution control, and imperfect urban greening
construction. %is shows that economic and social factors

have a significant impact on the ecological environment. If
only the natural environment indicators are considered, the
evaluation results cannot fully reflect the actual ecological
environment in the evaluation area. In recent years,
Chongqing’s GDP, environmental protection investment,
and public awareness of environmental protection have been
improved. Only by paying equal attention to the environ-
ment, economy, and society can the sustainable develop-
ment of the urban ecological environment be better realized.

In this article, the PCA method is used to analyze the
ecological environment quality evaluation of the main urban
area of Chongqing, and the correlation of indicators is
practical in theory, so it is of great guiding significance to
study different environmental indicators in the main urban
area of Chongqing. In the third and fourth parts of the
article, PCA method is used to evaluate the ecological

Table 8: Eigenvalue and contribution rate table of ecological environment indicators.

Composition Eigenvalue Contribution rate of variance Cumulative contribution rate
N1 5.711 63.459 63.459
N2 1.255 13.945 77.404
N3 0.99 10.996 88.4
N4 0.631 7.017 95.417
N5 0.257 2.852 98.269
N6 0.075 0.832 99.102
N7 0.053 0.593 99.694
N8 0.021 0.228 99.922
N9 0.007 0.078 100

Table 9: Principal component index table of ecological environment.

Indicators
Principal component

N1 N2 N3
X1 0.114 0.759 0.47
X2 −0.983 0.021 0.01
X3 0.896 −0.304 −0.01
X4 0.871 −0.38 −0.026
X5 0.86 0.252 −0.13
X6 0.699 0.498 −0.054
X7 0.571 0.318 −0.728
X8 0.866 −0.143 0.418
X9 0.931 −0.091 0.206
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Figure 2: Change trend chart of ecological environment index in Chongqing.
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environment of Chongqing, the data credibility is high, and
the example process is rich. %erefore, the research methods
in this article have important research significance.

5. Conclusion

When constructing the evaluation index system, if we only
consider the selection of natural environment indicators and
weaken the economic and social information, it will not fully
reflect the quality of the urban ecological environment.
According to the understanding of the meaning of urban
ecological environment quality in this article, a relatively
complete evaluation index system of urban ecological en-
vironment quality is constructed from three aspects of
nature, economy, and society so as to obtain relatively
reasonable evaluation results.

Compared with the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
method and ecological environment index method, the
results obtained by the PCA method are basically consistent
with them in terms of longitudinal change trend, which
shows that the application of this method in urban ecological
environment quality evaluation is feasible and the evaluation
results are credible. By constructing the ecological envi-
ronment quality evaluation system and evaluating and an-
alyzing the main urban area of Chongqing in 2019, the
results show that the overall score of ecological environment
quality evaluation in the main urban area of Chongqing is
82.939 points, ranging from 70 to 85 points, and the eco-
logical environment quality evaluation result is good.

%e evaluation results show that from 2009 to 2019, the
ecological environment quality of Chongqing is generally on
the rise, and it is in a benign development state. %e devel-
opment process can be roughly divided into two stages:

2009∼2014 is the initial stage of Chongqing ecocity con-
struction.%e index value rises rapidly, but the urban ecological
environment quality is generally lower than the average level
and is not ideal; from 2009 to 2019, it is the development stage
of ecological city construction in Chongqing. %e index value
keeps increasing continuously, and the ecological environment
quality is higher than the average level, developing well. In the
future ecological environment construction and protection in
Chongqing, we should pay attention to the pollution degree of
economic development to the environment, the influence of
environmental protection investment on pollution control, and
the pressure of population factors on cultivated land resources,
further improve environmental protection investment, and
improve environmental protection investment construction;
adjust the land use structure and relieve the pressure of cul-
tivated land resources; optimize the industrial structure and
improve the economic environment.
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“English craze” has become a key topic of concern to the majority of the people. Apart from setting English as a compulsory course
like Chinese and Mathematics in schools, various English training institutions outside the school are also emerging one after
another. Due to the English teachingmode in class, dumb English appears. In recent years, with the popularity of virtual electronic
devices, more and more researchers try to use virtual reality (VR) to create an immersive English learning environment. Oral
English teaching is an important part of the whole English teaching. In the traditional English classroom teaching practice,
teachers’ pronunciation is not standard, and students are di�cult to learn the correct pronunciation standard, which makes oral
English very passive. �e most important problem in oral English teaching is to improve students’ interest in oral English, make
students willing to speak and realize English communication. Oral English teaching is an important link in both primary and
secondary schools and universities. Teachers are afraid of nonstandard pronunciation in limited classrooms, and they are afraid to
speak and unwilling to speak, which leads to passive oral English teaching. �erefore, this paper will set up an intelligent
computing model to evaluate and analyze spoken English in a standard and accurate way. Arti�cial intelligence speech synthesis
and imitation of voice change are typical applications of decoupling representation learning in speech, the oral evaluation is based
on the proposition that speech is a dynamic and complex process. With the help of the rapidly developed computer speech
synthesis and imitation technology, an oral evaluation path based on speech synthesis and imitation is proposed, that is, oral
evaluation is carried out by using the network parameters and output of deep learning of computer speech imitation.

1. Introduction

With the gradual internationalization of society, English is
one of the common languages in the world, and the use of
spoken English has become the most basic way of com-
munication in various social behaviors such as tourism,
foreign trade, and learning. However, many English studies
are too limited to the study on paper, while ignoring the oral
English study which can be really used in practice. Xiao [1]
mainly describes the formative systematic assessment of oral
English in middle school classrooms, while Li et al. [2] make
a dynamic assessment study of information-based oral
English classrooms. Zhuang [3] studies the identi�cation of
nonlinear systems based on intelligent computing model,
which can also be used for oral English evaluation. Li [4]

expounds the value of intelligent computing in modeling.
Based on the fuzzy logic theory in reference [5], an evalu-
ation model of oral English is established. Wan [6] expands
the application of oral English in international teaching.
Based on the background of arti�cial intelligence in liter-
ature [7], APP is used for students’ oral learning mode.
Based on the literature [8], the evaluation research of
learning theory in oral English teaching class of higher
vocational colleges is constructed. �rough the arti�cial
intelligence in literature [9], the arti�cial spoken pronun-
ciation is recognized, and whether the pronunciation emits
standard spoken language is judged. �e results can be
measured more conveniently by using the automatic speech
recognition instrument in reference [10]. A study of oral
English learning and assessment in SELL-Corpus and VR
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environment was conducted in [11]. Chen and Li [12] de-
scribe the present situation and development trend of oral
English learning. Liu and Zhanji [13] make a dynamic as-
sessment of the oral quality of current English learners.
Finally, Xian [14] and Zhong [15] talk about the effective
measures and methods of teaching oral English in univer-
sities and primary and secondary schools.

2. The Development Status of Oral Evaluation

2.1. Development of Oral English Assessment Abroad. In
recent years, with the rapid development of computer
technology and the development of intelligent speech rec-
ognition technology, using intelligent computing model to
evaluate the standardization of spoken language has become
a research hotspot. However, foreign countries have de-
veloped rapidly in oral evaluation, and they have designed a
language learning system VILTS for speech interaction to
evaluate the speech spoken by users. )e system scores
intelligently from four different aspects of phonetic research:
similarity, phonetic accuracy, phonetic emotion, and speech
speed. )ere are many big differences between computer
automatic evaluation and artificial evaluation, and people
constantly improve the evaluation methods in constant
exploration. Gina-Anne levow lists the difficulties faced by
simulators in modeling artificial scores from two aspects:
process and result, and points out that it is impossible to
model the evaluation process comprehensively in the field of
speech features and speech recognition at present. In ad-
dition, the recognizer adopts a wide range of grammatical
forms, which enables it to accept different grammatical and
semantic changes based on the target language. In the
nonacoustic field, machine learning technology is applied to
gather human recognition related features. At the same time,
the network-based oral English learning is also developing
rapidly, which is to solidify the ready-made speech evalu-
ation technology into oral evaluator, which greatly facilitates
oral practitioners. To sum up, foreign countries have carried
out in-depth research and analysis on oral English assess-
ment, and have involved a wider field of oral English fea-
tures. Some systems have been recognized by some
professional language experts for assessing spoken English
pronunciation from different levels such as sentences, words,
or phonemes.

2.2. Development of Oral English Assessment in China.
)e research on oral English assessment has just started in
China, and only some research institutes in Taiwan have
carried out some related research.)e evaluation of speech is
divided into three parts: the content of the uttered speech
piece, the pronunciation standard, and the oral evaluation of
the speech database. )e first part is obtained by calculating
the HMM probability of the given speech normalization. In
the second part, the Viterbi decoded syllables are identified
by GMM-based tone recognition. )e third part is realized
by the greedy search algorithm. It is not necessary to apply
the whole process of speech recognition to speech evalua-
tion, but only to build a linear grid of text-based speech

model. )en, Viterbi decoding is used to align the mesh
model that users said and built. Based on speech recognition
and accent adaptation technology based on implicit Markov
model, oral evaluation in mainland China studies the ac-
curacy and fluency information of phoneme pronunciation,
gives phoneme-level pronunciation quality scores, and
further obtains the scoring results of the whole sentence.
)is method has gained most recognition from some spe-
cialized experts.

3. Oral Fuzzy Logic Combined with Neural
Network Learning

3.1. )e Concept of Fuzzy Relations. )e fuzzy set on the
direct product U×N is defined, with U and N as compu-
tational domains, and R is defined as the fuzzy relation of U
on N; R (x, y) expresses the degree of connection between x
and y for (y) and u (x). If R is a classical set on the direct
product U×N, then the relation R is U and N is a general
relation, so the fuzzy relation is the extension of the classical
relation, and the classical relation is a special fuzzy relation.
Suppose U is a finite computational domain composed of m
elements and N is a finite universe composed of n elements.
)e fuzzy relation R from U to N can be expressed by a
matrix of m× n, namely,

r11 · · · r1n

⋮ ⋱ ⋮

rm1 · · · rmn

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (1)

It can also be expressed as R � (rij)m×n. It is not difficult
to find that there is a certain mapping relationship between
fuzzy matrix and fuzzy relation. Definition (fuzzy relation
has composition): let U, N, W be the universe, R be a fuzzy
relation from U to N, andQ be a fuzzy relation from N toW,
then the composition T from R to Q is also a fuzzy relation.

uRO(X, Z) � Ny∈∨ uR(x, y)∧ uQ(y, z)(x ∈ U, z ∈W).

(2)

Let R � (rij)m×n, Q � (qjk)m×i be two matrices with fuzzy
relations, and their composite R×Q is a fuzzy matrix S with
n rows and one column, and the elements of row i and
column k of S are

Sik � N
m
j�1 rij ∧ qjk . (3)

3.2. Fuzzy Logical Reasoning Method

3.2.1. Zadeh Reasoning Method. Let F be a fuzzy set on U, G
be a fuzzy set on N, and the fuzzy implication relation “if F
then G” is expressed by F⟶G. Zadeh defined it as a fuzzy
relation on U× N, namely,

R � F⟶ G(F × G) F
c

× N( . (4)

It belongs to the function:

R(x, y) � [F(x)∧G(y)]∨[1 − A(x)]. (5)
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When a fuzzy relation R is set, a fuzzy relation trans-
formation is determined. Using the synthesis of fuzzy re-
lations, there are the following reasoning rules:

Given the fuzzy relation R of the fuzzy implication re-
lation F⟶G, for a given F′ ∈U, we can infer G′, G′ ∈ N,
G′ � F′ × R. )at is, when W is a finite universe:

G′(y) � W F′(X)∧ [F(x)∧G(y)V(1 − F(X))] . (6)

3.2.2. Mamdani Reasoning Method. In Mamdani’s reason-
ing method, the fuzzy implication relation F⟶G is
expressed by the direct product of F and G, that is,
R� F⟶G� F×G, which can also be written as

R(x, y) � F(x) × G(y). (7)

3.2.3. Most of )em Are Input Fuzzy Reasoning Methods.
It is known that the major preconditions of reasoning are “if
A and B then C,” A ∈ F(x), B ∈ F(y), C ∈ F(z), and the fuzzy
implication relation is “if A and B then C”：

R � A × B × C � (A × B)⟶ C,

R(x, y, z) � A(X)∧B(y)∧C(Z).
(8)

3.3. Establishment Process of Fuzzy System

(1) Composition of fuzzy system: the fuzzy system refers
to those systems associated with fuzzy essentials and
fuzzy logic. It consists of four parts: fuzzy receiver,
fuzzy speech library, fuzzy server, and defuzzy
processor, as shown in Figure 1:

(2) Fuzzy speech: assuming that a variable has a value of
“X”, F is called X fuzzification if “X” is replaced by a
set of functions. Commonly used fuzzification
methods include single-factor fuzzification, Gauss-
ian function fuzzification, and trigonometric func-
tion fuzzification. )e blur receiver completes the
blur operation.

(3) Establishing fuzzy speech database: fuzzy speech
library is composed of a series of “if-then” fuzzy
conditional sentences, in which the prelude is input
and state, and the postlude is control variable. )ere
are two common methods to establish fuzzy rule
base, one is from the experience of experts, which is
summarized into a group of rules according to the
experience of experts. )e other is through self-

learning methods, such as neural network or genetic
algorithm.

(4) Fuzzy reasoning of speech: fuzzy reasoning is to
transform the fuzzy “if-then” of fuzzy speech database
into some kind of mapping according to fuzzy logic
rules. Fuzzy reasoning generally includes three parts:
aggregation, that is, the calculation of IF part of rules,
composition, calculation of THEN part of rules.

(5) Defuzzification: after the fuzzy reasoning, the results
are still expressed by data speech. We must convert
linguistic variables to a certain value, that is, map a
fuzzy set to a certain point. )is stage is called
defuzzification. )e relationship between linguistic
values and corresponding values is given by the defi-
nition of membership function.)e general method of
defuzzification includes two stages: first, calculate the
linguistic value of each linguistic variable to get a
“typical value,” and the method of calculating each
linguistic typical value is to find the maximum value of
each membership function; then, the best compromise
value of fuzzy logic reasoning is calculated.

3.4. Learning Methods of Neural Networks

(1) A learning algorithm for correcting computational
errors. It continuously adjusts the neurons according
to the increasing intensity of voice data and output
error data.
Let yk (n) be equal to the actual output of neuron k at
time n when the target input x (n), k is assumed, and
dk (n) is the known output given by the training
sample, then the output error can be expressed as

ek(n) � dk(n) − yk(n). (9)

)e learning algorithm for correcting computational
errors is to minimize the objective function value
based on ek (n), so that the actual output of each
output neuron in the network is close to the output
in a certain statistical sense. )is problem is also the
problem of transforming to find the minimum value.
)e most commonly used error objective function is
the mean of the sum of squares of errors, which is

En �
1
2


k

e
2
k(n). (10)

If the relation weight of neurons i to j is wij, the
adjustment amount of weight is

Blur receiver Fuzzy server Deblurring
processor

Fuzzy speech
database

X input on F y output on G

Figure 1: Fuzzy system structure.
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Δwij � ηδjvi. (11)

In the formula, η is the learning rate, δj is the partial
derivative of the error function to the input of
neuron j, and vi is the output of the i-th neuron.

(2) Hebb learning algorithm: according to themechanism
of conditioned reflex in biology, it belongs to unsu-
pervised learning by psychologist in 1949. )is rule
means that if two neurons are activated synchro-
nously, the strength of the connection increases, and
vice versa are described mathematically as follows:

Δwkj � f xjn, yk(n) , (12)

where xjn andyk(n) are the states of neurons con-
nected to ωkj, respectively, and the most commonly
used f function is as follows:

Δwkj � ηxjn※yk(n). (13)

(3) Random learning algorithm: the error learning al-
gorithm usually adopts gradient descent method, but
the problem of this algorithm is that it may lead to
local optimum. )e stochastic learning algorithm
achieves global optimum by introducing unstable
factors.

(4) Competitive learning algorithm: it means that the
outputs of neural network compete with each other,
and the strongest will be activated. )e rules of
competitive learning are

Δwij �
η xi − wij , if neuron jwins the competition,

0, if neuron j fails to compete.

⎧⎨

⎩ (14)

3.4.1. BP Neural Network Algorithm. )e specific imple-
mentation steps of BP standard algorithm are as follows:

(1) Network initialization.
(2) Take any p-th input sample and its corresponding

expected output

d(p) � d1(p), d2(p)( , ..., dn(p)). (15)

(3) Calculate the hidden layer input and output. )e
formula is as follows:

hij(p) � 
n

i�1
xi(p) − bj, j � 1, 2, 3, ..., n,

hoj � f hij, p , j � 1, 2, 3, ..., n.

(16)

(4) Calculate the input and output of the output layer.

yikp � 
n

i�1
wikxi(p) − bk, k � 1, 2, ..., m. (17)

(5) )e partial derivative of the error function to each
neuron in the output layer is calculated:

δk(p) � dk(p) − yok(p)(  1 − yok(p)( , k � 1, 2, ..., m.

(18)

(6) Using error correction algorithm, the partial de-
rivatives of neurons in the hidden layer are
obtained:

δj(p) � 
m

k�1
βk(p)wjk

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ hoj(p) 1 − hoj  , j � 1, 2, ...n.

(19)

(7) Adjust the connection weight between the hidden
layer and the output layer.

w
N+1
jk (p) � w

N
jk(p) + ηδj (p)xi(p),

b
N+1
k (p) � b

N
k (p) + ηδkp.

(20)

(8) Adjust the connection weight between the input
layer and the hidden layer.

v
N+1
ij (p) � v

N
ij (p) + ηδj(p)xi(p),

b
N+1
j (p) � b

N
j (p) + ηδjp.

(21)

(9) Find the error E of the whole calculation process,
and the calculation formula is as follows:

E �
1
2m



l

p�1


m

k�1
dk(p) − yok(p)

2
) . (22)

(10) Judge whether to continue training: when E< ε or
the number of learning times is greater than the set
maximum number of times M, the training ends.
Otherwise, randomly select another learning sam-
ple, return to step 3, and carry out circular training.
)e BP neural network algorithm is enough for the
daily use of oral evaluation, and the improved BP
algorithm can be superior to BP algorithm in
complex environment.

4. Experiment

4.1. Sample Selection. In artificial neural network and
adaptive fuzzy neural system, samples are the object of
network training, and the difference degree of sample se-
lection directly affects the evaluation results of the model, so
the selection of samples must be representative. )e samples
used in this study were 5 men and 5 women of the same age
and with the same oral literacy from different regions for
oral evaluation. Because this experiment is to evaluate
spoken English, the representative samples must first be
people who can speak English but do not have spoken
English in local dialects so that they can evaluate spoken
English correctly. )e relevant collection sources have been
explained in the experiment. )e speech information in this
paper is processed data, and the main work of this paper is
the research of spoken language recognition. At present,
there are many speech processing tools, such as prefiltering,
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A/D conversion, pre-emphasis, framing, windowing, end-
point detection, and so on.

4.2. Experimental Testing. Based on fuzzy logic combined
with neural network intelligent computing model, people
from different regions are found for the oral evaluation test,
and the relevant data we get are as follows:

Hierarchical cross-validation errors are shown in
Table 1.

People from five different regions were found to take the
oral evaluation test, and the accuracy rate is as shown in
Table 2:

Based on the ANFIS model, we found the same batch of
people for oral evaluation test, and the relevant data we got
are as follows:

Hierarchical cross-validation errors are shown in
Table 3.

)e accuracy of the ANFIS model is shown in Table 4.
Based on the bp neural network, we found the same

batch of people for oral evaluation test, and the relevant data
we got are as follows:

Hierarchical cross-validation errors are shown in
Table 5.

)e accuracy of the bp neural network is shown in
Table 6.

4.2.1. Model Comparison. We compare the fuzzy logic with
the neural network intelligent computing model, ANFIS
networkmodel, and bp neural networkmodel to evaluate the
accuracy of spoken English as shown in Figure 2.

)is work makes statistics on the error and accuracy of
hierarchical cross-validation of models so that readers can
intuitively know the error rate and accuracy of each model.

4.3. Experimental Analysis. Spoken language evaluation
based on the fuzzy logic combined with the neural network
intelligent computingmodel. In order to test the reliability of
the model more concretely, we decided to add speech
emotion index to test the comprehensive evaluation results
of pronunciation quality. We found the same sample to
evaluate oral English in four states: happiness, sadness,

Table 1: Hierarchical cross error of fuzzy logic combined with neural network.

Classify samples
correctly (%)

Error classification
sample (%) Kappa Average

absolute error
Root mean
square error

Relative
absolute error (%)

Relative square
root error (%)

86.16 12.31 0.72 0.0092 0.212 23.1 43.21

Table 2: Accuracy rate of fuzzy logic combined with neural network.

Correct rate Error rate Precision rate Feedback rate ROC area Category
0.882 0.024 0.843 0.882 0.992 Good
0.877 0.021 0.844 0.877 0.868 Excellent
0.912 0.012 0.793 0.912 0.911 Excellent
0.932 0.013 0.792 0.932 0.893 Good
0.878 0.022 0.851 0.878 0.994 Excellent

Table 3: Stratified cross error of the ANFIS model.

Classify samples
correctly (%)

Error classification
sample (%) Kappa Average absolute

error
Root mean
square error

Relative absolute
error (%)

Relative square root
error (%)

78.16 15.31 0.82 0.0098 0.202 33.1 63.21

Table 4: Accuracy of ANFIS model.

Correct rate Error rate Precision rate Feedback rate ROC area Category
0.782 0.047 0.743 0.882 0.992 Good
0.677 0.081 0.644 0.877 0.868 General
0.812 0.022 0.893 0.912 0.911 Excellent
0.732 0.043 0.792 0.932 0.893 Good
0.678 0.092 0.751 0.878 0.994 General

Table 5: Hierarchical cross error of bp neural network.

Classify samples
correctly (%)

Error
classification sample (%) Kappa Average

absolute error
Root mean
square error

Relative absolute
error (%)

Relative square
root error (%)

68.16 20.31 0.83 0.0138 0.302 43.1 83.21
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anger, and surprise, and showed the mean and variance of
speech emotion evaluation results in different manual rat-
ings, as shown in Figures 3–6.

)rough the oral evaluation charts of four different
emotional states, we can see that the variance of the eval-
uation results is the smallest and the most stable in the
surprised state. In sad mood, the variance is the largest, and
the oral evaluation results are the most fluctuating.

4.4. Contrast Test. According to the experimental test in this
paper, the fuzzy logic combined with the neural network
intelligent computing model has achieved the most accurate
accuracy for oral English evaluation.We are now conducting
a comparative experiment between artificial evaluation and
this model, as shown in Table 7.

Table 7 lists the average number of spoken language
evaluation results of four kinds of speech emotion under

Table 6: Accuracy of bp neural network.

Correct rate Error rate Precision rate Feedback rate ROC area Category
0.782 0.047 0.743 0.882 0.992 Good
0.677 0.081 0.644 0.877 0.868 General
0.812 0.022 0.893 0.912 0.911 Excellent
0.732 0.043 0.792 0.932 0.893 Good
0.678 0.092 0.751 0.878 0.994 General
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Figure 2: Model comparison diagram.
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different manual ratings, which shows that different
ratings can be distinguished. However, whether the mean
difference of different manual ratings is essential or
random, this paper uses one-way ANOVA to test. By
observing the p values in the data results table, we can see
that the p values under the four emotions are all less than
0.05, which shows that the differences between different
emotional pronunciation quality levels have statistical
significance.

5. Conclusion

With the gradual internationalization of society, we cannot
avoid oral English communication with foreign compatriots
not only at home but also abroad. Also, designing a stan-
dardized model for testing spoken English has become a
concrete problem that we need to solve now. Based on the
intelligent computing model, this paper analyzes the stan-
dardized methods of export language evaluation more ac-
curately. )e research results are as follows:

(1) By comparing the fuzzy logic combined with the
neural network intelligent calculation model, the BP
neural network calculation model and ANFIS net-
work model, it is known that the accuracy rate of
fuzzy logic combined with neural network intelligent
calculation model is as high as 80%, and the error
rate is less than 2%.

(2) )is paper combines the fuzzy logic algorithm and
BP neural network algorithm to form a computa-
tional method that can measure spoken language
standardization.

(3) )e analysis of the experiment is always through the
further specific test of the speech in four different
emotional States. )e accuracy and error rates in the
four emotional states are inconsistent. )e variance
of people’s oral evaluation in the state of surprise is
the smallest and the most stable.

(4) In the comparative experiment, the intelligent
computing model of fuzzy logic combined with
neural network is compared with manual evaluation
under four emotional states, and the intelligent
computing model far exceeds the standardization of
manual evaluation.

Data Availability

)e experimental data used to support the findings of this
study are available from the corresponding author upon
request.
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In the rapid development of network technology, most users can simultaneously or alternately use multiple communication
terminals. At this time, how to build a control platform of integrated network to help users manage multiple terminals has become
the focus of mobile network technology research and development. On the basis of understanding the design content of the
network control platform and according to the three types of network selection algorithm, this paper analyzes how to build the
architecture of the multiterminal collaborative network control platform based on the open source Mobicents design and
conducts test research on its system implementation.

1. Introduction

In the development of the information era, both the Internet
and the telecommunications industry are in a state of
competitive innovation, especially under the background of
the extensive promotion of optical communication tech-
nology, digital technology, and other content, all kinds of
wireless networks blend with each other and gradually break
through a business development mode built by a single
network. From the practical point of view, the ultimate
purpose of the integrated development of Guangzhou Power
Grid, computer network, and telecommunications network
is to meet the continuously rising business needs of users
and rationally use various business resources to improve the
development level of China’s information industry. �is
research topic proposal has attracted the attention of rele-
vant scienti�c research scholars at home and abroad. At this
stage, two terminal collaborative architecture designs have
been built for this content, one refers to overlay, and the
other refers to the business agent model. Meanwhile,
Shaoyong Guo, Lanlan Rui, XuesongQiu, and others [1] in
the business-based multiterminal dynamic collaborative
framework mechanism research concluded that, combined

with the heuristic multiterminal cooperative construction
mechanism, in simulation analysis, the built system can not
only support di�erential business, but also reduce business
restart. �us, it proves that this mechanism has application
advantages; Hui Tian, Zheng Hu, and Ping Zhang [2] found
when studying the business �ow control content based on
multiterminal collaboration that the future network will be a
network with integrated operation and terminals providing
users with cross-heterogeneous communication services, it
must be deeply explored based on multiterminal collabo-
rative applications and related technologies, and it not only
provides new options for the business, but can also provide a
basic guarantee for the coordinated application of the
business environment; for example, Niemegeers and Groot S
[3, 4] proposed to design networking Fednets in the research
and development exploration, and based on the construction
of personal networks, di�erent types of personal networks
share the terminal facilities and services of users. Zhang,
Chen, Li [5], and others studied the personal mobility of the
application layer combined with the SIP protocol and thus
concluded that the SIP protocol has the basic guarantee for
personal mobility in the application layer, which can ef-
fectively solve the problems caused by mobility by the
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underlying mobile protocol and provide a supplement to the
actual missing environment. (erefore, it can be seen that
when the future mobile communication network innovates
towards the direction of diversified and digital development,
the most important thing is to rationally use all the network
resources to provide high-quality services for users.
(erefore, it is crucial to strengthen the multimedia appli-
cation and network architecture design and analysis based
on the multiterminal pedigree.

2. Architecture and Algorithm Design

2.1. Design and Analysis of the Network Control Platform.
Combination of the following is shown in Figure 1; archi-
tecture diagram analysis shows that the converged network
control platform must be able to meet the requirements of
various network resource transmission interfaces, service
control-oriented service interfaces, and support the re-
quirements of multi-service coordinated trigger control,
resource scheduling management, mobility management,
etc. Only in this way can the end users in the system be
guaranteed to experience the same service no matter what
network or application they are in [6, 7].

From the perspective of hierarchy analysis, the network
control platform is mainly divided into three aspects: first, the
business layer, which is mainly used to control business and
design business logic; second, the control layer, which is
mainly responsible for optimal connectionmanagement, with
network control environment; third, the bearer layer and the
terminal layer, which include the ubiquitous network and all
kinds of terminals and refer to the bearer of the network and
the actual receiver and initiator of the application [7, 8]. As
shown in Figure 2, the network architecture is mainly
composed of terminal application and server network ar-
chitecture. Terminal application refers to mobile intelligent
terminal, which can be used on intelligent terminals of
Android and iOS systems and computers.(e server network
architecture mainly includes the operation system, the core
application, the operation and maintenance system, the
network architecture components, and the basic parts. (e
network architecture is a mobile multimedia intelligent ter-
minal to achieve enterprise communication. (e integration
experience of cloud office network architecture effectively
improves the efficiency of information sharing and use be-
tween multimedia, and reduces the communication cost
within the enterprise. (e problem of internal management
coordination has been effectively solved, and the precise
connection between enterprises and external resources
multimedia applications has been realized, which lays a
foundation for the healthy and stable development of en-
terprises. (e network architecture supports a variety of
forms of information transmission, mainly including text,
voice, pictures, and files. Enterprise multimedia can be the
most convenient to choose their own needs. (e most in-
tuitive way to communicate with each other is to create
groups for discussion.

In this paper, a data processing center network archi-
tecture is designed, which includes four subnets including
input, operation, output, and monitoring, and the first

three subnets have a redundant structure, as shown in
Figure 3.

2.2. Network Selection Algorithm. Combined with the
analysis of multiterminal and multinetwork collaboration
scheme, the network selection algorithm is mainly divided
into the following categories.

First is the network selection algorithm based on
multiple attribute decision making (MADM). Generally,
the factors that influence network selection are divided into
four categories, which relate to network performance,
terminal performance, business requirements, and user
preferences. In order to reduce the dimensional effect of
each factor, normalization treatment must be implemented
because of the large gap between different influencing
factors. By integrating all factors into a study, and
weighting each decision factor, the absolute importance
contained in it was clarified by representation, and then the
specific weight value was studied by combining the analytic
hierarchy process (AHP). Taking simple weighting method
(SAW) and exponential weight multiplication method
(MEW) as examples, the former requires linear weighting
calculation using various attributes in order to obtain the
best network decision. (e latter is to use exponential
multiplication to access the best network, and the specific
formula is as follows:

GSAW � 
M

j�1
wj ∗ vi,j ,

GMEW � 
M

j�1
vi,j

wj .

(1)

In formula (1), wj represents the weight value of the j
attribute and vij represents the normalized value of the j
attribute of the i network. (e MEW algorithm is more
computationally difficult than the SAW algorithm, but the
final simulation is not much different.

(e distance method needs to be closer as the best
evaluation scheme when calculating and analyzing the rel-
ative distance between all the evaluation schemes and the
positive and negative ideal schemes. (e specific formula is
shown as follows:

GTOPSIS �
Dw,j

Db,j + Dw,j

,

Dw,j/b,j �

����������������



M

j�1
w

2
j vi,j − rw,j/b,j 




.

(2)

In the above formula, Dw,j represents the distance dif-
ference between a candidate network and the reference
optimal (worst) network, wj represents the weight value of
the property j, and rw, j/b, j represents the worst value and
the optimal value of the property j. (is algorithm is more
scientific than the previous two, but it is extremely sensitive
to handling user preference weights.
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Using the grey relation analysis (GRA) method to the
network selection algorithm, a grey relation coe£cient
(GRC) is generally de�ned to show the proximity of each
candidate network and the ideal reference network, which
needs to be obtained by the best value of a certain property.
�e speci�c formula is as follows:

GGRA �
1

∑Mj�1 wj vi,j − Rj
∣∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣∣ + 1
. (3)

In the above formula, Rj represents the best value of the j
attribute.

�e network selection algorithm is based on user
preferences. From a practical point of view, this algorithm is
mainly divided into two aspects. On the one hand, it refers to
the calculation of the index weight value, and on the other
hand, the network preference weight value.

According to the above picture analysis, the network
selection process is mainly divided into three steps: First step
is collection of data. �is work is mainly used to obtain
business demand, network status, service price, and other
information indicators, which are mainly the main factors
a�ecting the network selection decision, but also the core
object of data processing; second is processing the data.
Level through to build network selection model, the paper
puts forward the AHP judgment matrix and the network
parameter matrix and then uses the AHP method to cal-
culate the subjective weight of the clear network parameters,
the application position method to get the objective weights
of network parameters, and then according to the needs of
the business and scienti�c adjustment of the correlation
coe£cient between the two user preferences, and synthesis
weights of the network parameters. At the same time, the
distance analysis method should be used to clarify the

objective weight data of network preferences, and the
subjective and objective weight data of network preferences
should be used to clarify the comprehensive weight data of
network preferences, and �nally, the comprehensive e�ect
data of candidate networks should be determined through
planning and processing. Finally comes the decision part.
According to the comprehensive e�ect value of the candidate
network, the target access network is de�ned, and the ex-
ecutive network is connected.

In this study, network bandwidth is a bene�t parameter,
while time-continuance muscle jitter and service price are
cost parameters. Normalization is carried out for these
parameters, and the speci�c formula is as follows:

xij′ � 1 −
xij − xj max

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣

xj max − xj min
,

xij′ � 1 −
xij − xj min

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣

xj max − xj min
.

(4)

In the above formula, Xij represents the current value of
the j parameter of the i network; the numerical size is directly
related to the speci�c parameters of the current network; Xij’
represents the current value of the j parameter of the i
network; Xj-max represents the maximum value of the j
parameter in each candidate network; and Xj-min represents
the minimum value of the j parameter in each candidate
network.

When calculating the network parameter weight, a hi-
erarchical analysis model is constructed to clearly judge that
the matrix is Cx � (cij)3×3(x � B,D, J, L, C.i, j � n1, n2, n3).

And the product of each row of elements of the cor-
responding matrix is as follows:
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Vi � 
n

j�1
aij(i � 1, 2, . . . , n). (5)

(e n secondary root of the Vi is

Vi �
��
Vi

n


. (6)

After normalization treatment is

ui �
vi


n
i�1 vi

. (7)

(erefore, the evaluation parameter weight of the cri-
terion layer is

uB, uD, uJ, uL, uC . (8)

In order to avoid inconsistency, consistency detection is
generally performed on the constructed judgment matrix,
and the specific process is as follows.

(e indicator CI for consistency is defined as follows:

CI �
λmax − n

n − 1
. (9)

In the above formula, λmax represents the maximum
eigenvalue of the judgment matrix and n represents the
order of the judgment matrix.

Secondly, the need is to find the corresponding average
random consistency index RI where n� 1, 2,.., 9, and the
specific values of RI are shown in Table 1.

Finally, the proportional CR, formula for the analysis
consistency, is as follows:

CR �
CI
RI

. (10)

When CR is less than 0.10, the consistency of the
judgment matrix is considered acceptable; otherwise, ap-
propriate adjustments are needed.

In the process of calculating the objective weight value,
the information entropy of network parameters should be
studied first. (e specific formula is as follows:

X(j) � − k 
n

i�1
aij ln aij. (11)

In the above formula, aij represents the normalized value
of j parameter of i network, n represents the number of
candidate networks, and k represents specific elaboration.
Generally, it can be regarded as 1 after simplification.

(en calculate the analysis difference degree, and the
specific formula is as follows:

Y(j) � 1 − X(j). (12)

Finally, calculate the analysis weight vector, and the
specific formula is

uj
′ �

Y(j)


j

Y(j). (13)

It makes it clear that the weights of the network pa-
rameters are

uB
′, uD
′, uJ
′, uL
′, uC
′ . (14)

(e comprehensive weight calculation formula of the
network parameters is

wi � α∗ ui +(1 − α)∗ ui
′(i � B, D, J, L, C). (15)

In the above formula, α represents the adjustment co-
efficient and conforms to the condition of 0< α< 1, which
directly proves the user’s subjective preference and the
difference of decision value in the decision indicator and
makes clear the user’s preference demand for service QoS.
Generally speaking, α� 0.5.

Assume that the number of evaluation parameters is i
and the network preference weight is j, then the subjective
weight UI can be used to clarify the subjective preference
weight of all users for each candidate network. (e specific
formula is

pk � 
i

Ci(k)∗ ui(i � B, D, J, L, C.k � n1, n2, n3). (16)

(e corresponding consistency ratio RI(j) calculation
formula is

CR �


j

CI(j)∗ uj


j

RI(j)∗ uj

(17)

Under CR< 0.10, the acquired preference weights meet
the consistency requirements.

Using objective weight to be preference, the information
network parameter matrix is assumed to be X’, and x rep-
resents the j parameter value of the i network, then it can be
obtained after standardized processing

X′ � xij
′ 3×5. (18)

(e ideal values X+ and negative ideal values X- are
calculated:

X
+

� x
′+
B , x
′+
D , x
′+
J , x
′+
L , x
′+
C 

X
−

� x
′−
B , x
′−
D , x
′−
J , x
′−
L , x
′−
C .

(19)

In the above formula, the following conditions are met:

x
′+
l � max x

′−
1l , x
′−
2l , x
′−
3l , x
′− −
l

� min x
′−
1l , x
′−
2l , x
′−
3l , l � B, D, J, L, C.

(20)

(e European distance between the two is

Table 1: Numerical analysis of the RI.

n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
RI 0 0 0.58 0.90 1.12 1.24 1.32 1.41 1.45
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(21)

(e relative proximity between the network and the ideal
network is

Ck �
D

−
k

D
+
k + D

−
k( 

. (22)

(e normalization treatment of the above formula is
obtained as follows:

pk
′ �

Ck


3
k�1 Ck, k � 1, 2, 3

. (23)

In the above formula, pk
′pk’ represents objective pref-

erence weight values for the weight of each candidate net-
work obtained.

(e corresponding comprehensive weight formula is

Wk � β∗pk +(1 − β)∗pk
′(k � n1, n2, n3). (24)

In the above formula, β represents the coefficients of the
user policy, which represents a linear weighted proportion of
the user’s network subjective and objective preferences and
meets the conditions of 0< β< 1.

It can be seen that the optimal access network selection
formula is

U(i) � 
j

xij
′ ∗wj ]∗Wi(i � n1, n2, n3; j � B, D, J, L, C).⎡⎢⎢⎣ (25)

3. Result Analysis

3.1. Algorithm Implementation. According to the existing
multiterminal collaborative selection mechanism, the cor-
responding selection algorithm is analyzed and designed,
and the terminal and the connected network are regarded as
a virtual terminal unit (VTU), and the algorithm of the
terminal and network collaborative selection (NCS) algo-
rithm is clarified. (e experiment explores the selection
process of the cooperative terminal set (CTS). (ere are
three cases of subjective weights as follows: First, Case 1
means that all parameters are consistent; Case 2 means that
the parameters available bandwidth (AB) and packet loss
rate (L) together occupy 70% of the weight, and other pa-
rameters occupy 30% of the weight, in other words, that is,
for the environment of data services; Case 3 means that
parameters AB, time delay (DE) jitter (L), etc., occupy 70%
of the total, while other parameters account for 30%, in other
words, for the environment of voice services.

Combined with the parameter design conditions shown
in Table 2, the corresponding network access options are
shown in Figure 4. Starting from this, comparing and an-
alyzing the throughput of different algorithms, it can be seen

that under the condition that the number of cooperative
working terminals continues to increase, the business
throughput will also increase. When in Case 1, the number
of terminals is less than or equal to 2, and the SAW is greater
than or equal to MEW. When the number of terminals is 3,
4, and 5, the throughputs of the two are the same; when in
the sum, the number of terminals is less than or equal to 2,
and the throughput of the two algorithms is the same. But
when the number of terminals reaches 3, the MEW is larger
than the SAW, and when the number exceeds 3, the
throughput of the two is the same. (e details are shown in
Figure 5.

3.2. Verification Analysis of Environmental Testing. Test as a
system development the key link; only through the test, we
can accurately detect a system function integrity and ac-
curacy, and we can control the business environment which
involves the function of the terminal group registration,
terminal status updates, more terminal voice calls, media
flow guide control function, the short message function
business logic control, etc. So, the actual test starts with the
above content.

First, the terminal needs to register. (is functional test
requires registration in conjunction with the web page. (e
web page is configured in the Apache server, and it can be
verified whether it meets the expected functional require-
ments by entering the full information of the terminal
registered by the user through the web page. After filling out
the information, click Submit to complete the registration.
After successful registration, the newly registered terminal
group information can be queried in the data system.

Second is terminal status updates. At this stage, the
dynamic innovation of SIP terminals has been completed. In
other words, SIP terminals can be automatically acquired
and updated in offline SCE. After the successful registration
of the terminal, the default ONLINE status of the SIP ter-
minal is Offline, and the default status of the mobile phone is
Online. After the SIP terminal goes online, the Proxy Server
will use the SIP register packet that can be intercepted, and
the relevant Register information will be first sent to the SIP
Proxy component in the SCE. (ese components will send
the SIP number, message, and other information in the
message to the Terminal Group Management component. It
is then forwarded to the SIP server. At this point, if we check
the terminal state in the SCE database again, we can find that
it has changed from Offline to Online, which proves that the
dynamic innovation of terminal state has been successful
[9, 10].

(ird is multiterminal voice calls. (ere are multiple
terminals in the user terminal group. If you want to select the
optimal terminal, you need to follow the following rules for
analysis and processing. If the SIP terminal is assumed to be
online, call the SIP terminal. Assuming that there are
multiple SIP terminals online, it is necessary to select the SIP
terminal with the latest online time. If the SIP terminal is not
online, it is necessary to return the newly registered mobile
terminal number again. If there is no mobile terminal
number at this time, it is an error that has returned [11].
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Fourth is media stream guidance and control. �is
function is demonstrated in the remote control program
developed by the platform. First, click the update button at
the terminal to obtain the corresponding terminal group
information. �e message returned by the SCE will be
displayed in the Debugging Information section below. At
this time, it can be clear how many terminals have been
returned, and the speci�c IP address will also be displayed
directly. Combined with the status information bar of
terminal equipment, the above presentation terminal can
be studied to determine whether it is available or not.
Secondly, select the desired terminal and click the Play
button. �en, you can see that the lower right corner of the
�rst terminal icon in the interface will mark the playback

symbol, which proves that the current terminal is in the
playback state. Finally, the video is played on the selected
terminal [12].

Fifth is short message function business logic control.
�is functional test mainly veri�es the business logic
function of short message sending. �e actual interface
design contains three contents: �rst is the mandatory pa-
rameters, which involve the number of the sender, the
number of the receiver, and the message content; next is
optional parameters, which involve the text message need to
copy well and logo and other content; �nally, there is the
service endpoint information, which refers to the infor-
mation data on the server side, such as the user name and
password. �e key parameter is the mandatory parameters.
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Figure 4: Network selection results.

Table 2: Parameter design based on network selection.

AB(Mbit/s) TB(Mbit/s) SS(%) u(%) DE(ms) J(ms) L(/10) C(%)
AN1 1 2 100 20 50 10 50 60
AN2 1.2 2 100 25 50 10 20 80
AN3 6 11 100 40 150 20 30 10
AN4 30 54 90 60 150 20 80 12
AN5 20 60 90 80 90 10 40 70
AN6 40 60 90 30 100 10 30 100
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After completing information �lling, click “Submit” below,
and then the network platform can obtain the web page to
submit the application. �e speci�c code is as follows [13].

�is component then converts the message form into a
pattern recognized by the SMS Gateway and passes it to and
through the SMS Gateway [14].

Combined with the content analysis of multiterminal
collaborative multimedia application and network archi-
tecture design outlined above, it can be seen that the overall
system design applies the idea of layering, including the
business control layer, the network control layer, and the
bearing layer from top to bottom, and the interface is needed
to communicate with each other. From the perspective of
business control environment, it is necessary to use the
componentized design idea to divide larger functions into
multiple components, so that the components can complete
the task in cooperative operation and facilitate subsequent
business expansion and development. In the design of
terminal group business logic, the ultimate purpose of
business environment control is to control the terminal
group business logic, such as how to store and update the
terminal group information and how to make full use of all
terminal business capabilities to provide users with quality

services. Combined with the analysis of the network control
environment, in order to build a �exible and modi�able
system software platform, it is necessary to select an ap-
propriate network selection algorithm and implement dif-
ferentiated queue control rules according to di�erent
business requirements.

4. Conclusion

To sum up, in the comprehensive promotion of information
network technology, most users can skillfully use or alter-
nately use multiple communication terminals, and these
terminals can be connected to di�erent or heterogeneous
networks. At this time, in order to guarantee the quality and
safety of system operation, it is necessary to build a control
platform of fusion network based on practical development
requirements, which can not only help users comprehen-
sively control multiple terminals, but also make reasonable
use of the business capabilities of each terminal. Combined
with the research and analysis of the design form of network
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Figure 5: Comparison results of the algorithm throughput.
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control platform and network selection algorithm in this
paper, the overall design is mainly divided into three layers,
and the selected algorithm mainly has three kinds, including
FAHP-GRA algorithm, based on the AHP and entropy
method, and based on AHP and TOPSIS algorithm.
According to the overall system design form, the comparison
and analysis of the three alternative algorithms show that the
application performance of the algorithm based on AHP and
TOPSIS is better, showing a strong application advantage in
both unnecessary conversion rate and user satisfaction. And
test validation analysis was carried out on the overall system
design, which mainly includes the function of the terminal
groups registered, terminal status updates, more terminal
voice calls, media flow guide control function, the short
message function business logic control, and other func-
tions, and through the test and analysis, we found that
various functions can be fully present in the development of
practice [15–17].
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With the development of information technology, the era of big data has gradually entered classroom teaching, and the
evaluation of students’ learning quality and classroom teaching e�ciency has been widely concerned. In order to further
improve the quality of classroom teaching in colleges and universities, this paper analyzes the classroom teaching quality
evaluation and feedback system based on the big data. Principal component analysis is used to analyze the evaluation index of
classroom teaching quality and feedback information to apartment. rough the study of education quality estimate and
feedback system under big data, the feedback mechanism of classroom teaching quality evaluation is improved to achieve high-
quality and e�cient teaching.

1. Introduction

e classroom teaching quality estimate and feedback
system refers to the comprehensive analysis of the in-
formation in the teaching process and the determination
of improvement plans based on the feedback results
[1–3]. In recent years, with the deepening of networked
information in the era of big data, networked data
analysis has been applied to every �eld of life and become
an indispensable part of teaching activities in the new
�eld [4]. Compared with the conventional classroom
teaching quality evaluation model, teachers as the main
body, through students, peers, leaders, and supervisors to
improve the teaching work of teachers, using big data to
analyze teaching quality can suggest to improve the
reasonable appraise system, leading to the results being
not ideal. In the big data, how to use big data for analysis
technique to analyze the current of the evaluation of
teaching is very signi�cant [5, 6].

At present, big data teaching analysis is mainly a quality
evaluation and feedback system. e quality of teaching is
based on big data analysis. Literature [7] conducts big data

on teaching quality data, �nds out the factors a�ecting
teaching quality, and makes correlation analysis. Literature
[8] collects all kinds of data related to teaching quality and
stores, analyzes, and displays the data based on the de�-
ciencies existing in current evaluation of teaching quality in
colleges. Using big data technology can achieve objective
evaluation of teaching quality, with timely monitoring,
warning, and improvement. In [9], weights are assigned to
each evaluation item through network hierarchy analysis, a
teaching quality index system is constructed, and teaching
evaluation feedback is given through multiple evaluation
subjects. Literature [10] has established a multievaluation
system and conducted in-depth analysis on the existence of
problems in the multievaluation system. On this basis, the
application of big data in the comprised system of colleges is
proposed.

For big data analysis methods, Gong [11] uses k-means
clustering analysis to conduct feature classi�cation man-
agement for di�erent teacher evaluations, in order to
improve the accuracy of evaluating teaching quality in
colleges. Literature [12] proposed to optimize and improve
the teaching evaluation system by using the marginal
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computing path, so as to improve and ensure the accuracy
of the appraisal and the efficiency of the evaluation. In the
literary world [13], the computer system is used to regress
the classroom quality of colleges and universities for data
collection and statistics, and the most advanced teaching
feedback mode is established based on large amounts of
data. In the literary world [14], Cite Space measurement
visualization analysis software is used to conduct evalua-
tion and analysis of teaching, and the evaluation system is
quantitatively processed to improve the deficiencies
existing in the system. Literature [15] uses cluster analysis
to analyze online teaching quality evaluation, which has
achieved the purpose of improving teaching quality. Based
on information data analysis, literature [16] establishes a
perfect network evaluation system and carries out multi-
directional and angle data mining, aiming at improving
teaching quality.

+e above literature uses big data to analyze the
problems existing in the classroom teaching quality
evaluation and feedback system and uses data analysis
technology to establish and improve the teaching quality
evaluation index system, so as to improve the accuracy of
teaching quality evaluation. Using different data analysis
methods to analyze the feedback results of classroom
teaching quality evaluation, the improvement can promote
the quality of classroom teaching in colleges and uni-
versities. Based on the above, this paper mainly uses
principal component analysis to analyze the evaluation
indicators of classroom teaching quality and analyzes and
optimizes the problems existing in the analysis of the
principal components. Finally, the teacher rating of a
school is taken as an example to verify and analyze the
representativeness of the original method and the im-
proved method, so that the classroom teaching quality
evaluation feedback system can be improved and the
quality of classroom teaching in colleges and universities
can be improved.

2. Data Analysis Classroom Teaching Quality
Evaluation and Feedback System

2.1. Big Data Analysis

(1) In big data analysis, data is usually acquired, inte-
grated, analyzed, and displayed. +e foundation of
big data analysis is data collection and the data
source of teaching quality evaluation feedback sys-
tem model. Data integration mainly includes data
extraction, cleaning, and loading. Data analysis is the
key step of big data analysis and data processing.
Data presentation is the visualization of data, the
original data, and analysis results for visual pro-
cessing. +e big data analysis process is shown in
Figure 1.

(2) +is study analyzes the feedback system of classroom
teaching quality evaluation based on big data and
divides the evaluation system into three levels,
namely, input layer, kernel layer, and output layer.
By analyzing the evaluation index system, an analysis

algorithm is determined to optimize the evaluation
index system and then improve the quality of
classroom teaching, as shown in Figure 2.

2.2. Classroom Teaching Quality Evaluation and Feedback
System Model. Classroom teaching quality and feedback
system is the monitoring and evaluation of teachers’
classroom teaching quality. +e traditional teaching
quality evaluation and feedback system model is pri-
marily composed of school leadership, teaching man-
agement, teachers, students, administrative departments,
and units that select and employ individuals, such as
outside experts, as the main body. Teachers need to
manage and monitor the teaching process and evaluate
the teaching objectives. +en, the evaluation results are
evaluated after feedback analysis, as shown in Figures 3
and 4.

2.3. Analysis Principles and Methods. Data analysis class-
room teaching quality evaluation is an effective teaching
means, in the classroom, which can effectively increase
students’ enthusiasm for learning and teachers’ level of
classroom teaching quality. +e investigation of classroom
teaching quality assessment and feedback system based on
data analysis can make a deep analysis of the evaluation
results, find the problems in the evaluation results more
deeply, provide a good basis for the assessment of teachers’
teaching abilities, and provide long-term guidance for
teachers’ self-improvement of teaching level.

2.3.1. Principal Component Analysis. (1) Principle of prin-
cipal component analysis. Principal component analysis is a
statistical analysis technique that reduces a large number of
indicators to a small number of indicators [17]. Principal
component analysis can shed light on the large number of
elements in the original data by using fewer unrelated
variables.

(2) Principal component analysis algorithm flow. For prin-
cipal component analysis, there are m index variables: x1,
x2,. . ., xm are a total of n comprised objects. +e JTH index
of the I evaluation object is xij, and all indexes xij are
transformed into standardized indexes xij.
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Figure 1: Big data analysis process.
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xij �
xij − xij

sj

(i � 1, 2, . . . ,n, j � 1, 2, . . . ,m). (1)

xj �
1
n



n

i�1
xij. (2)

sj �

����������������

1
n − 1



n

i�1
xij − xj 

2




(j � 1, 2, . . . ,m). (3)

And xj, sj are the sample mean and standard deviation
of the ith indicator, which are called according to them

xi �
xi − xi

si

(i � 1, 2, . . . ,m). (4)

It is standardized index variable.
Matrix of correlation coefficients

R � rij 
m×m

. (5)

rij �


n
i�1 xkjxki

n − 1
, (6)

where rii � 1, rij � yji, rij is the correlation coefficient be-
tween the ith and jth indices.
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Figure 2: Big data analysis model framework.
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Determine the eigenvalues [18] and eigenvectors.
+e eigenvalues are sorted from largest to smallest.
Determine the correlation coefficient’s eigenvalue matrix

λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 . . . ≥ λm ≥ 0, and corresponding characteristic
vectors μ1, μ2, . . . , μm, where

μj � (μ1j, μ2j, . . . , μnj)
T feature vectors are used to

create new index variables.

y1 � μ11x1 + μ21x2 + . . . + μn1xn

y2 � μ12x1 + μ22x2 + . . . + μn2xn

. . . . . .

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
, (7)

where y1 is the first principal component in the formula, y2 is
the second principal component, and y m is the MTH
principal component.

P(P≤M) principal components were selected to cal-
culate the comprehensive evaluation value.

I calculate the eigenvalue λj (j� 1, 2, . . ., M) rate of
information contribution and accumulation contribution
rate, according to

bj �
λj


m
k�1 λk

, j � 1, 2, . . . ,m. (8)

+emain component’s information contribution rate yj:

αp �


p

k�1 λk


m
k�1 λk

. (9)

Main components are Y_1, Y_2, . . . When α_P is close to
1 (α_P� 0.85, 0.90, 0.05), the first P index variables
y1, y2, . . . , yp as P principal components are used instead of
the original M index variables, allowing for a more com-
prehensive analysis of p principal components.

Ii calculate the overall score

Z � 
P

j�1
bjyj, (10)

where bj is the information contribution rate of the JTH
principal component as measured by the comprehensive
score value.

(3) Process of principal component analysis method: it is
shown in Figure 5.

(a) Selection principle of evaluation indexes for analysis
of the principal components: in the evaluation of classroom
teaching quality, the selection of evaluation indicators is very
important. To some extent, evaluation quality has nothing to
do with the number of evaluation indicators but is primarily
related to the role of evaluation indicators in the evaluation
process. +e main indicators are the indicators which thus
play a decisive role in the evaluation process. +e level of
evaluation quality has nothing to do with the evaluation
quality and the number of evaluation indexes, but only with
the proportion of evaluation indexes in the evaluation
system. +erefore, the principle of evaluation indicators is
particularly important. +e common selection methods of
evaluation indicators are as follows.

(4) Least variance method: N objects to be evaluated are
usually selected in the evaluation process: Y1, Y2, . . . , Yn,
where each object has m evaluation indexes represented by
Xij (I� 1, 2, . . ., n and J� 1, 2, . . ., M); assuming that the
evaluation index values all fluctuate within a certain range,
when the impact of an evaluation index on the evaluation
result is small enough, we can exclude these evaluation
indexes and optimize and screen the index system through
the principle of least variance [19]:

Yj �
1
n



m

j�1
Xij − Xj 

2⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

1/2

j � 1, 2, . . . , m. (11)

Evaluation and feedback model of
classroom teaching quality

(PCA)
before class A�er class

Outside class

feedback

gather

gather

feedback

In the class

feedback gather

feedbackgather

Figure 4: Evaluation feedback model.
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It is the sample mean square error of n evaluation
objects:

Xj �
1
n



m

j�1
Xij j � 1, 2, . . . , m. (12)

It is the sample mean obtained at the end.
Suppose there is l0 (1≤ l0 ≤m), such that

Yl0
� min

1≤j≤m
Yj . (13)

When Yl0
≈ 0, the corresponding X_(l_0) of Y_(l_0) can

be deleted.
(5) Minimax deviation method: for evaluation objects,

the maximum distance Xj of evaluation index Sj is solved
one by one:

Sj � max
1≤j,l≤n

Xij − xlj



 . (14)

Find the minimum value of Sj and S0:

S0 � min
1≤j≤n

Sj , (15)

and when S0⟶ 0, the corresponding evaluation index
of S0 can be deleted [20].

(b) Problems of analysis of the principal components:
yhe original principal components data cannot
truthfully reflect the actual problems. In the com-
prehensive evaluation of various influencing factors,
information overlap often exists and the main
characteristics cannot be determined. +e

contribution rate of the first principal component is
often not prominent, leading to the lack of com-
parability and objective correlation among the se-
lected indicators. +erefore, it is difficult for
principal component analysis to obtain correct
evaluation results.

3. Improve Lecture Quality Evaluation and
Feedback System Based on Data Analysis

3.1. Improvement of Analysis Methods. By using principal
component analysis (PCA) to assess classroom teaching
quality, the original data is first processed using the
original PCA model. When the difference of index in-
formation of original data is small and the distinction is
not obvious, the effect of dimension reduction in analysis
is not obvious. +erefore, we improved the principal
component analysis method, transformed the original
index into an optimized index, and carried out mean
processing at the same time, so as to achieve the effect of
will. Index optimization was carried out through cosquare
difference matrix [21].

3.1.1. Processing of Original Data. According to the original
data model of principal component analysis, there are
known m evaluation indexes and N evaluation objects.

Among them,

x �
1
m



m

k�1
xi. (16)

Select the initial variable

�e
measurement

ranges and
values are the

same

Analysis correlation matrix

eigenvalue

Is it close to
zero

Other processing

Analyze the principal
components

principal component

Compute the eigenvalues
and eigenvectors

�e correlation coefficient
matrix is calculated and

analyzed

�e depth of the inquiry

yes

no

contrast

no

yes

(no)

Figure 5: Flowchart of principal component analysis.
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It is the mean value of the original index:

V �
1

m − 1


m

k�1
xi − xi(  xj − xj . (17)

It is the covariance of the original index:

ωij � λij

]ij


m
i�1 vi

+ 1− tλij 
gi


m
i�1 gi

,(i� 1,2, . . . ,n; j� 1,2, . . . ,m).

(18)

It is the inertia coefficient corresponding to the original
index.

ω 1x 1, ω 2x 2...ω m X M is the first-level optimi-
zation index, where

x � 1mk � 1mωkxk,

x �
1
m



m

k�1
ωkxk.

(19)

It ss the first-order optimized mean value.

V �
1

m − 1


m

k�1
ωkixi − xi(  ωkjxj − xj . (20)

It is the first-order optimization covariance.
y_1, y_2... Y_m is the second-level optimization index,

where

V �
1

m − 1


m

k�1
yki − yi(  ykj − yj  �

1
xixj

V. (21)

It is the second-level optimization index covariance [22].

3.1.2. Data Analysis. +e covariance matrix of the evalua-
tion index matrix is obtained

V �
1

m − 1


m

k�1
yli − yi(  ylj − yj . (22)

+e principal component expression Z�UY is obtained,
and the corresponding eigenvector matrix is

U �

u1′

. . .

um
′

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ �

u11 . . . u1m

. . . . . . . . .

um1 . . . umm

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (23)

+e variance contribution α and cumulative variance
contribution β were calculated

α �
λi


m
i�1 λi

. (24)

β �


p
i�1 λi


m
i�1 λi

p<m. (25)

+e number of principal components P was selected
according to the principle of β≥ 85% [23].

Calculate the principal component factor load matrix.

z1 � μ11x1 + μ21x2 + . . . + μm1xm

z2 � μ12x1 + μ22x2 + . . . + μm2xm

. . . . . .

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
. (26)

Construct comprehensive evaluation function

F � αZ � α1z1 + α2z2 + . . . + αpzp. (27)

Principal component analysis method was improved,
which can solve the problem of the first principal component
contribution rate that is not up to standard, increasing the
contribution of the very first primary component. +e
feature extraction (pca) was improved, and the cumulative
contribution of the index of the first component is more
outstanding, reduces the dimension of evaluation index, and
improves the efficiency of the principal component analysis
method.

3.2. Improved Teaching Quality Evaluation Feedback System.
It is shown in Figure 6.

4. Practical Application of Principal
Component Analysis

4.1. Evaluation Index System of Classroom Teaching Quality.
It is shown in Table 1.

4.2. Data Collection. +e teaching quality evaluation
adopts the method of online teaching evaluation. After
the teacher completes the teaching plan, the educational
affairs department issues the teaching performance as-
sessment form to each student’s educational adminis-
tration system, and the student logs in the teaching
system to evaluate teaching. +e evaluation index is di-
vided into four grades: excellent, good, pass, and fail (9.5
for excellent, 7.5 for good, 6.0 for pass, and 4.0 for fail).
+e average score is calculated according to the score
assigned by the students. In order to improve the ra-
tionality of the score, all votes filled in with the same score
are invalid. For teachers t01-T02, the party’s indicators
are summarized in Table 2.

4.3. Evaluation and Analysis of Classroom Teaching Quality
Indicators. +e original principal component analysis
method was used to extract the characteristics of the in-
dicators to find out the main factors affecting the evalu-
ation indicators. +e cluster analysis method was being
used. +is experiment processed the indicator data ob-
tained in Table 2 and calculated the eigenvalues, the
evaluation indicators’ variability contribution rate, and
combined contribution rate. +e data obtained are shown
in Table 3.

+e characteristics of indicators were harvested using
mean -mean principal component analysis (PCA). In this
experiment, the principal component analysis (PCA)
method was used to process the index data obtained in
Table 1 and calculate the feature vector, variance
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Figure 6: +e improved classroom teaching quality evaluation system.

Table 1: Evaluation index system of classroom teaching quality.

General objective Level indicators +e secondary indicators

Improve teaching
quality

Teaching attitude

Rigorous teaching attitude, as a model, compliance with discipline and punctuality, care
for and strict requirements of students, listening to students’ suggestions and opinions

modestly. A1
Teaching enthusiasm, teaching earnest, devotion, demonstration guidance standard, tour

guidance patient, and meticulous. A2

Teaching content and
organization

Sufficient preparation before practice can ensure that the experimental equipment and
instruments are in good condition, the equipment and components are fully prepared, the
practice teaching site is clean, and there are no factors affecting the teaching in the room.

A3
Rich knowledge, concrete and substantial practice content, reasonable personnel

allocation. A4
Be able to combine theory with practice and integrate with advanced technology and

technology. A5
Attach importance to classroom discipline, students experiment, and practice operation

in order, without experimental accidents. A6

Teaching method

Standard blackboard writing, clear; the language is fluent, concise, clear, and vivid. A7
Emphasize operation essentials, operation rules, and precautions before operation and

demonstrate correct and skilled operation. A8
Teaching and practice time allocation is reasonable and can timely troubleshoot and

answer questions accurately. A9
Teaching method is reasonable, enlightening, and inducing, step by step, teaching

according to their aptitude can fully mobilize the initiative of students, pay attention to
the training of students’ operational ability, and encourage creative practice. A10

Teaching efficiency

Students can master the contents of lectures and the operation methods and actions of
practical projects

Technical specifications and requirements can be completed independently. A11
+e students showed great interest in the course and learned a lot from the teacher
+e professional knowledge, operation skills, and many truths of life, teachers, and

students harmonious relationship. A12

Scientific Programming 7



Table 2: Teacher classroom teaching quality subindex data table.

Index items T01 T02 T03 T04 T05 T06 T07 T08 T09 T10 T11 T12 T13 T14 T15
Index1 8.85 8.45 7.1 8.15 8.95 7.75 8.18 9.2 8.4 8.2 6.98 9.25 9.05 8.1 8.65
Index2 8.82 8.4 7.05 8.2 9.05 7.85 8.15 9.2 8.3 8.25 7.1 9.2 9.1 8.08 8.65
Index3 8.6 8.3 6.96 8.03 8.6 6.9 8.85 9.5 8.25 7.2 7.06 8.5 8.07 8.3 8.6
Index4 9.1 8.5 7.45 7.71 8.6 6.75 8.5 8.7 8.8 7.5 7.77 8.5 7.95 7.7 8.05
Index5 8.6 9 7.25 7.55 8.3 6.88 7.83 7.95 8.1 7.35 7.41 9.1 7.93 8.1 8.3
Index6 9 8.7 6.85 7.95 8.1 7.25 8.83 9.5 8.25 7.1 6.71 8.1 8.5 7.7 8.7
Index7 9.05 7.65 7.16 7.61 8.8 6.65 8.5 8.3 8.2 7.5 7.29 8.3 8.66 8.1 8.43
index8 9.1 8.6 6.95 8.03 8.5 7.5 7.83 8.54 8.08 7.33 7.17 8.26 8.6 7.7 8.57
Index9 9.2 8.3 6.89 7.61 8.5 6.68 9.17 9.5 8.79 7 6.82 8.5 8.68 8.3 8.43
Index10 9.25 8.4 7 8.34 9.1 6.88 8.17 9.5 8.5 7.6 7.65 8.45 8.95 8.5 8.45
Index11 8.9 8.7 6.75 7.82 8.4 7.15 9.17 8.7 8.35 7.05 6.71 8.3 7.98 8.3 8.58
Index12 8.8 8.65 6.9 7.9 8.25 7.06 9.08 8.78 8.2 6.98 6.89 8.35 7.9 7.65 8.6

Table 3: Original principal component analysis.

Principal component number Characteristic value Contribution rate (%) Cumulative contribution rate (%)
1 9.7663 81.3854 81.3854
2 0.8029 6.691 88.0765
3 0.4977 4.1474 92.2239
4 0.3906 3.2548 95.4787
5 0.2254 1.878 97.4787
6 0.189 1.5747 98.9314
7 0.053 0.4419 99.3733
8 0.0425 0.3538 99.7271
9 0.0228 0.1901 99.9172
10 0.0077 0.0641 99.9813
11 0.0014 0.0114 99.9926
12 0.0009 0.0074 100

Table 4: Averaging principal component analysis method.

Principal component number Characteristic value Contribution rate (%) Cumulative contribution
rate (%)

1 8.4675 79.3932 82.7765
2 0.7638 7.4178 90.1943
3 0.3795 4.2844 94.4787
4 0.3602 2.0042 96.4829
5 0.1883 1.4203 97.9032
6 0.0945 1.2859 99.1891
7 0.024 0.3698 99.5589
8 0.0278 0.2986 99.8575
9 0.0119 0.0875 99.945
10 0.0039 0.0398 99.9848
11 0.0013 0.0113 99.9961
12 0.0005 0.0039 100

Table 5: Principal component analysis has now been improved.

Principal component number Characteristic value Contribution rate (%) Cumulative contribution
rate (%)

1 7.1398 78.9847 83.1915
2 0.6894 8.1453 91.3366
3 0.5894 3.5098 94.8486
4 0.2947 2.1298 96.9762
5 0.1148 1.3639 98.3401
6 0.0381 1.0371 99.3772
7 0.0251 0.2987 99.6759
8 0.0198 0.1984 99.8743
9 0.0101 0.0839 99.9582
10 0.0029 0.0289 99.9871
1 7.1398 78.9847 83.1915
2 0.6894 8.1453 91.3366
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contribution rate, and cumulative value of the evaluation
index. +e calculated data are shown in Table 4.

For improvements based on principal component
analysis method, to calculate the main factors affecting the
evaluation index and the dimension of principal component
analysis (PCA) in Table 2 and for standardizing, first cal-
culate the correlation coefficient matrix, and then calculate
the characteristic value of evaluation indexes, the variance
contribution rate, and cumulative contribution rate, and
calculate the obtained data shown in Table 5.

+ree kinds of analysis of the principal components were
carried out to compare the evaluation index system, and the
analysis results were obtained, as shown in Table 6.

As shown in Table 5, there are three kinds in the data
analysis of classroom teaching quality evaluation index.
From the improved cluster analysis, we can clearly see that
the average value of the improved cluster analysis method is
compared with that of the principal component analysis
method. Using the improved principal component analysis
method, the contribution rate of the first component has
been improved to a certain extent, which shows that the
greater the role of the first component evaluation index, the
more accurate the evaluation results. Using the improved
principal component analysis method can make the cu-
mulative contribution rate of the first component index
more prominent, reduce the dimension of evaluation index,
and improve the efficiency of principal component analysis
method. As shown in Figure 7 and 8, the statistical charts
obtained by the three principal component analysis
methods show that the improved component analysis has
obvious construction effect.

Variance contribution rate is an indicator to measure
the relative importance of each factor. In statistics, it is
generally believed that as long as the cumulative contri-
bution rate of principal component analysis reaches over
85%, a small number of principal components can be used
to replace the vast majority of information of multiple
indicators. As can be seen from Table 6 above, no matter
using the original principal component analysis method,
averaging principal component analysis method, or the
improved principal component analysis method, the ac-
cumulative contribution rate of the first two principal
components of the improved principal component analysis
method reaches more than 85%, and the cumulative total
payment of the improved cluster analysis method’s first two
important components was 91.3366 percent. It clearly
shows that the improved correlation-based method is
representative and remarkable.

Figure 9 represents the cumulative contribution rate of
the original cluster analysis method’s first two principal
components. +e cumulative contribution rate of the first
two principal components of the meaning-based cluster
analysis method is represented by B, and the cumulative
contribution rate of the first two principal components of the
improved cluster analysis method is represented by C. It is
not difficult to see that the accumulative contribution rate of
the first two terms has increased significantly after the
original principal component analysis is improved by
means.

+e load matrix calculation of each principal component
is shown in Table 7 below. +e first principal component is
all positive load, indicating that the changes of each index of
the first principal component have similar influence on the
score. In the second principal component, only indicators
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Figure 7: Statistical chart of three principal component analysis
methods.
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A1 and A2 have a large contribution rate, while other in-
dicators have a small contribution rate, indicating that other
components have a small impact on the score and can be
ignored. According to the formula, the principal compo-
nents and score rankings are calculated as shown in Table 8.

For the above analysis, the score ranking of F1 and F2
has a great influence, so the improved principal

component analysis method is used for analysis, as shown
in Figure 10.

+e improved principal component analysis method was
used for comprehensive analysis to calculate the score
ranking, as shown in Figure 11 and Table 9 below.

Using the improved principal component analysis to
evaluate the teaching quality of teachers, the evaluation
results are more correct.

Table 7: Table of principal component load matrix.

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 F11 F12
IndexA1 0.2828 0.4577 −0.2464 −0.005 0.1547 0.2424 −0.0522 −0.0522 0.0765 0.1134 −0.4096 −0.5644
IndexA2 0.2752 0.5062 −0.2788 −0.0587 0.144 0.1976 0.1452 0.1136 −0.1482 0.0297 0.2937 0.6197
IndexA3 0.2988 −0.2164 −0.1901 −0.215 −0.133 0.431 −0.3422 0.3384 0.3314 −0.4591 0.1209 −0.1063
IndexA4 0.2765 −0.2664 0.516 −0.2089 −0.1734 0.3189 0.6187 0.0906 −0.0549 0.0684 −0.0569 0.0948
IndexA5 0.2567 0.27 0.5547 0.5715 −0.0334 0.2213 −0.3502 −0.1307 0.1147 0.0521 0.1425 −0.0302
IndexA6 0.2949 −0.2688 −0.3456 0.1228 −0.2613 −0.0638 0.0945 −0.3126 0.4394 0.507 0.2775 −0.0302
IndexA7 0.2846 0.0627 0.2997 −0.3653 0.5387 −0.4533 −0.0732 0.1421 0.3907 0.0926 0.0942 −0.0226
IndexA8 0.2921 0.215 −0.0117 0.1648 −0.4899 −0.5646 0.2188 0.0542 0.0922 −0.461 −0.099 0.0288
IndexA9 0.3074 −0.1912 −0.0327 −0.1321 0.2399 0.0327 −0.0747 −0.7653 −0.2928 −0.3755 −0.0938 0.0979
IndexA10 0.2963 0.1086 0.0855 −0.4421 −0.3971 −0.1112 −0.4274 0.0204 −0.4621 0.3426 −0.0286 −0.1129
IndexA11 0.2974 −0.2717 −0.1369 0.3152 0.2647 −0.1416 0.1366 0.255 −0.4829 0.3426 0.4302 −0.3542
IndexA12 0.2977 −0.3148 −0.1224 0.3035 0.1507 −0.0636 −0.167 0.2694 −0.0638 0.1717 −0.646 0.3564

Table 8: Teacher scores and rankings.

Teacher’s number First principal component (F1) Ranking Second principal component (F2) Ranking
T1 4.0297 1 −0.2026 8
T2 1.703 6 −0.2868 10
T3 −5.3995 15 −0.6224 13
T4 −1.0543 11 −0.025 7
T5 2.3628 3 0.7413 4
T6 −4.985 14 0.4939 5
T7 1.8302 5 −2.1412 15
T8 3.963 2 −0.4327 11
T9 1.0903 9 −0.6553 14
T10 −3.4549 12 1.0028 3
T11 −4.8487 13 −0.5002 12
T12 2.2021 4 1.2428 2
T13 1.6667 7 1.6505 1
T14 −0.7647 10 −0.2497 9
T15 1.6593 8 0.0393 6
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Figure 10: Comparison of F1 and F2 rankings.
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Figure 11: Comprehensive analysis of teacher rankings.
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5. Conclusion

In the world of big data, improving school teaching quality
is a long-term and difficult task that necessitates the
collaboration of teachers and students. Based on big data
technology, this paper analyzes the classroom teaching
quality evaluation and feedback system and analyzes the
teaching quality index using the principal component
analysis method, discovering that there are corresponding
problems in the correlation-based method. From the above
experiments, it can be seen that the use of improved
principal component analysis (PCA) can effectively im-
prove the cumulative total of the first principal component
contribution rate, thereby improving the accuracy of the
evaluation results. +e improved principal component
analysis (PCA) is used to carry out factor analysis of
comprehensive evaluation index on the data, so as to
obtain an effective feedback system of classroom teaching
quality evaluation.
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To improve the recommendation accuracy of educational resources, an intelligent recommendation method based on
autoencoder has been proposed by combining intelligent recommendation algorithm and autoencoder.  e method uses the
dimension reduction advantage of autoencoder to obtain the required feature vector.  en, the prediction score is utilized to
recommend educational resources. Finally, it is veri�ed from the algorithmic and system perspective.  e results show that this
recommendation method is the most e�cient method. e e�ciency on the dataset is 0.90, respectively. Furthermore, it can score
di�erent recommended articles, and the recommendation of di�erent educational resources is realized.

1. Introduction

For the improvement of users’ attention, most e-commerce
platforms such as Taobao and JD have developed intelligent
recommendation systems based on big data technology,
which has attracted a large number of users for them. An
intelligent recommendation system is designed to attract
customer tra�c. However, with the blessing of front-end
technologies such as Internet of things, mobile Internet, and
so on, the intelligent recommendation system shows a
broader application space, thus attracting the attention of
many scholars. One of the research hotspots is to introduce
big data recommendation system in the �eld of higher
education. According to students’ big data in the educational
scene, speci�c education information, education resources,
and others can be pushed to speci�c students, which can
improve the utilization rate of educational resources and
students’ learning e�ciency. Regarding the study of rec-
ommendation algorithms, Duan created the collaborative
�lter recommendation algorithm, which takes both the
direct impact of expert users on prediction scores and the
indirect in�uence of trustees on prediction scores into ac-
count [1].  us, it shows better application performance.
Ya-Zhi et al. created an adaptive learning service

recommendation algorithm based on big data, which has
excellent performance in coverage, accuracy, recall rates, and
others. In addition, the algorithm is especially useful for
learning service recommendation practices [2]. Han et al.
improved the traditional collaborative �ltering algorithm
and proposed a time-weighted collaborative �ltering algo-
rithm based on the clustering of mini batch K means.
Compared with the traditional algorithm, the accuracy of
rating prediction has been signi�cantly improved. Also, the
application space of the collaborative �ltering algorithm has
been further expanded [3]. In addition, Huang et al. created
diversi�ed recommendation algorithms for speci�c appli-
cation scenarios.  e autoencoder based on the deep
learning algorithm can achieve feature learning, data di-
mension reduction, and other functions [4]. Introducing
autoencoder into the recommendation system can obtain
more ideal application e�ects. For example, Simpson et al.
introduced a stacked noise reduction autoencoder in the
recommendation system and supplemented by project in-
formation and user information, and thus the quality of its
recommendation has been greatly improved [5]. Wu et al.
also proposed the big data recommendation method for
educational resources and veri�ed the e�ect of recom-
mendation methods, respectively [6–10].  erefore, based
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on the above research, a recommendation method of big
data for higher education resources is proposed, and the
feasibility of this method is veri�ed. However, due to the
huge number of higher education data resources, the �lm
viewing data of middle school students on campus network
are taken as the entry point to explore the recommendation
of higher education big data resources.

2. Convolutional Denoising Autoencoder

Autoencoder is essentially a kind of unsupervised network,
which can be divided into three di�erent parts, namely,
encoder, decoder, and hidden layer.  e functions of each
part are di�erent.  e encoder and decoder are mainly used
to realize the conversion of data between di�erent dimen-
sions.  e speci�c structure is shown in Figure 1 [11, 12].

In this network, the relationship between the hidden
layer and the input layer can be expressed as follows:

y � S W1x + b1( ). (1)

It can be seen from the above formula that x and y
represent the data of input and hidden layer, respectively. b1
and W1 represent the bias and weight of adjacent nodes,
respectively. s(x) represents the corresponding activation
function.  is formula actually corresponds to the encoding
process, while the decoding is expressed as follows:

z � S W2y + b2( ), (2)

where z represents the data of output layer; 2
b and W2

represent the bias and weight of adjacent nodes, respectively;
and s(y) represents the corresponding activation function.

Based on AE and adding some noise, the denoising
autoencoder can be obtained. e advantage is that it can get
the characteristics of high robustness.  e speci�c structure
is shown in Figure 2 [13].

In this structure, L(x, z) represents the loss function,
which generally needs to be placed at a lower level to
maintain a high consistency between the features obtained
by the hidden layer and the original data.  e basic form of
the function is as follows:

L(x, z) � −∑
d

n�1
xn1gzn + 1 − xn( )1g 1 − zn( )[ ]. (3)

 e above analysis shows that the process of adding
noise actually is to process the data of two neurons (1, 3). e
reconstructed data x can be obtained after setting to 0; then,
the di�erence value between the input and output data can
be calculated, so as to realize the update of o�set vector and
weighting matrix, which ensures that the model can be
trained continuously.

3. Collaborative Filtering Recommendation of
Hybrid Self-Coding Network Model

Based on the previous analysis, the basic de�nition of self-
coding model is de�ned, and on this basis, the recom-
mendation algorithm is studied and designed. e algorithm

is mainly divided into two steps, and the �rst is the process of
obtaining feature vectors. In this stage, the denoising
autoencoder is used to obtain the required feature vectors
[14].  e second is to predict the score, which needs to make
use of the feature vectors obtained in the previous step to
learn the interactive network model, and then the scoring
results can be obtained.  e basic structure of the network is
shown in Figure 3.

 e score depends on the students’ interest level in the
article, and the overall score ranges from 1 to 5.  e highest
and the lowest interest scores are 5 points and 1 point,
respectively, which means that with the increase of the score,
the interest degree gradually increases.

 e number of articles and users is n andm, respectively,
and the set of the two is represented as I � I1, I2, . . . , In{ }
and U � U1, U2, . . . , Um{ } in turn. It can be seen that the
corresponding interaction scoring matrix is Rm×n. Assuming
that there are user u and article i, the score that u gives i is
expressed as Ru,i. If it is equal to zero, it does not mean that
the user does not like the article but may not have read the
article and therefore did not score it.

In practice, there may be multiple users scoring the same
article or one user scoring multiple articles. Among them,
the vector obtained after di�erent users scoring the same
article i is (R1i, R2i, . . . , Rni) ∈ Rm. Also, the vector formed
after a user scoring each article is (R1i, R2i, . . . , Rni) ∈ Rm.

x1 y1 z1

x3 y2 z3

xn yn zn

z2x2

Encoder Decoder

Figure 1:  e network structure of autoencoder.

yx
f (x)

L (x, z)

x z

Figure 2:  e network structure of denoising autoencoder.
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3.1. User-Item Latent Vector Construction. As shown in
Figure 4, the left and right sides are the feature vectors of
learning users and learning articles, which are represented as
U − SDAE and I − SDAE, respectively.  ey are basically
consistent in the structure [15, 16].

 e latter is taken as an example for analysis in this
study, and the speci�c contents are shown below.

In the research process, the stack autoencoder structure
is adopted.  ere are some di�erences between the network
and the traditional autoencoder, and the number of the
hidden layers is more.  e input data are mainly
R � r1, r2, . . . , r{ }n, r(u) � (Ru1, Ru2, . . . , Run).

First of all, the damage score matrix
R̃ � (r̃1, r̃2, r̃3, . . . , r̃n) is obtained, that is, random noise is
added to the original data.  en, the matrix is connected to
the autoencoder network, where the low-dimensional fea-
ture vector Q can be obtained through coding, and then Ri
can be obtained through decoding.

 e basic form of each hidden layer is as follows [17]:

hl � g WlR̃ + bl( ). (4)

 e output layer L is expressed as

R̃ � f Wl + bR( ). (5)

 e target loss function is shown as follows:

min ‖R̃ − R‖. (6)

Among them, f and g represent the encoding and
decoding functions in turn, and the encoding and decoding
parts are the front and back l/2 layers in the network, re-
spectively. In addition, the activation function adopted in
the training is sigmoid function, and the objective function is
used to reduce the reconstruction error and keep it within
the appropriate range.

After training, the corresponding latent feature vectors,
including article and user vectors, can be obtained. At the
same time, compared with the input data, the two dimen-
sions are signi�cantly reduced, which is mainly related to the
application of autoencoder [18, 19]. It can be seen that it
avoids the occurrence of sparsity.  en, add the obtained
latent feature vectors to the interaction model and continue
to perform the subsequent processing.

3.2. Learning User-Item Interaction Networks. By establish-
ing the user-item interaction network, the deep information
between the item and the user can be obtained and applied to
the subsequent prediction. Based on the above process, the
project and user feature vector matrix can be obtained. Q
and P are used as the embedding layers of the network.

 e predicted result can be obtained after passing
multiple hidden layers. Each hidden layer here actually
belongs to a deep semantic relationship. Also, the predicted
result y can be obtained in the process of reducing their
dimension. Signi�cantly, the data that are not scored should
be eliminated in the training, that is, the scored data must be
used.

 e deviation between the target value and the predicted
value should be controlled at a low level in the process of
training, and the objective function should be determined
according to this principle. As can be seen from the above
analysis, the basic form of the interactive network is obtained
as follows [20]:

ỹui � f Pk, Qk|P, Q, θf( ). (7)

Here, f(β) represents the interaction function, θf
represents the corresponding model parameters, θf and
P ∈ Rm×k represent the potential feature vector matrices of
users and items, respectively, and the basic form of loss
function is shown as follows [21–23]:

Lsqr � ∑
(u,i)∈Z

yui + ỹui( )2. (8)

 e above formula shows that Z represents the scored
data, which needs to be used in the training. However, there
may bemissing values, which need to be processed by certain
methods. Otherwise, the accuracy of prediction results will
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Figure 4:  e network model diagram of constructing latent
feature vector.
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Figure 3:  e network model diagram of hybrid autoencoder.
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be inevitably reduced. Some scholars have proposed dif-
ferent processing methods, and the commonly used method
is to calculate the average score. Althoughmissing values can
be processed, there is still shortcoming, which is that dif-
ferent users adopt different scoring methods. So, the scored
data are directly used in the training process. In the training,
the algorithm is optimized based on the stochastic gradient
descent method, and the prediction score is obtained. +e
specific form is as follows [24]:

Rui � f P
u
, Q

i
|P, Q, θf , (9)

where Qi and Pu correspond to the latent feature vectors of i
and u, respectively, and the predicted results can be obtained
after processing based on interactive network.

+e implementation of the collaborative filtering
recommendation algorithm based on hybrid autoencoder
has been described in detail. Also, this algorithm is
systematically referenced in this paper. First of all, it is
necessary to preprocess the collected 201028 user scoring
data. +e collected data include the article data filtering
out the rating behavior less than 20 times and the user
data filtering out the interaction behavior less than 20
times. +us, 186532 user scoring data are obtained, which
are included in the experimental training set. +e training
parameters of the network are as follows: the noise rate of
the stack noise reduction autoencoder is 0.2. +e acti-
vation function is the sigmoid function, and the di-
mension of implicit feature vector is
k ∈ 10, 40, 80, 200, 400. +e number of network layer
neurons in U-SDAE module is 128-64-32-64-128 in turn.
In addition, the learning rate is 0.005, and the dropout is
0.15. +e number of network layer neurons in I-SDAE
module is 128-64-32-64-128 in turn. +e learning rate is
0.005, and dropout is 0.15. Furthermore, the learning rate
of deep interactive neural network is 0.001. +e activation
function is sigmoid function, and dropout is 0.10. Here,
stitching project and user’s hidden semantic vectors are
used to construct the embedding layer of interactive
neural network. +e number of network layer neurons is
64-32-8 in order.

After completing the parameter setting, the prediction
score of the user u for the article i can be obtained through
the algorithm operation, which helps the article to be sorted.
Also, the Top-N article is selected to be included in the user
recommendation list.

Use the content-based recommendation algorithm to
determine the Top-N recommendation list of courses and
articles and use the collaborative filtering recommendation
algorithm to determine the Top-N recommendation list of
another article. +us, a total of one course Top-N recom-
mendation list and two article Top-N recommendation lists
are obtained. Also, the two article Top-N recommendation
lists are re-sorted in accordance with the established rules, so
as to obtain the unique version of the article Top-N rec-
ommendation list. +e calculation process is as follows.

+e article Top-N lists determined by content-based
recommendation algorithms and based on collaborative fil-
tering recommendation algorithms are B and F, respectively,

and thefinal versionof articleTop-N list isR.+eequation is as
follows [25]:

R � B∩F + αB + βF. (10)

+e weight a � 0.6 and β � 0.4 are obtained through
experimental training, and the final version of the article
Top-N recommendation list is determined to achieve the
recommendation service.

4. Verification of Recommendation Algorithm

4.1. Verification of AlgorithmEffect. +e interactive behavior
data between the item and the user are analyzed and applied
to the designed recommendation algorithm; meanwhile, the
use of the latent factor mode is helpful to solve the sparse
problem. +en, it is necessary to test and analyze the ap-
plication effect of the model, and appropriate datasets must
be selected. In this design, taking the video data that students
browse on the campus network of some colleges and uni-
versities, dataset A analyzing learning video that can be used
for big data analysis is constructed, and then the big data
recommendation method constructed in this study is uti-
lized to make recommendations.

+e basic information for the dataset is shown in Table 1.
+e data should be uniformly divided into two parts:

training set for the training process and test set for the test
process. Also, the number of the two should be reasonably
set. +e ratio of the two is set as 9 :1. Appropriate indicators
are used to evaluate and analyze the application effect of the
recommendation algorithm, and RMSE is a root sign based
on MAE, which can better describe the error of data.
+erefore, RMSE is selected in this paper.

In addition, the denoising autoencoder adopts sigmoid
function, where the noise rate is 0.3, and the latent feature
vector dimension is k ∈ 20, 40, 80, 200, 400, 500. +e basic
parameters of each module are set. Here, the number of
neurons in module U − SDAE is 943-700-400-700-943, and
the number of neurons in module I − SDAE is 1682-900-400-
900-1682. +e learning rate of the two modules is consistent
with that of dropout, which are 0.004 and 0.15, respectively.
For the interaction network part, dropout and learning rate
are 0.15 and 0.001, respectively. Selecting the sigmoid func-
tion, the corresponding number of neurons is 800-400-32.

Comparing and analyzing the application effect of the
algorithm and using the quantitative indicators to evaluate,
the difference in application effect between the algorithm
and other models is analyzed. For UserAverage and Item-
Aaverage, they both use the mean scores of items and users.
For SVD algorithm, it is necessary to analyze whether there
are missing data first. If there is a need to be filled, the mean
score is adopted in this process. +e K dimension after
decomposed should meet certain requirements, namely,
sum of the squares of the first k singular values needs to
achieve 90% of the total singular value, and then the sim-
ilarity of different users should be calculated. On this basis,
the final score can be obtained. For autoencoder, the number
of neurons is 943-500-943, and the unobserved data, hidden
layer dimension, and regular coefficient are 3, 500, and 0.001,
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respectively. For PMF, stochastic gradient descent and ex-
ponential decay methods are used in the process of model
training and learning rate setting, respectively, so as to re-
alize the improvement of the model.

According to the obtained feature matrix, the score
prediction results can be obtained. +e efficiency informa-
tion of each model is shown in Table 2.

4.2. Practical Application Verification of the Algorithm

4.2.1. System Architecture Design. +e platform for learning
career development is researched and designed, and the
intelligent recommendation algorithm is integrated in the
whole system, which is convenient to combine users’ needs
and preferences to recommend interested information, in-
cluding book information, course information, and so on.
+e core part of the system is the collaborative filtering
algorithm, which combines with the actual teaching re-
quirements to design the system function modules, so as to
meet the personalized needs of students in learning.
Combined with the basic requirements of the whole plat-
form to design the system architecture scheme, the specific
implementation route is shown in Figure 5 [26].

As can be seen from the figure, the whole system is
generally divided into three layers, namely, data layer, ap-
plication layer, and recommendation layer. Each layer is
connected, which realizes the overall function based on data
sharing and interaction mode. +e basic introduction of
each part is as follows.

(1) Data Layer. +e data layer is the basic part of the whole
platform. It mainly realizes the storage and management of
basic data and responds to data requests from other parts.
After completing the operation, the relevant data infor-
mation can be returned. In addition to the management of
basic business data, the generated recommendation result
data are also involved.+e common data management mode
is relational database, which needs to design the standard-
ized data tables for management. Considering the basic
requirements of system performance, in addition to using
the traditional relational database, the non-relational data-
base is used in this design, which helps to achieve higher
response speed. +e crawler tool can efficiently obtain the
educational information from the network and then save it
in the database, which can be used for the subsequent queries
and processing operations.

(2) Application Layer. +is layer belongs to the core part of
the whole platform, which needs to realize the basic logical
business and complete the implementation of each func-
tional module based on the user’s needs. Considering the
needs of system expansion and upgrade, the whole is divided
into two parts, namely, front-end and back-end. +e former

is mainly related to interface display and layout. +e latter
mainly realizes the specific logical functions and data
transmission, and based on the coordination of the two, it
can present the required pages and data for the users. +is
part is divided into several modules, such as online com-
munication and course reservation, and so on. It needs to
call the relevant interface of WeChat server to complete the
authorization operation and obtain the user’s profile picture,
nickname information, and other information. After the
authorization is successful, other functions can be used.

(3) Recommendation Layer. +is part realizes the recom-
mendation function, and it combines the collected basic data
for unified processing and analysis, including business
system data and user behavior data. In addition, this module
will form personalized recommendation for different users’
needs and interests, so as to meet different users’ require-
ments. In this part, the Spark framework is used to improve
the processing efficiency with the help of the distributed
processing platform. Meanwhile, the user interest model
needs to be updated regularly, and the collected log data are
utilized to improve the service quality.

4.2.2. Implementation of the Recommendation Service Based
on Spark. +e previous analyses show that the basic prin-
ciple of recommendation service has been clarified.+is part
will design the basic structure and process of the whole
recommendation framework, which is specifically divided
into multiple processes, such as data source, data processing,
and so on. +e basic implementation route is shown in
Figure 6 [27].

In the above framework design, considering the amount
of higher education resources and the scalability of the
system, the Spark framework is adopted to construct the
system, and HDFS is utilized to store massive higher edu-
cation resource data, so as to better lay the foundation for
subsequent big data analysis.

4.2.3. System Development Environment. According to the
configuration of the basic environment of system devel-
opment and combined with the previous analysis, it can be
seen that the system is generally divided into two parts,

Table 1: Training dataset.

Number of users Number of items Number of interaction records Sparsity
6040 3706 More than 1 million 2.57%

Table 2: Efficiency information of each model.

Model Dataset of students watching a video recording
UserAverage 0.76
ItemAaverage 0.83
SVD 0.85
PMF 0.86
Autoencoder 0.87
Ours 0.90

Scientific Programming 5



among which the front-end part adopts WebStorm and Vue.
 e background uses MySQL, IntelliJ IDEA, and Spring
Boot. In addition to the above parts, the mature distributed
frameworks including Spark and others are used in big data
processing.

 ree servers are used to con�gure the Spark cluster. e
speci�c parameters are given in Table 3.

 e installation process is divided into several steps,
which is shown as follows.

(1) Download the Spark and JDK installation packages
from the network.

(2) Install and con�gure JDK.
(3) Con�gure SSH to deploy the cluster.
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Figure 6: Implementation route of the recommendation service architecture scheme.
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Figure 5: Implementation route of the system architecture scheme.

Table 3: Big data cluster con�guration information.

 e serial number Hardware and software information Con�guration information
1 CPU 8 cores and 16 threads
2 Memory 16G
3  e operating system CentOS 6.8
4 Scala version 2.12.0
5 Hadoop version 2.7.3
5 Spark version 2.1.0
6 Maven version 3.3.9
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(4) After the above steps, install and con�gure Hadoop
and set the information in the con�guration �le.

(5) Install and con�gure Spark by referring to Step (4).
 e basic parameters are given in Table 4.

 e Jenkins scheme is adopted in this design, which can
automatically and e�ciently complete packaging, deploy-
ment, and other operations. Users can execute Maven op-
eration after submitting push operation, which helps the jar
packaging operation to be realized. In consideration of the
possible errors in the above process, an e�ective noti�cation
mechanism is designed, that is, the relevant information is
timely transmitted to the developer through e-mail, which
ensures the accuracy and reliability of the deployment
process.

4.2.4. Recommendation Results.  e core part of the rec-
ommendation system is the collaborative �ltering recom-
mendation algorithm, which needs to calculate the item and
user feature vectors �rst. Here, the RDD operation is mainly

utilized, and the recommendation results can be obtained
after the calculation of interactive similarity. Spark MLlib is
used in the algorithm implementation, but the neural net-
work class needs to be designed by oneself. After the al-
gorithm design is completed, inputting data can get the
recommendation result, and then save the �nal result in
Redis.  e recommendation result interface is shown in
Figure 7.

5. Conclusion

 e recommendation system in this paper e�ectively
overcomes the sparsity problem of the recommendation
algorithm. It performs well in precision, coverage, and other
aspects, which can meet the personalized recommendation
needs of educational resources. e recommendation system
improves the traditional feature processing method, and
neural network is used to extract feature vector, which
greatly improves the recommendation accuracy.
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 e experimental data used to support the �ndings of this
study are available from the corresponding author upon
request.
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Physical education class helps students develop whole-body and �ne motor skills and improve their strength, balance, and
cardiovascular health. Sports also provide students with numerous social, psychological, and emotional bene�ts, which in turn
improve their learning status and academic achievements. Nowadays, sports achievements are becoming more and more im-
portant, and many schools pay more and more attention to the development of sports. In order to improve sports achievements
and predict sports achievements, we can combine them with relevant deep learning models to analyze sports achievements from
multiple angles and factors, so as to improve sports achievements and predict sports achievements according to relevant
in�uencing factors. Combined with the experimental part in this paper, the gradient compression algorithms under the deep
learning model are compared. According to the data, the compression ratio of the AdaComp algorithm model is 1%, the training
time is 5839 s, the average accuracy rate is about 90.9%, and the average loss value is 0.324. �e compression ratio of the
ProbComm-LPAC algorithm model is 1%, the training time is 5505 s, the average accuracy rate is about 91.8%, and the average
loss value is 0.271.�e compression ratio of the LAQ algorithmmodel is approximately 1%, the training time is 5467 s, the average
accuracy rate is about 90.8%, and the average loss value is 0.554. When the number of training rounds increases from 20 to 5000,
the accuracy of the three algorithm models is on the rise, but the accuracy of ProbComp-LPAC model is higher among the three
models. When the number of training rounds increases, the data set loss rate of the three models is declining, indicating that the
more the training times, the higher the correct rate, the smaller the loss value, and the higher the e�ciency. �rough four
dimensions related to the in�uence of sports achievements-interest in seeking knowledge, ability pursuit, altruistic orientation,
and reputation acquisition, this paper studies the in�uencing factors of sports achievements. According to the research data, most
people think that the interest in seeking knowledge accounts for a large proportion of the factors a�ecting sports performance,
with an average of 38.6709, accounting for 32% in the four dimensions. �rough the study of students' gender and origin, this
paper explores the analysis of the four dimensions of sports performance. It is believed that interest in knowledge is the most
important factor. �e average values of the four dimensions are 48.98, 52.37, 48.12, and 51.34, respectively. In order to accurately
predict sports achievements, the characteristics of sports achievements prediction are sorted, among which the maximum number
of action exercises is 0.24, the average score of sports action tests is 0.16, the video viewing time is 0.13, the sign-in rate is 0.09, and
the minimum homework completion rate is 0.03. Predicting sports achievements through these characteristics can improve the
accuracy of prediction. When the number of features in sports performance prediction gradually increases, the accuracy of sports
performance prediction is also increasing. When the number of features is 8 and 9, the prediction accuracy is about 0.64.

1. Introduction

In order to better improve sports achievements, this paper
studies and analyzes the prediction process and model of
sports achievements and then analyzes the in�uencing
factors of sports achievements through experiments,

combined with the gradient compression model algorithm
of deep learning to improve sports achievements. �rough
four dimensions to analyze the in�uencing factors of sports
performance, it can use the analysis of sports characteristics
to predict sports performance and improve the prediction
accuracy.
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In the paper [1], the structure and function of protein are
understood in detail by deep learning. 'is method makes a
great breakthrough in protein research, and this method is
greatly superior to the existing methods. Combined with the
latest CASP, it can obtain the highest F1 score of the free
modeling target, so that it can better study protein. In lit-
erature [2], the deep hidden neurons in physiological fea-
tures are extracted separately, so as to construct a set of deep
classifiers. Experiments show that the proposed method
improves the classification rate by 5.26% compared with the
previous method, and its performance superiority has been
proved. Literature [3] combining deep learning model with
breast cancer can further improve the automatic classifi-
cation of breast cancer by pathological images under
computer and further distinguish breast cancer categories. It
provides a better method for the classification of breast
cancer in clinical environment. Literature [4] in order to
solve the problem of facial attraction prediction, we will
discuss it with the method of deep learning. Literature [5]
uses the kinect model to provide data to identify human
physical activities. Nowadays, human activity recognition is
an active field. Kinect model and CAD-60 database are used
to identify human activity, which reduces the time of pre-
processing and data collection and improves the efficiency.
At the same time, this method also has a high accuracy,
which proves that this method is very effective in recog-
nizing human activities. In literature [6], in order to extract
useful features for fault detection, we combine standard fault
detection with the FDC model. However, through research,
it is found that this method will have some defects such as
information loss and loud interference. 'erefore, we build
the FDCmodel through SdA to reduce noise interference. In
literature [7], the AdaMix model is used to improve the
convergence degree of deep learning to reconstruct the error.
'e convergence of deep learning under different learning
strategies is verified by combining autoencoder with MNIST
database, so as to minimize the reconstruction error. Ex-
periments show that this method can significantly improve
the convergence of deep learning model. Literature [8]
proves the effectiveness of the forecast through various
forecasts, such as environment, stock price and weather. At
the same time, through three prompters and league samples,
we can find that the method of random prediction is slightly
lower than that of prompters. 'rough further testing, only
one of the three prompters successfully utilized the relevant
results and other unspecified information, which was better
than a single prompter. In literature [9], we propose a whole
learning algorithm to classify attributes and study their
performance through the prediction model and data col-
lection model. 'rough the simulation experiment on
Hadoop platform, the rainfall forecast model is developed,
which improves the accuracy and efficiency of rainfall
forecast.” Literature [10] predicts the anxiety state of do-
mestic shooters by SMMU. We compare SMMU with SAS,
SAI, and TAI scores for better results. 'rough the research
and results comparison, we know that SMMU is better in
predicting anxiety degree of domestic shooters. In literature
[11], accurate prediction of business and sports performance
is an essential part. 'rough research, we know that the

accuracy of FIFAWorld Cup prediction is better than that of
world ranking prediction by comparing the accuracy of
FIFAWorld Cup prediction with that of ranking prediction.
Literature [12] shows that dynamic characteristics have a
positive effect on our sports endurance. Lactic acid is pro-
duced for high-intensity exercise, which reduces the effi-
ciency of exercise. Literature [13] studies chronobiology for
repetitive testing of athletic performance. Most of the
components of motor performance, such as physical flexi-
bility and muscle strength, change in a sinusoidal way every
day and peak in the evening. 'rough 24-hour continuous
monitoring, it is verified whether the motion control task
changes with time during the day. Literature [14] tested
whether the average correlation between self-efficacy and
athletic performance was 0.38 by meta-analysis. 'e results
show that variable control, univariate, and multivariate
adjustment analyses are needed to improve efficiency and
performance indicators in order to carry out more accurate
test. Literature [15] developed and verified the exercise
anxiety scale in order to show that anxiety in the exercise
performance environment is mostly a measurement. In
order to make the exercise focus scale can also be reflected in
children, alternative items of level 4 or below have been
prepared. 'e anxiety table can alleviate the anxiety of
children and parents.

2. Prediction and Influencing Factors of Sports
Achievements under Deep Learning

2.1. Neural Network. Neural network DNN model is also
called perceptron, which is composed of many parts. 'e
general input layer is in the first layer, the middle layer is the
hidden layer, and the last layer is the input layer [16].
However, with the increase of the number of network layers,
the more the network parameters, the more time it takes as
shown in Figure 1.

2.2. Influence of Sports Performance. 'e influence of
learning motivation on academic performance is analyzed
concretely. From the image analysis, we can see that the
combination of learning motivation and learning effect
when learning motivation is too low or too high will have a
small impact on the learning behavior effect. Appropriate
motivation will promote the increase of learning effect.
'erefore, too low or too high motivation level in physical
education learning will not have a great impact on sports
achievements, while medium motivation level has a better
effect on sports achievements [17] as shown in Figure 2.

2.3. Sports Achievement Prediction. 'e neural network
prediction model diagram of sports performance is shown as
follows. First, select the indicators that need to be predicted,
input the relevant network parameters, and then input the
data of sampling samples after the input, in which the sample
data is a new sample [18]. After the sample input is com-
pleted, the data are preprocessed, which includes network
prediction and output prediction results [19]. Carrying out
network self-learning mode after pretreatment, judging
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whether the learning efficiency of the network is satisfied
after self-learning is completed, if not, returning to the step
of inputting network parameters, and then carrying out
circulation again. If the efficiency of network learning is met,
save the results and exit as shown in Figure 3.

'e accuracy of sports performance prediction is
compared, and the data are normalized by the mean
smoothing method [20]. 'en, the sports test action is
decomposed, and the sample data of the decomposed action
are divided into two types: training set and test set. Train the
training set data by W-LSTM model, judge whether the
target standard rate is reached after training, updating
relevant training parameters if the standard rate is not
reached, and then retrain by the W-LSTM model. If the
accuracy rate is reached, enter the test set type, use con-
vergent neural network to test, then output the relevant test
results, and compare the results and finally draw a con-
clusion. W-LSTM can usually achieve excellent results for
predicting time data, and now, it has become one of the most
popular algorithms to deal with this kind of problems. An
efficient time series analysis method based on wavelet de-
composition is presented. By separating the signals of dif-
ferent frequency bands from the data, the multiangle
observation of the data can be realized as shown in Figure 4.

3. Correlation Formula

3.1. Deep Learning Model

3.1.1. CNN Neural Network Model. In formula (1), S is the
output of N×N convolution kernel, wij is the weight in
convolution kernel, b is the offset, xij is the pixel in the input
image, and f is the nonlinear activation function.

Convolution layer formula:

S � f 
i,j

wi,jxi,j + b⎛⎝ ⎞⎠. (1)

Activation function:

ELU(x) �

x, x> 0

α e
x

− 1( , x≤ 0

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎬

⎪⎭
,

sigmoid(x) �
1

1 + e
−x,

tanh(x) �
e

x
− e

−x

e
x

+ e
−x.

(2)

3.1.2. RNN Cyclic Neural Network Model

Oi � g W2Hi( ,

Hi � f W0Ii + W1Hi−1( .
(3)

In order to solve the gradient disappearance and gradient
explosion problems in the neural network, the formula is
improved [21].
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inputt � Sigmoid Wixxt + Wihht−1 + b( ,

forgett � Sigmoid Wfxxt + Wfhxt−1 + bf ,

ct � forgett ∗ ct−1 + inputt
∗ tanh Wcxxt + Wchht−1 + bc( ,

outputt � Sigmoid Woxxt + Wohht−1 + bo( ,

ht � outputt ∗ tanh ct( .

(4)

3.1.3. GRU Cyclic Neural Network Model

rt � Sigmoid Wrxt + Urht−1( ,

zt � Sigmoid Wzxt + Uzht−1( ,

ht
′ � tanh Whxt + rtUhht−1( ,

ht � tanh Whxt + rtUhht−1( .

(5)
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3.2. Sports Achievement Prediction

3.2.1. Time Series Model Method. Proportional change
practice:

C
∧
t+1 � Ct 1 +

Ct − Ct−1

Ct−1
 . (6)

Moving average model:

C
∧
t+1 �

Ct + Ct−1 + · · · + Ct−n+1

N
t≥N. (7)

Weighted moving average model:

C
∧
t+1 �

a0Ct + a1Ct−1 + · · · + aN−1Ct−n+1

N
t≥N, (8)

where a0, a1, and aN− 1 are weighting factors [22].
Exponential smoothing model:

C
∧
t+1 � aCt +(1 − a)C

∧
t . (9)

3.2.2. Evaluation of Prediction Methods of Sports
Achievements. Evaluation criteria:

MAPE �


N
i�1 xi − yi( 


/yi

n
× 100%,

R �


n
i�1 xi × yi( 


n
i�1 xi( 

2
× 

n
i�1 yi( 

2,

(10)

where xi represents themodel analog input value and yi is the
actual value [23].

3.2.3. Metaregression Model. 'e logarithm of the effect
quantity index of each study is established as the dependent
variable to carry out regression analysis on sports activities [24].

Yi � β0 + 
n

k�1
βkXki + εi. (11)

3.2.4. Improved BP Neural Network Algorithm Based on
MATLAB

ΔX(k + 1) � mc × ΔX(k) + lr ×
zE

zX
0< lr< 1. z. (12)

K is the training times, mc is the momentum factor, lr
learning rate, and e is the error function [5].

ΔX � lr ×
zE

zX
,

ΔX(k + 1) � mc × ΔX(k) + lr × mc ×
zE

zX
.

(13)

After formula optimization,

lr(k + 1) �

1.05lr(k)mse(k + 1)<mse(k),

0.7lr(k)mse(k + 1)> 1.04mse(k),

lr(k), others.

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(14)

4. Prediction and Analysis of Sports
Achievements under Deep Learning

4.1. Analysis of Deep Learning Model

4.1.1. Comparison of Performance Prediction of Frequency
Division Multiple Access Deep Learning Model.
Compared with the traditional model, the FDPN model
has higher accuracy, precision, recall, F1, AUC, and other
performance. Compared with other algorithms, the
ProbComm-LPAC gradient compression algorithm has
higher average accuracy, lower average loss, and higher
efficiency. 'rough the analysis of the factors affecting
sports achievements, we can have a deep understanding of
the composition of sports achievements, so as to improve
sports achievements. 'e accuracy, precision, recall, F1,
AUC, and other performances of FDPN model are
compared under different neuron numbers. 'rough the
observation of relevant experimental data, it is known that
when the number of neurons is 256, its performance is the
best, and the accuracy is 0.8668 (accuracy: 0.8680; recall
rate: 0.9499; F1: 0.9071; AUC: 0.8179). When the number
of neurons in the hidden layer is 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and
102, the FDPN prediction model analyzes its accuracy,
precision, recall, F1, and AUC data. It is found that when
the number of neurons in the hidden layer is 256, the
research values reach the highest, and its FDPN prediction
performance is the best.

According to Table 1 and Figure 5, each performance data
reaches the peak when the number of neurons is 256, which
shows that the FDPN model has the best prediction per-
formance when the number of neurons is 256. FDPN model
includes three parts: FM, DNN, and PNN, which is a model
for predicting grades. 'e prediction effect of the model is
related to the activation function setting of hidden layer
neurons. When the activation function is ReLU, the pre-
diction accuracy, recall rate, F1, and AUC of FDPNmodel are
improved by about 2%, and the prediction effect is better.

4.1.2. Comparison of Gradient Compression Algorithms for
Deep Learning Models. In order to solve the problem of
gradient disappearance in deep learning function, we
compare gradient compression algorithms through Ada-
Comp, ProbComm-LPAC, and LAQ models. 'e com-
pression ratio of the three models is approximately 1%, and
the longest training time of AdaComp model is 5839s, the
shortest training time of ProbComm-LPAC model is 5505s,
and the shortest training time of LAQ model is 5467s. 'e
average accuracy of the AdaComp model and ProbComm-
LPAC model is similar, which is 90.9% and 90.8%, re-
spectively, and the average accuracy of ProbComm-LAPC
model is 91.8%. In terms of average loss value, the lowest
average loss value of ProbComm-LPAC model is 0.271, and
the average loss value of AdaComp model is 0.324, while the
highest average loss value of LAQ model is 0.554. 'erefore,
from the comprehensive analysis of compression ratio,
training time, average accuracy, and average loss value, it is
concluded that the average accuracy rate of ProbCom-LPAC
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model is higher and the average loss value is lower, which
shows that the ProbComm-LPAC model has more advan-
tages in comparison, and the gradient compression algo-
rithm for deep learning model is more efficient, so it should
be preferred when selecting the deep learning model.

According to the Table 2, when the number of training
rounds is 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, and 5000, when the
number of training rounds is less than 1000, the accuracy of
data sets of the three deep learning models is approximately
0. When the number of training rounds is 1000, the accuracy
of ProbComm-LPAC model is higher than 0.87, followed by
AdaCompmodel with 0.72 and LAQmodel with 0.72.When
the number of training rounds is 2000, the accuracy of the
data set is 0.89, 0.80, and 0.75 in turn, and the corresponding
models are ProbComp-LPAC, AdaComp, and LAQ models;
when the number of training rounds is 3000, 4000, and 5000,
the accuracy of ProbCom-LPAC model is 0.9, 0.91, and 0.95
respectively. 'e accuracy of the LAQ model was 0.77, 0.8,
and 0.83 when the number of training rounds was 3000,
4000, and 5000. However, from the overall data of the ac-
curacy of the three models, with the increase of the number
of experimental rounds, the accuracy of the data sets of the
three models is on the rise, which shows that the more the
experiments, the high the accuracy.

From the Figures 6 and 7, when the number of training
rounds is close to 0, the data set loss values of the three
models are all high, the data set loss values of LAQmodel are
4.2, AdaComp model are about 4, and ProbComp-LPAC
model are 3.7, which are relatively low. When the number of
training rounds is 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, and 5000, the loss
value of ProbComp model is 0.5, 0.44, 0.4, 0.37, and 0.27,
respectively.'rough the observation of the whole data, with

the increase of the number of training rounds, the loss values
of the three models all decreased, but the ProbComp-LPAC
model decreased the most.

4.2. Analysis of Sports Achievements

4.2.1. Analysis on the Proportion of Sports Achievements.
'e boys’ sports test items are 1000-meter running, standing
long jump, 50-meter running, pull-ups, and throwing solid
balls. Girls’ sports test items are 800-meter running, standing
long jump, 50-meter running, sit-ups, and throwing solid
balls. According to the proportion of total scores of each
project, the total scores of students’ related sports are cal-
culated. According to the data, 1000/800-meter running
accounts for 30% of the total sports achievements, standing
long jump and solid ball account for 15% of the total sports
achievements, and 50-meter running and sit-ups/pull-ups
account for 20% of the total sports achievements. According
to the proportion analysis, we know that, to make sports
achievements, we should mainly improve the achievements
of 1000/800 meters running because the achievements of
1000/800 meters account for a large proportion in the total
sports achievements as shown in Tables 3 and 4.

From Figure 8, it can be seen that the scores of 1000/800
meters running are relatively large in sports test items,
followed by solid ball and sit-ups/pull-ups, and finally
standing long jump and solid ball items.

4.2.2. Analysis on the Influence Factors of Sports
Achievements. In order to analyze the influencing factors of
sports achievements, the influencing factors are analyzed

Table 1: Performance comparison of FDPN models.

Hidden layer neuron number Accuracy Precision Recall rate F1 AUC
32 0.8532 0.8593 0.9395 0.8976 0.8025
64 0.8590 0.8621 0.9453 0.9018 0.8082
128 0.8619 0.8634 0.9483 0.9039 0.8111
256 0.8668 0.8680 0.9499 0.9071 0.8179
512 0.8607 0.8656 0.9431 0.9027 0.8124
1024 0.8578 0.8647 0.9395 0.9005 0.8099

0.7

0.75

0.8

0.85

0.9

0.95

1

32 64 128 256 512 1024

Accuracy
AUC
F1

Precision
Recall rate

Figure 5: Performance comparison of the FDPN model.
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from four dimensions: interest in seeking knowledge, ability
pursuit, altruistic orientation, and reputation acquisition. As
can be seen from Table 5, in the following four dimensions,

the average value of choosing interest in seeking knowledge
is 38.6709, and its standard deviation is 9.0268. 'e average
value of selection ability pursuit is 30.6582, and the standard

0
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0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

1

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000

Data set accuracy 

AdaComp
ProbComp-LPAC
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Figure 6: Accuracy of the four-dimensional data set.
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Figure 7: Loss value of the four-dimensional data set.

Table 2: Gradient compression algorithm.

Gradient compression algorithm Compression ratio Training time (s) Average accuracy (%) Average loss value
AdaComp 1% 5839 90.9 0.324
ProbComm-LPAC 1% 5505 91.8 0.271
LAQ Approximately 1% 5467 90.8 0.554

Table 3: Distribution of sports achievements (male).

Item
score

1000 meters running (minutes and
seconds)

Standing long jump
(CM)

Run 50 meters
(seconds)

Pull-up
(times)

'row solid ball forward
(m)

100 3′40″ 250 7.3 15 9.6
90 3′50″ 240 7.5 13 9
80 4′05″ 225 7.7 11 8.4
70 4′30″ 205 8.7 9 6.9
60 4′55″ 185 9.7 6 5.4
50 5′15″ 180 9.9 5 5.1
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deviation is 3.3673. 'e mean value of altruistic orientation
is 30.0759, and the standard deviation is 3.1813. 'e average
value of reputation acquisition is 21.2152, and the standard
deviation is 4.4712. According to the data, the most im-
portant factor affecting sports performance is interest in
knowledge, and the influence of reputation acquisition on
sports performance is less. 'is shows that most students
affect their sports achievements because of their love for
sports. Among them, the number of people who think that
ability pursuit and altruistic orientation are also more, and
their average value is about 30.

It can be seen from Figure 9 that the interest in seeking
knowledge accounts for a large proportion of sports
achievements, and the reputation acquisition accounts for the
smallest proportion, with 18%.'e research shows that interest
is an important factor to achieve higher grades in a subject.

From Table 6, we can see that, through different genders,
we can explore the specific situation of the influence of these
four dimensions on sports achievements. 'rough the

random investigation of 75 male masses and 26 female
masses, it can be seen that the female masses choose to think
that the interest in seeking knowledge has a great influence
on sports achievements, with an average value of 52.37 and a
standard deviation of 3.670. Female people think that rep-
utation acquisition has a relatively small impact on sports
performance, with an average of 32.66 and a standard de-
viation of 4.778. Male people think that the interest in
seeking knowledge has the greatest impact on sports per-
formance, accounting for 48.98, and the standard deviation
is 5.235. Male people think that reputation acquisition has
little influence on sports performance, with an average of
32.54 and a standard deviation of 4.454. It can be seen that
male and female people think that interest in seeking
knowledge is the relative main factor affecting sports
achievements. T value is the value obtained by testing in-
dependent samples, and P value represents significant dif-
ference. When P is less than or equal to 0.05, there is
significant difference.

Table 4: Distribution of sports achievements (female).

Item
score

800 meters running (minutes and
seconds)

Standing long jump
(CM)

Run 50 meters
(seconds)

Sit-
ups

'row solid ball forward
(m)

100 3′10″ 1.97 8.1 50 6.70
90 3′20″ 1.89 8.3 46 6.30
80 3′30″ 1.81 8.5 42 5.90
70 3′40″ 1.73 8.7 38 5.50
60 3′50″ 1.65 8.9 34 5.10
50 4′00″ 1.57 9.1 30 4.70

30%

15%
20%

15%

20%

Proportion of sports scores 

50-meter run

1000/800 m
Standing long jump

Solid ball
Sit-ups/pull-ups

Figure 8: Proportion of sports scores.

Table 5: Influencing factors of four dimensions of sports achievements.

Dimension name Number of items Mean value Standard deviation
Summary of influencing factors 34 123.9367 9.0268
Interest in seeking knowledge 12 38.6709 5.1058
Ability pursuit 9 30.6582 3.3673
Altruistic orientation 8 30.0759 3.1813
Reputation acquisition 7 21.2152 4.4712
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It can be clearly seen from the curve trend in the Fig-
ure 10 that the highest proportion of factors affecting sports
achievements is interest in seeking knowledge, followed by
ability pursuit and altruistic orientation, and finally repu-
tation acquisition.

By dividing the types of students into rural areas and
cities, this paper analyzes these four influencing factors.
From the data in Table 7, it can be seen that students from
rural areas think that the dimension of interest in seeking
knowledge has the greatest impact on sports achievements,
with an average value of 51.34 and a standard deviation of
1.141; the influence of reputation acquisition on sports
achievement is 31.21, and its standard deviation is 4.447.
Students from cities think that interest in knowledge is the
biggest influence factor on sports achievement, with an
average of 48.12, and its standard deviation is 5.532.

It can be seen from the Figure 11 that the average value of
choosing interest in seeking knowledge as a major factor
affecting sports achievements is larger, while the proportion
of those who think that reputation acquisition has a greater
impact on sports achievements is relatively small.

It can be seen from the data in Table 8 that there is a big
gap between boys and girls in theoretical subjects and special
subjects. 'e average score of women in theoretical subjects
is 87.264, while that of boys is 81.936. Girls’ scores in the-
oretical subjects are higher than those of boys, which shows
that girls have better scores in a series of subjects that need to
calm down, such as thinking and recitation, while boys are
more active and easily influenced by external factors, so their
scores are lower than those of women as can be seen from
Table 8.

Combined with the analysis of tables and Figure 12, it
can be seen that boys are more susceptible to external factors
than girls, so girls’ scores in theoretical subjects are relatively
higher.

4.3. Prediction and Analysis of Sports Achievements. As can
be seen from Figure 13, the prediction of sports achieve-
ments is analyzed from several aspects, such as homework
completion rate, classroom interaction amount, sign-in rate,
video viewing time, average score of sports action test, and

32%

25%

25%

18%

Proportion of influencing factor dimensions 

Interest in seeking knowledge
Ability pursuit
Altruistic orientation
Reputation acquisition

Figure 9: Proportion of four-dimensional influencing factors.

Table 6: Analysis of influencing factors by different genders.

Dimension name Gender Sample size Mean value Standard deviation T value P value

Total factor score Male 75 123.67 9.186
−2.825 0.026Female 26 129.70 7.954

Interest in seeking knowledge Male 75 48.98 5.235
−2.963 0.006Female 26 52.37 3.670

Ability pursuit Male 75 41.56 3.358
−1.263 0.231Female 26 42.76 2.976

Altruistic orientation Male 75 40.99 3.103
−0.872 0.235Female 26 41.57 3.879

Reputation acquisition Male 75 32.54 4.454
−0.067 0.996Female 26 32.66 4.778
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number of action contact times. Among them, the number
of movement exercises ranks first, which shows that the
number of movement exercises is of great importance to the
prediction of sports achievements.

With the number of features gradually increasing
from 1 to 9, the accuracy of sports performance

prediction is slightly improved. When the number of
features is 9, the highest accuracy of sports performance
prediction is 0.635. From the experimental data, it can be
seen that the correct rate of sports performance pre-
diction is related to the number of reference features as
shown in Figure 14.
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acquisition

Dimensional difference chart of the influence of different
genders on sports achievements

Man
Woman

Figure 10: Influence of different genders on sports performance.

Table 7: Analysis of influencing factors of different places of origin.

Dimension name Type of students Sample size Mean value Standard deviation T value P value

Total factor score City 52 134.15 10.876
−7.95 0.425Rural 49 135.79 6.0571

Interest in seeking knowledge City 52 48.12 5.532
−2.914 0.004Rural 49 51.34 1.141

Ability pursuit City 52 41.61 3.767
−1.313 0.986Rural 49 41.76 3.012

Altruistic orientation City 52 41.13 3.115 0.132 0.875Rural 49 41.03 3.487

Reputation acquisition City 52 33.15 4.403 1.944 0.056Rural 49 31.21 4.447
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160
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influencing factors
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Dimensional difference chart of the influence of student
source types on sports achievements
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Figure 11: Influence of different places of origin on sports achievements.
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Table 8: Analysis of gender achievements.

Name of academic achievement Gender Sample size Mean value Standard deviation T value P value

Achievements in theoretical subjects Male 75 81.936 6.065
−3.287 0.002Female 26 87.264 2.979

Scores of special subjects Male 75 89.908 6.065
−1.105 0.323Female 26 90.926 2.711
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Figure 12: Comparison of gender achievements.
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Figure 13: Ranking of sports performance prediction characteristics.
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Figure 14: Accuracy rate of sports performance prediction.
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5. Conclusion

In order to solve the gradient disappearance problem of the
deep learning DNN model, we compare gradient com-
pression algorithms through three models. 'rough ex-
perimental data, it can be seen that ProbComm-LPAC
model has higher average accuracy, lower average loss rate,
and the best performance. And, through the number of
hidden layer neurons to FDPN model accuracy, precision,
recall, F1, AUC experimental analysis, according to the
experimental data, when the number of hidden layer neu-
rons is 256, FDPNmodel prediction performance is the best.
According to the sports test items and the proportion of
project scores, this paper analyzes the students’ sports scores,
and the analysis results show that the proportion of 1000/
800meters in sports test is larger than other items. 'rough
four dimensions to analyze the influencing factors of sports
performance and improve the correct rate of sports per-
formance prediction according to sports characteristics, we
analyze the influencing factors of sports performance and
predict sports scores to better improve sports performance.
In order to improve the accuracy of sports performance
prediction, we should analyze the performance of relevant
prediction models and experiment from various factors, so
as to achieve the highest performance value. At the same
time, we should also strengthen physical exercise in
peacetime and enhance our interest in sports, so as to im-
prove sports performance.
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Science and technology are developing rapidly in the twenty-�rst century. With the development of information technology,
computers play a great role in people’s life. At present, with people’s increasing love for animation, exquisite and realistic
animation has become people’s pursuit goal. Generally speaking, the most impressive thing in animation is the animation
character expression. Nowadays, with the rapid development of science, it is necessary to develop a computer technology that can
be used in animation expression control technology.�e facial division is just met by computer technology. It is very important for
the animation to create an animation expression consistent with the character’s face. �e character face has diversity and
uniqueness, which plays an important role in animation expression control.�ere are many factors in the character’s face area that
a�ect animation expression control. �e coordinated movement of multiple facial organs shows various emotional states through
the changes in muscle movements in various areas of the face, such as eye muscles, facial muscles, and oral muscles. It has strong
integrity and particularity and has relatively high technical requirements. Generally, the expression control technology can
transform and deform a speci�c area of the face. Based on the division of the face area, the computer technology is used to calculate
the di�erent expression features of the face for recognition, showing a more exquisite and realistic animation expression. Under
this background, this paper divides the facial region and introduces the physiological structure of the face and the relationship and
in�uence between facial expression and animation expression control. Several algorithms used in facial structure feature point
extraction are compared experimentally. After experimental comparison, it is found that the improved algorithm is much more
e�cient than the original algorithm in the process of extracting facial feature points, can remove redundancy, greatly reduce the
amount of operation data, and lay a good foundation for the follow-up animation expression control technology.

1. Introduction

In recent years, people have higher and higher requirements
for the quality of life, especially for entertainment. In this
social context, the development space of the animation
industry is becoming larger and larger. Its forms are diverse,
and its development is changing day by day. It occupies an
irreplaceable important position in people’s life. While
promoting social needs, the animation industry is a global
industry that promotes exchanges between di�erent cul-
tures. As a new technology in animation production, ani-
mation expression control technology [1] gets rid of the
traditional dull and complex animation production mode
[2] and can be produced simply and quickly through
computer technology [3]. �e animation expression control
technology realized by computer technology can control and

adjust the facial expression of animation characters [4]. �is
technology provides a new idea for animation expression
production [5]. In order to provide a better visual experience
for the audience and make the expression of the animated
characters more vivid, the facial expression is combined with
the animated scene. �is technology can greatly improve the
e�ciency of animation creation and reduce the large
number of repeated drawing work in the creation process.

Animation expression [6], as an important branch of
computer animation research, is an insurmountable prob-
lem to make animation expression as realistic and vivid as a
human face. Facial expression [7] plays a very important role
in people’s daily communication. People have similar
structures and the same feature set [8]. Facial region seg-
mentation [9] has an important impact on animation ex-
pression control. When the nose and mouth on the face
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change, the two eyes will also change; (e change from one
face to another, especially the expression of emotion and
words, is different [7] When expressing emotions again, the
coordinated movement of multiple facial organs has its own
characteristics [10]. When expressing feelings [11], we must
pay attention to the priority [12] of facial features [13]. Eyes,
mouth, eyebrows, and eyelids have higher priority, but chin,
nose, tongue, ears, and hair have lower priority. In addition,
although the range of head movement is very small, it is also
an important feature of distinctive expression. In the re-
search of expression animation, the generation of several
representative expressions is mainly considered [14]. In
order to convert the whole face or specific area of the face
image [15], experimental research shows that very good
results can be achieved by using the inherent space method
[16] to calculate the features of various expressions [17].
Based on the method of facial feature points [18], the facial
features are classified and processed. By adjusting the de-
formation factor [19], time parameter curve of relevant
expression units, the animation process of facial expression
is effectively controlled, so as to realize the facial expression
control of animated characters. (e animation expression
produced by the method of animation expression control
through facial region division [20] is vivid and realistic,
which can achieve an ideal animation effect.

2. The Meaning of Facial Segmentation and the
Principle of Animation Expression Control

2.1. Influence of Facial SegmentationonAnimationExpression
Control. Character facial expression animation is the most
complex of all the structures to realize animation, which
involves not only simple animation methods. In order to
achieve a more vivid effect, the design of characters’ facial
expressions involves research in many fields. Because the
facial expressions of the characters are very rich, they are
roughly divided into joy, anger, sadness, and joy, but the
degree of expression is different, and each has its own ex-
pression method. (e human facial structure is mainly
composed of the skull and facial muscles. (e skull mainly
determines the structure and shape of the whole face, while
the control of facial muscles determines the deformation of
the whole face. (e changes in our facial expressions such as
joy, anger, sadness, and joy are produced by the movement
of facial muscles. (erefore, according to the local charac-
teristics of facial expression caused by facial muscle
movement, the facial region is generally divided into seven
regions. In fact, when facial expressions occur, they are not
evenly expressed on the whole face. A large number of
observations show that they are mainly expressed in the
areas of the mouth, nose, eyes, and eyebrows.

Psychological research shows that the expression of
different emotions has different facial regions. For example,
the surprise is mainly reflected in the movement of mouth
muscles and eye muscles, as well as the changes of eye
muscles and corner radian; For example, fear is mainly
manifested in the closure of the mouth and eyes, the wrinkle
of the whole facial contour, and so on. (erefore, when
studying the change of animation expression, it is necessary

to correctly identify the facial region related to this ex-
pression and correctly remove the regions not related to this
expression, so as to achieve the ideal effect of animation.
According to the research, the face is generally divided into
blocks according to its physiological characteristics to
simplify a complex and irregular surface, which provides the
basis for animation expression control technology.

A complete face recognition system includes three main
modules. Firstly, input the image sequence to be detected,
detect the face image through the face car inspection
module, extract the expression feature, recognize it, and
enter the final classification as shown in Figure 1.

2.1.1. Animation Expression Control Principle. When de-
signing different animation characters’ expressions, the
regional changes of each character are very different every
time they express their emotions; there are also different
emotional characteristics between characters. (e most
important parts of the face to express emotion are eyes,
eyebrows, nose, and mouth. (ese parts are driven by the
data of the expression-driving unit to achieve the combi-
nation of different expressions. (e facial animation ex-
pression is divided into three driving modules: feature
location, expression driving, and expression animation;
then, the expression animation studied is mainly divided
into three parts: eye blinking, eyebrow movement, and
mouth opening and closing. As shown in Figure 2, the
expression system of face animation is briefly described.

(en, according to this design idea, the system principle
of face animation is proposed. Firstly, the face image is input
in the face feature location module, and the input image is
simplified by using the commonly used image processing
method of the computer. (en, the face is located by using
the method of the active shape model to find the feature
points. (is module prepares for the next module pro-
cessing; next, the facial animation expression module is
processed: module 1 is automatically matched from ASM to
the new model; finally, face animation is processed as shown
in Figure 3.

In the schematic diagram of the face animation system,
the animation system is divided into three modules. In the
specific implementation process, the most important
modules are modules 1 and 2. Firstly, input the image data in
module 1, find the facial feature part, and use ASM to model
to match the expression data unit to module 2. (e face
model is established in module 2. (e face model forms the
face animation through the movement of the three most
basic areas, namely eyebrow blinking, eye blinking, and
mouth movement. Finally, the animation is generated.

2.2. Application of Animation Expression Control Technology

2.2.1. Animation Deformation Control Technology Based on
MPEG-4. As early as the twentieth century, character ani-
mation based on MPEG-4 began to appear. Taking character
animation parameters as the driving standard, we found the
feature points on the character animation face model and
made a new modification to the position information
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through calculation, so as to form the latest facial animation
expression. Use f to represent the corresponding feature
point displacement data and use d, u, and D to represent the
corresponding offset as follows:

f �
D

U
∗ d. (1)

2.2.2. Animation Deformation Control Technology Based on
PCA. (e principal component analysis is mainly used to
reduce the dimension of features. If the number of data
features is very large, we can think that only some of them
are really interesting and meaningful, while other features
are either noise or redundant with other features.

PCA technology is a diversified statistical analysis
method. It puts the original high-dimensional space into the
low-dimensional vector space through a special vector

matrix, which has relative independence. Finally, the most
reasonable feature points are extracted; F is taken as the
statistical vector of various emotion parameters; and Fav

represents the average value of the vector:

F � Fav + k
→

E,

F � G Em(  � Fav + g Em( E.
(2)

Based on the above two formulas, the following equation
is established:

kr

→
� Fr − Fav( E

−1
R , (3)

where generalized inverse matrix (right inverse) is defined as
follows:

E
−1
R � E

T
EE

T− 1
. (4)
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Expression feature
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Figure 1: Flow chart of the facial expression recognition system.
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Figure 2: Block diagram of facial animation expression system.
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the face animation system.
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(e new position coordinates of the feature point can
also be transformed through the new feature point f as
follows:

P � P0 + f∗U∗ d, (5)

where P0 is the coordinate of the feature point under or-
dinary neutral expression, u is the FAPU related to the
feature point, and d is the unit vector.

By recording nine emotions including fear, surprise, and
happiness, the information of the horizontal direction of the
marker point is obtained, and the eigenvalue, contribution
rate, and cumulative contribution rate of each main com-
ponent are obtained, as shown in Table 1.

According to the expression method of the above feature
quantity, the facial animation expression is controlled to
make the animation expression more vivid.

3. Facial Features and Facial Region Division

3.1. Facial Features. (ere are about 7.8 billion people in the
world. Everyone’s face looks different from others and has
their own unique facial features. It is precise because people
can distinguish different faces by relying on different facial
features. Although each face is different and has its own
characteristics, there are many kinds of the same movement
rules in the face. For example, the expression of the face is
the same, and the movement rules of each area of the face
and internal muscle groups are the same; For example, the
positional relationship of facial regions or organs will not
change. According to the basic features of the face, the
aforementioned “three courtyards and five eyes” are shown
in Figure 4.

3.2. Facial Region Segmentation. In the research of facial
region segmentation, the initial researchers only regard the
face as an overall structure to establish an animated char-
acter model, not specific to a certain region of the face. If you
want to realize the expression change of a certain part or an
organ or deal with the eyes, nose, or mouth separately, you
will find that this implementation is very difficult. Staff
requires advanced and complex technical requirements.
(erefore, at first, the application of this model has certain
limitations, and it cannot achieve the ideal effect. Later, in
order to solve this problem, researchers proposed a 3D face
machine model based on face segmentation. (e biggest
feature of this model is that it no longer treats the face as a
whole but divides the whole face into multiple block
structures according to a certain law. Each block structure is
modeled and processed separately. Each block structure is
independent, interdependent, and inseparable, so as to re-
alize the structural mode of low cohesion and high coupling.
Finally, these individually processed block structures can be
combined again to form complete and different facial ex-
pressions. Although, on the surface, facial expressions look
different, the face has many of the same properties, such as
the basic proportional relationship of the three courtyards
and five eyes of the face and the positional structure rela-
tionship of the face nose, eyes, and mouth, which will not

change due to the difference of the face or the change of
expression. (erefore, the researchers found that this pro-
vides the possibility for facial region segmentation or can be
used as the basis of segmentation. (e advantage of this
model is that the face segmentation will not destroy the
integrity of the face and the relative position and proportion
relationship between various parts or organs and will not
change due to the segmentation. In the process of modifying
from a general face geometric model to a specific face
geometric model, the face surface will not be seriously de-
formed. (e animation provides great convenience for the
production of facial expressions.

At the same time, the researchers have shown in the
experiment that the face is an elastomer. If the model is not
adapted at the beginning and if a point on the model is
moved arbitrarily during the interactive modification of the
ordinary facial geometric model, it is necessary to calculate
the position change of the vertices of the whole facial model.
(e amount of calculation required by this method is huge
and complex, and in practical application, it wastes humans,
materials, and resources. If the facial expression is divided
into several small blocks, it is stipulated at the beginning that
the motion of each point only affects other points in the
block where the point is located, not the points of other
blocks. In this way, it will simplify the complex and huge
amount of calculation, significantly reduce the amount of
calculation, and improve the accuracy and efficiency of
calculation. (erefore, it is very necessary and effective to
divide the face into regions.

After the face is divided into blocks, in order to operate
and process the geometric model of the face, it is necessary to
design a good data structure for this geometric model. (is
data structure needs to meet the following requirements:
there is a separate data block; this data block can be stored
separately for the segmented organs or regions of the face or
the regions that need to be stored separately so that it can be
simply and quickly separated from the whole in the process
of processing, and the topological relationship between them
remains unchanged. (is model needs to be able to clearly
mark which points are feature points. In the process of
access, it can quickly locate and access any vertex in the
model anytime and anywhere. It can quickly find the edges
associated with vertices.

3.3. Face Segmentation Method. Simply block the face, then
train the corresponding CNN module for each block, and
extract the feature cascade of the full connection layer, which
can improve the accuracy and efficiency of face recognition.
(e bone block of the face is used as a scaffold, which is a
framework to support facial muscles and skin. When the
expression occurs, each bone block moves, regardless of the
thickness of the bone block, and the bone block will not
undergo elastic deformation. When the movement occurs,
there is only geometric deformation. At the same time,
considering the convenience of controlling the face model, it
is assumed that the topological structure of facial bone
blocks is also consistent. As an important part of facial
movement, muscle is a layer of soft tissue with a certain
thickness attached to the bone frame. Skin is used as an
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elastic mold to wrap stock price and muscle, and its
thickness is different everywhere; And there are many fascia
connecting facial structures between skeleton, muscle, and
skin, which also have a certain impact, and the thickness is
also different.

For the face model, in order to facilitate research and
control, the whole face is divided into blocks according to
the distribution of organs and muscles of the face. It is
divided into forehead, left and right parts of eyebrows, left
and right parts of eyes, left and right parts of temples, and left
and right parts of cheeks, followed by nose, mouth, and chin,
as well as other transition parts. According to this distri-
bution, a 3D face geometric model based on facial structure
division is formed.

3.4. Global Feature Extraction of Facial Expression. (e ex-
traction of facial expression features plays an important role
in the follow-up animation expression control. In the whole
animation expression control, the extraction effect of facial
expression features is the primary character. Firstly, the
facial expression is holistic, and various parts and organs
cooperate to complete the corresponding expression, al-
though the degree of participation of some organs is less
than that of other organs. However, when expression occurs,
each region is more or less involved. Secondly, when
expressing emotions, each different person is affected by
different environment, culture, personality, and personal
experience. (erefore, when expressing emotions, their
forms of expression are diverse and different. In the pro-
duction process, in addition to the predictable results in a
specific environment, it can also be carried out in some cases,
such as when the environment changes and becomes
complex, so it also has a certain anti-interference ability.
Finally, the extraction process should also achieve due speed
and efficiency.

Everyone is an independent individual, and the cultures
of each country and region are very different. For example,
the Chinese people are delicate and introverted in expressing
their emotions, while the European and American people are

open and exaggerated in expressing their emotions.
(erefore, it is difficult to recognize the facial organ char-
acteristics of each expression in the extraction process.
(rough experiments, researchers found that the univer-
sality of expression forms limited the expression to seven
modes, reducing the difficulty of expression recognition.

In the selection of feature points, if only all regions
contained in the whole face are selected, such as nose, eyes,
eyebrows, and other regions, the dimension of feature ex-
traction will be increased, and the corresponding operation
time will be increased, which cannot achieve the ideal effect.
And some extracted feature points cannot express the
motion characteristics and laws of the region they represent.
Often these feature points will be useless in postproduction
and become huge redundant data. (is has an impact on
identification production.

(erefore, in order to change this disadvantage, re-
searchers extract feature points through the global features
of the face, in order to quickly distinguish the types with
large differences in each expression. (e most intuitive
influence of the expression made by the face in expressing
emotion is the changes in eyes, eyebrows, nose, and mouth.
In these organs, the mouth area, eye area, and eyebrow area
are more obvious, especially the mouth. (erefore, these
parts play an important role in facial expression. In the
extraction of feature points, we should focus on these parts,
the most representative key points of these parts.

3.5. Extraction of Facial Feature Vector. Due to the great
difference in human face, only relying on simple feature
point extraction cannot meet more accurate calculation.

(erefore, it is necessary to extract the feature vector in
the calibrated feature region. In the whole facial expression,
the mouth and eyebrow regions are more recognizable than
other regions. Different weights are set for these different
regions to lay a foundation for improving the recognition
accuracy in the future.

Gabor is a linear filter applied to edge extraction. Its
filtering and direction expression are closer to the human
visual system and the sensory system. It can provide good
characteristics of direction selection and scale selection and
is not sensitive to illumination changes. (erefore, it is
widely used in the field of computer vision, so it can be
applied to an expression.

Gabor filter can be expressed as follows:

Jj(x) �  I(x)ψj x − x
2

 dx, (6)

where J (x) is the feature vector obtained by Gabor
transformation of pixels x� (x, y) in facial expression image I
(x) as a filter.

Go to court

Stalls

Lower court

Three chambers Five eyes

Figure 4: Overview of facial features.

Table 1: Eigenvalue, contribution rate, and cumulative contribution rate of main components.

λ1 λ2 λ3 ··· λ18
Characteristic value 9.6205 5.0245 1.5894 ··· −0.0000
Contribution rate 0.5364 0.2548 0．0598 ··· −0.0000
Cumulative contribution rate 0.5354 0.8944 0.9546 ··· 1
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ψj(x) is a Gabor kernel function used for feature ex-
traction as follows:

Yj(x) �
k
2
j

s
2 exp −

k
2
jx

2

2s
2

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ exp ikjx  − exp −
s
2

2
 , (7)

where kj is the wave vector parameter, including kjx and kjy

two components.

kj �
kjx

kjy

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ �
kv cos ϕu

kv sin ϕu

 , (8)

where kv is the sampling frequency of the filter; v is the
frequency coefficient, representing the wavelet transform
scale; and ϕu is the direction coefficient, representing the
direction of wavelet transform, and wavelet transforms the
image in all directions and scales:

kv � 2v+2/2π(v � 0, 1, 2, 3, 4),

ϕu � u
π
8

(u � 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7).

(9)

(e extraction range of feature vector should include
mouth region, eye and eyebrow region, nose, and stria re-
gion. In order to facilitate the subsequent process, the
corresponding weight is set for each region feature vector
because each region changes differently when the expression
occurs. Set all the extracted pixel points as p; set each part
with dotted pixel points as pe, pm, pn; and set their respective
weights as we, wm, wn.

we0 � 1,

wm0 � wn0 � 0.
(10)

(e feature vector of the image is extracted through the
dimension of 5∗ 8 and then multiplied by the weight co-
efficient to reach the initial threshold setting. At this time,
the weight value is wet, wmt, wnt as follows:

we �
wet

wetpe + wmtpm + wntpn

. (11)

(en, roughly locate the feature points of the whole face
image, carry out convenient operations globally, and search
the feature points of each region:

S J, J′(  �


N
n�1 an
′

���������������


N
n�1 a

2
n 

N
n�1 an
′( 
2

 . (12)

d
→

is the position deviation between J, J′, ϕn, ϕn
′, which in-

dicates the phase response of the n the Eigenvector.
In order to make the face matching recognition process

more efficient and accurate, two algorithms are improved
based on the original algorithm. One of the algorithms is
called improved algorithm 1. Firstly, the face model is de-
fined, and the feature points are marked. Roughly locate
several basic parts on the image face and then calculate the
feature points of each area to find out the law and determine
the best position. Using the weighted feature vector, the
image degree of the basic expression is calculated. (e

algorithm directly searches the segmented area, eliminates
the search in the face range of the original algorithm, and
reduces the search difficulty and time. In addition to this
algorithm, there is another algorithm called improved al-
gorithm 2. (e previous steps are basically the same, but
after rough positioning, the Euclidean distance between each
feature point and the positioning face template will be
calculated:

S J, J′(  � 
N

n�1

�����������������

x − x′( 
2

+ y − y′( 
2


′
. (13)

More strictly match the eyes, eyebrows, andmouth areas.
After the best position is found, the weight of the feature
vector is used.

Calculate the acquaintance degree between the basic
expression and the positioning template as follows:

S J, J′(  �
〈J, J′〉
|J| J′



, (14)

where 〈J, J′〉 means to find the inner product and |J||J′| is to
operate the two ball binomials.

Compared with the original algorithm, the two algo-
rithms are simpler and have less computation.

3.6. Facial EyeMovement. Eye limits and coordinate system
are shown in Figure 5.

Firstly, the displacement component of the upper eyelid
is considered. Let the displacement component of any point
of the upper eyelid displacement be U and V variables.
According to the displacement variational method of elastic
deformation, the formula is

U(x, y) � u0(x, y) + 
m

Amum(x, y),

V(x, y) � v0(x, y) + 
m

Bmvm(x, y),
(15)

where um(x, y) and vm(x, y) are undetermined coefficients
and u0(x, y) and v0(x, y) are displacement functions at the
boundary satisfying eye boundary conditions, in which Am

y

x

bc

a

p1

p2

p3 p3

d-a

m

y

p1

Figure 5: Eye limits and coordinate system.
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and Bm are also undetermined coefficients and independent
of each other.

According to the principle of elasticity, the displacement
function of a certain point of upper eyelid displacement is as
follows:

U(x, y) �
35cxy

42b + 20a
1 −

x
2

a
2  1 −

y

b
 ,

U(x, y) � 1 −
x
2

a
2  1 −

y

b
   c +

5cby

16a
2

+ 2b
2 .

(16)

(e movement process of the eye moves along the
horizontal and vertical directions, so the new coordinate of
each vertex after deformation is

x′, y′, z′( 
T

� (x, y, z)
T

+(u, v, 0). (17)

(e movement of our entire upper eyelid and lower
eyelid is not infinitely extended, and there are certain re-
strictions on the movement radian, so we should also meet
certain agreed conditions. In addition, the eyelid never
leaves the eye surface during the whole movement process,
so this movement process should also meet the spherical
equation:

x − x0( 
2

+ y − y0( 
2

+ z − z0( 
2

� r
2
. (18)

(e coordinates of the eye center (x0, y0, z0) are the eye
radius.

By changing the c value to change the coordinate change,
we can get the formula of the upper eyelid motion law:
similarly, the motion principle of the lower eyelid is similar
to that of the upper eyelid, but the lower eyelid is much
smaller than that of the upper eyelid.

u0(x, y) � 0, v0(x, y) � −d 1 −
x
2

a
2 . (19)

(erefore, the solution and calculation method of the
lower eyelid is the same as that of the eyelid, that is, the
motion displacement equation of the lower eyelid is:

U(x, y) �
35axy

42e + 20a

xy

ae
1 −

x
2

a
2  1 −

y

b
 ,

U(x, y) � −d 1 −
x
2

a
2  −

5 de y

16a
2

+ 2e
2) 1 −

x
2

a
2  1 −

y

b
 .

(20)

Similarly, the motion coordinates of the lower eyelid can
be realized by changing the d value.

3.7. Closure of the Mouth of the Face. Similarly, the move-
ment mode of the mouth is the same as that of the eyes. (e
mouth is regarded as an ellipse, which is reflected in the two-
dimensional rectangular coordinate system. (e closing of
the mouth is in equilibrium, and the yawning is the max-
imum opening of the mouth. (e movement of the mouth is
regarded as the movement of an elastomer as shown in
Figure 6.

4. Experimental Comparison and Analysis

(e improved algorithms of the above four methods are
compared by experiments. Experiments verify the opera-
bility and effectiveness of the algorithm. (is experiment
mainly uses the Jaffe database and the Cohn-Kanade
database.

(ere are 213 images in the Jaffe data set. (ey were
divided into 7 expression types, namely, anger, disgust, fear,
happiness, sadness, surprise, and neutrality. Each expression
is different in degree as shown in Figure 7.

(e Cohn-Kanade database includes 593 expression
sequences of the faces of 123 male and female individuals
with different skin colors and different ages. Some indi-
viduals have 7 expression sequences, and the rest have 6
expression sequences other than disgusting expressions. (e
expression sequence is from calm to peak expression. FACS
was used to encode the expression peak as shown in Figure 8.

In the experiment, 213 images were selected from the
Jaffe library, and 97 individuals were selected from the
Cohn-Kanade library, including 692 images.(e so-called k-
fold cross-validation means that in each experiment, the
samples are evenly divided into k parts, and the training
samples and the samples to be tested are evenly divided
according to a certain proportion, which is usually dis-
tributed according to the proportion of k− 1:1. After K
experiments are repeated, the results of each experiment are
averaged to obtain the final results of the experiment. In the
experiment done in this paper, the 50% cross-validation is
selected, but because the number of database samples cannot
meet the absolute bisection, the sample data is approxi-
mately divided into 5 bisections: 3 are training samples and 2
are test samples. In the experiment, all pictures were changed
in the size of 90∗ 100, and the 15∗ 4 area of the eye eyebrow
area and the 8∗ 6 area of the mouth area were selected for
feature extraction. (e total eye eyebrow area was given a
weight value of 0.46; the mouth area was given a weight value
of 0.36; and the last 0.18 was given to the nose area. In the
experiment, for the sake of fairness, the positioning face data
used are not selected from the experimental data.

4.1. Comparison of Experimental Results. (e recognition
results of the original algorithm and the improved algorithm
in the Cohn-Kanade library are shown in the Figure 9. (e
recognition results are obtained from the Jaffe library. (e
abscissa is the parameter of the Gabor transform, and the

Figure 6: Mouth boundary and coordinate system diagram.
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ordinate is the average recognition rate. When the feature
extraction dimension is too small, the feature is not enough
to express more complete information. (erefore, the

experiment is carried out when the Gabor scale parameters,
and direction parameters are greater than half of the full
extraction (8∗ 5) as shown in Figures 9 and 10.

Disgust

Disgust

Disgust

Disgust

Fear

Fear

Fear

Angry

Angry

Angry

Angry

Fery Sad

Sad Surprise

Surprise Suprise

Neutral Neutral

NeutralNeutral

Happy

HappyHappy

Happy

Figure 7: Schematic diagram of Jaffe database sample.

Figure 8: Schematic diagram of Cohn-Kanade database sample.
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From the experimental results and the recognition rate,
the improved algorithms 1 and 2 are much better than the
original algorithm. (e expressions in the Cohn-Kanade
library are the facial expressions of European and American
characters, and their expressions are put out. (e expression
of Japanese female characters in the Jaffe library is more
implicit than that of Europeans and Americans. (erefore,
the expression recognition difficulty in the Cohn-Kanade
library is slightly less than that in the Jaffe library, and the
recognition rate will be slightly higher than that in the Jaffe
library.

Average one face image processed by the three algo-
rithms, in milliseconds, as shown in Figure 11.

(rough comparative research, it is found that as shown
in Figure 11, the efficiency of the improved two algorithms is
significantly higher than that of the original algorithm.
(erefore, it is necessary to study the algorithm. Especially in
algorithm 2, the operation time is significantly reduced.

In order to accurately identify each expression type,
separate data statistics are mainly carried out for algorithm
2.(e recognition rate of happy and surprised expressions in
the Cohn-Kanade database is the highest, reaching more
than 95%; the recognition rate of anger, disgust, sadness, and
neutrality is close, reaching more than 85%; and the rec-
ognition rate of fear is the lowest, only 83.7%. On the other
hand, the confusion probability of anger, disgust, and fear is
the highest. (ese three expressions are also relatively dif-
ficult to identify. (ey all have a high probability of being
misjudged as the other two expressions, and the probability
of fear being misjudged as a surprise is the highest, up to
8.2%. In the Jaffe library, the highest recognition rate is still
happy and surprised, which are more than 93%, and the
lowest is the recognition accuracy of neutral expressions,
which is less than 80%, and the recognition rates of other
types are more than 80%. In the Jaffe library, the confusion
probability between expressions is higher than that in the
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Figure 9: Comparison of recognition results of three algorithms in the CK database.
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Cohn-Kanade library, especially the errors misjudged as
disgusting and neutral are the most common.(e confusion
probability among anger, disgust, and neutral is the most
obvious. Anger, neutral, and fear all have a probability of
nearly 8% to be wrongly identified as disgust. (e confusion
matrix in the Cohn-Kanade library and the Jaffe library is
shown in Tables 2 and 3.

By comprehensively comparing the above two figures, it
is not difficult to find that the recognition rate of happiness
and surprise is the highest in the two databases because the
changes in these two kinds of expressions are the most
obvious, while the recognition rate of fear expressions does
not exceed 85% on both sides, which may be misjudged as
surprise and disgust. In essence, the pupils of surprise are
enlarged; the mouth is open; and the frown of disgust. (e

changes in facial organs such as open mouth coincide with
the changes of fear expression, so it has a high probability of
misjudgment. In particular, the recognition rate of neutral
expression on Jaffe database is lower than 80%.(e reason is
that the expression on the Jaffe database is more implicit, the
change of facial features is relatively not obvious, and it is
difficult to locate and extract feature points. (erefore, it has
a high probability of mutual misjudgment with another
disgusting expression with little change of facial features.

In order to compare the methods used in this paper with
other similar methods, this paper counts the relevant global
feature recognition effects and applies the methods of FACS
algorithm, PCA algorithm, and feature vector + texture in-
formation because, in some papers, only six kinds of ex-
pression recognition except neutral expression are used. In
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Table 2: Confusion matrix of algorithm 3 in the CK database.

Anger Hate Fear Happy Sad Surprised Neutral
Anger 85.6 5.7 3.8 0.0 4.9 0.0 0.0
Hate 1.3 91.3 1.7 0.0 0.5 4.3 0.9
Fear 3.8 3.4 83.7 0.5 0.3 8.2 0.1
Happy 0.2 0.0 0.7 97.8 0.4 0.9 0.0
Sad 1.9 2.7 2.2 0.5 86.8 0.8 5.1
Surprised 0.1 0.7 0.5 3.3 0.1 95.3 0.0
Neutral 3.6 1.4 2.9 0.5 3.1 1.8 86.7

Table 3: Confusion matrix of algorithm 3 in the Jaffe Library.

Anger Hate Fear Happy Sad Surprised Neutral
Anger 83.1 8.0 2.7 0.0 2.3 0.0 3.9
Hate 4.2 85.8 5.5 0.2 1.7 0.0 2.6
Fear 2.0 7.9 81.1 2.4 0.5 3.3. 2.8
Happy 0.5 0.0 1.0 96.1 0.3 2.1 0.0
Sad 1.8 0.9 3.2 0.1 90.4 0.0 3.6
Surprised 0.5 1.7 0.4 2.9 0.0 93.7 0.8
Neutral 5.9 8.5 0.8 2.7 0.8 3.4 77.9
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addition, some of the methods used are not tested in the
same database and are not comparable. What this paper does
is the recognition of seven expressions. (erefore, some
open-source algorithms are tested, and the other algorithms
are counted according to the experimental data of relevant
papers. Comparing the recognition rate in the Cohn-Kanade
library, this method refers to algorithm 2, which performs
feature extraction under the condition of 6∗ 3. Jaffe database
is the same as shown in Figures 12 and 13.

In the Cohn-Kanade library, the overall recognition rate
of this method is improved compared with the relevant
global feature methods, and the recognition rate of some
types, such as happy and surprised, is improved, but the
recognition method of neutral and angry expressions is
slightly inferior. (e reason is that these kinds of expres-
sions, especially neutral expressions, pay more attention to
the distinction between details. Neutral expressions and

expressions with little change in other facial organs, such as
disgust and anger, are less distinguished from each other, so
it is difficult to distinguish them as a whole. Compared with
the vector texture algorithm, the feature point topology of
facial organs focuses more on the overall characteristics of
the whole world.(erefore, the recognition results of neutral
and angry classes are not as good as the texture method.

(e comparison of the recognition rate on the Jaffe
database shows that the overall recognition rate of this
method on the Jaffe database is improved compared with the
relevant global feature methods, but the judgment of some
expressions, such as disgusting expressions, needs to be
improved.(e reason is to improve the speed of recognition,
so as to reduce the feature points that contribute less to
recognition, but at the same time, their role is completely
reduced. (erefore, for some expression types that need
more feature points to be accurately defined, the results
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obtained are not as good as those using more feature points,
and the definition of aversion class is also more difficult,
(erefore, the recognition rate of this kind is reduced.

After the whole experiment, through the experimental
data, it can be seen that the extraction method of the facial
feature vector in face division is very important for ani-
mation expression control. (is extraction method can re-
duce the amount of data calculation, improve efficiency, and
remove redundancy.

4.2. Experimental Summary. (rough the comparison of
several algorithms in the above experiments, it is not difficult
to see that the improved algorithm is obviously superior to
the original algorithm in terms of computational efficiency
and accuracy. (is algorithm can achieve better results
under the Cohn-Kanade library and the Jaffe library.
(erefore, in the division of facial features and facial regions,
it is very important to extract facial feature vectors. (is
extraction method can reduce the amount of data calcula-
tion, improve efficiency, and remove redundancy. It can lay a
good foundation for subsequent animation expression
control.

5. Conclusion

Nowadays, various animation production technologies
continue to emerge. (ese animation technologies have a
super exquisite and realistic appearance and bring a strong
visual impact to the audience. Animation expression control
technology is an essential branch of animation technology.
Technicians are required to be able to produce an animated
expression similar to the structural image of facial expres-
sion, which requires technicians to understand its internal
structure and be very familiar with it. (is is not only related
to the mastery of animation technology but also related to
psychology, anatomy, and other aspects. (e division of
facial expression structure divides the complex expression
structure of the face and simplifies the complex problem, so
as to solve the difficult problem of animation control
technology. (erefore, the division of facial modules is es-
sential for animation expression control technology. With
the gradual globalization of the animation industry, it has
penetrated people’s lives and becomes an indispensable part
of life. Relevant technicians should strengthen their research.
For animation production, character animation plays a
leading role, and the research of character face control
technology is very important for animation production. It
may become the main research and development direction
of technicians in the future. Only by constantly pushing
through the old and bringing forth the new and constantly
innovating facial expression control technology can we
promote the development of the animation industry.
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In order to better meet the training needs of sports and improve the standardization of sports training, an openpose-based sports
posture estimation method and assisted training system are proposed, combining the basic structure and principle of openpose
network. Firstly, the human posture estimation algorithm is constructed by combining with the openpose network; secondly, the
overall framework, speci�c operation process, image acquisition, posture estimation, and other modules of the sports assistance
system are designed in detail; �nally, the openpose posture estimation method constructed above is validated. �e results show
that the value of the loss function obtained by the algorithm gradually stabilizes after 250 iterations. By using the COCO dataset as
the training base and comparing it with the standard posture, it is found that the algorithm can correctly identify di�erent
badminton action postures, and the recognition rate can reach up to 94%.�is shows that the algorithm is feasible and can be used
for posture estimation and training of badminton sports movements.

1. Related Work

With the development of people’s livelihood, ordinary
people pay more and more attention to personal health, and
the discussion about physical health and sports in the society
is becoming more and more heated. However, most people
do not master the standard motion posture, so that the best
motion e�ect cannot be obtained, and even su�er unnec-
essary injuries during exercise. �erefore, it is necessary to
process human movement recognition. In the past, people
rely on assistant equipment to recognize human posture, so
as to judge whether human movement is standard. With the
mature of the machine learning algorithm and deep learning
algorithm, researchers proposed diversi�ed human move-
ment recognition algorithms, including SVM classi�ers,
image processing, and deep neural networks. Furthermore,
in human motion recognition technology, researchers also
pioneered human body posture estimation technology,
human motion recognition technology, and so on.

Human posture estimation has always been a popular
research topic in academic research. For example, Amir

Nadeem created the A-HPE method. �ere are four
benchmark data sets, namely, signi�cant pro�le detection,
entropy Markov model, multidimensional cues from whole
body pro�le, and robust body part model, used to detect
human body parts. Its detection accuracy is signi�cantly
higher than that of traditional algorithms [1]. In addition, it
can provide technical support for human-computer in-
teraction. Poojitha Sing obtained data of various compo-
nents of each parts of the human body by measuring the
point cloud data of human posture in RGB images, which
avoids the ambiguity of features and thus shows better
detection performance [2]. Xinwei Li estimated the human
joint moment by analyzing the dynamic human-computer
interaction between the human elbow torque and the
exoskeleton output [3]. Wei Quan et al. created an un-
supervised learning algorithm based on a forward kine-
matics model of human skeleton, but the algorithm has not
been tested. After the establishment of the human posture
estimation algorithm, it is also necessary to introduce the
integrated particle swarm optimization (PSO) for opti-
mization. �e advantage of the optimized algorithm is that
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no pretraining data is required, and the posture estimation
of the human body is more concise [4]. After that, this
method is tested by a series of experiments. Many scholars
have studied human motion recognition. For example,
Xiaojun Zhang created a human motion recognition
technology based on deep learning. -e LSTM algorithm is
used to optimize deep learning algorithms, which requires
advanced smart wearables devices [5]. Bi Zhuo created a
multimodal deep neural network model based on the joint
cost function, which used MSR Action3D data sets to
identify human motion processes. And, the overall appli-
cation performance is excellent [6]. Liu Shuqin proposed a
human posture estimation method based on discrete point
3D reconstruction algorithm. In this method, the data
features are extracted using principal component analysis,
and then the estimation of human posture is achieved by
means of two-dimensional posture prediction [7]. Jalal
Ahmad et al. proposed a 3D Cartesian approach to feature
extraction, by which the features are made to contain rich
feature information [8]. Licciardo Gian Domenico and
others then proposed a posture estimation method of FCN,
and the results showed that the method obtained an average
accuracy of 96.77% for 17 posture recognition [9]. Com-
bined with the above research, the purpose of this study is
to build an auxiliary system that can be used for badminton
training and try to realize the estimation of posture through
the matching of key bone points of human body, so as to
better assist the movement training of badminton lovers.
-e contribution of this study lies in the extraction of
sports posture through in-depth learning, and then
through similarity comparison, the standardization stan-
dard of sports action is constructed, which provides more
accurate information reference for sports training.

2. Estimation of Human Key Bone Points
Based on the Openpose Model

2.1. Basic Structure. Openpose model uses the multistage
convolutional neural network for training and testing. -e
first 10 layers of VGGNet-19 are used to initialize the human
body image and then fine-tune the initialized human body
image. Finally, to input, a set of human body characteristics
map F can be achieved. -e predicted values for subsequent
stages are related to their corresponding image features.
Using the three consecutive 3×3 kernels to replace the 7×7
convolution kernel in the earlier output PAFs, which can not
only ensure the receiving fields but also greatly reduce the
amount of computation, so as to effectively improve the
work efficiency of the network model. By referring to the
DenseNet method, each output in the three convolution
kernels is cascaded together. -e network model can syn-
chronously save high-level features and low-level features.

-e network structure of the openpose model is shown
in Figure 1.

In the first stage, the convolutional neural network
generates a set of partial affinity field. In the subsequent
stages, the prediction results of the previous stage are cas-
caded with the original graph feature F. So, more accurate
prediction can bemade [10].∅t represents the convolutional

neural network at stage t ≤ Tp, and Tp represents the total
PAF prediction stage.

After Tp iterations, take the latest PAF prediction stage
as the first stage and repeat this process to predict the
confidence map [11]. Here, ρt represents the convolutional
neural network at stage Tp and Tp + Tc, and TC represents
the total prediction stage of the confidence map.

2.2. Estimation of Human Key Bone Points Based on Opti-
mizationModel Structure. -e openpose model is created to
recognize and estimate multihuman postures. Its innovation
is reflected in three aspects: firstly, the human body vector
inclined field PAFs is established to estimate the confidence
map of human limb features, which is among the con-
strained bone points in the human pose model. -e con-
straint relationship is strengthened by combining the human
key points hot spot map. And, the classification of multi-
human posture key points is simplified. Secondly, six stage
layers are created. -e next stage layer will re-estimate the
human key point hot spot map and the confidence map of
human limb features, which output from the previous stage
layer. And, the estimation accuracy can be further improved.
-irdly, during the training process, the loss function of each
stage is monitored to ensure that the overall loss is mini-
mized. According to the test results, the openpose model has
the advantages of high estimation accuracy, but also has the
disadvantages of long estimation time.

For badminton, athletes’ postures change quickly. -e
action frequency is higher than that of human body under
normal circumstances. In order to track the change process
of motion posture in real time, it is necessary to ensure the
efficient operation of the estimation module and evaluation
module in the human body posture evaluation system.
Consider that the openpose model evaluates the head region
according to the five bone points in the head, which have
little impact on the body posture of badminton players. And,
the estimated time is indirectly extended [12]. -erefore,
taking the modified human posture model as reference, this
paper created a new deep neural network model to estimate
the two-dimensional coordinates of human skeleton points
of badminton players in a single frame image. Its archi-
tecture is shown in Figure 2 [13].

Firstly, the VGG neural network is introduced into the
improved human posture evaluation model, and then the
evaluation of human posture is realized through two-stage
processing of openpose. -e basis of the VGG neural net-
work in Figure 2 is the CNN. Convolutional neural network
is used to extract image features. CNN network includes
convolutional layer, pooling layer, full connected layer, and
output layer.

-e convolution operation is

x
l
j � f 

i∈Mj

x
l−1
j ∗ k

l
ij + b

l
j

⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠, (1)

where k represents the convolution kernel; l represents the
number of layers; Mj represents the j th feature graph; and b

represents the bias term.
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�e calculation of the pooling layer is

xlj � f βljdown xl−1j( ) + blj( ), (2)

where down represents the lower sampling function and β
and b represent the feature graph corresponding to each
output, respectively.

�e training process of CNN includes forward propa-
gation and back propagation.

Among them, forward propagation can calculate cor-
responding actual output results after layer by layer trans-
formation by inputting data (Xp, Yp) to CNN, and the
calculation formula of this process is as follows:

Op � Fn · · · F2 F1 XpW1( )W2( )( ) · · ·Wn( ). (3)

Back propagation is the calculation of the error between
the actual output Op and the target output Yp, and then the
error is back-propagated according to the principle of error
minimization, and its weight is constantly adjusted.

�e training process of CNN is as follows:

2.2.1. Back-Propagation Algorithm. In the process of for-
ward propagation, the squared error cost function is used to
measure the error. If the category is class c and the number of
training samples is N, then EN can be expressed as

EN �
1
2
∑
N

n�1
∑
c

k�1
tnk − ynk( )2 . (4)

In formula (4), tnk and y
n
k represent the target output of n

th sample and the k-dimension of actual output,
respectively.

In the process of back propagation, the sensitivity of base
is used to represent the error of back propagation, which
represents the change rate of error to the base b, and the
expression is as follows:

zE

zb
�
zE

zu

zu

zb
� δ. (5)

In formula (5), since zu/zb � 1, zE/zb � zE/zu � δ,
which means that the sensitivity of a neuron’s base b is equal
to the derivative zE/zu of error E with its all input u.
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2.2.2. Weight Update. Weight update process of the con-
volutional layer: the calculation formula of weight update of
this layer is the same as the calculation formula (1) of the
convolution layer. �e feature graph is input into a trainable
convolution kernel for convolution operation, and a bias
term is added. Finally, the output feature graph can be
obtained through an activation function.

Mj represents the combination of input feature graphs.
�e corresponding convolution kernels of each output
feature graph are di�erent. Even though both output feature
graph mapj and output feature graph mapk are obtained by
convolution from input feature graph mapi, their corre-
sponding convolution kernels are still di�erent.

If there is a downsampling layer l + 1 under each con-
volutional layer l, a pixel of the output feature map of the
convolutional layer corresponds to the sensitivity D corre-
sponding to one pixel in the downsampling layer. In order to
e�ectively calculate the sensitivity of the convolutional layer
l, the sensitivity map corresponding to the upsampling in
downsampling will be used to upsample, so that the size of
map is the same as the feature map size of the convolutional
layer l. In addition, the sensitivity δl of the convolutional
layer l can be obtained by multiplying the sensitivity by the
parameter β. �e calculation formula is

δlj � βl+1j f′ ulj( ) ∘ up zl+1j( )( ). (6)

Here, up represents the upsampling operation, and ∘
represents the multiplication of each element. If the sam-
pling factor during downsampling is n, upsampling is to
replicate each pixel in horizontal and vertical directions,
respectively, so as to achieve the upsampling size recovery
goal. Upsampling can be realized by Kronecker product:

up(x) � x⊗ 1n×n. (7)

On this basis, its sensitivity map can be obtained
according to a given feature graph on the convolution layer.
Firstly, the gradient of base b is calculated, that is, the
sensitivity of all elements in the sensitivity map is summed,
and the formula is

zE

zbj
�∑

u,v

δlj( )
uv
. (8)

According to the weight sharing feature, the gradient
solution is carried out for the point through all the con-
nections associated with the weight, and then the gradient is
obtained and summed. �e expression is

zE

zklij
�∑

u,v

δlj( )
uv
pl−1i( )

uv
. (9)

Here, (pl−1i )uv represents the block in xl−1i convolved
with klij, namely, a unit input of convolution layer l.
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Formula (9) can be calculated by using the convolution
function in MATLAB, and the following formula can be
obtained:

zE

zklij
� rot180 conv2 xl−1i , rot180 δlj( ),′valid′( )( ). (10)

Here, rot180(δlj)means to rotate it. After rotation, cross-
correlation calculation can be carried out, and then the input
is reversed.

Weight updating process of the downsampling layer: the
weight updating process of downsampling layer is the same
as the calculation formula (2) of the pooling layer. If the
sensitivity map of the down sampling layer needs to be
calculated, the updated values of parameters β and b can be
calculated by using formula (8).

If the current downsampling layer is fully connected with
the subsequent convolutional layer, the sensitivity map of te
downsampling layer can be calculated by the BP algorithm,
and the sensitivity can be calculated by back-propagation:

δlj � f′ u
l
j( ) ∘ conv2 δl+1j , rot180 kl+1j( ),′full′( ). (11)

Here,δl+1j represents the sensitivity reversely propagated to
it by thenext convolution layer of currentdownsampling layer,
and rot180(kl+1j ) represents the rotated convolution kernel.

�en, the gradient of bias β and b is computed. �e
gradient calculation method of bias b is to add all elements in
sensitivity map, and the calculation formula is the same as
calculation formula (8) of the convolutional layer.

For the gradient calculation of bias β, the downsampled
map in the forward propagation process should be obtained,
and the expression of downsampled map is

dlj � down xl−1j( ). (12)

�us, the gradient of β can be calculated as

zE

zβj
�∑

u,v

δlj ∘d
l
j( )
uv
. (13)

�rough the above construction, the VGg model net-
work structure of this study is obtained in Figure 3.

�rough the above image processing and then combined
with the two-stage pose estimation in Figure 2, the pose of
human motion is obtained.

3. Human Posture Evaluation

3.1. Similarity Calculation. �e above improvement is about
how to estimate human posture and ensure the real-time and
accuracy of estimation. After estimating a group of reliable
skeletal points which can be referenced to the modi�ed
human pose model, how to identify human body posture
according to human posture skeletal points has become the
key of the human posture evaluation system. Considering
that badminton belongs to the upper limb movement, the
standard posture in various badminton sports is concen-
trated in the upper limb area. �erefore, on the basis of
human skeletal point estimation, similarity is used to
evaluate the similarity between the posture of badminton
lovers and the standard badminton action library, so as to
realize the objective evaluation of badminton action.

�e human posture evaluation process consists of three
steps: (1) convert the coordinates of the input bone points;
(2) match with the standard posture library; (3) process and
output the matching results.

A set of human bone point coordinates of a single frame
image in the camera coordinate system is input into the
human posture evaluation system, and the modi�ed human
posture model is used as the reference. In the human posture
coordinate set index_T, each coordinate group has 13 points,
as shown in Figure 4.

In the evaluation stage, the input coordinate system
(image pixel coordinate system) should be transformed �rst,
so as to prepare for the subsequent posture evaluation. In the
coordinate conversion process, the camera’s internal pa-
rameter matrix and external parameter matrix will be in-
volved. Here, the former is �xed, and the latter depends on
the location and angle of the camera lens. �erefore, in this
regard, the camera’s external matrix needs to be precalibrated
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Figure 5: Converting the coordinates of the estimated bone points into vectors.
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Figure 6: Human limbs partition diagram.
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Figure 7: Human posture evaluation algorithm process.
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to ensure the validity of the external matrix. Although the
above process is feasible, it is di¬cult to operate in practice.
So, a new coordinate transformation method is proposed in
this paper, that is, (a) convert from an image pixel coordinate
system to a rectangular coordinate system with the neck
point as the origin in the human bone point; (b) transform
from the rectangular coordinate system with the neck point
as the origin to the polar coordinate system with the neck
point as the origin and determine the angle between the other
12 points in the polar coordinate system and the positive x
axis.

�e coordinate transformation step (a) solves the
matching problem of human posture and standard posture
caused by di�erent positions, and step (b) solves the un-
certainty of human posture evaluation caused by individual
body size di�erence.

After the coordinate transformation is completed, 12
included angle values of the positiveX-axis and the vector [0,
11] are obtained, respectively, as shown in Figure 5 [14].

�e calculation process of coordinate transformation is
as follows:

(i) Input the human bone point coordinate a0, a1,{
..., a12} in the image pixel coordinate system and
establish the rectangular coordinate system with a0
as the origin

(ii) �e vector set t0, t1, . . . , t11{ } is established after the
coordinates a1, ..., a12{ } of the remaining 12 human
bone points subtracts a0

Start

Enter the skeleton coordinates of human posture

Evaluation

Judge legitimacy

�e evaluation process

Coordinate system conversion

Match the standard posture

Local evaluation

Calculate the cumulative error

Process the matching results

Output the matching result

End

No

Yes

Figure 8: Human posture evaluation algorithm process.

Table 1: Structural parameters of the optimization model.

Training data set
Human images in the COCO

data set and acquiring the badminton
player images

Input number of
images 10

Maximum
iteration 200000

Basic learning
rate 5×10−5

Initial value of
weight value 5×10−4

Initial value of
weight correction 0.01

�e optimizer
Stochastic gradient descent

loss � ∑4
i�1 ki · (stage w1i − pafmap)2

+(stage w2i − heatmap)2/batch size × 2

Loss function

Pafmap human bone point grayscale of the
preset image

Heatmap human bone point grayscale of the
preset image
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Figure 9: Loss curve of retraining optimization model.
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(iii) Apply formula (14) to solve the included angle value
between each vector in the vector set and the
positive X-axis and establish the included angle set
θ0, θ1, ..., θ11{ } [15]:

θi

cos− 1
t→i. y
→

t→i

�����
�����.‖ y
→‖

 tiy ≥ 0

cos− 1
t→i. y
→

t→i

�����
�����.‖ y
→‖

  + 180tiy < 0




, (14)

where θ represents the cosine angle.

3.1.1. Matching with the Standard Posture. �e human
posture evaluation algorithm divides the human body into
four regions, as shown in Figure 6 [16].

Coordinate transformation is performed for the other
points in the human posture model relative to the neck
points to adjust the corresponding serial number. �e right
region of the upper limb is composed of the right elbow,
right shoulder, and right wrist.�e coordinate serial number
after adjustment is 0, 1, and 2. �e left region of the upper
limb is composed of left elbow, left shoulder, and left wrist.
�e coordinate serial number after adjustment is 3, 4, and 5.
�e right region of lower limbs is composed of right knee,
right hip, and right ankle, and the coordinate serial number
after adjustment is 6, 7, and 8. �e left region of the lower
limbs is composed of the left knee, left hip, and left ankle.
�e coordinates after adjustment are 9, 10, and 11.

�e posture evaluation of each small area in all the
regions is to compare the posture to be evaluated with the
candidate standard posture of the previous stage. And, the
accumulative error is calculated. If the accumulative error
does not exceed the allowable error of the stage, the standard
posture is included in the candidate standard posture set.

3.2. Human Posture Assessment Process. Combined with the
above analysis, the evaluation of human posture is mainly
divided into the following steps:

For the right upper limb area (including the right
shoulder, the right elbow, and the right wrist), the three
vectors between bones and neck, as well as the angle of the
positive x axis can be solved, respectively. So, the right upper
limb regional similarity sets can be established. �en, the
absolute values of similarity degree with corresponding
standard attitude are solved, respectively. Finally, the similar
standard postures are �ltered with the predetermined error
values.

For the right lower limb region (including right hip, right
knee, and right ankle), the three vectors between the skeleton
and the neck, as well as the angle of the positive X axis, are
solved, respectively, to establish the regional similarity set of
the right lower limb. �en, the absolute values of similarity
degree with corresponding standard attitude are solved,
respectively. Combining with the predetermined error value,
the similar standard postures can be �ltered.

For the left upper limb area (including the left shoulder,
the left elbow, and the right wrist), the three vectors between
bones and neck as well as the angle of the positive x axis can
be solved, respectively, so as to set up the similarity sets of
the left lower limb region. �en, the absolute values of the
similarity degree with the corresponding standard attitude

Windows Operating Environment Windows

C++ Python3.7.6 tournpy1.18.1 OpenCV tensorfllow1.14

Camera acquisition
module

Predictive model
module

Human posture
evaluation module

Output image

Set Camera Parameters

Display camera
parameters

Set the Camera ID

Detect camera

Predict the entry of
network C++

Python structure of
model

Judge the
legitimacy

Create a standard
posture library

human posture
evaluation

Figure 11: Software architecture of the human posture evaluation system.
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are solved, respectively. Finally, the similar standard pos-
tures are �ltered with the predetermined error values.

After the above screening process is completed, the
human obtained standard posture is the evaluation result.
And, in this process, the cumulatively determined similarity
is the evaluation value.

�e above process is shown in Figure 7 [17, 18].
To determine the similarity di�erence in the above

matching process, it can be weighted according to the in-
®uence degree of di�erent regions on human posture. But
this may lead to coupling problem, which means that two
di�erent representative values of human posture tend to be
consistent after the completion of weighting. �erefore, this
paper �nally decided to directly output the bone point,
evaluation value, and matching standard posture serial
number at the end of the matching [19].

Considering that when badminton players hold the
racquet with their right hand, their left hand is mainly used
for coordination to maintain balance. �erefore, the algo-
rithm in this paper cancels the matching of the left upper
limb region. Meanwhile, the weight of the other three re-
gions is optimized. Speci�cally, the weight of the right upper
limb region is the largest, the right lower limb and the left
lower limb region are second.

4. Human Posture Evaluator and Evaluation

Figure 8 shows the design idea of human posture evaluation
algorithm [20].

camera

Camera Initialization Camera InitializationSystem

Estimation model
initialization

Camera Parameter Settings

Detect camera

Loading model parameters

Estimate human posture
coordinates

System Interval sampling

Image compression

Human posture evaluation

Human posture evaluation

USD3.0

Figure 12: System running process.

Table 2: Camera hardware parameters.

�e parameter name Recommended parameter
Interface USB 3.0
Pixel More than 8 million pixels
Frame rate More than 60 frames
�e focal length Below 3.1mm

Camera structure layer
class lcmera initialization Detection camera

Set camera ID

Camera parameters Display parameters

Set parameters

Output imageoutput

Figure 13: Software interface layer of the camera capture module.

Figure 14: Output of stage 4. (a) Con�dence map of human limb
features. (b) Bone point heat map.
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(1) Convert the human bone point coordinate system
into the rectangular coordinate system.-e vector of
each human bone point coordinates to the origin and
the angle between the included vector, and the
positive x axis is solved.

(2) Determine the priority of each bone point.
According to the size of priority, the margin cal-
culation is made between the selected bone points
one by one and the corresponding bone point dif-
ference of all posture model in the candidate posture
set. Finally, output the cumulative difference value,
and after inputting all bone points, step (3) can start.

(3) Solve the accumulative error. -e posture model
with the minimum accumulated error is found from
the candidate posture set. -e output results include
the posture model serial number and the accumu-
lative error.

4.1.MatchingResult Processing. -rough the human posture
evaluation, the matched standard human posture serial
number and the similarity with the matched standard hu-
man posture can be obtained.

-e processing procedure of matching results is as
follows:

If the output is “−1”, “0,” and “1”, it means that the left
area of upper limb “fails to match,” which is the key area of
badminton player’s posture matching. -erefore, it can be
judged that the athlete’s posture in this frame image does
not conform to any posture in the standard library, which
means that the athlete’s posture in this frame image is not
standard.

If other information is output, the matching result is
obtained, and the higher output standard human posture
serial number is, the better the matching result is.

5. Method and System Verification

To verify the above method and system, this study attempts
to build a badminton posture evaluation system to verify the
above methods.

5.1. Method Verification

5.1.1. Data Sources and Training. To verify the above
method and system, part of the video image data is selected
as the basic data set for verification. Image data are obtained
from badminton video, and images collected by camera and
human images in COCO data set are used as training data
set. -e settings of training parameters are listed in Table 1.

Images in the COCO data set are equipped with human
limb grayscale images and human bone point grayscale
images. -e image collected by the camera can become a
suitable training data set only after a series of processing.-e
process is as follows:

(1) Normalize the collected image to ensure that the
pixel value of the image is in the range of [−0.5,0.5]

(2) Mark the pixel value of each human limbs as 0.5 and
save it as the human limbs grayscale

(3) Mark the pixel value of each human bone point as 0.5
and save it as the human bone point grayscale

In the first training, the model is trained with COCO
data set, which ensured that the optimized model can ac-
curately estimate the general human posture. In the sub-
sequent training process, there is no need to use the initial
weight, only need to read the weight parameters of the first
training. And, the collected images are adopted to carry out
training, so as to further improve the evaluation accuracy.

Only reasonably setting the basic learning rate can ef-
fectively prevent the problem of excessive learning rate.

Figure 15: Evaluation effect display.
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-erefore, the basic learning rate set in this paper is equal to
5e-5.

5.1.2. Loss Function Curve. After the first training based on
COCO data set is completed, the collected images are used
for subsequent training. -e loss situation after training is
shown in Figure 9.

It can be seen that, in the course of multiple training, the
loss keeps decreasing trend as a whole. And, the gradient
descent tends to be gentle, which finally approaches the
optimal solution.

5.1.3. Accuracy and Timeliness of Skeletal Keypoint
Estimation. -e estimation accuracy of traditional open-
pose model and structure-optimized openpose model for

each skeletal point is statistically analyzed, and the specific
data are shown in Figure 10.

It can be seen from the figure that the estimation ac-
curacy of optimization model is slightly lower than that of
the openpose model, and the estimation accuracy of each
skeletal point in the left limb is lower than that in the right
limb.

5.2. Application Verification. To further verify the feasibility
of the above algorithm, an experimental system is set up for
verification.

5.2.1. Overall Architecture. -e human posture evaluation
system consists of camera acquisition module, human
posture evaluation module, and prediction model module.

Figure 16: Frames 138 and 139 (from left to right and top to bottom).
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-e output result of the system is the matching result and
matching loss of human posture and standard posture li-
brary in the current frame image. -e matching result refers
to the highest standard posture with the human posture
matching degree in the current frame image, and the
matching loss indicates the similarity between the human
posture and the standard posture. -e overall framework of
the human posture evaluation system is shown in Figure 11
[21].

5.2.2. System Operation Process. -e operation mechanism
of human posture evaluation system is shown in Figure 12
[22].

5.2.3. Camera Acquisition Module. Camera acquisition
module includes two parts, namely, hardware parameter and
software interface. Among them, the key of hardware pa-
rameters is to correctly set the placement angle of the camera
and reasonably determine the camera parameters. Com-
bined with the above analysis results, the camera should be
placed on the left side of the badminton net and on the right
side of the badminton player. In addition, the best height is
1.2m. -e relevant parameters of the camera are listed in
Table 2.

-e key of the software interface is to make use of the
camera interface layer to make the driver compatible, as
shown in Figure 13 [23, 24].

ICmera, the base class of this module, stores one worker
function and four detection functions.

Above all, the number and ID of cameras used in the
human posture assessment system are determined, and the
initial deployment is completed. -en, according to the site
environment and the requirements for the evaluation, the
camera resolution, frame rate, and other parameters are
debugged. -erefore, the module sets up two function in-
terfaces, namely, showParam and setParam. Finally, the
function work is used to eliminate invalid information in the
image information collected, such as resolution, width,
height, and so on. -e collected image is converted into a
unified cv: Mat format.

-e base class ICmera is used for compatibility of driver
modules of other cameras, and the subsequent evaluation
process adopts the form of ICmera. It can be seen that the
human posture evaluation system is not sensitive to the
camera model. -e camera parameters must meet the setting
requirements so that the driver can be set by inheriting the
base class. If the evaluation is not effective, the function of
ICmera can be called to debug the current camera parameters.

5.2.4. Effect Display. Bone point hot spot map: the bone
point hot spot map output is shown in Figure 14.

-e evaluation effect achieved by the human posture
evaluation system in the test stage is shown in Figure 15.

Effect display: the human posture evaluation algorithm
proposed in this paper is used to match successive single
frame images. -e frames 138 to 139 are successfully
matched to the standard posture. -e evaluation effect of
these 8 frames is shown in Figure 16.

-e analysis of Figure 15 shows that first, “Frame i:
matching failure,” which means that the image in frame I
failed to match the standard posture. Second, “Frame i:
ending stage A, matching standard posture serial number
B, matching loss X,” which indicates that the serial
number of bone point at the exit of frame i matching is
A. It successfully matched with standard posture serial
number B, and the loss value of the two is X.

5.2.5. Detection Rate. -e human posture evaluation system
is used to evaluate the posture of 6 videos.-e number of the
frames to be tested and the measured frames in each video
are shown in Table 3.

6. Conclusion

To sum up, through the above design, the application of the
openpose neural network in the actual sports is realized, so as
to provide a new reference method for the accurate training
of sports. -e innovation of this paper is the accuracy im-
provement of attitude estimation. At the same time, through
the collection of badminton movements, the real-time esti-
mation of badminton posture movements is realized, which
provides a reference way for the application of this method.
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For the improvement of the traditional evaluation e�ect of the automobile sound quality, an evaluation model of automobile
sound quality is constructed based on BP neural network.  e �rst is to introduce the basic principle of the BP neural network in
detail.  e second is to use the MGC parameters to establish the vehicle interior sound conversion model.  e converted sound
characteristic parameters are taken into the WORLD model to synthesize the new sound signals. Furthermore, the wavelet
decompositionmethod is used to remove noise from the synthesized sound signals. Finally, a sound evaluationmodel based on BP
neural network is established. e sound quality of automobiles can be better evaluated by carrying out the ABX test andMOS test
in the �eld of sound conversion. For the newly synthesized sound signal and the target sound signal, it can be seen that the newly
synthesized sound signal is more inclined to the target sound signal, and the sound quality is better. In addition, the sound quality
is tested through loudness, roughness, sharpness, and level A in the �eld of sound quality evaluation. e �nal results show that the
quality of newly synthesized sound is better, and the average errors of sound signals meet the sound standard.  erefore, the
constructed sound conversion model and the sound evaluation model are feasible and e�ective.

1. Related Work

As science and technology continuously develop, people pay
more and more attention to the performance of automobiles,
so the noise problem has become one of the important in-
dicators of automobile purchase.  e noise of automobiles
seriously a�ects the comfort of the person when riding in the
vehicle, also interferes with the communication between
people, and even seriously damages the auditory character-
istics of human ears. At the same time, vibration and noise are
also very di�erent in the automobile sound. erefore, how to
better distinguish vibration and noise, and evaluate the au-
tomobile noise, has become the focus of current research. In
practice, companies such as Nissan, FEV of Germany, and
AVL of Austria are all studying the interior sound quality of
electric vehicles. emost in�uential noise sources and special
frequencies have been found. Furthermore, some active or

passive technologies are used to eliminate noise and com-
pensate for frequency, which achieves good results.

In the academic �eld, Xie et al. proposed an adaptive
neural network sound evaluation method.  e character-
istics of the proposed method are simple and fast. At the
same time, they introduced a mainstream neural network
algorithm [1]. Yin et al. calculated the dither noise of au-
tomobile side windows by using the large eddy simulation
method. As can be seen that the variation rules of loudness,
sharpness, roughness, and undulation with wind speed and
window opening are obtained [2]. Yang et al. adopted
binaural transfer path analysis (BTPA) to measure the vi-
bration and noise transmission paths of automobiles under
transient and steady-state conditions.  en, the character-
istics and di�erences of the internal noise of automobiles
under di�erent operating conditions are studied, where the
loudness, sharpness, roughness, and A-weighted sound
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pressure level are adopted [3]. Park and Kang established a
sound quality index model, which reflects the reviewers’
different styles. Also, the model is constructed by utilizing
K-means clustering, factor analysis, and multiple linear
regression. ,is study provides an additional reference for
the evaluation of sound quality [4]. Zhao et al. proposed a
DBN based on linear regression (LR-DBN). ,ere are 6
psychoacoustic indicators and 26 Mel frequency cepstrum
coefficients being taken as input characteristics. At the same
time, the ordinary DBN, multiple linear regression (MLR),
and backpropagation neural network (BPNN) are used to
verify the performance of LR-DBN. What can be seen is that
compared with other methods, the correlation coefficient of
LR-DBN is higher, and the prediction error is lower. Fur-
thermore, LR-DBN is more stable. So, this method is a
reliable method for evaluating EEV sound [5]. Wang et al.
proposed an objective evaluation method of interior noise,
which is based on the displacement of the human basal
membrane [6]. Firstly, noise samples of different seats are
collected under different running conditions. Secondly, the
comparison method of adaptive grouping pairs is used to
obtain the subjective evaluation value of noise samples.
,irdly, the total parameter model of the human ear is
adopted to calculate the average value for the basal mem-
brane displacement response (SMVBMDR). So, the char-
acteristic matrix based on SMVBMDR is established. Finally,
there are two BP neural network models constructed to
evaluate the interior noise sound quality respectively. Also,
they took the traditional psychoacoustic indicators and
extracted the feature matrix as the input. ,e SMVBDMDR
is very correlated with SEV. Moreover, the sound quality
prediction accuracy of the model based on SMVBMDR is
higher.

It can be seen from the above research that the qualitative
and quantitative methods are used for the present sound
quality evaluation. Also, machine learning algorithms, deep
learning algorithms, and other algorithms are introduced.
However, the above sound evaluation rarely involves the
preprocessing of noise data. In this paper, it is proposed that
on the basis of parameter extraction of automobile sound
feature extraction, BP is used to synthesize automobile
sound, and then evaluate sound according to sound quality
evaluation parameters so as to provide a new reference for
automobile sound quality evaluation.

2. BP Neural Network

2.1. Introduction. BP neural network is a multilayer feed-
forward neural network. It is trained by error back-
propagation. In addition, the characteristics of the BP neural
network are that the model is clear and the structure is
simple. ,e basic ideas for training the BP neural network
model are as follows [7]:

Herein, training sample is defined as (x1, y1), (x2, y2),

. . . , (xn, yn), where x represents the input vector, y repre-
sents the output vector, and n represents the number of
training samples. Supposing that layer l− 1 and layer l
containm and k nodes, respectively, the output al

j of the j th
node of layer l can be expressed as formula (1), and the vector

al
j composed of the output of layer l can be expressed as

formula (2).

a
i
j � f z

l
j  � f 

m

i�1
w

l
jia
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l
j, (1)
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� f z
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  � f W
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Among them, wl
ji and bl

j are the weight and bias of node j
from l− 1 to l layer, respectively; f (z) is the activation
function; wl represents k×m matrix composed of the lth
layer weight; bl represents k× 1 vector composed of the bias
outputs of the l layer.

As can be seen from the above formula that the output
vector of each layer in the network can be calculated. ,en,
the loss function is used to find the appropriate weight
matrix and bias vector corresponding to all hidden layers
and output layers. ,e gradient descent method is adopted
to continuously update the weight matrix and bias vector.
,us, the best weight matrix and bias vector are obtained.
Finally, the optimal weight matrix and bias vector are uti-
lized to predict the predicted value which is closest to the
actual value. According to Pan et al. [8], the mean square
error function is selected as the loss function. ,e expres-
sions are as follows:

MSE �


N
i�1 di − oi( 

2

N
 

1/2

,

R � 1 −


N
i�1 di − oi( 

2


N
i�1 o2i

 

1/2

,

(3)

where di and oi are the target output and actual output vector
of the network respectively, and N is the number of test
samples.

,estructureof theBPneuralnetwork is showninFigure1
[9–11]. It includes the input layer, the hidden layer, and the
output layer.Neurons at all levels of thenetworkare connected
by the way of a full connection layer.,e hidden layer is in the
middle. It includes multiple layers, but there is no connection
relationship between neurons at the same level.

2.2. BPNeural Network Structure. In BP neural network, the
number of neurons per layer is associated with the actual
number of input and output data. In the hidden layer, too
large or too small neurons may prolong the training time. It
cannot be fitted well. ,erefore, continuous search and
testing are required to determine the optimal neurons, and
available formulas are expressed as

m �
�����
n + 1

√
+ a.

m �
��
nl

√
,

m � logzn,

(4)

Here, m, n, and l are the neurons in the hidden layer,
input layer, and output layer, respectively; a is a constant,
which ranges from 1 to 10.
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,e input vector and output vector in the BP neural
network should be normalized to the range −1.0∼1.0 so as to
effectively avoid the overfitting of output vectors [12–14].
,e calculation formulas are as follows:

xmid �
xmax + xmix

2
.

xi �
xi − xmid

2 xmax − xmin( 
,

(5)

,e abovementioned formulas show that xi is the data to
be normalized; xmin is the minimum value; xmax is the
maximum value; xmid represents the average value; and xi is
the normalized data.

3. Construction of Sound Conversion Model
Based on BP Neural Network

3.1. BP Neural Network Sound Conversion Model Based on
MGC Parameters. On the basis of the BP neural network,
sound characteristic parameters are extracted from the
original sound signal through the world sound analysis
synthesis system, including one-dimension lf0, 60-
dimensional MGC parameters, and 5-dimensional bap pa-
rameters. Considering that the above three parameters are
obtained through the world sound synthesis system and lf0
is consistent with the numerical changes of bap parameters,
only the 60-dimensional spectrum envelope MGC param-
eters are performed in modeling training. ,e BP neural
network sound conversion model based on MGC parame-
ters is constructed in this paper, as shown in Figure 2. ,e
neuron number of input and output is 60, the hidden layers
are 2, and the neurons of hidden layers is 59 [15–18]. Pa-
rameters select the target sound signal value and then place
the generated parameters into the WORLD system to
synthesize a new sound signal.

Among them, a set of sound signals has 60-dimensional
MGC parameters, and one dimension has 117 data, which is
represented as 60∗ 117. Here, 45 groups of portable and
artificial head data are selected for training, and 5 groups of
data are randomly selected as test sets. As the large amount
of training data, the parameters are divided into input vector
and output vector. For the input vector, there are 45 60∗ 117
MGC parameters collected by the portable. For output
vector, there are 45 60∗ 117 MGC parameters collected by
the artificial head, and the amount of data is large.

,erefore, all of the neurons are 60. In addition, the
learning rate of the model algorithm is 0.01; the number of
maximum errors is 10; the number of maximum training is
10000, and the accuracy of learning and training is 0.001.

After the transformation model is established, newMGC
parameters can be obtained for synthesizing new sounds so
as to provide sound parameters for the establishment of
subsequent sound evaluation model.

3.2. Sound SignalDenoising Based onWaveletDecomposition.
In the extraction and synthesis of sound features, the al-
gorithm calculation leads to the sound spectrum decline,
frequency offset, resulting in a large amount of noise. ,ese
noises will seriously interfere with the quality and evaluation
effect of sound signals. ,erefore, it is necessary to denoise
the transformed and synthesized sound. In this paper, the
most widely used wavelet denoising method is adopted. ,e
flow of this method is as follows:

(1) Decompose the original sound signal s(n) by wavelet.
So, the real target sound signal a(n) and noise signal
d(n) can be separated;

(2) Calculate the wavelet coefficients of real sound sig-
nals, and remove the wavelet coefficients of noise
signals;

(3) Adopt the inverse transformation method to obtain
the new sound signal after wavelet transform so as to
complete the denoising of the sound signal.

,eformulaofanoriginal soundsignalwithnoise signal is

s(n) � a(n) + d(n). (6)

,e formula (6) shows that s(n) is the original sound
signal with noise; a(n) is the normal target sound signal;
d(n) is the unwanted noise signal. Furthermore, d(n) is
subjected to N(0, σ2) distribution, while a(n) is the non-
stationary signal subjecting to non-Gaussian distribution.

4. Experimental Results and Analysis

After the sound conversion and synthesis, the sound eval-
uation model based on the field of sound conversion and the
automobile sound quality will be established so as to evaluate
the new synthetic sound signal better. ,en, the subjective
evaluation was performed for the field of sound conversion,
and the objective parameters of the field of automotive
sound quality were used to evaluate the synthetic sound
signal.

4.1. Evaluation in the Field of Sound Conversion

4.1.1. Experimental Environment and Data. To achieve
better experimental results, this paper selects a meeting
room with a strong sound insulation effect in a university for
testing, with an indoor temperature of 22°C and the hu-
midity of 45%. Also, the better sound signal can be obtained
by using a high-fidelity headphone for sound playback
Sennheiser HD650.

hidden layerinput layer output layer

Figure 1: Structure of BP neural network.
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,e experimental data were derived from 5 healthy and
normal hearing postgraduates in a university, including 3
boys and 2 girls.

4.1.2. Test Method. ,e ABX test and MOS test are adopted
to evaluate synthetic sound signals so as to ensure the ac-
curacy of subjective evaluation in the field of sound
conversion.

,e ABX test is a common method for subjective
evaluation of sound conversion. A and B represent the
original and target sound signals, respectively, and X rep-
resents the converted sound signal. ,e testing process is to
distinguish the similarity between the converted sound
signal with the original or target sound signal by different
people’s subjective auditory feelings. Finally, the probability
statistics are used to obtain the ABX score of the system so as
to evaluate the conversion performance effect of the system.

ABX calculation process is expressed as [19–21]:

ABX �


M
m�1 pm

M
× 100%, (7)

where M represents the number of testers and pm represents
the test result. When pm value is 0, it indicates that the
converted sound signal is more similar to the original sound
signal. When the pm value is 1, it indicates that the converted
sound signal is more similar to the target sound signal.

,eMOS test is also known as average opinion score test.
Its main function is to evaluate the tester’s overall satis-
faction with the converted sound signal. If the MOS test
score is high, it indicates that the converted sound signal is
up to the standard, and its naturalness and intelligibility are
better. ,e expression is as follows:

MOS �
1

M


M

n�1
scorem. (8)

Here,M represents the total participants in evaluation,N
represents the sound signals in the test, and scoren,m rep-
resents the evaluation score of them-th individual on the nth
sound signal.

When conducting subjective evaluation experiments, it
is necessary to be in a room with a better environment. ,e
temperature of the selected automobile is 22°C, and the
humidity is about 45%. In addition, the sound playback
selects high-fidelity headphones to obtain a better sound

signal. ,e sound signals evaluated by the test are mainly
four sets of signals obtained through the world sound
synthesis system, and the four sets of sound signals corre-
spond to the operating speed of an automobile at 60 km/h,
100 km/h, 30 km/h, and 80 km/h. ,e four groups corre-
spond to the numbers 1 to 4 in Tables 1 and 2.

,e specific evaluation effect is as follows:

(1) ABX test
,e results of ABX are shown in Table 1.
According to the above table above, the highest ABX
score of the fourth group, reaching 85%, indicates the
best effect of this experiment, the lowest ABX score,
only 63%; the main reason may be due to too little
experimental data. ,erefore, the next step is to
further expand the amount of data properly. How-
ever, comprehensive analysis found that the ABX test
score averaged 74%, reaching the experimental
standards, with preliminary proof that the newly
synthesized sound signal meets the experimental
requirements.

(2) MOS test
MOS test results are shown in Table 2.

According to the table, of the four sound signals, the first
MOS test score was 4.2, indicating that the experiment was
good; the firstMOS test score compared with the other three,
the lowest score reached only 3, the main reason may be still
that the number of data sets is relatively small. ,e com-
prehensive analysis shows that the MOS test score was
averaged into 3.65, which met the experimental require-
ments, and preliminarily proved that the newly synthesized
sound signal met the experimental requirements. ,e
scoring standards of the MOS test are shown in Table 3.

4.2. Evaluation in the Field of Automobile Sound Quality.
First of all, the synthetic sound signal is evaluated by using
the objective parameters such as SPL, roughness, loudness,
and sharpness [22–24].

Furthermore, the error evaluation is performed between
the five groups of synthetic sound signals with the corre-
sponding five groups of portable and five groups of artificial
head sound signals. Also, the objective parameters are cal-
culated by LMS Test.Lab.

Neural Network

Input

60

Hidden Layer

W

b
+

Hidden Layer

W

b
+

Hidden Layer

W

b
+

Output

60

59 59 60

Figure 2: ,e structure of the BP neural network sound conversion model based on the MGC parameters.
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4.2.1. Roughness. Roughness is a parameter that shows the
modulation degree of the sound signal. ,e unit of
roughness value is asper. When the roughness is 1 asper, the
sound signal is a sinusoidal pure tone signal with a SPL of
60 dB. Also, beyond that, the frequency is 1 kHz, the
modulation amplitude is 1, and the modulation frequency is
70Hz. It can be seen that the roughness calculation formula
is [25]

R � 0·3fmod 
24bank

0
ΔLE(z)dzasper. (9)

Formula (9) shows that fmod represents the modulation
frequency, and the unit is kHz. Here, G represents the
change value of the excitation stage of a sound signal,
expressed as

ΔLE � 20 log10
N max(z)

N min(z)
 , (10)

where z represents the critical band Bark number and Nmax
and Nmin represent the maximum and minimum values of
the specified loudness in the feature frequency band for a
sound signal, respectively.

As can be seen from the above Figure 3, B, R, and X
represent portable, artificial head, and newly synthesized
sound signals, respectively. Here, the newly synthesized
sound signals were close to the artificial head signals. Using

LMS Test.Lab to calculate the RMS value, which is found that
the portable, artificial head and newly synthesized RMS
values are 0.00995 asper, 0.00530 asper, and 0.00494 asper,
respectively. ,e difference between portable and artificial
head is 87.74%, while the difference between new synthe-
sized and artificial head is 6.79%.,erefore, the roughness of
the newly synthesized sound signal is obviously improved
and meets the experimental requirements.

4.2.2. Loudness. Loudness is a parameter proposed to show
how the human ear feels about the strength of the sound
signal. ,e magnitude of loudness is determined by the size
of the original sound amplitude, which is also associated
with the frequency size. ,e unit of loudness value is
expressed as song (sone). When the loudness value of the
sound signal is 1 sone, which means it is a pure sound signal
with a SPL of 40 dB, and the frequency size is 1 kHz.

,e Zwicker algorithm is commonly used to calculate the
loudness, which is expressed as

N � 0·08
ETQ

EO

  0·5 + 0·5
E

ETQ
 

0.23
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ − 1. (11)

Formula (13) shows that ETQ represents the excitation
generated by the listening valve when it is relatively quiet, EO

represents the corresponding excitation under the reference
sound intensity I0 � 10−12 W/m2, and E represents the
corresponding excitation of the sound signal calculated by
test. At the characteristic frequency band Bark from 0 to 24,
performing the integral operation for the feature loudness to
obtain the value of the total loudness, and the expression is
as follows:

N � 
24bark

0
N′(z)dz. (12)

Here, N is the total loudness, namely the calculation
model of steady-state sound signal loudness.

Table 3: Scoring standards of MOS test.

Score Quality
evaluation Distortion degree

5 Excellent Basically impossible to detect distortion

4 Good Slightly detect distortion without
discomfort

3 Medium Possible to detect distortion with
discomfort

2 Poor Obnoxious but tolerable
1 Inferior Obnoxious and intolerable

B Roughness
R Roughness
X Roughness
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Figure 3: Roughness comparison.

Table 1: ABX test scores.

No. 1 2 3 4
1 0 1 1 1
2 1 0 0 1
3 0 1 1 1
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

30 1 0 1 1
Total 63% 74% 79% 85%

Table 2: MOS test scores.

No 1 2 3 4
1 2 3 2 3
2 4 3 4 5
3 1 2 5 4
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

30 5 4 3 5
Total 3 3.4 3.8 4.4
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As can be seen from Figure 4, B, R, and X represent
portable, artificial head, and newly synthesized sound sig-
nals, respectively. Here, the newly synthesized sound signals
are between the portable signals and the artificial head
signals. Also, using LMS Test.Lab to calculate the RMS value
finds that the portable, artificial head and newly synthesized
RMS values are 0.63 sone, 1.24 sone, and 0.95 sone, re-
spectively. In addition, the error of portable and artificial
head is 49.19%, and the error of new synthesized and the
artificial head is 23.39%, indicating that the loudness of the
new synthesized sound signal is significantly improved and
reaches the experimental standard.

4.2.3. Sound Pressure Level (SPL). ,e sound pressure level
is one of the important methods to express subjective
feelings of loudness. In ANSI S1.8 (1989) and ANSI S1.13
(1995), the sound pressure level is calculated as

SPL � 20 log10
pe

pref
 dB. (13)

,e formula (13) shows that in SPL, pe represents the
effective sound pressure value for testing sound signals, and
pref represents the sound pressure size, that can be heard by
human ears in a stable condition, whose sound signal is 1
KHZ. In addition, this sound pressure value is also the
audible threshold value. ,e reference sound pressure refers
to the minimum root mean square sound pressure. In other
words, at standard atmospheric pressure, and when
pref � 2 × 10−5 pa, the subjective perception of sound in-
tensity by human ear is not very closely related to the sound
pressure level itself. If the loudness increases, the sound
pressure level will increase in a logarithmic speed. ,e ex-
pression of Stevens extracting the power relation of both is

L � kI
0·3

, (14)

where L represents the perceived loudness of the ear, k
represents the coefficient of each subject, and I represents
sound intensity.

As can be seen from the comparison diagram, B, R, and
X also represent portable, artificial head, and newly syn-
thesized sound signals, respectively. It can be found from
Figure 5 that the new synthesis is between the portable
signals and the artificial head signals. ,e RMS values of the
three are 47.86 Pa, 45.32 Pa, and 44.98 Pa, respectively. ,e
error of portable and artificial head is 5.60%, and the error of
new synthesis and human foreman is 0.75%. It indicates that
the A sound level of the newly synthesized sound signal is
further improved to meet the requirements.

4.2.4. Sharpness. Sharpness is an objective parameter. It
emphasizes the sharpness of sound signal and mainly shows
the proportion of high-frequency signal in the total sound
spectrum. In a sound signal, the larger the proportion of
high-frequency components, the greater the loudness value,
and the greater the sharpness of this sound signal.

,eunit of sharpness value is acum, and the sound signals
witha sharpnessof1 acumareanarrowbandnoise signalwith

a sound pressure level 60 dB. ,e center frequency size is
1 kHz, and the bandwidth size is 160Hz.,e solutionmethod
of sharpness is toconduct theweighted integral calculation for
the total loudness and the spectrum response of the critical
frequency band, and the expression formula is

S � 0·11

24bark
0 N′(Z) · Z · g(Z)dZ


24bark
0 N′(z)dz

acum,

g(z) �
1, z≤ 16,

0.06e
017z

, 16< z≤ 24.

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

(15)

Among them, z represents the critical frequency bands
number; N′(z) represents the characteristic loudness
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function and g(z) represents the weighting function when
the critical frequency band of sound is high. Its numerical
change is mainly affected by the critical frequency band.

As can be seen from the sharpness comparison in Fig-
ure 6, the newly synthesized sound signal is adjacent to the
artificial head signal, and the RMS value can be calculated by
LMS Test.Lab. ,e portable, artificial head and newly syn-
thesized RMS values are 6.54 acum, 2.47 acum, and
2.47 acum, respectively. ,e error of portable and artificial
head is 43.32%, while the error of new synthesized and
artificial head is 0.00%, indicating that the sharpness of the
new synthesized sound signal is further improved and
reaches the experimental standard.

,e above evaluation is based on a single index to
evaluate the sound inside the automobile, which is obviously
not objective enough. On the basis of single index evalua-
tion, a comprehensive evaluation method is proposed to
evaluate the new synthetic automobile sound. As the units of
above indicators are different and belong to different levels,
the following ideas are adopted in the comprehensive
evaluation: Firstly, 32 different evaluators are invited to
evaluate the new synthetic interior sound signals according
to the grade standards in Table 4 and scored them one by one
so as to obtain the overall evaluation of new synthetic sound.

At the same time, the test is conducted in a closed
environment to avoid interference from the external envi-
ronment. ,e number of tests is 10, and the final results are
averaged. Based on the abovementioned tests, the obtained
results are shown in Table 5.

As can be seen from the above scores, the overall average
score of the four indicators is 8, which belongs to the great
level. It shows that the synthesized sound can be accepted by
the evaluator and get a better evaluation.

5. Conclusion

To sum up, the sound quality evaluation model based on BP
neural network constructed in this paper is feasible. ,e
model can effectively evaluate the sound signals of new
synthetic, portable, and artificial heads. Also, after testing
through subjective evaluation and objective parameters, it is
found that the newly synthesized sound signal is very close to
the target sound signal, with an average error of less than
10%. As can be seen that in the field of sound quality
evaluation, the newly synthesized sound is up to the design
standards of this paper. However, due to the limitation of
conditions, there are still some shortcomings. ,e main
reason is that there are too few data sets elected in the
conversion model, which results in that the final test data
may have a low monitoring score. It provides a more
comprehensive evaluation method for the research and
synthesis of automobile sound.
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Existing prediction models have low prediction accuracy for surface water pollution with many in�uencing factors. Taking algal
bloom prediction as the entry point of surface water pollution research, LASSO-LARS algorithm is adopted to select the main
factors a�ecting algal bloom variables. At the same time, combined with BP neural network in machine learning, a surface water
pollution prediction model based on machine learning is proposed. �e results show that the proposed method can accurately
predict the algal blooms by using the BP neural network algal bloom prediction model, where the LASSO-LARS algorithm is used
to select the variables, such as water temperature, pH, transparency, conductivity, dissolved oxygen, ammonia nitrogen, and
chlorophyll a, as model inputs, and the relative error of prediction is less than 5.2%.�us, the proposedmethod has certain validity
and practical application value.

1. Related Work

Surface water is an important water resource. However, with
the acceleration of urbanization, the problem of water
pollution is becoming more and more serious, which seri-
ously a�ects the safety of human domestic water. In recent
years, the problem of water quality safety has received at-
tention from all walks of life. In order to continuously
improve water quality and strengthen the safety of domestic
water, various water treatment technologies and water
management methods have emerged. Zhao et al. proposed
an in situ loading method for the preparation of nano�ber
composite aerogel by using aromatic nano�bers (ANFs) and
prepared a high-performance 3D ANF/MnO2 composite
aerogel that can contain more than 90% Pb2+ in water, which
provides a promising insight for the treatment of Pb2+ in
water pollution [1]. Ma et al. combined chitosan base
modi�ed polymer (MCS) with Fe3 O4 and SiO2 by silane
coupling agent and successfully prepared a new type of
recyclable covalently bonded magnetic �occulant (FS-MC),
which can e�ectively remove emulsi�ed oil in water [2].
Huang et al. used polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) as the

dispersing phase and glutaraldehyde as the crosslinking
agent, and Pickering emulsion stabilized by chitin nano�ber
(ChNF) was adopted to prepare hydrophobic aerogel.
Nonaqueous phase HOCs are selectively removed from
water. It has broad application prospect in water treatment
related to HOCs [3]. Saima prepared nitrogen-doped gra-
phene oxide (NGO) nanocomposites (NGO/BQDS-TiO2)
and bismuth oxide quantum dot (BQD)-doped TiO2
composite photocatalyst, which are used to degrade 2,
4-dichlorophenol (2, 4-DCP) and other organic pollutants
and stable dyes [4]. Sun et al. prepared a new type of surface
molecularly imprinted polymer (SMIP), which can achieve
selective separation and recovery of metal complex dyes in
wastewater, providing a theoretical basis for the treatment of
metal complex dyes in wastewater [5]. Saravanan et al. [6]
discussed the treatment methods of various pollution
sources such as heavy metals, dyes, pathogens, and organic
matter in water pollution from physical, chemical, and bi-
ological aspects and believed that membrane separation and
adsorption methods were more suitable for water pollution
control. Doyle and Wu et al. prepared polyvinylidene
�uoride (PVDF) composite ultra�ltration membrane (PGA
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membrane) by blending modification of GO and adsorption
and filtration of silver carbonate (Ag2CO3) on themembrane
surface, which can improve the anti-fouling performance
and permeability of PVDF ultrafiltration membrane and
effectively treat the slightly polluted surface water [7, 8]. As
can be seen, the current research on water pollution is
mainly focused on water pollution treatment, and there are
fewer studies on prediction. Putri et al. used the Stella model
to predict the pollution of the river, and the results show that
this method can accurately predict the pollution of each
section [9]. Wang et al. proposed a water pollution pre-
diction method based on grey correlation, in which the main
influencing factors of water pollution are found out through
the grey correlation algorithm, and the water pollution is
predicted by white differential equation.,e results show that
the prediction accuracy of this method is high and the error is
small [10]. Wang et al. applied SVM algorithm to water
pollution prediction. ,e results show that this method has
good accuracy for small samples and nonlinear data [11]. In
addition, the research on water pollution prediction is the key
to water pollution treatment.,erefore, in order to better deal
with water pollution, LASSO algorithm and BP neural net-
work are adopted to propose a surface water pollution pre-
diction model based on machine learning.

2. Basic Methods

2.1. LASSO Algorithm. LASSO algorithm is a variable se-
lection method. Using the absolute value function of model
coefficients as punishment, the regression coefficient is re-
duced. Moreover, variable selection and parameter esti-
mation are achieved [12]. ,e main basis of LASSO’s
algorithm is the accuracy, interpretability, stability, and
complexity of variable predictions to the model, and the
coefficient of variables is punished. Assume that there are
data (xi, yi), i � 1, 2, . . . , N, Xi � (xi1, . . . xip)T and yi is
the independent variable and response variable corre-
sponding to the observed value i. ,e linear regression
model can be expressed as follows:

yi � ai + 

p

j�1
βjxij + εi, εi ∈ N 0, σ2 . (1)

Generally, in regression structures, conditions of yi and
xi are independent [13]. ,erefore, xij is assumed to be
standardized; then, there are

1
N


j

xij � 0,

1
N


j

x
2
ij � 0.

(2)

When t≥ 1, LASSO’s estimate is

(α, β) � arg
min
β


i

yi − ai − 
i

βjxij
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠2,

s.t. 
j

βj



≤ t.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(3)

Although LASSO algorithm has some advantages in
theory compared with traditional variable selection methods
such as partial least squares method and principal com-
ponent analysis method, it has the problem of large com-
putation [14]. To solve this problem, Efron reselects variables
on each regression residual to reduce the residual, and LARS
algorithm is proposed to reduce the computation of LASSO
algorithm [15]. ,erefore, the LASSO-LARS algorithm is
used to select influencing factor variables of surface water
pollution.

2.2. BP Network. BP neural network is a typical neural
network, which carries out network training through error
backpropagation. Its basic structure is shown in Figure 1,
consisting of three layers: input layer, output layer, and
hidden layer [16, 17].

Assume that the input vector is xi � (x1, x2, . . . , xM)T,
the output vector is Oj � (y1, y2, . . . , yJ)T, and the con-
nection weights between input layer and hidden layer
and between hidden layer and output layer are ωmi(i �

1, 2, . . . , I) and ωij (j � 1, 2, . . . , J), respectively. ,ere-
fore, for hidden layer, there are

yi � f neti( , i � 1, 2, . . . , I, (4)

neti � 
M

l�1
xiωli, i � 1, 2, . . . , I. (5)

For output layer, there are

ok � f netk( , k � 1, 2, . . . , J, (6)

netk � 
I

i�1
yiωik, k � 1, 2, . . . , J. (7)

In formulas (4) and (6), f(x) is the transfer function,
which usually is sigmoid function and expressed as [18]

f(x) �
1

1 + e
−x. (8)

,e derivative function is

f′(x) � f(x)(1 − f(x)). (9)

BP neural network adopts the gradient descent method
to adjust weights, and the adjustment formula is [19]

Δωik � ηδωikyi,

Δωli � ηδωli xl.

⎧⎨

⎩ (10)

Based on the above analysis, it can be seen that the
LASSO-LARS algorithm can ideally select the factor
variables affecting surface water pollution, which de-
termines the main influencing factors for accurate pre-
diction of surface water pollution. However, the BP
neural network has the characteristics of fast search
speed and strong local optimization ability [20].
,erefore, variables selected by LASSO-LARS algorithm
are taken as the input of prediction model, and a surface
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water pollution prediction model based on BP neural
network is constructed.

3. Surface Water Pollution Prediction Model
Based on Machine Learning

3.1. Selection of Influencing Factor Variables of SurfaceWater
Pollution Based on LASSO-LARS. Algal bloom is one of the
main causes of surface water pollution. Algal bloom pol-
lution is taken as a representative to explore surface water
pollution prediction based on machine learning. ,ere are
many factors affecting algae blooms, including 234 indexes
such as water temperature, dissolved oxygen, and metal ions
[21]. Among them, 16 indexes such as water temperature,
transparency, and chlorophyll a, as shown in Table 1, are the
main factors affecting algae blooms [22].

As can be seen, the above 16 indicators are selected
as available variables, and logarithmic processing is
performed on them, which are represented as
ln Y, ln X1, ln X2 · · · + ln X16. Moreover, the estab-
lished linear model is shown as follows:

ln Y � a0 + a1 ln X1 + a2 ln X2 + · · · + a16 ln X16 + ε, (11)

where a0 is the constant term; a1,..., a16 represent the variable
coefficient; and ε is the random disturbance term.

LASSO-LARS algorithm is used to calculate the above
influencing factors. According to the Akaike information
criterion, the smaller the statistical value is, the easier the
optimal solution is [23]. Figure 2 shows the values of the
variables for which the current model is optimal. X1, X3, X5,
X7, X9, X12, and X14 have a great influence on algae blooms,
namely, water temperature, pH, transparency, conductivity,
dissolved oxygen, ammonia nitrogen, and chlorophyll a.
,erefore, the above 7 variables are selected as the main
factor variables of algae blooms in surface water.

3.2. Surface Water Pollution Prediction Model Based on BP.
Based on the above factors and BP network selected by
LASSO-LARS, the construction process of algal outbreak
prediction model is designed as follows.

3.2.1. Determination of Sample. ,e collected surface water
quality data can be divided into training sample set and test
sample set according to certain rules. Among them, the
training sample set is used for BP neural network learning
and training, so as to obtain an optimal BP neural network
prediction model. ,e test sample set is used to verify
whether the prediction model constructed by the test can
achieve the ideal prediction effect for unfamiliar data.

3.2.2. Determination of Network Structure. In general, the
standard three-layer BP neural network can achieve rela-
tively accurate prediction [24]. ,erefore, three-layer net-
work structure is adopted to construct the prediction model.
According to the 7 factors influencing algae blooms selected
by LASSO-LARS, the number of neurons in the input layer
of BP neural network prediction model can be determined to
be 7. Since the algalQ index is the main indicator to measure
the extent of algal blooms, the algal Q index is used as the
model output [25], and the number of neurons in the output
layer is 1. ,e number of neurons n in the hidden layer can
be determined by formula (12). After repeated training, it
can be seen that n� 3.

n �
�����
P + Q


+ α, (12)

where n is the number of neurons in the hidden layer, P and
Q represent the number of neurons in the input and output
layer, and α ∈ [1, 10].

3.2.3. Data Preprocessing. Due to the different dimensions
of different data types in the sample dataset, the input re-
quirements of BP neural network prediction model are not
met, and there are problems such as missing values, which
affect the final prediction effect of the model. ,erefore,
before the sample is input into the model, the data need to be
preprocessed by normalization, standardization, missing
value filling, and so on.

Table 1: Selection and definition of influencing factor variables of
algae blooms.

Variable name Variable definition
X1 T (°C)
X2 Fe (mg/L)
X3 pH
X4 Mn (mg/L)
X5 SD (m)
X6 Cu (mg/L)
X7 Sp Cond (μs/cm)
X8 Zn (mg/L)
X9 DO (mg/L)
X10 TN (mg/L)
X11 TP (mg/L)
X12 NH4+ (mg/L)
X13 Cd (mg/L)
X14 Chlorophyll a (mg/L)
X15 Pb (mg/L)
X16 Hg (mg/L)

X1

X2

XM

Wm Wij y1

y2

yM

input layer output layer hidden layer

Figure 1: Basic structure of BP neural network.
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3.2.4. Model Construction and Prediction. ,e BP neural
network prediction model can be constructed by calling
Newff function in MATLAB software, and then the best
prediction model retained through repeated training can be
used to predict algal blooms.,e specific prediction steps are
as follows. According to the 7main factors affecting the algae
outbreak, the prediction variables are established by using
the obtained data, and then the prediction variables are input
into prediction model to obtain the output of variables,
namely, the prediction result.

4. Simulation Experiment

4.1. Experimental Environment. MATLAB Newff function is
called to construct the surface water pollution prediction
model, which is run on Windows 7 operating system, and
Premnmx function is called to normalize the input data.

4.2. Data Sources and Preprocessing. ,e experimental
dataset is collected from the average array of weekly water
quality data of a certain water sample from March to No-
vember in Daqing city, Heilongjiang Province, from 2003 to
2020 (a total of 648 groups), and the specific collection work
is divided into two parts: on-site monitoring and laboratory
testing analysis. Water temperature must be measured in the
field, and chlorophyll a must be taken back to the laboratory
for testing. In order to make the input data meet the input
requirements of model, centralization is performed on the
input model data by using formulas (13)–(17); the input
model data are normalized by using formula (16); and the
output model data are reversely normalized by using for-
mula (17) [26–28].


n

i�1
yi � 0, (13)



n

i�1
xij � 0, (14)



n

i�1
x
2
ij � 1, (15)

xi �
xi − xmin

xmax − xmin
, i � 1, 2, . . . , n, (16)

xi � xi xmax − xmin(  + xmin. (17)

In formulas (16) and (17), xi represents the input or
output data and xmin and xmax are the minimum and
maximum values.

576 groups of preprocessed experimental data from 2003
to 2018 are selected as training datasets, and the remaining
72 groups of data are selected as test datasets.

4.3. Evaluation Indicators. Relative error δ is selected as an
indicator to evaluate the prediction performance of model,
and its calculation method is shown in the following
formula:

δ �
Δ

L∗ 100%
, (18)

where △ is the absolute error, which can be calculated by
formula (19), and L is the real value.

Δ � X − L, (19)

where X is the measured value and L is the real value.

4.4. Experimental Results

4.4.1. Variable Selection Result. To verify the effect of
LASSO-LARS algorithm on variable selection, nine groups
of water quality data in the first week of each month from
March to November 2020 are used to illustrate.

(1) Water Temperature. Figure 2 shows the distribution
characteristics of water temperature in the first week of each

Table 2: Variable selection based on LASSO-LARS.

Coefficient 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
α1 0 0.311 0.317 0.319 0.682 0.557 0.56 0.542 0.542 0.53
α2 0 0 0 0 0 0.11 0 0 0 0
α3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.14 0.126 0.128 0.116
α4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.026 0 0
α5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.006 0.004 0.002
α6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
α7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.008 0.009 0.005
α8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
α9 0 0 0 0 0 0.132 0.137 0.159 0.177 0.196
α10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.121 0 0 0
α11 0 0 0 0 0.04 0 0 0 0 0
α12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.195 0.185 0.116
α13 0 0 0 0 0 0.014 0
α14 0 0.206 0.329 0.322 0.287 0.297 0.18 0.196 0.208 0.291
α15 0 0 0 0.102 0 0 0 0 0 0
α16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.003 0 0 0
AIC 2.581 3.476 0.964 0.074 0.056 0.034 0.031 0.026 0.022 0.012
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month from March to November 2020. As can be seen, the
water temperature changes signi�cantly with the seasons. In
2020, the water temperature in this region is below 10°C in
March, April, and November and above 10°C from May to
September, with an average temperature of 15.42°C.
According to the literature, cyanobacteria have certain
growth advantages in water temperature of 40°C; Chlor-
ophyta has certain growth advantages in water temperature
of 30°C; and diatoms have certain growth advantages in
water temperature of 20°C. Overall, the species and quantity
of algae are closely related to the water temperature, and the
water temperature varies signi�cantly with the season,
leading to the seasonal variation of algae species. �us, there
is a strong correlation between water temperature and algal
blooms.

(2) pH. Figure 3 shows the pH distribution characteristics of
water body in the �rst week of each month from March to
November 2020. As can be seen, the pH of the water varies
between 8.30 and 9.18, and it is slightly alkaline on the whole.

(3) Transparency. Figure 4 shows the transparency distri-
bution characteristics of water body in the �rst week of each
month from March to November 2020. As can be seen, the
transparency of this water body is mostly concentrated at
0.18m, which is generally low. �e lowest water transpar-
ency is 0.13m in October, and the highest is 0.24m in
November.

(4) Conductivity. Figure 5 shows the conductivity of water
body during the study period. In this water environment, the
conductivity is generally high, reaching more than 1600 μs/
cm. �e reason is that the selected water is close to the
sewage inlet and contains a large amount of industrial
wastewater and domestic sewage.

(5) Dissolved Oxygen. Dissolved oxygen is an important
index of self-clean capacity of the water body, and its
concentration re�ects the growth of algae. Figure 6 shows
the dissolved oxygen concentration of water body in the
study area in di�erent periods. As can be seen, the dissolved
oxygen concentration of water body presents a wavy
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Table 4: Comparison between predicted value and real value of the model.

Time Real value (mg/L) Predicted value (mg/L) Absolute error (mg/L) Absolute error (%)
20200301 2.54 2.64 0.10 4.18
20170401 1.34 1.28 −0.06 4.92
20200501 1.31 1.37 0.06 4.81
20200601 0.71 0.73 0.02 3.68
20200701 0.57 0.54 −0.03 4.73
20200801 0.60 0.63 0.03 4.85
20200901 0.48 0.50 0.02 4.42
20201001 1.85 1.93 0.08 4.71
20201101 2.80 2.65 −0.15 5.19

Table 3: Real values of test sample data.

Time Water
temperature (°C) pH Transparency

(cm)
Conductivity

(μs/cm)
Dissolved

oxygen (mg/L)
Ammonia

nitrogen (mg/L)
Chlorophyll
a (mg/L) Algal Q index

20200301 2.21 8.31 19 1571 9.51 0.74 17.25 2.54
20200401 9.05 8.47 18 1482 8.92 0.59 18.04 1.34
20200501 17.19 8.87 18.2 2260 9.78 0.63 35.91 1.31
20200601 21.15 8.76 18.35 2055 8.47 2.04 68.58 0.71
20200701 25.23 9.15 18.51 1706 6.02 1.21 78.31 0.57
20200801 27.72 8.71 18.42 1831 5.47 0.59 69.83 0.60
20200901 15.11 8.73 15.24 1936 5.52 1.47 55.05 0.48
20201001 12.46 8.74 13.12 2005 6.32 0.79 34.84 1.85
20201101 8.30 8.61 24.33 1948 5.91 1.12 15.21 2.80
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distribution with seasonal changes, with a variation range of
[5.47, 9.78] (unit: mg/L). According to the analysis, when the
water surface is wide and agitated, the concentration of
dissolved oxygen is high; when the water surface is small and
without fluctuation, the concentration of dissolved oxygen is
low, and too low dissolved oxygen will lead to the death of a
large number of algae and deteriorate the water quality.

(6) Ammonia Nitrogen. Figure 7 shows the ammonia ni-
trogen concentration in water body during the study. As can
be seen, ammonia nitrogen concentration in this water body
reaches its lowest and highest values in April and June, with
obvious seasonal variations.

(7) Chlorophyll a. Chlorophyll a concentration is positively
correlated with water pollution degree. Figure 8 shows the
concentration of chlorophyll a in water body during the
study period. It can be seen from the figure that during the
study period, the pollution level in the water is high and
algae growth is active.

In conclusion, the 7 influencing factor variables selected
by LASSO-LARS algorithm are closely related to algae
blooms, which indicates that LASSO-LARS algorithm is
effective.

4.4.2. Prediction Results of the Model. ,ere are 576 sets of
data from the training set adopted to train BP surface water
pollution prediction model, and the best prediction model
with the minimum error is saved. 72 groups of test data are
input into the best prediction model and compared with the
real value, and thus the prediction effect of model can be
obtained. Due to the large amount of data, only data of the
first week of each month from March to November 2020 are
presented, as shown in Table 3, and the evaluation indicator
values predicted by the model are shown in Table 4. As can
be seen from Table 3, the water environment from March to
May in 2020 is generally good, with mild pollution and
certain tolerance. From June to October, the water quality
changed from moderate pollution to severe pollution and
eventually returned to moderate pollution. Water body is
slightly polluted in November.

As can be seen from Table 4, there is a certain error
between predicted value and real value. ,e absolute error is
more than 0.1 in all months except March and November
2020. ,e relative error is between 3.6% and 5.2%, which is
within the allowable error range. ,erefore, the proposed
prediction model can predict surface water pollution well
with high prediction accuracy and good universality.

5. Conclusion

To sum up, the proposed surface water pollution prediction
model based on machine learning can accurately predict the
algae blooms. Here the BP prediction model is established,
and the LASSO-LARS algorithm is utilized to select water
temperature, pH, transparency, conductivity, dissolved
oxygen, ammonia nitrogen, and chlorophyll a variables as
the model input. Furthermore, the relative prediction error

is less than 5.2%, whichmeans that the prediction accuracy is
higher. All in all, it provides a theoretical basis for the
prediction of surface water pollution. However, due to the
limitations of conditions, there are still some problems to be
improved. When using BP neural network to construct the
surface water pollution prediction model, there are many
methods to improve the accuracy of BP network model, for
example, optimizing the network parameters by genetic
algorithm can improve the prediction accuracy of model to a
certain extent. ,erefore, to better realize surface water
pollution prediction, the next research is to use the above
algorithm to improve BP neural network or explore a new
prediction model.
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Music performance belongs to music recreation activities, is through singing, musical instrument performance, and vocal
conductor, including a variety of artistic means, to convey music to the audience with real sound e�ects that can be felt, and can
play its social function. Emotional state is a part of the whole attitude, which is consistent with introverted feelings and intentions
in attitude, and is a complex and stable physiological evaluation and experience of attitude in physiology. �is paper �rst
introduces the concepts of music performance from the perspective of music appreciation and music ability. �en based on the
emotional feature learning of matrix factorization constrained nonnegative matrix factorization and model optimization al-
gorithm are used to analyze the emotional aspects of music. Finally, through the experimental comparison of the di�culty of
emotion in various artistic creations, a conclusion is drawn.�e research involves matrix decomposition, mathematical modeling,
model optimization, digital audio technology application, and other �elds. In the third part of this paper, the constrained
nonnegative matrix factorization, the constrained nonnegative matrix factorization with external information, and the model
optimization algorithm are used to study the mathematical modeling.

1. Introduction

In order to study the neural basis of spontaneous musical
performance, we found the characteristics of improvisation
by using two paradigms with great di�erences in musical
complexity: extensive inactivation of dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex and lateral orbital region, local activation of medial
prefrontal cortex. �is pattern may re�ect the combination
of psychological processes required for spontaneous im-
provisation, in which the change of prefrontal lobe activity is
accompanied by extensive activation of neocortical senso-
rimotor area and inactivation of marginal structure [1]. �is
paper describes an expressive timing method that maps the
pianist’s musical thoughts to sound performance. In Ex-
periment 1, the three modes of chord asynchronous, Rubato
mode, and overlapping are all strong in the performance of
experienced pianists, and each mode is weakened when
pianists try to play nonmusic. In Experiment 2, the marked
melody shows the most consistent amount of overlap be-
tween adjacent events [2]. Biofeedback-assisted regulation of
cortical electrical activity has been shown to have intrinsic

clinical bene�ts and has been shown to improve cognitive
ability in healthy people. Related investigations have studied
the music performance of students in Conservatory of Music
under stress conditions [3]. �e model of the performance
principle of Rule K system is to choose the use rules and the
amount of rules and then model the semantic description
such as emotional expression. �is paper discusses the
communicative purpose and limitations of such rules at
present and the future improvement [4]. In this paper, a new
concept of speech synthesizer is proposed by constructing
devices and methods capable of real-time operation. �e
further development of this concept may lead to the im-
provement of conversational ability of people with “verbal
communicators” [5]. �is paper analyzes the emotional state
of movies based on emotional information and user expe-
rience and proposes movie browsing based on emotional
information [6]. Social media has become a convenient
platform for expressing opinions by posting messages, from
texting to uploading media �les or any combination of
messages. Existing research on a�ective computing mainly
focuses on a single media, whether it is text subtitles or visual
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content. In this paper, we discuss the learning of highly
nonlinear relationships between low-level features under
different modes of emotion prediction [7]. At present, MTV
has become widely loved by people. Emotional analysis can
extract emotional states included in MTV, which provides a
potential and promising solution for efficient and intelligent
access to MTV [8]. In this paper, information features are
extracted from heterogeneous inputs to represent human
emotions, and a hierarchical multimodal structure based on
attention is proposed, which proves the visualization of this
model and explains the attention to patterns [9]. Patients’
emotional/emotional state is closely related to the rehabil-
itation process and their health. &is paper presents the
design and implementation of an emotion analysis module
integrated in the existing telemedicine platform. &e tech-
nical details of the implementation of the scheme are dis-
cussed, and the preliminary results of the accuracy and error
of the scheme in actual operation are given [10]. With
current position in film production, the distance from the
camera to the subject greatly affects the narrative power of
the lens. &is paper investigates the use of shot distance in
famous movie scenes, and the results show that the key
factor to induce audience’s emotional response is the pattern
of shot type [11]. &is paper describes a convenient method
of editing and reproducing music performance data. Music
performance data divided into a plurality of parts is edited,
and an icon [12] is displayed at the original divided position
in order to facilitate positioning the divided position of the
block before changing the length. &is paper mainly dis-
cusses the cognitive modeling of games and animation.
Personalization represents a better way of communicating
and doing business. Personalization is an opportunity that
must be identified and designed to be useful and useable.
Personalization has no single answer or solution, because it
needs to be reviewed on a case-by-case basis [13]. In order to
provide a more robust personalized context, we want to
extract a continuum of users’ general interests into specific
interests, called the User Interest Hierarchy (UIH). A hi-
erarchical clustering (DHC) algorithm is proposed, which
does not need user participation, only needs to learn UIHS
implicitly, and uses words and phrases to improve the
quality of UIHS [14]. &is paper introduces the key tech-
nologies related to personalization and studies the key
technologies of personalization in detail by comparing with
the existing prototype system. In addition, three represen-
tative personalization systems are analyzed [15].

2. Musical Performance

2.1.Music. Music, as an independent art category, is the most
familiar and favorite artistic expression form in people’s daily
life. However, if specific concepts are mentioned, there will be
various discussions. One is the art of expressing people’s
thoughts and feelings and reflecting real life with organized
music. Another expression is that music is an art created by
human beings, which exists by means of sound wave vi-
bration, is displayed in time, and causes various emotional
reactions and emotional experiences through human auditory
organs. Compared with the definitions of the above three

entries, Modern Chinese Dictionary gives a more general
explanation, only emphasizing “organized music”. If this part
is replaced by the expression of art, this definition can also
become a general formula to express another kind of art.

2.2. Music Appreciation. Music appreciation, as an indepen-
dent process of music creation, is an important field that music
aesthetics and music psychology have been paying attention to.
Music appreciation refers to a kind of aesthetic activity that
takes specific music works as the object and understands the
true meaning of music by listening and other auxiliary means,
such as reading and analyzing music scores and related
background materials, so as to get spiritual pleasure.

2.3. Capabilities. &e definition of “ability” in Modern
Chinese Dictionary is “the ability, strength, or condition to
be competent for a certain job or do a good job.” According
to the functional classification of ability, it can be divided
into three types: cognitive ability, operational ability, and
social ability. Cognitive ability includes learning, research,
understanding, general situation, and analysis ability; op-
erational ability includes the ability to manipulate, make,
and move; social ability is the language expression ability in
social communication activities. By comprehensive com-
parison, the first definition is more convincing.

2.4. Music Appreciation Ability. Music appreciation ability
can be understood as the level of music skills and music
understanding achieved when individuals participate in
music appreciation activities, and appreciation mainly in-
cludes auditory ability and music reading ability. By studying
six basic concepts: music performance specialty, music, music
appreciation, ability, music ability, and music appreciation
ability, music appreciation in the curriculum system of music
performance specialty, we have a clearer theoretical under-
standing of music and music education from four aspects: art
category, discipline and specialty, music creation, and music
ability. &ese concepts are the theoretical support and
principle foundation for engaging in music practice activities
and also lay an important foundation for the next research on
the framework of music appreciation ability.

3. Emotional Feature Learning Based on
Matrix Factorization

3.1. Constrained Nonnegative Matrix Factorization.
Nonnegative matrix factorization appears to deal with the
problem that the dimension of input data is too high in the real
world. After the original data is represented as amatrix, we can
find two nonnegative matrices by NMF technology, and their
products can approximate the original matrix well, thus
mapping the features of the two dimensions to a hidden space
at the same time. Based on the emotional representation in
music field, NMF technology is explained in detail. &e main
issues in this section are translated into constructing a song
list-song matrix, using NMF to map songs and songs to
emotional space at the same time, and obtaining the
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representation or distribution of song list and songs in
emotional space.&e corresponding data expression form is as
follows: song list-song representation: the cooccurrence in-
formation of song list and song is represented as a two-di-
mensional matrix, in which each row represents a song list and
each column represents a song. &e value in the matrix is 0 or
1, which indicates whether the corresponding song appears in
the song list (1 appears, 0 does not appear). Because of the huge
number of songs in the song list, in the data calculation, there
will be some problems, such as excessive resource con-
sumption and long time consumption, and the excessive
frequency of some songs will interfere with the decomposition
effect. &erefore, it is necessary to preprocess the original song
list data, select some songs as the features of the song list, and
then obtain the original matrix X through matrix represen-
tation. Suppose that the size of matrix X is M rows and N
columns, M represents the singular number of songs, and N
represents the number of songs. &e form of matrix X is

a11 · · · a1n

⋮

am1 · · · amn

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠. (1)

Matrix factorization objective: NMF aims to find the
nonnegative factorization matrix of two original matrices X
to replace U and V and make X close to the factorized result
UVT, that is, minimize the following objective function, and
obtain formula

o � X − UV
T

����
����
2
F

s.tU≥ 0, V≥ 0.
(2)

Among them, ‖ · ‖2F represents the Frobenius norm of the
matrix, and the constraint condition is that the weight
distribution value of the decomposed U and V matrices in
the emotional dimension is greater than or equal to 0; that is,
negative values cannot appear.

Under the problem of emotional representation of
music, the original song list matrix is decomposed into song
list-emotion matrix U and song emotion matrix V by NMF.
Because there is no orthogonal restriction, the final result is
the distribution representation of song list and song in
emotional space.

3.2. Constrained Nonnegative Matrix Factorization with
External Information

3.2.1. Emotional Tag Information. In the context of emo-
tional representation of music, expert labeled song list or
emotional label information at song level is introduced as
external information to be included in matrix decomposi-
tion. &e following takes the song label information Vo
marked by the annotator expert as an example to discuss the
relevant formulas. &e annotator of Uo is similar to Vo; just
replace the corresponding V with U.

Let the song emotion label matrix marked by some
experts be V0, each row corresponds to the song list of the
original matrix X, and each column corresponds to emotion.

&e value in the matrix is 0 or 1. If the song list has an
emotion label, the corresponding value is 1; otherwise it is 0.
On the basis of the original matrix decomposition objective,
the error between the decomposed matrix V and the prior
information matrix V0 should be as small as possible; that is,
the objective function is minimized as formula

GV V − V0( 0

����
����
2
F
, (3)

where GV is the diagonal indication matrix representing the
song level, GV(i, i) � 1 indicates that the i-th song contains
emotional indication, and GV(i, i) � 0 does not.

If the emotion representation learned by matrix fac-
torization is inconsistent with the emotion indication
contained in the data, this loss function will generate
penalty, thus optimizing the direction of the next decom-
position in matrix factorization.

3.2.2. B Networks. &is kind of external information reflects
the correlation between nodes. Similar songs or song lists are
more likely to contain similar emotions, and the relationship
between nodes is represented by constructing a graph network.
In a graph, each node represents a data point, and the edges
between nodes represent the correlation between data points.
&e adjacency matrix of a graph can be defined as formula

W
u
(i, j) �

1, if ui ∈ N ui(  or uj ∈ N ui( ,

0, otherwise.
 (4)

Among them, ui is a song in the song list, and N(uj)

represents K nearest residences of song J. Neighbors here can
be obtained by many metrics, and the adjacency matrix is
further constructed. &e loss function of the song list re-
lationship network can be defined as formula

Ru �
1
2



m

i�1


m

j�1
U i,
∗

(  − U J,
∗

( 
����

����
2
2Wu(i, j). (5)

It can be reduced to formula

Ru � Tr U
T
L

u
U , (6)

where Tr(·) is the trace of a matrix, which is a Laplace matrix,
Du is a diagonal matrix, and Du(i, i) � 

m
j�1 Wu(i, j) . R

represents the loss function of the song list relationship
network. If two songs are close in the graph but have different
emotional labels, this loss function will produce penalty; that
is, in the process of matrix factorization training, this loss
function will tend to give similar emotional labels to songs
close in the graph. &e definition of the relationship network
of song dimension is similar to that of song list; only the
corresponding U needs to be replaced with V.

In the real world environment, there are many kinds of
data that can be used to measure the distance relationship
between song lists. &is paper mainly constructs the rela-
tionship network from the perspective of song lists, including
two kinds of external information: cooccurrence based on text
label features and cooccurrence based on songs in song lists.
&ese two kinds of external information and their respective
validity will be explained in detail in the following steps.
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Based on the feature similarity of text tags, each song list
is mapped to the text feature space formed by tags as feature
words and represented in the form of vectors. &e neighbors
of each song list are determined by calculating the similarity
between vectors. &e higher the similarity, the closer the two
songs. &e calculation process is as shown in formula

sim(i, j) �
vi · vj

vi

����
���� vj

�����

�����
, (7)

sim(i, j) represents the similarity between song list i and
song list j, and vi and vj represent the vectorial represen-
tation of song list i and song list j in feature space,
respectively.

Based on song cooccurrence: One song list contains
multiple songs at the same time, and the same song may also
be included in multiple songs.

Finally, the objective function incorporating external
information can be expressed as formula

min J � X − UV
T

����
����
2
F

+ λu
I G

u
U − U0( 

����
����
2
F

+ λv
I G

v
V − V0( 

����
����
2
F

+ λu
c Tr U

T
L

u
U  + λu

c TrV
T
L

v
V,

s.t U≥ 0, V≥ 0.

⎧⎨

⎩ (8)

λu
I , λv

I, λu
c , λv

c are the coefficient in front of the song list-
emotion label information item, the song emotion label
information item, the song list relationship network item,
and the song relationship network item. It represents the
weight of each item in the objective function.&e greater the
weight, the higher the proportion of corresponding items,
and the training direction will tilt towards the direction of
fitting the item, that is, the greater the weight of discourse
power, the higher the proportion of corresponding items,
and the training direction will tilt towards the direction of
fitting the item, that is, the “discourse power” is greater.
Because of the practical significance of the data, there cannot
be negative numbers in matrices U and V.

From the data point of view, the original matrix de-
composition revolves around the representation of songs in
song lists or song lists on songs and incorporates the matrix
decomposition of external information. On the basis of the
original information, the information such as the correlation
between songs and songs, the correlation between song lists
and song lists is supplemented, which makes up for the
defect of insufficient original data.

3.3. Model Optimization Algorithm

3.3.1. A Calculation of Matrix U. &e problem of calculating
Matrix U is equivalent to solving the following optimization
problem, such as formula

min J � X − UV
T

����
����
2
F

+ λu
I G

u
U − U0( 

����
����
2
F

+ λu
c Tr U

T
L

u
U ,

s.t U≥ 0.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(9)

Let ΛU represent the Lagrange multiplier corresponding
to the constraint condition U≥ 0; then the Lagrange
equation can be defined as formula

L(U) � X − UV
T

����
����
2
F

+ λu
I G

u
U − U0( 

����
����
2
F

+ λu
c Tr U

T
L

u
U  − Tr ΛUU

T
 .

(10)

Let ∇UL(U) � 0 give formula

ΛU � −2XV + 2UV
T
V + 2λu

I G
u

U − U0( 

+ 2λu
c D

u
− W

u
( U.

(11)

According to the KKT complete condition, formula (12)
can be obtained:

ΛU(i, j)U(i, j) � 0. (12)

KKT complete condition is a method used to solve
optimization problems.

&us, formula (13) can be obtained:

− XV + λu
I G

u
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c W
u
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T
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I G
u
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c D
u
U  

· (i, j)U(i, j) � 0.

(13)

&e iterative rule of Matrix U is formula

U(i, j)←U(i, j)
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3.3.2. B Calculation of Matrix V. &e problem of calculating
Matrix V is equivalent to solving the following optimization
problem, such as formula

min J � X − UV
T
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Let ΛV represent the Lagrange multiplier corresponding
to the constraint condition V≥ 0; then the Lagrange equa-
tion is defined as formula

L(V) � X − UV
T
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Let ∇VL(V) � 0 give formula (11):

ΛU � −2X
T
U + 2VU

T
U + 2λv

IG
v
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+ 2λv
c D

v
− W

v
( V.

(17)

According to the KKT complete condition, formula (18)
can be obtained:

ΛV(i, j)U(i, j) � 0. (18)

&us, formula (19) can be obtained:
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&e iterative rule of Matrix V is formula

V(i, j)←V(i, j)
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. (20)

3.4. Music Emotional Representation Learning. &e essence
of music emotion recognition is the representation of music
or songs in emotion space. By using the nonnegative matrix
factorization algorithmwhich fuses external information, we
can get song list-emotionmatrix U and song emotion matrix
V. Matrix V is the representation or distribution of each
song in emotion space. In order to obtain more practical
results, each row of matrix V is normalized, and each row
corresponds to the probability distribution of a song in
emotional space. Let the emotional distribution of the first
song I be Vi ; then the song I is expressed as formula (21) in
k-dimensional emotional space:

Vi � Vi1, Vi2, . . . , Vik( . (21)

By normalizing Vi corresponding to the first song I, the
emotional probability distribution s∗i corresponding to the
song I can be obtained, and the calculation is as formula

s
∗
i �

Vij


k
j�1 Vij

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠. (22)

K represents the emotional space dimension.
For each song, the emotion class with the highest cor-

responding value is taken as the emotion class to which the
song belongs, and the calculation is as formula

e
∗
i←argmax s

∗
i( . (23)

&erefore, the purpose of song emotion recognition is
achieved.

&e above algorithm is the complete process of music
emotion recognition algorithm based on matrix decompo-
sition. Based on the matrix decomposition method, we can
achieve the purpose of emotional representation of songs in
the song list. After obtaining the representation of songs in
emotional space, we can carry out the work of emotional
recognition for users.

4. Analysis of Important Indexes in Music
Performance Major

4.1. Analysis of Teaching Results. We evaluate the teaching
achievements through three directions: skill assessment,
ability growth assessment, and objective analysis of digital
audio technology. In order to better understand the situation
of students’ training and skills mastery, all students’ training
audio records will be collected every week as a reference for
ability evaluation. Audio recordings of live performances
will be used as data sources for digital audio technology
analysis.

&e assessment steps are as follows:

(a) Students are assessed for on-site skills display in
groups, and the assessment place is the Concert Hall
of the College. Sevenmusic performance teachers are
invited to score the students’ on-site skills assess-
ment one by one.

(b) &e assessment place is the digital audio training
room, where teachers score students’ growth ability
according to the staged training audio stored before.
On-site skill display score and growth ability score
are calculated according to the perfect score of 100.

(c) &e examination place is the digital audio training
room, where teachers open the audio files of stu-
dents’ examinations and, through the visual analysis
of digital audio technology, count the error rates of
students’ important and difficult points (there are 15
important and difficult points in total).

(d) &e scores of the numeric group are compared
horizontally with those of the traditional group, and
then the scores are compared vertically within the
numeric group and the traditional group.

4.2. Analysis of Data Results. &rough the data analysis in
Table 1, it can be found that the overall scores of students in
the three sections remain stable, and the grades of “excel-
lent”, “good,” and “poor” have not changed. It shows that the
application of digital audio technology in teaching and
practice in a short period of time has not significantly
improved the teaching achievements. Although students
with good foundation have not been assisted by digital audio
technology, they can still achieve good results through
traditional teaching mode and their own efforts, so that their
professional level can be stably maintained at a certain level.
However, through the comparison between the digital group
and the traditional group, it is found that the scores of the
digital group are slightly higher than those of the traditional
group in the same level, and the average score of the digital
group is 1.9 points higher than that of the traditional group.
&e average score of the digital group is 7.2 points higher
than that of the traditional group. &e average score of the
number three group is 5.4 points higher than that of the
traditional three groups. &e data show that the number
group in the skill display assessment has achieved certain
advantages compared with the traditional group, and its final
scores are slightly higher than each other.
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&rough the data analysis in Table 2, we can find that the
ranking of growth ability breaks the original balance, and the
digital group is higher than the traditional group in terms of
ability growth. Compared with the traditional one, the av-
erage score of the number one group is 3.2 points higher;
compared with the traditional two groups, the average score
of digital two groups is 12.1 points higher; compared with
the traditional three groups, the average score of digital three
groups is 6.2 points higher. It can be seen that, through the
application of digital audio technology, the professional and
technical level of students in the digital group has grown to a
certain extent, and the degree of improvement in business
ability is higher than that in the traditional group. &rough
the comparison within the group, it is found that the number
two group gets the highest score of 91.4, which shows that
the students with medium professional scores have the
greatest ability improvement under the application of digital
audio technology. &rough the comparison of the growth
ability value, it is found that the digital sound forehead
technology has achieved certain results in the practical
training and self-improvement in the teaching process.

&rough Table 3, the ranking of the error rate of im-
portant and difficult points evaluated objectively is found to
be completely consistent with the ranking in Table 1, which
shows that students with good foundation have good per-
formance under the traditional teaching mode. Compared
with the students in the traditional group, the level of control
error rate in the digital group is slightly higher.&e error rate
in Table 3 refers to the error frequency of the students
surveyed in the performance assessment of music perfor-
mance major. Compared with the traditional group, the
error rate of the digital group is 3% lower; compared with the
traditional two groups, the error rate of the digital two
groups is 8% lower; compared with the traditional three
groups, the error rate of the digital three groups is 5% lower.
It can be seen that, through the application of digital audio
technology, the professional and technical level of students

in the digital group has grown to a certain extent, and the
degree of improvement in business ability is higher than that
in the traditional group. On the other hand, the number
group has a slightly better control over the details of the
performance. &ere is a big difference between performing
in the sound field of the concert hall and the usual training
environment. Students who create analog sound field
training through digital audio technology are familiar with
the sound feedback of the sound field of the concert hall, so
the students in the digital group play more stably and well in
the same environment. It can be seen that the practical
training of digital audio technology application is helpful for
students to improve the accumulation of performance ex-
perience and grasp the performance details.

Integrate the data of the three score tables, and get the
comparison diagram of the assessment results of instruc-
tional design as shown in Figure 1.

By analyzing Figure 1, it is found that the students who
apply digital audio technology in teaching have significantly
improved their skills, learning accuracy, and error rate
control in a short time. Under the traditional teaching mode,
students’ skills, learning accuracy, and error rate control
have also been improved, but compared with the number
group, they are slightly inferior.

In order to better analyze the influence of the teaching
mode on the teaching results, the teacher also scores the
training situation of the target tracks recorded by the
students at each stage after each professional class
according to the technical level displayed by the students in
the training and selects the final assessment score for the
fourth time. After the scores are integrated by groups, the
average value is calculated, and the data analysis is carried
out to obtain the staged evaluation comparison chart as
shown in Figure 2.

In Figure 2, the staged evaluation and comparison data
of each group show that the application of digital audio
technology has advantages and disadvantages, but its dis-
advantage is that it cannot improve the error rate. According
to the analysis of Figure 2, with the teaching progress and the
increase of teaching time using digital audio technology, the
students’ achievements in skill display have increased cor-
respondingly and exceeded the teaching achievements ob-
tained under the traditional mode. It shows that the
application of digital audio technology can prove the pro-
motion of students’ skills. &e ordinate in Figure 2 repre-
sents the average value of the scores obtained after the
students’ technical level is uniformly scored according to the
group.

Table 2: Statistical table of operational ability examination of music
performance specialty.

Group Number of people Average score Rank
Number 1 group 10 83.6 2
Number 2 group 10 91.4 1
Number 3 group 10 81.7 3
Traditional 1 groups 10 80.4 4
Traditional 2 groups 10 79.3 5
Traditional 3 groups 10 75.5 6

Table 3: Statistical table of error rate of important and difficult
points in performance examination of music performance major.

Group Number of people Error rate Rank
Number 1 group 10 9 1
Number 2 group 10 13 3
Number 3 group 10 27 5
Traditional 1 groups 10 12 2
Traditional 2 groups 10 21 4
Traditional 3 groups 10 32 6

Table 1: Statistical table of on-site skill display and assessment of
music performance major.

Group Number of people Error rate Rank
Number 1 group 10 92.5 1
Number 2 group 10 88.7 3
Number 3 group 10 75.2 5
Traditional 1 groups 10 90.6 2
Traditional 2 groups 10 91.6 4
Traditional 3 groups 10 92.6 6
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4.3. Comparison of Emotional Experience in Music
Performance

4.3.1. 7ere Are Two Kinds of Human Emotions. One is
called self-emotion, which is the emotional experience felt
from life; the second is the emotional experience felt from

art, which is also called the second self-emotion. Of course,
the emotion in artistic creation refers to the second emotion,
that is, aesthetic emotion. &e above two kinds of emotions
are dynamic psychological factors. &e joys and sorrows we
often say are not emotions in psychology, but a product
between subject and object.
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Figure 1: Comparison of assessment results.
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According to the analysis of Figure 3, girls are more
artistic than boys in music performance, and they are more
likely to produce artistic emotion.

4.3.2. In the Process of Creating Art, 7ere Are Usually 7ree
Emotions. &e first is the emotion that can be expressed by
image, the second is the emotion that can be expressed by
language, and the third is the intuitive emotion, which
cannot be expressed by language or vision. When singers
face creators’ works, if they do not rely on their own
emotions, they cannot understand the emotions in their
works, and if they do not understand them, they will not
resonate naturally.

By analyzing Figure 4, sound can effectively stimulate
people’s emotional fluctuations, which has a great stimu-
lating effect on people. Music shows life through sound, and
music reflects people’s psychology through thoughts and
feelings, which is also the difference between music and
other arts. According to the analysis of Figure 4, art can be
divided into four categories: plastic arts, performing arts,
comprehensive arts, and language arts. In the process of
artistic creation, plastic arts are most likely to produce image

emotion, while language arts are most likely to produce
language emotion. Performing arts and comprehensive arts
are quite difficult.

5. Conclusion

By comparing thematrix algorithmwith the experiment, it is
an important content to study the emotional state in the
process of music performance, because music performance
is a comprehensive and challenging art form, which has a
great relationship with the emotional state of singers, so the
premise of successful music performance is to have good
psychological quality and singing emotion. If you want to
have good psychology, you should strengthen psychological
training, accumulate performance experience constantly,
cultivate your own psychological mobilization ability, and
master psychological connotation deeply. Only by doing our
best to improve ourselves can we better grasp the psycho-
logical state during performance. In the era of information
explosion, personalized recommendation greatly solves the
problem of information overload. By designing corre-
sponding algorithms to capture users’ personalized prefer-
ences and recommend items that users may like, it greatly
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Figure 3: Comparison of the proportion of boys and girls who have emotions in music performances.
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reduces the difficulty of users’ choice and increases the
income of service providers. Personalized recommendation
is one of the most practical and academic fields in the era of
artificial intelligence. In recent years, especially in the last
three years, we have witnessed the development of rec-
ommendation system, especially with the rise of machine
learning and deep learning, the development of recom-
mendation system is more rapid, and now it has expanded
many subdivisions. &e two models proposed in this paper
mainly focus on KG and then combine graph representation
learning technology to realize personalized recommenda-
tion. &rough reading a large amount of latest research, this
paper designs a novel graph representation learning algo-
rithm to learn the feature representation of users and items.
Experiments show that the model proposed in this paper has
achieved good results, but there are still many areas to be
improved, and there are still many challenges and research
gaps in the future.
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Since the prediction accuracy of heavy metal content in soil by common spatial prediction algorithms is not ideal, a prediction
model based on the improved deepQ network is proposed.*e state value reuse is used to accelerate the learning speed of training
samples for agents in deep Q network, and the convergence speed of model is improved. At the same time, adaptive fuzzy
membership factor is introduced to change the sensitivity of agent to environmental feedback value in different training periods
and improve the stability of the model after convergence. Finally, an adaptive inverse distance interpolation method is adopted to
predict observed values of interpolation points, which improves the prediction accuracy of the model.*e simulation results show
that, compared with random forest regression model (RFR) and inverse distance weighted prediction model (IDW), the pre-
diction accuracy of soil heavy metal content of proposed model is higher by 13.03% and 7.47%, respectively.

1. Introduction

Soil is an important resource for human survival and de-
velopment, as well as the lifeline of the whole ecosystem.
However, with the improvement of production level and the
rapid development of economics, the problem of soil pol-
lution has become more and more serious. And heavy metal
pollution is one of the most difficult pollutants among all soil
pollution sources, which is difficult to be degraded by mi-
croorganisms. It not only affects the growth of crops and
leads to the decline of crop yield, but also may enter the
human body through eating and other ways, so as to threaten
human life and health. Liu Xingmei et al. believed that there
were both noncarcinogenic and carcinogenic potential risks
to human health by eating vegetables contaminated by heavy
metals. *erefore, it is necessary to study heavy metals in
soil. In recent years, with people’s attention to soil heavy
metal pollution, more and more relevant researches are
carried out, which are more and more in-depth [1]. Lan et al.
used pinealone-biochar to stably passivate Pb, Cu, Zn, Cr,
and As in soil. As can be seen, the addition of pinealone-
biochar and the coexistence of indigenous microorganisms

can effectively reduce biological activity of heavy metals and
accelerate passivation of heavy metals [2]. Khan Imran and
Yang Dong et al. found that silicon in soil has a certain
detoxification mechanism for heavy metals, which provides
a certain theoretical basis for reducing toxicity of heavy
metals in soil [3, 4]. Guo Xujing and Liu Xingmei et al. used
spectroscopy combined with parallel factor analysis and
two-dimensional correlation spectra to study the com-
plexing characteristics of heavy metals Cr (III) and Cu (II) in
soil with biochar source WEOM [1, 5]. Using corn cobs as
raw materials, biochar-derived water extractable organic
matter can be obtained under low temperature (300oC)
pyrolysis conditions, which can be used for soil heavy metal
remediation. Rana Anuj and Zhang Jiachun et al. studied the
biological activities of heavy metals (Cd and Cr) in crops and
believed that heavy metal pollution in soil could be dealt
with by reducing the biological activities of heavy metals
[6, 7]. *e above research results show that the current
research on heavy metals in soil mainly focuses on the
treatment, and there are few researches on the prediction of
contents, while the content prediction of soil heavy metals is
the prerequisite for treating heavy metals in soil [8]. *us a
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prediction model based on deep reinforcement learning is
proposed.

2. Basic Methods

2.1. Deep Q Networks. Deep Q network is a representative
algorithm of deep reinforcement learning. Combining the
perception ability of deep learning with the decision-making
ability of reinforcement learning, the spatial coverage
problem of state-action in Q table can be solved [9]. *e
calculation of target value of deep Q network can be solved
by state value function, which is shown in formula (1) [10]:

y � V
s

s; θ′(  � r + cmaxa′
Q

s
s′, a′; θ′( , (1)

where θ is online value network; θ′ is target value network; S
is current state; a is action in s state; r is reward of agent for a;
s′ means the next state reached by agent in s state when
action a is taken.

Figure 1 shows the operation process of deep Q network.
*ere is the problem of overestimation existing in the

combination of deep Q network with neural network and
reinforcement learning, which leads to the estimation error
of prediction output value of the model and cannot truly
reflect the actual value [11]. In addition, the convergence
speed of deepQ network is slow, and the stability after model
convergence is poor [12]. *erefore, to solve these problems,
state value reuse and fuzzy membership factor are utilized to
improve deepQ network. At the same time, adaptive inverse
distance weighted method is used to adjust the hyper-
parameters to improve the prediction accuracy.

2.2. Improvement of Deep Q Network

2.2.1. State Value Reuse. State value reuse is to combine the
partial output of value function with the obtained reward
value to form total reward value, which can replace the
original environment reward value to train the agent, and
make the total reward value participate in the weight update
of Q network. After each round of training, the network
error is calculated, and the weight is updated. As can be seen,
the calculation method of reward value in the deep Q
network model of state value reuse is shown in formula (2)
[13]:

R(s, a, p) � r(s, a, p) + λV(s; θ, β), (2)

where s is current state; d is the action performed in s state. P
is state probability after the execution of a, and r (s,a, p) is
reward value of environment to action. V(s; θ, β) represents
partial output value; λ is regulating factor, which is re-
sponsible for determining the dominant position of reward
value returned by environment in the total reward value, so
as to avoid the influence of the size of reward value returned
by environment on the model convergence.

2.2.2. Dynamic Fuzzy Membership Factor. As can be seen
the deep Q network can be optimized by state value reuse.
*e environmental feedback reward value and state value of

Q network are combined in a certain proportion. Moreover,
the combination mode remains unchanged in the whole
network model training. In practical application, Q network
is not sensitive to environmental feedback reward at the
initial stage of training, so it cannot accurately judge the
advantages and disadvantages of current environment.
*erefore, it is necessary to reduce the proportion of state
value to improve agent’s sensory ability to environment. In
the middle of training, parameters ofQ network move to the
optimal solution, and the network performance is getting
higher and higher. *e regulatory factor should be appro-
priately increased to enhance the reward or punishment of
environment to agent performing actions. At the later stage
of training, parameters of Q network basically remain stable,
and the maximum value of regulatory factor should be
basically maintained to improve the model convergence rate
[14, 15]. *us in the training process of Q network, the
proportion of state value and environmental feedback re-
ward value in total reward value should change dynamically.
In addition, dynamic fuzzy membership factor δ is intro-
duced in this paper, which is shown in formula (3) [16]:

δ �
1
2

−
1
2
cos

π
n total

 ∗ n , (3)

where n is the number of current training steps; n_total is the
total number of predicted training steps. δ changes with the
change of n. When n is small, δ tends to 0. When n is large, δ
increases gradually. When n� n_total, δ approaches 1.

To sum up, the total reward value calculation method of
the improved deep Q network model is as follows [17]:

R(s, a, p) � r(s, a, p) + δV(s; θ, β), (4)

where s is current state; a is the action performed in s state. P
is probability of environment transferring to next state, and
r(s ,a, p) is the reward value of environment to action.
V(s; θ, β) represents partial output value of value function in
Q network; δ is regulatory factor.

2.3. Adaptive Inverse Distance Weighted Method. Deep Q
network model determines the reward value of training
environment by the observing interpolation points, which is
shown in formula (5). However, the observed value of
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Figure 1: Operation process of deep Q network.
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interpolation point is an unknown value, which is usually
predicted by inverse distance weighted method. According
to [18], the inverse distance weighted method has poor
interpolation effect because it cannot adapt to complex
terrain structure. To solve this problem, an adaptive inverse
distance weighted method is proposed.

r(s, a) � 
m

i�1
w(i) c

#
s, hi(  − c

∗
hi(  

2
− c

#
s′, hi(  − c

∗
hi(  

2
 ,

(5)

where s is current state of agent; a is action performed in s
state; s′ is the entered next state where agent performs action
a in s state; c#(s, hi) is fitting value of hi on mutation
function curve corresponding to s; c#(s′, hi) is the fitting
values of hi corresponding to s′; c∗(hi)] is discrete points of
mutation function of hi; r is reward value with environment
to agent carrying out action a in s state.

In the adaptive inverse distance weighted method,
hyperparameters of each known point in the model are
learned, and the nearest adjacent statistics of each point are
calculated. Furthermore, the multidimensional spatial dis-
crete points are formed, and spatial modeling is done by
Kriging interpolation method [19, 20]. Finally, the corre-
sponding coordinates of interpolation points to be predicted
are input into the spatial model, so as to obtain the cor-
responding hyperparameters of interpolation points. *us
the final predicted values can be obtained by using this
hyperparameter to inversely weight the interpolation point.
*e adjacent distance is calculated as follows [21]:

davg �
1

2(N/A)
0.5, (6)

where N is the total number of sample points in research
area; A is the area of study area.

*e nearest adjacent statistic can be calculated by for-
mula (7) [22]:

M �
dn

davg
, (7)

where dn is the nearest expected distance of prediction point;
davg is the expected nearest distance of study area.

3. Prediction of Soil Heavy Metal Content
Based on Improved Deep Q Network

*e prediction process of soil heavy metal content is
designed as follows:

(1) Preprocess and divide the collected and sorted
original soil heavy metal content into sample point
data set and interpolation point data set. *e sample
point data is the sample data set with known ob-
servation value, and the interpolation point data set
is the sample data set with unknown observation
value.

(2) Use adaptive deep Q network to train the sample
point data set and record the inverse distance
weighted optimal hyperparameter of each point.

(3) Compose all optimal hyperparameters into a new
data set, and calculate spatial discrete points of
mutation function of the data set to obtain the
mutation function model, which is shown in formula
(8) [23].

c( h
→

) �
1
V
C

V
[Z(s + h

→
) − Z(s)]

2dV, (8)

where s is a point in support set V in random field z,
and h

→
is any two-point vector in V. When mutation

function is in a second-order stable process, the
above equation can be rewritten as

c s1, s2(  � var Z s2(  − Z s1(  

� E Z s2(  − Z s1(  + μ s2(  − μ s1( ( 
2
,

(9)

where E and var are mathematical expectation and
variance operations, and u is the mathematical ex-
pectation of specific point in random field. Since the
covariance is related to h

→
, formula (9) can be

expressed as

c s1, s2(  � E Z s2(  − Z s1( ( 
2
,

h
→

� s1 − s2.
(10)

Considering that the covariance is related to Eu-
clidean distance of the two spatial points and has
nothing to do with the direction, formula (10) can be
expressed as

c s1, s2(  � cs(| h
→

|). (11)

(4) Use the weight coefficient, as shown in formula (13),
establish the fitting standard, as shown in formula
(14), and estimate the parameters of mutation
function model to obtain the optimal mutation
function model and its optimal parameters:

w(i) �
N hi( 


m
j�1 N hi( 

, (12)

Cw � min 

m

i�1
w(i) c

#
hi(  − c

∗
hi(  

2⎧⎨

⎩

⎫⎬

⎭, (13)

where c#(hi) is fitting value of point hi on the
mutation function curve, c∗(hi) is discrete point of
mutation function of hi, and Cw is the objective
function of model parameter optimization.

(5) Adopt Kriging method to model the new data set to
obtain the hyperparameter distribution model.

(6) Input the data of interpolation points into
hyperparameter distribution model, and intro-
duce the obtained hyperparameters and corre-
sponding interpolation point data into the
inverse distance weighted algorithm, so as to
obtain the final predicted value of soil heavy metal
content.
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*e above process can be illustrated in Figure 2.

4. Simulation Experiment

4.1. Data Sources and Preprocessing. *e soil heavy metal
content data set of suburban farmland of Changsha is se-
lected as the experimental data set. Considering that there
are geographic data including latitude and longitude in the
data set, it is not suitable for direct input into the model.
*erefore, the geographic data including latitude and lon-
gitude are converted into data in Cartesian coordinate
system before the experiment. Meanwhile, to reduce mag-
nitude of geographical data, the converted data coordinates
are shifted to the origin as a whole. In addition, considering
the existence of missing values in the data set and the dif-
ferent ranges of data values corresponding to different
features, mean interpolation or deletion is carried out for the
data, and z-score is standardized and preprocessed, which
are shown as follows:

yi �
xi − x

s
,

x �
1
n



n

i�1
xi,

s �

���������������

1
n − 1



n

i�1
xi − x( 

2




.

(14)

4.2. Evaluation Indicators. *e mean square error (MSE),
root mean square error (RMSE), mean absolute percentage
error (MAPE), and mean absolute error (MAE) are selected
as evaluation indicators in this experiment, and the calcu-
lation methods are as follows [24]:
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(15)

4.3. Parameter Setting. *e initial parameters of all models
are set the same, and the specific settings are as follows: *e
maximum number of training rounds is 5000; the number of
training samples in each round is 64; the random seed is 1;
the maximummemory size is 500; the initial state of agent is
[2, 14]; the difference of training rounds between weight
updates of Q network is 200; the learning rate of

convolutional neural network is 0.001; the probability factor
of e-greedy algorithm is 0.9.

4.4. Experiment Results

4.4.1. Estimation of Model Parameters. To verify the effec-
tiveness of proposed model, the proposed model, deep Q
network model, double deep Q network model, and com-
peting deep Q network model are used to learn and train the
parameter estimation of inverse distance weighted algo-
rithm, and the training of different models on the data set is
recorded. *e results are shown in following figures.

As can be seen, the abscissa is the number of training
rounds, and the ordinate is the error between predicted value
and observed value (mg/kg). To reflect change trend of
prediction error more clearly, smoothing processing is
carried out on the basis of original graph. Here the initial
points of different models are different.*e reason is that the
agent performs several random decisions before the model
training, resulting in different agent states, and then the
initial state and initial points of the models are different.
However, different initial states of agents do not affect the
model performance. For example, on the Ni data set, the
initial states of deep Q network and competing Q network
model are slightly lower than the proposed model. *e
convergence speed of proposed model is higher than deep Q
network and competing Q network model, which indicates
that the initial states of agents do not affect the model
performance.

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show that the prediction error of
model is not monotone decreasing when all models are

Data set
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(Sampling points)
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Location data

Figure 2: Model prediction process.
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trained, but there is a situation where the minimum error is
reached and then moves towards a larger error, and the
reason is that the model has reached local optimal state in
this learning stage. However, the proposed model can jump
out of the local optimal state through adaptive dynamic
fuzzy membership factor and converge to the global optimal
value; thus the proposed model has certain superiority.
Figures 3–5 show that after agent reaches optimal state, it
will return to poor state. *e reason is that when agent
adopts e-greedy strategy to make action decision, there are
some unnecessary actions performed, so as to reduce the
convergence rate of model and make model return to poor
state after reaching optimal state. Figures 3–6 show that,
compared with contrast models, the proposed model has
faster convergence speed and more stable performance, and
it can avoid falling into local optimum.

*e convergence time of different models when per-
forming parameter estimation on different soil heavy metal
data sets is shown in Table 1. As can be seen, min is
minimum convergence time of model repeating 10 times
experiment; mean is the average convergence time of model
repeating 10 times experiment; >> represents that the model
still does not converge after reaching the maximum number
of training rounds. According to the table, the convergence
time of the samemodel on different data sets is different, and
the convergence time of different models on the same data
set is also different. *e difference between minimum
convergence time and average convergence time of all

models is small, which indicates that each model is stable
and the experiment results are reliable. *e competing deep
Q network model does not converge after reaching the
maximum number of training rounds on Cr andNi data sets.
In addition, minimum convergence time and average
convergence time of the proposed adaptive deep Q network
model on each data set are smaller than those of contrast
models; thus the proposed model has better performance
and certain advantages. In summary, the convergence speed
of proposed model is better than that of contrast models, the
performance is better, and the expected effect can be
achieved.

4.4.2. Prediction Results of the Model. To verify the pre-
diction effect of proposedmodel on soil heavymetal content,
the prediction effect between proposed and random forest
regression model (RFR) and inverse distance weighted
model (IDW) is compared. *e results are shown in
Figures 7∼10, and the comparison between predicted value
and actual value on test set is shown in Figure 11. In
Figures 7∼10, the abscissa and ordinate are sampling point
and predicted value (mg/kg), respectively. In Figure 11, a is
the verification result on Cd data set; b is the verification
result on Cr data set; c is the verification result on Ni data set;
and d is the verification result on Pb data set.

As can been seen from Figures 7(a) and 7(c), for IDW
model, the error between predicted value and actual value is
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Figure 3: Training of different models on Cd data set.
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Figure 4: Training of different models on Cr data set.
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obvious. *e proposed model has a large error between
predicted value and actual value, and the predicted values of
most sampling points basically coincide with the actual

values, thus the hyperparameters of model are adaptively
adjusted, and the prediction accuracy of model to spatial
data is improved. Moreover, Figures 7(b), 8(b), 9(b), and
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Figure 5: Training of different models on Ni data set.
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Figure 6: Training of different models on Pb data set.

Table 1: Convergence time of different models on different data sets (s).

Model —
Cd Cr Ni Pb

Min Mean Min Mean Min Mean Min Mean
DQN 435 4.68 19.50 20.97 6.60 7.10 6.77 7.28
DDQN 4.42 4.76 17.79 19.13 6.39 6.88 9.33 10.04
DuDQN 5.57 5 99 >> >> >> >> 7.45 8.02
ADQN 3.56 3.83 15.22 1637 3.67 3.95 4.59 4.94
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Figure 7: Predicted value of different models on Cd data set.
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10(b) show that the error between predicted value and actual
value of RFR model on training set is the smallest, and the
prediction effect is the best.*e reason is that RFRmodel has
high feature extraction ability for nonlinear data, and it can
adapt to high-dimensional data. Figures 7–10 show that RFR
model has the best spatial prediction performance on the
training data set. *e prediction performance of proposed
model and IDWmodel is poor at a few sampling points, but
the error is within the acceptable range.

Figure 11 shows the predicted effect of different
models on test data set, and the overall trend is basically
the same. For RFR model, the error between predicted

value in test set and actual value is large, which is sig-
nificantly higher than IDW model and proposed model.
*e reason may be that there is overfitting in RFR model
during training process. What is more, the meaningless
features are learned, so as to lead to poor prediction
performance. Compared with IDW model, the predicted
value of proposed model is closer to the actual value, and
there is no abnormal predicted value, which indicates
that the proposed model has more stable spatial pre-
diction performance. In conclusion, the prediction
performance of proposed model is superior to RFR
model and IDW model.
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Figure 8: Predicted value of different models on Cr data set.
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Figure 9: Predicted value of different models on Ni data set.
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Figure 10: Predicted value of different models on Pb data set.
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To quantitatively analyze the performance of each
model, the evaluation indicators of each model are com-
pared, and the results are shown in Table 2. As can be seen, in
training data set, the indicator values of RFRmodel are lower
than those of proposed model and IDWmodel. However, in

the test set, the indicator values of RFR model are greater
than those of proposed model, which indicates that RFR
overfits on the training set. To avoid such a situation, the
parameters of RFR model need to be adjusted, which will
consume a lot of time cost. Compared with IDW and RFR
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Figure 11: Prediction result of different models on different test sets.

Table 2: Prediction error of different models on different data sets

Models
Training Validation

MSE MAE RMSE MAPE (%) MSE MAE RMSE MAPE (%)

Cd
SA1DW 138.67 8.46 11.77 63.68 203.55 10.11 14.27 84.96
IDW 174.07 10.22 13.19 7634 225.69 10.84 15.02 89.67
RFR 57.54 4.55 7.58 31.27 217.05 11.91 14.76 101.04

Cr
SAIDW 97.41 7.11 9.87 28.19 144.41 8.20 12.02 35.25
IDW 119.63 8.40 10.93 33.22 158.79 8.49 12.60 36.46
RFR 48.17 3.89 6.94 15.24 168.83 8.91 12.99 38.12

Ni
SAIDW 53.57 5.17 731 27.41 69.52 5S2 8.34 27.48
IDW 76.06 6.59 8.72 33.60 73.63 5.77 8.58 28.04
RFR 31.61 3.04 5.62 14.40 76.71 6.23 8.76 32.12

Pb
SAIDW 1037.) 1 18.91 18.91 27.89 690.88 20.63 26.28 34.03
IDW 1279.24 22.52 35.76 33.87 712.62 21.02 26.69 34.44
RFR 456.46 10.34 2136 14.89 886.51 22.03 29.77 39.06
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models, the MSE, RMSE, MAPE, and MAE values of pro-
posed model on the test set are lower. *e reason is that the
adaptive deep Q network can adaptively allocate the cor-
responding hyperparameters of each prediction point, which
makes model more suitable for the interpolation spatial
characteristics of prediction points. Here the prediction
results are more accurate and consistent with the above
conclusion, which shows that proposed model has the best
performance in all indicators. Compared with RFR model
and IDWmodel, the prediction accuracy of proposed model
increases by 13.03% and 7.47%, respectively, and the pre-
diction performance of soil heavy metal content is the best.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, the proposed prediction method of soil heavy
metal content based on deep reinforcement learning uses
deep Q network as basic model, and it utilizes state value
reuse to promote agent to learn the training samples quickly;
thus the convergence rate of model is improved. At the same
time, adaptive fuzzy membership factor is introduced to
change the sensitivity of agent to environmental feedback
value in different training periods, which improves the
stability of model after convergence. Moreover, adaptive
inverse distance interpolation method is adopted to predict
the observed values of interpolation points; thus the pre-
diction accuracy of model is improved. Compared with RFR
model and IDWmodel, the proposed model performs better
in MSE, RMSE, MAPE, and MAE. *e prediction accuracy
of soil heavy metal content is higher, which increases by
13.03% and 7.47%, respectively. Although certain research
results have been achieved, there are still some shortcom-
ings. Due to the high interpolation accuracy, the proposed
prediction model takes a lot of time to complete a training,
which has certain disadvantages for the actual prediction of
soil heavy metal content. *erefore, a more suitable method
needs to be found to train the model, so as to shorten the
training time.
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-e multiobjective optimization problems are a common problem in various fields in the real society. -erefore, solving the
multiobjective optimization problems are one of the important problems studied by many researchers in recent years. From the
research in recent years, it can be seen that there is still a lot of room for development of particle swarm optimization in solving
multiobjective optimization problems. -is paper proposes a novel multiobjective particle swarm optimization combining
hypercube and distance, called HDMOPSO. -e particle velocity update part in this paper uses a combination of hypercube and
distance. In order to prevent the algorithm from falling into the local optimum, the part also uses the nonlinear decreasing
opposite mutation strategy, which enables the particles to explore a more area. Finally, a control strategy is used for external
archive to improve the convergence and diversity of the algorithm. -e algorithm has been simulated in 22 test problems and
compared with multiobjective particle swarm optimization algorithms (MOPSOs) and multiobjective evolutionary algorithms
(MOEAs). -e results show that the HDMOPSO can effectively improve the convergence and diversity, so it is an
effective improvement.

1. Introduction

In real life, many problems are composed of multiobjective
that conflict and influence each other. When an objective is
found to be the best solution, it cannot guarantee that other
objectives are also the best solution at the same time, butmay
lead to degradation. Scientists usually try to make these
objectives reach the best state in an enclosed area, which is
multiobjective optimization problems (MOPs).

In recent years, it has become one of the important
methods to integrate biological information into meta-
heuristic algorithms to solve multiobjective optimization
problems in evolutionary algorithms. Typical multiobjective
evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) are genetic algorithm [1],
multiobjective particle swarm optimization [2], multi-
objective bee colony algorithm [3], multiobjective ant colony
algorithm [4], and multiobjective differential algorithm [5]
and so on. -e particle swarm optimization (PSO) is similar

to the genetic algorithm. It is also an algorithm invented
based on the behavior of the population in nature. Because of
its simple principle, high search efficiency, fast convergence
and so on, it is widely used in various fields of industrial
production.

When using PSO to deal with MOPs, we should not only
consider the common difficulties in the process of traditional
multiobjective optimization, but also consider the problems
targeted by PSO when applied toMOPs.-ere are four main
problems: (1) -e optimal particle selection strategy (i.e.,
how to select the “leader” particle to lead the entire pop-
ulation to quickly approach the Pareto front while retaining
some individual information); (2) Mechanisms for main-
taining diversity (i.e., how to guide particles out of the local
optimal solution); (3) Convergence improvement means
(i.e., how to improve the search efficiency while maintaining
the diversity of the population when the external archive set
increases sharply, and strengthen the advantage of the
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algorithm in terms of convergence velocity); and (4) -e
balance method of diversity and convergence (i.e., how to
dynamically coordinate the relationship between develop-
ment and local search at different stages of the optimization
process to obtain the best optimization results).

In order to solve the above four problems, scientists have
proposed various solutions. Among them, how to choose the
“leader” particles? Qingling Zhu et al. [6] proposed to select a
leader from an external archive set and decompose the
multiobjective optimization problems into a single opti-
mization problem. -is method greatly reduces the com-
putational complexity of the algorithm and also improves
the convergence velocity of the algorithm. -e fast con-
vergence speed and high convergence accuracy of the al-
gorithm often lead to poor diversity performance. Dividing
the population into multiple subgroups [7] and various
maintenance strategies for external archive [8] can effec-
tively improve the diversity of the algorithm. For the method
of balancing diversity and convergence, a combination of
multiple strategies [9] was required. Generally, combining
the selection of the “leader” with the update strategy of the
external archive can effectively balance the convergence and
diversity of the algorithm. Because a good “leader” selection
strategy can more efficiently guide the population to con-
verge to the Pareto front, and a good external archive control
strategy can better maintain the diversity of the population.
However, Xingyi Zhang et al. [10] proposed a multiobjective
particle swarm optimization with a competitive mechanism.
-is method was different from most multiobjective particle
swarm optimization algorithms (MOPSOs) because it does
not use external archive. It was more competitive in bal-
ancing diversity and convergence compared with most
MOPSOs. Means for improving convergence, although the
strategy of choosing a good “leader” can effectively improve
the convergence of the algorithm, as the dimensionality
increases, the convergence of the algorithm will be affected.
Since the inertia weight can effectively affect the convergence
of the algorithm in the scientific field, some assumptions
about the inertia weight can effectively improve the con-
vergence of the algorithm. For example, Peng Guang et al.
[11] proposed a dynamic learning factor. Of course, it is not
only the above methods that solve the multiobjective op-
timization problem, but also more extensive exploration in
the scientific field. -erefore, the main contributions of this
paper are as follows:

(1) A control strategy for external archive is proposed. In
the continuous iterative update of the algorithm, the
nondominant solutions produced will gradually
increase, which not only increases the complexity of
the algorithm, but also affects the convergence and
diversity of the algorithm. -erefore, when the total
number of nondominant solutions and newly gen-
erated nondominant solutions in the external archive
exceed the preset threshold, the hypercube tech-
nology is used in the external archive to control the
nondominant solutions within the preset threshold.
First, the hypercube is created in an external archive.
-en, a hypercube is created in the densest

hypercube. Finally, a nondominant solution is ran-
domly deleted from it. -is cycle continues until the
sum of the number of nondominant solutions and
the number of newly generated nondominant so-
lutions in the external archive is within the preset
threshold. -is method can effectively maintain the
diversity of solutions and improve the convergence
of algorithm.

(2) A nonlinear decreasing opposite mutation is pro-
posed. -is strategy performs nonlinear decreasing
opposite mutation on the particles of the non-
dominant solution generated after each iteration
update, which can effectively prevent the algorithm
from falling into the local optimal solution. Using the
method of nonlinear declining can well balance the
global exploration and local exploration capabilities
of the algorithm, and is an effective method to
balance diversity and convergence.

(3) -e combination of hypercube and distance method
is proposed to set the particle velocity to update the
social part. First, the hypercube established based on
the objective function value of the nondominant
solution in the external archive. Second, calculating
the average value of the nondominant solutions set
in each hypercube obtained. We call this value the
“generalized position”. -is value is the learning
position of the social part of the group. Finally, the
Euclidean distance method allows each particle to
learn from the generalized position closest to itself.
-is strategy is an effective means to improve the
diversity and convergence of algorithms.

-e rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section
2, the relevant background knowledge of this paper is briefly
introduced. Section 3 gives the details of the HDMOPSO.
Section 4 verifies the performance of HDMOPSO by
comparing with existing MOPSOs and MOEAs. Finally,
Section 5 introduces the conclusions and future work of this
paper.

2. Background

2.1. MOPs. MOP is an optimization problem composed of
n-dimensional decision variables,m objective functions, and
P+Q constraints. MOPs can generally be transformed into a
minimum problem, so the mathematical form of MOPs is
expressed as follows:

Miny � F(x)

� f1(x), f2(x), . . . , fm(x) ,

gp(x)≤ 0, p � 1, 2, . . . , P,

hq(x) � 0, q � 1, 2, . . . , Q,

Li ≤xi ≤Ui, i � 1, 2, . . . n,

(1)

where x� (x1, x2, ..., xn)T ∈X ∈Rn is the n-dimensional de-
cision variable; y� (y1, y2, ..., ym)T ∈Y ∈Rm is the m-di-
mensional objective variable; P is the number of inequality
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constraints; Q is the number of equality constraints; and [Li,
Ui] is the boundary of the i-th dimension of the particle.

In MOPs, the definitions of Pareto dominance, Pareto
optimal solution, and Pareto optimal solution set are as
follows.

Definition 1 (Pareto dominance [12]). For two decision
vectors xu, xv ∈ X, xv dominates xu which is expressed as
xv≺xu, if and only if

∀i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , n{ }, fi xv( ≤fi xu(  ∧ ∃j ∈ 1, 2, . . . , n{ }, fj xv( <fj xu(  . (2)

Definition 2 (Pareto optimal solution [12]). x∗ ∈ X is the
Pareto optimal solution on X, if and only if

∃x ∈ X, x≺x∗. (3)

Definition 3 (Pareto optimal solution set [12]). -e set of all
Pareto optimal solutions becomes Pareto optimal set (P∗ ).
-e mathematical definition is as follows:

P
∗

� x ∈ X|∃x′ ∈ X, fj x′( ≤fj(x), (j � 1, 2, . . . , m) . (4)

Definition 4. (Pareto front (PF) [12]). All objective functions
corresponding to nondominant solutions constitute the
nondominant optimal objective domain, also known as
Pareto front (PF). -e mathematical definition is as follows:

PF � F x
∗

(  � f1 x
∗

( , f2 x
∗

( , . . . , fm x
∗

( ( |x
∗ ∈ P
∗

 . (5)

2.2. PSO. PSO was first proposed by Eberhart and Kennedy
[13] in 1995, and its concept originated from the study of
bird flock foraging behavior. Ven den Bergh [14] analyzed
and proved the stability and convergence of PSO from a
theoretical perspective. In 2002, coello et al. [15] applied the
PSO to solve MOPs, called multiobjective particle swarm
optimization (MOPSO). Imagine a scene where a group of
birds randomly search for food in an enclosed area. -ere is
a lot of food in this area, but all the birds do not know where
the food is. -ey only know how far the food is from the
current location. -erefore, the simplest and effective
strategy is needed to find the food quickly and efficiently.
PSO uses a massless particle to simulate birds in a flock of
birds. Particles have only two attributes, velocity and po-
sition. Velocity represents the speed of the particle’s
movement, and position represents the direction of the
particle’s movement. -e particle uses the following equa-
tion to update its velocity and position:

vi(t + 1) � wvi(t) + c1r1 pbesti(t) − xi(t)(  + c2r2 gbesti(t) − xi(t)( . (6)

xi(t + 1) � xi(t) + vi(t + 1). (7)

-e right side of equation (6) consists of three parts. -e
first part is the inheritance of the particle to the previous
velocity, which represents the particle’s trust in its own
motion state, and is the inertial motion of the particle’s
previous velocity. Among them, w is called the inertia
weight, and its value is non-negative. When the value is
large, the global optimization ability is strong, and the local
optimization ability is weak. When the value is small, the
global optimization ability is weak, and the local optimi-
zation ability is strong. -e second part is the self-cognition
part of the particle, which means that the particle’s thinking
about itself is derived from the summary of the past ex-
perience so as to implement the next behavior decision. Here
pbesti represents the optimal solution found by the i-th
particle in the historical experience, which is called “indi-
vidual extreme value”.-e third part is the social part, which
represents the process of information sharing and mutual
cooperation between particles. Particles can make appro-
priate adjustments to their flight directions by perceiving
their experienced companions. In the standard PSO, gbesti
represents the optimal solution found so far by the entire
group (i.e., the global optimal). In addition, in equation (6)

and (7), vi represents the velocity of the i-th particle; r1, r2 are
random numbers between (0, 1). xi represents the current
position of the i-th particle; c1, c2 represent acceleration
factors.

2.3.5e ExistingMOPSOs. Since PSO was proposed to solve
MOPs in 2002, many scholars have become more and more
interested in it. In the past twenty years, there have been
manyMOPSOs. Below, we’ll take a closer look at some of the
existing MOPSOs.

Coello et al. [15] first proposed using PSO to solve
MOPs. Pareto front was proposed in this algorithm to select
the nondominant solution in the current solution and save it
in the archive. -e global optimal particle was then deter-
mined from the archive. Although compared with tradi-
tional non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGAII)
[16], this algorithm has certain advantages. But the diversity
of solutions and convergence performance can be further
improved. Nebro et al. [17] proposed a velocity constrained
multiobjective particle swarm optimization. In this algo-
rithm, the velocity contraction program was used to prevent
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the group explosive in the process of particle movement.
Literature [7, 8] proposed different methods for the selection
of global optimal particles on the basis of [12]. In reference
[7], the optimal solution was selected according to the way of
using crowding distance in the nondominant solution in the
external archive. In reference [8], the selection of the global
optimal solution was based on the grid technology in the
archive, and the optimal solution was selected according to
the grid distance. Experimental results show that literature
[7, 8] was superior to the algorithm proposed in literature
[12] in both diversity and convergence.

Zapotecas Martinez S et al. [18] proposed a method that
relied entirely on decomposition (dMOPSO). -e decom-
position method was similar to the algorithm proposed by
Qingfu Zhang et al. [19], which was to decompose multi-
objective optimization problems into several single-
− objective optimization problems. It can also be combined
with other decomposition methods in dMOPSO. In the
literature [18], a set of global optimal solutions can give the
set value of the best value of all the sub-problems to update
the position of the particle. Of course, the algorithm also has
some limitations because this algorithm mainly solves
continuous and unconstrained multiobjective optimization
problems.

Researchers have also proposed other methods to im-
prove the convergence and diversity of the algorithm. -e
biggest difference between the algorithm proposed by Xingyi
Zhang et al. [10] and other MOPSOs was that it does not use
external archives. A competition mechanism was used in the
algorithm, which was composed of three parts: nondomi-
nant solution selection, pair competition and particle
learning. Experimental results showed that this algorithm
was more competitive than the existing MOPSO algorithm.

-e above algorithms in the paper were almost aimed at
some continuous, discontinuous, concave, and convex
properties of MOPs. MOPs are more than that. Ying Hu
et al. [20] proposed a feature selection problem to solve fuzzy
costs, in which fuzzy advantage relations were used instead
of traditional Pareto dominance and fuzzy crowded dis-
tances were used to update files. A set of nondominant
solutions can be calculated by using defined fuzzy concepts
applied to an algorithm. -is was a highly competitive
approach to the problem of feature selection. -e algorithm
proposed by Zhang Yong et al. [21] was a powerful tool for
optimizing building energy preferences. A perturbation
strategy was proposed and control parameters such as inertia
weight and acceleration were deleted compared with the
traditional MOPSOs. -e traditional MOPSOs were more
sensitive to control parameters.

2.4. Opposite Direction. In 2005, Hamid R. Tizhoosh [22]
proposed the concept of the opposite direction. Some re-
searchers used the opposite direction strategy for initiali-
zation, two sets of positions were generated when the
position was initialized. One set was randomly generated,
and the other set was generated in the opposite direction
based on the existing position. Literature [23] used the
opposite direction for learning strategies. -e reason for the

opposite direction is because in a given environment, our
search direction may be opposite to the direction of the
optimal solution. If we continue to search in the wrong
direction, the algorithm will not get better results. So we can
observe all directions in the search process. Sometimes it
may be advantageous to look in the opposite direction. If the
opposite direction is advantageous, then the first step in
finding the opposite direction is as follows:

Definition 5 (opposite direction [22]). x is a real number
defined in a certain interval, x ∈ [L, U], if x is the opposite
value of x, the definition of x is as follows:

x � L + U − x. (8)

Similarly, the opposite number can also be defined in the
case of multiple dimensions.

Corollary 1 (see [22]). 5ere is x� (x1, x2, ..., xn), where x1,
x2, ..., xn ∈R and xi ∈[Li, Ui], then the opposite of x is defined
by x1, x2, ..., xn, which is defined as follows:

xi � Li + Ui − xi(i � 1, 2, . . . , n). (9)

3. HDMOPSO

Research has shown that the choice of “leader” particles in
PSO is crucial in recent years.-e “leader” particle can chose
the best solution the particle has found so far in single-
objective optimization, but MOPs is not the same as single-
objective optimization because multiobjective optimization
is restricted by multiobjective and generates more than one
nondominant solution each time. -erefore, a good “leader”
selection strategy can effectively improve the convergence
and diversity of the algorithm. In addition, Because PSO has
a fast convergence speed, it may make the algorithm fall into
local optimal in MOPs. -e nondominant solution particles
after each iteration are used to nonlinear reduce the opposite
mutation so that the particles can explore more area in this
paper. Finally, this paper also uses an external archive
control strategy to improve the convergence and diversity of
the algorithm. -e details are introduced as follows.

3.1. Control Strategy for External Archive. -e external ar-
chive is used to store the nondominant solutions after
each iteration, and it is the candidate solutions, also called
the solutions. When the external archive is empty, the
solutions will directly enter the external archive. Because a
new set of solutions is generated after each update pop-
ulation, this new set of solutions is compared to the
historical solution in the external archive. Such behavior
is called “elitism”. It has three situations. (1) If the new
solutions dominate the historical solutions in the external
archive, the historical solutions will be deleted in the
external archive. (2) If the new solution is dominated by
the historical solutions in the external archive, the
dominated new solutions will also be automatically dis-
carded. (3) If the historical solutions in the external ar-
chive and the new solutions do not dominate each other,
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the solutions in the external archive and the newly gen-
erated solutions remain unchanged. After judging the
above three situations, the final solutions will be placed in
an external archive. However, as the number of iterations
increases, the nondominant solutions in the external
archive gradually increase, which will increase the sub-
sequent calculation work and also easily cause the algo-
rithm to fall into a local optimal situation. -erefore, an
external archive control strategy is needed to control the
nondominant solutions within a certain threshold. -e
convergence and diversity of the algorithm are improved
at the same time.

-is paper uses hypercube technology to control external
archive within a certain threshold. -e main problem of
external archive control is that the particles in the external
archive are all nondominant solutions and do not dominate
each other. -ere may be very small nondominant solutions
that prevent the algorithm from maintaining diversity.
-erefore, this paper mainly builds hypercube based on the
value of the objective function value of the nondominant
solutions, from which the densest hypercube is selected to
create a hypercube, and then one is randomly deleted. -e
cycle continues until all new solutions after elitism are put
into the external archive. Figure 1 shows the control strategy
of the external archive when the objective number is two.
Begin to establish fixed hypercube according to the objective
function value of the current nondominant solutions, and
then select a hypercube with high density each time to es-
tablish an adaptive hypercube again, and randomly delete
one from the hypercube with high density. -e above
method can effectively delete the denser nondominant so-
lutions in the external archive and increase the diversity of
the algorithm. In addition, each time fixed hypercube is
established based on the objective function value of the
current nondominant solutions, and then an adaptive hy-
percube is established in the densest hypercube, which
greatly reduces the computational complexity of the
algorithm.

3.2. Nonlinear Decreasing opposite Mutation Strategy. At
present, mutation strategy is often used to improve the
performance of the algorithm, but the mutation used in this
paper is a combination of exploration and convergence. It
differs from most of the mutations proposed by the re-
searchers, because most of the current mutation is to in-
crease the particle’s exploration ability and the ability to
jump out of the local optimal solution. For example, the
mixed mutation and jump mutation proposed in the liter-
ature [24]. However, the opposite mutation of nonlinear
decreasing in this paper is that the current nondominant
solution is not guided by better particles in the social part, so
opposite search is carried out to prevent the algorithm from
falling into the local optimal solution. In addition, the global
search tends to local search in nonlinear decreasing way,
which is beneficial to the convergence of the algorithm. So
the mutation also has the ability to converge.

In the multiobjective particle swarm optimization, as the
iteration increases, the algorithm converges quickly.

According to the characteristics of the PSO, all particles are
generally searched based on the particles of the nondomi-
nant solutions that have been generated. As a result, the
particles currently in the nondominant solutions can only
judge the next search direction based on the inheritance of
the previous velocity and their own experience. If these
particles have no particle leadership, the search may deviate
from the right direction. If it continues to search in this way,
it will not only affect the convergence velocity of the al-
gorithm, but also affect the convergence of the algorithm.
-erefore, this paper proposes a nonlinear decreasing op-
posite mutation strategy. If the particle loses the direction
guided by the social part, it may be beneficial to search in the
opposite direction. But it is definitely impossible for all
particles to search in the opposite direction. Because all the
particles search in the opposite direction, the population will
gradually move away from the better solution and it is always
part of the search process, whichmakes the algorithm unable
to converge well. So, this paper adopts the opposite mutation
of the particles that get new nondominant solutions after
each iteration. Figure 2 shows mutation simulation that
there are 15 particles in a certain area, and after a certain
iteration, three nondominant particles are produced. As can
be seen from the left image in Figure 2, there are some areas
in this area that can be further explored. -erefore, we use
the strategy of opposite mutation of nondominant solutions
particles so that the particles can explore more areas, the
same as 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 2. However, it is impossible to
explore farther places all the time, which will hinder the
convergence of the algorithm and may also deteriorate the
performance of the algorithm. So we used nonlinear de-
creasing opposite mutation. In the early stage of the algo-
rithm, the particles of the new nondominant solutions
undergoing farther opposite mutation can better perform
global exploration. With the increase of iterations, the al-
gorithm also enters the final stage, because the algorithm is
best to converge to the Pareto front, so it needs to be locally
explored to the current nondominant solutions in the later
stage. -erefore, a small range of opposite mutation is
carried out at the end of the algorithm, and local exploration
is carried out, so that the algorithm can gradually converge
to the Pareto front. -e pseudocode of the nonlinear de-
creasing opposite mutation search strategy is shown in
Figure 3.

v

0

0

Deletef2

f2

f1

f1

Figure 1: Control strategy for external archive.
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3.3. Setting the Social Part Based on theMethod of Combining
Hypercube andDistance. Figure 4 shows the flying direction
of the particle in PSO. -e symbols in the figure indicate the
reference equation (6). It can be seen from Figure 4 that the
particle i finally determines the next flight direction
according to three parts. Since the social part of the guidance
represents the optimal position that the group finds, the
position has more resources, so gbesti is the key factor for the
next flight direction of particle i. From the above analysis, we
can know that actually refers to gbesti position. Since in the
single-objective particle swarm optimization algorithm,
there is only one optimal solution of the population after
each iteration, so the effect of the particle learning of the
population following the optimal solution in the population
in the social part may be the best. However, there is more
than one optimal solution in the multiobjective particle
swarm optimization. If one optimal solution is used blindly
to lead the particles to fly, it may cause the particles to
converge in one direction and lose the diversity of the

algorithm. At present, the most used strategy in this part is
roulette-wheel, which uses a certain probability tomake each
particle choose a leader to lead itself, but this method is more
random.

-is paper avoids this randomness and proposes a
method based on the combination of hypercube and dis-
tance to set the social part of the particle velocity update
equation under external archive. According to the estab-
lishment of hypercube in the external archive, the candidate
solutions in the external archive are divided into a certain
number of hypercube according to the objective function
value. Take the nondominant solutions set in each hyper-
cube to find its average value. In this process, the non-
dominant solutions in the same hypercube can effectively
exchange information. Figure 5 shows the hypercube created
by the candidate solutions in the external archive when the
problem is two objectives. For any hypercube, if the space
has k nondominant solutions, the average of different di-
mensions is calculated. As shown in (10), where j represents
the j-th hypercube, u represents the number of hypercube
with nondominant solutions, k represents that the space has
k nondominant solutions, and i represents decision variable
dimension. It can be seen from Figure 5 that there is more
than one such hypercube, so this paper also uses the shortest
distancemethod tomake each particle autonomously choose
its own average value. As shown in (11), the particles are
compared with the average value in each hypercube until the
Xj corresponding to the minimum d_min is selected. At this
time, the velocity update equation of the particle swarm
algorithm is shown in (12). In equation (12), Xj is the di-
rection guide of the i particle in the social part in t iter-
ations.Xj is determined by equation (11). -e rest of the
parameter analysis is consistent with equation (6).

Xji
�

xji1
+ xji2

+ . . . + xjik

k
, (i � 1, 2, 3, . . . , n; j � 1, 2, . . . , u), (10)

d min � 
u

j�1
Xj − x⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

1/2

, (11)

Non-dominanted particle
Particle a�er opposite
mutation

1 2

3

1
2

3

Dominanted particle
Original non-dominanted
particle

Figure 2: Mutation simulation.

% position=particle position
% gencount=current iteration
% maxgen=total number of iterations
% a=nonlinear decreasing factor
% rank(i)=1, i is the non-dominanted solution at this time
function Opposition-Mutation-Operator(position, gencount, U, L, rank, maxgen)

a=(1-gencount/maxgen);
for i=1 to n

if rank(i)=1
Position(i,:)=U(i,:)+L(i,:)-a*position(i,:);

else
position(i,:)=position(i,:);

end if 
end for 

end function

Figure 3: Pseudocode of nonlinear decreasing opposite mutation.
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vi(t + 1) � wvi(t) + c1r1 pbesti(t) − xi(t)(  + c2r2 Xj(t) − xi(t) . (12)

3.4. Steps of HDMOPSO. -e steps of HDMOPSO are as
follows:

Step 1 (initialize). First, set related parameters, such as
population size N, inertia weight w, and learning
factors c1, c2, etc. Secondly, randomly initialize the
positions of N particles and set the velocity v � 0. Fi-
nally, the individual extreme value is determined.
Step 2. -e dimension of particles is disturbed, similar
to literature [12]. However, in this paper, random se-
lection of reference dimensions, random selection of
particles and dimensions requiring variation are used
to increase the diversity of the algorithm.
Step 3. Calculate the target value for each particle.

Step 4. -e Pareto dominant sorting method is used to
sort each particle (reference [12]), and the nondomi-
nant sorting is selected to be released into the external
archive.
Step 5. Update the external archive as described in
Section 3.1.
Step 6. -e opposite mutation of the method particles
is nonlinear decreasing according to Section 3.2.
Step 7. -e individual extreme values are updated based
on the sorting values of Step 4. If the particle ranks higher,
the individual extremum is updated. If there is no pro-
motion, there is no update. If the rank is the same, the
choice is made randomly with a probability of 0.5.

pbesti

gbesti

vi (t)

xi (t)

xi (t + 1)

Figure 4: Display of the flying direction of particle i.

1

2

3

k

0

Any hypercube

f1

f2

xf11

xfk1

X—j1 X—j2 X—j3 X—jnX—j

xfk2 xfk3 xfkn

xf12 xf13 xj1n

xj2n

xj3n

xf21 xf22 xf23

xf31 xf32 xf33

Figure 5: -e setting of the social part is based on hypercube.
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Step 8. Set up the social section as described in Section
3.3.
Step 9. -e particle velocity and position are updated
using equation (12) and (7).
Step 10. If the maximum number of iterations is
reached, the algorithm ends; otherwise, return to Step
2.

4. Experimental Study

4.1. Test Problems. In order to better test the performance of
HDMOPSO, this paper uses the test problems of ZDT1-4
and ZDT6 [25], which are concave and convex in geo-
metrical problems, and the test problems have two objec-
tives. In order to show the performance of this algorithm as
much as possible, this paper also uses DTLZ1-7 [26], the test
problems are geometrically linear, convex, and scalable.
Finally, this paper also uses themore complex and difficult to
converge to the Pareto front UF1-10 [27] test problems to
test the performance of the algorithm in this paper.

4.2. Performance Indicators. Inverse generation distance
(IGD) [28] and hypervolume (HV) [29], standard deviation
(Std.), statistical boxplot, convergence trajectory compari-
son, and Pareto front simulation are used to compare the
performance of each algorithm. -e reason for choosing
these test indicators is because they are used in most of the
literature to compare the performance of various multi-
objective optimization algorithms. Both IGD and HV are
comprehensive indicators used to evaluate the convergence
and diversity of algorithms. But the two are different. IGD is
the average of the minimum distance between the set of
points on Pareto front surface and the population. HV does
not need Pareto front, only a reference point, and the
comprehensive performance of the algorithm is evaluated
according to the hypervolume obtained from the solution to
the reference point. Among them, the smaller the IGD value,
the better the convergence and diversity of the algorithm.
-e larger the value of HV, the better the quality of the
solution set. Std. is used to evaluate the stability of the al-
gorithm, and use statistical boxplots to further illustrate the
stability of the algorithm. -e trajectory compares the
convergence velocity of each algorithm.

4.3. Experimental Settings. In this section, we will compare
HDMOPSO with seven MOPSOs (MOPSO [15], MOPSOCD
[30], dMOPSO [18], SMPSO [17], NMPSO [31], MPSOD
[32], CMOPSO [10]) and seven MOEAs (AGEII [33],
ANSGAIII [34], DGEA [35], NSGAIII [36], MOEAD [19],
ARMOEA [37], and AGEMOEA [38]) to verify its perfor-
mance (the full name of the acronyms here is shown in
Table 1). -e settings in the test problems are as follows:
ZDT1-4 and ZDT6 are two objective problems, the pop-
ulation size is 200, the number of decision variables of ZDT1-3
is 30 dimensions, and the number of decision variables of
ZDT4 and ZDT6 is 10 dimensions; -e DTLZ settings are all
three objective problems, the population size is 100, and the

number of decision variables is 12 dimensions; UF1-7 is set to
two objective problems, while UF8-10 is set to three objective
problems, the population size is all 200, and the number of
decision variables is all 30 dimensions. Each algorithm is
evaluated 10,000 times and each algorithm is independently
run 30 times. In order to ensure the fairness of algorithm
comparison, other parameters of the comparison algorithm
are set with reference to the original text. -e parameters data
is shown in Table 2. In Table 2, pc and pm represent crossover
probability and mutation probability respectively. ηc and ηm
are the distribution indices of simulating binary crossover
(SBX) and polynomial-based mutation (PM) respectively. div
is the number of divisions of the coordinate axes.w, c1, c2, c3 is
a parameter in the speed update in PSO. F and CR are dif-
ferential evolution parameters set in MPSOD. r is the number
of selected elite particles in CMOPSO. R is the number of
direction vectors in DGEA. All experimental results are
obtained in MATLAB R2020b version in a computer with a
PC of 3.60GHz and 16GB of storage.-e original codes of all
comparison algorithms are provided by PlatEMO [39].

4.4. Comparison with MOPSOs. Table 3 shows the average
and standard deviation of the IGD obtained from 30 in-
dependent runs of the HDMOPSO and MOPSOs on 22 test
problems. -e following is a data analysis of Table 3 (-e
best average for each test instance in Table 3 is highlighted in
bold. -e meaning of bold highlights in Tables 4–6 is the
same as in Table 3). It can be seen from Table 3 that the test
problems of the HDMOPSO in ZDT have a good IGD value.
Especially the effect on ZDT4 is particularly obvious, which
shows that the algorithm performs better on convex sets.
However, it can be seen from the data of ZDT3 that the
HDMOPSO has a significant deterioration compared to
other seven algorithms, indicating that the algorithm has a
poor effect on discontinuous test problems. UF test prob-
lems are obviously better, and 80% of the IGD values of the
other seven algorithms show a clear advantage. Especially
UF7 and UF10 are an order of magnitude better than the
other seven algorithms. However, the experimental result
cannot converge to the Pareto front obviously on the UF test
problems, and it can be further improved in future research.
It can be seen from the test problems of DTLZ that the
algorithm is seriously degraded. SMPSO and MPSOD
performed well in the test functions of DTLZ, but only two
problems well. It is worth noting that the HDMOPSO has
achieved better results on DTLZ6. From the overall effect
analysis, it can be found that among the 22 test problems
given above, the performance of the HDMOPSO is the best.

Table 4 shows the average and standard deviation of HV
obtained from 30 independent runs of the HDMOPSO and
MOPSOs on 22 test problems. It can be seen from Table 4
that ZDT test problems are obviously better, because 80% of
ZDT test problems are better than the other seven algo-
rithms. -e test problems of UF have some changes, but
there are also 80% test problems that are better. -ere is still
a significant deterioration in the test problems of DTZL. It
can be seen from Table 4 that the HDMOPSO and MOPSOs
still have strong competitiveness.
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In order to more intuitively see the stability of the al-
gorithm in this paper when compare withMOPSOs, we use a
statistical boxplot of the IGD values obtained from 30 in-
dependent runs of each algorithm. Figure 6 shows the 12 test
problems in Table 3 that perform well. It can be seen from
Figure 6 that it is consistent with the results obtained in
Table 3. Not only is the optimization result better, but it also
shows a better advantage in terms of stability. Although not
significant compared with other algorithms in ZDT6, they all
performed better than MOPSO, MOPSOCD and MPSOD.
-e comparison between HDMOPSO, NMPSO and
dMOPSO on DTLZ6 is not obvious, but it has obvious
advantages over the other five algorithms. For the other 10
test problems, they all showed good advantages, especially
UF5, UF7, UF9, and UF10 showed obvious advantages.

Another important performance of HDMOPSO is the
speed of convergence. Figure 7 shows the IGD convergence
trajectory obtained by HDMOPSO and MOPSOs running
10000 times in ZDT6, UF4, and DTLZ6. Although
HDMOPSO is not obvious compared with NMPSO on
ZDT6 and DTLZ6, the convergence speed of HDMOPSO on
UF4 is significantly better than that of optimal NMPSO. A
closer look at the convergence trajectories of ZDT6 and
DTLZ6 will reveal that HDMOPSO converges faster than

NMPSO in the early stage of the evaluation. In the data in
Table 3, the IGD value of NMPSO on the two test problems
of ZDT6 and DTLZ6 is better than that of NMPSO. -e
above shows that HDMOPSO still has some advantages over
NMPSO in terms of convergence speed.

Finally, Figure 8 shows the Pareto front simulation of
each algorithm on ZDT4. It can be seen from the figure that
HDMOPSO almost all converge to the Pareto front, and the
distribution is good. Other algorithms have no convergent
Pareto front.

-rough the above analysis of the comparison of
HDMOPSO and MOPSOs, it can be concluded. Among
the 22 test functions of HDMOPSO, 12 test problems
performed better on the IGD indicator, and it can be seen
from Figure 6 that the stability is also better. On the HV
indicator, 13 test problems performed well. Figures 7 and
8 also briefly temporarily show the convergence of
HDMOPSO. In particular, it can be concluded from the
data in Tables 3 and 4 that HDMOPSO is more com-
petitive than the other seven algorithms in the above ZDT
and UF test problems. It also shows that the operator
proposed in this paper has good performance in con-
vergence and diversity, which confirms the relevant
statement in Section 3 of this paper.

Table 1: List of acronyms.
Acronyms -e full name of an acronym
MOPSO MOPSO: a Proposal for multiple objective particle swarm optimization
MOPSOCD An effective use of crowding distance in multiobjective particle swarm optimization
dMOPSO A multiobjective particle swarm optimizer based on decomposition
SMPSO SMPSO a New PSO-based metaheuristic for multiobjective optimization
NMPSO particle swarm optimization with a balanceable fitness estimation for many-objective optimization problems
MPSOD A new multiobjective particle swarm optimization algorithm based on decomposition
CMOPSO A competitive mechanism based multiobjective particle swarm optimizer with fast convergence
AGEII A fast approximation-guided evolutionary multiobjective algorithm

NSGAIII An evolutionary many-objective optimization algorithm using reference− point-based non-dominated
sorting approach, part I: Solving problems with box constraints

MOEAD MOEA/D:a multiobjective evolutionary algorithm based on decomposition
ARMOEA An indicator based multiobjective evolutionary algorithm with reference point adaptation for better versatility
AGEMOEA An adaptive evolutionary algorithm based on non-Euclidean geometry for many-objective optimization

Table 2: Parameter settings of all the compared algorithms.

Algorithms Parameters settings
1 MOPSO w ∈ [0.1, 0.5], c1, c2 ∈ [1.5, 2.5], div� 10
2 MOPSOCD w ∈ [0.1, 0.5], c1, c2 ∈ [1.5, 2.5]
3 dMOPSO w ∈ [0.1, 0.5], c1, c2 ∈ [1.5, 2.5]
4 SMPSO w ∈ [0.1, 0.5], c1, c2∈ [1.5, 2.5], pm � 1/n
5 NMPSO w ∈ [0.1, 0.5],c1, c2, c3 ∈ [1.5, 2.5], pm � 1/n, ηm � 20

6 MPSOD w ∈ [0.1, 0.5], c1, c2, c3 ∈[1.5, 2.5], pc � 0.9, F� 0.5,
CR� 0.5, pm � 1/n, ηm � 20, ηc � 20

7 CMOPSO r� 10
8 AGEII pm � 1/n, pc � 0.9, ηm � 20, ηc � 20
9 ANSGAIII pm � 1/n, pc � 1.0, ηm � 20, ηc � 20
10 DGEA R� 10
11 NSGAIII pm � 1/n, pc � 1.0, ηm � 20, ηc � 20
12 MOEAD pm � 1/n, pc � 1.0, ηm � 20, ηc � 20
13 ARMOEA pm � 1/n, pc � 1.0, ηm � 20, ηc � 20
14 AGEMOEA pm � 1/n, pc � 1.0, ηm � 20, ηc � 20
15 HDMOPSO w � 0.4, c1 � c2 � 2, div� 50
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4.5. Comparison with MOEAs. Table 5 shows the average
IGD of HDMOPSO andMOEAs for 30 independent runs on
22 test problems. It can be seen from Table 5 that
HDMOPSO is significantly better than the other four al-
gorithms in the ZDT test problems. Of course, the perfor-
mance of the ZDT3 test problem here is not very obvious,
which also shows that HDMOPSO is not outstanding in the
non-continuous set. For other concave and convex sets,
HDMOPSO has obvious advantages over the rest of
MOEAs, because ZDT1, ZDT2, and ZDT6 are all an order of
magnitude lower than the best value of the other seven
algorithms, and it is in the ZDT4 test problem. It is two
orders of magnitude lower than the best one of the other

MOEAs algorithms. In addition, the UF test problems also
show a clear advantage, because 90% of the 10 UF test
problems are better than the other four algorithms. Al-
though the single UF optimization effect is not very obvious,
the overall effect is good. In the DTLZ test problem, you can
see the algorithm obvious deterioration, and none of the
algorithms given can show obvious advantages in the DTLZ
test problems, and the better one is AGEMOEA. Because 3 of
the 7 DTLZ test problems are better than other test prob-
lems. Only one or two of the remaining algorithms per-
formed well on the DTLZ test problems. Such a result may
be that each test problem of DTLZ is quite different and
contains many local optimal values, which makes it more

Table 3: IGD values of HDMOPSO and MOPSOs on 22 test problems.

Problems MOPSO MOPSOCD dMOPSO SMPSO NMPSO MPSOD CMOPSO HDMOPSO

ZDT1 7.5088e− 1
(2.92e− 1)

3.9812e− 3
(5.25e− 3)

4.8573e− 2
(1.60e− 2)

9.5769e− 2
(9.47e− 2)

3.8449e− 2
(2.19e− 2)

1.0348e− 1
(4.21e− 2)

3.1875e− 3
(4.35e− 4)

3.1535e− 3
(1.27e− 4)

ZDT2 1.3707e+ 0
(3.04e− 1)

1.1354e− 1
(2.14e− 1)

3.8831e− 2
(1.16e− 2)

9.2544e− 2
(1.65e− 1)

7.5055e− 2
(1.16e− 1)

1.4178e− 1
(7.53e− 2)

2.9214e− 3
(4.96e− 4)

3.3724e− 3
(1.66e− 4)

ZDT3 7.6697e− 1
(2.06e− 1)

6.0399e− 2
(5.76e− 2)

3.6479e− 2
(7.25e− 3)

2.1381e− 1
(9.78e− 2)

9.1792e− 2
(1.05e− 2)

2.2252e− 1
(6.02e− 2)

3.8754e− 3
(8.05e− 4)

1.9279e− 1
(8.24e− 4)

ZDT4 1.4121e+ 1
(4.52e+ 0)

1.8729e+ 1
(5.99e+ 0)

3.0691e+ 0
(4.33e+ 0)

9.3197e+ 0
(4.44e+ 0)

1.6335e+ 1
(6.71e+ 0)

3.6865e+ 1
(4.99e+ 0)

2.0777e+ 1
(5.99e+ 0)

3.2676e− 3
(1.66e− 4)

ZDT6 1.2262e− 1
(5.57e− 1)

3.8317e− 3
(1.75e− 3)

5.5255e− 3
(5.36e− 3)

1.9286e− 3
(9.20e− 5)

2.2633e− 3
(1.88e− 4)

1.7753e− 2
(9.12e− 3)

1.5817e− 3
(3.73e− 5)

1.4406e− 3
(1.40e− 4)

UF1 5.4509e− 1
(9.68e− 2)

7.0292e− 1
(1.37e− 1)

6.4403e− 1
(9.29e− 2)

3.8697e− 1
(9.73e− 2)

1.2881e− 1
(2.06e− 2)

2.5801e− 1
(3.95e− 2)

8.9465e− 2
(1.16e− 2)

1.0285e− 1
(3.90e− 3

UF2 1.0642e− 1
(1.52e− 2)

1.3831e− 1
(1.41e− 2)

9.5994e− 2
(7.11e− 3)

1.0196e− 1
(9.90e− 3)

8.3881e− 2
(7.73e− 3)

1.1263e− 1
(7.82e− 3)

6.2882e− 2
(7.46e− 3)

4.2773e− 2
(4.68e− 3)

UF3 5.1345e− 1
(2.66e− 2)

3.7654e− 1
(5.93e− 2)

3.3278e− 1
(8.05e− 3)

4.5443e− 1
(5.30e− 2)

3.4509e− 1
(4.01e− 2)

5.0080e− 1
(1.39e− 2)

3.7938e− 1
(4.19e− 2)

2.2609e− 1
(3.25e− 2

UF4 1.1332e− 1
(1.32e− 2)

7.6570e− 2
(8.53e− 3)

1.3842e− 1
(3.90e− 3)

1.1399e− 1
(5.74e− 3)

6.0533e− 2
(7.40e− 3)

9.9699e− 2
(3.70e− 3)

1.1406e− 1
(9.14e− 3)

5.6199e− 2
(3.62e− 3)

UF5 3.1549e + 0
(4.02e− 1)

3.9278e + 0
(4.15e− 1)

3.2280e + 0
(2.91e− 1)

2.9766e + 0
(5.34e− 1)

1.6894e + 0
(4.72e− 1)

2.8148e + 0
(2.29e− 1)

8.6853e− 1
(2.37e− 1)

4.7202e− 1
(6.69e− 2)

UF6 2.3228e + 0
(5.49e− 1)

2.6922e + 0
(7.84e− 1)

2.5325e + 0
(6.61e− 1)

1.2647e + 0
(4.51e− 1)

6.2828e− 1
(7.21e− 2)

1.3585e + 0
(2.17e− 1)

3.9239e− 1
(5.48e− 2)

5.7701e− 1
(1.12e− 1)

UF7 6.1070e− 1
(1.01e− 1)

6.4461e− 1
(1.08e− 1)

3.9902e− 1
(8.50e− 2)

3.8701e− 1
(1.41e− 1)

1.8045e− 1
(1.40e− 1)

2.3004e− 1
(5.59e− 2)

1.5988e− 1
(1.35e− 1)

5.4736e− 2
(4.64e− 3)

UF8 4.0988e− 1
(4.08e− 2)

7.9818e− 1
(1.73e− 1)

3.4771e− 1
(2.78e− 2)

3.9381e− 1
(5.03e− 2)

4.8985e− 1
(1.02e− 1)

5.5254e− 1
(4.72e− 2)

6.3473e− 1
(9.14e− 2)

2.9892e− 1
(8.93e− 2)

UF9 5.5595e− 1
(3.53e− 2)

8.6183e− 1
(1.14e− 1)

5.8222e− 1
(3.31e− 2)

5.5428e− 1
(3.84e− 2)

4.5999e− 1
(7.11e− 2)

6.5550e− 1
(4.06e− 2)

9.1997e− 1
(1.16e− 1)

1.3840e− 1
(2.20e− 2)

UF10 2.2568e + 0
(2.69e− 1)

4.9302e + 0
(7.78e− 1)

9.4535e− 1
(1.42e− 3)

2.8317e + 0
(4.19e− 1)

1.5045e + 0
(2.82e− 1)

4.1995e + 0
(3.64e− 1)

4.3317e + 0
(4.34e− 1)

5.1341e− 1
(9.72e− 2)

DTLZ1 6.5415e + 1
(2.14e + 1)

4.3410e + 1
(1.15e + 1)

1.1274e+ 1
(9.86e+ 0)

1.3471e + 1
(1.55e + 1)

3.1643e + 1
(6.32e + 0)

4.0410e + 1
(5.50e + 0)

6.0047e + 1
(1.90e + 1)

4.4077e + 1
(1.40e + 1)

DTLZ2 1.0105e− 1
(1.17e− 2)

1.0093e− 1
(7.88e− 3)

1.4135e− 1
(1.21e− 2)

8.9297e− 2
(7.51e− 3)

8.0083e− 2
(2.41e− 3)

5.6798e− 2
(8.22e− 4)

6.1246e− 2
(1.20e− 3)

1.0454e− 1
(7.54e− 3)

DTLZ3 1.5740e + 2
(5.27e + 1)

1.1338e + 2
(3.54e + 1)

5.4112e + 1
(5.58e + 1)

2.9074e+ 1
(3.08e+ 1)

9.0109e + 1
(1.87e + 1)

1.1838e + 2
(1.59e + 1)

1.3237e + 2
(3.85e + 1)

1.2671e + 2
(3.40e + 1)

DTLZ4 4.0345e− 1
(1.71e− 1)

2.9034e− 1
(4.99e− 2)

3.1557e− 1
(3.37e− 2)

4.4687e− 1
(1.86e− 1)

1.2632e− 1
(1.41e− 1)

6.2524e− 2
(5.04e− 3)

1.5281e− 1
(2.69e− 1)

1.1168e− 1
(3.22e− 2)

DTLZ5 1.5467e− 2
(6.41e− 3)

2.1884e− 2
(7.37e− 3)

4.1222e− 2
(5.96e− 3)

5.7212e− 3
(3.92e− 4)

1.2661e− 2
(2.12e− 3)

5.4102e− 2
(5.42e− 3)

7.7990e− 3
(6.03e− 4)

2.2555e− 2
(2.85e− 3)

DTLZ6 3.1831e + 0
(7.91e− 1)

1.0237e− 2
(1.62e− 2)

3.2892e− 2
(3.09e− 4)

1.1052e + 0
(9.46e− 1)

1.5140e− 2
(2.31e− 3)

2.5577e− 1
(2.58e− 1)

2.3427e− 1
(4.95e− 1)

7.5019e− 3
(1.07e− 3)

DTLZ7 1.6046e + 0
(7.71e− 1)

8.9805e− 2
(7.76e− 3)

1.3944e− 1
(5.84e− 3)

2.0575e− 1
(1.52e− 1)

7.5483e− 2
(3.57e− 3)

1.6499e− 1
(1.57e− 2)

1.7726e− 1
(2.33e− 1)

9.8273e− 2
(1.16e− 2)

Best/All 0/22 0/22 1/22 2/22 1/22 2/22 4/22 12/22
-e best average on each test instance is highlighted in bold.
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difficult to optimize the algorithm. HDMOPSO andMOEAs
in a total of 22 test problems, HDMOPSO performs better
than the other seven algorithms with 15 and showed obvious
advantages in the test problems of ZDTand UF. HDMOPSO
is more competitive compared with the other seven
algorithms.

In order to further prove the results obtained above, the
HV average and standard deviation of each algorithm in-
dependently run 30 times are also used. -e results are
shown in Table 6. It can be seen from the HV indicator that
HDMOPSO has a clear advantage over the other algorithms
in the ZDT test problems, reaching 100% excellence. UF also
show a better advantage than other algorithms, because 80%

of the UF test problems performed better than the other
sevenMOEAs algorithms. Although the data optimization is
not very obvious, the overall data can still see obvious ad-
vantages. HDMOPSO deteriorated significantly in the DTLZ
test problems. -e best performer in DTLZ is AGEMOEA,
because 3 out of 7 DTLZ problems are better. Compared to
the results in Tables 5 and 6, although there are some dif-
ferences in the conclusions drawn from the data, it can also
be clearly concluded that HDMOPSO is more competitive
than other MOEAs in ZDT and UF test problems.

In order to show more clearly that HDMOPSO not only
performs excellent numerically, but also performs well in
terms of stability. Figure 9 shows the statistical boxplot of the

Table 4: HV values of HDMOPSO and MOPSOs on 22 test problems.

Problems MOPSO MOPSOCD dMOPSO SMPSO NMPSO MPSOD CMOPSO HDMOPSO

ZDT1 8.7931e− 2
(9.03e− 2)

7.1927e− 1
(7.63e− 3)

6.6243e− 1
(1.85e− 2)

6.0408e− 1
(1.14e− 1)

6.7972e− 1
(2.38e− 2)

5.7261e− 1
(5.43e− 2)

7.1985e− 1
(6.73e− 4)

7.2106e− 1
(1.67e− 4)

ZDT2 0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

3.6202e− 1
(1.38e− 1)

3.8608e− 1
(1.89e− 2)

3.6414e− 1
(1.23e− 1)

3.8523e− 1
(9.41e− 2)

2.7324e− 1
(7.70e− 2)

4.4470e− 1
(8.96e− 4)

4.4479e− 1
(3.14e− 4)

ZDT3 1.1302e− 1
(9.47e− 2)

5.6641e− 1
(4.00e− 2)

6.0143e− 1
(1.46e− 2)

5.1021e− 1
(7.81e− 2)

5.7190e− 1
(5.59e− 3)

4.5070e− 1
(4.78e− 2)

5.9962e− 1
(1.34e− 3)

6.5930e− 1
(5.18e− 4)

ZDT4 0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

6.2941e− 2
(7.98e− 2)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

7.2109e− 1
(1.94e− 4)

ZDT6 3.6205e− 1
(8.57e− 2)

3.8818e− 1
(1.85e− 3)

3.8626e− 1
(5.94e− 3)

3.9003e− 1
(9.26e− 5)

3.8979e− 1
(1.63e− 4)

3.7439e− 1
(9.32e− 3)

3.9034e− 1
(4.35e− 5)

3.8917e− 1
(1.28e− 4)

UF1 1.3865e− 1
(6.26e− 2)

4.8415e− 2
(4.52e− 2)

6.5077e− 2
(5.42e− 2)

2.6626e− 1
(8.05e− 2)

5.2452e− 1
(3.33e− 2)

3.6635e− 1
(4.49e− 2)

5.8159e− 1
(1.25e− 2)

5.8358e− 1
(5.07e− 3)

UF2 6.0344e− 1
(9.56e− 3)

5.4564e− 1
(1.92e− 2)

6.1588e− 1
(6.00e− 3)

6.0714e− 1
(8.34e− 3)

6.1881e− 1
(8.74e− 3)

5.7945e− 1
(9.61e− 3)

6.4476e− 1
(7.24e− 3)

6.7344e− 1
(5.90e− 3)

UF3 1.5813e− 1
(1.85e− 2)

2.5471e− 1
(4.65e− 2)

3.0604e− 1
(1.01e− 2)

2.0705e− 1
(4.80e− 2)

2.9285e− 1
(3.54e− 2)

1.7439e− 1
(1.29e− 2)

2.7643e− 1
(3.07e− 2)

4.4309e− 1
(4.02e− 2)

UF4 2.9015e− 1
(1.65e− 2)

3.3601e− 1
(1.17e− 2)

2.5150e− 1
(4.74e− 3)

2.9022e− 1
(6.68e− 3)

3.6468e− 1
(9.76e− 3)

3.0708e− 1
(4.93e− 3)

2.8639e− 1
(1.07e− 2)

3.6976e− 1
(4.36e− 3)

UF5 0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

1.4949e− 2
(2.77e− 2)

1.9772e− 2
(2.21e− 2)

UF6 0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

1.8676e− 3
(7.67e− 3)

3.3322e− 2
(3.38e− 2)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

1.4986e− 1
(7.13e− 2)

1.3127e− 2
(1.39e− 2)

UF7 5.1589e− 2
(4.38e− 2)

2.0540e− 2
(2.93e− 2)

1.6202e− 1
(6.16e− 2)

1.7451e− 1
(1.02e− 1)

3.8134e− 1
(1.10e− 1)

2.7511e− 1
(6.12e− 2)

4.1920e− 1
(9.58e− 2)

5.0640e− 1
(6.73e− 3)

UF8 1.7316e− 1
(3.13e− 2)

8.5853e− 3
(1.78e− 2)

2.7047e− 1
(1.87e− 2)

1.6701e− 1
(3.92e− 2)

2.8249e− 1
(6.24e− 2)

5.2054e− 2
(1.89e− 2)

9.4227e− 3
(1.56e− 2)

3.5290e− 1
(1.67e− 2)

UF9 2.1069e− 1
(3.67e− 2)

2.6834e− 2
(3.09e− 2)

2.2614e− 1
(1.75e− 2)

2.1584e− 1
(3.84e− 2)

3.1904e− 1
(5.62e− 2)

1.1375e− 1
(2.83e− 2)

1.2671e− 2
(1.52e− 2)

6.3437e− 1
(2.37e− 2)

UF10 0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

9.0885e− 2
(4.33e− 5)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

3.1914e− 1
(4.40e− 2)

DTLZ1 3.0031e− 5
(1.64e− 4)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

6.0507e− 3
(3.06e− 2)

7.7696e− 2
(1.78e− 1)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

DTLZ2 4.4743e− 1
(2.05e− 2)

4.5905e− 1
(1.68e− 2)

3.6806e− 1
(2.25e− 2)

4.5953e− 1
(1.65e− 2)

5.5708e− 1
(1.26e− 3)

5.4695e− 1
(2.35e− 3)

5.3735e− 1
(3.01e− 3)

4.7654e− 1
(1.15e− 2)

DTLZ3 0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

4.3486e− 2
(7.73e− 2)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

DTLZ4 2.5413e− 1
(9.14e− 2)

3.2113e− 1
(6.45e− 2)

3.0697e− 1
(4.79e− 2)

2.9025e− 1
(1.12e− 1)

5.3648e− 1
(6.52e− 2)

5.3767e− 1
(9.08e− 3)

4.8396e− 1
(1.33e− 1)

5.1071e− 1
(1.03e− 2)

DTLZ5 1.8647e− 1
(5.26e− 3)

1.8447e− 1
(6.82e− 3)

1.5607e− 1
(1.02e− 2)

1.9841e− 1
(3.22e− 4)

1.9596e− 1
(7.26e− 4)

1.4596e− 1
(6.89e− 3)

1.9642e− 1
(5.33e− 4)

1.8259e− 1
(3.45e− 3)

DTLZ6 0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

1.9703e− 1
(9.32e− 3)

1.8259e− 1
(2.20e− 4)

6.4336e− 2
(8.99e− 2)

1.9555e− 1
(1.02e− 3)

1.0561e− 1
(5.88e− 2)

1.5968e− 1
(8.12e− 2)

1.9487e− 1
(4.19e− 3)

DTLZ7 5.2658e− 2
(5.50e− 2)

2.6585e− 1
(2.37e− 3)

2.4595e− 1
(3.67e− 3)

2.3873e− 1
(2.32e− 2)

2.7377e− 1
(1.57e− 3)

2.1759e− 1
(1.05e− 2)

2.6121e− 1
(2.34e− 2)

2.6668e− 1
(3.33e− 3)

Best/All 0/22 1/22 0/22 3/22 2/22 1/22 2/22 13/22
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15 test problems in Table 5 that perform well. It can be seen
from Figure 9 that HDMOPSO performs better on ZDT1-2,
ZDT4 and ZDT6, and its stability is better than other

MOEAs. HDMOPSO has shown obvious advantages in UF
test problems except for UF6, and the stability is better than
other algorithms. In the DTLZ test problem, although it is
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Figure 6: IGD values statistical boxplot of HDMOPSO and MOPSOs on ZDT1, ZDT4, ZDT6, UF2-5, UF7-10, and DTLZ6 problems. (1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 in each statistical boxplot represent MOPSO, MOPSOCD, dMOPSO, SMPSO, NMPSO, MPSOD, CMOPSO, and
HDMOPSO, respectively).
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Figure 7: IGD values convergence trajectory of HDMOPSO and MOPSOs comparison on ZDT6, UF4, and DTLZ6 problems.
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Figure 8: Continued.
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Figure 8: -e Pareto front simulation of HDMOPSO and MOPSOs on ZDT4 problem.

Table 5: IGD values of HDMOPSO and MOEAs on 22 test Problems.

Problems AGEII ANSGAIII DGEA NSGAIII MOEAD ARMOEA AGEMOEA HDMOPSO

ZDT1 8.5782e− 2
(2.08e− 2)

1.0467e− 1
(1.70e− 2)

1.2053e + 0
(2.29e− 1)

1.0429e− 1
(1.49e− 2)

1.9889e− 1
(9.18e− 2)

7.6736e− 2
(3.69e− 2)

3.6880e− 2
(6.45e− 3)

3.1535e− 3
(1.27e− 4)

ZDT2 1.8054e− 1
(8.01e− 2)

2.0715e− 1
(5.94e− 2)

9.0498e− 1
(3.82e− 1)

1.9997e− 1
(3.51e− 2)

5.8069e− 1
(6.00e− 2)

6.7290e− 1
(5.31e− 2)

7.7285e− 2
(1.92e− 2)

3.3724e− 3
(1.66e− 4)

ZDT3 8.9131e− 2
(2.48e− 2)

9.4678e− 2
(1.55e− 2)

1.0018e + 0
(2.14e− 1)

9.3148e− 2
(1.44e− 2)

1.8357e− 1
(6.61e− 2)

5.5582e− 2
(3.07e− 2)

3.2164e− 2
(1.03e− 2)

1.9279e− 1
(8.24e− 4)

ZDT4 5.5026e− 1
(3.48e− 1)

2.5973e + 0
(7.71e− 1)

8.8328e + 0
(6.15e + 0)

2.7783e + 0
(7.38e− 1)

5.5262e− 1
(1.82e− 1)

1.6582e + 0
(7.07e− 1)

9.0188e− 1
(3.21e− 1)

3.2676e− 3
(1.66e− 4)

ZDT6 2.4504e− 1
(1.14e− 1)

1.5490e + 0
(1.97e− 1)

1.2914e− 1
(6.77e− 1)

1.4790e + 0
(2.24e− 1)

8.3351e− 2
(3.09e− 2)

9.1101e− 1
(2.46e− 1)

3.9277e− 1
(1.22e− 1)

1.4406e− 3
(1.40e− 4)

UF1 1.5388e− 1
(5.14e− 2)

1.3636e− 1
(2.85e− 2)

6.2298e− 1
(1.34e− 1)

1.5270e− 1
(4.12e− 2)

3.0044e− 1
(8.04e− 2)

1.1692e− 1
(2.29e− 2)

1.1202e− 1
(2.27e− 2)

1.0285e− 1
(3.90e− 3)

UF2 9.2897e− 2
(1.19e− 2)

8.1301e− 2
(7.06e− 3)

1.7032e− 1
(2.16e− 2)

8.2564e− 2
(5.03e− 3)

2.3152e− 1
(5.81e− 2)

7.8838e− 2
(1.20e− 2)

7.0535e− 2
(7.08e− 3)

4.2773e− 2
(4.68e− 3)

UF3 4.9379e− 1
(3.06e− 2)

4.7702e− 1
(8.89e− 3)

5.7403e− 1
(4.99e− 2)

4.8138e− 1
(7.78e− 3)

3.3739e− 1
(2.31e− 2)

4.3339e− 1
(2.91e− 2)

4.2878e− 1
(2.67e− 2)

2.2609e− 1
(3.25e− 2)

UF4 1.0075e− 1
(4.48e− 3)

9.4497e− 2
(3.05e− 3)

1.2237e− 1
(8.65e− 3)

9.5983e− 2
(3.42e− 3)

1.1437e− 1
(5.47e− 3)

8.1805e− 2
(2.63e− 3)

8.1923e− 2
(3.13e− 3)

5.6199e− 2
(3.62e− 3)

UF5 9.9788e− 1
(2.90e− 1)

1.4897e + 0
(3.01e− 1)

2.9718e + 0
(6.70e− 1)

1.4989e + 0
(3.52e− 1)

1.4515e + 0
(2.29e− 1)

6.7696e− 1
(1.71e− 1)

7.2508e− 1
(1.92e− 1)

4.7202e− 1
(6.69e− 2)

UF6 6.7744e− 1
(2.48e− 1)

7.3813e− 1
(1.39e− 1)

2.5695e + 0
(7.97e− 1)

7.5191e− 1
(1.41e− 1)

5.3913e− 1
(1.32e− 1)

5.0980e− 1
(6.57e− 2)

5.2598e− 1
(7.62e− 2)

5.7701e− 1
(1.12e− 1)

UF7 2.7369e− 1
(1.10e− 1)

2.0424e− 1
(7.04e− 2)

7.3512e− 1
(1.32e− 1)

1.9615e− 1
(7.53e− 2)

4.5705e− 1
(1.11e− 1)

2.1657e− 1
(1.05e− 1)

1.6563e− 1
(9.49e− 2)

5.4736e− 2
(4.64e− 3)

UF8 3.6710e− 1
(3.96e− 2)

3.5163e− 1
(3.51e− 2)

7.4397e− 1
(1.22e− 1)

3.4069e− 1
(3.59e− 2)

5.7647e− 1
(2.54e− 1)

3.4331e− 1
(5.95e− 2)

3.5650e− 1
(4.59e− 2)

2.9892e− 1
(8.93e− 2)

UF9 5.0642e− 1
(9.51e− 2)

4.9393e− 1
(5.80e− 2)

7.6655e− 1
(1.05e− 1)

4.8937e− 1
(4.30e− 2)

5.1151e− 1
(9.53e− 2)

4.5574e− 1
(5.93e− 2)

4.8648e− 1
(7.66e− 2)

1.3840e− 1
(2.20e− 2)

UF10 2.2698e + 0
(8.82e− 1)

2.2711e + 0
(3.91e− 1)

4.6292e + 0
(8.83e− 1)

2.3699e + 0
(4.58e− 1)

7.2339e− 1
(9.63e− 2)

1.0200e + 0
(2.54e− 1)

1.1947e + 0
(4.26e− 1)

5.1341e− 1
(9.72e− 2)

DTLZ1 5.1405e + 0
(2.27e + 0)

4.1193e + 0
(1.44e + 0)

3.4648e + 1
(2.14e + 1)

3.9783e + 0
(1.45e + 0)

3.9079e + 0
(2.46e + 0)

2.8103e + 0
(1.69e + 0)

2.3748e+ 0
(1.02e+ 0)

4.4077e + 1
(1.40e + 1)

DTLZ2 9.8293e− 2
(3.67e− 3)

5.8990e− 2
(1.55e− 3)

1.0238e− 1
(1.29e− 2)

5.4934e− 2
(1.70e− 4)

5.4947e− 2
(2.57e− 4)

5.5105e− 2
(2.49e− 4)

5.6639e− 2
(6.03e− 4)

1.0454e− 1
(7.54e− 3)

DTLZ3 2.0041e + 1
(8.37e + 0)

1.0668e + 1
(5.22e + 0)

9.7820e + 1
(5.91e + 1)

1.1436e + 1
(5.42e + 0)

1.7152e + 1
(8.56e + 0)

7.5904e+ 0
(4.27e+ 0)

7.7873e + 0
(4.32e + 0)

1.2671e + 2
(3.40e + 1)

DTLZ4 1.7246e− 1
(2.01e− 1)

1.5477e− 1
(1.97e− 1)

2.2674e− 1
(1.22e− 1)

1.9844e− 1
(2.52e− 1)

5.3593e− 1
(3.20e− 1)

2.6570e− 1
(2.45e− 1)

1.2354e− 1
(1.74e− 1)

1.1168e− 1
(3.22e− 2)
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Table 5: Continued.

Problems AGEII ANSGAIII DGEA NSGAIII MOEAD ARMOEA AGEMOEA HDMOPSO

DTLZ5 4.3520e− 2
(4.17e− 4)

1.1211e− 2
(1.32e− 3)

5.7895e− 2
(1.07e− 2)

1.2431e− 2
(1.53e− 3)

3.2469e− 2
(7.07e− 4)

5.7577e− 3
(1.51e− 4)

5.7118e− 3
(1.72e− 4)

2.2555e− 2
(2.85e− 3)

DTLZ6 9.0139e− 2
(1.57e− 1)

2.3606e− 2
(4.81e− 2)

1.3535e + 0
(1.06e + 0)

2.0972e− 2
(5.03e− 3)

1.0585e− 1
(2.37e− 1)

5.1735e− 3
(5.18e− 4)

5.1700e− 3
(1.03e− 4)

7.5019e− 3
(1.07e− 3)

DTLZ7 1.3022e− 1
(5.00e− 2)

1.1682e− 1
(1.06e− 1)

4.6400e− 1
(3.09e− 1)

9.8316e− 2
(7.55e− 2)

2.3783e− 1
(2.25e− 1)

3.0406e− 1
(2.62e− 1)

2.4587e− 1
(2.55e− 1)

9.8273e− 2
(1.16e− 2)

Best/All 0/22 0/22 0/22 1/22 0/22 2/22 4/22 15/22

Table 6: HV values of HDMOPSO and MOEAs on 22 test problems.

Problems AGEII ANSGAIII DGEA NSGAIII MOEAD ARMOEA AGEMOEA HDMOPSO

ZDT1 6.0606e− 1
(2.62e− 2)

5.8450e− 1
(2.08e− 2)

4.4826e− 3
(2.09e− 2)

5.8438e− 1
(1.89e− 2)

5.1233e− 1
(7.39e− 2)

6.3314e− 1
(2.92e− 2)

6.7352e− 1
(8.65e− 3)

7.2106e− 1
(1.67e− 4)

ZDT2 2.2885e− 1
(6.09e− 2)

2.0517e− 1
(4.47e− 2)

3.0196e− 2
(8.64e− 2)

2.1195e− 1
(2.79e− 2)

8.7068e− 2
(2.21e− 2)

3.8852e− 3
(9.36e− 3)

3.4325e− 1
(2.39e− 2)

4.4479e− 1
(3.14e− 4)

ZDT3 5.4307e− 1
(2.30e− 2)

5.4222e− 1
(1.73e− 2)

3.1248e− 2
(4.54e− 2)

5.3874e− 1
(1.11e− 2)

5.8582e− 1
(5.62e− 2)

5.8511e− 1
(5.30e− 2)

5.8154e− 1
(1.81e− 2)

6.5930e− 1
(5.18e− 4)

ZDT4 2.1891e− 1
(1.74e− 1)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

1.6314e− 1
(1.11e− 1)

8.3158e− 3
(2.36e− 2)

5.6042e− 2
(9.66e− 2)

7.2109e− 1
(1.94e− 4)

ZDT6 1.4324e− 1
(7.39e− 2)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

3.7415e− 1
(7.16e− 2)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

2.7816e− 1
(3.84e− 2)

2.6587e− 3
(7.76e− 3)

6.8723e− 2
(4.98e− 2)

3.8917e− 1
(1.28e− 4)

UF1 4.9545e− 1
(7.03e− 2)

5.1256e− 1
(3.37e− 2)

9.6182e− 2
(7.52e− 2)

4.9318e− 1
(5.06e− 2)

4.2186e− 1
(4.74e− 2)

5.5831e− 1
(2.44e− 2)

5.5828e− 1
(3.20e− 2)

5.8358e− 1
(5.07e− 3)

UF2 6.0395e− 1
(1.02e− 2)

6.1498e− 1
(7.79e− 3)

5.1072e− 1
(2.83e− 2)

6.1363e− 1
(6.45e− 3)

5.5211e− 1
(2.50e− 2)

6.3112e− 1
(6.46e− 3)

6.3627e− 1
(6.09e− 3)

6.7344e− 1
(5.90e− 3)

UF3 1.7440e− 1
(2.58e− 2)

1.8893e− 1
(8.50e− 3)

1.1804e− 1
(2.74e− 2)

1.8488e− 1
(7.68e− 3)

3.0498e− 1
(3.55e− 2)

2.0647e− 1
(2.47e− 2)

2.1327e− 1
(1.86e− 2)

4.4309e− 1
(4.02e− 2)

UF4 2.9950e− 1
(6.87e− 3)

3.1424e− 1
(3.80e− 3)

2.7710e− 1
(1.02e− 2)

3.1270e− 1
(4.40e− 3)

2.8594e− 1
(6.95e− 3)

3.3215e− 1
(3.56e− 3)

3.3372e− 1
(3.93e− 3)

3.6976e− 1
(4.36e− 3)

UF5 6.5633e− 3
(1.76e− 2)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

3.4451e− 4
(1.53e− 3)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

3.0366e− 2
(4.49e− 2)

2.5807e− 2
(4.27e− 2)

1.9772e− 2
(2.21e− 2)

UF6 3.0354e− 2
(4.03e− 2)

1.0728e− 2
(1.60e− 2)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

9.3560e− 3
(1.44e− 2)

9.3876e− 2
(6.38e− 2)

4.8097e− 2
(3.11e− 2)

3.7781e− 2
(3.16e− 2)

1.3127e− 2
(1.40e− 2)

UF7 2.8984e− 1
(8.79e− 2)

3.2586e− 1
(6.92e− 2)

1.8432e− 2
(2.96e− 2)

3.2919e− 1
(6.85e− 2)

2.2900e− 1
(6.15e− 2)

3.6263e− 1
(7.07e− 2)

3.8745e− 1
(8.00e− 2)

5.0640e− 1
(6.73e− 3)

UF8 1.7267e− 1
(5.81e− 2)

2.2906e− 1
(3.97e− 2)

2.1604e− 2
(2.25e− 2)

2.2585e− 1
(3.84e− 2)

1.5686e− 1
(6.22e− 2)

3.0044e− 1
(2.17e− 2)

2.9239e− 1
(3.78e− 2)

3.5290e− 1
(1.67e− 2)

UF9 2.2393e− 1
(7.64e− 2)

2.5375e− 1
(5.14e− 2)

6.5632e− 2
(5.11e− 2)

2.5881e− 1
(4.10e− 2)

2.9108e− 1
(5.77e− 2)

3.1461e− 1
(4.40e− 2)

2.9501e− 1
(5.19e− 2)

6.3437e− 1
(2.37e− 2)

UF10 0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

3.4782e− 2
(2.76e− 2)

3.0422e− 5
(1.16e− 4)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

3.1914e− 1
(4.40e− 2)

DTLZ1 0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

DTLZ2 5.4387e− 1
(2.34e− 3)

5.4919e− 1
(2.81e− 3)

4.4879e− 1
(2.60e− 2)

5.5562e− 1
(6.43e− 4)

5.5533e− 1
(6.50e− 4)

5.5668e− 1
(7.25e− 4)

5.5633e− 1
(7.20e− 4)

4.7654e− 1
(1.15e− 2)

DTLZ3 0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

0.0000e + 0
(0.00e + 0)

DTLZ4 5.0701e− 1
(1.04e− 1)

5.0866e− 1
(8.65e− 2)

3.9182e− 1
(8.39e− 2)

4.8909e− 1
(1.19e− 1)

3.2464e− 1
(1.68e− 1)

4.6540e− 1
(1.06e− 1)

5.2232e− 1
(8.82e− 2)

5.1071e− 1
(1.03e− 2)

DTLZ5 1.7846e− 1
(1.15e− 3)

1.9462e− 1
(8.57e− 4)

1.6149e− 1
(8.23e− 3)

1.9336e− 1
(1.04e− 3)

1.8245e− 1
(5.75e− 4)

1.9839e− 1
(2.37e− 4)

1.9854e− 1
(1.87e− 4)

1.8259e− 1
(3.45e− 3)

DTLZ6 1.6313e− 1
(3.65e− 2)

1.8686e− 1
(3.31e− 2)

4.4790e− 2
(7.18e− 2)

1.8986e− 1
(2.64e− 3)

1.6070e− 1
(5.38e− 2)

1.9938e− 1
(2.48e− 4)

1.9957e− 1
(7.46e− 5)

1.9487e− 1
(4.19e− 3)

DTLZ7 2.3918e− 1
(6.10e− 3)

2.6170e− 1
(1.22e− 2)

1.5277e− 1
(6.87e− 2)

2.6464e− 1
(9.25e− 3)

2.4079e− 1
(1.66e− 2)

2.4795e− 1
(2.58e− 2)

2.5682e− 1
(2.65e− 2)

2.6668e− 1
(3.33e− 3)

Best/All 0/22 0/22 0/22 0/22 1/22 2/22 3/22 14/22
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Figure 9: Continued.
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obtained from Table 5 that DTLZ4 has obvious advantages
over other algorithms compared to DTLZ7, it can be seen
from Figure 7 that it is not obvious compared to the
ANSGAIII and AGEMOEA on DTLZ4. Nothing is more
stable than the ANSGAIII and AGEMOEA and the average
value is no better than it except for outliers. Although there
are no outliers in DTLZ7, there is still a little difference
compared with the ANSGAIII and NSGAIII.

Figure 10 shows the IGD convergence trajectory ob-
tained by HDMOPSO and MOEAs running 10000 times in
ZDT6, UF4, and DTLZ6. HDMOPSO is compared with the
MOEAs, it not only has an absolute advantage in the
convergence speed, but also shows an obvious advantage in
the convergence value, which also reflects the fast conver-
gence speed of the particle algorithm.

Finally, Figure 11 shows the Pareto front simulation of
HDMOPSO and MOEAs on ZDT4. It can be seen from the
figure that the algorithms in this paper almost all converge to

the Pareto front, and the distribution is good. No other
algorithm has a convergent Pareto front.

-rough the above analysis of the comparison of
HDMOPSO andMOEAs, HDMOPSO performs better in 22
test problems and 15 test problems with IGD values. Figure 9
also shows good stability. 14 of HV performed better. From
Figures 10 and11, it can be seen briefly that HDMOPSO has
obvious advantages in terms of convergence speed and
convergence. Especially, it shows obvious advantages
compared with MOEAs in the ZDT and UF test problems.
-erefore, HDMOPSO is more competitive than MOEAs.

4.6. Computational Complexity of HDMOPSO. -e com-
plexity of HDMOPSO algorithm mainly depends on the
complexity of the three parts in Section 3 of this article. -e
following will be analyzed one by one according to the three
parts. First, in the maintenance of the external archive, the
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Figure 9: IGD value Statistical boxplot of HDMOPSO and MOEAs on ZDT1, ZDT2, ZDT4, ZDT6, UF1-5, UF7-10, DTLZ4, and DTLZ7
problems. (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 in each Statistical boxplot represent AGEII, ANSGAIII, DGEA, NSGAIII, MOEAD, ARMOEA,
AGEMOEA, and HDMOPSO, respectively).
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Figure 10: IGD values convergence trajectory of HDMOPSO and MOEAs comparison on ZDT6, UF4, and DTLZ6 problems.
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strategy of rebuilding the hypercube is used and there is only
one operator. So complexity is O(m× div) (m is the target
number. div is the number of divisions of the coordinate
axes). Second, the complexity of the opposite mutation with
nonlinear decreasing is O (N) (N is the number of particles)
according to the pseudocode in Figure 3. -irdly, the setting
of the social part based on the method of combining hy-
perspace and distance mainly consists of three parts. First,
the hypercube are selected one by one and the optimal
positions of each hypercube are averaged. Second, each
particle finds its nearest average position. Finally, the particle

determines the flight of the social part according to the
shortest average position it finds. So the complexity of the
third part is O(A× a) +O(N×A×m) +O(N) (A is the
number of optimal solutions to store in the external archive.
a is the number of optimal solutions in the hypercube).
According to the operation rules of the symbol O, the
complexity above can be simplified as O
(A(N×M+a)+m× div).

In addition, tic and toc codes in MATLAB software are
also used to calculate the running time of each algorithm
when evaluating (FEs) 10,000 times (unit: second) It can be
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Figure 11: -e Pareto front simulation of HDMOPSO and MOEAs on ZDT4 problem.
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seen from Tables 7 and 8 that HDMOPSO is almost in the
same order of magnitude as MOPSOs and MOEAs in most
of the test problems, but HDMOPSO algorithm is still a little
slower than other algorithms. However, statistics after op-
eration depend on computer hardware, software and other
environmental factors. -erefore, the data at this time is for
reference only.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, a multiobjective particle swarm optimization
combining hypercube and distance is proposed. Establish a
combination of hypercube and distance in the external
archive to set the social part of the particle speed update, and
improve the optimization ability of the algorithm. In

Table 7: Running times of HDMOPSO and MOPSOs on 22 test problems.

Problems FEs MOPSO MOPSOCD dMOPSO SMPSO NMPSO MPSOD CMOPSO HDMOPSO
ZDT1 10000 1.8954e− 01 2.1995e− 01 3.0756e− 01 1.5614e− 01 5.9784e + 00 9.8553e− 01 9.6836e− 01 6.2169e + 00
ZDT2 10000 9.6836e− 01 1.8677e− 01 3.0587e− 01 1.5278e− 01 5.7637e + 00 8.5288e− 01 9.3910e− 01 6.3731e + 00
ZDT3 10000 1.6025e− 01 1.3933e− 01 3.1736e− 01 1.5136e− 01 3.7805e + 00 8.8155e− 01 3.6910e− 01 5.2505e + 00
ZDT4 10000 1.4136e− 01 1.1535e− 01 3.3401e− 01 1.2446e− 01 1.2178e + 00 4.0052e− 01 4.4006e− 01 4.1853e + 00
ZDT6 10000 1.6083e− 01 3.0051e− 01 3.0535e− 01 1.4522e− 01 6.9666e + 00 6.0061e− 01 1.9409e + 00 1.1422e + 01
UF1 10000 1.5675e− 01 1.3745e− 01 3.4933e− 01 1.5089e− 01 5.5508e− 01 1.1290e + 00 2.4897e− 01 3.5535e + 00
UF2 10000 1.8101e− 01 1.4694e− 01 4.0179e− 01 1.6999e− 01 9.5793e− 01 1.1746e + 00 2.8913e− 01 9.6000e + 00
UF3 10000 1.8831e− 01 2.4739e− 01 3.6602e− 01 1.7367e− 01 1.0686e + 00 1.1528e + 00 2.8029e− 01 4.0495e + 00
UF4 10000 1.6966e− 01 1.5075e− 01 3.8537e− 01 1.6703e− 01 2.6208e + 00 1.2591e + 00 2.9030e− 01 9.8464e + 00
UF5 10000 1.6004e− 01 1.5048e− 01 3.8623e− 01 1.5731e− 01 5.4259e− 01 1.0700e + 00 2.9916e− 01 1.3402e + 01
UF6 10000 1.7337e− 01 1.5025e− 01 3.9267e− 01 1.6589e− 01 5.3052e− 01 1.1377e + 00 2.9791e− 01 2.6452e + 00
UF7 10000 1.6423e− 01 1.4502e− 01 3.4968e− 01 1.6433e− 01 7.6412e− 01 1.1829e + 00 3.1794e− 01 8.6314e + 00
UF8 10000 2.2966e− 01 1.7421e− 01 3.9023e− 01 2.1134e− 01 1.5602e + 00 9.6623e− 01 5.5715e− 01 4.8477e + 00
UF9 10000 2.2266e− 01 1.7022e− 01 3.8962e− 01 2.0454e− 01 1.3716e + 00 1.0086e + 00 5.3158e− 01 8.8649e + 00
UF10 10000 1.9929e− 01 1.7375e− 01 3.7649e− 01 1.9299e− 01 6.3617e− 01 9.8017e− 01 4.5164e− 01 1.4856e + 00
DTLZ1 10000 1.9451e− 01 1.7336e− 01 4.2895e− 01 1.7963e− 01 1.9483e + 00 1.4728e + 00 3.4286e− 01 4.4390e + 00
DTLZ2 10000 2.5668e− 01 2.1649e− 01 4.0326e− 01 1.9691e− 01 2.8527e + 00 1.4684e + 00 1.4363e + 00 3.8444e + 00
DTLZ3 10000 3.6626e− 01 1.8473e− 01 4.4459e− 01 1.9127e− 01 1.0501e + 00 1.0501e + 00 3.6626e− 01 1.9394e + 00
DTLZ4 10000 2.4343e− 01 1.7660e− 01 4.4017e− 01 1.9800e− 01 2.8646e + 00 1.2343e + 00 1.2343e + 00 9.8830e− 01
DTLZ5 10000 2.5944e− 01 1.9055e− 01 4.4258e− 01 2.0864e− 01 2.2953e + 00 9.3072e− 01 9.1520e− 01 2.3477e + 00
DTLZ6 10000 2.4352e− 01 3.2588e− 01 4.4845e− 01 2.1578e− 01 3.6248e + 00 1.3673e + 00 8.9641e− 01 5.3365e + 00
DTLZ7 10000 2.3549e− 01 3.5500e− 01 3.5500e− 01 2.0576e− 01 2.9453e + 00 6.8225e− 01 9.0226e− 01 1.0615e + 01

Table 8: Running times of HDMOPSO and MOEAs on 22 test problems.

Problems FEs AGEII ANSGAIII DGEA NSGAIII MOEAD ARMOEA AGEMOEA HDMOPSO
ZDT1 10000 1.6906e + 01 4.7437e− 01 4.2843e− 01 2.9046e− 01 1.7671e + 00 6.4435e− 01 2.5825e− 01 6.2169e + 00
ZDT2 10000 1.3348e + 01 4.4615e− 01 4.2499e− 01 2.9139e− 01 1.7384e + 00 3.3364e− 01 2.4050e− 01 6.3731e + 00
ZDT3 10000 1.4356e + 01 4.5518e− 01 4.0627e− 01 2.8519e− 01 1.7178e + 00 8.8620e− 01 2.6861e− 01 5.2505e + 00
ZDT4 10000 8.1142e + 00 3.9137e− 01 3.3979e− 01 2.7679e− 01 1.6371e + 00 2.7897e− 01 2.4642e− 01 4.1853e + 00
ZDT6 10000 8.1726e + 00 4.0665e− 01 3.8004e− 01 2.7077e− 01 1.6758e + 00 2.7440e− 01 2.1910e− 01 1.1422e + 01
UF1 10000 2.1910e− 01 4.8534e− 01 4.2519e− 01 2.8050e− 01 1.8027e + 00 3.9434e− 01 2.3187e− 01 3.5535e + 00
UF2 10000 3.0681e + 01 4.8148e− 01 4.5153e− 01 2.9503e− 01 2.0535e + 00 9.2059e− 01 3.0219e− 01 9.6000e + 00
UF3 10000 1.5124e + 01 4.8845e− 01 4.4217e− 01 3.0029e− 01 2.0223e + 00 4.1813e− 01 2.5723e− 01 4.0495e + 00
UF4 10000 6.6710e + 01 4.8374e− 01 4.5074e− 01 3.1567e− 01 1.9588e + 00 1.0578e + 00 2.9759e− 01 9.8464e + 00
UF5 10000 5.5514e + 00 4.6839e− 01 4.1768e− 01 2.9088e− 01 1.9183e + 00 3.2421e− 01 2.3231e− 01 1.3402e + 01
UF6 10000 7.9447e + 00 4.6724e− 01 4.2344e− 01 2.9147e− 01 1.9433e + 00 3.3038e− 01 2.3917e− 01 2.6452e + 00
UF7 10000 2.2273e + 01 4.5917e− 01 4.2218e− 01 2.8460e− 01 2.0121e + 00 4.4279e− 01 2.5829e− 01 8.6314e + 00
UF8 10000 1.0657e + 01 5.7163e− 01 4.1730e− 01 3.2666e− 01 2.1912e + 00 2.0018e + 00 4.8602e− 01 4.8477e + 00
UF9 10000 1.0713e + 01 5.5393e− 01 4.1814e− 01 3.1820e− 01 2.5255e + 00 1.4048e + 00 3.9560e− 01 8.8649e + 00
UF10 10000 8.5054e + 00 5.5813e− 01 4.1871e− 01 3.2024e− 01 2.5230e + 00 1.0070e + 00 2.7937e− 01 1.4856e + 00
DTLZ1 10000 5.0505e + 00 5.7524e− 01 4.2878e− 01 3.2626e− 01 2.4902e + 00 9.6535e− 01 3.6443e− 01 4.4390e + 00
DTLZ2 10000 8.7972e + 01 5.2632e− 01 4.6034e− 01 3.6273e− 01 2.4898e + 00 4.6962e + 00 7.8888e− 01 3.8444e + 00
DTLZ3 10000 1.0630e + 02 5.2184e− 01 3.9689e− 01 3.8554e− 01 2.4625e + 00 4.2094e + 00 7.3357e− 01 1.9394e + 00
DTLZ4 10000 1.0630e + 02 5.2184e− 01 3.9689e− 01 3.8554e− 01 2.4625e + 00 4.2094e + 00 7.3357e− 01 9.8830e− 01
DTLZ5 10000 1.8164e + 02 6.6040e− 01 3.8343e− 01 4.0999e− 01 2.5314e + 00 4.1013e + 00 6.1905e− 01 2.3477e + 00
DTLZ6 10000 1.8625e + 01 6.8678e− 01 4.2519e− 01 4.1715e− 01 2.5983e + 00 3.8306e + 00 7.1626e− 01 5.3365e + 00
DTLZ7 10000 2.0237e + 01 5.7245e− 01 3.7660e− 01 3.7607e− 01 2.4422e + 00 4.0381e + 00 6.4493e− 01 1.0615e + 01
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addition, a nonlinear decreasing opposite mutation strategy
is also used. It not only increases the exploration ability, but
also prevents the algorithm from premature convergence.
Finally, the hypercube technology is used to control the
external archive, which improves the computing power of
the algorithm while also increasing the diversity of the al-
gorithm. HDMOPSO is compared with MOPSOs and
MOEAs. -e results show that HDMOPSO has good per-
formance, especially the ZDT and UF test problems have
strong competitiveness compared with MOPSOs and
MOEAs. -erefore, the strategy of this paper is an effective
improvement of particle swarm optimization in solving
multiobjective optimization problems.

In the future research work, on the one hand, the op-
timization of the algorithm is studied. It can be seen from the
data in this paper that the optimization effect of the algo-
rithm is poor in complex problems, so more effective
strategies are needed to solve most of MOPs. On the other
hand, the main reason proposed by the algorithm is that it
can effectively solve practical problems in reality, so it is one
of the key points of further research to solve practical
problems in reality.
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In recent years, with the continuous development and progress of information technology and science and technology, big data
has entered all walks of life, integrated into the lives of the public, and has become a necessity for social operation; the gradual
development of artificial intelligence has also made life in modern times. People in society are more and more convenient.
However, the development of science and technology is also accompanied by corresponding problems, and the war in information
has gradually started. (is paper simulates the possible information security through the hidden Markov model and then verifies
the feasibility and effectiveness of the situation assessment method and the situation prediction method, in order to effectively
evaluate the relevant information security level and effectively predict the accuracy of the situation value.(e experimental results
show that the fluctuation of the situation value corresponds to the different attack behaviors carried out by the attacker, accurately
describes the information security status of the system, and verifies the effectiveness and accuracy of the situational awareness
method proposed in this paper, while the situation prediction method based on ARIMA predictable short-term changes in
situational values can be used for short-term forecasts that require high accuracy.

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the continuous improvement of peo-
ple’s economic income, mobile phones and computers have
become the necessities of every family. Cybersecurity cases
often occur in our lives, our cyberspace security is facing
severe challenges, andmany enterprises or organizations will
also face cyberattacks, such as the once-famous “Aurora
Attack,” which attacked Google’s mail server attacked. Some
foreign hacker organizations hope to steal our country’s
military secrets and understand our country’s political and
economic situation by attacking our country’s software. In
China, some criminals use the Internet to attack some
websites to steal the internal data of the websites and defraud
some elderly people through the Internet. (ese situations
affect the social atmosphere and reduce the happiness of
residents’ lives. As these problems become increasingly
prominent, it should be put on the agenda to improve system
security protection capabilities, pay attention to network
security, and monitor and predict possible events. When

defending, improve your defense methods and fully un-
derstand the network security dynamics; you need to find
potential threats as soon as possible, find out possible
malicious behaviors, determine the source of the attack,
provide important information for eliminating security
threats and update network data in a timely manner, and
actively fight against security risks.

With the continuous development and progress of in-
formation technology and technology, issues related to big
data, artificial intelligence, and security posture have entered
people’s lives, and everyone has gradually become familiar
with these once unfamiliar words. Company executives
make decisions through big data [1]; the DBES problem [2];
the use of wireless mesh networks [3]; the deployment of
intelligent transportation systems [4]; the rise of big data in
cloud computing [5]; evaluation research on bank perfor-
mance [6]; emergence of behavior-oriented artificial intel-
ligence [7]; predicting lake level fluctuations [8]; birth of
AIDR [9]; artificial intelligence applications [10]; birth of
ADS system [11]; prediction of security situation [11];
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security aggregation and configuration related data [12];
analysis of sources and identification methods of informa-
tion risks [13]; application of artificial intelligence in music
education [14]; performance improvement of water pollu-
tion monitoring and rapid decision-making systems [15];
network security situation prediction [16]; the combination
of artificial intelligence algorithms and physical modeling
[17]; and so on.

2. Theoretical Basis

2.1. Situational Awareness

2.1.1. Related Situational Awareness Profiles. Situational
awareness was first proposed by Endsley et al. in 1988. It is
defined as “the extraction and understanding of the sur-
rounding environmental factors within a certain time and
space, and the prediction of the future development trend.”
Situational awareness originated from the military field and
was soon applied to other fields. (e application of situa-
tional awareness in network security is even more extensive
and far-reaching; in enterprise information security man-
agement, the defense-discovery-repair approach is adopted
[18].

2.1.2. Situational Awareness Model. (e three-layer situa-
tional awareness model visually represented in Figure 1 is a
widely accepted general theoretical model given by Endsley.
(e model is composed of situational element extraction,
situational understanding, and situational prediction and
plays an important role in the subsequent research on
network security situational awareness systems.

2.1.3. Security Situation Forecast. Security situation pre-
diction is the highest level technology in the whole situa-
tional awareness model [19]. (e prediction of network
security situation plays an important role in the defense of
network security. (e definition of situation prediction is to
make a preestimation of the events or scenarios that will
occur in the future to determine the probability of its oc-
currence, which usually requires rigorous investigation and
observation, and artificial intelligence algorithms such as
machine learning and deep learning can discover and
identify potential patterns in input data and output of the
required prediction information. (ey have achieved great
success in computer vision, natural language processing, and
other fields and are widely used in artificial intelligence
algorithms. (ey have also been used in network security
situation prediction and achieved initial results. (erefore,
according to certain scientific basis, through the analysis and
study of relevant factors, a specific prediction model as
shown in Figure 2 is established.

2.1.4. Cybersecurity Situational Awareness. (e network
situation is a network state and changing trend, which is
affected by factors such as different types of network op-
erating conditions, network behaviors, and user behaviors.
(ese behaviors are combined together to form a network

situation. In a large-scale network environment, we can
select those security elements for analysis, fully understand
the changes in the network situation, and use big data
technology to process different types of information. (e
perception platform integrates user terminals, through
different types of perception data sources, fully explores
technologies, understands intelligent algorithms, and im-
proves the sensitivity of the network security situational
awareness platform.

Situational awareness describes the network system and
requires a full understanding of its microstate, which is
reflected by various connection parameters. After in-depth
mining of parameters, determine the correlation and de-
velopment trend of information, and use related tools (al-
gorithms or measures) to detect and perceive, and associate
the data and information from detection and perception in
some way to form knowledge.(is completes a basic process
of situational awareness as shown in Figure 3.

We know that the biggest feature of network situational
awareness [20] is the need to measure the physical network.
(e following abilities serve as support:

(1) Big data processing capability: the Internet is huge,
and a large amount of concurrent data traffic is
transmitted through each node. In this kind of data
reanalysis, Network maintenance personnel cannot
meet the requirements of the end-of-network ac-
tivity and the characteristics of the network situ-
ation rate. (erefore, the sampling method to
detect abnormal network activities cannot meet the
requirements. Network situational awareness must
have the ability of very good processing power for
massive data.

(2) Fine analysis capability: the detection of data packets
must meet fine-grained requirements, and various
data streams and parameters must be efficiently
retrieved and matched. To achieve a good perception
of the network microstate, in addition to the tra-
ditional key physical parameters (source and desti-
nation addresses, ports, and protocol types),
situational awareness technology must also have the
ability to identify multiple logical parameters.

Situational element
extraction

situation
understand

situation
predict

Figure 1: 3-layer situational awareness model.
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(3) Protocol identification capability: as an important
parameter, the protocol type is very important to
accurately identify it. In the process of implementing
situational awareness, in addition to identifying
widely used Internet standard protocols (such as
TCP/IP protocol suite, etc.), other nonstandard and
private protocols should also be captured as much as
possible. Security poses a threat. For the identified
protocol features (fingerprints), a fingerprint data-
base shall be formed, which shall be continuously
updated and maintained to support the effective
matching retrieval function.

(4) Reliable operation capability: situational awareness
technology equipment needs to have reliable oper-
ation capability to ensure long-term normal opera-
tion. Any interruption of the operation process may
cause inaccurate perception information.

(5) Business diversion capability: after all kinds of in-
formation are accurately identified, they should be
redirected in a certain way; that is, after classifying
the information, the next step is processed in a
targeted manner. (is can not only make the data
information more accurate, but also greatly reduce
the background processing load, improve operating
efficiency, and save memory capacity.

3. Hidden Markov Model

Hidden Markov model is a commonly used probability
model in statistics. In this section, the concept of hidden
Markov model is introduced from the classic stock market
problem, and then three types of problems and solutions of
hidden Markov model are introduced. (e observation

sequence problem extends the one-dimensional hidden
Markov model to a multidimensional hidden Markov
model.

3.1. Overview of Hidden Markov Models (HMM). Hidden
Markov model (HMM) is a powerful probabilistic modeling
tool for characterizing implicit stochastic processes with
observable sequences. HMM have been used in areas such as
signal processing, pattern recognition, and machine learn-
ing. At the beginning of the twentieth century, Andrei
Markov proposed the mathematical theory of Markov
Process. Until 1960, Baum and his colleagues proposed and
developed the hidden Markov theory model.

Figure 4 depicts a simple example of a Markov process
used to describe changes in the stock market. (is stochastic
process divides the daily changes of the stock market into
three states: A city, B city, and a volatile market, which
correspond to three observations of a stock’s stock price
rising, falling, and remaining unchanged. (e transition
between states is a Markov process with limited time discrete
state space, also known as a Markov chain.

Assuming that the probability that the stock is in city A
on the first day is 0.7, if it is observed that the stock is rising-
falling-falling for three consecutive days, then it can be
inferred that the changing state of the stock for three
consecutive days is city A-city B-city B, and we can calculate
the probability of this happening as

p � 0.7 × 0.2 × 0.5. (1)

If each state is allowed to correspond to multiple ob-
servations, for example, when the stock is in market A, not
only is there an increase in one observation, but also a

Future scenePredictive model

Network security
situational elements

historical
information

Enter Predict

Figure 2: Security situation prediction model.

Data Collection

Situation Estimation

Situation
Assessment

Situation Forecast

Figure 3: Conceptual model of network security situational awareness.
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decrease or shock may be observed, and the Markov chain
can be extended to a hidden Markov model. (is change can
make the model more expressive. In Figure 5, the stock may
also fluctuate or decline slightly in the state of city A. If the
stock is observed to rise-fall-fall for three consecutive days, it
cannot be said that the stock must be in the B market, so the
stock state is “hidden” and can exist in any state sequence
with a certain probability.

(e mathematical definition of hidden Markov model
can be given as follows:

λ � (A, B, π). (2)

S is the set of hidden states and V is the set of observable
states:

S � s1, s2, . . . , sN( ,

V � v1, v2, . . . , vM( .
(3)

(en define the hidden state sequence Q of length T and
the corresponding observation sequence O:

Q � q1, q2, . . . , qT,

O � o1, o2, . . . , oT.
(4)

A is the implicit state transition matrix. (e element aij

of the matrix represents the probability of transitioning from
state i to state j. Note that the state transition probability is
independent of time:

A � aij , aij � P qt � Sj|qt−1 � Si . (5)

B is the observation matrix, and the element bi(k) of the
matrix represents the probability of observing vk in the
hidden state i of the system. (is probability is also inde-
pendent of time:

B � bi(k) , bi(k) � P xt � vk|qt � Si( . (6)

π is the initial probability distribution matrix, and the
elements represent the probability that the system is in each
hidden state at the initial moment:

π � πi , πi � P q1 � Si( . (7)

(eHMMmakes two assumptions.(e first one is called
the Markov assumption, which considers that the current
state of the system only depends on the state of the system at
the previous moment, which is expressed as

P qt|q
t−1
1  � P qt|qt−1( . (8)

(e second assumption is called the independence as-
sumption, which considers that the observed state of the
system only depends on the implicit state of the system at the
current moment, which is expressed as

P ot|o
t−1
1 , q

t
1  � P ot|qt( . (9)

3.2. Hidden Markov 6ree Kinds of Problems. For HMM to
be useful in practical applications, three problems related to
them must be solved, which are estimation problem,
decoding problem, and learning problem.

3.2.1. Estimation Problem. Given an HMM model λ, cal-
culate the probability P(O|λ) of occurrence of observation
sequence O. (is problem can be viewed as evaluating the
ability of a known model to predict a given sequence of
observations, and by comparing P(O|λ) the most appro-
priate model can be selected. Given a sequence of hidden
states Q, the probability of observing sequence O is

P(O|Q, λ) � 
T

t�1
P ot|qt, λ(  � bq1 o1( bq2 o2(  · · · bqT oT( .

(10)

(e probability of occurrence of the hidden state se-
quence Q is

P(Q|λ) � πq1aq1q2aq2q3 · · · aqr−1qr. (11)
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Figure 5: Hidden Markov model example.
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Given a model, the observation probability can be
calculated:

P(O|λ) � 
Q

P(O|Q, λ)P(Q|λ)

� 
q1···qr

πq1bq1 o1( aq1q2bq2

· o2( aq2q3 · · · aqr−1qrbqT oT( .

(12)

From this, the probability of occurrence of observation
sequence O for a given model can be calculated, but its time
complexity is in the exponential form with respect to time T
(to be precise, it requires 2T.NT calculations). (ere are a
large number of identical operations in the abovementioned
calculation process, and these redundant operations can be
reduced by means of cache calculation, so as to achieve the
purpose of reducing the time complexity.(emeshed grid is
used to cache the operations that need to be repeated in the
calculation process, and the grid can be moved forward until
time T to obtain the result. (is method is called the forward
algorithm. To this end, an intermediate variable α needs to
be introduced, which represents the probability that the
implicit state is si and the observation sequence o1, o2, · · · , ot

is at time t:

αt(i) � P o1o2 · · · ot, qt � si|λ( . (13)

(e specific algorithm is as follows:

(1) Initialization:

α1(i) � πibi o1( , 1≤ i≤N. (14)

(2) Recursion:

αt+1(j) � 
N

i−1
αt(i)αij

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦bj ot+1( , 1≤ t≤T − 1, 1≤ j≤N.

(15)

(3) Termination:

P(O|λ) � 
N

i−1
αT(i). (16)

Strictly speaking, the forward algorithm can solve the
evaluation problem, but in order to solve the learning
problem, a backward algorithm must be introduced, which
can also solve the evaluation problem. Similar to the forward
algorithm, define an intermediate variable β, given the state
si at time t, the probability of observing the sequence from
ot+1 to oT:

β1(i) � P ot+1ot+2 · · · oT|qt � s _i, λ( . (17)

Unlike the forward algorithm, the backward algorithm
recurses from the back to the front. (e specific algorithm is
as follows:

(1) Initialization:

βT(i) � 1, 1≤ i≤N. (18)

(2) Recursion:

βt(i) � 
N

j�1
aijbj Ot+1( βt+1(j), t � T − 1, T − 2, · · · 1, 1≤ i≤N

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎬

⎪⎭
.

(19)

(3) Termination:

P(O|λ) � 
N

i�1
πibi o1( βi(i). (20)

3.2.2. Decoding Problem. (e purpose of decoding is to find
the hidden state sequence that is most likely to produce a
given observation sequence, that is, the known model λ, and
to find the hidden state sequence Q that makes the obser-
vation sequence Omost likely to appear.(e best solution to
the decoding problem is to use the Viterbi algorithm, which
is another grid algorithm, similar to the forward algorithm,
except that the probability at each moment is maximized
instead of summing. We can define

δt(i) � max
q1 ,q2 ,···,t−1

P q1q2 · · · qt � sio1, o2, . . . , ot|λ( , (21)

which is the probability of the most likely hidden state
path that makes the observation sequence appear up to time
t. (e Viterbi algorithm is as follows:

(1) Initialization:

δt(i) � πibi o1( ，1≤ i≤N,Ψ1(i) � 0. (22)

(2) Recursion:

δt(j) � max
1≤i≤N

δt(i)aij bj o1( , 2≤ t≤T, 1≤ j≤N,

Ψ1(j) � arg max
1≤i≤N

δt(i)aij , 2≤ t≤T, 1≤ j≤N.
(23)

(3) Termination:

P
∗

� max
1≤i≤N

δr(i) ,

q
∗
r � arg max

1≤i≤N
δr(i) .

(24)

(4) Backtracking of the optimal state sequence:

q
∗
t � Ψt+1 q

∗
t+1( , t � T − 1, T − 2, . . . 1. (25)

(e main difference between the Viterbi algorithm and
the forward algorithm is that the Viterbi algorithm maxi-
mizes the probability in the recursive process, rather than
summing it up, and stores the state when the probability is
the largest, so as to end the used backtracking.

Backtracking allows finding the optimal sequence of
states from the states stored in the recursive steps, and there
is no easy way to find a suboptimal sequence of states.
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3.2.3. Learning Problems. Learning problems are divided
into two categories: supervised and unsupervised, corre-
sponding to two standard solutions. Learning problems are
divided into two categories: supervised and unsupervised,
corresponding to two standard solutions. If the training data
set used to solve the learning problem is supervised, that is,
when the observation sequence is given, the corresponding
hidden state sequence is also specified, and a supervised
learning algorithm is used. If the training data set is un-
supervised, that is, only the observation sequence is given,
the unsupervised learning algorithm, also known as the B-W
algorithm, can be used.

(e B-W algorithm, jointly proposed by Baum and his
colleagues, is a very classic algorithm for solving model
parameter selection problems.

In order to describe the estimation process of HMM
parameters, the B-W algorithm first defines an intermediate
variable to represent the probability of state si at time t and
state si+1 at time t+1 under the premise of given model
parameters and observation sequence:

ξt(i, j) � P qt � si, qt+1 � sj|O, λ . (26)

(e B-W algorithm uses the forward algorithm at time t
and the backward algorithm at time t+1, which cleverly
combines the forward algorithm and the backward algo-
rithm, also known as the forward-backward algorithm, and
ξt(i, j) is also called the forward algorithm Backward
variable.

According to the Bayesian formula, the forward-back-
ward variable announcement can be written as:

ξt(i, j) �
αt(i)aijbj Ot+1( βt+1(j)

P(O|λ)
,

ξt(i, j) �
αt(i)aijbj Ot+1( βt+1(j)


N
i�1 

N
j�1 αt(i)aijbj Ot+1( βt+1(j)

,

(27)

In the formula, the numerator term is
P(qt � si, qt+1 � sj, O|λ), and the denominator term is
P(O|λ), which is obtained by the full probability formula.

Define ct(i) as the probability that the model is in state si

at time t, and establish the relationship between ct(i) and
ξt(i, j) as follows:

ct(i) � 
N

j�1
ξt(i, j). (28)

(e value obtained by the summation of ct(i) at time t
can be used to represent the expectation of the number of
visits to state si, that is, the expectation of the number of
transitions from state si. Likewise, the result of summing
ξt(i, j) over time can be used to express the expectation of
the number of transfers from si to sj.

(e idea of the B-W algorithm is to iteratively obtain the
newmodel parameter λ. Once P(O|λ)> P(O|λ) is found, λ is
assigned to λ and iteratively calculates until P(O|λ) no
longer changes significantly. (erefore, unfortunately, this

algorithm can only obtain the local optimum. In order to
calculate λ efficiently, a helper function for λ is introduced:

L(λ, λ) � 
Q

log[P(O, Q|λ)]P(O, Q|λ). (29)

(e expectation of the joint distribution P(O,Q|λ) is
based on the conditional probability P(O,Q|λ).

(e log-likelihood function f(λ) � log[P(O,Q|λ)] is a
concave function, according to Jensen’s inequality:

f[E(λ)] � f[E(λ)]≥E[f(λ)]. (30)

Both sides of the above equation can be written as

E[f(λ)] � 
Q

log[P(O, Q|λ)]P(O, Q|λ) � L(λ, λ),

f[E(λ)] � 
Q

log[P(O, Q|λ)]P(O, Q|λ) � log P(O|λ),

log P(O|λ)≥L(λ, λ).

(31)

No matter how λ changes, as long as L(λ, λ) is increased,
the infimum of P(O|λ) can be increased, and then maxi-
mizing L(λ, λ) can increase the probability of P(O|λ),
namely,

max
λ

[L(λ, λ)]⇒P(O|λ)≥P(O|λ). (32)

(erefore, iterative calculation can make P(O|λ) con-
verge to the maximum point.

P(O, Q|λ) � πq1bq1 o1( aq1q2bq2 o2( aq2q3 · · · bqr or( aqr−1qr.

(33)

L(λ, λ) can be split into three items:

L(λ, λ) � 
Q

log[P(O, Q|λ)]P(O, Q|λ),

L(λ, λ) � 
Q

log πq1P(O, Q|λ)

+ 
Q



T−1

t�1
log aqrqr+1P(O, Q|λ)

+ 
Q



T

t�1
log bqr ot( P(O, Q|λ).

(34)

For solving the above problems, there are three natural
constraints:



N

i�1
πi � 1,



N

j�1
aij � 1, 1≤ i≤N,



M

k⇐1
bj(k) � 1, 1≤ j≤N.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(35)
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According to the Lagrange multiplier method, combined
with the above constraints, the extreme value of each
component of L(λ, λ) can be obtained, and the one-step
optimal estimation of the HMMparameters can be obtained:

πi � ct(i),

aij �


T−1
t�1 ξt(i, j)


T−1
t�1 ct(i)

,

bj(k) �


T−1
t�1,ot�vk

ct(i)


T−1
t�1 ct(i)

.

(36)

(e new model parameter λ is obtained iteratively from
the above. Once P(O|λ)≥P(O|λ) is found, λ is assigned to λ,
and the iterative calculation is performed until P(O|λ) no
longer changes significantly, and the final stone is used as the
parameter estimation result of HMM.

(e B-W algorithm cleverly uses the idea of maximum
likelihood estimation to obtain the model parameter λ that
maximizes P(O|λ).

3.3. A Brief Introduction toMultidimensional HiddenMarkov
Models. For the n-dimensional mutually coupled observa-
tion sequence O(1), O(2), . . . , O(n) , it can be modeled as
λ(1), λ(2), . . . , λ(n)

 , respectively:

P
(1)

O
(1)

, O
(2)

, . . . , O
(n)

  � P O
(l)

  

n

m�1,m≠l
P O

(m)
|Q

(l)
 ,

(37)

where l, m � 1, 2, . . . , n.
(e n-dimensional HMM learning algorithm is

Q
(l)

� ary
max
Q(l) P O

(l)
, Q

(l)
  

n

m�1,m≠l
P O

(m)
|Q

(l)
 . (38)

4. Experimental Results and Analysis

By selecting the gateway computer that is easy to be attacked,
the system is connected to the signal and the ATS intranet at
the same time, as the attack object of the experiment. Select
DDoS as the main attack method, conduct vulnerability
scanning, MS17-010 vulnerability attack, and DDoS attack.
Based on the above data, relevant experimental analysis was
carried out.

4.1. Situation Assessment Experiment Results and Analysis.
By collecting the situational factor index data of gateway
computer, CI, and ZC when the system is running normally,
the maximum likelihood estimation method is used to fit the
probability distribution of the data, and the K-S test is used
to determine the distribution and parameters of the data.
(en, according to the distribution of the data, the
Lloyd–Max method is used to divide the data into states, and
the state division interval with the minimum quantization
error is obtained.

Taking the gateway computer as an example, the change
and distribution of CPU usage within 1 hour are shown in
Figures 6 and 7.(e real data and the CDF curve of the fitted
t distribution basically coincide, and the K-S test result is
passed; it can be considered that the gateway computer CPU
usage follows a t distribution with parameters u� 10.6727, σ
� 0.5594, and ] � 4.3870.

(e change and distribution of RAM usage within 1 hour
are shown in Figures 8 and 9. (e real data and the CDF
curve fitting the Gaussian distribution basically coincide,
and the K-S test result is passed; it can be considered that the
RAM usage of the gateway computer obeys the Gaussian
distribution. (e parameters are u� 29.4752 and σ � 0.3447.

Figures 10 and 11 show the change and distribution of
the network sending rate within 1 hour. (e real data ba-
sically coincides with the CDF curve fitting the t distribution,
and has passed the K-S test. It can be considered that the
gateway computer network sending rate obeys the t dis-
tribution. (e parameters are u� 16.1603, σ � 0.3524, and
] � 3.7766.

Figures 12 and 13 show the change and distribution of
the network reception rate within 1 hour. (e real data
basically coincides with the CDF curve fitting the t distri-
bution and has passed the K-S test. It can be considered that
the gateway computer network reception rate obeys the t
distribution.(e parameters are u� 21.5830, σ � 1.0182, and
] � 4.3939.

(e distribution and distribution parameters of each
index data of the gateway computer are summarized as
shown in Table 1. (e table lists the distribution and pa-
rameters of the gateway computer’s CPU usage, RAM usage,
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network sending rate, and network receiving rate. Since the
gateway computer is running, there is basically no data
interaction with the disk, and the read rate and write rate of
the disk are usually 0, so we will not do much research on it
here.

After obtaining the distribution of each indicator data,
the Lloyd–Max algorithm can be used to quantify the data.
(e quantification interval of each indicator is shown in
Table 2.

In the same steps, the distribution and distribution
parameters of each index of CI are obtained, as shown in
Table 3. Since CI performs a large number of logical op-
erations during the running process, it consumes a lot of
CPU, and the average CPU usage rate reaches about 61%.
However, the memory space occupied by the CI application
software when running is smaller than that of the gateway
application software, so the average RAM usage of the CI is
slightly lower than that of the gateway computer.

(e Lloyd–Max algorithm is used to quantify the data of
each index of the CI, and the combined index is shown in
Table 4.

Table 5 shows the distribution and distribution pa-
rameters of ZC index data. ZC simulation software does not
have great hardware requirements, so the average of its CPU
usage and RAM usage is at a low level.

(e Lloyd–Max algorithm is used to quantify the data of
various indicators of ZC, and the quantification interval of
each indicator is shown in Table 6.
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Figure 10: Change of transmission rate of the gateway computer
network.
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Figure 14 shows the change trend of the basic operation
situation value of the system obtained by simulation. It can
be seen from the figure that the change of situation value can
be divided into three stages according to time. Around 20s,
the situational value suddenly increased from 0 to 0.4, which
is consistent with the vulnerability scanning event con-
ducted by the attacker at this time. (e posture value then
returned to 0, indicating that the attacker had been scanning

for vulnerabilities for a short period of time and had no other
activity for a period of time. During the period of 34s to 54s,
the situation value fluctuated between 0.4 and 0.9, and there
was an obvious upward trend. During this period, the at-
tacker used the MS-17010 vulnerability to attack the system
and obtained the administrators of the devices in the system

Table 1: Distribution and parameters of indicators of gateway computer.

Index Obey the distribution Parameter
CPU usage t distribution u� 10.6727, σ � 0.5594, ] � 4.3870
RAM usage Gaussian distribution u� 29.4752, σ � 0.3447
Network sending rate t distribution u� 16.1603, σ � 0.3524, ] � 3.7766
Network reception rate t distribution u� 21.5830, σ � 1.0182, ] � 4.3939

Table 2: Quantitative interval of indicators of gateway computer.

Index Quantization interval
CPU usage 0 10.2095 11.1813 12.8721 100.0000
RAM usage 0 27.1261 29.1398 32.0861 100.0000
Network sending rate 0 14.6692 15.9972 16.8667 30.0000
Network reception rate 0 19.4237 21.3072 22.9721 40.0000

Table 3: Distribution and parameters of indicators of CI.

Index Obey the distribution Parameter
CPU usage t distribution u� 61.2727, σ � 0.7584, ] � 5.0870
RAM usage Gaussian distribution u� 19.5752, σ � 0.5047
Network sending rate t distribution u� 8.3603, σ � 0.3124, ] � 0.7766
Network reception rate t distribution u� 21.0120, σ � 0.7182, ] � 0.8939

Table 4: Quantitative interval of indicators of CI.

Index Quantization interval
CPU usage 0 59.2095 59.1813 61.8721 100.0000
RAM usage 0 16.9261 19.1398 22.0861 100.0000
Network sending rate 0 6.66920 10.9972 17.8667 30.0000
Network reception rate 0 13.4237 19.3072 25.9721 40.0000

Table 5: Distribution and parameters of indicators of ZC.

Index Obey the distribution Parameter
CPU usage t distribution u� 15.9727, σ � 0.2584
RAM usage Gaussian distribution u� 21.5752, σ � 0.1047
Network sending rate t distribution u� 9.3603, σ � 0.3124, ] � 0.7726
Network reception rate t distribution u� 19.0120, σ � 1.3182, ] � 0.9339

Table 6: Quantitative interval of indicators of ZC.

Index Quantization interval
CPU usage 0 14.2095 16.1813 19.8721 100.0000
RAM usage 0 18.9261 21.1398 24.8861 100.0000
Network sending rate 0 7.66920 12.9872 18.8667 30.0000
Network reception rate 0 13.4937 19.9072 25.9891 40.0000 0
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Figure 14: Change trend of situation value.
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(permission), implanted the DDoS virus on the device, and
then stopped activities for a period of time, and the situation
value also returned to 0. During the period of 60s to 100s, the
situation value fluctuates around 0.8, which is consistent
with the event that the attackers control the devices of the
system to launch DDoS attacks on the gateway computer.
(e attacker then ceased activity, and the situational value
returned to 0.

(e experimental results show that the fluctuation of the
situation value corresponds to the different attack behaviors
carried out by the attacker, which accurately describes the
information security status of the system and verifies the
effectiveness and accuracy of the situation awareness
method proposed in this paper. And the time node of the
change of the situation value is synchronized with the time
node of the attacker’s attack, which also verifies the real-time
performance of the situation assessment method.

4.2. Situation Forecasting Experiment Results and Analysis.
(is section selects the trend of situation change from 60s to
70s and uses the first 20 data points as training samples and
the last 10 data points as comparison samples to verify the
situation prediction method. (e selected data is shown in
Figure 15. Using ADF to check that the situation sequence is
not a stationary sequence, the sequence needs to be
stationary.

(e selected situation sequence is differentiated once,
and the obtained difference sequence passes the ADF sta-
tionarity test. (erefore, the sequence difference is stopped,
and the subsequent steps of ARIMA can be used to predict
the situation sequence. (e difference result is shown in
Figure 16.

(e training samples are fitted by the ARIMA method
[22]. Determine the model parameters of ARIMA as p� 3,
d� 1, q� 4. (e parameters in the formula are obtained by
using the maximum likelihood estimation method: the
constant term μ � −0.026513; the three autoregressive co-
efficients are ϕ1 � −0.20651, ϕ2 � −0.33681, and ϕ3 � −

0.4685 ; the four moving average coefficients are
θ1 � −0.54385, θ2 � 0.24325, θ3 � −0.78119, and θ4 �

0.081789. Figure 17 shows the situation prediction result
using this estimation model. It can be seen from the figure
that the predicted value is basically consistent with the trend
of the actual value. (is shows that the ARIMA model has a

high prediction accuracy for the information security sit-
uation value of the train control system.

(e experimental results show that the situation pre-
diction method based on ARIMA can effectively predict the
short-term changes of the situation value, but because the
ARIMA method produces the characteristic that the se-
quence tends to be stable, the predicted value will converge
near the mean value of the real value, which cannot reflect
the fluctuation of the situation value. It is suitable for short-
term forecasts with high accuracy requirements.

5. Conclusion

Information security is an issue that every country should
pay attention to. (e article is short and mainly explains the
use of the hidden Markov model. After simulating the in-
formation security experiment, the feasibility and effec-
tiveness of the situation assessment method and the
situation prediction method are carried out. After a brief
verification, the results also show that the situation assess-
ment method based on the hidden Markov model can ef-
fectively assess the level of information security. However,
with the passage of time, this method will gradually converge
to the mean value of the situation value sequence, so it
cannot reflect the fluctuation of the situation. (erefore, the
long-term prediction of the situation value can become a
follow-up research direction. (is article only provides a
superficial understanding of security situational awareness
and ignores some details in the analysis process. It is hoped
that the article can provide ideas for future situational
awareness research in the future.
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With the rapid economic development in recent years, the development of oil and gas has become more and more rapid. Oil and
gas are essential energy sources, but oil and gas risks hinder the development of the oil and gas industry. Purpose. *is article
mainly introduces the relevant theoretical knowledge of distributed computing and the coupledmathematical model of oil and gas
risk and relies on the distributed calculation to analyze the oil and gas risk, thereby constructing the mathematical model of
coupled oil and gas risk.*e coupledmathematical model is based on the theories of rockmechanics, seepage mechanics, and heat
transfer to study the interaction between fluid seepage and rock mass deformation under nonisothermal conditions in the
reservoir and to establish the mathematical equations of the three fields (seepage field, temperature field and stress field) and their
coupling action.Methodology. It mainly relies on distributed computing, analyzes oil and gas risks through distributed computing,
builds a mathematical model for oil and gas risk coupling, and also inputs oil and gas risks into the network through neural
network calculations to achieve the purpose of risk assessment. Finally, through the experiment and analysis of the questionnaire,
the whole article is completed. Research Findings. *e experiment in this article mentioned that the demand for oil and gas has
been increasing in recent years, from 350 million tons in 2011 to 10.3 tons in 2016, an increase of 680 million tons, an increase of
48%, but the amount of oil and gas extracted is far below the demand for oil and gas. In 2011, the amount of oil and gas extracted
was only 210 million tons, and in 2016, it was only 570 million tons, so the extraction of oil and gas needs to be accelerated.
However, there are many risks in oil and gas exploitation. *erefore, how to build a mathematical model of oil and gas risk
coupling based on distributed computing is the most important problem to be solved at present. Research Implications. Based on
previous research results, this paper systematically studies the related issues of oil and gas exploration risk assessment. *e thesis
first summarizes the current research status of oil and gas exploration risk assessment. *e risk of oil and gas exploration is a hot
topic in the current research field of oil and gas exploration and development. Its research focuses on the adverse effects of the
uncertainty of geology, technology, engineering, ecological environment, etc., on the entire exploration investment project, finds
out their gaps and problems through comparison, and clarifies the direction of the next oil and gas exploration risk assessment.
Practical Implications. *is paper uses evidence theory to effectively realize the basic probability distribution of attributes while
solving the difficult problems of most qualitative indicators in risk assessment. *e two effective combinations provide new ideas
for risk assessment and scientific decision-making.

1. Introduction

With the economic development in recent years, the oil and
gas industry is also making continuous progress. Oil and gas
exploration projects are also facing high risks and high
investment. If it succeeds, it can bring relatively rich returns;
but if it fails, it will bring no small losses. *erefore, for

exploration projects, scientific risk assessment is needed to
make better project decisions. Overseas oil and gas com-
panies are located in different countries or regions. With the
continuous innovation and development of Internet tech-
nology, relying on the Internet for risk management will
bring great convenience and will surely become the trend of
future development.
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Oil and natural gas exploration is a very complex and
large-scale system engineering, and exploration and devel-
opment are accompanied by many uncertain factors. It has
the characteristics of huge investment, long cycles, complex
technical requirements, and high risk. *erefore, risk
analysis needs to be placed in an important position.*e risk
assessment of oil and gas exploration is to evaluate the
results of various risk events to determine the order of their
severity. Distributed computing has a flexible architecture
and a distributed management and control mechanism.
Based on distributed computing, corresponding counter-
measures can be proposed. Research on risk assessment
issues is very important for oil and gas projects.

With the rapid development of the oil and gas industry
in recent years, oil and gas risks have also followed. Xinhong
discovered that submarine pipelines are the main mode of
transportation for subsea oil and gas production. Due to the
combined effect of internal and external factors, the prob-
ability of failure of submarine pipelines is increasing, which
is likely to cause oil and gas leakage accidents. Effective risk
analysis is essential to prevent and mitigate such potential
accidents. He proposed a risk-based accident model and
constructed an object-oriented Bayesian network with a
smaller and clearer structure by modularizing the primary
Bayesian network [1]. Savas E Y studies and analyzes
whether the hedging activities of oil and gas companies have
a significant impact on company performance. He built a
panel regression model to estimate the company’s value and
the coefficient of derivative use. Savas E Y stipulates that the
speculative use of derivatives is eliminated in the model, and
the result provides key information about asymmetric in-
formation and signal effects. Since the derivative use coef-
ficient is negative, it illustrates the importance of disclosure
for financial health. If the company releases a high level of
hedging activity, it may be a warning to investors to avoid
investing in the company. He also sought the explanation
behind the corporate hedging decision, which was one of the
first studies with a wide range of areas and data [2]. Tian D
mainly proposed a new method to establish a risk matrix to
assess the safety risks of the oil and gas industry. *e fre-
quency and consequences of risks are two ideal criteria in the
process of building a risk matrix. *erefore, a multistandard
and multiexpert information integration model is con-
structed. *e method of determining expert weights is in-
troduced, combining objective weights and subjective
weights to evaluate scores by experts [3]. Khalilzadeh M
discovered that oil and gas projects incorporate a large
amount of uncertainty due to their unique characteristics,
complexity, and uncertain environment. His purpose is to
identify and evaluate the main risks of such projects under
uncertain conditions. *en, a hybrid fuzzy technique is used
to determine the correlation between risk and its importance
weight. *e final result shows that the problem of under-
investment in oil and gas is mainly due to the failure to
attract foreign investors and the lack of regional infra-
structure [4]. Cheng C found that international oil and gas
projects are characterized by high capital intensity, high risk,
and diversified contracts. *erefore, in order to help deci-
sion-makers make more reasonable decisions under

uncertain circumstances, it is necessary to measure the risks
of international oil and gas projects. To this end, he built a
probability model based on the traditional economic eval-
uation model, introduced a valuable risk measurement tool
in finance, and used it to measure royalties contracts,
production sharing contracts, and services for an interna-
tional oil and gas project contract. In addition, he also used
the simulation results to compare the impact of different risk
factors on the project’s net present value. *e results show
that (1) Risk has a great influence on the project’s net present
value; therefore, if the risk is ignored, the decision may be
wrong; (2) *e simulation method is used to simulate the
random distribution of risk factors in the probability model,
so the probability is related to the project’s net present value
[5]. Trofimov V T found that onshore oil and gas production
is often accompanied by accidents of varying severity and
negative consequences. Operations in the surrounding seas
and ocean regions of the world have seriously worsened the
situation and pushed most of the emergencies related to
hydrocarbon production to the regional and global levels.
*e application of new technology in the production of shale
hydrocarbons has added a new problem, that is, the prob-
ability that a large amount of geological environment will be
completely polluted by highly toxic chemicals.*e discovery
of a new and promising fossil energy natural gas hydrate
makes it possible to outline only the possible related hazards
and indicates that environmental risks may increase many
times. In order to resist the threat of emergencies related to
the growth of oil and gas production, it is recommended to
establish a special control and rapid response agency na-
tionwide. If necessary, such structures can be opened up for
international cooperation [6]. Yu X found that onshore oil
and gas pipeline maintenance process risk assessment re-
search has attracted more andmore academic attention. Due
to uncertainty, it is difficult to accurately or robustly assess
risk spread. *erefore, he considered that decision-makers
prefer risk information informed by uncertainty rather than
unreliable accurate risk values, and he provided new insights
for dealing with the risk assessment of the onshore pipeline
maintenance process under uncertainty. *e risk assessment
model is based on a quantitative risk assessment framework
based on the analytic hierarchy process and expert knowl-
edge. At the same time, in order to express and quantify the
uncertainty, interval analysis is used to extend the entire
model to an interval environment. *erefore, he established
an interval quantitative risk assessment model for the on-
shore pipeline maintenance process. Studies have shown
that interval analysis can effectively internalize, represent,
quantify, and spread the uncertainty in the risk assessment
model [7]. Epelle E I found that even under unfavorable
technical and environmental conditions, the ever-increasing
global energy demand has driven the oil industry to develop
more innovative and advanced methods to improve oil
recovery. *e severity of many operational problems af-
fecting the drilling and production of oil and gas wells has
been exacerbated by the inconvenience of transportation, so
the overall situation must be remedied. In addition, the
pressure loss of the toroidal geometry, as well as the reduced
penetration rate due to the accumulation of downhole drill
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cuttings, constitutes an important part of the total energy to
be provided. *erefore, if appropriate and economical
drilling program design is required, the application of
complex modeling techniques and the reliable clarification
of phase distribution (solid, liquid and gas) and popular flow
patterns become essential [8]. *rough the experimental
research of scholars, we can know that there are more and
more risks in the oil and gas industry, and the traditional
model can no longer satisfy the analysis of oil and gas risks.
*erefore, how to rely on distributed computing to establish
a mathematical model of oil and gas risk coupling so as to
reduce oil and gas risks is what needs to be solved most.

*e innovations of this paper are as follows: (1) *e
experiment based on distributed calculation has completed
the construction of the oil and gas risk coupling mathe-
matical model and found the oil and gas risk assessment
method, which makes the development of the oil and gas
industry more effective. (2) Using distributed parallel
computing and risk assessment methods to solve risk factors.
As a result, the risk of oil and gas is reduced, and the
construction of the coupled mathematical model is more
complete.

2. Distributed Calculation Method and Neural
Network Method

2.1. Distributed Parallel Computing. Distributed computing
is a computer science, and the main research object is
distributed systems. A distributed system is a software and
hardware system composed of several computers inter-
connected by a network. At present, the most common
distributed computing project is the use of global volunteer
computers for computing. Volunteer computers transmit
idle computing power through the Internet to send data so
that they are logically connected as a whole to carry out some
scientific research projects that require large-scale calcula-
tions [9], as shown in Figure 1.

As shown in Figure 1, compared with other algorithms,
distributed computing has the following advantages:

(1) Rare resources can be shared.
(2) *rough distributed computing, the computing load

can be balanced on multiple computers.

(3) *e computing power of cheap computers can be
integrated to reach or exceed the performance of
some supercomputers in order to complete some
projects that require high computing capacity and
high performance [10]. Its disadvantage is that if one
ormore computers fail, or one ormore network links
fail, it will cause problems in the distributed system.

*e distributed SNESIM (single normal equation) design
ideas in this article are as follows.

Discretize the training image U, as in the following
formula:

U �

u1,1, u1,2, u1,n

u2,1, u2,2, u2,n

...

um,1, um,2, um,n

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (1)

Among them, um,n represents the state value of each grid
in the training image, and m n is the size of the training
image.

*e core of the distributed strategy is to use the principle
of hierarchical parallelism. Each node in the cluster (except
themain node) only has a part of the search tree set, and each
part is independent of each other, and the number of events
in each subset is also mutually exclusive. Independent, each
record only represents a state and corresponding frequency
[11]. *e data management strategy of SparkRDD (Spark
Resilient Distributed Datasets) is shown in Figure 2.

As shown in Figure 2, because the characteristics of RDD
cannot ensure the order of data in RDD, it is necessary to
make the data independent of each other to fully ensure its
computational efficiency [12]. For the grid to be simulated,
given a data event on the grid to be simulated, the label of the
event can be used to judge whether the data event of the
corresponding training image node matches. If it matches,
the corresponding event in the global search tree is incre-
mented by one count according to the value of the discrete
variable of the point on the training image; conversely, edge
probability is used instead of conditional probability, the
probability of one event happening has nothing to do with
other events. *is is the marginal probability. Taking the
variables x and y, in their joint distribution, in the joint
probability, the events that are not needed in the final result
are merged into the full probability of their events and
disappear [13].

All these training patterns are stored in the search tree
structure, and the following data can be easily retrieved:W is
the total number of categories.*e ratio of N to K represents
the ratio of training modes, and training mode (nk/n) de-
fines the value of the center position P(t1′), as in the fol-
lowing formula:

P t1′(  � W Dn




�
nk

n
, k � 0, 1, 2, . . . , k − 1.

(2)

K-type estimation with local data set n(v) as the
probability condition, as in the following formula:

file server SQL server SQL server

Distributed Computing

Desktop PC user Backup
server

Figure 1: Distributed computing project diagram.
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prob v ∈ k|n(v){ } ∈ [0, 1]. (3)

*e indication of a class can be simulated in each
simulation node V, where the indicator refers to the class or
type indicator to which the continuous Z value belongs, as in
the following formula:

prob Z(v)≤Zk|n(v)  ∈ [0, 1]. (4)

Random function Z(v) again uses the same geometry of
“simulated” data ZI

cs(v). *is process is as follows:

Z
I
cs(v) � Z

∗
K(v) + Z

I
cs(v) − Z

∗(i)
Ks (v) . (5)

For the data value Zcs(v) at the data position v of
each random function, ensure that it can satisfy the
variance formula of R(v), as shown in the following
formula:

Var Zcs(v)  � Var Z
∗
k  + Var R(v){ }. (6)

In general, any unsampled value z(v) can be expressed as
the sum of its estimated value z(v) and its corresponding
error r(v), as in (6):

z(v) � z
∗
(v) + r(v). (7)

*erefore, it can be seen that distributed computing is
widely used in practice based on covariance simulation
algorithms; covariance, as a quantity describing the degree of
correlation between X and Y, has a certain effect under the
same physical dimension, but the same two quantities adopt
different dimensions to make their covariance show great
differences in value. Its essence originates from two cate-
gories: the first type is a multivariate Gaussian random
function model fixed on attributes; the second type is based
on the interpretation of an indicator’s expected value as a
conditional probability [14].

2.2. Neural Network Algorithm Based on Distributed
Computing. A neural network is a kind of computing model
which is composed of a large number of nodes (or neurons)
connected to each other. Each node represents a specific
output function, called the excitation function. Now, neural
networks have made great progress. *is is a learning al-
gorithm that is often used in the fields of pattern recognition,
signal processing, and data mining [15]. Neural network
classification algorithms usually use multilayer neural net-
works [16]. An artificial neural network is imitating the
information processing mechanism of the human brain.

Initialize the platform

Transform the collection

Points to be simulated

Find the search tree

Process training images

Output analog
network

Features of
RDD

Figure 2: Data management strategy diagram of SparkRDD.
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*rough the abstraction, simplification, and simulation of
the brain mechanism, specific functions such as learning,
memory, reasoning, and recognition are realized. *at is,
mathematical models are used to simulate the process of
human brain thinking and information processing [17], as
shown in Figure 3.

As shown in Figure 3, it consists of an input layer, several
hidden layers, and an output layer. In the input mode, the
input corresponds to the measured attributes of each
training sample [18].

In the field of machine learning, the goal of classification
is to gather objects with similar characteristics. A linear
classifier makes classification decisions through linear
combinations of features to achieve this goal. *e data point
is represented by n, and the category is represented by y. *e
learning goal of the linear classifier is to find the classifi-
cation hyperplane in the n-dimensional data space [19]. *e
equation can be expressed by (7):

ωT
y + b � 0. (8)

In a 2-dimensional plane, there are star-shaped points
and circular points. *e solid line in the middle separates
these two points.*is solid line is a classification hyperplane,

and the point on one side of the hyperplane is x� -1, the
point x� 1 on the other side, as shown in Figure 4.

As shown in Figure 4, the hyperplane in the figure is
close to the point of the hyperplane so that the distance
can be extended [20]. Finding the maximum distance as
follows:

f(y) � ωT
y + b. (9)

*e distance from the “geometric interval” to the hy-
perplane is as follows:

c � x
ωT

y + b

‖ω‖

� x
f(y)

‖ω‖
.

(10)

*e “geometric distance” from Y to the classification
hyperplane is shown in Figure 5.

As shown in Figure 5, the geometric distance c is as
follows:

max
1

‖ω‖
,

s.t, xi ωT
xi + b ≥ 1, i � 1, 2, . . . , n.

(11)

*e above problem can be equivalently transformed into
the following formula:

max
1
2
‖ω‖

2
,

s.t, xi ωT
xi + b ≥ 1, i � 1, 2, ..., n.

(12)

By importing the Lagrangian multiplier and combining
its constraints into the objective function, the following
formula is obtained:

L(ω, a, b) �
1
2
‖ω‖

2
−  n

i αi w
T
y + b . (13)

Input
layer

Hidden
layer

Output
layer

A1

A2

AI

Figure 3: Multilayer feedforward neural network.
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Figure 4: Example diagram of dimensionality separability.
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Figure 5: “Geometric distance” from Y to the classification
hyperplane.
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2.3. 8e Establishment and Algorithm of the Coupling Model.
*e coupling model is a collection of unit bodies, and each
unit body is composed of some basic information, such as
nodes, material names, and node coordinates. *e grid can
be generated in the form of a command stream [21]. *e
coupled model grid is formed by corresponding materials
and some parameters, such as initial conditions and
boundary conditions. Macroscopically, it is also a collection
of unit bodies. *e entire model is mainly composed of
information such as the direction of the connection between
adjacent centers and the area of adjacent surfaces [22].

As shown in Figure 6, the steps to establish a calculation
model are as follows: First, split the finite difference grid.
*en, select the appropriate composition model and ma-
terial parameters. Finally, the initial conditions and
boundary conditions of the model are set [23].

Regarding the two-phase flow of oil and gas in unsat-
urated soils, first, assume that the existing pores are filled
with gas and oil.*e equation for the flow of gas and liquid is
shown in (11):

z φWβρβ 

zt
+ div Vβρβ  � 0. (14)

In the formula, β represents oil, φ represents porosity,
Wβ represents saturation of β, and β represents the density of
β. *erefore, the fluid phase velocity is as follows:

uβ � −k
krb S1( 

μβ
Δρβ − ρβg . (15)

*e permeability is as follows:

YY � Y 1 +
Kb

ρ
 . (16)

Putting the flow velocity expressed by formula (16) in the
mass balance equation of formula (15) can obtain the fol-
lowing formula:

z φsβρβ 

zu

� div ρβk
krβ

μβ
 . (17)

With abundant oil and gas resources, oil and gas ex-
ploitation has become a top priority. At present, the total oil

and gas resources are estimated to be approximately 21
billion tons. Depending on the nature of the high viscosity
oil mixture, steam injection is generally used in heat re-
covery. A few years ago, this technology was applied to the
development of heavy oil storage layers and achieved
amazing results [24].

Under oil layer conditions, crude oil with a viscosity of
more than 50 mpas and a relative density of not less than 0.9
is called heavy oil. *e classification of heavy oil is shown in
Table 1.

As shown in Table 1, the heat resistance of the first heavy
oil reached 200–10000, and the second reached 300–20000.
It can be known that the heat resistance of heavy oil is very
high, and the viscosity of crude oil will drop drastically when
the temperature rises. *e higher the viscosity of crude oil,
the greater the decrease. *e relationship between them is as
follows:

μ � ze
|(b/t)|

. (18)

In the case of hot oil recovery, the volume expansion of
water, oil, and the storage layer can provide electricity to
discharge the oil. *e expression of the oil thermal ex-
pansion coefficient is (15):

CO �
du0

uot

� −
dρ0
ρ0dt

.

(19)

Under certain temperature conditions, the components
of oil and gas are decomposed to produce light components
such as coke, gas phase, and oil. If there are light ingredients,
the oil displacement effect will be greatly improved. When
the formation is above the bubble point temperature, the
heavy components in the oil exist in the form of liquid, and
the light components separate the liquid from the gas. In the
presence of steam, the amount of separation of light com-
ponents will greatly increase. It can burn heavy oil to transfer
heat, increase the temperature of the oil layer, and improve
the oil replacement effect.

−V
0

� 1.21(H) − 0.19(0 + N) + 0.34(C) + 0.15(S). (20)

Among them, H represents the content of hydrogen
elements. O represents the content of the oxygen element. N
stands for nitrogen content. C stands for carbon element
content. S stands for sulfur content.

At present, in important topics such as energy devel-
opment, radioactive waste treatment, and foundation en-
gineering, the combination of temperature field,

Oil

101

1

3

gas

6

5

Figure 6: Oil and gas risk coupling model.

Table 1: Heavy oil classification table.

Classification First indicator Second
indicator

Second
indicator

Classification Viscosity Density Severe
Heavy oil 200–10000 900–1200 10–23
Heavy oil 300–20000 700–1100 11–22
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permeability field, and deformation field plays an important
role. In the research process, the uncoupled model devel-
oped into a coupled model. *e uncoupled model ignores
the analysis of the interaction between energy propagation,
fluid penetration, and deformation of porous media.*e oil-
gas coupling model is mainly used to study the interaction
between the seepage field and the deformation field. On the
contrary, the coupled model can more accurately study the
risk of oil and gas, but in this coupled model theory, the
change of the temperature field is not considered. In terms of
actual coupling issues, the temperature of heavy oil storage
and geothermal utilization systems in the oil and gas in-
dustry will continue to change.

3. Experiment and Analysis of the
Questionnaire Survey

3.1. Overview of Oil and Gas Risks. *e decision-making
process of oil and gas exploration projects is a dynamic
process. From the establishment of the project to the final
completion of the detailed evaluation, a process is required.
*e established risk assessment model should have the
ability to adapt to environmental changes, that is, adapt-
ability. *e principle of adaptability requires that the eval-
uation index system be dynamic.

Looking at the last century, the country’s oil and gas
industry was basically self-sufficient, with no external de-
pendence, so there was no strategic reserve. However, with
the development of the national economy, the consumption
of oil and gas has increased, and the contradiction between
supply and demand has gradually deepened. *e country
began to import oil and gas, and its dependence on foreign
oil and gas has further increased.

3.2. Investigation and Analysis of Oil and Gas Demand and
Supply. *is article uses questionnaire survey method to
investigate the oil and gas consumption in recent years, as
shown in Table 2.

As shown in Table 2, the consumption of oil and gas has
increased in recent years, from 350 million tons in 2011 to
1.03 billion tons in 2016, an increase of 680 million tons, and
the percentage increase is 15.1%. It can be seen that the
demand for oil and gas continues to expand, and the demand
for oil and gas continues to rise. However, with the de-
velopment of the national economy, the consumption of oil
and gas has increased, and the contradiction between supply
and demand has gradually deepened. *e country began to

import oil and gas, and its dependence on foreign oil and gas
has further increased.

*is article then investigates the amount of oil and gas
imports from 2011 to 2016, as shown in Table 3.

As shown in Table 3, the demand for oil and gas is much
higher than the output of oil and gas, resulting in only oil
and gas imports. *e degree of dependence on foreign oil
and gas has increased from 13.1% in 2011 to 30% in 2016.
*is means that beyond the current warning line, national
oil and gas companies need to pay more attention to the
country’s energy security tasks, and “increasing income and
reducing expenditure” has become a common under-
standing. *erefore, national oil and gas companies need to
strengthen the “going out” strategy and strengthen open
source work.

*is paper investigates the trend of oil production in the
two years from 2015 to 2016, as shown in Figure 7.

As shown in Figure 7, it can be seen that the lowest oil
and gas output in 2015 was about 400 million tons, and the
highest was 2 billion tons; in 2016, oil and gas production
was at a minimum of about 1 billion tons and a maximum of
2.1 billion tons, and the overall increase. It can be seen that
the output of oil and gas is increasing year by year. At
present, the risk assessment of overseas exploration projects
by oil and gas companies is in primitive qualitative and
simple subjective phases. *erefore, it is necessary to study
how to conduct risk assessment more scientifically and
rationally to provide a basis for a better understanding of
overseas oil and gas exploration risks, avoiding important
risks in advance and project decision-making. In order to
provide comprehensive and scientific decision-making for
overseas exploration projects, it is necessary to use scientific
methods. Taking risk assessment as the starting point, using
scientific and mathematical methods to evaluate overseas
exploration projects provides the accuracy of risk infor-
mation, and reduce project risks.

*is paper investigates the trend of oil and gas demand
from 2015 to 2016, as shown in Figure 8.

As shown in Figure 8, it can be seen that the minimum
demand for oil and gas in 2015 was 1 billion tons and the
highest was 4.3 billion tons; the minimum demand for oil
and gas in 2016 was 1.9 billion tons, and the highest was 4.3
billion tons, which is generally increasing. It can be seen that
the demand for oil and gas is increasing year by year. And it
is much higher than the output of oil and gas, which leads to
the shortage of oil and gas.

3.3. Investigation and Analysis of Oil and Gas Risk Types.
Although the existing methods that are suitable for carrying
out oil and gas risk assessment can accurately assess the level
of potential risks in the current oil and gas status, they are
too professional. However, because overseas oil and gas
pipeline companies are located in poor and backward
countries and regions, the local employees recruited by
overseas pipeline companies have limited education and lack
professional technical support personnel. *is leads to the
fact that it is difficult for most of the employees on the
enterprise site to participate in the actual risk assessment,

Table 2: Survey of oil and gas consumption.

Year Consumption Percentage increase (%)
2011 3.5 12.7
2012 5.4 13.5
2013 6.7 13.8
2014 7.6 14.1
2015 9.7 14.6
2016 10.3 15.1
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and most of them require professional and technical per-
sonnel to assist or execute.

*is paper investigates the consumption of oil and gas
from 2013 to 2014 and 2018 to 2019, as shown in Figure 9.

As shown in Figure 9, the consumption of oil and gas is
on the rise every year. Driven by the rapid social and
economic growth in 2013, the annual apparent consumption
of oil and gas was 550 million tons, an increase of 13.3% over
2014. From 2017 to 2018, oil and gas consumption increased
rapidly, with the lowest growth rate of 6% and the highest
rate of 20%.

*erefore, to a certain extent, the “going out” strategy of
oil and gas companies is an important direction for the
country to use foreign resources and realize the country’s
sustainable development, and it is the internal demand for
the country’s sustainable development. *erefore, for the
country’s sustainable development, the country urgently
needs the “going out” strategy of energy resources, en-
couraging national oil and gas companies to go abroad and
develop international markets. National oil and gas com-
panies must formulate corresponding internationalization

strategies, make full use of foreign oil and gas resources,
optimize the allocation of corporate resources, and strive to
improve their competitive position in the world. Extracting
more oil and gas is currently the most important thing to do.
However, there are many risks in the exploitation of oil and
gas.

*is article takes oil and natural gas exploration risk
assessment as an example and adopts a new exploration risk
assessment model to conduct a more comprehensive risk
assessment of the project. Exploration risk mainly refers to
geological risk assessment. *is article focuses on geological
risk assessment, combining economic risk, reserve risk, fi-
nancial risk, technical risk, management risk, and geological
risk to evaluate projects in this field. *e basic attributes of
oil and gas exploration risk assessment projects that de-
termine the attributes of the comprehensive index as shown
in Table 4.

As shown in Table 4, it can be seen that there is a lot of
uncertain information in the process of risk assessment. Due
to high information asymmetry, no objective data, and
different risk preferences, traditional assessment methods

Table 3: Survey of oil and gas imports from 2011 to 2016.

Year Consumption Import volume Percentage increase (%) External dependence (%)
2011 3.5 1.1 12.7 13.1
2012 5.4 1.4 13.5 13.6
2013 6.7 2.6 13.8 21.1
2014 7.6 5.4 14.1 23.3
2015 9.7 4.3 14.6 24.2
2016 10.3 6.3 15.1 30.0
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Figure 7: Comparison chart of oil production trends from 2015 to 2016.
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are no longer suitable for today’s complex oil and gas risk
assessment. *erefore, when conducting risk assessment, we
must adhere to the principle of combining subjectivity and
objectiveness. *e understanding of any complex system
includes subjective and objective knowledge and compre-
hensively integrates subjective and objective knowledge. In
the construction of the model, it not only uses the subjective
knowledge of experts and scholars on risk issues to establish
a subjective model but also integrates the characteristics of
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Table 4: Comprehensive index attribute oil and gas exploration
risk evaluation table.

Plan 1 (%) 2 3 4 (%) 5 (%) 6 (%) 7 (%)
Reserve risk 16 10% 21% 12 9 12 5
Economic risk 23 26% 21% 19 18 11 16
Financial risk 23 16% 27% 31 32 29 25
Technology risk 6 8% 3% 10 5 9 7
Manage risk 2 4% 7% 5 2 3 5
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the thing itself to find a reasonable objective evaluation
model, which is conducive to better evaluation of the re-
search problem.

*is paper investigates the proportion of each risk from
2018 to 2020, as shown in Figure 10.

As shown in Figure 10, the proportion of technological
risks in each year from 2018 to 2020 is the highest, reaching
12% in 2018, so technological risks are the most important
problem to be solved. *is requires professionals to improve
their professional knowledge and exercise their technical
capabilities so as to achieve the purpose of reducing tech-
nical risks. *rough professional knowledge and technical
training for professionals, technical risks can also be re-
duced. *erefore, based on the analysis and summary of
traditional risk assessment methods, the risk assessment
model is applied to oil and natural gas exploration risk
assessment and use powerful functions to reduce attributes,
effectively solve the subjective problems of other optimi-
zation models, and use evidence theory to effectively realize
the basic probability of attributes, and solve the difficult
problems of most qualitative indicators in risk assessment.
*ese two effective combinations will enrich and complete
the model theory system of risk assessment and provide new
ideas for risk assessment and scientific decision-making.

4. Discussion

*is article explains the basic principles of distributed
computing algorithms and introduces distributed comput-
ing algorithms in detail. At the same time, it also introduces
the theoretical basis of neural networks and provides some
commonly used methods. *is paper draws lessons from the
deficiencies and theoretically proves the convergence of the
algorithm.

*is article analyzed the research progress of oil and
gas risks and coupled mathematical models, expounded
the related concepts of oil and gas risks and coupled
mathematical models, studied the related theories of oil
and gas risk based on distributed computing and
coupled mathematical models, explored methods based
on distributed computing algorithms, and through the
analysis of the questionnaire survey to discuss the
importance of distributed computing algorithms to
the construction of oil and gas risks and coupled
mathematical models, and finally took the integration
of distributed computing into the construction of
coupled mathematical models as an example to explore
the correlation between the two.

*is article also makes reasonable use of distributed
computing algorithms. With the increasing application
scope of distributed computing algorithms and their im-
portance gradually becoming more prominent, many
scholars have begun to match certain specific fusion theories
with real-life application scenarios and propose feasible
algorithms. According to the algorithm, the analysis of oil
and gas risks based on distributed computing is an essential
part of constructing a mathematical model of oil and gas risk
coupling.

5. Conclusions

*is article mainly starts from distributed computing
and oil and gas risk, discusses the relationship between
the two, and how to integrate distributed computing into
the construction of a mathematical model for oil and gas
risk coupling. Based on distributed computing, we can
know the importance of distributed computing in the
construction of the oil and gas risk coupling mathe-
matical model. Distributed computing is indispensable
for the construction of an oil and gas risk coupling
mathematical model. Do not blindly imitate and copy,
based on distributed computing in the construction of oil
and gas risk coupling mathematical model application
research has always been a problem studied by many
scholars. *ere is no good solution yet. *erefore, the
author may still have many problems and shortcomings
in the construction of the mathematical model of oil and
gas risk coupling based on distributed computing in this
article. However, the author has tried his best, and the
author will continue to make progress through contin-
uous learning.

Data Availability

*e experimental data used to support the findings of this
study are available from the corresponding author upon
request.
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A multiobjective genetic algorithm is used to optimize the structure of circular concave cavities and microchannels. *e objective
functions of thermal resistance and pumping power are constructed by the response plane approximation method according to
the simulation results, and then a mathematical model of multiobjective genetic optimization with the structural parameters of
microchannels as variables is established. *e Pareto optimized solution sets of thermal resistance and pumping power are
calculated by the nondominated ranking genetic algorithm NSGA-II, and the comprehensive heat transfer performance is
evaluated by the enhanced heat transfer factor. *e results show that the multivariate statistical coefficients R2 of the thermal
resistance and pumping power objective functions are 0.932 9 and 0.996 6, respectively, indicating the high accuracy of the fitted
functions. *e optimized channel structure (e1 � 0.036.8mm, e2 � 0.019.3mm) was used to achieve a more uniform temperature
field distribution and better integrated heat transfer performance (enhanced heat transfer factor η � 1.23). When the thermal
resistance is larger or the pumpwork is larger, the comprehensive heat transfer effect is not as good as the working condition when
the thermal resistance and pump work are more uniform.

1. Introduction

With the development of microfabrication technology,
one of the effective methods of using microchannel high
power intensive microelectronic devices with high sur-
face-to-body ratio is widely used in advanced engineering
fields such as microelectronics, energy, military nuclear
energy, and biochemical industry [1–4]. According to
microchannel convective heat transfer theory, the heat
transfer performance of microchannel heat sink can be
improved by increasing the heat transfer surface area of
the channel or improving the heat transfer performance of
the fluid, or use boiling heat transfer, such as nanofluids
[5–9].

It has been shown [10–12] that the heat transfer per-
formance of complex structured microchannel heat sinks is
excellent because the continuous variation of the channel
cross section can interrupt the thermal boundary layer
development and keep the flow and heat transfer in an
underdeveloped state, which serves to enhance the heat

transfer; moreover, the setting of rough elements inside the
channel enhances the internal disturbance, which in turn has
an important impact on the flow and heat transfer char-
acteristics [13, 14].

In [15], the structures of microchannel heat sink with
fan-shaped cavities and microchannel heat sink with
triangular-shaped cavities were simulated and optimized,
and it was concluded that the cavity action can destroy the
microchannel flow and heat transfer boundary layer, thus
enhancing the microchannel heat transfer. In [16], the
effects of rib spacing ratio to pipe diameter (p/d), rib
height ratio to pipe diameter (e/d), and Reynolds number
on the flow and heat transfer in circular tubes with
microchannels were experimentally studied, and the
Nusselt (Nu) number and friction coefficient correlation
equations with the three parameters of p/d, e/d, and
Reynolds number as variables were proposed to guide
engineering applications. Yang and Cao [17] analyzed in
detail the effect of sinusoidal structured rough elements
on the flow and heat transfer in microchannels and
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analyzed that their enhanced heat transfer is due to the
change in flow direction and the increase in area. In [18], a
complex structured microchannel heat sink with a
combination of fan-shaped cavities and inner ribs was
proposed, and its single-phase flow and heat transfer were
investigated by experimental and simulation methods,
and the results showed that its integrated heat transfer
performance was significantly better than that of an equal-
section microchannel at Reynolds numbers greater than
300. *erefore, complex structured microchannels have
obvious advantages in heat transfer.

A reasonable channel structure design can also improve
the heat transfer effect. *erefore, heat transfer efficiency
and pressure drop are two important parameters to measure
the comprehensive heat transfer performance of micro-
channels. *e engineering design generally involves multi-
parameter optimization, called multiobjective parameter
optimization [19]. Hemmat Esfe et al. [13] used a non-
dominated ranking genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) with
Nusselt number and friction coefficient as optimization
objectives for structural optimization of ribbed and cavity
channels with rib height, cavity diameter, height and loca-
tion as variables.

In [15], the flow and heat transfer in variable cross
section and microchannel heat sink with rough elements
were investigated, and two objective functions of thermal
resistance and pumping power were optimized using a
multiobjective genetic algorithm to obtain the Pareto op-
timization solution set. In [6], the multiobjective genetic
algorithm was used to optimize the heat transfer coefficient
and pressure drop for microchannels with concave structure
using channel height, cavity spacing, and height as variables.
*eoretically, the genetic algorithm is able to find the op-
timal solution of the objective function probabilistically and
randomly, which is more adaptable than the conventional
optimization algorithm.

To overcome the limitations of straight tube micro-
channels, researchers have conducted extensive studies for
split-recombination (SAR) microchannels. *e upstream
flow in a SAR microchannel is split into two equal streams,
which then hit each other within the mixing element. A
series of microchannel units with the same structure in-
terconnect and further enhance the material process.
Benefiting from the combination of multiple microchannel
units, the synthesis rate in SAR microchannels is signifi-
cantly greater than that of straight microchannels with only a
single microchannel unit [11, 12].

*e most common problem with current microchannel
structures is the inhomogeneous mixing of reactants
caused by insufficient turbulence. *e key to promote the
mixing effect within microchannels is to further enhance
the split-recombination effect of microchannels. At the
same time, the SAR microchannel structure still has great
potential to further optimize and enhance the passive
mixing process. However, insufficient grid accuracy and
inaccurate phase interface capture techniques result in the
current numerical simulation methods in microchannels to
remain imperfect. *erefore, based on the CLSVOF mul-
tiphase flow model and the SST k-ω turbulence model, this

study investigates a series of microchannels with complex
structures.

*erefore, based on the CLSVOF multiphase flow model
and SST k-ω turbulence model, this study simulates a series
of microreactors with complex structures by using the
CLSVOF multiphase flow model for two-dimensional nu-
merical simulation of gas-liquid two-phase flow and carries
out multivariate optimization of the throat size and baffle
length by the proxy modeling method to predict and analyze
the optimal structure of the microreactors.

2. Numerical Simulation Methods

2.1. CLSVOFMultiphase FlowModel. For two incompatible
fluids, it is very difficult to capture the free phase interface
during dynamic motion [13]. *erefore, Sussman and
Puckett proposed the CLSVOFmethod [14].*e principle of
this method is to use the convection equation of the VOF
function to achieve mass conservation and the level-set
function to calculate the curvature and normal vectors to
capture the phase interface smoothly. In the CLSVOF
method, the phase interface is reconstructed by a segmented
linear scheme [15, 16], and the initialization of the distance
function of the level-set equation is achieved based on the
reconstructed phase interface. For the level-set model, the
mass of the transport equation is not conserved and the
normal vector of the curvature calculation in the VOFmodel
is not accurate enough [15, 17, 18]. *e CLSVOF model
remedies the computational defects of the mass noncon-
servation and the inaccuracy of the curvature calculation in
the level-set and VOF models and combines its computa-
tional advantages to capture the phase interface more ac-
curately. Hadad et al. [19] simulated the underwater bomb
shock wave by CLSVOF multiphase flow model. *e
CLSVOF model is able to capture the phase interface more
accurately under strong interaction conditions.

In the level-set model, the phase interface is defined as an
equivalence surface belonging to an implicit functional
equation ϕ(x, t), and the value of ϕ(x, t) at any moment can
be determined by solving the controlling equation to obtain
the zero equivalence surface, i.e., the location of the phase
interface. ϕ(x, t) function is defined as follows:

ϕ �

d(x, Γ(t))< 0,

0,

d(x, Γ(t))> 0.

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(1)

*e position of the phase interface at time t is repre-
sented by (t), and d(x, Γ(t)) is the distance function from
the center of the grid to the phase interface Γ(t). In the VOF
model, different fluids are incompatible with each other. *e
volume function of fluid within each cell in the VOF model
is defined as follows:

c �
fluid volume in cell

unit volume
. (2)

If C� 1, the fluid of the grid is in continuous phase, C� 0
is in discrete phase, and 0 < C< 1means that the grid is at the
phase interface. *erefore, the position and shape of the
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phase interface in space can be determined by solving for the
volume function C.

In an incompressible fluid, there are

DC

Dt
�

zC

zt
+(V

→
·∇) · C � 0,

ρ zV
→

zt
+ρV

→
·∇V

→
� −∇P +∇ · V

→
∇V

→
+(∇V

→
)
T

  +ρg + Fsv.

(3)

*e above equation is the convective transport equation
for the volume function c as well as the momentum con-
servation equation. Fsv is the surface tension term of the
momentum equation.

*e CLSVOF model compensates the deficiencies of
mass conservation and phase interface parameters of the
level-set model and VOF model and combines the advan-
tages of the two models. *e CLSVOF model can combine
the advantages of both models to capture the phase interface
more accurately.

3. NSGA-II-Based Scheme Solution Steps

3.1. NSGA-II Optimization Process. NSGA-II is a multi-
objective genetic algorithm using fast sorting and elite
mechanism, which has the characteristics of fast operation
speed and good convergence [16, 17] and can effectively
solve the multiobjective optimization problem in this paper.
*e Pareto solution set can be obtained by NSGA-II, and the
solution steps are as follows.

(1) Input the parameters of the distribution system and
generate the derivative matrix.

(2) Initialize the algorithm parameters, population
number p0, crossover parameter fga, variation pa-
rameter Cga, and maximum number of iterations N.

(3) Randomly create the initial population p0 and cal-
culate the objective function value for each individual.

(4) Sort the populations according to nondominance
and calculate the crowding factor, and each solution
is assigned a fitness value equal to its own non-
dominance rank.

(5) Use a binary tournament mechanism to select p0/2
individuals as the parent population and perform
genetic inheritance, crossover, and mutation to
produce p0/2 offspring populations.

(6) Invoke the trend calculation program to calculate the
objective function values of the offspring populations.

(7) Merge the resulting offspring populations with the
original parent populations, rank the nondominated
cases, and calculate the crowding coefficients.

(8) Select p0 dominant individuals as the next genera-
tion population based on hierarchical analysis, rank
nondominance, and calculate crowding coefficients.

(9) Determine whether the maximum number of iter-
ations N is reached; if yes, output the Pareto solution
set; otherwise, proceed to (4) loop.

3.2. Selectionof theMultiobjectiveOptimal Solution. *e final
optimization result of NSGA-II is a set of Pareto solution sets
from which the decision maker needs to select the optimal
solution based on the preference information, which is
essentially a multiattribute decision problem. In this paper,
we adopt the approximate ideal solution ranking method
(TOPSIS) to perform the optimal solution selection.

*e approximate ideal solution ranking method
(TOPSIS) [18], in essence, is a decision-making method by
calculating the distance between the alternative solution and
the ideal solution and the negative ideal solution, so that the
selected solution has the minimum distance from the ideal
solution and the maximum distance from the negative ideal
solution. Firstly, all the noninferior solutions in the Pareto
solution set are obtained to form N alternative solutions
x1, x2, x3, . . . , xN, and the number of attributes of the so-
lution is n, i.e., the number of objective functions; then, the
mth attribute value of solution xi is fm(xi). First, the at-
tribute values of all solutions are converted to dimensionless
attributes, and the mth attribute value of the processed
solution xi is

fm
′ xi(  �

fm xi( 
���������


N
m f

2
m xi( 

 \
∗MERGEFORMAT. (4)

*e relative distance d(xi) for scenario xi is calculated as
follows:

d xi(  �
d+ xi( 

d+ xi( +d. xi( 
\
∗MERGEFORMAT,

d+ xi(  �

����������������������
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m�1 λmfm
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n
m�1 λmfm
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\
∗MERGEFORMAT,

(5)

where d+(xi)、 d−(xi) represent the distance from solution
xi to the ideal solution and the negative ideal solution; λm is
the weight of attribute fm

′, which is taken as equal weight in
this paper; and fm−

′、 fm+
′ represent the optimal and in-

ferior values of all solutions after normalization of attributes.
*e solution with the smallest relative distance among all
solutions is the optimal solution in the multiobjective
optimization.

4. Microstructure Model

For nonlinear objective functions, the ability of the proxy
model to fit is particularly impressive and has great potential
for application in various research areas [7].

After obtaining the sample dataset (s, ys), the kriging
model will perform a linear weighted interpolation for the
sample function response values, i.e.,

y(x) � 
n

i�1
λ(i)

y
(i)

. (6)

λ is the weighting factor, which is the most critical in-
fluence parameter in the agent model building process. *e
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optimal weighting factor in the kriging model should satisfy
the mean squared error:

MSE[y(x)] � E λT
YS − Y(x) 

2
 . (7)

Minimum, x and y the mathematical expectation relation
should satisfy

E 
n

i�1
λ(i)

Y x
(i)

 ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ � E[Y(x)]. (8)

Y function is defined as

Y � β0 + Z(x), (9)

where β0 is the mathematical expectation of Y(x) and Z(x)

is the static random process with mean 0 and variance
σ2 � σ2(x).

*e weighting factor λ is obtained and substituted into
the y(x) function to predict the value of the function at any
x, thus greatly reducing the computational effort of nu-
merical optimization.

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the three
microchannel cells of the microreactor, which is also the flow
region of the multiphase fluid. *e microchannel size and
baffle size are 2.4mm, the inlet and outlet widths are 5mm and
3mm, respectively, and each cell is connected by a narrow
throat with a grid number of 120,000 after irrelevance veri-
fication. *e geometrical dimensions of the throat width and
baffle length are the research objectives to be further optimized.

In order to quantitatively compare the effects of different
geometries on the gas-liquid mixing effect and then find the
optimal microchannel structure, the boundary coefficients
are defined here:

σS �
Aσ

S
× 100%. (10)

Aσ is the area of the region between 0.1 and 0.9 for the
volume fraction of the gas phase, and the larger the area of
this part, the more adequate the intersection of gas and
liquid phases. s is the total area of the three microchannel
cells. *e magnitude of the boundary coefficient is the ratio
of the gas-liquid phase interface area to the total area when
the fluid is flowing inside the microreactor, which can
measure the mixing effect of the gas-liquid phases in the
microchannels.

5. Microstructure Model Optimization Effect

Figure 2 shows the gas-liquid phase distribution when
calculating different widths and lengths at the same time,
and the boundary coefficients are extracted using post-
processing software to compare their gas-liquid phase
mixing effects.

By changing the throat size and baffle length, the ge-
ometry is optimized for the throat area and the channel area
by changing the ratio of the area in front of the throat and
the channel area.

*e improvement of these two structures is achieved by
proxy model optimization. *e structure of the proxy model

for this problem can be summarized as follows: the maxi-
mum value of the relationship between the design variables
throat size x1, baffle length x2 and the objective function of
the function y boundary coefficient is solved. *e objective
function of the design variables x1 and x2 with respect to the
boundary coefficients is refined by collecting a certain
number of simulation data points, and the optimal throat
size and baffle length geometry is accurately predicted by this
objective function.

Figure 3 shows the sensitivity analysis results of the two
independent variables of throat size and baffle length. *e
blue part shows the results of the sensitivity analysis of the
throat size, and the yellow part shows the percentage of
sensitivity of the baffle length. *e left side shows the global
sensitivity analysis, i.e., in addition to these two independent
variables, the effects of all the remaining unknown inde-
pendent variables are also considered. In this analysis, the
throat size and baffle length are the most important influ-
encing factors of the boundary coefficient, which together
account for 82% of the influencing factors, while the
remaining variables account for only 18%. *e reason for
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of geometric structure.
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Figure 2: Gas-liquid phase distribution for different throat widths
and baffle lengths at t� 150ms.
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this result is that the throat size affects the flow of gas-phase
fluid into the mixing enhancement domain through the
throat area, while the baffle length affects the percentage of
the channel area in the overall microreactor structure, with
the baffle size remaining constant. As it was pointed out in
the previous paper, a smaller throat area and a smaller
channel area will be more favorable for the increase of the
boundary coefficient, and these two variables are the main
influencing variables for the throat area and the channel
area, which will have a greater impact on the boundary
coefficient than the other related variables.

*e image on the right shows the comparison between
the effect of throat size and baffle length only. *e sensitivity
of the throat size is 45%, and the sensitivity of the baffle
length is 55%. It can be seen that the baffle angle has a greater
influence on the boundary coefficient.*is is also reflected in
the data; as the baffle angle changes, the boundary coefficient
will have a more obvious trend. *e reason for this result is
that the length of the baffle is the most direct variable af-
fecting the area share of the access area, and the area share of
the access area and the length of the baffle basically show a
linear positive correlation growth relationship. *e size of
the throat has more influence on the flow of the gas phase
from the throat into the mixing domain than the geometry,

and its change does not produce significant geometrical
changes on the area share of the throat and mixing domain.

Figure 4 shows the 3D kriging interpolation results for
the three variables. *e highest boundary coefficient point
extracted is (1.4, 8), i.e., the throat size is 1.4mm and the
baffle length is 8mm.*is point is the boundary point of the
two design variables, and it can be seen from the three-
dimensional coordinate diagram that the throat size and
baffle length show a negative linear relationship within the
value range, and the boundary coefficient at the lower limit
of the two obtains the highest value. *ere are two main
reasons for this conclusion [21].

(1) *e narrow throat size makes it easier for the gas
flowing through the throat to separate from a larger
bubble cluster into a group of small bubble clusters,
which in turn forms a better gas-liquid mixing effect
at the front of the baffle and increases the value of the
boundary coefficient.

(2) *e length of the baffle plate most directly reduces
the area share of the channel area. *e boundary
coefficient in the channel zone is lower than that in
the baffle front and corner zone, and the baffle length
is the most direct factor affecting the area of the

35%
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45%
55%

Figure 3: Sensitivity analysis results.
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channel zone; therefore, the reduction of the baffle
length will increase the boundary coefficient inside
the microreactor very significantly.

*e throat and baffle front have an important role in
enhancing the gas-liquid phase mixing effect. Figure 5
shows the results of numerical simulations and high-
speed camera images. From Figure 5, it can be seen that the
inside of the throat and the front of the baffle are the high-
pressure areas of the microchannel unit, and the highest
pressure is about 8000 Pa, which can greatly increase the
mixing effect of the two phases. *e gas phase will collide
with the baffle wall after flowing through the throat, and the
gas momentum direction will change after colliding with
the baffle wall, and the large bubbles will be broken into
smaller ones. *e other part of the bubbles collides with the
wall and rejoins with the new influx of fluid at the throat.
*is is the most important reason why the gas-liquid
junction area in this region is significantly higher than the
rest of the region.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a full linear regression of the SAR micro-
channel is performed using a proxy model. A series of
numerical simulations using the CLSVOFmultiphase flow
model and the SST k-ω shear pressure transport turbu-
lence model demonstrate outstanding computational
accuracy in calculating the gas-liquid two-phase distri-
bution and phase interface capture. *e advantages and
disadvantages of the level-set model, VOF model, and
CLSVOF model are investigated and analyzed for the
different multiphase flow models, i.e., the level-set model,
the VOF model, and the CLSVOF model. Both of them
have different degrees of computational drawbacks when
applied individually. *erefore, the CLSVOF model,
which combines the two computational models, has a
greater computational advantage over the above two
models for the study in this paper, which focuses on phase
interface capture.
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In order to protect network information security and improve the security of wireless sensor networks, based on chaotic systems,
we propose a wireless sensor algorithm based on improved identity encryption. First, the basic principle of chaotic system
mapping is specifically analyzed; the two chaotic mapping systems are rectified to obtain the hybrid chaotic mapping system
according to the demand of wireless sensing network. After that, an encryption framework and key are designed and the hybrid
mapping system is applied to the encryption framework to encrypt the data. In this way, the length of the encryption algorithm is
lengthened and the defensibility of the encrypted content is improved. Finally, the performance of the proposed encryption
algorithm is tested in terms of information entropy, statistical methods, and ciphertext randomness. )e test results show that
compared with other encryption algorithms, the running speed of the encryption algorithm proposed in this paper is only
18.51ms, which is faster than that of other encryption algorithms, and the memory consumption is only 27%, which is much lower
than that of other algorithms. It can be seen that the proposed encryption algorithm has strong encryption effect and superior
algorithm performance for data encryption in wireless sensor networks.

1. Introduction

With the continuous improvement of Internet technology,
computers, cell phones, and many other computer devices
are widely used and have become essential products for daily
life, enhancing information exchange and enriching people’s
entertainment. However, the widespread popularity and
application of devices such as wireless sensors in computers
have also brought about information security problems, and
the security of people’s information on the network has been
seriously threatened. )erefore, encryption technology was
born. )e current market research on wireless sensor net-
work security mainly includes encryption algorithms and
authentication schemes, which serve to guarantee data se-
curity and legitimacy. However, the complex node resources
and small memory of wireless sensor networks lead to the
low computational accuracy and poor results of the existing
encryption algorithms for wireless sensor networks. Among

them, chaotic system has the characteristics of sensitivity to
initial value, ergodicity, pseudo-randomness, etc., which
meets the characteristics of diffusion and obfuscation in
encryption algorithms and achieves preliminary application
results in information security. For network information
encryption, scholars and experts have conducted in-depth
research. Maram et al. proposed a dynamic S-box approach
to process Unicode text data [1]. Ahmad et al. proposed to
use the Diffie–Hellman technique to exchange the encryp-
tion key generated by TTI algorithm with another party as a
way to improve the security of sensitive information
transmission [2]. Liang et al. proposed a dynamic key en-
cryption-decryption neural network chaotic algorithm, and
the results showed that the encryption-decryption speed and
anti-decryption ability of the method had a great im-
provement [3]. Chaotic encryption algorithm was widely
used, for example, Deng and Xiao applied the chaotic al-
gorithm to the encrypted transmission of RFID, and the
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results showed that the algorithm can meet the security
requirements of object RFID [4]. Zhang et al. applied chaos
algorithm to video transmission encryption to encrypt the
differential components of motion vectors in horizontal and
vertical directions as well as DC transform coefficients,
respectively, and achieved good results [5]. Ge et al. pro-
posed an encryption method for images based on cross-
diffusion of logistic mapping and Chebyshev mapping by
combining chaos algorithm. )e results indicated that the
encryption algorithm had high security [6]. Wu et al.
proposed a chaotic compressed sensing algorithm for
OFDM-PON networks, with results showing that the
method can save bandwidth and improve the security of
OFDM-PON networks [7]. )e above studies show that
chaotic algorithm is widely used in the field of data trans-
mission [8–17]. )erefore, this study proposes an improved
chaos-based encryption algorithm for wireless networks
based on the characteristics of chaos algorithm and verifies
the feasibility of the proposed algorithm.

2. Basic Methods

In the field of network information security, chaotic systems
possess sensitivity, ergodicity, and unpredictability that have
led to smaller applications in information security. Chaotic
mappings are mainly divided into logistic mappings and
cubic mappings.

Logistic mapping is in one-dimensional form in chaotic
systems and can be expressed as

xn+1 � μxn 1 − xn( , μ ∈ (0, 4), xn ∈ [0, 1], (1)

where μ is a parameter and when μ ∈ (3.57, 4), the logistic
mapping exhibits chaotic properties.

)e cubic mapping is calculated as

xn+1 � ax
3
n − bxn, xn ∈ [−1, 1], (2)

where both a and b are parameters, the output range of
Cubic mapping is shown in Figure 1, and the mapping range
becomes progressively smaller with increasing parameter a.

As shown in Figure 2, a bifurcation point will occur
when the parameter b is higher than 2.3, and the chaotic
system is in a chaotic state at this time. To obtain better
pseudo-randomness, a is set to 4 and b is set to 3. )e cubic
mapping expression is obtained as follows:

xn+1 � 4x
3
n − 3xn, xn ∈ [−1, 1]. (3)

In wireless sensor networks, chaotic systems cannot
perform complex calculations on the network due to the
problems of small networkmemory and poor computational
power. To apply chaotic systems to wireless sensor network
encryption, the chaotic system needs to be rectified.

)e logistic mapping can also be expressed as

xn+1 � 1 − λx
2
n, λ ∈ [0, 2], xn ∈ [−1, 1], (4)

where λ is a parameter. )e logistic mapping integerization
in chaotic systems consists of three main steps, as follows:

(1) Multiply both sides of equation (4) by m2 � (m≠ 0)

at the same time and obtain the following equation

m
2
xn+1 � m

2
− λ mxn( 

2
. (5)

(2) Construct an equation:

zn � mxn + m. (6)

After a simple treatment of equation (6), equation (7)
is calculated as follows:

xn �
zn

m
− 1

xn+1 �
zn+1

m
− 1

.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(7)

(3) Substitute equation (7) into equation (5) and set the
parameter λ to 2. )e final integer logistic mapping
equation is obtained as
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Figure 1: Trend of the range of cubic mapping with parameter a.
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zn+1 � 4zn −
2
m

z
2
n. (8)

In equation (6), xn interval is [−1, 1]; zn interval is [0,
2m]; if zn are integers, then m� 2L−1, thus obtaining the zn
interval as [0,2L].

Equation (8) contains two zeros, zn � 0 and zn � 2m. If the
initial iteration value is 0 or 2m, the value of all subsequent
iterations will be 0. To prevent the above situation, equation
(8) will be optimized:

zn+1 � 4zn −
2
m

z
2
n − 1, zn � 0 or 2m

zn+1 � 4zn −
2
m

z
2
n − 1, others

.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(9)

)ere are no zeros in equation (9) so that all iteration
values will not be 0.

According to the cubic mapping of equation (3), it is
integerized as follows:

(1) Construct the following equation:

xn �
yn

c
− 1

xn+1 �
yn+1

c
− 1

.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(10)

(2) Substitute equation (10) into equation (3) to obtain
the following equation:

yn+1 �
4
c
2y

3
n −

12
c

y
2
n + 9yn. (11)

In equation (10), the xn interval is [−1,1], and the yn
interval is obtained as [0, 2c]. If the yn values are all integers,
then c� 2L−1, and the yn interval is [0, 2L].

Equation (11) contains several zeros, yn � 0, yn � 1.5c, and
yn � c. If the initial iteration value is 0, 1.5c, or c, then all
subsequent iterations have a value of 0.)us, equation (11) is
optimized to obtain the following equation:

yn+1 �

4
c
2y

3
n −

12
c

y
2
n + 9yn + 1, yn � 0 or

3
2

c

4
c
2y

3
n −

12
c

y
2
n + 9yn, others

.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(12)

)ere are no zeros in equation (12), and the iterative
value of 0 does not occur when iterating.

3. Improved Identity Encryption Algorithm

3.1. Cryptographic Framework. )e chaotic algorithm after
integer is computed by Feistel cryptographic framework as
shown in Figure 3, and the encryption process is as follows:

Ri+1Li⊕F Ki, Ri( 

Li+1 � Ri

. (13)

)e Feistel structure belongs to a symmetric crypto-
graphic framework in which the round function F has an
important impact on the performance of the algorithm. )e
main details of the round function F are shown in Figure 4.

In Figure 4, ⊕ is the XOR operation. )e round function
encryption process is divided into three main steps, as
follows.

(1) First a 32-bit plaintext is divided into two parts of
equal length, each side of length 16; then, a part is
divided into two parts of equal length, of length 8.

(2) )e two 8-bit plaintexts are followed by the number
“0” to bring their length to 16 bits.

(3) )e round key will be XOR operated on the 16-bit
plaintext separately, followed by the logistic and
cubic mappings, and then the XOR operation will be
performed. Finally, the XOR value is passed through
a 16-bit permutation matrix to obtain the output.

)e algorithm encrypts a total of 4 rounds, i.e., r� 4.

32-bit plaintext

32-bit permutation matrix

F

K02K01
K0 R0

F

K11
K12

R1L1

F

K(r-1)2
K(r-1)1

Lr-1 Rr-1

32-bit permutation inverse matrix

32-bit ciphertext

Figure 3: Cryptographic framework.
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3.2. Generation of RoundKey. In the above, the performance
of the two chaotic systems degrades gradually after the
integerization, which leads to the reduction of their sequence
randomness. )erefore, to solve the above problem, the two
chaotic systems are mapped together to obtain one hybrid
chaotic system.

Also, this part generates the initial values of the hybrid
chaotic system by a linear congruential generator. )e linear
congruential generator expression is given by [18, 19]

y(n + 1) � 16807 × y(n)mod 231 − 1  . (14)

With the addition of a linear congruential generator to
the hybrid chaotic system, the period of the sequence
generated by the hybrid chaotic system is extended to 231–1.
)e specific flow of generating chaotic sequences is shown in
Figure 5.

)e autocorrelation of integer logistic mapping and
integer cubic mapping in a 16-bit processor is shown in
Figures 6 and 7.

From Figures 6 and 7, it can be seen that the autocor-
relation of logistic and cubic chaotic mappings is poor,
which affects their encryption effect. )erefore, the study
will use the quantization operation method to enhance the
autocorrelation of the two chaotic systems. )e autocorre-
lation of the sequences generated by the quantized hybrid
chaotic system is shown in Figure 8, from which it can be
found that the autocorrelation image is mainly in the form of
impulse function, which indicates that the sequences gen-
erated by the quantized hybrid chaotic system have better
autocorrelation and can achieve better encryption effect.

An arbitrary 32-bit sequence is selected from the se-
quence generated by the hybrid chaotic system and divided
into two parts of equal length, labeled k1 and k2, respectively
[20, 21].

As shown in Figure 9, k1 and k2 are used as the initial
values for generating the round key, the process of which is
divided into three main steps, as follows.

Ri (16 bits)

RiL (16 bits) RiR (16 bits)

Divide and fill “0”

Logistic Logistic

16-bit permutation matrix

16-bit output

Kr2Kr2

Figure 4: Round function F.

Linear congruential
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CubicLinear congruential
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Figure 5: Generation of chaotic sequences.
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(1) )e initialization matrixM is generated by k1 and k2.
(2) Loop the value of matrix M twice and assign all of

them to matrix N afterwards.
(3) Eight shift operations are performed on the matrix

and the values in the matrix to obtain the eight round
keys needed for encryption.

3.3. Permutation Matrix. In cryptography, the permutation
operation is a typical practice whose main function is to
complicate the relationship between plaintext and cipher-
text. In the chaotic encryption algorithm, the study will be
represented by a permutation matrix P:

P �

10 7 12 9

11 5 1 15

26 23 28 25

27 21 17 31

16 13 3 14

4 6 8 2

32 29 19 30

20 22 24 18

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (15)

In the matrix, each parameter is the position of the input
sequence. )e parameter “10” means that when the input
sequence passes through the permutation matrix, the pa-
rameter at the tenth position becomes the parameter at the
first position of the output sequence. )is can be expressed
as follows:

1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0
  P

⟶

0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1

1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
 . (16)

3.4. Decryption. From the above cryptographic framework,
it is clear that the Feistel structure is a symmetric state and
the decryption and encryption steps are roughly the same.
)e difference lies in the order of using the round keys, such
as the order in encryption K1, K2, K3, K4; conversely, the
decryption round key is the reverse of the encryption round
key K4, K3, K2, K1. )e decryption is calculated as in
equation (15) [22–24]:

Li � Ri+1⊕F Ki, Ri( ,

Ri � Li+1.
 (17)

Meanwhile, the substitution inverse matrix P−1 can be
expressed as

P
−1

�

11 16 7 13 10 14 2 15

4 1 9 3 6 8 12 5

37 32 23 29 26 30 18 31

20 17 25 19 22 24 28 21

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (18)

From P−1 matrix, we can see that the element in the first
position of the input sequence becomes the element in the
eleventh position of the output sequence after permutation;
if we want to restore the element in the eleventh position of
the output sequence to the first position of the input se-
quence again through the permutation inverse matrix, we
need to set the first value of the permutation inverse matrix
to 11, and so on, to obtain the permutation inverse matrix.

4. Experimental Results and Analysis

4.1. ExperimentalEnvironment. To verify the effectiveness of
the proposed algorithm performance, this experiment will be
implemented using C program and the algorithm will be
applied to the ZigBee platform, which contains 128KB of
ROM, 4KB of RAM, and a CC2530 microprocessor.
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Figure 8: Autocorrelation of chaotic sequences.

Begin

i=0;M[0]=k1

M[i+1]=M[Ii]+k2

i=i+1

i>2

j=0

N[j]=M[j]

j=j+1

j<4

A=B=0;m=n=0;k=8

A=(M[m]+A+B)<<<
3;M[m]=A

B=(N[n]+A+B)<<<
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k=k-1

k>0

End
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Figure 9: )e generation of round key.
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4.2. Algorithm Evaluation Index

4.2.1. Information Entropy. In order to test the performance
of hybrid chaotic systems, i.e., to test the system complexity
and security, the experiment will use information entropy to
verify the performance of chaotic systems. )e higher the
value of information entropy, the stronger the complexity of
the system. )at is, the information entropy can effectively
measure the system. If the length of the ciphertext is 8 bits,
the information entropy is taken to be about 8 for better
encryption. )e expression of information entropy is as
follows [25]:

H(x) � 
x

P(x)log2
1

p(x)
. (19)

)e entropy of various ciphertext information of dif-
ferent lengths is shown in Table 1.

From Table 1, we can visually see that the ciphertext
length is extended from 16000 to 800000, and its infor-
mation entropy is increased from 7.9642 to 7.9999, which is
very close to the standard value of 8. )is shows that the
ciphertext has strong randomness and also proves that the
system has better performance, complexity, and security and
can effectively avoid external attacks on network
information.

4.2.2. Confusion and Diffusion. In encryption algorithms,
confusion and diffusion are the two basic principles that
must be followed. Confusion serves to complicate the re-
lationship between the plaintext and the ciphertext, and
diffusion, i.e., the maximum impact on the ciphertext
through the plaintext, further enhances the security of the
ciphertext.

In order to verify the confusion and diffusion effect of the
encryption algorithm and to evaluate and assess the per-
formance of the encryption algorithm more objectively, the
degree of completeness, degree of avalanche, and degree of
strict avalanche are used as evaluation indexes in this
experiment.

If an encryption algorithm encrypts a plaintext of n bits
into a ciphertext of m bits, the performance of the en-
cryption algorithm is measured using the above three
criteria. Completeness represents the existence of corre-
lation between each bit of the plaintext and all bits of the
ciphertext species, and the completeness expression is as
follows:

dc � −1
1

nm
# (i, j)|aij � 0 . (20)

)e avalanche degree represents that each change of one
bit in the plaintext will change at least nearly half of the bits
of all ciphertexts, and the avalanche degree expression is as
in equation (18):

da � 1 −
2

#X∗ nm


n

i�1


m

j�1
jbij −

m

2
#X




. (21)

)e strict avalanche degree is the probability that for
each bit changed in the plaintext, each bit in the ciphertext is
changed at least 50%, which is expressed as follows [26–28]:

dsa � 1 −
2

#X∗ nm


n

i�1


m

j�1
aij −

1
2
#X




. (22)

In the above equation, aij denotes the i-th row and j-th
column element inside the dependency matrix a containing
n∗m elements, i takes values in the range (1, n), and j takes
values in the range (1,m). If the i-th element of the plaintext
is changed, the j-th element of the ciphertext changes; then
aij � 1; otherwise aij � 0.bij denotes the i-th row and j + 1-th
column element inside the distance matrix B containing
n∗(m+ 1) elements, i takes values in the range (0, n), and j
takes values in the range(0, m). If the i-th element of the
plaintext is changed, the plaintext is changed by j bits, and
then bij � 1.)e symbol X represents the total number of bits
in the plaintext; # indicates the summation symbol.

If the values of dc, da, and dsa meet the criteria of equation
(20), it means that the proposed algorithm possesses good
results in confusion and diffusion.

dc � 1, da ≈ 1, dsa ≈ 1. (23)

)e trends of the above three evaluation indexes under
different encryption rounds are shown in Figures 10–12.

)e change curves of dc, da, and dsa indicators from
Figures 10–12 show that when the number of encryption
rounds is 4, da and dsa show stable trends with no significant
change. )e optimal number of encryption rounds can be
determined to be 4, thus minimizing the resource loss of
wireless sensors and ensuring the security of encrypted
information.

To further verify the superiority of the proposed en-
cryption algorithm based on hybrid chaotic system, this
experiment compares the designed algorithm with the
traditional two encryption algorithms of RC5 and RC6 for
wireless sensor network for confusion and diffusion, and the
comparison results obtained are shown in Table 2.

From the above table, the dc values of all three algorithms
are 1, which indicates that the completeness of all three
algorithms is good. da and dsa of the proposed algorithm are
0.998 and 0.999, respectively, which are both higher than
those of the other two algorithms, by (0.005, 0.12) and
(0.007, 0.009), respectively, compared to the RC5 and RC6
encryption algorithms. )is shows that the proposed algo-
rithm is more effective in confusion and diffusion, and the
algorithm performs better than the traditional encryption
algorithm.

Table 1: Ciphertext information entropy.

Ciphertext length (bytes) Information entropy
160.000 7.9642
320.000 7.9765
480.000 7.9835
640.000 7.9926
800.000 7.9999
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Figure 10: Value of dc for different number of encryption rounds.
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Figure 11: Value of da. (a) Encryption from round 1 to round 30. (b) Encryption from round 4 to round 30.
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4.3. StatisticalAnalysis. In order to verify the randomness of
the ciphertext after performing the encryption algorithm,
this experiment will perform a statistical analysis of the
length of the ciphertext, with 0 and 1 as the criteria, and the
number of ciphertexts is 0 or 1, indicating that they are
roughly the same. )e statistical analysis table is shown in
Table 3.

From the above table, it can be seen that after encryption
by encryption algorithm, ciphertext of different lengths can
be obtained. )e number of “0” and “1” in the ciphertext is
very close to each other and gets closer after increasing the
length continuously, indicating that the ciphertext data
achieve the 0-1 balance objective.

In the plaintext, the ASCII distribution is uneven. After
encryption, the ASCII distribution gradually tends to be
homogeneous, which means that the encryption algorithm
can effectively defend against probabilistic attacks. )e
ASCII distributions of both are shown in Figure 13.

As can be seen from the above graph, the plaintext ASCII
distribution shows a large undulating peak at 50, 100, and
150, indicating a higher probability of aggressiveness and a

lower defensibility in the plaintext, which makes it vul-
nerable to external intrusion and threats. After encrypting
the plaintext, the ASCII code values shown in Figure 13(b)
are obtained. It can be seen that the probability of ASCII
code values is all around 40%, which indicates that they are
very evenly distributed and further proves that the encrypted
ciphertext is more defensive and less likely to be attacked.

4.4. SP 800-22 Test. In order to test whether the ciphertext
sequence is secure after using the encryption algorithm, this
experiment is conducted to test 15 information security
items of SP800-22. )ere are 1 million bytes in this ci-
phertext, and it is divided into 400 copies equally. )e test
results of this information are as follows. If all the P values in
the table are more than 0.01, it indicates that the ciphertext
sequence information meets the criteria.

As can be seen from Table 4, the P values of the ci-
phertext sequences are all above 0.01, with the lowest being
0.012351 and the highest being 0.943113. )e experimental
results show that all the above sequences meet the standard

Table 2: Performance comparison of the proposed encryption algorithm and traditional encryption algorithm.

Algorithm dc da dsa
RC5 [29] 1.000000 0.999786 0.999770
RC6 [29] 1.000000 0.999779 0.999799
)e algorithm designed in this paper 1.000000 0.999812 0.999772

Table 3: Statistical analysis of “0” and “1.”

Length of ciphertext n Number of “0” k1 Number of “1” k2 k1/n K2/n
1,280,000 bits 631,923 648.077 49.369% 50.631%
2,560,000 bits 1,282,425 1,277,575 50.095% 49.905%
3,840,000 bits 1,924.163 1,915,837 50.108% 49.892%
5,120,000 bits 2,557,439 2,562,561 49.950% 50.050%
6,400,000 bits 3,199,671 3,200,329 49.995% 50.005%
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Figure 13: ASCII distributions. (a) Plaintext. (b) Ciphertext.
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and satisfy the requirements of wireless sensor information
security protection.

4.5. Running Speed and Memory Consumption. In order to
test the suitability of the designed encryption algorithm in
wireless sensor networks, the experiment will test the al-
gorithm in terms of its running time and memory con-
sumption and compare the algorithm with the traditional
encryption algorithms RC5, SKIPJACK, and CWSN to
obtain the following results.

It is obvious from Table 5 that the designed algorithm
runs at 18.51byte/ms, which is 5.7, 7.28, and 1.93 higher than
that of the other three algorithms, respectively, indicating
that the algorithm runs faster; the memory consumption of
the proposed algorithm is 96, and that of the other three
algorithms is 268, 356, and 160, which exceeds that of the
algorithm proposed in the study by 172, 260, and 64. After
comprehensive analysis, it is shown that the proposed al-
gorithm runs the fastest and takes up the least memory in
wireless sensor networks and is very suitable for the oper-
ation of wireless sensor network.

5. Conclusion

In summary, the proposed identity encryption algorithm for
hybrid chaotic systems can be applied to wireless sensor
network security protection, which can solve the problems of
complex node resources and small memory of wireless
sensor networks, and the algorithm can further enhance the
defense capability of ciphertext and reduce the attack
probability. )e experimental results suggest that with
different ciphertext lengths, the ciphertext information

entropy is close to 8 after using the improved encryption
algorithm, the ciphertext randomness is significantly im-
proved, and the performance of the hybrid chaotic system is
enhanced.With the number of ciphertext encryption rounds
close to 4, the resource loss of the wireless sensor network is
minimized, thus simplifying the network nodes, reducing
the computational cost, and improving the network security.
Finally, after comparing the proposed algorithm with the
traditional encryption algorithm, it is found that the im-
proved algorithm has better confusion and diffusion effects
than the traditional algorithm, and the algorithm has better
performance.)e operation speed is faster than that of other
algorithms, and the memory consumption is smaller.
Comprehensively, it can be seen that the proposed algorithm
can be applied and promoted in wireless sensing networks.
However, due to the experimental conditions and insuffi-
cient research experience, this experiment only encrypted
text information, and the proposed algorithm cannot en-
crypt images and other types of information well, and thus
there are certain limitations, and in the future, we will start
from this aspect and apply the algorithm to information such
as images and videos to improve the performance and
applicability of the algorithm.

Data Availability

)e experimental data used to support the findings of this
study are available from the corresponding author upon
request.

Conflicts of Interest

)e authors declare that they have no conflicts of interest.

Table 4: SP 800-22 test.

Statistical test P value Result
Frequency 0.403216 PASS
Block frequency 0.943113 PASS
Cumulative sums (forward) 0.409276 PASS
Cumulative sums (reverse) 0.545923 PASS
Runs 0635289 PASS
Longest run 0.246932 PASS
Rank 0.513486 PASS
FFT 0.160782 PASS
Nonoverlapping template 0.172193 PASS
Overlapping template 0.194653 PASS
Universal 0.775S69 PASS
Approximate entropy 0.764231 PASS
Random excursions 0.812351 PASS
Random excursions variant 0 797955 PASS
Serial (P value1) 0.667959 PASS
Serial (P value2) 0.791328 PASS
Linear complexity 0.401947 PASS

Table 5: Comparison results of running speed and memory consumption of the three algorithms.

Encryption algorithm Speed (byte/ms) Memory (bytes) consumption
RC5 [29] 12.82 268
CWSN [30] 16.58 160
)e algorithm designed in this paper 18.51 96
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With the rapid increase of the number of Internet users and the amount of online comment data, a large number of referable
information samples are provided for data mining technology. As a technical application of data mining, text sentiment
classification can be widely used in public opinion management, marketing, and other fields. In this study, a combination
approach to SVM (support vector machine) and IPSO (improved particle swarm optimization) is proposed to classify sentiment
by using text data. First, the text data of 30,000 goods reviews and corresponding ratings are collected through the web crawler.
+en, TFIDF (term frequency-inverse document frequency) andWord2vec are used to vectorize the goods review text data. Next,
the proposed classification model is trained by the SVM, and the initial parameters of the SVM are optimized by the IPSO. Finally,
we applied the trained SVM-IPSO model to the test set and evaluated the performance by several measures. Our experiment
results indicate that the proposed model performed the best for text data sentiment classification. Additionally, the traditional
machine learning model SVM becomes very effective after parameter optimization, which demonstrates that the parameters’
optimization by IPSO has successfully improved the classification accuracy. Furthermore, our proposed model SVM-IPSO
significantly outperforms other benchmark models, indicating that it could be applied to improve the accuracy and efficiency for
text data sentiment classification.

1. Introduction

Natural language processing (NLP) refers to the technology
of processing human’s unique natural language with com-
puter as a tool, which is an important content in the field of
artificial intelligence and computer science [1]. Emotional
analysis is one of the directions of natural language pro-
cessing, also known as emotional extraction or opinion
mining, and it is a hot topic in text mining [2]. Text in-
formation mining can be applied to many aspects, such as
user feedback, comment information, advertising recom-
mendation after intelligent analysis, public opinion detec-
tion of government departments, and processing of
uncivilized and untrue information.

Dave et al. designed the earliest emotion analysis tool [3].
Go et al. used the training set data designed by Hashtag to
classify multiple topic-based clusters [4]. Joshi et al. designed

a set of emotional analysis systems, which divided microblog
comments into positive and negative emotions based on
certain characteristics of the microblog, such as emoticons
[5]. Gamon et al. used the function of clustering to obtain
users’ opinions and analyzed the tendency and intensity of
emotional evaluation on cars [6]. Li et al. completed the
emotional analysis by feature selection and extraction using
SVM, Bayesian classification, and N-element language
methods [7]. Li Guwei et al. constructed an unsupervised
thematic emotion model to achieve emotion classification
[8]. Jasson et al. applied CNN to text and made accurate
predictions with the help of one-dimensional structure
(word order) of text data [9]. Yoom Kim uses convolution to
achieve a sentence-level classification model for English text.
Xue et al. proposed a classification model based on con-
volutional neural network and gating mechanism [10].
Parupalli et al. constructed a corpus with systematic
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annotation [11], which supports the use of word-level an-
notation to enhance emotion analysis tasks. Angelidis et al.
proposed an attention-based polarity scoring method for
positive and negative text fragments [12]. Gui et al. proposed
to extract text emotional reasons through further modeling
of context information on the basis of emotion classification
[13]. Yuan et al. used a global decoder feedforward network
to realize the recognition of multilanguage text, laying a
foundation for complex text analysis [14]. Bordoloi et al.
designed an effective emotional analysis model, which
carried out an advanced analysis on mobile phone com-
ments collected by e-commerce sites based on the graph
keyword extraction method [15]. Convolutional neural
network (CNN) has been widely applied in many fields such
as image recognition and NLP (for example, convolutional
neural network [16] has been used to classify texts in social
networks emotionally based on graph convolutional neural
network [17]. Some scholars have used deep neural network
for emotion classification and natural language processing
[18]. Other studies have classified text emotions through
attentional neural network [19]), and other fields [20].
However, CNNs contain multiple convolutional layers and
pooling layers, which require more parameters and require a
large cost of parameter optimization and adjustment. At the
same time, the problem of gradient disappearance or gra-
dient explosion exists in the CNNs, which limits the ac-
curacy of text classification.

+e classification of positive and negative emotions
using support vector machine has a good execution effi-
ciency, but the parameters of the support vector machine
model are the key factor to determine the prediction ac-
curacy.+erefore, the researchers introduce a particle swarm
optimization algorithm (PSO) to optimize the parameters to
obtain high accuracy. PSO is an important branch of in-
telligent optimization algorithm [21] and is proposed in
1995 [22]. +e standard PSO algorithm has good perfor-
mance in solving a variety of nonlinear optimization
problems. It controls the entire iterative process with the
help of individual optimization and group optimization and
has fast convergence speed and high execution efficiency.
However, in the late iteration, the diversity of individual
particles in the population is small. If the position of the
global optimal and local optimal is equal to that of particle,
after a certain number of iterations, the algorithm may fall
into local optimal, resulting in poor global performance. To
improve the performance of PSO, the inertial weight in-
troduced by Shi et al. in 1988 played a key role in improving
the performance of PSO [23]. In this study, the adaptive
decreasing inertia strategy and crossover operator are
combined to improve the searching quality of particle swarm
optimization algorithm, and the parameters of the SVM
model are optimized with the improved algorithm to further
improve the prediction accuracy. Compared with other
emotion analysis models, the training speed of this model is
faster and the prediction accuracy is better.

+e main contribution about this study is (1) the text
data of 30,000 goods reviews and corresponding ratings are
collected through the web crawler and (2) TFIDF and
Word2vec are used to vectorize the goods review text data.

+e research results demonstrate that the SVM-IPSO makes
up for the deficiency of traditional emotional dictionary
which is affected by word order and different contexts and
solves the problem of local optimization. Our research
avoids the problem of gradient disappearance or dispersion
when using convolution, reduces the cost of parameter
optimization and adjustment, has higher operation effi-
ciency and accuracy, and can predict text emotion well. +e
main implication of our study is that the text sentiment
classification model proposed by us can be widely used in
public opinion management, marketing, and other fields.
Help practitioners to provide detailed analysis and portraits
of customer reviews.

2. Data Preparation

Before classification, data preparation including data ac-
quisition and preprocessing is necessary.

2.1. Comment on Data Acquisition. Data acquisition can be
divided into URL queue acquisition, related web page
parsing, data crawling, data cleaning, and data storage.

First, the goods comments’ data are extracted from
Taobao e-commerce platform. Taobao e-commerce goods
comments are a five-star rating mechanism, with one star to
five stars: very poor, poor, ok, recommendation, and strong
recommendation; in this experiment, one-star and two-star
comments were regarded as negative comments, while four-
star and five-star comments were regarded as positive
comments. +en, based on Scrapy framework to achieve
data capture, we generate the corresponding positive and
negative emotional comments’ csv file. Finally, through
further screening, 21000 positive comments and negative
comments were obtained 9000, of which 2/3 were used as the
training set and 1/3 as the test set. +e distribution of ex-
perimental data is listed in Table 1.

To obtain the datasets of sufficient scale, it is necessary to
realize the simulated login in the crawling process and break
through the limitation of web crawler. At the same time, a
comment may be incomplete in the current page. Scrapy has
a default de-duplication mechanism, which will determine
that the second time is repeated crawling, so the problem of
URL duplication needs to be solved.

2.2. Text preprocessing. Text preprocessing is to further
process the original data to make the data into the next
operable object. Word preprocessing consists of word
repetition, noise, word segmentation, and word stopping.

(1) Text weight: there are not only repeated words in the
preprocessed text, resulting in storage redundancy,
but also an increased amount of calculation, so it is
necessary to traverse in duplicate.

(2) Text denoising: some disturbing words or garbled
characters appear in the text, which need to be
denoised and improve the accuracy of analysis.

(3) Word segmentation: the words in the text are seg-
mented and given corresponding parts of speech in
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combination with the dictionary. In English, each
word is separated by a space, so it is easy to process,
while Chinese word segmentation has high re-
quirements on the comprehensive accuracy of the
dictionary, so this paper adopts jieba word seg-
mentation in Python language environment.

(4) Remove stop words: stop words refer to modal
particles, adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, etc.,
which are not helpful to the experimental results and
can be summarized into the stop words list and
removed.

2.3. Word Vectorization. Text is unstructured or semi-
structured data, which cannot be recognized by SVM
classifier. +erefore, the text needs to be transformed into
vector form for further analysis and processing. Lexico-
graphical quantization refers to the expression of words in
the vector form; at the same time, it is necessary to ensure the
correlation of the processed vectors in semantic similarity
and relative similarity. Word vectorization can map words
or phrases into real number vectors and reduce the features
of higher dimensional vector space to lower dimensional
space. +ere are many models to transform words into a real
number vectors, such as implicit Dirichlet location (LDA)
and implicit semantic analysis (LSA). However, the calcu-
lation amount of the above model will increase sharply with
the increase of the total amount of data, and word2vec solves
this problem well and improves the efficiency.

Word2vec is a deep learning multilayer neural network
structure opened by Google in 2013, which can be trained to
simplify the processing of text content with K-dimensional
vector operations. Its main structure consists of the fol-
lowing component: input layer, several hidden layers, and an
output layer. It transforms all feature words into vector
values after matching, to give a deeper feature representation
of text data. Based on this, this study uses word2vec to realize
word vectorization. Assume that the preprocessed text
comment are composed of N words, as shown in Table 1,
dN �w1,w2, . . . ,wN. First, Sogou news corpus is trained by
the Skip_gram model in Word2vec; next, the word2vec
vector of each word in dN is calculated by the trained model;
because word2vec ignored the importance of words in text
comments, the TFIDF model was trained according to the
goods review data to obtain the TFIDF weight of each word
in the goods review and multiply it by the corresponding
word2vec vector. Finally, the support vector machine can
recognize the input, and the final vector of each goods review
is D:

D �


N
i�1 word 2 vec wi(  × tfidfwi

 

N
. (1)

3. Methods

3.1.+e SVMClassification. Supporting vector machine can
construct a hyperplane to maximize the distance between
positive and negative poles in the decision surface. +e main
idea is shown in Figure 1.

In Figure 1, four-pointed stars and circles, respectively,
represent two types of samples, and SVM maximizes the
straight-line distance of these two types of samples. Sup-
posing x1 � xi, i ∈ I1  and x2 � xi, i ∈ I2  two training
sets, the label of X1 is +1 and the label of X2 is −1:

m � I1


,

k � I2


,

l � m + k,

X � X1⋃X2.

(2)

When X1 and X2 are linearly separable, SVM separates
these two types of sample points without error by con-
structing a linear classification hyperplane, and the classi-
fication hyperplane is

H: 〈ω · x〉 � λ,

X2 � xi, i ∈ I2 .
(3)

SVM proposes an optimal plane classification under
the condition of linear separability, requiring the model
not only to distinguish data without error but also to
maximize the classification gap. Linear discriminant
functions in multidimensional space are generally
expressed as

g(x) � wx + b. (4)

+e equation of the classification surface is ab, and the
discriminant function is normalized so that the distance
between the two kinds of sample books and the optimal
plane is greater than or equal to one.

At this point, the sample closest to the classification
plane satisfies |g(x)|� 1 so that the sample of equation (5) is
the support vector:

yi w · xi + b( ≥ 1, i � 1, 2, 3, . . . , n. (5)

Classification interval is 2/ w, and the minimum of w2/2
is equivalent to the maximum interval, which satisfies
ϕ(w) � w2/2; at the same time, the classification surface
satisfying equation (5) is the optimal classification surface.
However, the samples are not linearly separable, that is, SVM
algorithm cannot run a solvable scheme. To this end, the set
of slack variables is ξ � (ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξn):

Table 1: Data distribution of experimental corpus.

Number of comments Positive comments Negative comments
Training data 20000 14000 6000
Test data 10000 7000 3000
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ξ⋆i �
0, f(x) − yi


< ε,

f(x) − yi


 − ε, f(x) − yi


> ε.

⎧⎨

⎩ (6)

Nonlinear problems can be transformed into linear
problems by the use of the loss function ε, penalty parameter
C, and slack variable ξ, to minimizing the error rate while
realizing the sample separation, and the specific formula is as
follows:

min
ω, b, ξ

ϕ �
1
2
ωT

· ω + C 
n

i�1
ξi + ξ⋆i(  s.t. w · xi + b(  − yi ≤ ε + ξi,

yi − w · xi + b( ≤ ε + ξ⋆i .

(7)

+e Lagrange factors ai and a⋆i are obtained by solving
the duality problem. +e coefficients of the regression
equation are

w � 
l

i�1
ai − a

⋆
i( xi. (8)

Using the Gaussian RBF,

k xi, x(  � N xi − x; 0, σ2I , (9)

where N (x; μ;Σ) is the standard normal distribution. +e
point product is replaced by kernel estimation, and the
expression of the discriminant function is

f(x) � 
l

i�1
a1 − a

⋆
i( K xi, x(  + b. (10)

Loss function ε, penalty parameter C, and kernel
function parameter σ determine the performance of support
vector machines. +e loss function ε is the error expectation
of the estimation function, which affects the number of
support vectors to a certain extent; if the penalty parameter
C is too small, it will lead to underlearning, and if it is too
large, it will lead to overlearning; σ is a parameter of the
kernel function, which reflects the characteristics of the
training set and determines the complexity of

understanding. +erefore, the selection of parameters se-
lection plays a very important role in classification efficiency
and accuracy; in this research, the improved PSO algorithm
is used to achieve parameter optimization.

3.2. Improved PSO. PSO algorithm is derived from the re-
search on the foraging behavior of birds [24], and this al-
gorithm firstly randomly initializes a group of particles, each
particle is a feasible solution to the optimization problem,
and the fitness is determined according to the objective
function. +e particle moves in the direction of the current
optimal particle; the optimal solution is obtained through
generation by generation search. +ere are two extreme
values in each generation population, the optimal solution
pbest is found by the particle itself, and the optimal solution
of gbest is found by the whole population. According to these
two extreme values, each particle keeps updating and
generates a new generation of population. Once these two
extremes are found, the particle’s position and velocity are
updated as follows:

vid′ � ωVid + c1rand() Pid − Xid(  + c2rand() Pgd − Xid id,

X’
id � Xid + V’

id,

(11)

where ω is the inertial weight, nonnegative, c1 and c2 are
nonnegative constants, and Vid represents the velocity of the
ith particle in the Dth dimension. Studies show that the
acceleration coefficient should satisfy c1 + c2 < 4(1 + w)[25].
Martniez et al. proposed that c1 � c2 can maximize the
second-order stability region [26]. In addition, equal ac-
celeration coefficients can give the same weight to all optimal
values (global and local) to avoid the algorithm falling into
local optimization at the beginning. Pid and Pgd are the
individual and global optimal values of the corresponding
dimensions. rand () generates random numbers between
(0, 1).

3.2.1. Improvement of Inertia Weight. +e adjustment of
inertia weight can be divided into four categories: constant
[23], random number [27], time-varying, and adaptive in-
ertia weights. In the initial stage, the step size is large and
large inertial weights ω are required. +e middle and later
stages require strong local development ability, requiring
smaller ω. To improve the optimization efficiency and avoid
falling into local optimal, this study constructs an inertia
decreasing strategy, which gradually reduces the value of ω
in the iterative process, introduces the vector h with K el-
ements (K is a constant), and obtains the following algo-
rithm, where k is the modulus of the current iteration
number t with respect to K; ω (t), ω start, andω end are the
current, start, and stop inertial weights. When the particles’
optimal positions are close to each other, ω (t) increases the
reverse trend, preventing premature convergence, and the
particles explore more. With each iteration K times, the
weight will gradually decrease, thus enhancing the local

H1

margin=2 (||w||)

H2

H

Figure 1: SVM classification model.
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optimization ability of the particle and finally effectively
improving the optimization ability:

h(k) � max
1≤j≤D

std Pgd(t) − Xid(t)  , 1≤ k ≤K,

ω(t) � ω start − ω end
h(k)

max1 ≤ k ≤K
h(k){ }

.

(12)

3.2.2. Introducing Crossover Operator. To avoid the possi-
bility of proposed algorithm falling into local optimum at the
end of iteration, a crossover operator is introduced to en-
hance the information exchange between particles. +e
search process is controlled by individual optimization,
population optimization, and individual genetic operation,
so as to make up for the defect that it is easy to fall into local
optimization so that the proposed method can jump out of
local optimization and get the global optimal solution.

3.2.3. Simulation. To evaluate the effectiveness of PSO-W-
GA algorithm, four benchmark functions of Sphere, Sche-
wefel, Rastrigin, and Rosenbrock in CEC2014 were selected
to evaluate the algorithm’s performance. +e comparison
between the proposed method and the improved method is
as follows: (1) standard PSO, (2) APSO, where
ω � 1/1 + 1.5exp(−2.6f) ∈ [0.4, 0.5], f is the evolutionary
factor calculated by the distance between particles, and (3)
AIWPSO, where ω � S(t)/N ∈ [0, 1], N is the population
size and S(t) is the best position of the population at t time.

According to experience, the value range of ω is
[0.4, 0.9][28]. In this study, ω start � 0.9, ω end � 0.4,
c1� c2 � 1.5, population size is 30, and maximum iteration
number is 1000, K is 100, and particle dimension is 30. To
evaluate the results of the algorithm, the maximum number
of calculation function values is set as FES [29]:

FES � N × T � N × 10000 ×
D

N
. (13)

We added the traditional RNN model and CNN model
in the simulation experiment for full comparison and ex-
periment; Table 2 shows the experiments results for all listed
algorithm.

In Table 2, f1, f2, f3, and f4 are the test functions Sphere,
Schewefel, Rastrigin, and Rosenbrock in Table 2, respectively.
Mean and SD, respectively, represent the mean and standard
deviation obtained after running the function. According to
Table 2 and Figures 2–5, it can be found that the improved
algorithm can converges quickly in the above four test functions
and outperforms others in the optimal value of convergence.

Figures 2–5 indicates that, under the four evaluation
functions, W-GA-PSO algorithm proposed in this study has
the fastest convergence speed, the smallest error, and the
highest performance, followed by APSO algorithm, which is
slightly inferior to the model proposed by us. +en, AIPSO
algorithm ranked third, and PSO algorithm had the worst
performance, with poor performance in all evaluation in-
dicators. +e experiment proved that the model proposed by
us could quickly and accurately help the emotion

classification model to optimize parameters and achieve
good classification results.

4. Proposed Model

+is study combines the characteristics of PSO global op-
timization and SVM fast classification and proposes the
SVMmodel optimized by improved PSO to achieve emotion
classification. +e specific implementation steps are as
follows.

(1) Crawl the comment information from the web page
and preprocess the text

(2) +e comments’ data were divided into training and
test sets with corresponding positive and negative
labels.

(3) Sogou news corpus is trained by the Skip_gram
model in Word2vec; next, the word2vec vector of
each word in dN is calculated by the trained model.

(4) Train the TFIDF model according to the goods
review data of this experiment, and obtain the
TFIDF weight tfidfωi

of each word in the goods
review.

(5) +e word vector of each goods review is obtained
through equation (1), which is used as the input of
the support vector machine.

(6) Initialize the loss function ε, penalty parameter C,
and kernel function parameter s of the support
vector machine, regard the vector (ε, c, σ) as a
particle, define c1 � c2 � 2 according to the expe-
rience, and use formulas (10) and (12) to generate r1,
r2, and ω.

(7) Define fitness function:

Ffitness �
1
m



m

i�1
f i − yi( 

2
, (14)

where f i, yi, and m represent the prediction value,
actual value, and the number of samples,
respectively.

(8) +e fitness value of each particle is calculated
according to the fitness function, and if the current
fitness value is less than the previous fitness value,
the original Pbest is replaced; otherwise, it remains
unchanged.

(9) Take the smallest pbest and compare it with gbest; if
pbest < gbest, replace gbest with pbest; otherwise, retain
gbest.

(10) +e OX crossover operator of GA algorithm is used
to generate new particles, and the adaptive values
are calculated, and steps (8) and (9) are repeated to
update gbest and pbest.

(11) Judging whether the number of iterations is arrived
maximum; if so, proceed to the next step; otherwise,
increase the number of iterations by one and skip to
step (6).
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(12) +e SVM model was constructed according to the
optimized parameters, and the feature vectors
processed by weighted word2vec were classified,
and the classification results were output.

In this study, the whole experiment process is shown in
Figure 6.

5. Experiment Results

Prediction results can be divided into 4 categories: (1) TP,
which refers to the number of positive predictions, (2) FN,
the positive prediction is the negative quantity, (3) FP, which
predicts the negative as the positive quantity, and (4) TN, the
negative direction is predicted as the number of negative
directions.

+e accuracy of positive class is P pos � TP/(TP + EP);
the positive recall rate is R pos � TP/(TP + EP). +e posi-
tive class F1 value is

F1 �
2 × P pos × R pos
P pos + R pos

. (15)

+e accuracy rate and F1 value were used as evaluation
criteria. In our study, a total of 7000 positive comments and
3000 negative comments were selected for ROC curve
drawing, and AUC was also used as the standard to evaluate
the classification effect. +e AUC values of SVM-IPSO are
introduced Figures 6 in 7.

Finally, the classification effects under different models
are compared in Table 3. +e research results show that the

Table 2: Running results of each algorithm (D� 30).

f Indicators PSO AIWPSO APSO PSO-W-GA RNN CNN

f1
Mean 1.3 ×10− 1 8.7 ×10− 2 2.4 ×10− 2 1.8 ×10− 2 2.6 ×10− 2 2.8 ×10− 2

SD 9.1 ×10− 2 1.7 ×10− 3 3.2 ×10− 3 1.5 ×10− 3 3.1 ×10− 3 2.4 ×10− 3

f2
Mean 9.4 ×10− 2 3.7 ×10− 2 2.8 ×10− 2 2.3 ×10− 2 2.4 ×10− 2 2.6 ×10− 2

SD 6.3 ×10− 2 4.7 ×10− 3 4.4 ×10− 3 1.4 ×10− 3 4.2 ×10− 3 3.2 ×10− 3

f3
Mean 7.5 3.8 6.7 ×10− 1 2.4 ×10− 1 3.5 ×10− 2 3.8 ×10− 2

SD 4.7 ×10− 1 1.5 ×10− 1 4.3 ×10− 2 7.8 ×10− 2 4.5 ×10− 3 4.1 ×10− 3

f4
Mean 7.3 6.8 4.4 3.1 4.2 ×10− 2 3.9 ×10− 2

SD 4.9 × 10− 1 3.4 × 10− 1 2.3 ×10− 1 6.5 ×10− 2 5.1 ×10− 3 5.4 ×10− 3
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Figure 2: Test results for single peak function: sphere.
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Figure 4: Test results for multimodal function: Rastrigin.
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Figure 5: Test results for multimodal function: Rosenborck.
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proposed method has higher prediction accuracy and higher
operation efficiency.

In terms of time consumption, emotion dictionary has
the worst performance. Both SVM algorithm and our
proposed algorithm are less than 300 s. Since we conduct
parameter optimization on the basis of the SVM model, all
time-consuming SVM algorithm is longer than the single
SVM algorithm, and our proposed algorithm is significantly

better than other comparison algorithms in terms of ac-
curacy and F1 score. +is shows the effectiveness of our
algorithm. In addition, the accuracy of CNN algorithm is
also high. We will consider adding CNN algorithm into our
combined model in future research to further improve the
accuracy of our model for emotion classification.

6. Conclusion

In this research, we proposed an improved particle swarm
optimization algorithm, and it is used to optimize SVM
model parameters for Chinese text emotional classifica-
tion. +e kernel technique is used to learn the nonlinear
model in SVM model, and the loss is reduced. +e re-
search results demonstrate that the SVM-IPSO makes up
for the deficiency of traditional emotional dictionary
which is affected by word order and different contexts and
solve the problem of local optimization. Meanwhile, it
avoids the problem of gradient disappearance or dis-
persion when using convolution, reduces the cost of
parameter optimization and adjustment, has higher op-
eration efficiency and accuracy, and can predict text
emotion well. In the future, we will also continue to work
on improving the algorithm to enhance the accuracy; at
the same time, the experimental data in this study are all
extracted from the Internet, so it is necessary to increase
the data scale and verify the classification effect of the
proposed model in large-scale data. +is model has a good
effect on binary classification problems, so we will con-
sider extending the model to solve more complex clas-
sification problems.+e limitations of our study is that the
network comment text emotion classification may not be a
second classification; we can set up more emotional

Table 3: Classification effect under different models.

Model T (s) Auc (%) F1 (%)
Emotional dictionary 542 81.15 80.13
SVM 225 84.64 84.75
SVM+PSO 267 92.81 92.66
CNN 342 93.84 93.87
SVM+PSO-W-GA 283 94.92 94.82
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expression in mood for more accurate classification
according to the quantitative, such as the design of the
emotional scale to quantify the score values of emotions
from low to high, so as to better provide effective decision
support for managers.
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Different from traditional algorithms and model, machine learning is a systematic and comprehensive application of computer
algorithms and statistical models, and it has been widely used in many fields. In the field of finance, machine learning is mainly
used to study the future trend of capital market price. In this paper, to predict the time-series data of stock, we applied the
traditional models and machine learning models for forecasting the linear and non-linear problem, respectively. First, stock
samples that occurred from year 2010 to 2019 at the New York Stock Exchange are collected. Next, the ARIMA (autoregressive
integrated moving average model) model and LSTM (long short-term memory) neural network model are applied to train and
predict stock price and stock price subcorrelation. Finally, we evaluate the proposed model by several indicators, and the ex-
periment results show that: (1) Stock price and stock price correlation are accurately predicted by the ARIMA model and LSTM
model; (2) compared with ARIMA, the LSTM model performance better in prediction; and (3) the ensemble model of ARIMA-
LSTM significantly outperforms other benchmark methods. -erefore, our proposed method provides theoretical support and
method reference for investors about stock trading in China stock market.

1. Introduction

Stock market forecasting is a behavior to determine the
future value of corporate stocks or other financial instru-
ments traded on exchanges. Successful forecast of the future
stock price can make considerable profit. According to EMH
(efficiency market hypothesis), stock prices reflect all
existing information, so any price changes not based on
newly released information cannot be forecast. Although
other people disagree with the hypothesis, some supporters
of the view hold countless methods and techniques that
supposedly allow them to access to future price information.

Stock market forecast is especially difficult, given the
nonlinearity, volatility, and complexity of the market. Before
the emergence of machine learning technology, stockmarket
forecasts were generally realized through fundamental and
technical analysis. With the computer technologies, such as
machine learning, emerged and developed in business [1],

deep learning, especially neural network model, has become
the current hot spot of stock prediction model. Meanwhile,
stockmarket forecast has beenmore convenient and efficient
due to these technologies [2]. At present, stock forecasting
models usually fall into traditional linear models and models
represented by deep learning. However, since the time series
data have both linear and nonlinear parts, the forecasting
results singly through forecasting models are usually not so
reliable. -erefore, many experts and scholars combine
various single models to significantly improve the accuracy
and stability of the forecasting results.

In addition, the coefficient of association between the
stock index and its constituent stocks can reflect the sen-
sitivity of the constituent stocks to the changes of the stock
index, that is, the correlation between the constituent stocks
and the stock index (also known as “stock character”), which
can be referred to by investors to adapt investment strategies.
According to the market trend forecast, extraneous income
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can be expected to gain by choosing different β coefficient of
stocks. Moreover, the stock index and its constituent stock
prices often keep trend in sync in the global stock market.
-erefore, except for predicting stock index and single stock
prices, better portfolio strategies can be worked out by
forecasting the correlation coefficients of the expected
constituent stock of the stock index for higher returns on
investment.

Based on all of this, this paper takes the strong-enough
representative S&P 500 stock index and its constituent
stocks as the research object to forecast the future trend of
the S&P 500 stock index through forecast models and then
predict the correlation coefficient between its constituent
stocks and the stock index, so as to formulate the optimal
investment strategy for investors to refer to at a certain
extent.

Over the past few decades, many social science researches
have focused on predict social and economic development
trends with quantitative methods. Many feasible methods in
time-series analysis, both with advantages and disadvantages,
can be interpreted as techniques for using past data to build
forecasts and strategies on future value.

First, research about linear model: As early as the 1990s,
the ARIMA (autoregressive integrated moving average)
method has already been used by scholars to forecast in the
capital market. Some researchers used the ARIMA and
coefficients to predict stock market data [3], and in their
experiments, researchers found that the experiment result
was better than the prediction of the zero hypothesis of
random fluctuations in the base value. -e ARIMA model
has been used in many fields including temperature pre-
diction, prices prediction for electricity, and wind speed.
Some studies adopted the process of ARIMA time in their
research [4]. Yang et al. selected the Shanghai Composite
Index to structure ARIMA model [5]. Kim and Sayama
developed a new method aiming to forecasting the future
trend of the S&P 500 index by establishing a complex
network of time series of the index-foundation S&P 500 and
then linking the network to the interconnected weights [6].
-e study showed that adding network measurement results
to the ARIMA can improve the prediction accuracy. Khashei
and Hajirahimi believe that the time series in the hybrid
model is divided into t linear and nonlinear two parts [7].
-erefore, ARIMA and MLP (multiparametric linear pro-
gramming) are chosen to build hybrid models. -ey also
found that on the whole, the ANN-ARIMA hybrid model
can be adopted to achieve more accurate results. Unggara
et al. used the Firefly algorithm to optimize the ARIMA (p, d,
q) model and determined the best ARIMAmodel by looking
for the smallest AIC (Akaike information criterion) value
[8]. As a result, the ARIMA model optimized by the Firefly
algorithm has a better forecasting performance.

Second, research about neural network model: -e
LSTM (long short-time memory) network, which has
achieved further success in processing large data sets, is
mainly used for deeper learning. Although LSTM model is
limited in the number of inputs, Siami-Namini and Namin
attempted to use the LSTM in financial data sets [9]. Ex-
periment results indicate that the proposed method

performs well in predicting economic and financial time
series. Other researchers put forward a stock price prediction
method using deep learning models [10]: 14 different DL
methods similar to LSTM are comprehensively adopted in
S&P stocks; BSE-BANKEX stock index will be capable of
forecasting one or even four steps ahead. It is found that the
DL methods proposed in their research can obtain a good
prediction results for stock price. Joo II and Seung-ho
proposed a stock price forecast model of a two-way LSTM
recurrent neural network, which adds a hidden layer in the
opposite direction of the data flow to deal with the limited
network through the previous model based on the RNN [11].
It was found that, compared with the nonbidirectional
LSTM recurrent neural network, the stock price prediction
model using the bidirectional LSTM recurrent neural net-
work has higher accuracy. To get rid of high noise in stock
data, researchers applied the wavelet threshold denoising
method to preprocess the initial data sets [12]. In their study,
the soft/hard threshold method used for data preprocessing
has a significant effect on noise suppression. Based on this
research, a new multioptimal combination wavelet trans-
form (MOCWT) was proposed, and the research finally
showed that MOCWT is more accurate in forecasting than
traditional methods. Researchers also proposed the LSTM
model and employed it to intraday stock forecasts [13]. Chen
and Ge made an exploration on the forecasting mechanism
of stock price movement based on LSTM and found that it
significantly improved the forecasting performance [14].

-ird, the research on the hybrid model is as follows:
Peter and Zhang used ARIMA and ANN hybrid method to
study time series estimation [15]. Narendra Babu and Eswara
Reddy proposed a linear hybrid model that can simulta-
neously maintain the prediction accuracy and the trend of
the data [16]. Baek and Kim proposed a novel data en-
hancement method for stock market index prediction based
on the ModAugNet framework [17]. -e method includes
the over-fitting prevention LSTMmodule and the predictive
LSTM module and it is found from analysis that the test
performance depends entirely on the latter. An ensemble
method LSTM with GARCH is proposed [18]; it has high
predictive ability and good applicability. Chen et al. pro-
posed a new ensemble model to problems on portfolio
selecting with skewness and kurtosis [19].

-rough the analysis of recent literature, it can be found
that domestic and foreign forecasting models can be roughly
divided into linear, nonlinear, and hybrid models. In gen-
eral, the current research status at home and abroad can be
summarized as follows: -e research on linear models
mainly focuses on the ARIMAmodel. For recent researches,
many researchers keep more belief in predictive perfor-
mance of non-linear models than that of linear models. -e
hybrid model is the best predictive model in all. It can not
only process the linear part of time series data, but also has
better processing capabilities for its nonlinear part. -ere-
fore, in our study, a single method is first used to predict the
trend of stock indexes, and then a hybrid one is adopted to
predict the correlation coefficients of stock indexes and their
constituent stocks, so that provide investors with guidance
to profit to a certain extent.
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2. Methods

In this section, we first introduce ARIMA model and LSTM
model, respectively, and finally introduce our proposed
integration model.

2.1. Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average Model.
ARIMA (p, d, and q), where p is the autoregressive term, q is
the number of moving average terms, and d is the number of
differences made when the time series becomes stationary.
-e prediction results can be adjusted by adjusting the
aforementioned three parameters d, p, and q, so as to draw
the optimal model. -e model calculation formula is as
follows:

yt � θ0 +Φ1yt− 2 + · · · +Φpyt− p + εt − θ1εt− 1 − θ2εt− 2 − · · · − θqεt− q, (1)

where yt and εt are the actual value and random error of the
time period t, respectively; Φi (i� 1, 2,. . ., p) and θj (j� 1,
2,. . ., q) are the model parameters; p and q, the order of the
model (p and q are integers), are also the model parameter
mentioned earlier; the random error εt, whose mean value is
0, is assumed to be independent and obey the same dis-
tribution in the model. -e variance of constant term is
denoted as σ2. Equation (1) involves several important
special cases of ARIMA series models. If q� 0, then equation
(1) can be simplified to an AR model of order p. When p� 0,
the model can be simplified to a q-order MA model. Among
them, the model order (p, q) is the key link in ARIMAmodel
construction, which determines the accuracy of model
prediction.-e parameters of the AR andMA operations are
defined as (p) and (q), respectively. -ese two parameters
need to be determined by the auto-correlation graph (ACF).
ARIMA includes the following steps:

Step 1: Data diagnosis and check: In the first step, it is
necessary to check the stationarity of the given time
series data, which is essential to improve the accuracy of
forecasting. A stationary time series is a time series
whose statistical properties such as mean, variance, and
covariance are related to time.
Step 2: Model parameter estimation: In order to sta-
bilize the nonstationary time series, a proper degree of
difference (d) is performed on it, and the stability test is
performed again and this process is continued until a
stable series is obtained. (d) is a positive integer that
shows the degree of difference. If the difference op-
eration is performed (d) times, the integration pa-
rameter of the ARIMAmodel is set to (d), and then the
obtained stationary data are identified. In this process,
the model (ACF graph) and partial auto-correlation
graph (PACF graph) are determined.
Step 3: Model identification and selection: After en-
suring that the input variable is a stationary series, the
parameter d has been determined. Next, calculation
algorithms are used to estimate the parameters to find
the coefficients most suitable for the selected ARIMA
model. And then the AIC standard or BIC standard is
used to test the model and select the minimum

standard value. -e essence of the two standards is
maximum likelihood estimation or nonlinear least
square estimation, and the AIC standard is chosen in
this article.
Step 4: Model testing: Model testing is the test on
whether the estimated model meets the norms of a
stationary univariate process. In particular, the resid-
uals of the model output should be independent of each
other, and the mean value and the constant that
changes with time should remain unchanged. If the
estimate is insufficient, the modeling process must be
resumed to build a better model.
Step 5: Data prediction: After the ARIMA model with
the minimumAIC standard is obtained, the data can be
input into the model to predict its linear part.

2.2. Long Short-Term Memory Model. Many researchers
found that different models are good at dealing with dif-
ferent types of prediction problems. -is provides a basis for
using the ARIMA-LSTM hybrid model, which contains both
linear and nonlinear parts, to produce better results than a
single method. Figure 1 shows the LSTM neural grid stores
the internal structure of cells.

Our study used the standard LSTM including the four
interactive neural networks (forgetting gates, input gates,
input candidate gates, and output gates).

ft � σ Wf × ht− 1, xt  + bf , (2)

where σ represents the sigmoid activation function.

σ(X) �
i

1 + e
− x. (3)

And then, a new unit state Ct is obtained from the input
gate, this state will be as an update unit state in the next time
step. -e input gate employed the σ as the activation
function and it and Ct as outputs. it is employed to de-
termined the feature in Ct to reflect Ct.

it � σ Wi × ht− 1,xt  + bi ,

Ct � tanh Wc × ht− 1, xt  + bc( ,
(4)

σ function outputs a value in the range 0 to 1 and the tanh
outputs a value in the range − 1 to 1.

Next, the value selected by the ht activates Ot and Ct,
which are decided by the output gate.

σt � σ W0 × ht− 1,xt  + b0 , (5)

Ct � ft × Ct− 1 + it × Ct, (6)

ht � ot × tanh Ct( . (7)

Equations (6) and (7) produce the Ct and ht, and they
will be passed to the next time step. -e experiment in this
article is a regression problem, and the range of output value
of the proposed model is − 1 to 1; therefore, the last element
is activated by the tanh function.
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2.3. Ensemble Prediction Model. Unlike single algorithms, a
combination of multiple methods can obtain higher esti-
mation results [20]. -ese hybrid models are based on su-
pervised machine learning algorithms, so they can be used
for training and prediction purposes. Moreover, the en-
semble methods improve the solving problem applicability
and will obtain better performance [21, 22]. Traditional
econometric models and machine-learning-based models
have been widely used in the prediction research of time
series. In our study, for the time series in the stock market,
due to the existence of a large number of linear and non-
linear relations, the previous single model would be difficult
to deal with this type of prediction. -erefore, in our study,
we will make a combination prediction based on ARIMA
and LSTM, respectively, for different characteristics of stock
market data, in order to obtain better prediction effect.
Recently, the ensemble method based on ARIMA and LSTM
has been applied to some fields like business and energy and
achieved great success [23–25].

Even if the results obtained using the mixed model and
the results obtained using the model alone are not related to
each other, it also demonstrates that it has reduced the
prediction error. -erefore, the hybrid model is considered
to be the most successful prediction task model [26]. To
make predictions, many ensemble methods composed of
linear and nonlinear models are employed by different re-
searchers. In our experiment, historical data are used in the
time series to predict the future. Figure 2 introduces the
structure of the proposed ensemble method.

yt � Lt + Nt. (8)

Figure 2 shows the ARIMA-LSTM hybrid model. In our
time series data sets, Lt represents the linear part and Nt

represents the nonlinear part. In our hybrid model, the
linear part Lt is calculated through the ARIMA at first, and
then the LSTM is applied to predict the nonlinear part Nt. At
last, the sum of the error values of the two models is
obtained.

In the mixed model, the linear component Lt is calcu-
lated through the ARIMA model at first and then the LSTM
model is used to predict the nonlinear component Nt of the
time series. At last the sum of the error values of the two
models is obtained. -e formulas for calculating Lt and Nt

are given in formulas (9) and (10):

LSTMerror � LSTM mean[error], (9)

ARIMAerror � ARIMA mean[error]. (10)

Calculate the weight of the model using the error values
obtained in equations (11) and (12).

ARIMAweight � 1 −
LSTMerror

LSTMerror+ARIMAweight
   × 2, (11)

ARIMAweight � 2 − LSTMerror. (12)

Use the given equation (13) to obtain the weight value of
the model and each predicted value of the final mixed model.

Hybridpredict[i] �
LSTMweight[i] × LSTMerror[i] + ARIMAweight[i] × ARIMAerror[i]

2
. (13)

+

xt+1

httanh

htht–1

Ct

ft

it

ot
σ

σ

σ

tanh

xt

C~t

Ct–1

h

Figure 1: LSTM neural grid stores the internal structure of cells.
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3. ARIMA-LSTM Hybrid Model Design
and Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the proposed ensemble
model, we employ some commonly used method such as
MAE, MSE, and RMSE to compare and evaluate the en-
semble method and several benchmark methods.

3.1. Data Set Selection and Preprocessing. In this study, two
stock index forecasting models, ARIMA and LSTM, are
constructed at first. -e S&P 500 stock index is selected in
the empirical data selects, and the daily trading data is
selected in the data sample interval selects from January 1,
2010, to December 31, 2019, which are 2519 sets of data in
total. Among them, the first 90% is used for model
training, and the 10% is used for model prediction. -e
S&P 500 stock index sequence is shown in Figure 3. It can
be found from the figure that within the selected time
range, the S&P 500 Index generally shows a steady in-
creasing trend.

3.2. Comparative Analysis of Stock Index Forecast Model
Results. After obtaining the prediction data set, the
aforementioned four test methods are used in this study to
test the data of each forecasting method. -e following
table shows the different loss value obtained on the basis of
the prediction of the four foreign exchange median prices
and the ARIMA model and the RNN neural network
model.

Table 1 shows the fitting results based on the loss values
of the prediction results of each model under different loss
functions. It can be seen from the table that the loss
functions of the LSTM model are all smaller than the
ARIMA model, which is because the LSTM model can not
only describe the nonlinear relationship of time series data
but also has certain processing capabilities for its linear part
despite of its instability in comparison with the ARIMA
model. However, generally speaking, both models have
gained very low loss values, indicating that the two models
are both relatively perform well in predicting accuracy.
Figure 4 shows the predicted results using LSTM and
ARIMA, respectively.

3.3. 1e Design of Stock Price Correlation Coefficient
Prediction Ensemble Model

3.3.1. 1e Design of ARIMA for Stock Price Correlation
Coefficient Prediction

(1) In the experiment of correlation coefficient pre-
diction, the adjusted closing price of the constituent
stocks of the S&P 500 index is selected, and the
sample interval is still set from January 1, 2010, to
December 31, 2019, on the New York Stock Ex-
change daily transaction receipts. Data are mainly
acquired in the use of Python language’s Beautiful
Soup function library through crawler technology.
-e trading data of the constituent stocks originates
from the Quandl database, and the industry in-
formation of the constituent stocks is from
Wikipedia.
After preprocessing the data, the program randomly
generates 150 stocks from the remaining 446 assets,
and calculates the correlation coefficient of each pair
of assets in a 100-day time window. In order to
diversify the data, 5 sets of data are set up in this
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Figure 3: S&P Stock index closing sequence.

Table 1: -e experiment results about ARIMA and LSTM model
forecasting.

MSE MAE RMSE
ARIMA 0.000101 0.007333 0.043788
LSTM 0.000096 0.007184 0.028828

ARIMAerror

+ /2

ARIMAweightARIMA Model

LSTM Model LSTMweight

LSTMerror

Time series data Time series data

Figure 2: ARIMA-LSTM hybrid model.
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article with a starting value every 20 days: day 1; day
21; day 41; day 61; and day 81. Each value corre-
sponds to a rolling 100-day window, advancing in
100-day time-steps until the end of the data set
training. In this process, a total of 55,875 sets of time
series data were trained, and each set has 24 time-
steps. Development, test1, and test2 are produced
using these 55,875× 24 data sets. In the model
evaluation stage, this paper divides the data as fol-
lows to achieve forward optimization.

(2) -e parameters of the model should be determined
before fitting the ARIMA model. ARIMA (p, d, q),
where d is easiest to be determined. Data difference
aims to making the last data used is a time series that
tends to be stable, which can improve forecasting
accuracy. As mentioned in the previous section, the
S&P 500 Index and its constituent stocks generally
show a steady increasing trend. -e data will tend to
be stable after a difference, so the parameter d here
can be determined as the value 1. -e determination
of the parameters p and q needs to adopt the ACF
and PACF of the data.

-e ACF and PACF are set into zero after a certain order
is called truncation.-e running results show that most data
sets show an oscillation trend, as shown in Table 2. -ere are
also notable trends covering rising/falling trends, large drops
occasionally when the correlation coefficient is stabilized,
and stable periods with mixed oscillations. Although the
ACF and PACF images show that most of the data sets are
close to white noise, the images show that five groups of
parameters can be effectively used in the prediction of the
ARIMA model. -ese five sequences are used in this article
to test the ARIMA model, and a total of 55,875 data sets are
trained. What is more, for each data set, we will select the
smallest AIC-value-based model after training.

AIC (Akaike information criteria) is a commonly used
test standard for the prediction performance of ARIMA
models. -e expression of AIC calculation is as follows:

AIC � − 2In(L) + 2N, (14)

where L represents the maximum likelihood function and N
represents the number of parameters.

-e AIC standard was proposed by the Japanese stat-
istician Akaike, so it is named directly after initials of his
name. To evaluate the performance of the ARIMA model
with the application of AIC standard, the maximum like-
lihood function and the model parameters are used to judge
its prediction effect. Specifically, the larger the maximum
likelihood function value, the higher the prediction effect;
theoretically speaking, the more the number of model pa-
rameters is set, the lower the difficulty of fitting the data
relationship or the better the fit will be. However, too many
parameters will also complicate the model structure, which
may lead to more difficulties in parameter estimation,
thereby reducing the model prediction accuracy. -erefore,
the ideal ARIMA model should be the optimal combination
of maximum likelihood function and parameters. -e AIC
standard comprehensively considers the above two indica-
tors and can perform comprehensively on evaluation of the
ARIMA model. -erefore, when optimizing the ARIMA
model, the parameter with the smallest AIC value will be
selected.

If the ARIMA model is used to predict future data, the
generated data are in the ARIMAmodel. In other words, the
underlying process of generating the time series only has a
linear correlation structure, but the nonlinear relationship in
the experiment data cannot be described. -e ARIMA
method still has certain limitations in predicting complex
real-world problems. In this regard, the NN model can be
employed to analyze the nonlinear parts that the ARIMA
model cannot deal with.

After fitting the ARIMA model to the linear part of the
data, this article generates a new data set to calculate the
residual value of the remaining non-linear part at every 21-
time steps, as shown in Figure 5. Since the input is the
nonlinear partial residuals processed by the ARIMA model,
the residual distributions of the X and Y data sets all fall
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between 0 and 1.-e newly generated X and Y segmentation
data set will be used as the input value of the next nonlinear
LSTM model for training.

3.3.2. Forecast Design Based on LSTM Stock Price Correlation
Coefficient. (1) Data Selection and Acquisition: After the
ARIMA model processes the linear part of 150 pairs of
combined assets generated at any time, the remaining
nonlinear part is calculated as the residual value and used as
the input of the LSTM model, as shown in Figure 5.

-e input data set of the LSTMmodel is also divided into
X and Y trains, X and Y developments and two sets of X and
Y test set 1 and test set 2. -e input data are stored in the X
and Y data sets as shown in Figure 6. Each x data set size is a
55,874× 20matrix, and eachX time series corresponds to a Y
data set.

(2) Training for LSTM Model: -e model structure
constructed in this paper is an improved LSTMmodel based

on RNN, which contains 25 units. -e final output of the
cells is combined into a value with a full-connection layer.
-is value is then output as a final predicted value through
a tanh activation function of a two-layer network. -e tanh
activation function of the two-layer network can be
simply understood as the tanh function magnified by two
times. Figure 7 shows the simplified architecture of the
method.

3.4. Prediction Results Analysis

3.4.1. Forecasting Performance Evaluation. -is paper aims
to fit the parameters of the model so that the optimal pa-
rameters can be used to apply and predict various assets in
different time periods. -erefore, only the first window is
trained, and the trained model can be applied to the data
training of the three time intervals of the validation set and
the two test sets. In addition, when the prediction results of

Table 2: ARIMA model’s ACF/PACF.

Type Data plot ACF plot PACF plot

Oscillatory

0 5 10 15 20

0.75
0.50
0.25
0.00

–0.25
–0.50
–0.75
–1.00

0 42 6

Autocorrelation

8 10 12 14

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

–0.2
–0.4
–0.6

0 42 6

Partial Autocorrelation

8 10 12 14

1.5
1.0
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–1.0
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–2.0
–2.5

Oscillatory and steady
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0 42 6
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the correlation coefficient of the model in the two time
periods are relatively ideal, some classic financial prediction
models are selected to analyze the prediction effects of each

model to test the model in this article. -e MSE and
MAE values of four financial models are calculated in this
article.
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3.4.2. Forecast Results and Analysis. After the data are
processed, in the hybrid model prediction experiment, the
ARIMA method is first employed in this article to process
the S&P 500 index component stocks in the aspect of linear
as the first step, and then the nonlinear part of the data
residual value processed at the first step is used as the input
data of the LSTM model. Finally, model establishment, data
training and testing is developed.-e final prediction results
of the correlation coefficient between the 150 randomly
generated asset portfolios and the S&P 500 index in the next
20 time steps are shown in Figure 8.

3.5. Control Group Forecasting Model. Predicting the results
by the hybrid model alone is not enough to show that the
certain advantages of the model in the forecasting perfor-
mance of research objects such as correlation coefficients. In
order to make comparison between the proposed hybrid
model proposed and other models for the accuracy of fi-
nancial sequence forecasting, other commonly used fore-
casting models are introduced as the reference group. Many
studies have shown that the full-sequence model is poor in
prediction performance during the period of predicting fi-
nancial sequences, so three other commonly used prediction
models are also discussed, which are compared with the
prediction results of hybrid models.

3.5.1. Full-Sequence Model (FS). Adopting the full-sequence
algorithm is the easiest way to estimate the portfolio cor-
relation. All the past correlation values are used in the model
to predict the future correlation coefficient.

ρ(t)
ij �

βiβjσ
2

m

σiσj

ρ(t)
ij � ρ(t− 1)

ij . (15)

However, compared with other equivalent models, the
prediction quality of this model is relatively poor.

3.5.2. Constant Coefficient Correlation Model (CCC). -e
CCC model shows that the average value of the correlation
coefficients of all asset portfolios can be regarded as the
estimated value of the required predicted asset portfolio.
-erefore, all assets in the portfolio in this model have the
same correlation coefficient.

ρ(t)
ij �



i> jρ

(t− 1)
ij

n(n − 1)/2
. (16)

3.5.3. Single-Index Model (SI). Adopting the single-index
model is a simple way of asset pricing, which is usually used
to evaluate the risk and return of stocks. To facilitate cal-
culation and analysis, the single-index model acts with a
kind of macro factor, such as the S&P 500 index, to measure
the risk and return of stocks. -e single-index model as-
sumes that the rate of return on assets and the “single index,”
that is, the market rate of return changes in the same

direction. In order to quantify the volatility of assets and
market returns, it is necessary to specify the market returns
themselves. -is specification is called the “market model.”

Ri,t � αi + βiRm,t + εi,t, (17)

where Ri,t represents the return of asset i at time t; in the
same way, Rm,t represents the return of asset m at time t; αi

represents the excess return of asset i after risk adjustment; βi

represents the impact of asset i on the market sensitivity; εi,t

represents the residual income of asset i at time t, also called
the error term. So there is

E εi(  � 0,

Var εi( )Var εi(  � σ2εi
,

Cov RiRj  � ρijσiσj � βiβjσ
2
m,

(18)

where σi and σj respectively represent the standard deviation
of asset i and asset j; σm represents the standard deviation of
market returns. In a single-index model, the estimated value
of the correlation coefficient ρ(t)

ij can be expressed as,

ρ(t)
ij �

βiβjσ
2

m

σiσj

. (19)

3.5.4. MultisequenceModel. -e industry sector of the asset
is considered in the multisequence. -e model assumes
that assets generally have a trend of volatility in the same
direction in the same industry, so it can be considered that
the correlation coefficients of the asset portfolio are equal
to the average value of the correlation coefficients of the
industry. For example, there are company A and B that
belong to industry sectors α and β, respectively; then, their
correlation coefficients are equal to the average correlation
coefficients of all asset portfolios in their respective in-
dustry sector combinations (α, β). According to whether
the two industrial sectors α and β are the same, the
prediction formula is slightly different. -e equation is as
follows:
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Figure 8: Prediction results of correlation coefficient.
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 nα
iεα

 nβ
jεβ;i ≠ jρ

(t− 1)
ij

nα nβ − 1 
, α � β,


 nα
iεα

 nβ
jεβ;i ≠ jρ

(t− 1)
ij

nαnβ
, a≠ b,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(20)

where α and β respectively represent different industry
sectors in the stock market; nα and nβ represent the number
of companies in the α plate and β plate, respectively.

3.6. Experimental Results and Evaluation. From Figures 9
and 10, it can be found that the learning curve of the train
data set and the development data set after a certain period
of learning and training (about 350 time steps) begin to
converge, and the aforementioned two data sets have ob-
tained smaller MSE and MAE loss function values.

Table 3 shows that the value of the Validation set (develop),
test1, and test2 are all smaller than that of the comparedmodels
through the ARIMA-LSTM ensemble model designed in our
study and calculation of the MSE, RMSE, and MAE for pre-
dicted values. -erefore, it could be considered that the
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Figure 9: -e learning curve of the ensemble model (ARIMA-LSTM).
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Table 3: ARIMA-LSTM mixed-model loss function evaluation table.

Develop data set Test1 data set Test2 data set
MSE RMSE MAE MSE RMSE MAE MSE RMSE MAE

ARIMA-LSTM 0.103 0.320 0.250 0.101 0.319 0.248 0.116 0.341 0.266
Full history 0.479 0.692 0.558 0.463 0.681 0.554 0.432 0.657 0.523
Constant correlation 0.277 0.526 0.462 0.214 0.463 0.400 0.281 0.530 0.430
Single-index model 0.420 0.624 0.540 0.411 0.641 0.534 0.247 0.497 0.482
Multigroup 0.307 0.554 0.451 0.291 0.539 0.455 0.297 0.536 0.448
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accuracy of the ensemble method has been improved, and the
model can be extensively used to other applications of stock
market prediction.

4. Conclusion

First, the two single models have good applicability to the
data with single dimension. -e loss function is used to
calculate the prediction results of the proposed model, and
we found that both ARIMA and LSTM model have lower
loss function values in stock index prediction. By comparing
the loss function values of all methods, it can indicate that
the three loss function indexes of LSTM model are superior
to ARIMA model. Moreover, the prediction accuracy of
ARIMA-LSTM hybrid model is better than other financial
models. In this paper, we proposed a hybrid model ARIMA-
LSTM, linearity is filtered out in ARIMA modeling, and
nonlinear trends are predicted in LSTM recursive neural
networks. -e loss function test results show that the MSE,
MAE, and RMSE of ARIMA-LSTM hybrid model are
smaller than those of other control models. -erefore,
ARIMA-LSTM model is feasible to predict the correlation
coefficient of portfolio optimization. Although the predic-
tion results in this paper are basically consistent with the
expected results before the experiment, the time series before
2010 is not considered for only the data after 2010 are se-
lected. -erefore, the model’s ability to predict the special
financial situation before 2010 need to be further tested.
What is more, as financial anomalies and noise are common,
all special trends cannot be covered by the model. -erefore,
in the next step, it is necessary for researchers to further
study how to deal with Black Swan -eory in the financial
world.
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vouch for its reliability. Please note that this notice is intended
solely to alert readers that the content of this article is unreliable.
We have not investigated whether authors were aware of or
involved in the systematic manipulation of the publication
process.

Wiley and Hindawi regrets that the usual quality checks did
not identify these issues before publication and have since put
additional measures in place to safeguard research integrity.

We wish to credit our own Research Integrity and Research
Publishing teams and anonymous and named external research-
ers and research integrity experts for contributing to this
investigation.

The corresponding author, as the representative of all
authors, has been given the opportunity to register their agree-
ment or disagreement to this retraction.Wehave kept a recordof
any response received.
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*e art of floral arrangement has become an essential part of the curriculum to enhance students’ professionalism. By studying the
connotation of academic style construction and disciplinary skill competitions and the promotion of disciplinary skill com-
petitions to academic style construction based on the fuzzy hierarchy model, we propose to keep abreast of the times and attach
importance to the significance of disciplinary skill competitions; to deepen and improve the organizational structure; improve the
evaluation and incentive mechanisms to create a brand; and to gradually form a multilevel management and long-term
mechanism to build a disciplinary skill competition system.*e aim is to deepen the construction of the university academic style
and provide a solid platform for promoting the cultivation of skilled and comprehensive talents.

1. Introduction

*e inclusion of traditional Chinese flower arranging in the
second national list of intangible cultural heritage in 2008
means that the art of flower arranging has entered a new phase
of conservation. As an educator in a vocational college, I am
aware that in order to occupy a place in society, students in
higher education institutions must be trained in all aspects of
floral art, and that it is imperative to improve the quality of
students’ training, as well as their hands-on skills [1].

*e art of flower arranging is so vast and profound that it is
impossible to teach theoretical knowledge in a limited number
of hours and at the same time have the students reallymaster the
skill [2]. *e only way to make use of the limited number of
hourswe have is tomotivate the students and bring floristry into
their lives. In the teaching, the theoretical knowledge is divided
into 10hours, including the history of the development of
floristry in the East and West, the understanding of flowers,
color combinations, physical phenomena, and floral design, and
the principle of “the master introduces the door, the practice
depends on the individual.” In the other 20 hours, the students’
initiative is brought into full play, from imitating outstanding
flower arrangements and gaining experience in the hand, to

discussing in small groups or proposing innovative designs, so
that they can fully feel the sense of achievement when their work
is completed [3].

*e teaching of flower arranging is a hands-on discipline,
and although there is theoretical knowledge, it is not a subject
that can be completed by rote memorization. *e course is
therefore arranged in a ratio of 1 : 2 between theory and practice.
In the first step, based on the theoretical knowledge and the
examples of flower arrangements provided by the teacher in the
classroom, the students are asked to work in groups to make
flower arrangements, combining theory with practice [4]. For
most of us who have never been involved in floral art before, the
teacher has asked the students to imitate existing works, so that
they can understand intuitively the structure of a flower ar-
rangement and how tomake it.*emainmethods of evaluation
are through peer review and teacher summary [5]. *e third
step is to train students to be more creative and adaptable in the
skills competition. *is involves two types of training: (1)
preparing flowers from which students can choose the type,
color, and quantity of flower material to create their own ideas,
which must be both beautiful and positive. (2)*e students will
be asked to think about the effect of the flower arrangement and
to buy the necessary materials to make it.
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And as the soul of a school, academic style refers to the
attitude and ethos that students display in their studies and is
the external expression of their inner qualities such as ideas,
morals, interests, and qualities in their studies, which can
promote and sustain their learning activities [6].

*e construction of academic style not only affects the
improvement of the overall teaching quality of the school
and the realization of the teaching objectives of the uni-
versity but also has a non-negligible role in the long-term
planning of the school and the overall development of
students [7]. It is of great practical significance to carry out
various kinds of academic style construction activities and
continuously deepen the construction of academic style in
colleges and universities. Guiding students to participate in
skills competitions can stimulate students’ enthusiasm for
learning, enhance their innovation consciousness and col-
laboration ability, and is one of the most effective ways to
promote the overall improvement of students’ compre-
hensive quality and build a good academic style.

2. The Connotation of Academic Style Building
and Subject Skills Competition in
Higher Education

*e definition of “academic style” in the Chinese dictionary
is “the ethos of a school, the collective character”. Academic
style in colleges and universities refers to “a more stable
purpose, spirit, attitude, and method of governance formed
by all teachers and students in colleges and universities in the
process of long-term education practice, which is the ex-
pression of the group psychology and behavior of all teachers
and students in governance” [8]. *e construction of aca-
demic style is the key to university education, an important
content of the construction of socialist spiritual civilization
in universities, an important way to integrate the socialist
core value system into national education, an important
condition to realize the cultivation goal of socialist schools,
and an important index to measure the level of a university
[9]. As a kind of subtle and powerful spiritual force, a good
academic style has a great influence on the creation and
development of the academic atmosphere in colleges and
universities and can inspire students to grow up healthily
and develop comprehensively. *e construction of academic
styles in colleges and universities is directly related to the
quality of talent cultivation.

*e academic skills competition is a competition to
examine students’ ability to combine theory with practice
and solve practical problems. It is a competition for the
general public and is a powerful way to stimulate potential,
enhance interest, cultivate a sense of innovation and col-
laboration, and provide a series of activities to enhance
students’ confidence in learning and work [10]. Let us take
Hunan Agricultural University as an example. As an agri-
cultural institution, the university has special advantageous
majors such as tea science and ornamental horticulture, and
actively organizes related skills competitions. In the past 23
years, it has hosted many tea competitions at all levels and
won more than 20 national and provincial tea competitions.

*e College of Horticulture and Landscape Architecture has
been running a regular floral arrangement skills competition
for students from the province since 2012, with a series of
activities such as precompetition coaching, floral arrange-
ment training, andmaster lectures at different levels [11]. On
the one hand, the competitions enrich the students’ lives
after school, increase their motivation to study, enable them
to learn and think about another skill to earn a living, and
broaden the path of graduation competition for university
students; on the other hand, the development of such subject
skills competitions is a great support to the school’s overall
academic style construction work, which is of great
importance.

3. Fuzzy AHP Integrated Evaluation of
Competition Competitiveness

Fuzzy hierarchical analysis (AHP) is a kind of system
analysis method combining qualitative and quantitative
analysis. *is method introduces the principle of affiliation,
which can improve the shortcomings of the hierarchical
analysis method in constructing the pairwise comparison
judgment matrix with the subjectivity of human judgment
and adjust the pairwise comparison matrix into a fuzzy
consistency matrix, which overcomes the traditional hier-
archical analysis method that requires several adjustments
and tests to make the judgment matrix pass the consistency
test. However, this method lacks the unified quantification of
indicators in the overall evaluation of the target and is only
used for the weight analysis of indicators in practical ap-
plications [12]. *erefore, the fuzzy hierarchical analysis
method is combined with the fuzzy comprehensive evalu-
ation method to evaluate the competitiveness of university
students’ competitions, i.e., the weights of each index are
calculated by the fuzzy hierarchical analysis method first,
and then the overall evaluation is carried out by the fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation method [13].

3.1. General Steps of Fuzzy Hierarchical Analysis for
Evaluation

3.1.1. Constructing a fuzzy consistency matrix

Definition 1. Let the matrix R � (rij)n×n, if it satisfies
0≤ rij ≤ 1(i � 1, 2, . . . , n, j � 1, 2, . . . , n), then R is said to be
a fuzzy matrix.

Definition 2. A fuzzy matrix R is said to be fuzzy comple-
mentary if the fuzzy matrix R � (rij)n×n, satisfying
rij + rji � 1(i � 1, 2, . . . , n; j � 1, 2, . . . , n).

Definition 3. A fuzzy matrix F is said to be fuzzy consistent if
the fuzzy complementary matrix F � f(i j) satisfies rij +

rji � 1(i � 1, 2, . . . , n; j � 1, 2, . . . , n) for any k.

(1) Hierarchical single ranking, the root method was
used to calculate the weights of each factor in the
hierarchy and the weight indicators were normalized
to
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(3) Comprehensive evaluation of the model using the
fuzzy integrated evaluation method.

3.2. -e Process of Implementing a Competition
Competitiveness Evaluation Model for University
Students

3.2.1. Calculation of Indicator Weights Using Fuzzy AHP.
According to the calculation steps of the fuzzy analytic
hierarchy process, the five primary indicators and 19 sec-
ondary indicators in the model are designed into a closed
hierarchical model questionnaire with the Likert scale
method. *rough the network questionnaire star platform,
some graduates of local undergraduate normal universities,
competition instructors, practice base instructors, and
student work managers, the person in charge of the em-
ployer conducts a questionnaire survey, converts the col-
lected data with SPSS software, constructs a fuzzy
consistency matrix, and sorts the hierarchy to obtain the
weight of the corresponding indicators of each criterion
level, as shown in the following tables: Table 1, Table 2,
Table 3, Table 4, and Table 5.

From Table 1, the weights of the indicators in the cri-
terion level are w � (0.219, 0.272, 0.241, 0.268)T and the
weights of the indicators in the subcriterion level can be
calculated as shown in Tables 1–5, which show that the fuzzy
consistency matrix of the indicators and their relative
weights to the objectives in the competition competitiveness
model are knowledge and skills (B2), redevelopment ability
(B4), morality and quality (B3), and basic competitiveness
(B1). Among the indicators of “knowledge and skills”,
teacher training skills, social practice skills, and academic
achievement have relatively greater influence, followed by
the ability to use modern technology, research and inno-
vation, and academic competitions; among the indicators of
“redevelopment ability”, the ability to combine learning and
application has relatively greater influence. In the index
factor of “moral and quality,” the influence of professional
ethics and dedication is relatively more important, followed
by honesty and trustworthiness, law-abiding, collective
honor, and political performance; in the index factor of
“basic competitiveness, among the “basic competitiveness”
indicators, communication ability has a relatively higher
weighting, followed by psychological quality, physical
quality, and family background.

According to the overall hierarchical ranking formula
w1

n � 
k�n
2 wk−1

k � wn−1
1 wn−2

2 · · · w2
3w

1
2 out of wk−1

k � (wk
1, wk

2,

. . . , wk
n), the influence of 19 secondary indicators on the

overall target competition competitiveness is weighted as
follows: learning ability, teamwork ability, self-improvement
ability, communication ability, organization and manage-
ment ability, psychological quality, physical quality, pro-
fessional ethics and professionalism, honesty and
trustworthiness, teacher training skills, compliance with the
law, social practice ability, academic achievement, collective
honor, political performance, modern technology ability,

Table 1: Fuzzy consistency matrix of primary indicators in
competition competitiveness model and its relative weight to
objectives.

Arrangement B B1 B2 B3 B4 w

B1 0.49 0.40 0.457 0.416 0.22
B2 0.602 0.51 0.558 0.509 0.273
B3 0.5554 0.444 0.51 0.452 0.242
B4 0.595 0.493 0.55 0.51 0.269

Table 2: Fuzzy consistency matrix and relative weights for each
secondary indicator in criterion B1 in the competition competi-
tiveness model.

Arrangement B1 B11 B12 B13 B14 w1

B11 0.510 457 0.489 0.70 0.267
B12 0.545 0.51 0.53 0.743 0.30
B13 0.517 0.472 0.51 0.715 0.277
B14 0.312 0.259 0.287 0.51 0.164

Table 3: Fuzzy consistency matrix and relative weights for each
secondary indicator in criterion B2 in the competition competi-
tiveness model.

Arrangement B2 B21 B22 B23 B24 B25 w2

B21 0.51 0.466 0.458 0.497 0.469 0.162
B22 0.536 0.49 0.493 0.532 0.504 0.178
B23 0.544 0.509 0.51 0.54 0.509 0.179
B24 0.505 0.47 0.462 0.51 0.472 0.166
B25 0.533 0.498 0.491 0.53 0.60 0.176

Table 4: Fuzzy consistency matrix and relative weights for each
secondary indicator in criterion B3 in the competition competi-
tiveness model.

Arrangement B3 B31 B32 B33 B34 w4

B31 0.51 0.517 0.469 0.532 0.21
B32 0.485 0.51 0.453 0.516 0.194
B33 0.533 0.547 0.51 0.564 0.214
B34 0.47 0.46 0.438 0.51 0.189

Table 5: Fuzzy consistency matrix and relative weights for each
secondary indicator in criterion B4 in the competition competi-
tiveness model.

Arrangement B4 B41 B42 B43 B44 w4

B41 0.49 0.45 0.455 0.495 0.237
B42 0.561 0.51 0.515 0.556 0.267
B43 0.545 0.487 0.51 0.55 0.26
B44 0.516 0.117 0.47 0.51 0.24
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research and innovation ability, discipline competition, and
family background.

3.3. -e Case of Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation Method for
Evaluating the Competitiveness of University Students’
competitions. *e relative weights of the indicators in the
competition competitiveness model calculated by the above
fuzzy hierarchical analysis method can be used to calculate
the overall competition competitiveness of students by using
fuzzy comprehensive evaluation, and the combination of the
two methods can comprehensively evaluate the competi-
tiveness of students so as to improve the competition
competitiveness of students in a targeted manner [14].

*e evaluation team is composed of graduates, com-
petition instructors, student work managers, representatives
of practice base instructors, and some employers, and
according to the observation points contained in each index,
a set of comments U� {strong, strong, fair, poor}.

Let us determine the relationship matrix between the
criterion level B and U, B1 � 0.3, 0.5, 0.2, 0{ }, B2 � 0.2, 0.2,{

0.5, 0.1}, B3 � 0.3, 0.4, 0.2, 0.1{ }, and B4 � 0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.2{ }.
*e specific meaning is exemplified by the fact that 30% of
the evaluation team considered the observation of the basic
competitiveness indicator in the overall competition com-
petitiveness of the class to be strong, 50% considered it to be
strong, 20% considered it to be average, and 0% considered it
to be poor. From this, the relationship matrix is obtained as
follows:

R �

B1

B2

B3

B4

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
�

0.3 0.5 0.2 0

0.2 0.2 0.5 0.1

0.3 0.4 0.2 0.1

0 0.3 0.5 0.2

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
. (3)

Based on the weights of the indicators at each level
of the criterion layer calculated above w � 0.219, 0.272,{

0.241, 0.268}. *e weighted average fuzzy synthesis operator
M(•,⊕) is used to synthesize W and foot to obtain a fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation result vector v , i.e., v � w°R.
Here, “.“ is the weighted average fuzzy synthesis operator
M(•,⊕), which is calculated as follows:

vj � min 1, 

p

i�1
wjrij

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, j � 1, 2, . . . n. (4)

*en there are

v � w°R � (0.219, 0.272, 0.241, 0.268)°

0.3 0.5 0.2 0

0.2 0.2 0.5 0.1

0.3 0.4 0.2 0.1

0 0.3 0.5 0.2

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

� 0.1924, 0.3407, 0.362, 0.1049{ }.

(5)

*e calculation results show that through the fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation of the indicators, 19.24% of
the students in the selected graduation class have
strong competitive ability, 34.07% have strong com-
petitive ability, 36.2% have average competitive ability,
and 10.49% have poor competitive ability. According to
the order of weighting of each observation, universities
should develop corresponding countermeasures to
improve the competitive ability of students with av-
erage and poor competitive ability when training
talents.

4. Design Effect

Firstly, according to market demand, there is a division
between flowers for personal consumption and flowers
for weddings and business meetings. *e students were
asked to investigate the daily use of flowers, and the
general demand was for loose flowers to decorate homes
at wholesale, mainly in vases, or for people to use them
for hobbies and cultivation, arranging flowers accord-
ing to their own interests [15]. For weddings and
conferences, the majority of flowers are used for the
decoration of the venue, mainly in large groups, spe-
cifically for the decoration of the sign-in desk, the
podium, and the guests’ desk in the hotel venue, as well
as for the local decoration of the floats, the new house,
and the participants in the conference. As a teacher of
floristry, the floristry course, shown in Figure 1, is

Figure 1: *e flower technology course.
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designed to provide students with an in-depth under-
standing of the art of floral arranging, not only through
the operation of floral arrangements in the training
room but also through the process of planting and
growing various floral materials.

Professional ethics are the most fundamental, basic, and
minimum ethical concepts for those engaged in a certain

kind of work. As a florist, the most fundamental aspect of
professional ethics is the use of floral art to work for human
civilization, and for the sake of this civilization, I and my
students are required to be highly disciplined in our pro-
fessional ethics and to create works with a soul: to work in
the art of floral arrangement, one must first love floral art
and not dislike the hardships involved in its creation [16].

Figure 2: Example of flower arrangement.
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Figure 3: Effect of flower arrangement with different parameters.
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*e work of floral arrangement is a work of art. Floral
artwork is all about beauty, but in practice, we flower ar-
rangers have to do a lot of preliminary work before the
flowers and plants become a work of art, as shown in
Figure 2.

5. Case Studies

*e academic skills competition is neither a matter for a few
students nor the ultimate goal, but a link in the teaching
system and a means to cultivate the innovative and practical
ability of college students [17]. It is only by allowing all
interested students to participate in it that we can funda-
mentally create a good academic atmosphere and contribute
to the construction of an excellent academic style in uni-
versities. *erefore, first of all, it is necessary to move to-
wards a profound understanding of the disciplinary skills
competition from the ideological point of view, to realize the
real meaning of the skills competition, and to create a
harmonious atmosphere around the disciplinary skills
competition with the scientific outlook on development as
the guiding ideology.*e effect of flower arrangement under
different parameters, as shown in Figure 3, (a) perfect or-
ganizational structure and a sound evaluation and incentive
mechanism are important guarantees for the smooth de-
velopment of the discipline skills competition. *e docu-
ments related to the competition are unified by the school,
and the competition organization steering committee is
unified in its deployment, which makes the organization
work all based on evidence and responsibility to the people.

*e university’s academic affairs management depart-
ment constantly standardizes the process of subject skills
competitions, summarizes and recognizes them in a timely
manner, and institutionalizes them, incorporating compe-
tition-related organization and coaching work into the as-
sessment and evaluation system. As shown in Figure 4, the
different teaching effects are rewarded with extra points for
comprehensive assessment, Xiangnong youth quality de-
velopment credits, and competition bonuses for the winning
students; the instructors are rewarded with guidance bo-
nuses, workload recognition, and tilted title assessment and
the outstanding individuals and groups who have won
awards are commended at the annual school-level com-
mendation conference, which has comprehensively stimu-
lated the enthusiasm and initiative of students and teachers
for the subject skills competitions [18]. To a certain extent,
the branding of subject skills competitions is a reflection of
the characteristics of a university, and subject skills com-
petitions with subject characteristics and professional fea-
tures are an important opportunity to enhance teaching
quality and promote innovation [19]. By promoting the
multilevel management of disciplinary skills competitions,
the disciplinary skills competitions can be developed on a
large scale so as to realize the branding of high-quality
disciplinary skills competitions with one specialty in one
college and many products in one university.

In summary, the course is taught in groups, with free
combinations, observation of students’ performance, and a
graded approach to teaching students according to their

abilities. In terms of credit assessment, the theoretical
knowledge is assessed in the form of written questions and
answers, accounting for 30% of the total grade; the practical
production of floral artworks accounts for 40% of the total
grade; and the usual performance accounts for 30% of the
total grade so that a combination of various aspects can be
achieved to arrive at an objective and fair overall grade for
the students [20, 21].

6. Conclusions

As an important element in the development of compre-
hensive quality education activities in universities, it can not
only stimulate the interest of university students in learning
scientific knowledge and enthusiasm for learning and
strengthen their hands-on ability, but also enhance the
initiative and creativity of students in learning, which can
contribute to the overall improvement of comprehensive
quality education and talent quality training of university
students, demonstrate the enterprising spirit of teachers and
students, cultivate a group of innovative and entrepreneurial
talents with high sensitivity to competition, and play a
positive role in the construction of university academic style.
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In order to understand the advantages of the teaching evaluation system to teachers and students more intuitively, according to
the data analysis, the lowest total score of teachers is →1.04, and the five index values are all negative, so the relevant teaching
contents should be changed according to the index factors of relevant teaching evaluation to make it easier for students to
understand and accept.)rough the analysis of the total evaluation scores of several teachers surveyed in each semester, we can see
that the total evaluation scores of teachers 4 and 7 fluctuate greatly, so we should choose suitable teaching content for rectification.
By classifying teachers, they are divided into three categories by means of discipline colleges, etc. It can be seen from the figure that
the lowest total score of teachers in category 3 is→2.12, which shows that teachers in this category may have similar problems in
teaching methods. By comparing the information entropy algorithm of teaching evaluation, we know that the information
entropy under the AVF algorithmmodel takes about 1ms to the teaching evaluation algorithm, while the greedy algorithmmodel
takes about 20ms to test the teaching evaluation system. We know that the teaching evaluation system based on the proposed
algorithm information entropy algorithm and the teaching evaluation system under the AVF algorithm model and traditional
information entropy all pass the test. However, combined with the images, the AVF algorithm model has the highest com-
putational efficiency and the shortest time, followed by the proposed algorithm model. Compared with the traditional teaching
evaluation algorithm, it is inefficient and takes a long time. When the number of requests is 1000, the average response time of the
AVF algorithm method is 17ms, and the longest time of the traditional method is 32ms. Combined with images, when the
number of requests is 1000, 1500, 200, 2500, 3000, 350, and 4000, the average response time increases with the increase of the
number of requests, but the AVF algorithm method takes the shortest time and meets most teaching evaluation requirements.
Combined with the success rate image, we can see that the success rate decreases slightly with the increase of request times, but the
success rate of the AVF algorithmmethod is relatively stable, with the lowest of 99.6% when the request times are 3500.)rough a
large number of charts and analyses, we can see that the teaching evaluation under the AVF algorithm method has the highest
efficiency and the shortest time.

1. Introduction

)rough the research of data mining technology, we can get
the related methods to improve data mining technology and
establish and analyze the teaching evaluation system so as to
improve the teaching evaluation system from many aspects.
At the same time, the information entropy is calculated by
the AVF algorithm, which can improve the efficiency and
time of teaching evaluation.

)e gene is transferred from its natural genome to the
substitute of the same code, which becomes “codon

optimization”[1]. However, the scientific community lacks a
systematic understanding of this method and puts forward
the method of “synthetic gene designer” to solve this
problem. In order to meet the needs of high-capacity
wireless communication, engineers continue to develop
technologies [2]. At the same time, students also need to
know how to learn this technology. Literature [3] for effi-
cient computation and analysis of 3DFD uses a web platform
for related research. In order to complete 3DFD, it is nec-
essary to combine CUDA with web GL and other emerging
technologies. Literature [4] carries out learning tasks such as
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genome comparison by annotating position sequences and
studying gene models. )is method is applied to sequence
comparison by BLAST. JBrowse is easy to embed in a website
or application. It is built in JavaScript and HTML5 [5], and it
is much faster and more scalable. At the same time, JBrowse
can distinguish pictures offline. As an independent web
page, you can easily use plug-ins to add, analyze, and
perform other operations. Literature [6] can describe the
number of lymphocytes by RepSeg method. Lymphocytes
can recognize specific antigens and have specificity. )e
application of Vidjil involves four steps.)roughWitten and
Frank’s book on output knowledge [7], we understand the
main methods of data mining. Literature [8] studies data
mining through basic input, input algorithms, and schemes.
Combining data mining with open source machine science
and other data modeling and analyzing it with illustrations
and tables to discuss its uses in-depth and also make the
analysis more in-depth, more comprehensive, and efficient.
Data mining, a hot topic, has been listed as a high-income
mode by many companies [9], and at the same time, many
researchers are taking data mining as a related research
topic. Data mining technology has attracted many re-
searchers’ attention, and they want to better understand
customer behavior through related data mining so as to
increase business opportunities. Literature [10] has reported
that data mining can dig out secrets from massive data. Data
mining is very important for customer information and
relationship management [11], but there are also some
problems, such as a lack of relevant literature reviews. In
order to improve the teaching quality, students, as the main
body [12], should evaluate the teaching quality through
questionnaires and interviews. Literature [13] evaluates and
investigates 6395 students, including 3200 undergraduates
and 300 postgraduates, and analyzes the overall teaching
achievements. )en, according to the relevant reward and
punishment system and the balance between teaching and
research, the teaching system is discussed and formulated. In
order to make dictation play an important role in foreign
language teaching [14], and teaching evaluation analyzes the
common mistakes in foreign language listening based on
many years of English teaching experience and obtains some
changes in nature and function. Literature [15] experiences
its use in the learning environment by writing role-playing.

2. Model and Process Analysis

2.1. Web Platform Based on Revit Model. Revit models fall
into two categories, users and administrators. Administra-
tors log in to the web platform for user management, system
messages, file processing, and other operations [16]. Revit
file processing includes saving data into a database,
obtaining Revit files, building 3D models, and other oper-
ations [17]. As shown in Figure 1.

Revit model has the following advantages as the core of
system platform processing:

Projects: each project has a separate database
Family: contains all the information of the parameter
model

Program interface: can create new functional modules
and model construction

)e overall operation of the web platform is as follows:
)e web management system mainly includes login and

then displaying the web interface, Revit file management,
and the functions of the interface management and other
functions.

Revit file processing plug-in mainly includes geometric
parameter data conversion, attribute parameter data ex-
traction, and other operational processes. As shown in
Figure 2.

2.2. PlatformOperation Diagram. )e overall process of the
platform is as follows: by logging in to the platform and
carrying out the Revit file management interface, it can
process data and content in many aspects, export data, and
convert data. Finally, the data is logged in to the database and
the process ends [18], as shown in Figure 3.

2.3.Web Services Platform Flow Chart. Users enter the login
interface by sending login requests, enter the Web man-
agement system for file uploading and verification after
successful login, and finally process files in the Revit file
processing plug-in interface [19], as shown in Figure 4.

2.4. Teaching Evaluation System. By establishing a teaching
evaluation system to investigate the teaching quality of
teachers, the data can be obtained [20]. )e low score of the
teaching evaluation indicates that the teaching method is not
suitable for students or the teaching difficulty coefficient is
large, so the teaching scheme should be adjusted according
to the specific teaching evaluation factors. )e high score of
the teaching evaluation indicates that most students are
suitable for the teacher’s teaching method, and the teaching
quality is monitored normally through teaching evaluation
so as to adjust the teaching plan [21], as shown in Figure 5.

2.5. Data Mining Technology. Data mining includes
screening data, extracting target data, preprocessing data,
mining data, evaluating related data, and finally trans-
forming them into knowledge [22], as shown in Figure 6.

3. Data Mining and Teaching
Evaluation Techniques

3.1. Data Mining

3.1.1. Apriori Basic Algorithm. X and Y are arbitrary
itemsets, then

sup(X∪Y) �
|X∪Y|

|D|
. (1)

Confidence is

couf(X∪Y) �
|X∪Y|

|X|
. (2)
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3.1.2. Weighting Factor Algorithm. w supw(I) is the
weighted minimum support and it is represented as follows:

w supw(I) �
1

k − 2

i∈I

wIsup(I). (3)

w confwI is the weighted minimum confidence and it is
represented as follows:

w confwI⟶ J(  �
w sup(I∪ J)

w sup(I)
. (4)

3.2. Information Entropy of Teaching Evaluation

3.2.1. Information Entropy Algorithm. )e probability is

Pi �
xi

x
. (5)

Sample classification information entropy
X is the set of data samples, andX is the number of X. C is

the attribute class variable, n is the total number of classes,
and xi is the number of samples contained in the Ci class.
)en
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User settings

Login

Message notification

User management

Document processing

System message

Documents

Treatment
mode

Preview

Web-side management
system

Revit file
processing
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Revit File Retrieval

Geometric data

Three-dimensional model

Figure 1: Web platform under Revit.
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Figure 2: Overall diagram of the web platform.
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I x1, x2, . . . , xn(  � − 
n

i�1
pilog2pi. (6)

)e information entropy of Y is

E(Y) � 
m

j�1

x1j + x2j + · · · + xnj

x
× I x1j, x2j, . . . , xnj . (7)

Information gain is calculated as

Gain � I x1, x2, . . . , xn(  − E(Y). (8)

3.2.2. Improvement of Information Entropy Algorithm

pi �
1 − si

1 + si

. (9)

From formula (9)

si �
1 − pi

1 + pi

. (10)

)e entropy of information brought into sample clas-
sification is

− 
n

i�1

1 − si

1 + si

log2
1 − si

1 + si

� − 
n

i�1

1 − si

1 + s
i

ln1 − si/1 + si

ln2
. (11)

)e formula for calculating information entropy is

1
x



n

i�1

xi x
3

− x
3
i 

x + xi( 
3 . (12)

3.2.3. Teacher-Driven Algorithm

(1) )rough relevant teaching evaluation, teachers’
driving force is divided into four entropies: excellent,
good, medium, and poor [24].

E XExcellent(  � 0,

E XGood(  � 0.3,

E XMedium(  � 0,

E XDifference(  � −
1
1

 log2
1
1

 

� 0,

E XTeacher−driven(  �
5
10

 E XExcellent(  +
3
10

 E XGood( 

+
1
10

 E XMedium(  +
1
10

 E XDifference( 

� 0.2.

(13)

(2) Participating in interaction (Boolean variable), then

E XYes(  � 0.3,

E XNo(  � 0.2.
(14)

)e entropy obtained from the information entropy
is

E XDoyouparticipateintheinteraction  �
3
10

 E XYes( 

+
7
10

 E XNo(  � 0.3.

(15)

(3) Curriculum difficulty entropy includes four vari-
ables: easy, acceptable, hard, and difficult. )ey are
expressed as

Three-dimensional
model display

interface

Begin

Login

Revit file
management

interface

Upload Revit file

Judge the
correctness of the file

WebSocket-TCP
Message Transfer

Revir file processing
module

Pretreatment
mode

Attribute data
extraction Full export Geometric data to

JSON format file

Database

End

Figure 3: Overall flow chart of the platform.
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E XEasy  � 0,

E XAcceptable  � 0.2,

E XHard(  � 0.1,

E XDifficult(  � 0.3.

(16)

)e characteristic entropy of course difficulty is:

E XCoursedifficulty  �
2
10

 E XEasy  +
3
10

 E XAcceptable 

+
2
10

 E XHard( 

+
3
10

 E XDifficult(  � 0.3.

(17)
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Figure 4: Web services flow chart.
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(4) Curriculum neutralization evaluation entropy is
divided into four attributes: excellent, good, me-
dium, and poor [11]. )ey are expressed as

E XExcellent(  � 0,

E XGood(  � 0.1,

E XMedium(  � 0.5,

E XDifference(  � 0.

(18)

)e entropy of curriculum attribute neutralization and
evaluation is as follows:

E XComprehensiveevaluationofcurriculum 

�
3
10

 E XExcellent(  +
2
10

 E XGood(  +
5
10

 E XMedium( 

+
0
10

 E XDifference(  � 0.1.

(19)

4. Analysis of Teaching Evaluation System

4.1. Analysis of Teacher Evaluation Index

4.1.1. Analysis of Teachers’ Indicators. According to the
analysis of five indexes of nine teachers in a college in the
following figure, the total score of teacher 1 is -1, of which
the highest index 5 is -0.7 and the lowest index 2 is -1.2. )e
total score of teacher 2 is 0.68, among which the highest
score of index 5 is 0.8 and the lowest scores of indexes 2 and
3 are 0.6. )e total score of teacher 3 is 1.24, among which
the lowest score of index 2 is 1.1 and the highest score of

index 5 is 1.4. )e total score of teacher 4 is -0.24, and the
lowest score is index 2 is -0.3. )e total score of teacher 5 is
0.26 and the highest score of index 4 is 0.4. )e total score of
teacher 6 is -1.04 and the highest score of index 3 is -1. )e
total score of teacher 7 is 1.18 and the highest scores of
indicators 1 and 4 are 1.3.)e total scores of teachers 8 and 9
are 0.38 and 0.84, respectively. Compared with the total
scores of 9 teachers, the highest total score of teacher 3 is
1.24, and the lowest total score of teacher 6 is -1.04. )rough
the analysis of the total score, it can be seen that among the 9
teachers, teacher 3 has a better teaching evaluation, and the
teaching method may be more acceptable to students. At the
same time, the total scores of teachers 1 and 6 are relatively
low, and the teaching quality or methods need to be im-
proved. )e teaching evaluation index represents a com-
prehensive evaluation of teachers in many aspects, which
can represent teachers’ driving force, participation in class,
course difficulty, teaching wit, teachers’ dress, and so on, as
shown in Figure 7.

4.1.2. Analysis of Teachers’ Evaluation in Each Semester.
)rough the analysis of the following figure, it can be seen
that the total score of teacher 1 decreased slightly from the
123rd semester to the 125th semester and increased slightly
from the 126th semester to the 127th semester, indicating
that the teacher gradually found an adaptive teaching
method after the 126th semester, and the total score of the
teaching evaluation increased. )e total score of teacher 2’s
teaching evaluation basically remained between -0.3 and 0.4,
with little change. Teacher 4’s total score of the teaching
evaluation fluctuates greatly, falling to about -3.6 in the
127th semester. We should analyze the small scores of each
index, adjust the relevant teaching methods as soon as

Mining data

Screening Target data

Pretreatment

Preprocessed data

Mode

Data mining

Interpretation/evaluation

Knowledge

Figure 6: Data mining flow chart.
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possible, and provide students with more suitable teaching
content. )e scores of teachers 6 and 8 fluctuate a little, and
the total score of teachers 7 dropped to -1.4 in the 127th
semester, so teaching methods should be improved as soon
as possible. As shown in Figure 8.

4.1.3. Analysis of Teacher Classification Index. According to
the disciplines and colleges taught by their teachers, teachers
are divided into three categories. )e total score of teacher
category 1 is -0.68. )e scores of indicators 1 to 5 are rel-
atively average and do not fluctuate much, but indicators 1 to
5 are all negative. Teaching quality and students’ acceptance
should be improved through the analysis of various indi-
cators. )e total score of teacher category 2 is 0.68, and the
scores of indicators 1–5 are relatively average. )e lowest
total score of teachers’ category 3 is -2.12, and most of its
indexes are lower than -1.7, which is low.)erefore, teaching

methods should be changed as soon as possible to improve
the scores of each index. As shown in Figure 9.

4.2. Comparison of Data Mining Algorithms. As can be seen
from Table 1, the total time consumption of the improved
Apriori algorithm is 264, which saves more time than the
other two data mining algorithms. )e total time consumed
by the Apriori algorithm is 443, the total time consumed by
the improved Apriori algorithm is 264, and the total time
consumed by the ID3 algorithm is 524. )e analysis shows
that the Apriori algorithm can save time and have higher
efficiency than the ID3 algorithm. Compared with the tra-
ditional Apriori algorithm, the improved Apriori algorithm
further shortens the data mining time and improves the
efficiency again.)erefore, in order to improve the efficiency
of data mining, the improved Apriori algorithm should be
preferred.

(i) Input: transaction set T, minimum support min_sup, and minimum confidence min_conf [23].
Output: frequent itemset L
BEGIN
1)∀T≠NULL
2) C1 � Generate C1(T);

3) L1 � c ∈ C1|sup(c)≥min sup ;

4) K � 2;

5)While(Lk > 0)do
6) K + +;{

7) Ck � Generate Ck(Tk−1);

8) Lk � c ∈ Ck|sup(c)≥min sup ;

9) L � ∪Lk; }

10) R � Generate_Rule(L); //min_conf
END.

ALGORITHM 1: Apriori classical algorithm.
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)rough image analysis in Figure 10, we can see that the
curve trend of the Apriori algorithm is similar to that of the
improved Apriori algorithm, but the improved Apriori al-
gorithm takes less time, so the algorithm is preferred when
selecting the algorithm.

4.3. Comparison of Information Entropy Algorithms in
Teaching Evaluation. By comparing three kinds of infor-
mation entropy in teaching evaluation, we can see that the
longest running time of the information entropy calculation
of greedy algorithmmodel is 20ms, the longest running time
of the information entropy calculation of the proposed

algorithm is about 4ms, and the shortest running time of the
information entropy calculation of the AVF algorithm is
about 1ms. In contrast, this method has the shortest running
time and the highest efficiency, as shown in Figure 11.

4.4. System Test. )e average response time and peak flow
response time of the system are tested and analyzed by
teaching evaluations of 1000, 2000, and 3000 people at the
same time.

As can be seen from Table 2, in the teaching evaluation
system based on the proposed algorithm information en-
tropy algorithm, when the number of evaluators is 1000, the
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Figure 8: Analysis of the total score of teaching evaluation in each semester.
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Figure 9: Classification index analysis.

Table 1: Comparison of data mining algorithms.

Algorithm C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 总耗时
Apriori algorithm 153 163 239 156 132 133 443
Improved Apriori algorithm 151 79 144 68 31 16 264
ID3 algorithm 164 152 248 173 158 147 524
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average response time is 1.323ms, and the peak flow re-
sponse time is 1.468ms; when the number of evaluators is
2000, the average response time is 1.654ms, and the peak
flow response time is 2.03ms; and when the number of
evaluators is 3000, the average response time is 2.346ms, and
the peak flow response time is 2.44ms.)e test results are all
passed.

According to the data in the following Table 3, the
average response time of the teaching evaluation system

based on the AVF algorithm information entropy algo-
rithm is 0.656 ms, 1.212 ms and 1.99 ms respectively when
the number of evaluators is 1000, 2000 and 3000;)e peak
response times were 0.785 ms, 1.454 ms and 2.107ms,
respectively. All three groups of evaluators passed the
test.

It can be seen from Table 4 that the average response
time of the traditional information entropy algorithm is
2.546ms, 2.987ms, and 3.231ms, respectively, when the

0
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300

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Apriori algorithm
Improved Apriori algorithm
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Figure 10: Comparison of data mining algorithms.
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Figure 11: Comparison of information entropy operations.

Table 2: Proposed algorithm model analysis.

Number of evaluators Average response time (ms) Peak flow response time (ms) Test conclusion
1000 1.323 1.468 Pass
2000 1.654 2.031 Pass
3000 2.346 2.447 Pass
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number of evaluators is 1000, 2000, and 3000. When the
number of evaluators is 1000, the peak response time is
0.785ms. )e peak response time is 1.454ms and 2.107ms
when the number of people is 2000 and 3000, respectively.
)e test results are all passed.

)rough the analysis of the proposed algorithm model
in Table 2, the teaching analysis under the AVF model in
Table 3, and the teaching evaluation system table analysis
based on the traditional information entropy algorithm in
Table 4, it is known that the three methods compared in this
paper have passed the system test. When the unified var-
iable is 3000 people and the relevant teaching evaluation is
carried out at the same time, the average response time of
the proposed model is 2.346, and the peak response time is
2.447; the AVF model is 1.996, 2.107; the traditional al-
gorithms are 3.231 and 3.546, respectively. In contrast, the
teaching evaluation system based on the AVF algorithm
information entropy algorithm needs the shortest time and
the highest efficiency, while the traditional teaching eval-
uation system needs the longest time, as shown in
Figure 12.

4.5. Comparison of Specific Function Tests of the System.
)e number of teaching evaluation requests is divided into
seven groups: 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 3500, and 4000.
As shown in Table 5.

By comparing the teaching evaluation system under the
proposed algorithm method with the teaching system under
the AVF algorithm method and the teaching evaluation
system under the traditional method, we can see that the
average response time increases with the increase of the
number of evaluators at the same time, but the average
response time required by the teaching evaluation system
under the AVF algorithm method is shorter and the effi-
ciency is higher, as shown in Figure 13.

It can be seen from Figure 14 that when the number of
experimenters is 1000 to 4000, the lowest success rate of the
teaching evaluation system under the AVF algorithm
method is 99.6%, the lowest success rate of the teaching
evaluation system under the proposed algorithm method is
98.7%, and the lowest success rate of the teaching evaluation
system under the traditional method is 99%.)e success rate
and average response time of the teaching evaluation system

Table 3: Teaching analysis under AVF model.

Number of evaluators Average response time (ms) Peak flow response time (ms) Test conclusion
1000 0.656 0.785 Pass
2000 1.212 1.454 Pass
3000 1.996 2.107 Pass

Table 4: : Teaching evaluation system based on traditional information entropy algorithm.

Number of evaluators Average response time (ms) Peak flow response time (ms) Test conclusion
1000 2.546 2.878 Pass
2000 2.987 3.024 Pass
3000 3.231 3.546 Pass
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Figure 12: Comparison of teaching evaluation algorithms.
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based on the AVF algorithm are better than those based on
traditional methods, so this method should be preferred.

5. Conclusion

By testing the efficiency and accuracy of data mining
technology from a variety of calculation methods and im-
proving the quality and efficiency of teaching evaluation
through a variety of model methods, we can intuitively

analyze what problems exist in the teaching content and then
improve it. )rough the comparison of multimethod
models, the improved Apriori method can improve the
efficiency of data mining, and the information entropy al-
gorithm of teaching evaluation under the AVF method can
save more time. It can be seen that the teaching evaluation
system can effectively improve efficiency. In the future,
teaching evaluations based on data mining should give
priority to teaching evaluations based on the AVF algorithm.

Table 5: System function test.

System Number of evaluation requests 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000

Proposed algorithm method Mean response time (ms) 21 37 69 113 167 198 236
Success rate (%) 100 99.8 99.7 99.8 99.5 99.1 98.7

AVF algorithm method Mean response time (ms) 17 32 43 82 101 146 187
Success rate (%) 100 100 99.9 99.8 99.9 99.6 99.8

Traditional method Mean response time (ms) 32 54 87 166 221 312 452
Success rate (%) 100 99.6 99.4 99.2 99.2 99.2 99
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Figure 13: Average response time.
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Figure 14: Success rate analysis chart.
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Aging is the trend of the global population in the 21st century. Physical degradation of the elderly and related care is a major
challenge in the face of an aging society. Exercise can delay physiological aging and promote the metabolism of body functions.
Although aging is an irreversible natural law, proper physical training can help prevent aging.*erefore, relevant personnel attach
great importance to the training of physical fitness. To this end, a 12-week elderly functional fitness training experiment was
conducted with elderly residents in a village in Nanjing. In the detection process, the gait analysis system is mainly used for the
subject’s motion detection and recording and records the data into the gait analysis software system based on the improved deep
learning algorithm for sports training simulation analysis. After completing the physical training simulation experiment, the RTM
model is used for simulation analysis.*e results were evaluated.*e evaluation data show that the homogeneity test results of the
designed physical training simulation experiment are very reasonable. Since the result is much larger than 0.10, it can be inferred
that the results of the physical training simulation analysis have been expected and also meet the national GB/T 31054–2014
standard requirements.

1. Introduction

Physical fitness is the basis of all sports. Only when people
have excellent physical fitness can they perform better
technical movements and maintain their competitive ability.
With the development of modern sports, people pay more
and more attention to people’s physical training (Li) [1].
Reasonable physical training for people can not only keep
people enthusiastic about sports all the time but also lay a
good foundation for people’s future technical training and
competitive ability. Nowadays, with the rapid development
of modern science and technology, more and more new
technologies have been introduced into physical fitness
training, and its training theory has maintained a relatively
rapid development speed (Qiu et al.) [2].With the deepening
of physical training, its research direction is not limited to
the traditional training methods and testing methods. *e
research direction has become more extensive, and the

research system has become more abundant. More com-
prehensive and systematic research is carried out, and re-
search work is no longer carried out for individual projects
[3]. Moreover, physical training has become more focused
on the comprehensive effects of its training, introducing
more new ways of thinking and developing a lot of creative
research directions. In the field of physical fitness training, it
has attracted wide attention, which makes the traditional
training mode suffer a great impact (Zhang) [4]. Nowadays,
physical training is in a new period of development and
transformation. Experts and scholars have different un-
derstandings of them, and they all have their own opinions.
All kinds of new thinking modes have been introduced into
physical training, which has completely changed the tra-
ditional physical training mode. It has injected a new di-
rection of development into physical training, and the
recognition of this new direction of development, consid-
ering that it is still in the initial stage. Neither theorists nor
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front-line staff who are engaged in relevant research work
have formed a unified and complete cognitive system for
them, and they are still in the primary exploratory stage
(Zhou and Chang-Hui) [5]. However, it can be confirmed
that, with the development of modern sports, the traditional
physical training mode can no longer meet the physical
needs of people, especially for the elderly. Aging is the trend
of global population in the 21st century, and the problems
associated with the aging society follow. For example, the
physical deterioration of the elderly, the care of the elderly,
the health care of the elderly, and the social problems of the
elderly are issues that need to be valued and considered.
Physical degradation and related care for the elderly is a
major challenge in the face of an aging society (Akhigbe
et al.) [6]. Exercise can delay physiological aging and pro-
mote the metabolism of body function. Although aging is an
irreversible natural law, proper physical training is beneficial
to prevent aging. *erefore, we need a better physical
training mode to help the elderly improve their physical
fitness and to maintain a higher physical fitness for a longer
period of time while not causing greater damage to the body.

Although physical training has developed to the present
day, a large number of excellent research results have
emerged, and physical training has undergone several
generations of improvement. But with the development of
sports and the improvement of sports level, traditional
physical training has been unable to meet the current
training needs. In the context of rapid development, physical
training also needs to be developed rapidly to carry out
technical iterations to meet real-world needs. It is urgent to
improve the traditional physical training. Only further in-
depth research on physical training can provide a solid
foundation for the development of sports and better help
people improve their physical quality. *erefore, based on
the depth-oriented learning algorithm, the physical training
is deeply analyzed, the physical training mode is improved,
and the effect of physical training is comprehensively
improved.

*e deep learning technology is used to analyze the
effects of 12-week elderly functional physical training with
elderly residents in a village in Nanjing. Deep learning
technology is mainly used in the processing of complex data
models. In the process of research, it can be analyzed by
programmodeling.*ere are two commonmodels: the basic
model and the empirical model. *e so-called basic model is
based on the basic physics and chemical laws of the program.
*is mode is often caused by an internal organization that is
too complex or where there are unknown or uncertain
parameters that result in failure or unsatisfactory verification
results. *erefore, there is an empirical mode. *e empirical
mode is to treat the program as a “black box” without any
knowledge of the program organization under study. It is
determined by mathematical techniques only by the input
and output data of the program. *e representative in the
empirical mode is artificial intelligence technology. *e so-
called artificial intelligence technology is the technique of
copying the thinking and operation of human beings.
Among them, it can be divided into the neural network, the
genetic algorithm, and the fuzzy theory, which are currently

more concerned about development. *e deep learning
technology mainly uses intelligent algorithms to train dif-
ferent network architectures such as optimization neural
network link weights through the common factors of factor
analysis and is used for the processing of abnormal data in
the data model.

*e paper mainly has the following innovations in
several major areas: (1) Based on the deep learning algo-
rithm, the multiangle analysis of physical training, using the
technical advantages of deep learning algorithm, compre-
hensive analysis, and processing of various factors in
physical training, it comprehensively improves the actual
training effect of physical training and optimizes the physical
training model to conduct targeted demonstration. (2) It
improves the actual training effect of physical fitness training
in an all-round way, optimizes the physical fitness training
mode, and demonstrates the results.

*e organizational structure is as follows. *e first
section mainly describes the research background and the
organizational structure of the paper. *e second section
mainly describes the research status of deep learning
technology in physical training. *e third section mainly
describes the design process of the algorithm model. *e
fourth sectionmainly describes the practical research of deep
learning technology in the simulation analysis of physical
training. *e fifth section mainly summarizes the research
results.

2. Related Work

In the early days, because sports were relatively simple, the
requirements for physical training were relatively simple,
and the demand for physical training was relatively simple.
Most of them are training on a single quality requirement,
and in the early stage, they lack the consideration of physical
tolerance. As a result, unscientific training volume ar-
rangement has brought a great load to the athletes’ bodies
and affected their physical function and health. Lian pro-
posed that athletes should be trained in comprehensive
physical fitness, not in a single technical movement or in a
single part of the strength training, but in overall physical
fitness training. *en, according to the different sports, we
analyzed the physical weaknesses andmade up for themwith
scientific training (Lian et al.) [7]. After this training idea was
put forward, it was widely concerned and recognized by the
industry. More and more scholars began to carry out various
research work based on all-round physical training ideas.
Cheng proposed that, in physical training, it is necessary to
pay attention to the practice of self-balance control and
strengthen the athlete’s ability to control the stability of his
body. As far as possible, based on itself, without the help of
outside training equipment, the body is treated as a load to
complete the training in order to achieve the ability of
training to control the body’s stability (Cheng et al.) [8]. Jia
proposed that when performing physical training, it is
necessary to take into account the acceleration or deceler-
ation of the body when the athlete performs the training
action. It is necessary to strengthen the athlete’s control over
his own stability according to the specific action (Jia et al.)
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[9]. Yang proposed that physical training should be to train
the overall physical fitness, and the training method should
conform to the physiological structure of the human body
and simulate the exercise mode of the actual sports as much
as possible (Yang et al.) [10]. Li proposed that the main
purpose of physical training is to enable trainees to have
better physical performance in their normal life or to enable
professional athletes to have better physical fitness when
performing competition (Li et al.) [11].

*e core of the training is not single muscle strength, but
it is to allow the body strength to effectively cooperate and
strengthen the actual control of the body, so it is not to train
the muscles but to exercise.

Combined with the corresponding body movements,
strengthen the body muscle fit, so that the body has a better
balance and power (as shown in Figure 1).

*e model of physical fitness training should not be too
single, and reasonable movement design should be carried
out for sports events. *is can not only strengthen the body
strength but also exercise the stability and coordination of
the body and train the physical fitness suitable for the sport
(Zhong et al.) [12]. In the process of training, we can use
external training equipment to design training movements.
We can also combine it with yoga, gymnastics, and other
ways to exercise the coordination of the body. *rough rich
training forms, improve the enthusiasm of coaches, help
them understand sports skills, and improve specific physical
fitness. Scholars suggest that we can strengthen the whole
body strength through scientific and perfect movement
training without significantly enhancing the local muscle
strength. Wu suggested that physical training should also be
carried out to strengthen people’s willpower. *rough
reasonable psychological hints, it can enhance the control
ability of trainers to the body, promote the strengthening of
body adaptability, and help trainers to improve their sports
ability (Wu et al.) [13]. At the same time, for different groups
of people, we should adopt different training methods, not
completely in accordance with a standard; we should adjust
the degree and difficulty of willpower training according to
the actual situation. Guo-Qing argued that the human body
did less movement in one direction and more compre-
hensive movement in many directions. In these movements,
the body is accomplished mainly by rotation so the training
movement cannot be a single direction of action. *e body
movements in the actual exercise to be considered and the
training of the body’s ability to rotate are enhanced to
enhance the ability of the body to exercise in combination
(Guo-Qing) [14] (as shown in Figure 2).

3. Algorithm Model Design

3.1. Deep Learning Technology. At present, deep learning
technology is mainly used in the processing of complex
data models. In the process of research, it can be analyzed
by process modeling. *ere are two common patterns:
Fundamental Model and Empirical Model. *e represen-
tative of experience mode is artificial intelligence tech-
nology, and the so-called artificial intelligence technology
is to imitate human thinking, operation, and other skills. It

can also be divided into Artificial Neural Network, Gene
Algorithms, and Fuzzy *eorem, which are paid more
attention to at present. *e deep learning technology
mainly uses intelligent algorithms to train different net-
work architectures such as optimization neural network
link weights through the common factors of factor analysis
and is used for the processing of abnormal data in the data
model (Yang et al.) [15]. *e deep learning technique is a
data calculus method that obtains a mathematical model by
using an iterative random sampling method to extract and
screen abnormal data. *e implementation principle is
mainly based on the assumption that there are two different
data types in the sample data: (1) a normal data model; (2) a
noise and anomalous data model. *e algorithm believes
that the reason why it cannot adapt to the mathematical
model is mainly that the abnormal data may be caused by
wrong assumptions in the process of mathematical model
calculation (as shown in Figure 3). However, these erro-
neous data often lack enough parameters to restore them.
For this reason, the algorithm restores its real data through
multiple iterations. Its basic implementation process is as
follows.

Firstly, we need to obtain the necessary data model
information. *e main way to obtain data is to traverse
the SPSS data statistics software (as shown in Figure 4).
According to the different domains of use, it can be di-
vided into two kinds: one is spatial processing, and the
other is frequency processing. *e former deals directly
with the data model itself, while the latter deals with the
data model in a special way and carries out various
calculations and analyses. *e processing formulas for
airspace are as follows:

g(x, y) � EH[f(x, y)]. (1)

Among them, f(·) is the data model before enhance-
ment, g(·) is the data model after enhancement, and EH

represents the enhancement operation.
For a continuous function f(x, y), its gradient at po-

sition (x, y) can be expressed as

∇f(x, y) � G(x, y) � GxGy 
T

�
zf

zx

zf

zy
 

T

. (2)

*e gradient is a vector whose magnitude and direction
angles are, respectively,

|∇f| � |G(x, y)| � G
2
x + G

2
y 

1/2

ϕ(x, y) � arctan
Gy

Gx

 

. (3)

*e approximate expression of the gradient is as follows:

Gx � f[i, j + 1] − f[i, j],

Gy � f[i + 1, j] − f[i, j].
(4)

Usually, in order to reduce the amount of calculation, the
absolute approximate gradient amplitude is often used to
calculate.
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|G(x, y)| � Gx


 + Gy



. (5)

When analyzing the data model, the approximation is
usually calculated by using a small area template tape (as shown
in Figure 5). For Gx and Gy, one template is used, which
requires two templates. According to the size of different
templates, the computational attributes are also different.

*en, it extracts the corner points of the data model
content which has completed the preliminary processing.
Suppose that there are variables Ix and Iy used to represent
the data and the first-order partial derivatives of the model I

in two different aspects of the x-axis and the y-axis of
Cartesian coordinates. *en, function w(x, y) can be used to
represent a two-dimensional Gaussian smoothing function
on Cartesian coordinates. *e calculation process of this
function is shown in the following two formulas:

M � 
x,y

w(x, y)
I
2
x IxIy

IxIy I
2
y

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (6)

Solving formula (4) can get the specific number of each
corner R in the data model. *en, using the corner points
calculated by the normalization idea to match, the data
model corner point value can be obtained. *e matching
calculation equation is as follows:

NCC �
i I1 xi, yi(  − u1(  I2 xi, yi(  − u2( 

���������������������������������

i I1 xi, y( i − u1( 
2
i I2 xi, yi(  − u2( 

2
 . (7)

At the same time, the deep learning data analysis al-
gorithm can be used to purify the data model corner values
(as shown in Figure 6). In the process of purification, the
data model needs to be purified according to the hierarchical

Bicubic:AG(4.748) SRCNN(Retrained):AG(6.500)

VDSR:AG(6.480)SRCNN:AG(6.500)

VDSR(Retrained):AG(6.655) DDRN:AG(6.690)

DDRN:AG(6.703) LR INPUT

Figure 1: *e schematic diagram of the algorithm model.
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D = d1 + d2
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Figure 2: Network distance teaching based on streaming media technology has a wealth of research.
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Figure 3: *e healing of tendon injury was obtained by medical image analysis.
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channel mode, so there is the following linear algebraic
equation:

R2

G2

B2

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ �

cr 0 0

0 cg 0

0 0 cb

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ ·

R1

G1

B1

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ +

dr

dg

db

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠. (8)

EKF truncates the Taylor expansion of nonlinear
function by first-order linearization and ignores other
higher-order terms so as to transform the nonlinear problem
into linear.*e Kalman linear filter algorithm can be applied
to nonlinear systems. In this way, the nonlinear problem is
solved. Although EKF is applied to nonlinear state esti-
mation systems, it has been recognized by academia and is
widely used. In order to solve the problem that the constant
matrix cannot accurately describe the system noise of per-
manent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) under dif-
ferent operating conditions, an adaptive extended Kalman
filter algorithm (AEKF) based on innovation sequence and
state residual is proposed. *e simulation results show that,
compared with the traditional extended Kalman filter al-
gorithm, AEKF has better convergence speed and conver-
gence accuracy and better parameter robustness.

In the above formula, variable R2, variable G2, and variable
B2 represent three different levels of channels of the data
model, respectively. *e variable (c, d) is mainly used to
represent the transformation parameters of the linear equation.

*e calculation is performed using the R channel as an
example. It is assumed that there are corner data of different
data models of group n, and variable dn represents the
absolute distance of different data points (R2, R1)n to straight

line (c, d). At this point, the purification is done by iterative
summation as follows:

E �  T d
2
n . (9)

In the above formula, when the condition satisfies
d2

n <Thre2, then T(d2
n) � d2

n. Otherwise, T(d2
n) � Thre2.*e

corners of the data model satisfying the conditions are
screened out, and the iterative calculation is continued. *e
whole purification process is completed until the value of E

does not change significantly (as shown in Figure 7).
After the data model is segmented, the similarity be-

tween the data model and the established data model in the
database is calculated and matched according to the cal-
culated results. *e matching result of the data model is very
characteristic. *e following functions are used to measure
the similarity between T and f:

SE(x, y) � 
N

i�1


N

j�1
[f(x − i, y − j) − T(i, j)]

2
. (10)

Among them, the size of the data model is N × N. *e
formula provides a measure of the degree of matching
between the data model T and f at (x, y) coordinates. *e
matching result can be calculated by expanding the above
formula:

SE(x, y) � 

N

i�1


N

j�1
f
2
(x − i, y − j)

− 2
N

i�1


N

j�1
f(x − i, y − j)T(i, j) + 

N

i�1


N

j�1
T
2
(i, j).

(11)
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3.2. Deep Learning Algorithms. At present, the common
deep learning algorithms mainly include the following:
conditional random fields, convolutional neural net-
works, recurrent neural networks, and memory net-
works. Conditional random fields (CRFs) in deep
learning algorithms mainly belong to the field of natural
language processing (NLP). Natural language processing
is a very popular field in artificial intelligence. Named
Entity Recognition (NER) is a subtask in the field of

natural language processing. Its main purpose is to
classify unstructured text into predefined categories by
identifying Named Entity, such as Personal Name (PER),
Place Name (LOC), and Organizational Name (ORG). In
the task of conditional random field (CRF) in Sequence
Labeling of natural language, CRF is the choice of most
people and is widely used. However, according to the
research, conditional random field (CRF) can only
capture a small range of article information, and the key
limitation of CRF is to obtain the information in the
whole article (as shown in Figure 8).

Convolutional neural networks (CNN) is a feed-forward
neural network, which is usually composed of convolutional
layer, pooling layer, and fully connected layer. Compared
with other networks, convolutional neural network (CNN)
needs fewer parameters, which makes it an attractive in-
depth learning model. Convolutional neural network (CNN)
has the advantage of automatically capturing adjacent fea-
tures. Firstly, it is applied to sequential markup tasks in
natural language processing, and good results have been
achieved. Recently, the convolutional neural network (CNN)
combined with the Gated Linear Unit (GLU) is used, and in
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Figure 6: In the process of purification, the image should be considered separately according to the red, green, and blue color channels.
(a) EKF algorithm. (b) AEKF algorithm.
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order to avoid the loss of text information, the pooling layer
is abandoned and applied to the Chinese Word Segmen-
tation task.

Natural language processing (NLP) usually considers the
context before and after the article so as not to take the
meaning out of context, in other words, to train the language
model. If the context information can be provided to the
model as training data, the effectiveness of the model will be
improved. *erefore, recurrent neural network (RNN) is
widely used in the deep learning method of natural language
processing (NLP), which leads to the widespread use of
recurrent neural network (RNN). Based on the universal use
of recurrent neural network (RNN), many researchers have
developed some changes in order to expand the function of
RNN. *e proposed LSTM (Long Short-Term Memories)
uses memory as a reference factor to enhance current de-
cision-making, while Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) im-
proves LSTM (Long Short-Term Memories). Recently, the
concept of Bidirectional has been introduced to retrieve
forward and backward information by using long-term and
short-term memory (LSTM) in sequential tagging tasks. At
the end of the model, combined with conditional random
field (CRF), it has been applied to English data sets and
achieved very good results. However, with the increase in the
length of the input sentence, the efficiency will deteriorate.
Although time series markers have been added, they still
prefer adjacent character information and perform poorly in
judgments involving remote context dependence. Because the
traditional conditional random field (CRF) has no ability to
capture the features of articles beyond a long range, the re-
cursive neural network (RNN) is not very effective in long-
distance article information retrieval. *erefore, memory
network can be used to enhance the performance of retrieving
features of long-range articles and applied to QA tasks. It
proves that the increase of memory is essential for performing
reasoning that requires constant-distance article information
(as shown in Figure 9).

4. Practical Application

4.1. An Overview of Experiments. Aging is the trend of
global population in the 21st century, and the problems
associated with the aging society follow. For example, the

physical deterioration of the elderly, the care of the el-
derly, the health care of the elderly, and the social
problems of the elderly are issues that need to be valued
and considered. Physical degradation and related care for
the elderly is a major challenge in the face of an aging
society. Exercise can delay physiological aging and
promote the metabolism of body functions. Although
aging is an irreversible natural law, the timing of exercise
intervention and the effect of mode on prevention will
still cause differences. Based on the above background,
the effects of 12-week old functional physical training
were simulated using deep learning techniques (as shown
in Figure 10).

*e elderly residents of a village in Nanjing were used as
subjects. *ey were over 65 years old. *ere were no serious
illnesses or inconveniences in lower limbs. *ere were 14
subjects, 5 males and 9 females, with an average age of 72.5
years, an average height of 155.6 cm, and an average weight
of 58.7 kg. *e study was conducted from March 26 to June
16, 2018, for a total of 12 weeks. Research tools mainly
include (1) tape measure, detecting the maximum balance
range; (2) stopwatch, detecting open-eye standing, closed-
eye standing, open-eye cushion standing, closed-eye cushion
standing, and obstacle test completion time; (3) 30 cm ruler,
detecting the predumping aids; (4) 15 cm high steps,
detecting straddle aids; (5) gait analysis system (L2Sens-B
Free4Act System, 4Act WALK versione Base e XL, LorAn,
Castel Maggiore, Italia): detecting gait parameters for ten-
meter gait and obstacle test; (6) improved gait analysis
software system based on deep learning algorithm; (7)
balance pad (3240 body-balance, Carnegie fitness, Tainan,
Taiwan): detecting open-eye cushion standing and closed-
eye padded standing aids; (8) obstacle: self-made test ob-
stacles test.

4.2. Experimental Simulation. A briefing session was held
before the experiment, and the consent form and experi-
mental instructions were given to the subject, indicating the
purpose and method of the experiment; the subject was
asked to sign the consent form and then returned, indicating
that they agreed to participate in the experiment. On the
other day of the test, the subject is explained and answered
with questions related to the experiment. In the experiment,
the subject can ask questions at any time, but the subject is
required to observe the test time: (1) Maintain daily routine
during the experiment. (2) It is forbidden to drink any
caffeine-containing alcoholic beverages before, during, and
after the test; alcoholic beverages. (3) 30 minutes before the
test, light clothes arrived at the test site, and researchers
warmed up to participate in the experiment. (4) At the first
class, the subject is required to wear a wrist unit and test the
training intensity (as shown in Figure 11).

In the detection process, the different color exploration
gait analysis system is used to detect and record the subjects’
movement, and the data are recorded in the gait analysis
software system based on the improved deep learning algo-
rithm. Finally, the physical training simulation analysis is
carried out through the incremental value (gray). Specifically,
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it includes the following aspects: (1) Standing on one foot:
subjects were lifted off the ground for a single second, with a
maximum of 20 seconds, and scored. (2) Open eyes: the
subjects stood naturally on both feet and embraced their
chests with both hands. Measure open eyes, perform three
times, and record time, each time limited to 30 seconds. (3)
Close your eyes and stand on your legs. When the subject’s
heels are close together and when they close their eyes, they
start timing at the same time. When the subject loses balance
or opens both eyes, stop timing, time up to 30 seconds, and
score. (4) Stand with your eyes closed. *e subjects naturally
stand on their feet, hold their chests with both hands, close
their eyes when starting the test, measure the closed eyes,
perform three times, and record the time to take the maxi-
mum value; each time is limited to 30 seconds. (5) Open the
eye cushion. *e subjects stood naturally on both feet and
embraced their chests with both hands. Measure the opening
of the eye station cushion, each item is executed three times,
the time is recorded, and each time is limited to 30 seconds.
(6) Closed-eye cushion standing: the subjects stood naturally
on both feet and embraced their chests with both hands.
Measure the closed-eye station cushions, perform three times
each, record the time, each time limited to 30 seconds, and
score. (7) Swinging head walking: the subject turned his head
at a frequency of 100 beats/min and took a straight line ten
steps forward to score. (8) Circling in place: subjects were
asked to turn right 1 turn, pause at the original position, then
turn left 1 turn to record the number of steps in the process,
and score.

4.3. Experimental Evaluation. *e elderly residents in a village
in Nanjing were used as subjects, and the effects of 12-week-old
functional physical training were simulated by deep learning
techniques. In the detection process, the gait analysis system is
mainly used for motion detection and recording of the subjects,
the data is recorded into the gait analysis software system based
on the improved deep learning algorithm for physical training
simulation analysis, and the RTM model is used for simulation
analysis.

After completing the physical training simulation experi-
ment, the RTMmodel was used to evaluate the analysis results.
*e execution steps are as follows: find different evaluation
indicators of the evaluated objects and establish an evaluation
weight matrix R. *e product of each row element of the
judgment matrix R is calculated, the actual weight value of the
different indexes of the object to be evaluated can be obtained,
and the evaluation score can be calculated by calculating the
weight value and the evaluation content data.

*e evaluation results can be obtained by calculating the
data information recorded during the experiment according
to the above calculationmethod (as shown in Figure 12).*e
data in the figure shows that the homogeneity test results of
the designed fitness training simulation experiment are
P � 0.662> 0.10. Since the result is much larger than 0.10, it
can be inferred that the results of the physical training
simulation analysis have been expected and also meet the
national GB/T 31054-2014 standard requirements.

5. Conclusion

In the face of an aging society, physical degradation and
related care of the elderly is a major challenge. Appropriate
physical exercise can help prevent aging. *erefore, relevant
personnel attach great importance to the training of physical
quality. *erefore, this paper conducted a 12-week func-
tional fitness training experiment on elderly residents in a
village in Nanjing. In the detection process, the gait analysis
system is mainly used for motion detection and recording of
subjects and records the data into the gait analysis software
system based on the improved deep learning algorithm for
motion training simulation analysis. After completing the
sports training simulation experiment, the RTM model is
used for simulation analysis. *e results were evaluated. *e
evaluation data show that the homogeneity test results of the
designed physical training simulation experiment are as
follows. Since the result is far greater than 0.10, it can be
inferred that the result of sports training simulation analysis
is expected and meets the requirements of the national GB/T
31054-2014 standard. Based on the deep learning algorithm,
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this paper makes a multiangle analysis of physical training
and makes use of the technical advantages of deep learning
algorithm to comprehensively analyze and deal with various
factors in physical training, comprehensively improve the
effectiveness of physical exercise, optimize the physical
exercise mode, and carry out targeted demonstration, and
comprehensively improve the actual training effect of
physical training, optimize the physical training mode, and
show the sports effect. However, this study does not conduct
multiangle combined research and analysis on the subjects’
living habits, which leads to the fact that the technical ad-
vantages of deep learning algorithm may not accurately
grasp the focus of the research, which needs further analysis
in future research.
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To improve the accuracy of multi-instrument recognition, based on the basic principles and structure of CNN, a multipitch
instrument recognition method based on the convolutional neural network (CNN) is proposed. First of all, the pitch feature
detection technology and constant Q transform (CQT) are adopted to extract the signal characteristics of multiple instruments,
which are used as the input of the CNN network. Moreover, in order to improve the accuracy of multi-instrument signal
recognition, the benchmark recognition model and two-level recognition model are constructed. Finally, the above models are
verified by experiments. )e results show that the two-level classification model established in this article can accurately identify
and classify various musical instruments, and the recognition accuracy is improved most obviously in xylophone. Compared with
the benchmark model, the constructed two-level recognition has the highest accuracy and precision, which shows that this model
has superior performance and can improve the accuracy of multi-instrument recognition.

With the rise of artificial intelligence technologies such
as deep learning and the growth of massive music data,
content-based music retrieval has become an urgent
issue at present. In content-based music retrieval, how to
identify music has become the focus of current music
information retrieval research. Compared with the tra-
ditional speech signal, speech signal should have a richer
spectrum, treble, and timbre. )erefore, based on the
above characteristics, the recognition of music signal can
be divided into recognition method, recognition accu-
racy, recognition time, and recognition scene. Marı́a and
ValeroMas Jose applied the convolutional recursive
neural network to music recognition, which greatly re-
duces the precision of musical note and number rec-
ognition [1]. Agarwal and Om applied the machine
learning algorithm to music recognition and obtained
the highest recognition accuracy by the improved
method through the music emotion recognition of the
ISMIR2012 dataset, NJU_V1 dataset, and self-built
dataset [2]. Sarkar applied the deep learning algorithm to
the recognition of music and audio by extracting MFCC
features and finally using VGGNet for recognition. )e

results show that the method has obvious advantages in
three datasets [3]. Yan uses the genetic algorithm to
improve the T-S cognitive neural network and applies the
model to music recognition for higher accuracy and
robustness [4]. Liang used machine learning algorithms
to build prediction models among audio features, indi-
viduals, and emotions, so as to propose suggestions on
emotional influence in music [5]. Wang and others ac-
curately identified different emotions including happi-
ness, anger, sadness, and fear by establishing CLDNN’s
musical instrument emotion recognition model [6];
ATILA Orhan proposed a speech emotion recognition
model based on 3D CNN-LSTM and evaluated speech
from the perspectives of accuracy, sensitivity, specificity,
and F1, which provided a reference for speech evaluation
[7]. Solanki et al. also use the convolutional neural
network to recognize musical instruments, but mainly
focus on extracting the characteristic parameters of
musical instruments [8–10]. As can be seen, the above
research provides reference for the music retrieval and
identification. However, the above research is mainly
aimed at the musical identification of a single
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instrument. At present, there are relatively few refer-
ences for the music identification of multiple instru-
ments. In multi-instrument recognition of polyphony,
not only the traditional single tone signal must be
extracted, but also the tones of different instruments
must be identified. )erefore, based on the reality of
research, a convolutional neural network is used to
identify the multi-instrument music signal. )erefore,
this article attempts to identify the signals of different
musical instruments by extracting and identifying the
characteristics of musical instruments on the basis of
traditional single instrument recognition.

1. Introduction to Convolutional
Neural Network

CNN, a representative algorithm of deep learning, is a kind
of feed-forward neural network, which includes convolution
calculation and has depth structure [11]. CNN can learn the
original data efficiently and quickly, so as to extract the
features of the data, which means that it has the ability of
representation learning. )e specific structure is shown in
Figure 1, which is mainly divided into five network layers
and belongs to multilayer perceptron (MLP) [12]. )e most
important steps are convolution calculation and pooling
operation.

1.1. Convolutional Layer. )e convolution formula is as
follows:

s(t) � x(t)∗w(t) � 
τ�+∞
τ�−∞x(τ)w(t − τ), (1)

where s(t), x(t), and w(t) represent feature mapping, input
features, and convolution cores, respectively. If it is two-
dimensional matrices, it can be represented as

s(i, j) �  M
m�0 

N

n�0 wm,nxi+m + wb . (2)

In the above formula, the size of convolution kernel is
M × N, which is shown in Figure 2 [13–15]. )e advan-
tages of convolution operation are mainly reflected in
three aspects. Firstly, the realization of parameter sharing
helps to reduce the size of the parameter set. Secondly,
sparse connection reduces the number of parameters and
improves the efficiency, which has certain advantages over
full connection. )irdly, because the same convolution
kernel is used, when the value of input eigenmatrix
changes, the corresponding result will change at the same
position.

1.2. Pooling Layer. )e pooling layer refers to the output of
statistics for a specific region within the input eigenmatrix.
Generally, two pooling methods can be adopted, namely,
average pooling and maximum pooling. )ey take the mean
and maximum values of the local region as the output,
respectively. Except for these twomethods, there is a random
pooling, which selects neurons with greater probability
values.

2. The Construction ofMulti-Instrument Signal
Recognition Model Based on Convolutional
Neural Network

2.1. Multi-Instrument Signal Feature Extraction. In order to
realize the recognition of multi-instrument signals, it is
necessary to extract musical instrument signal features first.
Conventional instrument signal extraction is usually only for
a single instrument, which is relatively simple. It only needs
to eliminate the instrument noise and then classify them. But
for multi-instrument signals, it not only needs to deal with
the noise, but also faces the knowledge of notes of different
instruments. In other words, the conventional time-fre-
quency feature extraction, such as MFCC, may not achieve
the recognition effect. )erefore, on the basis of signal
processing, the essential elements of music, such as pitch,
harmony, and other signals, are combined to identify the
signals of multiple instruments. )e instrument signal
characteristics are processed by pitch characteristic detec-
tion and constant Q transformation.

2.1.1. Pitch Feature Extraction. )e multipitch detection
based on a statistical model and spectral decomposition is
the main method to extract pitch features. However, con-
sidering that an end-to-end neural network may have the
problem of overfitting in the display feature extraction,
filters are introduced to extract the time-frequency features
of musical instrument signals in the primary feature ex-
traction process of convolutional neural network. In other
words, the first layer of the convolutional neural network is
replaced by the filter, which can greatly reduce the over-
fitting problem. )e specific extraction process is shown in
Figure 3 [16–18].

)e specific process is as follows:
Firstly, the audio frame X is normalized, that is,

X⟶ X/‖X‖2. )e audible variables of each frame are
standardized.)en, it is divided into Tp segments, and each
segment is represented as xt. )e number of sampling
points is s, which means xt � (xt1

, xt2
, ..., xti

). To map X, it
needs to use the filter banks in the log-frequency domain,
including cosine and sine filters, and the total number is
np � 511. )us, the logarithmic frequency-time matrix
(np × Tp) can be formed, and the log-frequency domain is
logfL to logfH. )en, the parameter of sine filter i is shown
as follows [19]:

wi, sin � sin 2πfit1, ..., sin 2πfits( . (3)

)e parameters of cosine filter i are shown as follows:

wi, cos � cos 2πfit1, ..., cos 2πfits( . (4)

In the above formula, fi � 10logfL+i(logfH− logfL/n);
according to the normalized amplitude xt � (xt1

, xt2
, ..., xti

),
the position t1, t2, .., ts at each time can be determined.

)en, let xt do the inner product calculation with wi, sin
and wi, cos. Next, the square and the sum of the two can be
calculated. So the output of filter i can be obtained as follows
[20–22]:
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filteri � w
T
i, sinxt 

2
+ w

T
i, cosxt 

2
. (5)

If the number of filters is np, the corresponding outputs
are filter1, ..., filternp

. Dividing the audio frames into

segments, if the number of segments is Tp, the logarithmic
frequency-time matrix is np × Tp.

Secondly, processing the above matrix, the tensor of
logarithmic frequency-time-channel can be obtained after
convolution. )e first layer of the convolutional network is
the matrix obtained in the first step. However, setting up the
mapping of the second layer is to do the convolution
computation for the logarithmic frequency axis. )e step
size is set to 3, and the convolution kernel 128 × 1 is selected.
)e matrix after convolution is mapped to channels, and the
tensor of 128 × Tp × Ci is obtained, where C1 represents the
number of channels.

)irdly, continue the two-dimensional convolution for
the tensor obtained in the previous step, so that the loga-
rithmic frequency-channel matrix can be obtained. Mapping
to the third layer with the same method, the height of
convolution kernel (Tp × C2) is 1; thus, the matrix of
128× C2 can be obtained, where C2 represents the number of
channels.

)e full connection processing of the matrix obtained in
the previous step is performed, and the corresponding pitch
recognition vector can be obtained. It is necessary to connect
the lines of the matrix in the previous step with the linear
classifier. )e number of pitch frequency is m1. If the
number of valid elements is the same, the vector is 1. If the
number is different, the vector is 0.

After the frame segmentation is completed, each audio
frame is processed based on the above process. )e corre-
sponding pitch feature matrix can be obtained. If the pitch
frequency in the pitch set is Mp, and the number of frame is
Np, so the corresponding matrix size is expressed as
Mp × Np.

2.1.2. Constant Q Transform. In order to better display the
pitch frequency on the spectrum space of DFTor STFT, the
constant Q transform (CQT) is adopted in this study to
transform the time-frequency of music signal analysis. )e
specific steps are as follows [23–25]:

(1) Find the spectral kernel matrix corresponding to the
octave with the highest frequency.

(2) )e corresponding CQTfrequency band of the input
signal x(n) is calculated by the DFT transform
vector, and the input signal x(n) is marked as x0(n).

(3) Sample the signal.
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Figure 3: Pitch feature extraction process.
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(4) Calculate the CQT frequency band by the corre-
sponding DFT transform vector of the next octave.

(5) Repeat steps (3) and (4) until the calculation is
complete, as shown in Figure 4.

In Figure 4, G(f) represents the low-pass filter, and ↓2
represents downsampling with a downsampling factor of 2.
Here, the downsampling of xd(n) is fs/2d (d≥ 1), and the
CQT transform XCQ

d of each octave is

X
CQ
d � A

∗
Xd, (6)

where A∗ represents the conjugate transpose of the
complex numerical spectrum kernel matrix, which is usually
used to calculate the CQT of octaves.

2.2. Construction of Multi-Instrument Signal Recognition
Model

2.2.1. Construction of Benchmark Model. First of all, the
benchmark model needs to be established, and then the
modification and improvement can be achieved on this
basis. In this article, combining the convolutional network
model designed by liu and Yang, the model can realize
automatic music labeling.)e data used in this training have
a frame-level accuracy label, which is used as a supervisory
signal.

)is model is divided into multiple layers, including the
batch standardization layer, convolution layer, pooling layer,
etc., and the specific structure is shown in Figure 5 [26].

Due to the problem of internal covariable offset in the
training process of the convolutional network, the batch
standardization layer can be used to deal with it. It is
necessary to ensure the consistency in the distribution of
training and test data, and it is helpful to improve gener-
alization ability. However, when there are many parameters
and the number of network layers increases, the data dis-
tribution will change after the parameter update. At this
time, the difficulty of training will increase. To solve the
above problems, the batch standardization can be adopted to
adjust the data distribution. It makes the intermediate
characteristic data become normal distribution, which is
realized by processing the input or output data of the in-
termediate hidden layer. )is is a standardized processing
procedures, and its formula is shown as follows [27]:

a
n
i � ci ×

ai − μ
σ

+ βi. (7)

Here, βi and ci represent translation and zoom factor,
respectively; a1 represents initial activation value; μ and σ are
as follows, respectively:

μ �
1
m



m

k�1
ak, k ∈ S, ‖S‖ � m,

σ �

����������������

1
m



m

k�1
ak − μ( 

2
+ ε




, k ∈ S, ‖S‖ � m.

(8)
In the formulas, S represents the neuron set with a size of

M, but it has different meanings for different networks. If it is
a convolutional network, m actually represents the total
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Figure 4: )e method of CQT calculation for each octave.
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Figure 5: Network structure of the benchmark model.
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number of all activation values formed based on the con-
volutional kernel channel. For a fully connected network, it
represents the number of activation values formed by all
instances in a particular batch. ε represents the constants
related to training stability.

Batch standardization is a key process. )e problem of
gradient explosion can be solved by adjusting data distri-
bution, because the noise caused by scaling and other op-
erations can help to get the parameters with higher
generalization performance. In addition, to improve the
efficiency of convergence, a relatively large learning step can
be set.

Except for the above layers, the function of the con-
volution layer is to extract the required intermediate fea-
tures. )e maximum pooling layer is an important part,
which can realize the function of compression features. And
it can reduce the difficulty of calculation. Specifically, the
maximum value dividing the pooling area is taken as the
output value. ReLu function is adopted in the middle, and
the specific form is as follows [28].

f(x) �
x, x> 0,

0, x≤ 0,
 (9)

where some activation values of output are equal to zero,
which makes the network sparse. Compared to the Sigmoid
function, a higher convergence speed can be achieved. )e
output layer is mainly applied, and its form is shown as
follows [29]:

f(x) �
1

1 + exp(−x)
. (10)

Based on the function, the normalization has been
achieved. )e output value of the instrument recognition
model is placed in the range of 0–1, namely, the existence
probability of various musical instruments. )en, the
binarization method can be adopted to determine instru-
ments’ existing situation. )is process depends on the
proper threshold. If the threshold is set to 0.5, there is no
guarantee for good performance. )erefore, a kind of
threshold selection algorithm is designed. It means that the
method of maximizing the F1 score of the training set is used
to set the threshold value. )ere are 99 candidates’ threshold
values, which are 0.1, 0.2, . . ., 0.99, respectively.

)e loss function adopted in the training is binary cross-
entropy, and the specific form is shown as follows [30]:

l � − 
11

k�1
yklogyk + 1 − yk( log 1 − yk( . (11)

Here, k represents the specific musical instrument cat-
egory, and yk and y

⌢

k represent the identification of each
time frame and real label. Considering the imbalance of
categories, a certain weight is set for each category, which is
expressed as ωk. )e specific form is shown as follows [30]:

ωk �
p

pk

×
1 − pk

1 − p
 

η

. (12)

In the formula, η represents the hyperparameter, which
is generally valued at 0.3; p represents the mean value of all
of pk; and pk represents the proportion occupied by category
k. lban is expressed as follows:

lban � − 
11

k�1
ωk yklogyk + 1 − yk( log 1 − yk(  . (13)

According to the above analysis, the weights need to be
set in conjunction with the proportion size occupied by a
specific categories of instruments. For example, when the
proportion occupied by a specific categories of instruments
is low, a higher weight should be set to improve the accuracy
of instrument recognition results. So when the frequency of
occurrence is not high, the effective recognition even can be
ensured. )e momentum algorithm is adopted in the cal-
culation, in which weight attenuation factor, learning rate,
and batch are 2 × 10− 4, 0.01, and 80, respectively.

2.2.2. Multi-Instrument Signal Recognition Based on Two-
Level Classification. When multiple instruments are played
at the same time, the traditional classification model based
on the attention network has a poor recognition effect on
harmonic instruments. )e main reason is the category
imbalance, which means that the difference in the pro-
portion of different categories interferes with the learning of
model parameters. )erefore, combined with the basic
principle of undersampling or oversampling, the two-level
classification model is proposed. )is model is mainly di-
vided into the first-level and the second-level convolutional
neural network classification models.

)e first-level classification model takes the constant Q
transformmatrix as the input feature. Firstly, the instrument
families in audio signals are rough classified. )e constant Q
transform matrix reflects the time-frequency energy dis-
tribution of audio signals, and it can be used as an effective
feature of rough classification.

)e second-level classification model is composed of
three residual network models with the same architecture.
Each residual network model is specially trained to identify
various instruments under a certain musical instrument
family. )ere is a special network model for each of the three
musical instrument families. )e specific process of the two-
level classification model is as follows [30, 31].

Figure 6 shows the network architecture of first-level
classification model. From the top to the bottom, there are
batch standardization layer, convolution layer, batch stan-
dardization layer, convolution layer, convolution layer,
batch standardization layer, ReLu layer, maximum pooling
layer, convolution layer, and Sigmoid layer.

Figure 7 shows the residual network model architecture
of three same structures in the second-level classification
model. From the top to the bottom, there are batch stan-
dardization layer, convolution layer, residual block, maxi-
mum pooling layer, residual block, convolution layer,
maximum pooling layer, batch standardization layer, ReLu
layer, convolution layer, and Sigmoid layer.
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)e residual block is divided into two parts.)e first part
includes batch standardization layer, convolution layer,
batch standardization layer, ReLu layer, convolution layer,
and batch standardization layer. And the second part is a
convolution layer. )e input of the residual block enters
these two parts to obtain the output, and the output of two
parts is summed as the final output of the residual block.

)e residual structure of the residual network can ef-
fectively solve the problem of gradient disappearance in deep
network. In this article, it is applied to detect and recognize
the time-frequency characteristic spectrum, and the inter-
mediate feature extraction of musical instrument recogni-
tion is realized successively.

)e loss function is expressed as

ς′ban � − 
K

k�1
ωk yklogyk + 1 − yk( log 1 − yk(  . (14)

In the first-level classification model, the K of equation
(14) is valued at 3, representing the three musical instrument
family categories of string, wind, and percussion. In the
second-level classification model, the K in the string music
classification network is valued at 5, representing piano,
violin, viola, guitar, and bass. In the wind music classifi-
cation network, the K is valued at 3, representing saxophone,
bassoon, and trumpet. )e value of K in the percussion
classification network is valued at 3, representing timpani,
small drum, and xylophone.

3. Simulation Verification

3.1. Experimental Environment. In order to achieve better
experimental results, Intel i7-7800X CPU is selected as the
hardware system in this experiment. )e main frequency is
3.5GHz, and the farce frequency is 4.0GHz. It uses 6 cores
and 12 threads. )e memory is 16GB, and the graphics card
is an NVIDIA GTX 2080 dual-channel GPU.

Software system: Ubuntu 16.04, 64 bit operating system,
Anaconda3-4.4.0, deep learning framework PyTorch0.4.1,
and acceleration module CUDA 10.0.
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Figure 7: Structure of three residual network models with the same
structure in the second-level classification model.
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Figure 6: )e network structure of the first-level classification
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3.2. Dataset Sources. At present, the commonly used dataset
includes Bach10 dataset, MedleyDB dataset, and MIXING
SECRETS dataset. Among them, Bach10 dataset includes ten
large choral works by J.S.Bach, each of which contains four
monophonic parts. )e audio recordings of each mono-
phonic part are performed by violin, clarinet, saxophone,
and bassoon; the MedleyDB dataset consists of 122 songs, in
which 108 songs are vocal and instrumental melodies; the
MIXING SECRETS dataset contains 258 multitrack audio
songs, and there are a variety of music genres involved.
However, the scale of the above three public datasets is still
not large, and there is no note label in the MIXING SE-
CRETS dataset, only instrument label. Moreover, there are
14 songs in the Medley DB dataset and no note label. In
order to solve the above problems, the label annotation
information of the MIDI score in an open-source music
platform is aligned to the original audio by means of self-
built dataset, and then, it is manually calibrated by people
with professional music background. Finally, there are 307
useable extended datasets obtained, including various mu-
sical instruments and music types, and every frame has the
annotation label.

3.3. Processing of Pitch Feature Matrix. Musical instruments
of the same family have certain similarities in pitch range. In
order to better identify, the energy ratio of harmonics needs
to be considered. )erefore, based on the extracted pitch
feature matrix, lines 7–94 of the extracted matrix are
expressed as Y1. According to available information, the
matrix is sparse. )en, the fundamental frequency position
value within Y1 is moved to 12 grids 2(12/12) � 2 distance
from it.)us, the matrix Y2 is formed. Using the same way to
move to 19 grid 2(19/12) � 3, 24 grid 2(24/12) � 4, 28 grid
2(28/12) � 5, and 31 grid 2(31/12) � 6 in turn, the matrix is
respectively represented as Y3, Y4, Y5, and Y6.

)e basic form of harmonic sequence matrix is as
follows:

Sn � Y1 + Y2 + . . . + Yn. (15)

)e matrix actually represents a sequence combination
of fundamental frequencies and corresponding harmonics.
)erefore, when determining the meaning of Y6, S1–S6
matrices can be obtained, which are the input feature of the
CNN.

3.4. Experimental Results and Analysis

3.4.1. Multi-Instrument Recognition Results under Bench-
mark Model. )ere are ten kinds of musical instruments,
which are divided into three categories: percussion instru-
ments, string instruments, and wind instruments. )e
percussion instruments are xylophone, timpani, trumpet,
and the string instruments are guitar, piano, bass, viola, and
violin. In addition, the wind instruments are bassoon and
saxophone. In the experiment, an appropriate experimental
environment should be configured first, which is basically
consistent with the previous pitch feature extraction ex-
periment. )e dataset is divided into two parts, namely,

training set and test set. )e ratio of the two parts is 9 :1.
Moreover, the possibility of the inexistence and unlabeled
instruments in the training set should be considered.

)e extracted constant Q transform matrix
XCQ(88 × 165) is processed, which is spliced with S1–S6.)e
corresponding input matrices can be obtained, which can be
represented as I1–I6, namely, the harmonic mapping matrix.
)en, they are input into the model, and the corresponding
class-time series matrix can be obtained.)e feature changes
in the benchmark model are shown in Table 1.

)e experimental results are obtained according to Ta-
ble 2. )e instrument-type recognition results are evaluated
through F1. In the total number of instrument recognition,
there are three cases of unrecognized, misrecognized, and
correct recognition. It can be seen that the overall accuracy
can identify the proportion of accuracy times.

)e real pitch label matrix is adopted to design the
harmonic mapping matrix I

g
n (n is 1–6). At this time, the

values in Y1 are all accurate. According to the information in
Tables 2 and 3, it can be clearly seen that compared with the
estimated pitch labels, the harmonic mapping matrix ob-
tained by using real labels can achieve higher overall ac-
curacy and F1 value. In addition, compared with xylophone
and timpani, the recognition results of estimated and real
pitch of a small drum are basically the same, which is mainly
related to the unfixed pitch. In this study, the pitch features
are mainly used to recognize the musical instruments. So the
recognition scores of different types of musical instruments
are different. Compared with percussion instruments, the
recognition scores of orchestral instruments are higher,
which verifies the effectiveness of pitch feature extraction.

3.4.2. Multi-Instrument Classification Results under Two-
Level Recognition. Firstly, the configuration of the experi-
mental environment is consistent with the previous section.
)emomentum algorithm (0.9) is adopted, where the weight
attenuation factor, learning rate, and batch are 2∗10−4, 0.05,
and 60, respectively. In this experiment, a tensor is input,
including I1–I6. Furthermore, the output result is class-time
series matrix. )e specific characteristic changes are shown
in Table 4.

I3 and I5 as the benchmark model of input are repre-
sented as BI3 and BI5, respectively. )e classification model
is represented as MA. According to the information in
Table 5, it can be seen that compared with the previously
adopted benchmark model, a higher overall accuracy is
achieved by adopting the attention network model, and the
recognition scores of all instruments except xylophone are
improved.

Based on the analysis of the above phenomenon, it is
found that the attention network actually is to set the ap-
propriate weights for the intermediate feature graph.
Compared with the other types of musical instruments, the
melodic instrument features are more conducive to recog-
nition, which means the weights are higher. )e common
melodic instruments are piano and guitar, and the xylo-
phone is rarely used as a melodic instrument. )erefore, if it
exists at the same time with other instruments, the
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characteristics that need to be recognized can be easily
masked. In this perspective, after adding the attention
network, it is beneficial for melody instrument recognition,
which is helpful to improve the overall accuracy. However, it
is not possible to improve all instrument recognition scores,
which needs to be further studied.

In this article, the constant Q transform matrix of the
first-level classification model is used as input and output
instrument family-time series matrix. In the second-level
classification model, the third-order harmonic mapping

matrix I3, the fifth-order harmonic mapping matrix I5, and
the sixth-order harmonic mapping matrix I6 are used as the
input features of the string music classification network,
wind music classification network, and percussion music
classification network, respectively. )en, the output of the
three networks is summarized to obtain the final instrument
class-time series matrix. )e recognition scores and overall
accuracy of various musical instruments in the two-level
classification model (MT) are obtained, and the comparison
is shown in Table 6.

Table 2: F1 and overall accuracy of ten instruments under the benchmark model (using estimated pitch).

Harmonic mapping matrix
order Piano Violin Viola Guitar Saxophone Bassoon

tube Timpani Xylophone Bass Trumpet Overall
accuracy

I1 0.88 0.88 0.84 0.88 0.82 0.82 0.76 0.73 0.77 0.80 0.77
I2 0.89 0.89 0.84 0.89 0.84 0.83 0.78 0.75 0.73 0.81 0.77
I3 0.90 0.90 838.00 0 892 0.83 0 836 0.78 0.76 0.80 0.74 0.77
I4 0.90 0.40 832.00 0.89 0.84 0.84 0.79 0.75 0.75 0.79 0.77
I5 0.89 0.89 0.84 0.89 0.85 0.85 0.80 0.77 0.80 0.76 0.77
I6 0.89 0.89 0.83 0.89 0.85 0.85 0.04 0.77 0.77 0.79 0.78

Table 3: F1 scores and overall accuracy of ten instruments under the benchmark model (using real pitch).

Harmonic mapping matrix
order Piano Violin Viola Guitar Saxophone Bassoon

tube Timpani Xylophone Bass Trumpet Overall
accuracy

I
g
1 0.90 0.90 0.85 0.89 0.84 0.83 0.77 0.74 0.77 0.83 0.80

I
g
2 0.91 0.91 0.86 0.89 0.85 0.83 0.80 0.76 0.75 0.85 0.80

I
g
3 0.91 0.91 0.85 0.91 0.85 0.84 0.79 0.77 0.76 0.84 0.80

I
g
4 0.91 0.91 0.85 0.90 0.85 0.86 0.81 0.78 0.77 0.85 0.81

I
g
5 0.91 0.91 0.84 0.90 0.86 0.87 0.82 0.79 0.80 0.81 0.80

I
g
6 0.91 0.91 0.85 0.90 0.86 0.87 0.77 0.78 0.79 0.82 0.80

Table 4: Changes of feature size in the classification model based on the attention network.

Input size Operation Output size
176×165× 6 2×1 Convolution kernel, 352 channels 352×164× 6
352×164× 6 3×1 Maximum pooling 352× 54× 6
352× 52× 6 3×1 Convolution kernel, 704 channels 704× 52× 6
704× 52× 6 3×1 Channels 704×17× 6
704×17× 6 2×1 Channels, 11 channels 11× 8× 6
704×17× 6 Attention subnet Six attention weights
11× 8× 6 )e sum using the weighting of attention weight 11× 8

Table 5: F1 and overall accuracy and comparison of ten musical instruments based on the attention network classification model.

Piano Violin Viola Guitar Saxophone Bassoon tube Timpani Xylophone Bass Trumpet Overall accuracy
BI3 0.90 0.90 0.84 0.89 0.83 0.84 0.78 0.76 0.81 0.73 0.77
BI5 0.89 0.89 0.84 0.89 0.85 0.85 0.80 0.77 0.76 0.88 0.77
MA 0.91 0.90 0.85 0.91 0.86 0.86 0.81 0.74 0.80 0.86 0.83

Table 1: Change process of the feature size in the benchmark model.

Input size Operation Output size
176×165×1 2×1 Convolution kernel, 352 channels 352×164×1
352×164×1 3×1 Maximum pooling 352× 54×1
352× 54×1 3×1 Convolution kernel, 704 channels 704× 52×1
704× 52×1 3×1 Channels 704×17×1
704×17×1 2×1 Channels, 704 channels 704× 8×1
704× 8×1 1× 1 Channels, 11 channels 11× 8
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After comprehensively analyzing the charts, what can
be found is that the recognition scores of most musical
instruments are improved, especially xylophone. And it can
be seen that the two-level classification model proposed in
this article can balance the classification of musical in-
struments well, and the overall accuracy is further
improved.

Figure 8 is the recognition effect diagram of the string
music classification network. )e upper part (a) represents
the real label, the lower part (b) represents the recognition
result, and the black part represents the existence of musical
instruments.

As can be seen intuitively from the figure above, piano
and violin can be accurately identified, while there is con-
fusion in the viola, and the recognition accuracy needs to be
improved.

Figure 9 is the identification effect diagram of the wind
music classification network. As can be seen from the

picture, the trumpet can be identified accurately, while there
are confusions in the the other two instruments, and the
recognition accuracy needs to be improved.

Figure 10 is the identification effect diagram of the
percussion music classification network. It can be clearly
seen from the figure that all three musical instruments have
been accurately identified, which means that there are ob-
vious differences between these three musical instruments,
so that they can be well identified and classified.

)e comprehensive analysis shows that the two-level
classification model constructed in this article has the best
comprehensive performance, and it has the more accurate
recognition effect.

To further verify the effectiveness of the proposed
method, the experiment compares the accuracy of the
proposed model with that of the existing duets, trios, and
quartet, and the obtained comparison results are shown in
Table 7.

Table 6: Comparison of F1 and overall accuracy of ten musical instruments in the two-level classification model.

Piano Violin Viola Guitar Saxophone Bassoon tube Timpani Xylophone Bass Trumpet Overall accuracy
BI3 0.90 0.90 0.84 0.89 0.83 0.84 0.78 0.76 0.79 0.75 0.77
BI5 0.89 0.89 0.84 0.89 0.85 0.85 0.80 0.77 0.71 0.83 0.77
MA 0.91 0.90 0.85 0.91 0.86 0.86 0.81 0.74 0.75 0.91 0.83
MT 0.91 0.90 0.85 0.91 0.86 0.87 0.82 0.81 0.83 0.89 0.86
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Figure 8: Recognition effect of string music classification network in the second-level classification model.
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Figure 9: Identification effect of the wind music classification network in the second-level classification model.
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Figure 10: Recognition effect of the percussion classification network in the second-level classification model.
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As can be seen from the above table, compared with the
other three methods, the recognition accuracy of the two-level
classification model proposed in this article is as high as 85.7%.
)e recognition accuracy of duet is 84.1%. )ere are 77.8% for
trio, and there are 73.1% for quartet. )e method proposed in
this article is much higher than the other three methods, which
shows that the method proposed in this article has a higher
recognition accuracy and better performance.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, the two-level classification model based on the
convolutional neural network proposed in this article has a
good classification effect and recognition accuracy. It has
certain validity.)rough comparative experiments, it is found
that the recognition accuracy of the proposed method is 1.6%,
8.1%, and 13.4% higher than that of the method of duet, trio,
and quartet. So the recognition accuracy and classification
effect of the proposed method are better. )e validity of the
proposed classificationmodel is further verified by comparing
the benchmark classification model with the classification
model based on the attention network. However, due to the
lack of experience and adequate experimental conditions, the
research needs to be further improved and perfected. Spe-
cifically, the original audio and scores of various musical
instruments can be added to obtain more datasets, so as to
further improve the experiment scientificity.
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In view of the lack of hierarchical and systematic resource recommendation caused by rich online learning resources and many
learning platforms, an attention-based ADCF online learning resource recommendation model is proposed by introducing the
attention mechanism into a deep collaborative DCFmodel. Experimental results show that the proposed ADCF model enables an
accurate recommendation of online learning resources, reaching 0.626 and 0.339 on the HR and NDCG metrics, respectively,
compared to the DCF models before improved, up by 1.31% and 1.25%, and the proposed ADCF models by 1.79%, 2.17%, and
2.32%, respectively, compared to the IUNeu and NeuCF models.

1. Introduction

In recent years, the application of the Internet has promoted
education from offline to online. Online education has
become a trend in today’s education development and oc-
cupies a place in the huge education market. Data show that
the number of online education users in China’s in 2020
grew from 90.992 million in 2015 to 182.492 million, an
increase of 50.14%. With the infiltration of online education
methods, online education and learning resources are in-
creasingly rich, which not only brings the balanced devel-
opment and multidirectional development of education but
also brings great difficulties to the recommendation of
learning resources. On the one hand, there are more online
education platforms, and the curriculum types of each
platform are complex and the curriculum quality is poor,
making it difficult for learners to choose by themselves; on
the other hand, online education and learning resources lack
understanding of learners, which makes it difficult for the
platform to recommend personalized courses to learners.
*erefore, it is necessary to integrate and analyze the online
learning resources and recommend them according to
learners’ needs. To achieve this purpose, the relevant
scholars conduct research. According to the different

characteristics of students, Hu and others select a small piece
of content course knowledge points in the learning re-
sources, take the course knowledge as the recommendation
point, and realize the recommendation of personalized
online learning resources by designing personal personal-
ized learning mechanism recommendation [1]. In order to
solve the problem of sparse data and poor scalability in
collaborative filtering algorithms, Honggang Wang and
others optimized them using dynamic k close neighbors and
slope one algorithms, and analyzed the sparsity of learning
resource data in the network based on the neighbor selection
results. Two-way self-equilibrium of stage evolution is
adopted to improve the personalized recommendation of
resource push, and the fuzzy adaptive binary particle group
optimization algorithm based on evolutionary state judg-
ment is adopted to solve the optimal sequence recom-
mendation problem, thus to realize the personalized
recommendation of learning resources and improve the
matching degree and recommendation speed of online
learning resources [2, 3]. Yuan studies link prediction
methods in network education, builds a suitable model for
network education, and proposes an improved path sorting
algorithm based on the neural network sorting method
through an improved analysis of traditional methods.
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Meanwhile, the random-walk model and the neural net-
work-path sorting algorithm are used to realize the link
prediction problem in the online learning knowledge base
[4]. Xie et al. proposed a user interaction-based recom-
mendation framework that explores real-time interest from
immediate feedback, and experiments on real datasets show
that the algorithm achieves more accurate prediction results
and higher recommendation efficiency [5]. Liang et al.
proposed a learning style model, AROLSmodel, to represent
the characteristics of online learners, realize learning re-
source adaptation by mining behavioral data of learners, and
improve the recommendation effect of online learning re-
sources [6]. Antequera et al. present a novel approach to
providing fast, automatic, and flexible resources for appli-
cation owners with limited expertise in building and
deploying appropriate cloud architectures; compared to
existing schemes, the scheme improves resource recom-
mendation accuracy in manufacturing scientific gateway
applications by 21% [7, 8].*rough the above research, it can
be found that the existing online learning resource rec-
ommendation is limited to the recommendation of courses
on their own platforms and does not integrate and com-
prehensively recommend similar courses on other plat-
forms, resulting in often the accurate recommendation of
courses to learners. To solve this problem, this paper con-
structs an ADCF recommendation model based on the
existing DCF model, by integrating the whole-platform
online learning resources and introducing the attention
mechanism to allocate the weight to the resources so as to
realize the accurate recommendation of online learning
resources.

2. Basic Approach

2.1. Brief Introduction of theDCFModel. *eDCFmodel is a
deep learning collaborative filter recommendation model
developed based on the neural collaborative filter recom-
mendation (NeuCF) model, which solves the problem of few
input feature types of the NeuCF model and effectively
improves the feature combination ability and nonlinear
ability of the model. Its basic architecture is similar to that of
NeuCF model architecture, mainly composed of multilayer
perceptron (MLP) and generalized matrix decomposition
(GMF), including input layer, coding layer, embedding
layer, embedding layer, feature extraction layer, pooling
layer, feature splicing layer, neural network layer, and output
layer, as shown in Figure 1 [9, 10].

*emodel input layer is mainly responsible for inputting
the relevant information and its auxiliary information into
the model for training. *e coding layer is responsible for
coding input feature information. *e embedding layer is
responsible for converting the encoding into a corre-
sponding feature representation, often including two types
for the linear model GMF and for the nonlinear model MLP.
*e feature extraction layer is responsible for extracting
feature relationships, where GMF is used to extract linear
feature relationships, and MLP is used to extract nonlinear
relationships [10]. *e pooling layer is responsible for
adjusting the feature size to facilitate feature splicing,

including maximum pooling and mean pooling [11]. *e
feature splicing layer is responsible for integrating the fea-
ture information extracted from GMF and MLP, mainly by
adding or splicing the extracted features.*e neural network
layer is responsible for training the model and model pa-
rameter tuning, and uses the cross-entropy loss function to
adjust the network weight. *e output layer maps the output
value to a specific range through the activation function.*e
sigmoid function is selected as the activation function, and
its mathematical expression is as follows [12]:

f(x) �
1

1 + e
− x. (1)

In the formula, the value range of f(x) is [0, 1].
*e DCFmodel can extract nonlinear and linear features

of information and has strong personalized recommenda-
tion ability, but the model believes that all features have the
same impact on the final recommendation results and do not
have the importance of distinguishing between different
features. In practice, different characteristic factors con-
tribute differently to the model prediction results, so it is
necessary to improve the model. In this paper, the recom-
mendation effect of themodel is improved by introducing an
attention mechanism into the model to distinguish between
the importance of different features.

2.2. DCF Model Refinement. *e improvement of the DCF
model in this paper is the introduction of the attention
mechanism into the model to improve the model recom-
mendation effect by adding the importance of distinguishing
attention layers between the feature splicing layer and the
neural network layer. *e attention mechanism in the DCF
model is mainly attached to the framework of the encoder
and decoder, and the essence is a thought model, formulas
(2) ∼ (4), by allowing the neural network in the DCF model
to only focus on the partial information of the input and
select specific inputs [13].

a � f XN( , (2)

Za � aΘXn, (3)

st: a ∈ (0, 1). (4)

In the formula, Xn represents the n-dimensional ei-
genvector input attention layer, f(x) indicates the attention
mechanism network, a represents the attention corre-
sponding to the n-dimensional eigenvector through f(x), and
Za represents the output layer output result. At that time,
f(x) � Softmax(Xn), the value range of awas (0, 1); when a
is constant 1, the attention network helps fit the complex
function model when the model degenerated into a DCF
model.

*e attention mechanism layer of the DCF model
(hereinafter referred to as the ADCF model) obtains the
weight of each feature dimension through equations (5) ∼
(7) [14]. Computing the attention of each feature dimension
using softmax, then interacting with the corresponding
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features for a point-multiply input deep neural network, and
finally the predictive values can be obtained through iterative
training.

Softmax Zi(  �
e

zi


k
i�1 e

zi
, (5)

An � Softmax Xn( , (6)

Aout � AnΘXn. (7)

In the formula, Zi represents the ith element input by the
softmax function, soft max (Zi) represents the corresponding
softmax value of this element, and Xn represents the output
value of the feature splicing layer. ⊙indicates point multi-
plication; An represents the corresponding value calculated
by softmax, and Aout represents the attention layer output
value.

*e ADCFmodel, by introducing the attention layer into
the DCFmodel, can distinguish the degree of contribution of
different feature information to the predicted recommen-
dation results and then improve the model recommendation
effect. *erefore, this paper proposes a new online resource
recommendation method based on the ADCF model.

3. Recommended Methods for Online Learning
Resources Based on ADCF

3.1.ADCFMathematicalModel. *emathematical model of
the ADCF model is as follows:

P
GMF
c � c

GMF
0 ⊕c

GMF
1 ⊕c

GMF
2 ⊕c

GMF
3 ,

P
GMF
l � l

MLP
0 ⊕l

MLP
1 ⊕l

MLP
2 ⊕l

MLP
3 ,

q
MLP
c � c

MLP
0 ⊕c

MLP
1 ⊕c

MLP
2 ⊕c

MLP
3 ,

φGMF
� P

GMF
l Θq

GMF
c ,

φMLP
� zLW

T
L zL−1 ...z2 W

r
2

pMLP
l

qMLP
c

  + b2 ...   + bL,

Aout � Softmax φEGMF

φMLP  Θ φEGMF

φMLP ,

yk � σ h
T

Aout + b .

(8)

In the formula, ⊕ represents connections; liGMF and
liMLP represent the learner eigenvectors of the GMF and
MLP models, l0, l1, l2, l3 , respectively, corresponding to
{learner_id, sex, profession, job}; ciGMF and ciMLP repre-
sent the course resource eigenvectors of the models,
c0, c1, c2, c3 , respectively, corresponding to
curriculum_id, name, complexity, label ; the piGMF,
piMLP, qcGMF, and qcMLP represent the learner and
course resource feature vector with auxiliary information for
the GMF and MLP models; φMLP and φEGMF, respectively,
represent the underlying feature relationships learned
through the MLP and GMF models. From the model, the
whole model process uses the learner and course auxiliary
information, which jointly determines the prediction rec-
ommendation performance of the model.
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Figure 1: *e DCF model structure.
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3.2. Online Learning Resource Recommendation Based on
ADCF. From the above analysis, the online learning re-
source recommendation model based on ADCF is designed,
as shown in Figure 2. *e model input layer includes the
relevant information of the learner and the course, whose
input form is the behavioral sequence of the learner-course
X � X1, X2, X3, ...XN . Among these, Xi represents the ith
behavior 〈Learneri,Coursei〉. Learneri contains information
about learners’ ID, gender, occupation, and Coursei contains
course ID, label, name, etc.

*e encoding layer transforms input information via one
hot to embedding feature demo [15]. Taking learner sex as an
example, male is coded as [1, 0] and female as [0, 1].

*e embedding layer first initializes a embedding matrix
about sex, with a matrix size of 2∗d, where 2 indicates
possible sex values and d indicates the embedding dimen-
sion. With the above operation, the intractable category
feature is able to be converted into tractable vectors. For
course and learner features, encoding includes course ID,
name, complexity, tag, and learner ID, gender, major, oc-
cupation. Embedding corresponds to a length of 16, so the
total embedding length is 16∗ 8 � 128 and the output matrix
dimension is 1∗m∗ n. *en, the auxiliary information
(m − 1)·n is added through the flattening operation to extend
the length to m · n, where m represents the input length, n
indicates the potential feature length, and the embedding
layer input scale extends from (1,1, n) to (1, m, n).

*e feature extraction layer uses GMF and MLP to
extract linear and nonlinear relationships between the
learners and the course, the GMF model takes the implicit
feature vector point multiplication of the user and the
project as the output result, and theMLPmodel connects the
flattening results beginning to end as the output results into
the neural network. *e activation function of the neural
network adopts the ReLU function [16].

*e pooling layer adopts the maximum pooling adjusted
feature size so that the output vector of the GMF model and
the MLP model reaches the same size through the pooling
layer.

*e feature splice layer was splicing to splicing the
feature information extracted from the GMF and MLP
models. *e attention layer assigns the splice weights and
inputs the assignment results into the neural network layer.
*e neural network layer loss function follows the cross-
entropy loss function of the DCF model, adjusted for by
backpropagation of the weights of each layer [17]. *e
output layer follows the sigmoid function as an activation
function and maps the output values to a certain range for
recommendation.

4. Simulation Experiment

4.1. Experimental Environment Construction. *is experi-
ment was carried out on the NVIDIA distributed framework
and CUDA parallel computing platform with Sele-
nium+Web Driver, installation of Chorme80.03987.132,
compilation environment Python3.6, compiler PyCharm,
and dependent module Requests2.21.0, Beautiful Soup,
Selenuim, etc.

4.2. Data Preprocessing. Considering the large number of
crawled datasets, computer-class-related data were selected
to construct experimental datasets, and learners with in-
teractions greater than 20 were selected as the main study
subjects.*rough statistical collation, 878 computer courses,
3,066 learners, and 203,987 learner history data were ob-
tained. *e distribution of course interaction number and
number of learners is shown in Figure 3.

4.3. Dataset Construction. Online learning resource rec-
ommendation is actually a disclassification problem of
predicting whether a learner will learn course [18]. Online
learning resource recommendation is actually a dis-
classification problem of predicting whether a learner will
learn course [18, 19]. If the missing samples in the dataset are
taken by default to positive samples, it can easily lead to an
unbalanced dataset. *erefore, to solve this problem, this
paper selects some samples as negative samples by random
uniform sampling from the missing values.

Considering the certain sequence relationship between
learner history learning records, the first n − 1 records were
used as the training set and the last effective interaction n as
the test set. *e model was trained by using the training set,
and its performance was detected using the validation set.
*e validation set consists of 100 courses and splicing test set
data randomly drawn from the no-interaction course. For
experimental convenience, the batch size trained by the
model is set to the effective number of interactions n − 1 per
learner.

4.4. Evaluating Indicator. Hit Ratio, HR and Normalized
Discounted Cumulative Gain, and NDCG were used as the
indicators to evaluate model performance, calculated as
formula (9) and formula (10) [20–22]:

HitRatio@K �
NumberOf Hits@K

|GT|
× 100%, (9)

NDCGk �
DCGk

IDCGk

, (10)

IDCGk � 

k

i�1

1
1og

1+i
2

, (11)

DCGk � 
k

i�1

2reli
− 1

1og
i+1
2

, (12)

CGk � 
k

i�1
reli. (13)

In equation (9), HitRatio @K represents the hit rate, the
number of tests predicted in the Top-k list per learner, and the
denominator represents the number of test sets. In equation
(10) ∼ equation (13), i represents the position in the recom-
mended list; k represents the k value in Top-k; CGk represents
the cumulative gain; and reli represents the correlation of the
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recommended result in position i. In this paper, reli� 1 in-
dicates hits, and reli� 0 indicates misses. DCGk represents the
cumulative damage gain, so when reli� 1, DCGk is calculated
as formula (14) and when reli� 0, DCGk is calculated as
formula (15). IDCGk represents the idealized loss gain, with all
predicted hits, reli� 1, so the IDCGk calculationmethod can be
rewritten as in formula (16).

DCGk � 

k

i−1

21 − 1
1ogi+1

2
� 

k

i−1

1og2
1og(i + 1)

, (14)

DCGk � 

k

i−1

20 − 1
1ogi+1

2
� 0, (15)
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IDCGk � 
k

i−1

1
1og1+i

2
. (16)

4.5. Parameter Setting. In this experiment, the model
learning rate was set at 0.001, the number of iterations was
20, and the predicted number was k� 10. *e model adopts
the cross-entropy loss function, which is calculated by the
formula as follows [23, 24]:

L(Y, P(Y|X)) � −1ogP(Y|X) � −
1
N



N

i−1


M

j−1
yij1og Pij .

(17)
In the formula, X represents the input variable, Y the

output variable, L the loss function, N the input sample size,
and M the number of possible categories. *e yij is a binary
indicator indicating whether the category j enters the real
category of the instance xi. *e pij represents the probability
that the model predicts that the input instance xi belongs to
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the category j. In this paper, the recommendation results
include recommendations and disapproval, which are in-
dicated by 1 and not by 0. *us, formula (17) can be
overwritten as

L(loss) �
1
N



N

i−1
yi1ogpi + 1 + yi( 1og 1 − pi( ( . (18)

In the formula, yi represents the real category of the
input instance xi, pi indicates the probability that the
predicted input instance xi belongs to category 1, and L
(loss) represents the logarithmic loss average for each
sample. *e cross-entropy function is used to measure the
similarity of yi and pi.

4.6. Experimental Result

4.6.1. Analysis of Parameters on Model Performance. *is
experiment was used to explore the influence of different
parameters on the model performance. Figures 4 and 5 are
the changes in the HR and NDCG indicators at the different
number of iterations, respectively. According to the figure,
with the same number of iterations, the DCF and ADCF
models performed better on the HR and NDCG indicators
compared to the IUNeu and NeuCF models, and the DCF
and ADCF models also showed better and more stable
performance with the number of iterations increasing. *e
proposed ADCF model adds the attention mechanism to
extract the features and perform the best.
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For different recommended courses k, the recommended
performance of different models is Figures 6 and 7. As shown
in the figure, increased with k values, the HR and NDCG
metrices of the ADCF, DCF, and NeuCF models were
gradually increased, showing that themodel recommendation
effect is getting better. At the same k values, the ADCF model
outperformed the DCFmodel than theNeuCF and the IUNeu
model and the ADCF model, showing that the ADCF model
recommended the best effect.*us, it shows that the proposed
ADCF model recommends the best performance.

HR and NDCG indicators for different models under
different negative sampled num-neg values are compared in
Figures 8 and 9, respectively. From the figure, the value

range of negative sampling n is [1, 10], and the recom-
mended effect of different models is optimal when n� 4.
Overall, the proposed ADCGmodel has smaller fluctuations
in the HR and NDCG metrics as compared to the DCF and
NeuCF models. *is shows that the overall ADCF model
generally has better recommended performance.

4.6.2. Model Performance Analysis. To validate the per-
formance of the proposed model, the test results of dif-
ferent models such as IUNeu, NeuCF, and DCF were
tested with the proposed models on the experimental
dataset, as shown in Table 1. According to the table, the
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proposed model performs best on the HR and NDCG
indicators, reaching 0.626 and 0.339, compared to the
IUNeu model, respectively; HR and NDCG indicators
increased 1.79% and 1.86%, respectively; compared with
the NeuCF, it was increased by 2.17% and 2.32% on the
HR and NDCG indicators, respectively; compared to the
DCF models, it was increased by 1.31% and 1.25%,
respectively.

In terms of time indicators, the proposed ADCF model
has improved both the training time and the validation time
of the dataset compared to the comparisonmodel; compared
to the DCF and NeuCF models, the average total training
time increased by 1 s and 2.6 s, the average total validation
time per iteration was increased by 0.5 s and 0.2 s, respec-
tively. *e reason for the analysis is that the proposed model
introduces an attention mechanism in the characteristic
splicing layer, so its temporal performance decreases, but the
overall effect is small.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, an attention-based deep collaborative online
learning resource recommendation method is proposed; it
can realize the accurate recommendation of online learning
resources. Compared with the proposed former DCF model,
the proposed ADCF model was improved by 1.31% and
1.25% on the HR and NDCG indicators, respectively;
compared with the IUNeu and NeuCF models, the proposed
ADCFmodel was improved by 1.79% and 1.86%, 2.17%, and
2.32% on the HR andNDCGmetrics, respectively, which has
some practical application value. *is paper presents a
preliminary study of online learning resource recommen-
dation, but the study is still in its infancy, and there are some
problems to be improved. For example, when there is one
feature fusion method, a splicing method is adopted, while
there are many feature fusion methods, different fusion
methods are suitable for different models. *erefore, mul-
tiple ways should be explored to choose the best fusion
methods. Next step, it will be optimized from the above
deficiencies to further improve the recommendation effect of
online learning resources.
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To address the problem of low efficiency of existing forecastingmodels for market risk warning, a market risk early-warningmodel
based on improved LSTM is suggested utilizing the whale optimization algorithm (WOA) to optimize the number of hidden layer
neurons and time step parameters of long short-term memory. 'e proposed market risk early-warning model is validated by
using 40 real estate companies as the research subjects and 20 relevant variables such as gross operating income, net profit asset
growth rate, and total asset growth rate as indicators. 'e results demonstrate that the proposed model’s prediction accuracy for
market risk is greater than 96% and that when compared to the standard CNN and LSTM models, the suggested model’s
prediction accuracy for corporate finance from 2012 to 2019 is increased by 14% and 12%, respectively, and the prediction
accuracy for corporate finance in 2020 is improved by 22% and 7%, respectively, which has certain practical application value
and superiority.

1. Introduction

In recent years, affected by the trade war between China and
the USA and the global coronavirus pandemic, the real estate
industry across the country has been severely impacted and
caused varying degrees of bubbles and other problems,
putting the real estate market and the entire national
economy in jeopardy. To ensure a healthy and stable de-
velopment, macroregulation based on early-warning in-
formation provided by the real estate market is crucial. To
this end, based on Internet big data, Jiang et al. suggested a
support vector machine-based (SVM) real estate market risk
early-warning model [1]. China A-share listed real estate
companies in 2019 are used as the study subjects. Using the
random forest algorithm to select five important feature
dimensions, current ratio, equity financing ratio, operating
income, current liability ratio, and receivables’ turn, the
financing risk prediction of real estate companies is achieved
by collecting the relevant companies’ financial information
from 2010 to 2019 and supplementing the risk sample data
from 2005 to 2010. Using Philadelphia as the study object,

Junchi et al. suggested an improved regression tree (BRT) for
merging urban data, including metadata and image data,
with home features to estimate the market value of Phila-
delphia housing at the projected level [2]. Alvarez et al.
proposed to forecast house values, using publicly available
information on geography, city characteristics, traffic, and
real estate for sale by a tree-based incremental learning
model and allowing for early warning of real estate risk.
Using massive datasets for training and incremental learning
to deliver accurate price projections on a daily basis, the
model’s prediction accuracy was enhanced [3]. Garćıa-
Magariño and Lacuesta analyzed and predicted the possible
buying and selling behavior in the real estate market based
on agent’s simulation tool, by taking Spanish real estate as a
research object and simulating real estate transactions,
which can effectively warn the market risk in the real estate
industry [4]. Zhou et al. assessed the real estate market’s
internal and external environments and a PSO-SVMmodel-
based, and the real estate risk early-warning model was
proposed, which accurately predicts cyclical real estate risk
in Beijing and has good early-warning performance [5].
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Based on the DEA-Malmquist method, Chen et al. predicted
corporate assets by analyzing the inventory manifestation of
the Chinese real estate industry from 2005–2015, concluding
that there may be zombie enterprises and the risk of future
unemployment [6]. Kamara et al. proposed a new hybrid
neural network model with CNN attention (CNNA) and
bidirectional LSTM (BLSTM)-based modules to extract
features to tackle the Day-of-Market (DOM) prediction
problem [7]. According to the estimated distribution of the
characteristics, confidence intervals for the four properties in
the dataset were derived from percentile Bootstrap confi-
dence intervals (CI) or percentile bias-corrected accelera-
tions’ (BCA) Bootstrap CI. Finally, proposed method’s
superiority to the DOM prediction problem was demon-
strated and the prediction accuracy reached 87% by con-
ducting experiments on the dataset of a well-known real
estate agency in Shanghai. By investigating the association
between financial stability and real estate price volatility in
China and utilizing detrended cross-correlation analysis, Liu
et al. proved the interrelationship between financial stability
and the real estate market [8]. We use multiple fractals’
asymmetric detrended cross-correlation analysis (MF-
ADCCA) to assess scalar features of the correlation between
financial stability and estates’ price volatility to achieve
monitoring and early warning of that. According to the
above related research results, it is clear to observe that deep
learning-based early-warning models have advantages in
real estate market risk warning and can predict real estate
market risk more accurately, with an overall prediction
accuracy of about 80%, but its prediction accuracy still needs
to be improved. 'erefore, this research provides an en-
hanced LSTM real estate market risk early-warning model
based on the LSTM model that utilizes WOA algorithm to
maximize the number of hidden neurons and time step for
increasing prediction accuracy.

2. Basic Methods

2.1. Introduction to LSTM Networks. LSTM is a temporal
recurrent neural network that uses a “gate” structure to
overcome the difficulties of gradient disappearance and
long-term reliance in recurrent neural network (RNN) [9].
Its basic structure is shown in Figure 1, which consists of
input gate, output gate, and forget gate.

In Figure 1, xt denotes the network input at moment t,
ht−1 and Ct−1 denote network output and cell state output at
t-1moment, δ denotes sigmoid function, and the mathe-
matical expression is shown as (1), tanh denotes activation
function, and the mathematical expression is shown as (2),
and ⊙ and ⊕ denote the Hadamard product and summation,
respectively:

s(x) �
1

1 + e
− x, (1)

tanh x �
sinhx

cosh x

�
e

x
− e

− x

e
x

+ e
−x .

(2)

'e network output at moment t is as follows [10, 11].
Input gate:

it � sigmoid Wxixt + Whiht−1 + WciCt−1 + bi( . (3)

Forget gate:

ft � sigmoid Wxfxt + Whfht−1 + WcfCt−1 + bf . (4)

Cell state:

Ct � ftCt−1it tanh WxCxt + WhCxt−1 + bC( . (5)

Output gate:

ot � sigmoid Wxoxt + Whoht−1 + WCoCt−1 + bo( . (6)

Network output:

ht � ot tanh Ct( . (7)

In which, W and b are the relative weight coefficient
matrices and bias vectors.

'e LSTM model is highly efficient, but it is difficult to
find the best combination of parameters due to the large
number of model parameters and the large amount of
computational resources required to combine the relevant
parameters, which in turn leads to poor model prediction
performance [12]. 'erefore, this study employs the whale
optimization approach to improve the model prediction
performance by optimizing the LSTM model parameters.

2.2. LSTM Network Improvements

2.2.1. An Introduction to the WOA Algorithm. 'e WOA
algorithm is an optimization algorithm presented by Seyedali
Mirjalili et al. tomodel humpbackwhale hunting behavior [13].
'e algorithm uses a hypothetical method to represent the
optimal solution, mathematically expressed as follows [14]:

D
→

� |C
→

X
→
∗ (t) − X

→
(t)|, (8)

X
→

(t + 1) � X
→
∗ (t) − A

→
· D

→
, (9)

where t is the current iteration, A
→

and C
→

denote the coef-
ficient vector, X

→
and X∗ denote the position vectors of the

tanh

tanh

δ
ωf ωf ωa ωδ

δ δ

forget gate input gate output gate
ht

Ct
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Ct-1 •
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+

xt

Figure 1: LSTM network structure.
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current solution and the optimal solution, respectively,
denotes taking the absolute value, and · denotes the element
product. When the iteration produces an optimization so-
lution, X∗ will update, and then, A

→
and C

→
can be calculated

by (8) and (9):

A
→

� 2 a
→

· r
→

− a
→

,

C
→

� 2 · r
⇀

,
(10)

in which the linearity drops from 2 to 0 during the a
→

operation, which denotes that random vectors take values in
the range [0,1].

As illustrated in Figure 2, the WOA algorithm’s search
mechanism incorporates a shrinking encircling mechanism
and spiral updating position. 'e specific calculation
method of the spiral updating position is to prioritize the
distance between the whale’s position (X, Y) and its prey (X+,
Y+) to simulate the whale’s spiral movement by establishing
the spiral equation [15]:

X
→

(t + 1) � D
→t

· e
bt

· cos(2πl) + X
→∗

(t), (11)

where ebl denotes logarithmic spiral, b denotes constants,
and l denotes random numbers taking values in the range
[−1,1].

Assuming that the probability of choosing one of the
search mechanisms is 0.5, then [16]

X
→

(t + 1) �
X
→
∗ (t) − A

→
· D
→

, if p< 0.5,

D
→t

· e
bl

· cos(2πl) + X
→∗

, if p≥ 0.

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
(12)

In addition, the WOA algorithm can search for targets
based on random shapes, variables, and vectors. 'is search
mechanism is consistent with A

→
> 1, emphasizes explora-

tion, and allows the execution of global searches, as modeled
below [17]:

D
→

� C
→

· X
→

rand − X
→

, (13)

X(t + 1) � X
→

rand − A
→

· D
→

, (14)

where X
→

rand is the position vector in the whale population.
'e WOA algorithm has fast convergence speed and

strong search capability [18], so it is used in this paper to
optimize the LSTM parameters.

2.2.2. WOA-Based LSTM Parameter Optimization. 'e
prediction accuracy in LSTM networks is mainly affected by
the number of hidden layer’s neurons m and the time step c
[19], so the optimization of LSTM parameters by WOA is
mainly for m and c. Currently, the number of m is usually
determined as an approximate range according to the em-
pirical (13), and the value of c is usually set empirically [20]:

m �

������

(a + β)



+ q, (15)

where a and β denote the number of output and input layer
nodes and q is a constant taking values between [0,10].

'e optimization process of the LSTM network pa-
rameters m and c by using WOA is shown in Figure 3.

3. Market Risk Early-Warning Model Based on
Improved LSTM

Based on the above improved LSTM model, the market risk
early-warning model and its prediction process are designed
in this study as Figure 4. 'e specific operation is as follows.

Step 1: (data collection): collect relevant factor variables
affecting the early warning of enterprise market
risk, which is preprocessed by one-hot encoding
and normalization

Step 2: divide the data into training and test sets
according to a certain ratio

Step 3: create and train an LSTM model; then, store the
LSTM model with the best prediction accuracy

Step 4: use the WOA algorithm to optimize the number
of hidden layer’s neurons m and time step c

Step 5: construct the WOA-LSTM model for prediction
and output the results

4. Simulation Experiments

4.1. Experimental Environment Construction. 'e proposed
model and comparison model are constructed in MATLAB
2019 for this experiment, running on a 64 bit Windows 7
Professional system with Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2620V3

shrinking encircling mechanism

(X*-AX,Y) (X*,Y) (X,Y)

(X,Y*)

(X,Y*-AY)(X*,Y*-AY)(X*-AX,Y*-AY)

(X*-AX,Y*)
(X*,Y*)

A=0.2
A=0.4

A=0.5
A=0.8

A=1

(X*,Y*) D'i

(X,Y)

l

Figure 2: WOA algorithm search mechanism.
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2.40GHz CUP, Tesla K80 GPU, and 8G memory, and the
data are preprocessed by using SPSS software.

4.2. Data Sources and Preprocessing

4.2.1. Data Sources. In this experiment, 40 real estate
companies listed on the Shanghai Stock Exchange from
2012 to 2020 are used as research subjects, among which 5
companies are in financial crisis and the remaining 35
companies are financially healthy. For the crisis sample, if
the sample crisis time period is T, the study period for this
experiment is T-1 years [21]. 'e listed companies selected
for this experiment include five real estate companies such
as Songjiang Group and Yin Yi Group. For the normal
sample, 35 real estate companies, such as China Fortune
Land Development and NACITY PROPERTY SERVICE
GROUP, were selected while ensuring the same study
period. Combining the current situation of real estate
enterprises in China and related literature [22, 23], the
relevant variables selected for this experiment are indicated
in Table 1.

4.2.2. Data Preprocessing. Among the above variables, dif-
ferent variables have different degrees of influence on the
prediction of corporate financial market risk, while variables
that have less influence on the prediction results add data
dimension and reduce the running speed of the model
[24, 25]. 'erefore, to solve this problem, this experiment
uses factor analysis to analyze the variables and achieve a
reduction in data dimension and increase the running speed
of the model by removing factors with low commonality.
'e findings of factor analysis on the following 23 variables
are reported in Table 2. 'e factor commonality of interest
coverage multiple, operating income growth rate, and net
profit growth rate is less than 0.5, indicating that the in-
formation on the impact of corporate financial market risk
cannot be basically extracted from these variables.'erefore,
the three variables were removed from this experiment, and
20 variables were finally obtained.

In order to expand the features, the variables were treated
in this experiment by one-hot encoding. First, expand the data
discrete features to the Euclidean space, and then, encode them
using one-hot to obtain continuous features. Considering that
different variables have different data magnitudes, all data

Initialize related parameters, set the upper and lower
bounds of location of whale group, determine number

of maximum iterations, the population and the
spatial dimension of individual whales dim

Generate the initial pod of whales

predict model by LSTM network

calculate individual whale fitness values based on the fitness function f

p<0.5

|A|>1

spiral update individual whales positions

Reach termination
conditions

Update the location of individual whales

t>tmax

Obtain the optimal number of neurons m and time step c

Individual whales constrict the
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N

N
Y

Y
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Figure 3: WOA optimization LSTM parameter flow.
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magnitudes are normalized in this study to facilitate the
analysis. Finally, the data from 2012 to 2019 were divided into a
training set and a test set in the ratio of 4 :1, and the four
quarterly values for 2020 were predicted.

4.3. Evaluation Indexes. 'e evaluation indexes for this
experiment are mean absolute error (MAE), mean square
error (MSE), root mean square error (RMSE), and

coefficient of determination (R2), which are calculated as
follows:

MAE �
1
N



N

t�1
yt − yt


, (16)

MSE �
1
N



N

t�1
yt − yt( 

2
, (17)

start

data collection

Pretreatment

Training set

Test set

LSTM model

WOA algorithm optimizes the number of hidden
layer neurons m and time step C of the model 

Build WOA-LSTM model 

end

Figure 4: Market risk early-warning process based on improved LSTM.

Table 1: Index selection.

Index types 'e first grade indexes Secondary variables Variable representations

Financial indexes Repaying capability

Interest coverage ratio Interest coverage ratio, _Intcvr
Current ratio Current ratio (%), _Currt

Long-term liability rate Percentage of long-term liabilities. ()_LongDebtRt
Asset-liability ratio Asset-liability ratio (%), _Dbastrt

Nonfinancial indexes

Profitability

Return on assets Return on assets (%), _ROAEBIT
Cash ratio Cash ratio (%), _CashRt

Adjusted earnings per share (yuan) Earnings per share, _BasieEPS
Return on equity Return on equity (diluted) (%), _ROE

Quick ratio Quick ratio (%), _Qckrt
Ratio of profits to cost Ratio of profits to cost (%), _Totprfcostrt
Rate of return on sale Rate of return on sale (%), _ROAEBIT
Inventory turnover Inventory turnover (second), Inventory
Operating revenue Gross revenue

Development capacity Net profit growth rate Total assets’ growth rate overhead rate

Operating capacity

Growth rate of main business revenue Operating revenue growth rate
Fixed assets’ turnover Fixed assets’ turnover
Total assets’ turnover Total assets’ turnover

Operating profit margin Operating profit margin
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)
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In (19), R2 takes a range of (0,1), and the larger the value,
the better the model performance.

4.4. Experimental Results

4.4.1. Model Validation

(1) Operating Margin Forecast Results. Taking the operating
margin of Centralcon Holding as an example, the training
set is used to train the improved LSTM model, and the
training results are compared to the test set, as shown in
Figure 5. 'e anticipated values are consistent with the
change trend of the actual values, and the overall fitting effect
is good, indicating that the proposed algorithm has good
prediction effect.

'e experience enters the indices except the operating
profit margin into the prediction model and constructs the
prediction model with the operating profit margin as the
output for quantitatively analyzing the prediction perfor-
mance of the proposed model. 'e model’s prediction
performance is shown in Table 3. From the table, the sug-
gested model’s prediction accuracy is 98%, showing that it
has a high prediction accuracy and can better forecast the
impact of each index on the operating margin.

(2) Predicted Results for Each Variable. Using quarterly data
from 2012 to 2019 as model inputs and various indexes
(operating margin as an example) as model outputs, Table 4
represents the predictive performance of the model, and its

fit and iteration plots are shown in Figure 6. 'e revised
LSTM model has an excellent prediction effect, attaining a
prediction accuracy of 96%, and the overall fitting effect
between the predicted and observed values is good, as shown
by the prediction results.

4.4.2. Comparison of Models. 'e studies evaluated the
prediction effect of the proposed model with CNN and
LSTM models for each index for each quarter from 2012 to
2019 to ensure that the proposed model is effective, with the
finding displayed in Figure 7. From Figure 7, the suggested
algorithm outperforms the comparison algorithm in all
indexes, and the prediction accuracy is likewise greater,
which is improved compared with the CNN model and
LSTM model, respectively. 'is indicates that the proposed
model can enhance its prediction accuracy by improving the
LSTM algorithm, thus improving the prediction perfor-
mance to some extent.

Table 2: Variable results of factor analysis.

Name Communality
BasicEPS 0.796
ROE 0.57
ROAEBIT 0.754
Netprfrt 0.946
Opeprfrt 0.944
Totprfcostrt 0.747
Currt 0.818
Qckrt 0.790
LongDebtRt 0.683
CashRt 0.778
Totassgrrt 0.777
Invtrrat 0.835
Totassrat 0.738
Dbastrt 0.632
Total operating income 0.62
Fixassrat 0.479
Intcvr 0.096
Netprfgrrt 0.393
Opeinemgrrt 0.234
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Figure 5: Multivariable input prediction trend of operating profit
margin of the improved LSTM model.

Table 3: Prediction performance of operating profit margin of the
improved LSTM model.

Performance evaluation index Value
MSE 23.97
MAE 3.76
RMSE 4.89
R2 0.97

Table 4: Prediction performance of operating profit margin of the
improved LSTM model.

Performance evaluation index Value
MSE 3.83
MAE 17.79
RMSE 19.37
R2 0.96
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For further verification of the validity of the proposed
model, the experiments compare its prediction effects
with the CNN model and the LSTM model for four
quarters in 2020, and the results are shown in Figure 8. As
shown in the table, the proposed model outperforms the
comparison model in all performance metrics, and the
proposed model improves the prediction accuracy by 22%
compared to the CNN model and 7% compared to the
LSTM model. 'e reason is that the upgraded LSTM
model optimizes the LSTM network parameters using the
WOA algorithm, which improves the model’s global
optimization capabilities and prediction performance.
'is shows that the model described in this study has
certain effectiveness and superiority to identify and warn
market risks in advance and take corresponding measures
according to the risks to ensure the healthy operation of
the enterprise.

5. Conclusion

In summary, the predictive accuracy of the improved LSTM-
based market risk warning model can be improved by op-
timizing the number of hidden layer’s neurons and the time
step of the LSTM using the WOA algorithm, and the pre-
diction accuracy can reachmore than 96%, resulting in high-
precision early warning of market risks.'e proposed model
improves the prediction accuracy of corporate finance from
2012 to 2019 to different degrees, by 14% and 12%, re-
spectively. In addition, it improves the prediction accuracy
of corporate finance in 2020 by 22% and 7%, respectively.
And compared with the traditional CNN and LSTMmodels,
it has certain superiority. 'e innovation of this study is to
use WOA algorithm to improve LSTM and change the
previous LSTM parameter optimization method, so as to
better improve the prediction accuracy of the algorithm,
which is also an innovation of this research [26].
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Due to the low efficiency of traditional data analysis methods for massive e-commerce data analysis, an e-commerce data
analysis and prediction method based on the GBDT deep learning model was proposed. Purchase behavior is divided into
another category, which transforms the problem of e-commerce data analysis and prediction into a binary classification
problem. At the same time, we extract 107 features that can reflect the user behavior and construct the GBDTmodel. )e
characteristics include counting class, sorting class, time difference class, conversion rate class, and so on. It follows from the
above that the analysis and prediction of e-commerce data are realized. In addition, the results show that when the learning
rate of GBDT model parameters is 0.05, the number of basic learners is 200, the tree depth is 20, the threshold is 0.5, the
model prediction effect is best, and the F1 value can reach 0.12. Compared with the traditional prediction model based on
logistic regression and neural network, the proposed GBDT model is more suitable for e-commerce data analysis
and prediction.

1. Related Work

)e development of computer technology and Internet
technology has accelerated the construction and popu-
larization of e-commerce platform. In the era of economic
globalization, e-commerce has played a positive role in
national economic and social development. )erefore, the
use of e-commerce can improve business efficiency and
promote sustained and healthy economic development,
which is the focus and difficulty of current economic re-
search. )e premise of using e-commerce to improve
business efficiency is to fully understand the e-commerce
platform, which requires the analysis and prediction of
e-commerce data. At present, the analysis and prediction
methods for data mainly include two categories based on
logistic regression and neural network, and the analysis and
prediction of data can be realized by constructing the
corresponding optimal prediction model using training
sets. For example, Ozgur and Franklin analyzed multiple
linearity in independent variables of the logistic regression
model and applied it to actual data analysis cases [1]. )e

results show that the logistic regression model is easy to
operate in data analysis and can obtain relatively com-
prehensive prediction results. Cioci et al. and Rekha et al.
believed that multiple logistic regression (MLR) used to
analyze categorical variables or continuous variables has a
positive impact on the single dichotomy by reviewing the
statistical methods of adjusting baseline differences in
nonrandom studies [2, 3]. It can be seen that the data
analysis can be realized according to the data format. [4]
realized the prediction of Indian stocks by analyzing the
data of Indian stocks based on the advantages of machine
learning, especially the recurrent neural network, which
can better extract the features of text and data [4, 5]. On the
basis of deep learning, Son et al. and Jin et al. adopted the
LSTMmodel to achieve spatiotemporal data prediction and
conducted visual analysis [6, 7]. Guo et al. and Agafonov
realized the prediction of microinternal leakage by ana-
lyzing the data of hydraulic cylinder based on the neural
network model [8, 9]. )e above method has made some
research results in data analysis and prediction. However,
due to the huge amount of e-commerce data, the data
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structure is complex and the data characteristics are rich; if
the above method is used to analyze e-commerce data,
there is usually a problem of the low efficiency of data
analysis, prediction, or the accuracy of prediction. In order
to solve the above problems, this paper, with the help of the
gradient boosting decision tree (GBDT) model, which has
the advantages of high prediction accuracy, few parame-
ters, and stable training process, an e-commerce data
analysis and prediction method based on GBDT deep
learning model is proposed.

2. Introduction to GBDT Model

)e GBDT model is an iterative decision tree algorithm,
consisting of multiple decision trees as the base learner. )e
accuracy of the whole model is improved by trying to reduce
the deviation of each decision tree. For the regression and
classification problems, the decision trees adopted by the
GBDT model are CART regression trees [9]. )e CART
regression tree is generated by traversing all the data features
and dividing the data set into nodes in turn. Firstly, the
features are selected according to the least square error, then
each region is divided into two regions, and finally, the mean
value of the current region is output to establish a regression
tree [10]. )e steps are as follows:

(1) Suppose the training dataset isD, the feature with the
least square error is j, and the corresponding par-
tition node is s. Solve (1) to obtain the optimal
partition feature.

min
j,s

min
c1


xi∈R1(j,s)

yi − c1( 
2

+ min
c2


xi∈R2(j,s)

yi − c2( 
2⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦.

(1)

(2) Select the best (j, s) to divide regions and output
corresponding region values:

R1(j, s) � x|x
(j) ≤ s R2(j, s) � x|x

(j) > s 

cm �
1

Nm


x1∈Rm(j,s)

yi, x ∈ Rm, m � 1, 2.
(2)

(3) Repeat the above operations for the two divided
regions until the termination conditions are met.

(4) Divide the input space into R1, R2, . . . , RM subre-
gions, whereM is the number of subregions, and the
final decision tree is generated.

f(x) � 
M

i�1
cmI x ∈ Rm( . (3)

2.1.GradientBoostingTree. )eGBDTmodel usually adopts
gradient boosting tree to optimize the model learning
process. Using the negative gradient of loss function as the

descent mode, the regression tree can be constructed rapidly.
)e generation method of gradient boosting tree is as
follows:

(1) Set input training dataset as
T � (x1, y1), (x2, y2), ..., (xN, yN)  and loss func-
tion as L(y, f(x)). )en, initialize fo(x) � 0.

(2) Calculate the pseudo-residual of sample
i � 1, 2, ..., N according to the following formula
[11]:

rmi � −
zL y, f xi( ( 

zf xi( 
 

f(x)−fo(x)

. (4)

(3) Conduct fitting learning for the residuals and then
obtain a regression tree hm(x), m � 1, 2, ...M.

(4) Update:

fm(x) � fm−1 + hm(x). (5)

(5) Finally, get the gradient boosting tree:

fM(x) � 
M

m−1
hm(x). (6)

2.2. Selection of Loss Function. Common loss functions in-
clude squared error, hinge loss, and logistics regression loss.
)emathematical expressions are shown in formulas (7)–(9)
[12]. Among them, squared error loss function is mainly
used for regression model, and hinge loss function is mainly
used for SVM classifier.)erefore, this paper adopts logistics
regression loss function as GBDT model loss function.

L(y, f(x)) � 
n

i�1
f xi(  − yi( 

2

L(x, f(x)) � 

n

i�1
max 0, 1 − yi ∗f xi( ( 

L(y, f(x)) � 
n

i�1
1og 1 + exp −yi ∗f xi( (( .

(7)

2.3. Classification Method of GBDT Model. Above all, the
classification calculation process of GBDT model using lo-
gistics regression loss function can be summarized as
follows:

(1) Let the training dataset be T � (x1, y1),

(x2, y2), . . . , (xN, yN)}, and the loss function be
L(y, f(x)) � 1n(1 + exp(−2yf(x))), y ∈ 0, 1{ };
initialize:

f0(x) �
1
2
1n

P(y � 1|x)

P(y � 0|x)
. (8)

(2) Calculate the pseudo-residual of sample
i � 1, 2, . . . , N:
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rmi �
2yi

1 + exp 2yifm−1 xi( ( 
. (9)

(3) Adopt regression tree to fit (12) and then obtain the
leaf node region Rmj, j � 1, 2, . . . , J of m trees.

x1, rm1( , x2, rm2( , . . . , xN, rmN(  . (10)

(4) Calculate j � 1, 2, . . . , J, i � 1, 2, . . . , N:

cmj �
xi∈Rmj

rmj

xi∈Rmj
rmj



 2 − rmj



 

, (11)

where m � 1, 2, . . . , M.
(5) Update:

fm(x) � fm−1(x) + 

J

j−1
cmjI x ∈ Rmj . (12)

(6) Finally, get the classification tree:

f(x) � 
M

m−1


J

j−1
cmjI x ∈ Rmj . (13)

(7) Use the difference between the predicted category
probability value and the real probability value to fit
the loss, then obtain the probability of different
categories, and select the prediction category with
high probability [13].

P(y � 1|x) �
1

1 + exp(−2f(x))
,

P(y � 0|x) �
1

1 + exp(2f(x))
.

(14)

3. E-Commerce Data Analysis and Prediction
Model Based on GBDT

Based on the above GBDTmodel analysis, the design of the
e-commerce data analysis and prediction method is as
follows:

(1) Firstly, delete missing values and desensitize all se-
lected e-commerce data. )en, for better data
analysis and prediction, the overall distribution of
the data is described to obtain the distribution of user
behavior.

(2) User browsing, collection, and additional purchase
behavior are divided into one category. Purchase
behavior is divided into another category. In addi-
tion, the problem is converted into binary classifi-
cation problem.

(3) Select the features that can reflect the data to build
the GBDT model and initialize the parameters of
GBDTmodel, including learning rate, the number of
base learners, thresholds, and others.

(4) Use the training set to train the GBDT model and
tune the model parameters by random search [14].
When the model reaches the maximum number of
iterations or optimal parameters, the training is
stopped, and the optimal model is output.

(5) Use the optimal model obtained by training to
predict the data to predict and then output the
prediction result.)us, the analysis and prediction of
e-commerce data are realized.

4. Simulation Experiment

4.1. Construction of Experimental Environment. )is ex-
periment is carried out on 64 bit Windows 7 operating
system, and the GBDTmodel is constructed on Python and
TensorFlow framework. )e CPU is Intel(R)Core(TM) i7-
7770hq 2.8GHz with 8GB memory.

4.2. Data Sources and Processing

4.2.1. Data Sources. Select tianchi offline competition data
as the experimental dataset to predict user purchase data on
December 19, 2014. )is dataset includes the historical
e-commerce behavior data of 20,000 users on the complete
collection of goods fromNovember 18 to December 18, 2014
[15]. Its source data include user behavior dataset D and
product subset P on the complete collection of goods.
Dataset D contains 4758484 kinds of commodities and 4
behavior types where a total of 9557 commodity categories
are missing commodity spatial identification [16]. )e field
description is shown in Table 1, and some data are shown in
Table 2. Dataset P contains 422858 kinds of commodities.
Here, the spatial identification of 1,054 commodity cate-
gories is missing. )e field description is shown in Table 3,
and some data are shown in Table 4.

4.2.2. Data Description. For better data analysis and pre-
diction, it is necessary to understand the overall distribution
of data. First, the operational purchase conversion rate of the
data is calculated, that is, the proportion of the user’s
purchase behavior to its total behavior [17]. )rough cal-
culation, the complete behavior distribution of commodities
is obtained as shown in Figure 1. It can be seen from the
figure that users’ browsing behavior on the complete col-
lection of goods accounts for the largest proportion among
all behaviors. Except for the abnormal behavior on De-
cember 12, the user’s behavior on other days is relatively
stable. )e analysis of the reason for the abnormal behavior
on December 12 is related to the promotion of “Double 12”
on e-commerce platform.

Figure 2 shows the behavior distribution of users on a
subset of goods. It can be seen from the figure that the user’s
behavior on the subset of goods is mainly browsing. )e
number of behaviors on December 12 is higher than that on
other dates, which is related to the promotion of “Double 12”
e-commerce platform. Compared with the user’s behavior
on the complete collection of goods, the user’s behavior on
the subset of goods varies greatly.
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Since the purpose of this paper is to predict the user’s
purchase behavior on e-commerce platforms to achieve
accurate product recommendation, this paper focuses on
the distribution of users’ purchase behavior. Figure 3
shows the user’s purchase behavior on the complete
collection of goods, and Figure 4 shows the user’s pur-
chase behavior on the subset of goods. It can be seen from
Figure 5 that the distribution of users’ purchasing be-
haviors on the complete collection of goods is relatively
stable, stable at about 7000. )e number of purchases
jumped to 30,000 on December 12th. It can be seen from
Figure 5 that the fluctuation range of users’ purchasing
behavior distribution on the subset of goods is larger than

that on the complete collection of goods. )e purchasing
behavior of users on November 22, November 28, and
December 22 is quite different from the usual purchasing
behavior, reaching more than 4000.

To further analyze the user behavior, this paper studies
the user behavior distribution in 24 hours from the vertical
time dimension. )e user’s behavior distribution in the
complete collection of goods is shown in Figure 4, and the
behavior distribution in the subset of goods is shown in
Figure 6. It can be seen from the figure that the number of
user behaviors is related to the user’s daily life rules [18].
)e number of user behaviors is less in rest time (00 :
00–08 : 00), more balanced in working time (09 : 00–18 :
00), and reaches the peak in the evening (19 : 00–23 : 00)
during leisure time.

Figure 7 shows the distribution of user’s purchasing
behavior on the complete collection and subset of goods,
respectively. It can be seen from Figure 7 that the users’
purchase behaviors are relatively low during 16 : 00–18 : 00,
and the number of purchase behaviors is generally flat
between day and night. )is shows that in the complete
collection of goods, users have clear intention to purchase
goods during working hours, and the purchase conversion
rate is high. )e purchase conversion rate is lower due to the
longer time in the evening. As can be seen from Figure 8, in
the subset of goods, the purchasing power of users is lower in

Table 1: Field description of dataset D.

Field Meaning Note
User_id User ID Be unique
Item_id Commodity identification Be unique

Behavior_type )ere is a many-to-one relationship with commodities

Browse
Collection

Add shopping cart
4-purchase order

User_ geohash )e product category ID of the longitude and latitude area encoded by
geohash where the user is located

Encoded by the GeoHash algorithm

Item_category )ere is a many-to-one relationship with
commodities

Time Time )e format is year/month/day/hour

Table 2: Partial data examples of dataset D.

Item_id Behavior_type Item_category Time
275254735 1 4076 2019-12-08
436∗∗9947 1 5503 2019-12-12
436∗∗8907 1 5503 2019-12-12
536∗∗6768 1 9762 2019-12-02
151∗∗6952 1 5232 2019-12-12
536∗∗∗∗76 4 9762 2019-12-02
2900∗∗061 1 5503 2019-12-12
2983∗∗524 1 10894 2019-12-12
3210∗∗425 1 6513 2019-12-12

Table 3: Field description of dataset P.

Field Meaning Note
Item_id Commodity identification Be unique
Item_geohash )e product category ID of the longitude and latitude area encoded by

geohash where the user is located

Encoded by the GeoHash algorithm

Item_category )ere is a many-to-one relationship with
commodities

Table 4: Partial data examples of dataset P.

Item_id Item_category
100∗∗2303 3368
100∗∗3592 7995
100 ∗∗6838 12530
1000∗∗089 7791
100∗∗2750 9614
10∗∗∗∗072 1032
100∗∗∗∗63 9023
10∗∗∗∗387 3064
10∗∗23812 6700
1003∗∗∗∗7 5827
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the daytime than in the evening, but it will reach a maximum
point in the daytime. Compared with the complete collec-
tion of goods, the distribution of users’ purchasing behavior
on the subset of goods is not stable.

4.2.3. Data Processing. To better predict the user purchase
data on December 19, this paper selects the purchase data on
December 18, which is close to the date, as the basis and
constructs the data characteristic cycle by analyzing the
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Figure 1: Distribution of user behavior in the complete collection of goods.
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Figure 2: Distribution of user behavior in the subset of goods.
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interaction between the purchase behavior on December 18
and other dates. )ere are 6,925 items of purchase data on
December 18, among which 4,662 items cannot be matched
with the historical data of one month, and the remaining
data can be matched with the historical data of one month.
Figure 9 shows the historical data distribution that interacts
with the behavior that existed on December 18. As can be
seen from the figure, the number of interaction data in-
creases significantly in the week before December 18 and

reaches the maximum value on December 17.)erefore, this
paper adopts the data of one week before the forecast date to
predict it.

Considering that part of the user’s purchase behavior on
December 18 comes from the direct purchase on that day,
there is no interaction with the previous period. )ere is no
positive effect on the user’s purchase behavior prediction.
)e previous browsing, collecting, additional purchasing,
and purchasing behavior have a positive impact on the
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Figure 3: Distribution of user’s purchasing behavior on the complete collection of goods.
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prediction of the day. )erefore, this part is selected as the
main target of this paper for prediction.

To sum up, this experiment divides the longitudinal
dimension according to the data weeks, and the horizontal
dimension takes Friday data as the goal to build the model.

November 22nd to November 28th, November 29th to
December 5th, and December 6th to December 12th are split
into training sets. Meanwhile, December 13th to December
18th are split into test sets.)en, the problem is transformed
into a binary classification problem by taking the user’s
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Figure 5: Distribution of user’s purchasing behavior on the subset of goods.
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Figure 6: User’s behavior distribution in the subset of goods (h).
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browsing, collection, and additional purchase behavior as
one category and the purchase behavior as another category.
In addition, because the data on December 12 are obviously
abnormal, they are deleted in order to avoid the influence of
the data on the predicted results [19].

4.2.4. Feature Extraction. It is difficult to mine information
from the existing feature dimensions because the dataset
includes users, commodities, commodity categories, user

behavior types, operation time, and other data [20].
)erefore, in order to better mine useful information from
data, the 107 features of counting class, sorting class, time
difference class, and conversion rate class are selected from
the aspects, such as commodities, commodity categories,
user-commodity interaction, user-commodity category in-
teraction, and commodity-commodity category interaction,
to construct the model [21, 22]. )e characteristics of each
category and their meanings are shown in Table 5. At the
same time, according to the purchase situation of the
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Figure 7: Distribution of user’s purchasing behavior on the complete collection of goods (h).
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corresponding group on the last day, the data are labeled as
follows: 0 means no purchase and 1 means purchase.

4.3. Evaluation Indicators. )e F1 value is adopted as an
indicator to evaluate the e-commerce data analysis and pre-
diction model, and its calculation method is as follows [23]:

precision �
|∩ (prediction set, reference set)|

|prediction set|
,

recall �
|∩ (prediction set, reference set)|

|reference set|
,

F1 �
2 × precision × recall
precision + recall

,

(15)

where prediction set represents the predicted purchase data
and reference set represents real purchase data.

4.4. Experimental Result

4.4.1. Parameter Setting. )ere are many parameters in-
volved in the training process of GBDTmodel, and different
parameters have some influence on model training and

prediction. In order to determine the best model param-
eters, the control variable method is used to carry out
experiments on the positive and negative sample ratio,
learning rate, number of base learners, tree depth, and
threshold that affect the model fitting results. However,
because there is an extreme imbalance between positive and
negative samples of e-commerce data and this factor has a
great influence on the model fitting results, the positive and
negative sample ratio needs to be determined first. )en,
the learning rate of the model itself and the number of base
learners are determined. Finally, the depth and threshold of
the tree are determined.

Figure 10 shows the F1 value changes of the model under
different ratios of negative samples and positive samples. As
can be seen from the figure, when the ratio of negative
samples to positive samples is less than 50, the F1 value
increases gradually. When the ratio of negative samples to
positive samples is between 50 and 100, the F1 value begins
to fluctuate. When the ratio of negative samples to positive
samples is greater than 100, the F1 value decreases gradually.
)e reason is that when the negative and positive samples are
less than 50, the F1 value of the model is gradually increased
as the number of iterations increases and the model
underfitting is reduced. When the negative and positive
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Figure 9: Number of interactions.

Table 5: Feature description.

Characteristic
category Characteristic meaning Characteristic number

Counting Number of behaviors of user/product/product category and interaction on 1/3/6 days prior
to the inspection date 81

Sorting Sorting of commodities and user-commodity interactions 12

Time difference Average time difference between user/product/product category click purchase and
interactive product behavior, and check the time difference of date 11

Conversion rate User/product/product category click-to-buy conversion rate 3
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samples are larger than 100, the model is subject to over-
fitting, which leads to the reduction of its generalization
ability. After comprehensive comparison, the negative and
positive sample ratio of the input model selected in this
paper is 60.

Figure 11 shows the influence of different learning rates
on the predicted results of the model. As can be seen from
the figure, different learning rates have different influences
on the F1 value of the model. When the learning rate is 0.05,
the F1 value of the model is the maximum, and with the
increase of the learning rate, the F1 value of the model
gradually decreases. )erefore, the learning rate of the
proposed model is set at 0.05 in this experiment.

After determining the learning rate of 0.05, the number
of base learners of the model is determined, and the results
are shown in Figure 12. As can be seen from the figure, with
the increase of number of base learners, the F1 value of the
model begins to fluctuate and decrease after it starts to rise.
When the number of base learners is 30, the F1 value of the
model begins to fluctuate. When the number of base
learners is 400, the F1 value of the model begins to decline.
)erefore, it can be determined that the number of base
learners of the model is between 30 and 400, and the
median 200 is taken as the number of model base learners
in this paper.

Figure 13 shows the influence of different tree depths on
the model. It can be seen from the figure that with the
increase of tree depth, the F1 value of the model rises first
and then decreases. When the tree depth reaches a certain
value, the F1 value of the model finally shows an upward
trend. )e final selected tree depth in this paper is 20.

Figure 14 shows the influence of different thresholds on
the model. As can be seen from the figure, when the
threshold is less than 0.4, the F1 value of the model rises
gradually with the increase of the threshold. When the
threshold value is between 0.4 and 09, the F1 value of the
model fluctuates between 0.130 and 0.135. When the
threshold value is greater than 0.9, the F1 value of the model
decreases rapidly. Finally, the threshold of the model is
determined to be 0.5.

In summary, the parameters of the proposed GBDT
model are set as follows: learning rate� 0.05, base learner
number� 200, tree depth� 20, and threshold� 0.5.

4.4.2. Comparison of Prediction Results. To further verify the
effectiveness of the proposed model, the experiment com-
pares the prediction effect of the proposed model with the
traditional logic regression-based prediction model and the
neural network-based prediction model. )e GBDT model
parameters are set according to the parameter setting.
Meanwhile, the prediction model parameters based on
logical regression of the comparison model are set to the
threshold of 0.6. )e prediction model parameters based on
neural networks are set to the maximum number of itera-
tions of 300.)e single training samples are 64, and there are
two layers of hidden layers. In addition, the number of nerve
nodes per layer is 65.

)e GBDTmodel and comparison model are trained on
the training set with a ratio of negative samples to positive
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Figure 11: Influence of different learning rates on the model.
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samples of 55, and the test set with a ratio of negative
samples to positive samples of 60 is used for testing. )e
results are shown in Table 6. As can be seen from the table,
compared with the comparison model, the proposed GBDT
model has the highest F1 score of 0.12, which increases about
50%. )erefore, the proposed GBDTmodel is more suitable
for data analysis and prediction in e-commerce.

5. Conclusion

To sum up, the e-commerce data analysis and prediction
method based on GBDTmodel is proposed in this paper. It
can be seen that the e-commerce data are preprocessed with
missing values, desensitization, etc. At the same time,
according to the user behavior, the browsing, collecting, and

additional purchase behavior are divided into one category,
and the purchase behavior is divided into another category.
)e problem of e-commerce data analysis and prediction is
transformed into a binary classification problem. )en, a
total of 107 characteristics of counting class, sorting class,
time difference class, and conversion rate class that can
reflect the users’ behavior characteristics are extracted to
build a GBDT model. Finally, the efficient analysis and
prediction of e-commerce data are realized. Compared with
the traditional prediction model based on logical regression
and based on neural network, the proposed GBDTmodel is
more suitable for e-commerce data analysis and prediction.
Also, when the learning rate of the GBDTmodel is 0.05, the
number of basic learners is 200, the tree depth is 20, and the
threshold is 0.5, and the prediction effect of the proposed
model is best. Meanwhile, the F1 value can reach 0.12.
Although this paper has obtained some research results,
there are still some deficiencies, which are that the random
search method is adopted to tune the GBDT model pa-
rameter, whose time cost is higher, and the efficiency
generally needs to be improved. )erefore, the model au-
tomatic tuning parameter can be adopted in the future to
improve the efficiency of model training, so as to realize
higher precision analysis and prediction of e-commerce data
[24, 25].
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Educational data mining is becoming a more and more popular research field in recent years, mainly with the help of cross
research conducted by various disciplines, so as to solve various difficult problems in the teaching and education process. In this
paper, we proposed a hybrid approach for student performance prediction. We collected the dataset, including 15 characteristics
of students from three categories (individual basic information, individual education information, and individual behavior
information). Based on the random forest (RF) and simulated annealing (SA) algorithms, we binary encode the relevant pa-
rameters (number of features, tree size, and tree decision weights) as the target variables for algorithm optimization, use the out-
of-bag error as the optimization objective function, and then propose the IRFC (improved random forest classifier) algorithm in
this paper. Compared with other mainstream improved random forest algorithms, the research results demonstrate that the
proposed algorithm in this paper has higher generalization ability and smaller OOB error. (is study provides a methodological
reference for the prediction of student achievement and also makes a marginal contribution to student management work.

1. Introduction

At present, universities have accumulated a large amount of
obvious data in the education of students, such as the basic
information of students, their family situation, and their
grades and scores in various subjects, as well as the specific
information of students’ speech rate and correct rate in
answering questions in the classroom and their attendance
in the classroom. Obviously, these data in the field of ed-
ucation are constantly changing and will grow explosively
with the development of education informatization, so how
to extract useful information from these complex and te-
dious data for data analysis will have a good research value.

It is not an easy task to use modern technology to process
the data resources with huge data size education data and
discover the hidden knowledge accurately.(e emergence of
data mining technology in recent years has provided
powerful technical support for solving such challenges. (e

use of data mining technology to discover valuable data or
relevant knowledge law information from a large amount of
data and the analysis and mining results applied to the
teaching management will have far-reaching significance to
improve the quality of school teaching and education
management level.

Data parallelization processing has become one of the
important issues of the current era. How to combine data
mining work with data parallel processing mechanism for
processing is also one of the major challenges for data
mining work. (e combination of data mining algorithm
and data parallelism mechanism can make full use of the
parallelism mechanism to accelerate the fast processing of
data and also to dig the hidden rules or principles behind the
massive data according to a deeper level so as to understand
the nature of things more deeply.

Educational data mining is becoming a more and more
popular research field in recent years, mainly with the help of
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cross research conducted by various disciplines (such as
computer science, education, and statistics), so as to solve
various difficult problems in the teaching and education
process [1–3]. In the context of the big data era, educational
data mining research will take a new watershed. Educational
data mining involves more working levels, including student
performance prediction, teaching deficiency analysis, stu-
dent adaptive learning ability analysis, automatic student
performance discrimination, and other subdomains [4–7],
and the scope of this paper will be limited to student per-
formance prediction.

(e educational data mining for the specific direction of
student achievement prediction consists of two stages. (e
first period was the last century, when researchers used data
mining techniques for education only in a simple way, and
the scope of application was narrow due to the limitation of
the technology level at that time. (e second period is the
rapid development of the last two decades, with the use of
Internet technology to trigger a change in educational
technology, using a variety of data mining techniques to
promote the development of educational informatization
[8]. EDUCAUSE, the US Association for Information
Technology in Higher Education, has proposed a definition
of educational data mining in the new era of educational
challenges as the ability to use data-based methods to predict
student learning progress and outcomes and to act on them.

In recent years, many researchers at home and abroad
have used data mining technology to study and analyze
curriculum score data. Ei-Halees used a data mining method
to study students’ learning habits and put forward specific
suggestions for improving students’ performance. Ayesha
used the k-means clustering method to predict students’
course understanding level on the basis of students’ test
score set, thus providing a data basis for the construction of
final exam questions. Overall, course data mining research
has attracted a large number of scholars to explore [9, 10].

In this research, the random forest algorithm based on
the decision tree algorithm is mainly used. (e decision tree
is a very efficient supervised learning algorithm with easy to
interpret characteristics. (e key to decision tree con-
struction is to choose which attribute as the basis of clas-
sification, and the typical construction algorithms are ID3
[11], C4.5 [12], and CART [13], respectively.

(e random forest algorithm uses the bootstrap sam-
pling method for M rounds of training and constructs M
decision trees by classifiers (decision trees, SVM, logistic
regression, etc.) to build a random forest and determine the
final attribution classification of the data by voting results
[14]. (e random forest performs well on the dataset and
does not easily fall into overfitting than neural network [15]
while having good noise resistance. Random forests can
handle very high dimensional (large feature size) data and do
not have to make feature selection; they can handle both
discrete and continuous data. Random forests are also highly
adaptable to the dataset; the input dataset does not need to
be normalized. Many studies have shown that combined
classifiers are better at classification, which makes the
random forest algorithm extremely important in both re-
gression and classification. 2014 E Cernadas compared the

actual results of different classifiers on different datasets and
showed that the random forest algorithm was on average the
strongest, getting first place on 9.9% of the datasets. Fer-
nandez-Delgdo M et al. compared various 179-class clas-
sification algorithms on 121 UCI datasets, including
excellent classification algorithms such as the random forest
algorithm, decision tree algorithm, and SVM algorithm, and
the experimental results confirmed that the random forest
algorithm was optimal among all the algorithms [16].

Although the rapid rise of data parallel processing
platforms has enabled machine learning algorithms to be
widely used, many machine learning algorithms are black-
box models that cannot be adapted to certain special pre-
diction research fields. As an important mining algorithm in
the aspect of ML, the RF algorithm can detect data char-
acteristics such as interactions and nonlinear relationships
between data without any preconceptions while having low
generalization errors in many practical application scenarios
and problem solutions. More significantly, the random
forest algorithm is interpretable and can be explained as the
effect of certain importance measures, binary measures or
multivariate dependencies, and other relevant factors.

(is paper focuses on the practical problem of student
performance prediction and academic performance pre-
diction and tries to find out the influencing factors and
prediction models about student performance from them
through the analysis of educational big data.

In this paper, we proposed a hybrid approach for student
performance prediction. We collected the dataset, including
the characteristics of students from three categories. Based
on the random forest (RF) and simulated annealing (SA)
algorithm, we binary encode the relevant parameters
(number of features, tree size, and tree decision weights) as
the target variables for algorithm optimization, use the out-
of-bag error as the optimization objective function, and then
propose the IRFC (improved random forest classifier) al-
gorithm in this paper. (e results of this study will be useful
for educational management, teaching participants, and
individual students and will provide methodological support
for improving student performance. In addition, the results
of our research can be further extended, for example, to
build an early warning identification system and early
prevention and control system based on our research results
or to personalize the curriculum by predicting student
performance and to intervene in the teaching process in
order to obtain an overall improvement of student
performance.

2. Method

2.1. Random Forest. Compared with ANN, regression tree,
and SVM, the random forest algorithm has been proven to
be more stable and robust while also maintaining a high level
of classification in scenarios with missing data [17].

2.2. Standard Random Forest. (e standard RF algorithm is
an ensemble of algorithms such as Bagging and CART,
which mainly performs diverse combinations by using
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decision trees as the basic unit; the final classification result is
output by voting for most single classifiers.

To summarize, there are two parts of the RF classifi-
cation; one is the random generation of input data for each
single classifier by using the Bagging method; the second is
the random selection of feature subsets to obtain the best
classification features through information gain.

In the following, the Bagging method and CARTmodel
of the RF are explained in detail, followed by a detailed
description of the entire workflow of the random forest
algorithm. Subsequently, this paper enhanced the classifi-
cation results on the above foundation.

2.3.BaggingMethod. (e key point of the Bagging method is
that the process of calculating any classification does not rely
on any previous classification calculation process. In each
rating calculation process, a part of data shall be selected for
independent operation based on the original dataset, and the
results of each classification shall be effectively aggregated to
enhance the classification accuracy of the algorithm and
avoid aggregation of unstable learning algorithms [18, 19].

2.4. CART Algorithms. In this study, we first explain the
CARTmodel in detail.(e CARTalgorithm is a decision tree
algorithm proposed by Breiman and Friedman. CART
usually generates a binary decision tree through the Gini
index; it uses a binary recursive model for binary tree
construction; each division will divide the entire dataset into
two sets, resulting in two branching subtrees. (e Gini index
is mostly employed to indicate the impurity of the dataset.
Sample set D’s Gini index is defined as

Gini(D) � 1 − 
m

i�1
p
2
i , (1)

where pi denotes the probability that the data inD belongs to
category Cj. If the binary division of D based on attribute A
will be divided into two subsets, D1 and D2, the Gini index
based on this division can be calculated as a weighted sum of
the impurity of each partition:

GiniA(D) �
D1




|D|
Gini D1(  +

D2




|D|
Gini D2( . (2)

By the above calculation, it is known that the reduction
of impurity due to the binary division based on attribute A is

ΔGini(A) � Gini(D) − GiniA(D). (3)

During the execution of the CART algorithm, the at-
tribute maximizes the impurity reduction.

Out-of-bag (OOB) error calculation is often used as a
common algorithm evaluation metric for classification per-
formance assessment of random forest algorithms because it
is an unbiased estimate, an alternative to the dataset cross-
validation method, and a practical experience which repre-
sents that its measured values are generally of great nicety.

(e smaller the value of OOB error, the better the
classification result of the RF, which is usually expressed as

OBB error �


K
i OBB errori

k
. (4)

2.5. Random Forest Algorithm Flow. Combining the above
Bagging method and CART algorithm, we will explain the
workflow of the RF in detail. (e detailed execution
process of the RF is shown in Figure 1, and the specific
execution process of the RF is shown as follows:

Symbol description: the original training dataset is
represented by D, which is composed of M base at-
tributes and a classification outcome attribute Y.
Input: original training set D and decision tree size K.
Output: classifier model and classification results.
Process:
Step 1: generate training subsets. Using the Bagging
algorithm for the original training set D, N times re-
peated random sampling is performed to obtain a
training subset of size N (where there may be duplicate
data). (e above process is repeated K (such as 10, 15,
and 20) times to obtain the training subset {D1, D2, D3,
. . ., Dx}. (e feature selection is also performed for M
base attributes and O (0≤M, such as 1, 2, 3, . . ., M)
attributes for analysis.
Step 2: for each training subset Di (1< i<K), the CART
is employed to produce an unpruned dichotomous
decision tree recursion. At each intermediate node of
the decision tree, it needs to follow the following rules:
instead of selecting the optimal segmentation features
from all the features, a subset of features is constructed
from a random selection of m features (m≤M), and
then the features corresponding to the best segmen-
tation form (with the largest Gini measure) are selected
from the subset of features. CART trees need to con-
tinue the above process for node splitting. (e corre-
sponding decision tree hi (Di) is finally produced for
each Di.
Step 3: combine the decision trees produced in the last
step to form an RF {h1 (D1), h2 (D2), . . ., hi (Di)} and
test it based on the measured set of samples X to get the
corresponding results.
Step 4: final results for test data X are determined
using the majority voting method and the weighted
voting method for the K-tree classification results,
and the classification error OOB error needs to be
calculated. (e weighted voting method is mainly for
the results of each decision tree weighted statistics, Sc
represents the total number of votes, and it can be
calculated as

Sc � 
K

t�1
Tc,x(X)Wt , (5)

where Tc, x (X) takes the value of 1 or 0. If sample X
results in class c after classification by decision tree, it
takes the value of 1; otherwise, it takes the value of 0.
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After counting by the weighted votingmethod, the class
with the most votes is selected as the final output
classification result of sample X.

(e algorithm ends.
A point worth stating is that, throughout the oper-

ation of the algorithm, the individual variables, such as
the number of resampling N, the decision tree size K,
feature selection value O, and decision weight Wt, re-
main independent of each other and do not have any
dependency.

2.6. Simulated Annealing Algorithm. Metropolis first pro-
posed the simulated annealing (SA) algorithm, and then SA
was applied to combinatorial optimization algorithms by
Kirkpatrick, with the main goal of solving the problems of
overcoming initial value dependence [20, 21]. (e calcula-
tion steps of the simulated annealing are as follows:

Phase 1: generate a random initial solution x0 such that
xbest � x0, calculate the objective function value E(x0),
and set k � 0 and initial temperature t0 � tmax.
Phase 2: if the temperature reaches the stop condition
then skip to phase 3, or else choose xbest randomly from
the neighborhood Nv(xbest) of the current optimal
solution xnew and calculate the associated objective
function value E (xnew), from which the associated
incremental value ΔE � E(xnew) − E(xbest) is derived.
Update xbest by the following equation:

xbest �

xnew,ΔE≤0

xnew,ΔE>0

xbest, othersituations

and e

−ΔE
tk >random(0,1)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

,

(6)

Phase 3: set tk+1 � d(tk); k � k + 1. If the output value
meets eventually the stop condition, the computation is
terminated, or else return to phase 2 to continue the
execution. Finally, the optimal solution xbest is output.

As a general optimization algorithm, the simulated
annealing algorithm has already been widely employed in
many optimization field problems, such as in industrial shop
layout optimization problems, transportation network op-
timization, supply chain optimization problems, atmo-
spheric radiation equation solution problems, loan problem
optimization solutions, and other application levels, which
have good application effect, and in many cases can find the
global optimal point.

2.7. Improved Algorithm

2.7.1. Improvement Ideas. Although the original random
forest algorithm has been able to achieve better operational
results compared with other classification algorithms, there
are still several problems in itself. First, the default pa-
rameters are not optimal choices, especially the weighted
weight parameters, while the traditional grid search method
for optimal parameter decisions is too time-consuming for
practical applications. Second, the algorithm OOB error will
be reduced further and used as algorithm objective function
definition; the number of algorithms for feature selection is
usually predetermined, which may be far from the exact
value. (e IRF proposed in our chapter is mostly for the
above problems to correct.

In recent years, many scholars have also incorporated
intelligent algorithms into random forest algorithms to
achieve good research results; for example, some researchers
combined genetic algorithm and random forest algorithm
for fault detection to reduce OOB outside the bag error [22];
a combination of particle algorithm and random forest al-
gorithm is proposed for feature selection research and has
good experimental results [23]; researchers incorporated
AFSA into random forest algorithm for feature selection as
well as parameter optimization [24], and the simulation
experimental results prove that the algorithm OOB error is
generally small and the generalization ability is relatively
strong, which provides an effective guidance method for
random forest algorithm feature selection and parameter
estimation.

Test data X

Classification
result C2

Classification
result C1

Classification
result Cn

Decision
Tree 1

Decision
Tree 1

Decision
Tree n

Training
data set D1

Training
data set D2

Training
data set Dn

BaggingTest Data
Set D

Vote on
the
best

Classif
ication

Final
Classification

result
… … …

Figure 1: Basic workflow of random forest algorithm.
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In our study, the IRFC is proposed for parameter op-
timization, weight correction, and feature selection to finally
achieve two classifications or multiple classifications. O
value, the more commonly used value, includes

��
M

√
, 2

��
M

√
,

and log2(
��
M

√
) + 1, and it is found in the experimental data

that when the value of M is relatively small, the algorithm
classification effect is the best when the hyperparameter O
chooses log2(

��
M

√
) + 1, but it cannot obtain the optimal

effect at any time. Many studies have started to use KNN
methods, minimization of OOB errors, random combina-
tion of input variables, and other methods to carry out
the optimal value solution of hyperparameter X, with rel-
atively good classification results and with short computa-
tion time and small storage space compared with traditional
methods.

For the output sample classification results, the random
forest algorithm will take the output results of most decision
trees as the basis. In our study, we will give different weights
to the decision trees to further improve the shortcomings of
the traditional algorithm so as to improve the classification
accuracy.

2.8. Improved Algorithm Flow. For the above parameter
optimization, our study proposes a new method for inte-
grated optimization based on the previous study, mainly by
incorporating the SA into the RF execution process, and the
parameters are combined and optimized. In our proposed
method, the objective function is introduced:

f K
∗
, O
∗
, Attributei|i � 1, 2, ..., M , wj|j � 1, 2, ..., K  ,

� argmin(avgOBB error).
(7)

Optimization variables are as follows: K, O,
Attributei|i � 1, 2, ..., M , wj|j � 1, 2, ..., K , where K, P

are real numbers, K takes values in the range [0, 500], and wj
is an integer taking values in the range [0, 15]. Attribute is a
01 variable. Figure 2 introduces the optimization variables,
which are represented using a binary code and consist of
four parts.

On the basis of the above binary encoding of variables,
the flow of our planned improved random forest algorithm
IRFC is shown in Figure 3, and its corresponding flow is
shown as follows:

Phase 1: set the initialization temperature t � tmax,
k� 1, generating a random initial solution X, and let
Xbest � X0.
Phase 2: calculate F � max(1/f) with RF algorithm.
Phase 3:

(1) If the temperature is achieved the inner loop stop-
ping condition, then skip to (2), or else choose xnew
randomly from the neighborhood N (xbest ) of the
current optimal solution xbest and calculate the as-
sociated objective function value f (xnew), fromwhich
the associated incremental value ΔF � f(Xnew)−

f(Xbest) is derived. Update X best by the following
equation:

Xbest �

Xnew,ΔF< 0

Xnew,ΔF> 0 and e
−ΔF

tk

Xbest, other situations

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

> random(0, 1). (8)

(2) Set tk+1 � d(tk); k � k + 1; if the eventually stopping
condition is satisfied, the computation is terminated
and the xbest is output, or else return to (1).
Phase 4: if gen>maxgen, output the best
X∗ � (K, O,Attribute, W). Or else, return to phase 2.

3. Experiment Design

3.1. Data Introduction. Students’ course performance de-
pends on many elements, including their own learning
characteristics, their own professional orientation, the de-
gree of study in the course, the degree of review after class,
the teacher of the class, and other factors. (is course will
incorporate the improved random forest algorithm into the
student course prediction data through the IRFC to enhance
the predicted results for the students’ achievement in each
course; based on this, managers can pay attention to the
factors that affect student performance and pay attention to
these factors in the course teaching process [25, 26]. By
continuously cycling this predict-practice-improve ap-
proach, we can enhance the teaching and learning reform
efforts to make it more scientific and efficient and at the same
time make students’ performance better and enhance their
competitiveness in job opportunities after graduation.

(e dataset for conducting experiments in this section is
the student performance dataset, which is student charac-
teristics collected from our school’s advanced mathematics
course. (e dataset includes 15 characteristics of students,
which consists of three parts: individual basic information,
individual education information, and individual behavior
information. (e classification of student statistical features
includes features such as birthplace, gender (male or female),
place of entrance examination, and direct contact (father or
mother) [27–30]. (e classification of individual education
information includes characteristics such as student grade
level, teaching semester, teaching classroom, student major,
faculty members, and student course subtest scores (in-class
exam scores, midterm exam scores, and practical scores).

(e dataset was obtained by the authors from their class
teaching, which involved a many dimensions collection of
raw data. (e work involved a long time frame and a rel-
atively large amount of work. Subsequently, data pre-
processing was performed on the raw data, including data
cleaning, data discretization work, and data filtering. Due to
the variability and diversity of the collected data expressions,
data preprocessing was required: for data with character-
istics such as “student course activity level,” the data were
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discretized and normalized, and we also cleaned up some of
the abnormal data.

Table 1 introduces the feature information of the student
performance, where the English name, Chinese meaning,
and the result of each feature are explained in detail. Based
on the historical records and student behavior subjects, we
choose the first two years as a training set and trained the
prediction model with the improved random forest algo-
rithm, and then, we employed the the last years of data as a
test set for performance prediction and made comparative
analysis with the real performance. (e size of the student
achievement dataset (three years) is 2002.

3.2. Feature Normalization. First, we normalized the data
features. (e feature normalization method aims to reduce
the numerical difference in the range of values taken by
different features and reduces the impact of the training
model on the units of measure. (e feature normalization
mostly employs linear transform, log transform, or tan
transform to normalize the initial data, thus transforming it
into a smaller public space.

About the student performance dataset, the feature
variables that require feature programming include student
activity in class, student absenteeism, and student course
satisfaction features, while other feature variables are cal-
culated using raw values, such as birthplace using coded
values and gender using the Boolean values coded as 0 or 1.

For the student absenteeism count feature, the feature
programming method is mainly a mnemonic linear trans-
formation using the maximum-minimum normalization
method. In the following, we choose the most representative
example of student classroom activity for a complex feature
normalization illustration.

For the characteristics of students’ classroom activity, the
number of times users raise their hands to answer questions,
the number of times they communicate in class, and the
degree of personal concentration in class are collected for
comprehensive evaluation. In the process of implementa-
tion, the discrete data are first normalized to [0, 1] based on
the log function normalization method, and each factor is
assigned a corresponding weight coefficient to obtain the
student classroom activity data. (e expression of the stu-
dent classroom activity level is

KTScore �
Wjs ∗ log10(JSx)

log10(max JS)
+

Wjl ∗ log10(JLx)

log10(max JL)
+ Wzz ∗ZZFactor.

(9)

Wjs, Wjl, and Wzz denote the weighting factors of the
three factors, which are set by default at 0.4, 0.3, and 0.3;
ZZFactor denotes the teacher’s subjective evaluation score of
students’ concentration; the range of it is 0-1.

3.3. Classification Algorithm Evaluation Indicator. After
proposing an improved random forest model, an overall
evaluation of the performance of the whole model is needed.
(e more common performance evaluation metrics include
accuracy, precision, recall, F-value, ROC curve, and AUC
value.

First, we make some assumptions about the evaluation
criteria: TP (True Positive) represents the correctly classified
positive class, FP (False Positive) indicates the incorrectly
classified negative class, FN (False Negative) denotes the
incorrectly classified positive class, and TN (True Negative)
is on behalf of the correctly classified negative class. N �

TP + FN + FP + TN denotes the total amount of sample
data.

Accuracy, which represents the overall classification
accuracy inside the total sample data, is calculated as follows:

accuracy �
TP + TN

N
. (10)

Accuracy is the most important basic index among all
evaluation indexes, which directly evaluates the efficiency of
the model. (e higher the value, the better the classification
effect.

Recall is mainly the classification accuracy of all sample
data for positive classes, which means the proportion of

1 1 0 0 1 10 0 1 1 1 10 0 0 0 1 1 10 0 0

K O W Attribute

Figure 2: Optimization variables of binary encoding.
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Figure 3: (e overall flowchart of the algorithm of the improved
random forest algorithm IRFC.
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correctly classified positive samples occupying all correctly
classified samples, and the corresponding calculation for-
mula is as follows:

recall �
TP

TP + TN
. (11)

Precision mainly indicates the proportion of correctly
classified positive samples to all predicted positive samples
and is calculated as follows:

precision �
TP

TP + FP
. (12)

(e F-value is a comprehensive performancemetric used
to evaluate the imbalance of the dataset, mainly based on the
combination of precision and recall, where β is used to
indicate the importance of precision rate and recall rate.
Only when both precision and recall are high, the F-value is
higher and also indicates better classification results.

F �
1 + β2 ∗ precision∗ recall

β2 ∗ precision + recall
. (13)

ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) is an impor-
tant criterion for judging the performance of classification
models and is well suited for evaluating imbalance. When
the ROC is closer to the upper left corner, it indicates better
classification results. (e area under the ROC is called the
AUC (Area Under Curve); AUC can also be used to indicate
the criterion for the superiority of the classifier; the higher
the AUC, the better the classification results.

4. Experiment Evaluation

4.1.ComparisonofTraditionalAlgorithmResults. Table 2 and
Figure 4 show our comparative classification using a variety
of basic data mining algorithms in an attempt to analyze the
differences between the various data mining methods. Our
comparison results indicate that the RF has a slight ad-
vantage over other data algorithms on the student feature
dataset but is not significantly different overall.

4.2. Algorithm Basic Evaluation. we can find that in every
index level, the improved random forest algorithm has
obtained almost the minimum OOB error, which shows the
proposed algorithm has strong generalization ability and
higher classification accuracy. Table 3 and Figure 5.

5. Conclusion

In this study, based on random forest, a new method, IRFC,
is proposed, which is proven to have a high classification
accuracy in order to predict students’ performance in
university courses. To enhance the execution efficiency of the
method, the parallelization of the improved random forest
algorithm is subsequently carried out on a big data platform

Table 1: Detailed information on the characteristics of the student performance.

No. Name Feature Introduction of the values
1 Birthplace Birthday National province dictionary
2 Gender Gender {0: male; 1: female }
3 Place of entrance examination Exam location National identity dictionary
4 Direct contact Contact person {0: father; 1: mother; 2: other }
5 Student’s grade level Grade {1, 2, 3, 4}
6 Teaching semester Semeter {1, 2}
7 Teaching classroom Classroom Classroom dictionary
8 Student’s major Major Professional dictionary
9 Faculty staff Teacher Faculty dictionary
10 Student course quiz results Quiz test Average score/100
11 Students’ activity in class Activity Normalize to [0, 1]
12 Student absence Absence Normalize to [0, 1]
13 Number of times students access teaching resources after class Visit resouces Normalize to [0, 1]
14 Number of student discussions in the course Discussion Normalize to [0, 1]
15 Student course satisfaction Satisfaction Normalize to [0, 1]

Table 2: Comparison of classification results of student grades
dataset on each base algorithm.

LR NB SVM GRNN RF
TP 231 214 223 216 230
FN 15 32 13 22 15
FP 28 24 42 34 40
TN 84 88 80 86 77

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Accuracy

Recall

Precision

F

AUC

RF
GRNN
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NB
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Figure 4: (e result of different algorithms of student grades.
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to shorten the execution time of the algorithm. (e main
work of this paper is shown in the following: the hybrid
algorithm IRFC, which combines a simulated annealing
algorithm with RF, is proposed to optimize the performance
of RF comprehensively. (is paper analyzes the current
research status of the random forest algorithm, binary en-
codes the relevant parameters (number of features, tree size,
tree decision weights) as the target variables for algorithm
optimization, uses the out-of-bag error as the optimization
objective function, and then proposes the IRFC algorithm in
this paper. Compared with other mainstream improved
random forest algorithms for comparison, our results
demonstrate that the IRFC algorithm has higher general-
ization ability with smaller OOB error.

(is paper also focuses on the parameter impact analysis
of the improved RF algorithm on the student performance
dataset, and the validation results confirm that the appli-
cation of SA provides auxiliary effects on the effective
performance of our model, which will help to carry out
teaching curriculum reform. In this paper, we have com-
pleted the design and experiments of the improved random
forest algorithm and fully verified the effectiveness and
reliability of the improved algorithm in this paper. However,
there are some shortcomings in our work; for example, the
parallelization strategy is not the most fine-grained parallel
working model. We will improve this in future work.

Data Availability

(e experimental data used to support the findings of this
study are available from the corresponding author upon
request.
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In order to investigate the sources and effects of atmospheric volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in the southeast coastal region
and to formulate effective ozone control policies, 96 VOCs were measured in the southeast coastal region from September to
October 2016 using an online gas chromatograph-mass spectrometer/flame ionization detector (Online-GC-MS/FID). )e
composition, daily trends, sources, and contribution to ozone production of 96 VOCs in the southeast coastal region were
analyzed. )e results of the study showed that the volume mixing ratio of alkanes was the highest, followed by aromatic hy-
drocarbons; the daily variation trend of alkanes and aromatic hydrocarbons was obvious, with a double-peaked feature; propane,
isoprene, and aromatic hydrocarbons in the atmosphere of the southeast coastal region came from liquefied petroleum gas (LPG),
natural sources, and industrial emissions, respectively.)e analysis of the activity of VOCs shows that aromatic hydrocarbons and
alkanes are the most important contributors to OFP in the southeast coastal region, with toluene, m-/paraxylene, and ethylene
being the species that contribute the most to OFP. )erefore, the control of VOC emissions from anthropogenic sources is a
priority for ozone pollution control in the southeast coastal region in the future.

1. Introduction

VOCs can be divided into natural source VOCs and an-
thropogenic VOCs. Reference [1] estimated global emissions
of natural source VOCs at 1150Tg, which is much greater
than that of anthropogenic VOCs [2]. Studies have shown
that natural sources of VOCs are involved in plant growth,
reproduction, and defense and have important effects on
other biological, atmospheric chemical, and physical pro-
cesses [3]. BVOCs are present in low concentrations in the
atmosphere compared to other gases in the atmosphere, but
most of them are highly reactive and can react chemically
with anthropogenic pollutants (especially nitrogen oxides)
under certain temperature and light conditions, resulting in
significant photochemical pollution [4].

At present, the representative models of BVOCs are
BEIS, G95, BEIS2, GLOBEIS, MEGAN, etc. In this study, the

MEGAN2.1 model, which is widely used internationally, is a
model for the emission of gaseous pollutants and aerosols
from natural sources, based on a large amount of experi-
mental data and the G95 algorithm, and further refining the
mechanism and surface data [5].

)e MEGAN model is not only a good replacement for
the previous model but also has higher resolution and can
meet the requirements of both regional and global scale
simulations and has been commonly used in BVOCs
emission studies at home and abroad. Many scholars have
previously estimated BVOCs emissions in China using dif-
ferent modeling algorithms, and some studies have simulated
some regions in China, such as Beijing, Hong Kong, Pearl
River Delta, and Yangtze River Delta, but few studies have
been conducted on BVOCs emissions with high spatial and
temporal resolution for the northern inland regions of China.
)erefore, in this study, the high-resolution leaf area index
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(LAI) and vegetation functional type (PFT) data of the
southeast coastal region were obtained from MODIS remote
sensing images, and the meteorological data of the study area
were modeled with the help of WRF model, and the final
simulation was carried out byMEGAN2.1model to obtain the
high spatial and temporal resolution BVOCs emission in-
ventory of the southeast coastal region [6]. )e results of this
study can provide a basis for future atmospheric research on
photochemical pollution and ozone formation and will help
to improve the atmospheric quality in northern China and
further reduce the impact of atmospheric pollution on the
ecological environment and human health.

)e atmosphere on the Earth’s surface determines the
climate and environment on the planet, and it has a sig-
nificant impact on biological and life processes on the
Earth’s surface; the composition and content of various
chemical components in the atmosphere and their inter-
conversion directly affects the environmental conditions on
the Earth’s surface, where the distribution of certain
chemicals in the atmosphere (e.g., acid rain, ozone) on the
Earth’s surface has a direct impact on the biosphere and has
become a major local environmental problem in some re-
gions [7]. Nonmethane hydrocarbons (NMHCs) are trace
gases produced by a variety of biological and geological
processes on Earth, and although, they are present in small
amounts in the atmosphere, they are decisive for certain
atmospheric chemical processes. )e amount of NMHC
released is 1 273 TgC-yr− 1 (1 273×1012 gC content per
year), and in densely populated urban and industrialized
areas, anthropogenic releases of NMHC occupy an under-
valued position, but globally, the vast majority of NMHC is
released from nature [8], with only a small fraction coming
from the oceans and most of the rest from terrestrial eco-
systems. )e majority of the rest comes from vegetation in
terrestrial ecosystems, especially woody plants, which con-
tribute more than 90% (1,150 TgC-yr− 1) of the global
NMHC emissions [9]. Plant VOCs are mainly volatilized
into the atmosphere through the foliage of plants and have
hundreds of components and structures, but two groups of
compounds account for more than half of them: isoprene
(C5H8), which contains five carbon atoms, and monoter-
penes, which contain ten carbon atoms, such as α_pinene;
the two types of volatile compounds released from plants
total 500 and 125TgC-yr− 1 [10], respectively.

Many plants are capable of releasing VOCs under certain
natural conditions and these compounds play a key role in
the succession of ecosystems, for example, to mitigate heat
stress [11], to protect against insect predation [12], and to
meet the nitrogen requirements of the early stages of eco-
system succession by taking gaseous nitrogen from the air
[13]. VOCs are chemically active and can undergo complex
chemical reactions with atmospheric HO and H2O, etc. )e
rate of VOC release from plants and their atmospheric
content control the concentration of OH ions in the at-
mosphere, which in turn determines the atmospheric
concentration of methane (CH4) and CO, which in turn
influences the radiative balance in the atmosphere and hence
the spatial and temporal distribution of global heat and
precipitation, with a strong impact on the regional and

global environment and climate [14]. On the other hand,
numerous studies have confirmed [15] that VOC has a
significant impact on the photochemical synthesis of ozone
in the near-earth troposphere and that the increase of ozone
concentration in the troposphere can lead to serious eco-
logical consequences such as forest decline and crop yield
reduction [16]; atmospheric VOC also plays an important
role in the global carbon cycle [17]. )erefore, the deter-
mination of atmospheric biogenic volatile compounds
(BVOCs), especially the fluxes of VOC released by plants in
various ecosystems, is important for the successful imple-
mentation of tropospheric ozone control.

Different plant taxa release different types and amounts
of VOCs. For example, isoprene is one of the most abundant
VOCs released by plants, and its release is dependent on
sufficient light and high temperatures [18]. Among the
angiosperms, Quercus, Platanus, Populus, Rhamnus, Salix,
and Eucalyptus are typical isoprene releasers, while Acer,
Citrus, and Magnolia are the main terpene releasers.
Moreover, other genera mainly release terpenoids. Studying
the phylogeny of plants and their interrelationship with
VOC release developed a global VOC release model that
provides a good explanation of the inter-relationship be-
tween the structure of temperate ecosystems and their at-
mospheric environment. However, this model is based on
the species and capacity of different plant groups to release
VOCs, requiring field and laboratory testing and analysis of
a large number of plant species, which is not only a large
amount of work but also results in large differences in the
amount released due to different testing conditions and
environments.

Studies in several regions have shown that VOC release
is significantly correlated with the ecosystem type and
closely related to the environmental conditions in which the
ecosystem is located [19]. Further studies have also shown
that plant VOC release in various ecosystems has an eco-
system succession-related pattern, with early to middle
successional stages of ecosystems having a strong capacity to
release isoprene, and plants with strong isoprene release
mostly being the main components of this successional stage
[20], while later successional plant species are mostly terpene
releasers [21]. Succession is a process of ecosystem devel-
opment that results in a constant turnover of vegetation
types with different community structure and species
composition (different successional stages). During the
succession of an ecosystem, its productivity, biomass, nu-
trient cycling, and energy flow are widely predictable [6]. If
VOC release is linked to ecosystem succession, then a
systematic pattern of VOC release can be identified along the
ecosystem succession sequence, and this pattern can be used
to develop a succession-based VOC release model that can
replace the cumbersome species-based VOC release model.

2. Research Methodology and Driving Data
(Methods and Data)

2.1. Study Area and Emission Model. )e southeastern
coastal region is located at longitudes 113°27′’ to 119°50′’ E
and latitudes 36°05′’ to 42°40′’ N, with a north-south length
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of 735 km and an east-west width of 576 km, and a temperate
monsoon climate. )e study area was divided into 245×192
grids at a distance of 3 km.

)e MEGAN model, version 2.1, which is widely used
internationally, was used to estimate BVOCs in agricultural,
rural, and urban ecosystems. MEGAN2.1 was updated from
MEGAN2.0 and MEGAN2.02, which not only expanded the
emission categories but also added model control processes
[7]. Previous models for estimating emissions of BVOCs
have included one or more “other VOCs” in an attempt to
include all emissions. However, “other VOCs” cannot be
converted to known compound classes, or even frommass to
substance, so this approach has significant limitations. To
address this issue, the MEGAN2.1 model removes the cat-
egory “other VOCs” and converts “other VOCs” into 73
specific categories of compounds. Fi is calculated as follows:

Fi � ci  εi,jχχjρ, (1)

where εi,j is the standard condition for vegetation type j (leaf
area index LAI� 5, solar altitude angle of 60°, atmospheric
light quantum flux transmittance of 0.6, air temperature of
303K, air humidity of 14g.kg− 1, wind speed of 3m. s− 1, soil
moisture of 0.3 m3.m− 3, and sunrise photon flux of 200
μmol.m− 2.s− 1 for the past 24 to 240 h). χj is the proportion
of this vegetation type in the corresponding grid; ρ is the
fugacity factor, usually taken as a constant 1; ci is the
emission activity factor, which is used to correct vegetation
emissions according to changes in surrounding meteoro-
logical conditions (temperature, light, humidity, etc.),
according to the following algorithm:

ci � CCE.LA.cP,i.cT,i.cA,i.cSM,i.cC,i, (2)

where CCE is the canopy environmental coefficient, taken as
0.57 inMEGAN; LAI is the leaf area index; cP,i represents the
environmental regulation parameter related to light radia-
tion; cT,i represents the regulation parameter related to
temperature; cA,i represents the regulation parameter related
to leaf age; cSM,i represents the regulation parameter related
to soil moisture, which is only used for estimating isoprene
and is defaulted to 1.0 for other emission categories; cC,i

represents the emission parameter related to co2. )e
technical route of this paper is shown in Figure 1.

2.2. Data Preparation

2.2.1. LAI Profile. In this study, the 2017 MODIS leaf area
index standard product MOD15A2H was used with a spatial
resolution of 500m and a temporal resolution of 8 d. Arc-
gis10.2 was used to stitch, reproject, crop, and resample the
maps, and then ENVI5.3 was used to convert the output to
obtain LAI data files in the study area.

2.2.2. Types of Vegetation Function. PFT )e vegetation
functional types in this study were classified using the
MODIS land use standard product MCD12Q1 at a spatial
resolution of 500m. )e images were stitched, reprojected,
cropped, and resampled using Arcgis10.2, then were

converted and exported using ENVI5.3 to form a 3 km
resolution grid, with the proportion of each vegetation type
calculated separately within each grid. )e proportion of
each vegetation type was calculated for each grid. Table 1
shows the area distribution of various vegetation types in the
southeast coastal area.

2.2.3. Determination of EF Emission Factors. )e model
applied in this study is MEGAN2.1, where the emission
factors are measured under standard conditions, and the
national emission factor averages [8] are used for the
emission rates of specific categories of isoprene, monoter-
pene, and hemiterpene, while the default values in the model
are used for the emission rates of specific categories of other
VOCs. )e emission factor unit in the MEGAN model is
μg · m− 2 · h− 1, whereas the emission factor unit in the lit-
erature is μg(c) · g− 1 · h− 1 (in dry weight). So, this paper
uses leaf biomass density (g · m− 2, in dry weight) for
conversion.

2.2.4. Meteorologically Driven Data. )is study uses the
latest release of WRF4.0 model data in 2018 as the meteo-
rological driver data. MCIP was used to convert the WRF
data into the standard input data of MEGAN2.1, where the
projection of the MEGAN model is by default the same as
the meteorological data, the Lambert equirectangular pro-
jection. )e variables include temperature data (canopy
temperature at 2m above ground level and surface tem-
perature for differential soil temperature), air humidity data
(air humidity data at 2m above ground level), wind speed
data (canopy wind speed), soil data (soil moisture, soil
temperature), solar radiation (downward shortwave radia-
tion), etc.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Characteristics of Atmospheric VOCConcentration Levels
and Composition in the Southeast Coastal Region. )e
composition of the VOCs varied considerably, with alkanes
accounting for the largest proportion (56%), followed by
OVOCs (13%) and aromatic hydrocarbons (12%).)e top 10
compounds in terms of concentration were propane,
n-butane, acetone, isobutane, toluene, isopentane, ethane,
methylene chloride, acetylene, and n-pentane (Figure 2).

Table 2 shows the comparison of VOC concentrations in
the southeastern coastal region and some major cities in
China and abroad, and it can be seen that propane and
toluene have the highest concentrations in each city. )e
concentrations of these species in the southeast coastal re-
gion are closer to those in Guangzhou and Hong Kong, and
the high concentrations of propane, isobutane, and n-butane
compared to other cities are related to the high number of
buses and taxis using LPG (liquefied petroleum gas) fuels in
the Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao region. Compared to Hong
Kong and other cities in the PRD region, isopentane and
methylene chloride concentrations in atmospheric VOCs
are also high in the southeast coastal region, suggesting that
oil volatilization and the chemical industry contribute to
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atmospheric VOCs in the southeast coastal region. )e
gasoline used in the PRD is mainly composed of lighter
C4–C7 hydrocarbons, of which toluene and isopentane are
the most abundant species, and atmospheric isopentane in
the southeast coastal region may also come from the evap-
oration of gasoline fuels during the production process of the
petrochemical industry. In addition, the source of methylene
chloride may be the storage tank emissions from the chlo-
rination plant. It can be seen that changes in atmospheric
VOC concentrations in the southeast coastal region are
influenced by various sources such as LPG exhaust, oil and
solvent volatilization, and industrial production．

3.2. VOCs’ Daily Variation Characteristics. )e daily vari-
ation of alkanes, most olefins, and aromatic hydrocarbons
in atmospheric VOCs in the southeastern coastal region
shows a typical bimodal feature, with high concentrations
in the morning and evening and lower concentrations at
noon, see Figure 3. )e strong convection in the midday,
the boundary layer is elevated, which is conducive to the
dilution andmixing of VOCs, and the strong sunlight in the
midday consumes a large amount of VOCs in photo-
chemical reactions, resulting in lower concentrations in the
midday [9].

Acetonitrile (CH3CN), a tracer of biomass burning [10],
did not vary significantly from day to day, but its concen-
tration tended to increase in the evening, as shown in
Figure 3. )e concentration of acetonitrile increased sig-
nificantly in individual evening sampling periods, with high
values reaching 2.67 × 10− 9, much higher than the average
concentration level, indicating that episodic biomass
burning occurred in the evening.

Isoprene is an important indicator of emissions of
biogenic (plant-derived) VOCs and its emission rate is
dependent on light and temperature [11]. Isoprene is an
important indicator of VOCs emissions from biogenic
sources (plant sources). )e regression results of MACR and
MVK with 1,3-butadiene were 0.003 and 0.09, respectively,
excluding the factor of motor vehicle exhaust emissions [12],
indicating that isoprene and its oxidation products in at-
mospheric VOCs in the southeast coastal region are mainly
from natural sources. )e results of the regressions were
0.003 and 0.09, respectively, excluding motor vehicle
emissions.

)e daily variation of OVOCs (aldehydes and ketones) is
characterized by single peaks, with high values lasting for a
long time, with higher concentrations between 8 : 00 and 18 :
00 and lower concentrations at night, and with little vari-
ation in concentration, see Figure 3. For example, acetone is
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Figure 1: Technology roadmap for this study.
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the species with the highest volumetric mixing ratio of at-
mospheric OVOCs in the southeast coastal region, and its
source is both primary emissions from petroleum refining
and petrochemical compounding processes [13] and sec-
ondary production from atmospheric oxidation of

precursors such as propane [14]. Due to the subtropical
location of the southeastern coastal region, the strong
midday light, long light hours, high temperatures, and
strong photochemical reactions, and the long duration of
high values of OVOCs, it is suggested that OVOCs in the

Table 1: Vegetation types and areas in the southeastern coastal zone.

ID Vegetation type km2

1 Evergreen coniferous forest 4
3 Deciduous coniferous forest 3
4 Deciduous broad-leaved forest 9563
5 )icket 1542
6 Grassland 81998
7 Cultivated land 101681
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Figure 2: Top 10 VOC species in Zhuhai.
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Table 2: Comparison of VOCs species concentrations between the southeast coastal region and selected cities in China and abroad.

Species Our study Guangzhou Hong Kong Shanghai Nanjing Beijing
Ethane 1.58 3.36 2.34 - 6.97 3.37
Propane 6.05 6.32 3.35 4.81 3.28 3.22
Isobutane 1.88 3.01 2.6 1.43 1.51 1.6
N-butane 3.25 3.69 4.34 2.04 1.69 1.7
Isopentane 1.62 1.05 0.66 2.29 1.12 1.99
N-hexane 0.4 0.62 0.23 0.68 0.67 0.23
2-Methylpentane 0.4 0.61 0.23 0.68 0.34 0.14
Ethylene 1.08 2.78 1.86 - 5.67 4.25
Propylene 0.27 0.69 0.54 0.84 2.45 0.53
Isoprene 0.16 0.07 - 0.12 0.54 0.47
Benzene 0.39 0.95 0.73 1.81 3.14 0.75
Toluene 1.85 4.83 2.56 4.7 2.2 1.02
M/p-Xylene 0.75 0.94 0.60 1.5 0.95 0.29
Dichloromethane 1.42 — 0.90 0.95 — —
Acetaldehyde 0.70 — 1.92 — — —
Acetylene 1.13 2.5 — 3.13 —
Acetone 2.59 — 4.15 — — —
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Figure 3: Diurnal variation of VOC species in Zhuhai.
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southeastern coastal region are mainly derived from sec-
ondary production by photochemical reactions, in addition
to the effects of primary emissions.

3.3. Source Analysis

3.3.1. Species-Specific Regression Analysis. Studies have
shown that the main sources of VOCs can be determined
from the regression analysis of tracer compounds and
compounds with different lifetimes [15]. Propane is the most
concentrated VOC in the atmosphere in the southeast
coastal region, with a mean volume mixing ratio of
(6.0± 4.4) × 0.5. )e regression results between propane and
n-butane and isobutane are shown in Figure 4, with R2 0.57
and 0.78, respectively, and those between ethylene and
acetylene (characteristic compounds of combustion and
industrial emissions) are shown in Figure 4, with R2 0.40 and
0.19. Since propane, isobutane and n-butane are all important
components of LPG, it is clear that propane in the atmosphere
of the Southeast Coastal Region is mainly derived from LPG.
volatilization of liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) [16].

Isoprene is mostly emitted from natural sources, with
some contribution from motor vehicle exhaust, and 1,3-
butadiene is often seen as a marker for motor vehicle
emissions. 1,3-butadiene regression results with isoprene are
shown in Figure 4, R2 � 0.02, indicating that isoprene in the

atmosphere in the southeast coastal region is mainly emitted
from natural sources.

3.3.2. Reverse Trajectory Analysis. )e HYSPLIT4.9 inverse
trajectory model was used to analyze the inverse trajectories
of the air masses during the sampling period. According to
the time resolution of the sampling, one track was calculated
every 1 h. )e inversion time was 72 h and the altitude was
500m. )e track curves during the sampling period were
clustered and analyzed, and five types of inversion tracks
were obtained. )e inland air masses in the northeastern
direction dominated the sampling period, accounting for
33% of the total. )e proportion of alkanes, olefins, aromatic
hydrocarbons, OVOCs, and other VOCs in each trajectory
was calculated and the results are shown in Figure 5. )e
lowest concentration was olefins, which were around 5%.
)e total concentrations of VOCs measured were signifi-
cantly higher when the air masses were from inland (Tracks I
and II) than when the air masses were from the sea (Tracks
III and V). Moreover, anthropogenic VOCs such as aromatic
hydrocarbons are higher in absolute concentration
and proportion than marine air masses when the air
masses are from inland. )is indicates that the con-
tribution of inland air masses to VOCs in the
southeast coastal region is higher than that of marine
air masses and that the influence of inland areas,

Input data strategy=’uniform’ strategy=’quantile’ strategy=’kmeans’

Figure 4: Regression analysis between selected species.
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especially the Pearl River Delta region (air mass I), on
anthropogenic VOCs in the southeast coastal region is
particularly pronounced.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, 96 VOCs were measured in the atmosphere of
the southeast coastal region, and their composition,
daily trends, sources, and contribution to ozone pro-
duction were analyzed. )e results of the study show
that the volume mixing ratio of alkanes is the highest,
followed by aromatic hydrocarbons; the daily variation
trend of alkanes and aromatic hydrocarbons is obvious,
with a bimodal characteristic, and their influence on
the ozone potential (OFP) is mainly from aromatic
hydrocarbons.
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With the in-depth integration of information technology and subject teaching, it is also an inevitable trend to apply modern
information technology to aerobics teaching. In this paper, the N-best algorithm is used in the video and real-time camera in
aerobics, so that the human posture parameters in a single-frame image can be estimated. By using the relative position and
motion direction of each part of the human body to describe the characteristics of aerobics, the Laplace scoring method is used to
reduce the dimension of the data, and the discriminant human motion feature vector with a strong local topological structure is
obtained. Finally, the iterative self-organizing data analysis technology (ISODATA algorithm) is used to dynamically determine
the keyframe. In the aerobics video keyframe extraction experiments, the ST-FMP model improves the recognition accuracy of
nondeterministic body parts of the flexible hybrid articulated human model (FMP) by about 15 percentage points and achieves
81% keyframe extraction accuracy, which is better than the keyframe algorithms of KFE and motion block. +e proposed al-
gorithm is sensitive to human motion features and human pose and is suitable for motion video annotation review.

1. Introduction

In the twenty-first century, modern information technology
has been widely used in the field of teaching, andmultimedia
and network technologies have played a role in achieving
educational teaching reform, which has brought opportu-
nities for today’s physical education teaching reform [1]. In
the practice of physical education, giving full play to the
advantages of digitalization, networking, intelligence, and
multimedia of information technology has given life to
physical education classroom teaching, stimulated students’
enthusiasm, and autonomy in learning physical education
knowledge and skills and has had a multiplier effect on
improving the quality of physical education classroom
teaching. Modern information technology serves physical
education classroom teaching, which plays a very important
role in implementing the new curriculum standards for
physical education and improving the quality of physical
education classroom teaching [2].

Aerobics is an important element in physical education.
+e teaching of aerobics is a very technical and contem-
porary practical class. +e use of modern information
technology can disseminate information to students through

a variety of media such as images, sound, animation, and
text, thus making the process of teaching aerobics simple,
difficult, and easy, and showing students the teaching
content that teachers cannot teach with words in a vivid way,
and can also open up students’ horizons [3].

Demonstration is a method often used in aerobics
teaching, and it is the teacher rehearses the action for stu-
dents to see, so that students have a visual impression of the
action, to facilitate students to imitate and learn the common
method [4].

+e use of multimedia means to improve the teaching of
movement demonstration can make a fundamental change in
the demonstration. +e use of multimedia demonstration
teaching not only has the characteristics of image, intuitive,
vivid, and can be achieved through themedia size, distance, fast,
and slow changes for students to understand the teaching
demonstration, but also has the teacher in the aerobics theory
class teaching difficult to say clearly that students are not easy to
grasp, difficult to understand the content of aerobics knowledge
in front of the students, which helps to teach the key and
difficult points to reach and solve [5, 6].

It is not easy for students to capture the details of the
action.+erefore, to understand the essence of these actions,
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multimedia technology needs to be used to assist students in
understanding. +e use of multimedia technology to assist
teaching can visually show the decomposition and overall
movements for students and synchronized with the teacher’s
detailed language explanation, and students can easily un-
derstand the main points of the movement, laying the
foundation for mastering the movement technology [7, 8].
+erefore, teachers inevitably encounter difficulties in the
actual work of teaching perfunctory or errors. +e appli-
cation of modern information technology for teaching can
avoid the above problems, reduce the teacher’s work in-
tensity and pressure, make up for the teacher’s own lack of
ability, present to students a modern, advanced, and ac-
curate demonstration of technical movements, and give full
play to the teacher’s leading role in teaching.

+e use of modern information technology in aerobics
teaching can create a good teaching atmosphere, a high level
of competitive technology, a beautiful demonstration of
movement techniques, vivid images, and so on, making
teaching vivid, lively, and fashionable, leaving a deep and
unforgettable impression on students, stimulating their
interest in learning and desire for knowledge, making the
learning content intuitive and easy to understand, and re-
ducing the difficulty of learning [9]. For the video and real-
time camera of aerobics, this paper uses the N-best algo-
rithm to estimate the human pose parameters in a single
frame; the iterative self-organizing data analysis technique
(ISODATA) algorithm is used to determine the keyframes
dynamically. In the aerobics video keyframe extraction
experiments, the ST-FMP model improves the recognition
accuracy of nondeterministic body parts of the flexible
hybrid articulated human model (FMP) by about 15 per-
centage points [10].

2. Combination of Aerobics Knowledge

2.1. Teaching Tasks of Aerobics. Task design and establish-
ment are the first step in building the network teaching mode
of college aerobics, using the teaching content to the network
platform to design various teaching tasks. Here, taking the
teaching of mass aerobics as an example, the teacher can
introduce the collective competition mode in the teaching
process, combining with the competition mode to first
stimulate students’ enthusiasm for learning aerobics [11].
First of all, the teacher will make a microvideo according to
the requirements of the designed group competition mode,
show it to the students through the multimedia platform, so
that the students can understand the aerobics learning tasks
intuitively, and, at the same time, give the students time to
discuss and ask questions to the teacher, increasing the in-
teractive communication link before the class.

+e teacher will then design a teaching module to show
all the decomposition teaching videos of each movement of
the aerobics course, and let students watch the decompo-
sition movements of aerobics through the operation of the
computer learning platform, choose their favorite and
suitable group of aerobics movements, and give feedback to
the teacher by voting, while the teacher will choose which

group of aerobics movements to teach in class according to
the students’ voting results. After the movements are taught,
competition protocols are created. Movement routines are
choreographed for students, and competitions are organized
to develop more in-depth teaching content [12].

2.2. Competition Process. After specifying the designated
tasks, we should prepare to start the competition process,
determine a reasonable competition plan for students, de-
compose aerobics movements around specific knowledge
points and considerations, and develop independent aero-
bics competition protocols and competition rules for stu-
dents. Finally, the most organized teaching program is
chosen to start the competition protocol, and the subtask
classification menu of aerobics teaching is set in combina-
tion with the Internet search process, and the process related
to aerobics competition is clarified in combination with the
menu content to ensure the independence of the teaching
design program [13].

2.3. Optimized Movement Choreography. After completing
the teaching preparation phase on the Internet platform,
students should be grouped heterogeneously according to
their actual learning status, and each group should form a
team to participate in the teacher-designed competition.
After the grouping, students also have to rehearse through
aerobics microvideo demonstration teaching to form a tacit
understanding between each other and to guide them in the
aerobics training practice process [14]. After watching the
demonstration video, the teacher will give a focused lecture
for the students, combined with offline teaching, to form an
intuitive impression of aerobics-related movements through
hands-on demonstration and optimize the students’ aero-
bics-related skills ability by combining online and offline
[15].

2.4. Completion of the Contest Content. In the final aerobics
competition stage, the teacher will realize to explain the rules
and precautions related to the competition for students and
emphasize the importance of joint cooperation within the
group by mobilizing the participation of group students.
After the competition, the teacher will enter all students’
competition results into the online platform database for
subsequent teaching assessment use [16].

3. Data Acquisition

Students’ formation and mastery of motor skills are a
direct reflection of the effect of aerobics teaching.
+erefore, it is the key and difficult point in teaching to let
students master technical movements and develop motor
skills as soon as possible. Traditional teaching uses
demonstration, explanation, and practice, but it is difficult
to break through the detailed part of each link, and the
teaching effect is not good. If modern information
technology is used to assist teaching, it can make up for the
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shortcomings of traditional teaching, taking the teaching
experiment as an example: the following is the result of the
comparison experiment between teaching with modern
information technology (1 group) and traditional teaching
(2 groups) as shown in Table 1.

+e above experimental results prove that, with no
significant difference in the students’ own quality between
the two groups, the performance of group 1 students’ as-
sessment is significantly better than that of group 2. We can
clearly see the advantages of using multimedia information
technology to assist teaching.

In the learning process of motor skills, the application of
information technology discipline integration can increase
the amount of teaching information, stimulate students’
senses in many aspects such as visual, auditory, and tactile
senses, and deepen students’ understanding and mastery of
the structure of technical movements and the inner con-
nection between movements, thus promoting the formation
and mastery of students’ motor skills [17]. In addition,
students can also improve their ability to analyze and solve
problems on the basis of understanding movement tech-
niques and develop their ability to investigate and learn [18].

+e teaching of aerobics is highly flexible and requires
high sensitivity, coordination, and appreciation of students.
+e teaching process should take students as the starting
point, keep abreast of students’ need and acceptability,
adjust the teaching plan at any time, and feedback any new
problems found [19]. It is important to be relevant to dif-
ferent individuals, rather than relying too much on modern
information technology and indoctrination in a uniform
manner. +e teaching of aerobics is mainly through the
teacher’s body language explanation, demonstration, and
students’ repeated physical exercises to develop the body and
enhance physical fitness, the course is practical, and the
teaching process includes the teacher’s emotional expression
and the emotional communication between teachers and
students, which is the reason why the traditional teaching
mode cannot be completely replaced [20]. +e use of
modern information technology in classroom teaching is
very significant, and the effect is quite obvious. At the same
time, the use of modern information technology in the
teaching of aerobics class must take into account its ad-
vantages and disadvantages [21]. +erefore, only by rea-
sonably combining the two can we create a lively classroom
teaching atmosphere, stimulate students’ interest in learn-
ing, breakthrough teaching difficulties, enable students to
acquire knowledge through multiple senses, enhance un-
derstanding and memory, provide feedback to improve
motor skills, and improve students’ self-improvement, so
that modern information technology can better serve aer-
obics teaching and bring a qualitative leap to aerobics
teaching [22].

3.1. Program of *is Article. In this paper, we propose a
motion video keyframe extraction process based on the ST-
FMP model and dynamic clustering, referred to as the ST-
FMP algorithm.

First, the ST-FMP model is used to estimate the human
pose parameters of the rth frame image to obtain the set of
human parts p � pu\u ∈ V  by Eq. and obtain the human
motion vector by using Eq., and that is,

fr � fr1, fr2, . . . , frK( , (1)
where K equals to 3d; fri denotes the number of motion
features; Ir denotes the motion feature of the i-th body part
in the motion video.

+en, all motion vectors of the motion video are
combined to obtain the combined vector of motion features;
that is,

fcom � f1, f2, . . . , fKT( , (2)

where T denotes the number of frames of the motion video.
+en, the LS algorithm is used to calculate the Lr score of
fcom to obtain the discriminative motion feature vector,
denoted as fsub .

Finally, the feature curve of fsub is constructed by using
the Lr component vector, and the local extreme points on the
feature function are selected as the set of candidate key-
frames by the principle of extreme value determination,
which is denoted as fc.

In practice, it has been found that when the time interval
between some candidate keyframes in fc is short or the
difference in pose parameters is small, it leads to a large
amount of redundant data in f∼c; conversely, it reduces the
motion representation capability of fc. +erefore, a key-
frame selection process is needed to filter out keyframes.
Considering the good adaptiveness of the dynamic clus-
tering method ISODATA algorithm [23], this paper selects
this algorithm for fc clustering selection.

4. Experimental Results and Analysis

In this paper, the keyframes of aerobics action video are used
as an example for simulation experiments, and the experi-
mental results are compared with the manual extraction and
the extraction results of the latest motion video keyframe
algorithm [24].

4.1. Experimental Data Samples and Feature Training.
First, three students were invited to perform 120 s of popular
aerobics movements twice, and the videos were recorded
with a resolution of 640× 480 using a common webcam at a
sampling rate of 20 frames/s. +en, 300 frames from each of
the six sets of videos were selected as experimental data
starting from the 10th rhythmic beat; finally, each joint
position was manually marked in 1,800 frames as shown in
Figure 1. Finally, 13 joint positions of each aerobic move-
ment were marked manually in 1,800 frames as shown in
Figure 1. In the simulation experiment, 900 frames of each of
the first and second movements were selected as the training
sample data set and the test sample data set.

In the training process, in order to enrich the human action
characteristics of the positive samples, first, image operations
such as rotation (at four angles of −15°, −7°, 5°, 7°, 5°, and 15°)
and mirror image are used to expand 900 training samples to
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10× 900 frame positive sample set, recorded as Φ∗p. +en, by
adding key points at the midpoint of two adjacent joint po-
sitions, the coordinates of 26 flexible human body parts of each
image in Φ∗p are calculated. Finally, the ho g feature of each
human body part is calculated with a ho g unit of 5× 5 pixels,
and the parameters such as φ(I, lu) and ψ(lu − lv) in equation
(3) are determined by linear support vector machine.

4.2. Evaluation Criteria. All keyframes in the test sample set
are manually extracted, and the commonly used keyframe
extraction accuracy as the algorithm performance evaluation
criterion, that is,

accuracy �


m
i�1 δ fi, ri( 

n
, (3)

where n and m represent the number of manually and algo-
rithmically extracted keyframes, respectively; fi and ri rep-
resent the algorithmically and manually extracted keyframes;
δ(.) is the similarity function betweenfi and ri; and the value of
δ(−) is 1 when fi and ri are the same; otherwise, it is 0.

4.3. Analysis of Experimental Results

4.3.1. Comparison of the Effectiveness of Spatio-Temporal
Feature Embedding in Nondeterministic Parts. In order to
test the accuracy of the human body parts in video with the
embedding of spatio-temporal features of nondeterministic
parts, three different ST-FMP model implementations were
used to conduct comparative experiments for two human body
parts, elbow, and knee, according to different error pixel
thresholds, and the experimental results are shown in Figure 2.

Compared with the FMP model, the accuracy of non-
deterministic parts within a certain pixel error range is
significantly improved when the ST-FMP algorithm is used
for human pose estimation in motion video. For example,
with an error threshold of 20 pixels, the accuracy of the ST-
FMP algorithm for the elbow and knee is about 15 and 19
percentage points higher than that of the FMP model, re-
spectively. However, the difference in accuracy is not sig-
nificant when the pixel error threshold is larger (e.g., greater
than 40 pixels) or smaller (e.g., greater than 10 pixels).
Figure 2 also shows that the recognition accuracy of the
elbow and wrist (knee and ankle) is higher than that of the
direct FMP model but lower than that of the ST-FMP al-
gorithm when only the temporal continuity of the nonde-
terministic parts of the upper (lower) limbs is maintained.
+e experimental results show that the ST-FMP algorithm

significantly improves the recognition performance of
nondeterministic parts in motion videos by optimizing the
body part recognition results with the local time continuity
constraint of body parts.

+is paper also compares the performance of the FMP
model [25] and the ST-FMP [26] models and their different
implementations for motion video keyframe extraction. +e
experimental results are shown in Figure 3. From Figure 3, we
can find that (1) when the accuracy error is less than 30 pixels,
the accuracy of the ST-FMP algorithm is higher and more
stable, with an average improvement of about 11 percentage
points than the keyframe algorithm using FMP, and the
keyframe extraction accuracy of the FMP model is still im-
proved by about 3 percentage points when only the temporal
continuity constraint of the nondeterministic parts of the upper
limb (lower limb) is added; (2) when the error accuracy is
greater than 35 pixels, the accuracy of ST-FMP algorithm is
more stable than that of the FMP algorithm; (3) when the error
accuracy is greater than 35 pixels, the performance of ST-FMP
algorithm still improves compared with the FMP model, but
the accuracy is reduced by about 15 percentage points.

Meanwhile, when the accuracy error is 30 pixels and
the keyframes are extracted by the ST-FMP algorithm
with a different number of motion features, the accuracy
curve of the algorithm does not fluctuate drastically in the
interval from 15 to 60 motion features, and the perfor-
mance is stable, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 1: Aerobics posture.

Table 1: Comparison table of aerobics technical assessment results.

Group Total
number

Excellent Good Secondary Pass Fail
Number of
people % Number of

people % Number of
people % Number of

people % Number of
people %

Group 1
technology 40 10 24 10 26 12 30 7 18 1 2

Group 2
traditional 40 5 14 5 14 9 19 14 35 7 18
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+e above experimental results show that the ST-FMP
algorithm is sensitive to the human pose estimation results
and the local topology of the human body, and the spatio-
temporal constraint of the nondeterministic parts is
maintained for the keyframe extraction performance.

4.3.2. Keyframe Algorithm Performance Comparison. In
order to compare the performance of the keyframe al-
gorithm, the simulation experimental results of the ST-
FMP algorithm are compared with the running results of
the priority-based action video keyframe extraction al-
gorithm (abbreviated as KFE algorithm) of the literature
[26] and the motion block keyframe extraction algorithm
(abbreviated as motion block algorithm) of the literature
[27], as shown in Table 2. +e experimental results in
Table 2 show that the ST-FMP algorithm outperforms the

other two algorithms in terms of accuracy and recall. First,
the accuracy of the ST-FMP algorithm is about 18 and 26
percentage points higher than that of the KFE algorithm
and the motion block algorithm, respectively; the KFE
algorithm uses the motion direction of 16 predefined
blocks to represent human motion features, while the ST-
FMP algorithm uses the first 15 LS human motion pose
feature values of each action video to represent human
motion. +erefore, the ST-FMP algorithm uses motion
feature vectors with less redundancy, less noise, and ac-
curate local motion representation of human parts, which
are beneficial for improving the accuracy of keyframe and
action recognition [28].

Secondly, Table 2 also shows that the recall rate of the ST-
FMP algorithm is also significantly better than the other two
algorithms, with an average of about 23 and 13 percentage
points higher, respectively. Kph algorithm and motion block
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Figure 2: Comparison of body part recognition accuracy under different ST-FMP implementations.
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Figure 3: Experimental results of keyframe extraction based on
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Figure 4: Comparison of keyframe accuracy with a different
number of motion features.
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algorithm are both keyframe techniques based on the dif-
ference of underlying image features, and they filter key-
frames by comparing motion changes in different regions of
the image using specific thresholds. +e ST-FMP algorithm
describes the local motion characteristics of human body
parts, which is essentially a semantic model that can analyze
and understand human body movements in motion videos
at a higher level, such as the participating parts of human
body movements and their motion change trends, and use
semantic rules such as human pose similarity to filter
keyframes, which can obtain more accurate keyframe results
in line with people’s cognitive process [29, 30].

4.3.3. Aerobics Auxiliary Effect. As illustrated in Figure 5
aerobics results, the ST-FMP algorithm is closer to the
manual extraction results and more suitable for keyframe-
based action video review because it not only has a strong
ability to express the local topology of body part actions
but also has the ability to support keyframe screening
based on semantic rules. At the same time, ST-FMP splits
the human body parts into different flexible components,
recognizes the human pose through the local topology of
the flexible components, and reduces the continuous error
of human pose estimation with the help of temporal
feature edge constraints, so it has strong robustness in
complex scenes.

5. Conclusions

For aerobics video and real-time camera, the N-best algo-
rithm is used to estimate the human pose parameters in a
single frame; in the aerobics action video keyframe extraction
experiment, the ST-FMP model improves the recognition
accuracy of nondeterministic body parts of the flexible hybrid
articulated human model (FMP) by about 15 percentage
points and achieves 81% keyframe extraction accuracy.

Data Availability

+e experimental data used to support the findings of this
study are available from the corresponding author upon
request.
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It is of great significance to accurately predict the operation of the system economy, analyze the gains and losses of macrocontrol
policies, evaluate the operation quality of the economic system, and correctly formulate the future development plan and strategy.
*is paper introduces the deep belief network, which has attractedmuch attention in the field of deep learning in recent years, into
the research of system economic operation and management. *is method solves the problems of slow training and learning
speed, easy to fall into local minima and insufficient generalization of BP artificial neural network in the research of system
economic operation and management. Taking the consumer price index and total import and export volume of F Province as the
research object, the experiment proves that DBN has better application in system economic operation and management than BP
neural network and vector autoregressive analysis. *is paper analyzes and compares the modeling performance of DBN, BP
neural network, and VaR method from many aspects, such as prediction accuracy, training convergence speed, and pretraining
with or without samples. Relevant empirical results show that DBN has better economic prediction performance than BP neural
network and ver. On the other hand, DBN can effectively use nonstandard samples to pretrain network weight parameters.
*erefore, DBN is a better operation and management modeling means of economic system, with excellent practicability and
application, and is expected to be popularized and applied in the field of economic forecasting.

1. Introduction

In order to correctly judge the trend of system economy,
analyze the gains and losses of macrocontrol policies,
evaluate the operation quality of economic system, and
correctly formulate future development plans and strategies,
it is also of guiding value to the investment plans of en-
terprises and individuals [1]. Especially this year is the be-
ginning year of the “14th Five-Year Plan,” and China’s
economy is in an important period of “climbing over the
ridge” and “tackling key problems and transforming.” *e
economic pressure is still relatively large, and the uncertain
factors facing economic operation and management are
increasing. In such an important period, through the

establishment of scientific prediction model, the current
economic development trend is quantitatively analyzed and
predicted by using historical data. However, most of the
traditional economic models are linear models [2]. *is
model has certain economic forecasting ability, but it also
has obvious shortcomings that it is difficult to reflect the
nonlinear relations widely existing in economic systems.
Economic system is very complex, with many internal
influencing factors, strong combination, time-varying,
nonlinear and other characteristics, which is very chal-
lenging for modeling and forecasting of economic system.
Deep learning embodies characteristic learning, and maps
samples to new spaces through characteristic transformation
of each layer to promote prediction. Features obtained
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through deep learning are more profound in the nature of
data, so they can effectively improve the performance of
applications, such as regression and classification or pre-
diction. *erefore, it is of more practical significance to
establish a scientific prediction model through deep learning
[3] and use historical data to quantitatively predict the
current economic development trend of the system, which is
convenient for the operation and management research of
the system economy.

Research and investment are the foundation of economic
development, so it is particularly important to measure
economic well-being comprehensively and accurately. *ere
is no similar measure in many local-level regions. We use the
training deep learning model to predict 20,000 African
villages to investigate their asset estimates [4]. Macroeco-
nomic forecasting can predict the future economic situation,
and also play a directional role in the formulation and
implementation of economic policies, so its accuracy is
required. *ere are many prediction models in previous
studies, but they are not well used because of their low
accuracy and narrow application area. In order to better
predict the future global economic prospects, we put for-
ward a new GDP growth prediction model. In the experi-
ment, we collected 70 countries as samples and adopted
different methods to realize a high-precision model, that is,
deep neural decision tree. *e results show that this model
has a potential impact on the adequacy of macroeconomic
policies and creates a new method and breakthrough for
GDP growth prediction [5].

Compared with the traditional machine learning model,
the deep learning model has better prediction performance,
and it is undergoing great changes at present. However,
there are not many works using deep learning in our actual
science, so we urgently need to review the research of deep
learning in various fields, let researchers and actual oper-
ators know its advantages, and then encourage its use. In this
process, we provide them with guidance and enlightenment
on the business analysis ability of deep learning [6]. In this
paper, the proposed method is described according to the
corresponding theoretical requirements, and the solution of
deep learning model is adopted to solve it. However, the
deep learning method in the experiment has good experi-
mental results, and all the proposed methods are based on
the deep learning method to explain the theoretical model in
detail.

2. Deep Learning

2.1.NeuralNetworks. *e human brain is made up of tens of
billions of nerves. *e human brain does not superimpose
the received information, but after the sum of the super-
imposed values exceeds the set threshold, neurons send their
own energy to other connected neurons. Our human brains
learn by regulating the number and intensity of connections
between neurons. In the field of machine learning, a neural
networkmodel is developed according to the nervous system
structure and working mechanism of human brain, which is
suitable for multielement nonlinear fuzzy problems, such as
distributed memory, parallel computing and adaptive

learning ability [7]. *erefore, it is especially suitable for the
research in the field of system economic operation and
management.

Compared with previous methods, deep learning has
been greatly improved in the fields of sound, image and
pattern recognition [8]. *is is an integral part of learning
multiple features, and each level learns the form of feature
expression. In recent years, Deep Belief Networks have been
widely used and achieved very good results [9]. In order to
better understand the following chapters, this chapter
provides the basic principles of BP neural network and
convinced network.

2.2. Principle of BP Neural Network. In 1989, Robert proved
that the continuous function existing in the closed interval
can be approximately represented by BP neural network
including hidden layer [10,11], so BP neural network in-
cluding three layers allows the construction from arbitrary
input (m-dimension) to output (n-dimension) as shown in
Figure 1.

BP algorithm is the most commonly used algorithm in
neural network model learning. BP algorithm is based on
supervised learning algorithm [12, 13].

*e specific process is as follows:
It is assumed that the neural network is an I input unit

and aK output unit, the implicit layer is a layer, and the J unit
is shared. *e formula for the sum of squared errors is as
follows.

E �
1
2



k

k�1
dk − ok( 

2
. (1)

Here, ok � f (netk) is the actual output value of neuron
k in the output layer; dk is the expected output value of
neuron k in the output layer; and yj is the output value of
hidden layer neuron j.

For the E value, in order to achieve the goal of the ideal
value, it is necessary to change the weight value of the
network. First, adjust the connection weights between the
implicit layer and the output layer.

wkj(t + 1) � wkj(t) + Δwkj. (2)

In the above formula, the value obtained by the gradient
method is the adjusted value of the connection weight be-
tween the implicit layer and the output layer.

Δwkj � −η
zE

zwkj

� η dk − ok( f′ netk( yj. (3)

In the above formula η is the normal value, which is
expressed as the iteration step.

In a similar manner, you can adjust the join weights
between the input layer and the implicit layer. Formula
adjustment:

vji(t + 1) � vji(t) + Δvji. (4)

In the above formula, Δvji is the adjustment amount for
determining the connection weight between the input layer
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and the implicit layer by the gradient method. It can be
obtained from the following formula:

Δvji � −η
zE

zvji

� η 
k

k�1
dk − ok( f′ netk( wkjf′ netj xi. (5)

When there are samples, if there are P training samples,
the total error sum form of the above calculation method is
defined as

Ep �
1
2



P

p�1


K

k�1
dk − ok( 

2
. (6)

As long as the operation is repeated for P samples as
described above, Ep reaches the minimum requested value,
and the algorithm ends.

*e following introduces the principle derivation of the
two processes of BP neural network [14,15].

2.2.1. Forward Propagation of BP Neural Network. *e
connection weight between the two nodes is wij the offset of
the nodes is bj the output value of each node is xj and the
output value of the node is calculated based on all the nodes
in the previous layer and the offset of the current layer. *e
calculation is as follows:

Sj � 
m−1
i�0 wijxi + bj, (7)

xj � f Sj . (8)

where f is the activation function, which is usually the
sigmoid function:

f(x) �
1

1 + exp(−x)
. (9)

In BP neural network, only the input layer of the network
has no bias term.

2.2.2. Error back Propagation. Compared with forward
propagation, the back propagation of error is complex and is
based on Widrow-Hoff rule. If the output result of the
output layer is defined as d, the following error function is
defined:

E(w, b) �
1
2


n−1
j�0 dj − yj 

2
. (10)

By continuously modifying the weight matrix and offset,
the BP neural network is gradually reduced to reduce the
error function.

2.2.3. Disadvantages of Neural Network. BP neural network
is widely used, but it also has some shortcomings [16]:

(1) It is easy to fall into local minimum, and the global
minimum cannot be obtained. Because there are
many minimums in the network, it is easy to enter
local minimum. For this problem, better initializa-
tion is needed, but it is difficult to get a good initial
value.

(2) *e learning efficiency during training is very low,
and it is still very long until the end of the network.

(3) *e number of hidden layers and the number of
neurons in each hidden layer are lack of effective
theoretical guidance.

BP neural network including hidden layer can ap-
proximate any function in theory, but it has no good effect in
practical application.

2.3. Principle of Deep Belief Network (DBN). Deep Belief
Network (DBN) is different from the neural network be-
longing to the previous discriminant model, which is a
probability generation model. *e probability generation
model calculates P (observation label) and P (label obser-
vation) while modeling the cooperative distribution between
samples and labels, and the discriminant mode only cal-
culates (label observation).

2.3.1. Principle of 1 Deep Belief Network (DBN). Deep Belief
network (DBN) can obtain the connection weights between
neurons by iterative optimization, and can generate the
trained network according to the benchmark of maximum
probability as shown in Figure 2:

DBN is composed of restricted Boltzmann machines
(RBM). DBN is trained for each layer. During training, the
input layer is the input layer of the first RBM in units of
RBM, and the output layer of the first RBM is the input layer
of the second RBM. Inference is made for each layer.

*e structure of RBM is shown in Figure 3.

2.3.2. DBN Training Process. *e training process of RBM is
basically to find the most possible distribution form of
generating training samples [17].

*e training method of Deep Belief Network is as fol-
lows: firstly, the initialization weight of the network is ob-
tained by the training method of each nonmonitoring layer,
and then the subsequent network optimization is realized by
error inverse adjustment.

(1) Training the first RBM until the error converges

x1

x2

x3

y1

y2

y3

Input layer Hidden 
layer

Output layer

Figure 1: Structure diagram of BP neural network.
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(2) Fixing weights and offsets of the RBM trained in the
previous step, and calculating an output of the RBM
as an input vector of the second RBM

(3) Before error convergence, the output layer of the
second RBM is trained as the output layer of the
whole network, and the output layer of the first
network is operated as the hidden layer of the whole
network

(4) repeat the above steps until all layers are trained
(5) If the whole network is a supervised network with

labels, the weight method used to train the last layer
network initializes all connections, and the number of
neurons in the last output layer is 5 neurons, which is
gradually optimized by using the error inverse ad-
justment algorithm until the error converges

*e model proposed in this paper has good forecasting
effect and practical application. From the experiment, DBN

is a better modeling method for economic system operation
and management, which has excellent practicability and
applicability, and is expected to be popularized and applied
in the field of economic forecasting.

3. Research on System Economic Operation and
Management Based on Deep Belief Network

Economic system is a relatively complex nonlinear system.
*ere are many influencing factors in the system, such as
resources, consumption, investment, industrial structure.
*ese factors also influence and restrict each other. *e
characteristics of high nonlinearity and time-varying bring
great obstacles to economic operation and management. It
can be seen from the explanation in the previous chapter that
artificial neural network has strong nonlinear approxima-
tion ability. *eoretical research shows that artificial neural
network can approximate any nonlinear function and can
deal with difficult problems such as economic prediction. In
recent years, the deep learning method proposed by the
academic circles provides a good initial value for the neural
network through the hierarchical pretraining method
[18, 19], which overcomes the existing shortcomings and
activates new vitality to a certain extent.

*is chapter focuses on several variables reflecting the
macroeconomic development of F province, such as con-
sumer price index, fiscal expenditure, tax revenue, total
exports and total imports, as the forecast of consumer price
index and total imports. *e error propagation neural
network, deep belief network, and vector self-regression
(VAR) are verified [20], and the prediction accuracy of DBN
deep learning method, the limitation of target sample size
and the performance of training and learning speed are
studied.

3.1. Construction and Selection of Economic Forecast Index
System. Use neural network or deep learning method to
predict the actual economy, In essence, the highly nonlinear
function between dependent variable economic indicators
and independent variable economic indicators is learned
through training samples, and introduce new independent
variable economic indicators, use nonlinear function to
forecast the corresponding variable economic indicators.
Because of the highly nonlinear characteristics of economic
development, the relationship between economic indicators
is very different. *erefore, for different variable economic
indicators, appropriate independent variable economic in-
dicators should be selected as input. Choosing different
index variables for forecasting will have a great impact on the
forecasting results. If the selected variable forecasting in-
dicators cannot reflect the economic goals we want to predict
and cannot achieve the best algorithm, we can only evaluate
enough independent variable economic indicators according
to experience and experimental results.

3.1.1. Selection of Indicators. Accord to that basic principles
of construct the above indicators, *is paper selects several
indicators, which can reflect the local macroeconomic

h1 h2

V1 V2 V4

Recessive 
neuron

Dominant 
neuron

V3

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of RBM structure.
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of Deep Belief Network structure.
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development of F province, analyzes their correlation,
predicts their time correlation, and selects some economic
indicators closely related to the local economic development
trend. *e economic indicators proposed in this paper in-
clude public finance, foreign trade and residents’ life. *is
paper studies the application of DBN deep learning model in
the field of economic forecasting [21,22]. Specific indicators
are tax expenditure, tax revenue, total imports, total exports
and consumer price index.

3.2. SelectionandPreprocessingofDataSamples. Based on the
abovementioned index construction principles, this paper
collects relevant source data and establishes relevant economic
forecasting index system. *e source data used in this paper
comes from China Economic Database. *e time span of data
collection is the economic data of F province from January
2005 to February 2015. *e collected index source data mainly
include important index data of regional economic develop-
ment, such as fiscal revenue, total import, total export and
consumer price index. Selecting the source data of the above
indicators is mainly considering that the data of relevant in-
dicators during this period is relatively complete, which can
basically meet the training and testing needs of sample
quantity. Please refer to Table 1 for specific source data.

*e absolute quantity of the abovementioned economic
indicators and the overall trend changing with time are
similar to linear monotone curves. If the absolute value of
the abovementioned indicators is directly taken as the index
quantity of economic prediction, it is rare for them to
reappear in the past numerical position because of their
monotony, that is to say, history will not repeat itself. -
*erefore, this paper takes the growth rate of each economic
index as the input and output of the economic prediction
function, and the absolute quantity prediction of specific
economic indicators is converted from the predicted growth
rate. In this paper, the calculation formula of the corre-
sponding growth rate obtained from the absolute quantity of
economic indicators is as follows:

y
t

�
x

t
− x

t− 1

x
t−1

(11)

where t is time value; xt and xt- 1 are the absolute quantity of a
certain economic index at the current moment and the
previous moment; yt is the growth rate of this economic
indicator at the current time.

Using this formula, we can obtain the growth rate of each
economic index in Table 1.

In addition, because different economic indicators or their
growth rates have different acquisition ranges, the numerical
range of input quantities of neural networks or deep networks
is usually required between [0, 1] or [1,1]. *erefore, this
paper normalizes the growth rate of economic indicators
obtained in (11). In this paper, the maximum and minimum
value normalization method is adopted, and the growth rate
of all indexes is normalized to [0, 1]. *e maximum value
corresponds to 1 and the minimum value corresponds to 0.
*e specific normalization formula is as follows.

y nor �
y − min(y)

max(y) − min(y)
(12)

where y_nor is the normalized index growth rate data;
max(y) is the maximum value of the index growth rate; and
min(y) is the minimum of the index growth rate.

3.3. Model Parameter Setting and Model Training and
Learning. In this study, DBN deep learning method, BP
neural network and VAR method are used to predict the
consumer price index of F province, but DBN deep learning
method adopts single hidden layer network [23]. *e
number of neurons in the input layer is 30, the number of
neurons in the hidden layer is 15, and the number of neurons
in the output layer is 1. *e network structure is shown in
Figure 4.

3.3.1. Sample Set. In this thesis, we use two training groups:
standard sample training group and nonstandard sample
training group. *e standard sample set includes variable
and parameter pairs. In order to distinguish between labeled
samples and unlabeled sample sets, capital letters A and B are
used here, respectively, and T1 and T2 are the number of
samples in the sample set.

3.3.2. DBN Network Weight Initialization. A contrast di-
vergence algorithm is used to pretrain weights between input
layer and implicit layer elements to obtain initial weights.
*e pretraining process of CD algorithm does not need to
add variable samples to output, that is, the unsampled set is
selected as the pretraining samples. Because only input
variables are provided, no output variables are provided.

3.3.3. Weight Learning of DBN Network. After initializa-
tion, the DBN network can update the weights by BP al-
gorithm and constant sample set training, and the
corresponding parameters can be optimized by intelligent
optimization algorithm [24,25]. *e research on the
forecast of consumer price index in F province is still in its
initial stage. Unlike the startup phase, there is no need to
output variables at startup. BP algorithm needs to par-
ticipate in output variables. *e weights in the pretraining
stage only provide the best initial value for BP training. *e
parameters of BP weight updating stage are 0.001 steps,
1000 repetitions, and 50 batches.

3.3.4. Weight Learning of BP Neural Network. In this study,
BP neural network adopts the same training samples and
network structure as DBN. *e weights of BP neural net-
work are initialized randomly in the guiding stage, and the
weights are updated by error reappearance algorithm.

4. Experiment

4.1. Performance Comparison between DBN Deep Learning
Model and BP Neural Network. Parameters such as network
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weights are determined, that is, a fixed prediction model is
obtained. In order to compare the modeling performance of
the two models, the above two models are used for training
in this experiment. *e network output is the normalized
growth rate y_nor, and the formula for transforming y_nor
into growth rate is as follows:

y � y nor × max(y) + min(y) (13)

Here, y_nor is normalized growth rate; y is growth rate;
max (y) is maximum growth rate of the indicator; min (y) is
the minimum value of the index growth rate.

4.1.1. Comparison of Prediction Results. DBN deep learning
model is better than BP neural network model, that is, DBN
is a better modeling method than BP. Compared with VAR
model, DBN deep learning model can predict the change of
growth rate more effectively, and VAR tends to learn slower
linear mapping in Figure 5.

Figure 5 shows that, *e predicted DBN and BP values
deviate from the actual growth rate to a certain extent in the
local high frequency oscillation part, but in the overall
growth rate change trend, the predicted values can effectively
track the change behavior of the actual value, which reflects
that both DBN deep learning model and BP neural network

Table 1: Economic data of F Province (Millions of RMB).

Consumer price index Export Import Fiscal revenue Fiscal expenditure
102.5 2433.29 1465.92 4274.00 3741.00
104.2 1956.58 1197.10 2566 3031
103.1 2953.14 1731.80 3158 4566
101.9 2894.11 1776.27 3945 3982
102.7 2590.99 1523.70 3110 3587
103.3 3161.81 1707.53 3066 5963
102.9 2942.86 1613.87 3467 3753
102.2 3355.52 1815.29 2788 4261
100.8 2965.89 1695.66 6107 5548
101.2 2971.69 1530.81 3994 4337
101 3116.78 1723.01 2898 5319
100.9 3524.29 1761.69 3887.03 11254.33
101 3063.88 1603.51 5885.00 4360.00
99.4 2184.00 1494.82 3525 3244
99.2 3344.93 1876.25 3891 5596
100.4 3566.12 1869.71 5754 5842
100.4 3346.03 1610.96 4118 3746
101 3413.19 1753.50 4560 5699
100.9 3442.79 1733.58 4989 4914
101 3739.88 1907.23 3884 5387
100.9 3538.27 2035.81 4127 6339
100.4 3702.18 1654.73 5124 4521
101.5 3765.89 1895.45 3357 7359
103.5 4236.04 1965.64 4903.07 15862.73
103.3 3684.97 1722.87 7659.00 4360.00
105.2 3336.26 1393.18 4896 4748
104.9 3187.52 1962.44 5128 6261
103.6 3973.39 2006.85 7490 6239
103.7 3946.61 1868.55 5127 5628
104.6 4835.46 2002.00 5718 7248
105.8 4154.41 2171.71 6583 6034
106.6 4271.86 2173.26 4966 6325
106.4 4519.39 2335.19 5420 8617
106.6 4332.73 2109.07 6443 7501
106.8 4690.83 2376.98 4160 8828
105.1 5020.48 2361.34 6355.77 19275.46
105.3 4634.58 2343.48 10104 7374.00
106.8 3498.13 2017.10 5902 4378
106.9 4393.20 2614.80 6322 7417
107.2 5090.21 2595.59 8767 8498
106.6 4915.64 2548.41 6608 8309
105.5 4817.22 2364.93 7445 8260
104.8 5266.06 2678.15 7850 9479
103.6 5389.98 2539.06 5377 6784
103.4 5171.11 2466.40 5964 8349
103.1 4932.37 2204.93 7754 7631
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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model can effectively establish nonlinear problem models
about economic prediction.

Using the predicted growth rate of the consumer price
index of F province, the predicted value of the consumer
price index of F province next month can be calculated from
(13).

x
t

� x
t−1
true × 1 + y

t
  (14)

Here, xt is current projected indicator values; xt−1
true is the

actual index value at the previous moment; and yt is current
projected indicator growth rate.

*e results of the consumer price index of F province
from June 2014 to February 2015 predicted by formula (13)
are shown in Figure 6:

Figures 6 and 7 show that compared with BP neural
network model and VER model, DBN deep learning model
can more accurately predict the consumer price index and
import growth rate of F province.

*e expected import growth rate can be used to calculate
the total import volume next month. Figure 8 shows a
comparison between the projected total imports and the
actual value of total imports from June 2014 to February
2015, based on different methodologies.

4.1.2. Comparison of Quantitative Prediction Accuracy.
In order to quantitatively compare the prediction perfor-
mance of DBN, BP and VAR, the following three indexes are
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Figure 4: Network structure diagram adopted by DBN and BP.
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used to determine the prediction accuracy. *e definition
formula is as follows.

MAE �


N
t�1 y

t
− y

t
true




N
, (15)

MSE �


N
t�1 y

t
− y

t
true 

2

N
, (16)

average relative error �


N
i�1 y

t
− y

t
E


/yt

true

N
. (17)

*e comparison results of prediction accuracy of DBN,
BP, and VAR models are shown in Table 2. Bold numbers
indicate the metrics corresponding to the most suitable
method.

*e three methods in Table 2 have little error and can
predict the consumer price index of F province with certain
accuracy, reflecting the change behavior of the price index.
Among them, DBN performs best in absolute error (MAE)
and average relative error, reflecting the excellent prediction
accuracy of DBN.

According to Figure 6, the forecast period is from June
2014 to February 2015, and the actual consumer price index
of F Province decreases slightly and tends to be stable. *e
forecast results of DBN model can be followed up more
closely according to the downward trend of consumer price
index of F Province in the first six months, which is con-
sistent with the actual situation. Both BP and VAR forecasts
show that in the first seven months, the consumer price
index of F province will follow a downward trend, which is
different from the actual situation. *e former is beneficial
for the government to prevent inflation immediately, while
the latter may lose control of inflation.

From Table 3, we can see that the absolute mean error
(MAE), mean square error (MSE) and average relative error
of DBN are smaller than the other two methods. DBN not
only has a relatively correct average prediction level, but also
has a small error range.*e reason why all indicators are
lower than the consumer price index is that the total import
base is large and the prediction error is large. In addition, the
change of total imports is very large, which is difficult to
predict.*erefore, the relative error is also very large.

4.1.3. Convergence Rate Comparison. Figure 9 shows the
error convergence curves of DBN deep learning model and
BP neural network in training and learning stages. As far as
convergence speed is concerned, DBN is faster than BP
neural network and has less fluctuation. *is is mainly
because the pretraining and learning methods adopted by
DBN provide a good initial value of the network. On the
other hand, because BP neural network uses random pa-
rameters to initialize the network, the starting point of error
curve becomes higher, the convergence time becomes
longer, and fluctuation may occur, which is also one of the
reasons for the degradation of BP prediction performance.
VAR does not need repeated training and learning, so there
is no convergence speed problem.

Figure 10 shows the convergence curve of DBN and BP
training of F province’s total import prediction model. DBN
has faster convergence speed, higher convergence accuracy
and better practicability.

*e prediction results of this paper show that the model
can more accurately predict the phenomenon that the
consumer price index of F province has a slight decline in the
second half of 2014, and predict the stable fluctuation state
after the decrease. By predicting this downward trend in
advance, the government can estimate the effect of current
policy adjustment in advance, so as to maintain or adjust the
current monetary policy and keep the consumer price index
at a stable level.

From the experimental results of this paper, the results
obtained by using different deep learning models have
obvious advantages.*e simulation results of several models
are analyzed and compared from the aspects of prediction
accuracy, training convergence speed, pretraining with or
without samples, etc. *e results show that DBN has certain
advantages. *e scientific significance of this paper is to
introduce deep learning model to predict the efficiency of
economic operation and management. *erefore, scientific
research is of great significance, which can find out the
problems in the process of economic development and
reflect the changes of residents’ consumption and living
index.

Table 2: Comparison of forecast accuracy of consumer price index
in F province.

Method MAE MSE Average relative error (%)
DBN 0.425 0.323 0.418
BPNN 0.690 0.752 0.679
VAR 0.492 0.291 0.484

Table 3: Comparison of forecast accuracy of total import volume in
F province.

Method MAE MSE Average relative error (%)
DBN 314.14 145569.09 6.303
BP 529.78 413963.91 10.626
VAR 466.64 303774.48 9.313
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Figure 9: Convergence curves of DBN and BP.
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5. Conclusion

*e model in this paper can predict the decline of total
imports more accurately, so the relevant management de-
partments can study the countermeasures in advance. While
enterprise managers prevent the impact of the reduction of
import volume on enterprise operation, enterprises relying
on imports must plan in advance in order to maintain the
normal production operation and market supply of enter-
prises. On the other hand, in order to prevent the decline of
imported goods from affecting the prices and economic
variables in the local market, government managers should
take countermeasures as soon as possible. Actively take
countermeasures to protect enterprises and consumers from
the impact of import reduction. Specifically, for enterprises,
the total import volume is expected to decrease. *rough
further analysis, we can investigate the reasons for the
possible decrease in the total import volume.
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+is study is based on the unsupervised learning-based enterprise spatial structure evolution and economic coupling coordination
relationship situation assessment method. Pattern recognition has high-precision characteristics, but it is necessary to train the
evaluation model for the enterprise spatial structure evolution in advance and then carry out economic coupling coordination
based on the trained model. +e conclusions are as follows: (1) through the RC1, RC2, RC3, RC4, RC5, and RC6 evaluation
indicators to evaluate the situation evaluationmethod based on the unsupervised learning of the evolution of the enterprise spatial
structure and the economic coupling and coordination relationship, it is found that the main component characteristics as a whole
meet the standard. +e optimal RC is RC6: profit� −0.0885, highest� −0.0809, lowest� −0.0932, WR.WR2� 0.0038,
MA.MA3� −0.0782, MTM.MTM� −0.0427, OSC.OSC� −0.0355, ROC.MAROC� 0.0105, SKDJ.D� −0.0268, BIAS-QL.BIAS
� −0.01, WIDTH.WIDTH� 0.2408, CYD.CYDN� −0.0961, FSL.SWL� −0.0868ADTM.ADTM� −0.0379, ATR.ATR� −0.0278,
DMA.DIFMA� −0.0358, DMI.ADX� 0.8516, DMI.ADXR� 0.854, EMV.EMV� −0.0942, VMACD.DIF� 0.3312, and
UOS.MAUOS� −0.0846.2. Based on the deep learningmodel of the coupling and coordination relationship between the evolution
of the spatial structure of the enterprise, the time-dependent matrix comparison experiment is divided into directed + self,
directed, undirected + self, and undirected time for comparison. +e experimental results on directed + self are the best; with
various indicators, the upward improvement is above 10%: CP� 0.8611, CR� 0.9353, C–F1� 0.8967, EP� 0.8865, ER� 0.857,
E–F1� 0.917, OP� 0.856, OR� 0.9845, and O–F1� 0.99.3. +e time cost, profit, and transaction volume data of the company are
collected for a certain period of time, and simulation experiments are conducted to get a small difference between the predicted
result and the actual data. +e January data are closest to the true value: cost� 30.78, profit� 30.11, highest� 30.1, lowest� 29.7,
WR.WR1� 81.21, WR.WR2� 45.62, AMV.AMV2� 32.67, AMV.AMV3� 34.95, andMCST. MCST� 36.08.4. In the model score,
the best performance of LSTM data is CP� 0.3829, CR� 0.3664, C–F1� 0.3744, EP� 0.3726, ER� 0.3004, E–F1� 0.3326,
OP� 0.9155, OR� 0.9316, and O–F1� 0.9234, which is better than the BiLSTM model with CP� 0.3648, CR� 0.3319,
C–F1� 0.3392, EP� 0.4402, ER� 0.391, E–F1� 0.4145, OP� 0.9215, OR� 0.9318, and O–F1� 0.9266.

1. Introduction

Deep learning (DL) network, also known as deep neural
network, derived from the artificial neural network, simu-
lates the human brain to learn and perceive the outside
world, and its core neurons are a new field in machine
learning research. Both deep learning and shallow learning

methods simulate the human brain to perceive the outside
world. +e difference between the two is that the deep
learning model can transform high-dimensional complex
feature data into higher levels and more through deep and
simple linear and nonlinear network structures. Abstract
representation was used to carry out deep learning algo-
rithms such as deep self-encoding networks. It has good
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characterization ability for high-dimensional complex deep
self-encoding network [1–3]. Deep self-encoding networks
can have outstanding advantages in processing large-scale,
nonlinear, and multidimensional data. +e gated recurrent
unit neural network in the rise of deep neural networks has
the function of data security situation assessment and is
suitable for processing deep neural network time series data.
Generative adversarial network (GAN) has a good effect in
the field of intelligent robot data generation under wireless
connection. Based on deep learning, an adaptive feature
quantitative evaluation method of intelligent robot clusters
based on convolutional neural network (CNN) under
wireless connection has emerged.+is method combines the
coupling and coordination relationship of the evolution of
enterprise spatial structure with the characteristics of CNN
and realizes a comprehensive quantitative evaluation of deep
neural networks through self-adaptive deep self-encoding
features such as online learning. Artificial intelligence re-
searchers use neural networks as a way to express complex
problems in a nonlinear way. In recent years, they have been
applied in the field of biological theory and artificial intel-
ligence. +e research of neuron perceptron has received
extensive attention [4–6]. Deep neural networks are derived
from neural networks and are superior to traditional neuron
perceptron networks. Artificial intelligence research using
deep neural networks will be a very promising research
direction. Artificial intelligence researchers have designed
the neuron unit in the artificial neural network in the deep
self-encoding network, also known as the high-dimensional
complex deep self-encoding network perceptron, which
receives the information input of the high-dimensional
complex deep network and after time series data processing
outputs the result. Since the human body’s perception of the
external world is realized by interconnecting deep autoen-
coding networks formed by hundreds of neurons, the ar-
tificial neural network designs perceptrons of high-
dimensional complex deep autoencoding networks to
connect them to each other. According to the high-di-
mensional complex deep self-encoding network signal
processing flow, it is divided into a data security input layer,
a time series hidden layer, and a self-encoding network
output layer. +e perceptron layer that initially senses the
incoming signal is called the input layer [5–9]. +e per-
ceptron layer that processes internal signals and continues to
output internal signals is called the hidden layer, and the
signal that is responsible for the final output of the rela-
tionship between the evolution of the enterprise’s spatial
structure and the economic coupling is called the output
layer. Deep neural network, as an extension of artificial
neural network vector machine and feature gravity search
algorithm, adds more vector machine feature search on its
basis. +e neurons in the data security input layer, the time
series hidden layer, and the output layer of the self-encoding
network are fully connected. As the number of output layers
of the self-encoding network increases, deep neural net-
works have stronger learning output capabilities. In order to
solve the parameter selection problem of deep self-encoding
network and high-dimensional complex deep self-encoding
network in machine learning technology, support vector

machine and feature gravity search algorithm (GSA) can be
combined based on parameter optimization, so that the
neural network security situation assessment system has
better global optimization function. A cyberspace method
based on an improved feature gravity search algorithm can
be optimized using high-dimensional complex deep self-
encoding network learning strategies and simulation
methods, which significantly improves the accuracy of the
feature gravity search algorithm and the computational
efficiency of the cyberspace method. +e neural network
method that optimizes the network space method of the
feature gravity search algorithm can be used to perform an
adaptive mechanism of neural network training efficiency
through the cuckoo neural network algorithm. In this paper,
the method of sequential data processing based on conjugate
gradient is introduced [10–13].

With the development of machine learning technology,
pattern recognition methods such as deep autoencoding
networks, high-dimensional complex deep autoencoding
networks, data security situation assessment functions, and
time series data vector machines have also been widely used
in the coordination of the evolution of enterprise spatial
structure and economic coupling. Based on the character-
istics of deep autoencoder (DAE) and deep neural network
(DNN) [14, 15], a method for analyzing the relationship
between the evolution of enterprise spatial structure and
economic coupling is proposed, which improves the accu-
racy of identifying the evolution of the enterprise’s spatial
structure and the flexibility of the relationship between
economic coupling and coordination. On the basis of the
traditional hierarchical model, unsupervised learning is
performed by using neurons to perceive signal data through
synapses, combined with a variational autoencoder (VAE) to
process new output signals. Finally, a method for evaluating
the situation of the coordination relationship between the
evolution of the spatial structure of the enterprise and the
economic coupling based on unsupervised learning is
formed. Pattern recognition based on unsupervised learn-
ing-based enterprise spatial structure evolution and eco-
nomic coupling coordination relationship situation
assessment method has high-precision characteristics, but it
is necessary to train the evaluation model for the enterprise
spatial structure evolution in advance and then carry out
economic coupling coordination based on the trained
model.

2. Evolution of Enterprise Spatial Structure and
Economic Development

2.1. Deep Learning Model. +e deep learning model is a
network model that is further developed on the basis of deep
neural networks. It can greatly reduce the number of pa-
rameters through weight sharing. At the same time, con-
volutional neural networks can process multidimensional
input data of the evolution of the enterprise’s spatial
structure and the coordination relationship between eco-
nomic coupling and retention. +e original local spatial
information of the input data of the deep self-encoding
network in themachine learning technology has been greatly
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improved, and its feature extraction ability has also been
greatly improved. It is mainly used in the processing of
enterprise spatial structure evolution and economic cou-
pling recognition. +e nodes between the various con-
volutional neural layers of the deep learning model are
connected to each other to make it have the memory
function of the network model. It can obtain the hidden
layer state of the spatial structure evolution and then cal-
culate the output of the hidden layer at the current time
according to the output of the input layer at the current time.
It solves the problem that the fully connected deep neural
network cannot model time series data. It is mainly used to
deal with the evolution of the enterprise spatial structure and
the identification of economic coupling. +e deep learning
model is shown in Figure 1 [16–18].

2.2. Coupling and Coordination Relationship of the Evolution
of Enterprise Spatial Structure Based on the Deep Learning
Model. +e deep learning model-based corporate spatial
structure evolution coupling coordination relationship
model includes corporate structure filtering algorithms, as
well as deep learning model resource recommendation and
resource display algorithms. +erefore, it is necessary to
design the algorithms required for the coupling and coor-
dination relationship model of the evolution of the enter-
prise space structure, and at the same time, through
experiments, adjust the parameters of the deep learning
models designed by different companies, select better pa-
rameters, and finally coordinate the relationship through the
evolution of the enterprise space structure.+e real dataset is
compared with the classic algorithm to verify the feasibility
and rationality of the designed algorithm. +e coupling and
coordination relationship model of the evolution of the
enterprise spatial structure includes the data layer, the
evaluation layer, and the knowledge layer, as shown in
Figure 2. +e evolution of the spatial structure of an en-
terprise cannot be done without the support of big data for
the development of the coupling and coordination rela-
tionship, and big data cannot do it without the deep learning
model technology. +erefore, data processing technology
plays an important role in resource recommendation and
resource display algorithms. Datasets usually need to be
preprocessed [19]. Especially for the dataset in the field of
enterprise spatial structure, preprocessing the dataset can
filter out the impurity information of the evolution of the
silent structure of the enterprise to a certain extent.

2.3. Data Processing Technology. Data processing refers to
the evolution of the enterprise’s spatial structure, coupling
and coordinating relational data acquisition, data cleaning,
data processing, and data visualization. +e significance of
data processing is to transform the company’s messy data
source processing into information useful for deep learning
model resource recommendation and resource display al-
gorithms. +e filtering algorithm deletes outlier data and
duplicate data and normalizes and standardizes the data, so
that we can store, search, analyze, and reuse the outlier data
and duplicate data. Data processing technology is the deep

learning technology to realize the automation of data pro-
cessing. Instead of manual work, it can relatively easily
process the evolution of the enterprise’s spatial structure,
coupling and coordinating relational data, effectively saving
the cost and time of data processing. For large-scale en-
terprise spatial structure evolution, coupling and coordi-
nating relational data processing are quite complicated, and
it is difficult to complete it manually. +erefore, corre-
sponding tools or technical means are needed to complete
data processing tasks.

3. Application of the Deep Learning Model in
Enterprise Economic Development

3.1. LSTM [20–22].

X � x1, x2 . . . xn . (1)

+e deep learning model is defined as follows:

ht � f Uxt + Wht−1( ,

ot � g Vht( .
(2)

+e number of parameters is defined as follows:

ot � g Vf Uxt + Wht−1( ( . (3)

3.1.1. Analysis on the Coordination Relationship between the
Evolution of Enterprise Spatial Structure and Economic
Coupling.

ot � g Vf UXt + Wf Uxt−1 + Wht−2( ( ( ,

zt � σ Wz · ht−1, xt ( ,

rt � σ Wr · ht−1, xt ( .

(4)

Input data are defined as follows:

h′ � tanh W · rt ∗ ht−1, xt ( ,

ht � 1 − zt( ∗ ht−1 + zt ∗ ht
′,

Z
l+1

(i, j) � Z
l ⊗w

l+1
 (i, j) + b.

(5)

3.2. BiLSTM [23].

Z
l+1

(i, j) � 
kl

k�1


f

x�1


f

y�1
[Z

l
k soi + x, soj + y(  + b. (6)

Machine learning technology is defined as follows:

(i, j) ∈ 0, 1, . . . , Ll+1 , Ll+1 �
Ll + 2p − f

so

,

gv � ReLU 
u∈N(v)

hu · WL(u,v)
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠,

E � − 
n

i�0
Xilog P Xi( .

(7)
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Deep autoencoding network is defined as follows:

E � − 
2

i�0
Xilog P Xi( ,

β � argminβ∈Rd ,

β � argminβ∈Rd ‖Y − Xβ‖
2 s.t.,



d

j�1
βj



≤ t, t≥ 0.

(8)

Enterprise spatial structure evolution is defined as
follows:

β � argminβ∈Rd ‖Y − Xβ‖
2

 + λ
d

j�1
βj



,

t0 � 
d

j�1
βj(OLS)



.

(9)

Deep learning model

Input layer

Hidden layer

Output layer

Display layer

Interactive data

enterprise

Spatial structure
evolution

Economic
coupling 

Figure 1: Deep learning model.

Data layer

Evaluation layer

Knowledge layer

Evaluation model

Figure 2: Coupling and coordination relationship model for the evolution of enterprise spatial structure.
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3.3. GCN [15, 24–26].

X � X1, X2, X3, . . . , Xp 
T
,

Zij �
xij − xj

sj

.

(10)

3.3.1. Analysis on the Coupling and Coordination Relation-
ship of Enterprise Economy.

i � 1, 2, . . . , n,

j � 1, 2, . . . , p.
(11)

3.3.2. :e Evolution of Enterprise Spatial Structure Based on
the Deep Learning Model.

xj �


n
i−1xij

n
,

s
2
j �


n
i−1 xij − xj 

2

n − 1
.

(12)

Financial analysis is defined as follows:

R � rij 
p
xp �

Z
t
Z

n − 1′
,

Uij � z
T
i b

o
j, j � 1, 2, . . . , m.

(13)

4. Simulation Experiment

4.1. Principal Component Feature Analysis. RC1, RC2, RC3,
RC4, RC5, and RC6 are used to evaluate the situation
evaluationmethod based on the unsupervised learning of the
evolution of the spatial structure of the enterprise and the
economic coupling and coordination relationship, and it is
found that the main component characteristics as a whole
meet the standard. +e optimal RC is RC6: profit� −0.0885,
highest� −0.0809, lowest� −0.0932, WR.WR2� 0.0038,
MA.MA3� −0.0782, MTM.MTM� −0.0427, OSC.OSC
� −0.0355, ROC.MAROC� 0.0105, SKDJ.D� −0.0268,
BIAS-QL.BIAS� −0.01, WIDTH.WIDTH� 0.2408, CYD.
CYDN� −0.0961, FSL.SWL� −0.0868, ADTM.ADTM� −

0.0379, ATR.ATR� −0.0278, DMA.DIFMA� −0.0358,
DMI.ADX� 0.8516, DMI.ADXR� 0.854, EMV.EMV� −

0.0942, VMACD.DIF� 0.3312, and UOS.MAUOS� −

0.0846, as shown in Table 1 and Figure 3.

4.2. Evaluation Indicators for the Coupling and Coordination
Relationship of the Evolution of Enterprise Spatial Structure
Based on the Deep Learning Model. Based on the deep
learning model of the enterprise spatial structure evolution
coupling and coordination relationship model, the principal
component evaluation index algorithm is included. It is
necessary to design the principal component evaluation
indicators of the enterprise spatial structure evolution

coupling coordination relationship model and, at the same
time, through experiments, to design the principal com-
ponents of different companies. +e evaluation index is
adjusted, and finally the principal component evaluation
index is obtained through the coupling and coordination
relationship of the evolution of the enterprise’s spatial
structure. Indicators CP, CR, C–F1, EP, ER, E–F1, OP, OR,
O–F1, PCNT.PCNT, PCNT.MAPCNT, AMO.AMO2,
VRSI.RSI3, AMV.AMV2, AMV.AMV3, and MCST.MCST
are used to evaluate the model. It is found that, in the
coupling and coordination relationship of the evolution of
enterprise spatial structure based on the deep learning
model, when RC� 6, the indicators are optimal:
CP� −0.0184, CR� −0.0933, C–F1� −0.3346, EP� −0.0051,
ER� 0.1221, E–F1� 0.0195, OP� −0.5153, OR� 0.1523,
O–F1� −0.113, PCNT.PCNT� −0.0023, PCNT.MAPCNT
� −0.018, AMO.AMO2� −0.022, VRSI.RSI3� 0.2018,
AMV.AMV2� −0.076, AMV.AMV3� −0.0543, and
MCST.MCST� 0.0148, as shown in Table 2 and Figure 4.

4.3. Time-Dependent Matrix Comparison Experiment.
Based on the deep learning model of enterprise spatial
structure evolution coupling coordination relationship
model, the time-dependent matrix comparison experiment
is divided into directed + self, directed, undirected + self, and
undirected time for comparison. +e experimental result on
directed + self is the most effective. +e indicators are im-
proved by more than 10%: CP� 0.8611, CR� 0.9353,
C–F1� 0.8967, EP� 0.8865, ER� 0.857, E–F1� 0.917,
OP� 0.856, OR� 0.9845, and O–F1� 0.99, as shown in
Table 3 and Figure 5.

4.4. Simulation Experiments in Different Companies. +e
time cost, profit, and transaction volume data of the com-
pany are collected for a certain period of time, and simu-
lation experiments are conducted to get a small difference
between the predicted result and the actual data.+e January
data are closest to the true value: cost� 30.78, profit� 30.11,
highest� 30.1, lowest� 29.7, WR.WR1� 81.21, WR.WR2
� 45.62, AMV.AMV2� 32.67, AMV.AMV3� 34.95, and
MCST. MCST� 36.08, as shown in Table 4 and Figure 6.

+en, different models are compared to predict the
economic development of the company. In the LSTMmodel,
A company� −1.03, B company� −0.9, C company� −0.95,
D company� −0.94, E company� −0.96, F company
� −0.68, G company� −0.67, H company� −0.59, I
company� −0.49, and J company� −0.56. +e LSTM model
is obtained as the optimal model, as shown in Table 5 and
Figure 7.

4.5. Scoring of Different Models. +e scoring standards in-
clude accuracy (P), recall (R), and F1 scoring experiment
results. +e best performance of LSTM data is CP� 0.3829,
CR� 0.3664, C–F1� 0.3744, EP� 0.3726, ER� 0.3004,
E–F1� 0.3326, OP� 0.9155, OR� 0.9316, and O–F1�

0.9234, which is better than the BiLSTM model with
CP� 0.3648, CR� 0.3319, C–F1� 0.3392, EP� 0.4402,
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Table 1: Principal component analysis.

RC1 RC2 RC3 RC4 RC5 RC6
Profit 0.9452 0.195 0.2122 0.0049 −0.0289 −0.0885
Highest 0.9448 0.1982 0.2196 0.058 −0.006 −0.0809
Lowest 0.9413 0.1962 0.2103 0.0511 −0.0609 −0.0932
WR.WR2 −0.001 −0.2737 0.0275 −0.0395 0.0512 0.0038
MA.MA3 0.9734 −0.1121 0.1559 −0.0541 −0.0241 −0.0782
MTM.MTM −0.0032 0.8769 0.1252 0.2854 −0.0061 −0.0427
OSC.OSC −0.0011 0.8331 0.1869 0.4332 −0.0202 −0.0355
ROC.MAROC 0.0338 0.8914 0.3031 −0.0275 0.0344 0.0105
SKDJ.D 0.0389 0.8678 0.0432 0.106 −0.0683 −0.0268
BIAS-QL.BIAS −0.0362 0.3561 0.0002 0.8862 −0.0239 −0.01
WIDTH.WIDTH 0.1058 0.014 0.021 0.0285 0.7291 0.2408
CYD.CYDN 0.1315 0.3727 0.2886 0.3361 −0.5788 −0.0961
FSL.SWL 0.9611 0.1197 0.215 −0.0159 −0.0272 −0.0868
ADTM.ADTM 0.0591 0.5492 0.6507 0.0818 −0.1677 −0.0379
ATR.ATR 0.6541 −0.0014 0.2166 0.0058 0.5668 −0.0278
DMA.DIFMA 0.2072 0.098 0.8759 −0.0667 0.0374 −0.0358
DMI.ADX −0.0985 −0.0335 0.008 −0.0152 0.1862 0.8516
DMI.ADXR −0.1379 −0.0591 0.0294 0.0072 0.2531 0.854
EMV.EMV 0.0275 0.8208 0.2628 0.1308 −0.0963 −0.0942
VMACD.DIF −0.0466 0.6583 0.1273 0.1629 0.113 0.3312
UOS.MAUOS 0.0941 0.8208 0.2045 0.1164 0.027 −0.0846
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profit
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Principal component characteristics
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RC5
RC4

RC3
RC2
RC1

Figure 3: Principal component feature analysis.

Table 2: Main component evaluation index.

RC1 RC2 RC3 RC4 RC5 RC6
CP 0.1535 0.3535 0.7474 −0.0868 0.1219 −0.0184
CR 0.2483 0.5096 0.536 0.4017 −0.256 −0.0933
C–F1 0.2981 0.1999 0.689 0.0047 0.2559 −0.3346
EP 0.0071 −0.0265 −0.1641 0.2175 0.0069 −0.0051
ER 0.1411 0.4014 0.6578 0.1225 −0.294 0.1221
E–F1 0.1891 0.0036 0.9024 −0.0307 0.0437 0.0195
OP 0.3858 −0.2712 0.2265 0.0165 0.304 −0.5153
OR 0.129 0.4455 0.7093 −0.0163 −0.0791 0.1523
O–F1 0.3228 0.0114 0.0387 0.011 −0.4751 −0.113
PCNT.PCNT −0.0489 −0.0036 0.042 0.8405 −0.0144 −0.0023
PCNT.MAPCNT −0.0476 0.4017 0.0211 0.8841 −0.0426 −0.018
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Table 2: Continued.

RC1 RC2 RC3 RC4 RC5 RC6
AMO.AMO2 0.4653 0.3189 0.4335 −0.0185 0.577 −0.022
VRSI.RSI3 −0.0397 0.4054 0.0615 0.3812 0.0391 0.2018
AMV.AMV2 0.9664 −0.0094 0.2118 −0.0614 −0.0229 −0.076
AMV.AMV3 0.978 −0.1596 −0.0036 −0.0347 0.0163 −0.0543
MCST.MCST 0.9613 −0.1087 −0.1285 −0.0628 0.0471 0.0148
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Figure 4: Principal component evaluation index.

Table 3: Time-dependent comparative experiment.

Time-dependent matrix type CP CR C–F1 EP ER E–F1 OP OR O–F1
Directed + self 0.8611 0.9353 0.8967 0.8865 0.9506 0.9174 0.9956 0.9845 0.99
Directed 0.8381 0.8922 0.8643 0.8706 0.9468 0.9071 0.9939 0.983 0.9884
Undirected + self 0.6977 0.7759 0.7347 0.7826 0.7529 0.7674 0.991 0.9865 0.9888
Undirected time 0.6395 0.8103 0.7148 0.7309 0.692 0.7109 0.9974 0.9836 0.9904
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Figure 5: Time-dependent comparative experiment.
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Table 4: Enterprise simulation experiment.

Time Cost Profit Highest Lowest WR.WR1 WR.WR2 AMV.AMV2 AMV.AMV3 MCST.MCST
2020.01 30.78 30.11 30.1 29.7 81.21 45.62 32.67 34.95 36.08
2020.02 31.97 30.75 32.08 30.37 60.23 34.44 32.28 34.78 35.95
2020.03 31.56 31.97 32.2 31.4 31.23 24.62 31.96 34.69 35.88
2020.04 31.58 31.43 31.96 31.36 23.85 24.8 31.75 34.62 35.83
2020.05 31.92 31.58 32.56 31.38 21.62 22.38 31.46 34.5 35.73
2020.06 35.18 35.52 35.99 35.16 86.79 74.86 38.62 44.68 43.19
2020.07 35.16 35.84 35.86 35.13 87.09 75.43 38.04 44.61 43.05
2020.08 34.01 34.79 34.79 33.01 81.72 76.13 37.36 44.44 42.82
2020.09 34.1 34.47 34.78 34.07 79.2 73.99 36.86 44.3 42.7
2020.10 34.83 34.1 35.48 34 62 56.56 36.29 44.06 42.5
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Figure 6: Enterprise simulation experiment.

Table 5: Enterprise economic forecast.

LSTM BiLSTM BiLSTM+GCN
(dependency)

BiLSTM
(WordNet) BiLSTM+GAT BLTGM

(noNor)
BLTGM
(nor) BLTGM2 BLTGM3 MCST.MCST

−1.03 −1.1 −1.05 −1.09 −0.26 1.04 −0.17 −0.65 −0.61 −0.74
−0.9 −1.03 −0.95 −1.02 0.043 0.311 −1.59 −0.67 −0.63 −0.755
−0.95 −0.9 −0.94 −0.9 −0.5 −0.69 −0.89 −0.68 −0.64 −0.76
−0.94 −0.96 −0.96 −0.91 −0.79 −0.94 −0.89 −0.68 −0.65 −0.77
−0.96 −0.94 −0.9 −0.9 −0.07 −1.03 −0.97 −0.7 −0.67 −0.78
−0.68 −0.59 −0.66 −0.72 −0.18 1.06 0.87 0.45 0.4 0.17
−0.67 −0.62 −0.66 −0.6 −0.64 0.97 0.8 0.44 0.4 0.15
−0.59 −0.66 −0.59 −0.61 −0.16 0.37 0.2 0.41 0.39 0.13
−0.49 −0.62 −0.55 −0.56 0.21 −0.29 −1.46 0.37 0.39 0.09
−0.56 −0.49 −0.57 −0.52 −0.31 −0.01 −0.78 0.34 0.38 0.07
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Figure 7: Enterprise economic forecast.

Table 6: Scores of different models.

Model CP CR C–F1 EP ER E–F1 OP OR O–F1
LSTM 0.3829 0.3664 0.3744 0.3726 0.3004 0.3326 0.9155 0.9316 0.9234
BiLSTM 0.3648 0.3319 0.3392 0.4402 0.3916 0.4145 0.9215 0.9318 0.9266
BiLSTM+GCN (dependency) 0.3897 0.3578 0.373 0.4889 0.4183 0.4508 0.9247 0.9399 0.9322
BiLSTM (WordNet) 0.474 0.3922 0.4292 0.5 0.5209 0.5102 0.9355 0.9433 0.9394
BiLSTM+GAT 0.6882 0.8276 0.7515 0.7749 0.7985 0.7865 0.9997 0.9839 0.9917
BLTGM (noNor) 0.8375 0.8664 0.8517 0.8863 0.8593 0.8726 0.9853 0.9853 0.9853
BLTGM (Nor) 0.8611 0.9353 0.8967 0.8865 0.9506 0.9174 0.9956 0.9845 0.99
BLTGM2 0.8488 0.944 0.8939 0.9182 0.9392 0.9286 0.9951 0.9859 0.9905
BLTGM3 0.8065 0.9698 0.8806 0.9094 0.9544 0.9314 0.9994 0.9822 0.9907

Table 7: Principal component feature analysis of the LSTM model.

RC1 RC2 RC3 RC4 RC5 RC6
SS loadings 8.63 6.91 5.21 3.84 2.25 2.18
Proportion var 0.23 0.19 14 0.1 0.06 0.06
Cumulative var 0.23 0.42 0.56 0.66 0.73 0.78
Proportion explained 0.3 0.24 0.18 0.13 0.08 0.08
Cumulative proportion 0.3 0.54 0.71 0.85 0.92 1
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ER� 0.391, E–F1� 0.4145, OP� 0.9215, OR� 0.9318, and
O–F1� 0.9266, as shown in Tables 6 and 7 and Figure 8.

Analyzing the principal component characteristics of
LSTM, all data indicators meet the standards, and the best
performance in the cumulative ratio is RC1� 0.3,
RC2� 0.54, RC3� 0.71, RC4� 0.85, RC5� 0.92, and RC6�1.

5. Conclusion

+is study is based on the unsupervised learning-based
enterprise spatial structure evolution and economic cou-
pling coordination relationship situation assessment
method. Pattern recognition has high-precision character-
istics, but it is necessary to train the evaluation model for the
enterprise spatial structure evolution in advance and then
carry out economic coupling coordination based on the
trained model.
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'e online teaching system is based on a high-tech framework to realize the integration and utilization of existing resources. Applying
the online teaching system to distance learning education will help practitioners or self-study people to obtain learning resources more
conveniently and quickly. With the development of technology and the social environment, more and more people are participating in
online teaching.'is has led to rapid growth in online teaching. However, when users use it, there are still problems, such as poor system
interaction performance, and cumbersome interface. 'e construction of a system dynamics model is based on powerful system
dynamics methodology and rules to analyze and solve complex problems and make optimal judgments. 'rough this research, we can
get (1). to design the dynamic model music online teaching components: student user table, teacher user table, administrator table,
virtual classroom, electronic courseware table, and multimedia music library table. (2). To correct the audio quality, audio speed, audio
height, initial efficiency, initial efficiency parameters, video quality, and video traffic. 'e 3A-10 group has the best effect (k� 13.9,
c� 0.30, A� 3.27, α� 0.80, Β� 1.67, and c � − 4.31). (3). During the appreciation of different music types (groups A, B, C, D, E, and F),
the scores were evaluated according to the dynamic model, and the scores were found to be better than 106. (4). 'e comparison of
kinetic equations, Kuramoto, and LIF shows that the scores of the kinetic equations are significantly better than the other twomodels. In
the kinetic model, F-s� 0.81, F-c� 0.66, D-s� 0.81, D-c� 0.71, H-s� 0.72, H-c� 0.56, V-s� 0.65, and V-c� 0.75.

1. Introduction

In 2019, due to the impact of the coronavirus disease
(COVID-19) pandemic, many schools around the world
have to carry out online teaching. 'eMinistry of Education
of China has also proposed a plan to transform offline
education into online teaching to deal with the impact of the
epidemic on teaching. 'rough the use of Tencent confer-
ences and DingTalk software, etc., a small-scale personal
education online course (SPOC) model was established to
solve the needs of students to attend classes and perfectly
deal with the obstacles of the epidemic to teaching. 'e
small-scale personal education online course model is based
on “video courses as the main body, supplemented by online
questions and answers” [1–3]. 'e system also has feedback
and improvement links such as online discussions and
chapter tests. 'e teaching quality and effectiveness are
evaluated through student group presentations, course ex-
aminations, and questionnaire surveys. 'e online teaching

system is also of great help to the education of the elderly.
'e online teaching system is a combination of web-based
modules or courses, other distance learning technologies,
and traditional learning methods. 'e online teaching
system can also provide unified training for rural teachers
and update the course content in time. We try to narrow the
gap between urban and rural schools as much as possible [4].
'e online teaching system is based on a high-tech
framework to realize the integration and utilization of
existing resources. Applying the online teaching system to
distance learning education will help practitioners or self-
study people to obtain learning resources more conveniently
and quickly. With the development of technology and the
social environment, more and more people are participating
in online teaching. 'is has led to signs of rapid growth in
online teaching [5–7]. 'e online teaching system is most
related to distance education, but it also appears in class-
room education in the form of blended learning. In this
period of growth in online teaching, there is time to develop
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standards to ensure its quality. Online classrooms are de-
rivatives of traditional classroom teaching standards. 'ere
are no specific requirements or rules for online education.
Due to its appearance too early, various systems may still
have some defects, which requires us to follow-up to im-
prove them. 'e most useful help for online teachers does
not come from the education sector, but from the technical
support services of the industrial sector, especially the IT
industry.'e online teaching system also plays an important
role in the online teaching of music, making music teaching
more intelligent and personalized, providing technical
support for the offline and online teaching of the majority of
music teachers, and enriching the means of music teaching.
'e chain reaction produced by scientific and technological
progress has caused corresponding changes in the music
teaching model [8]. 'e traditional music teaching model
emphasizes the role of the teacher. Without a balanced
relationship between the teacher and the student, the stu-
dent’s independent learning ability and the ability to explore
and innovate are restricted. 'e development of modern
information technologies such as mobile Internet technol-
ogy, artificial intelligence, and big data has made new
teaching models more and more abundant. 'e diversifi-
cation of teaching methods, tools, and forms not only affects
the development of social music teaching but also affects the
teaching of music classrooms in primary and secondary
schools. 'e dynamic model also plays an important role in
online music teaching [9] involving systematic self-learning,
model optimization, checking for omissions and filling
vacancies, etc. Generally, there are two mathematical forms
used to describe system dynamics, namely differential
equations and iterative mapping. Differential equations are
used to describe time-continuous dynamic systems, while
iterative mapping describes time-discrete systems. 'ere are
many universities across the country, and the academic
resources and other online resources of the libraries of these
universities are very complicated to manage. Generally
speaking, it is a very unscientific method to measure which
resources the school must purchase more of and which are
excess resources. It only depends on the ratio of teachers to
students in the school. Some resources will be extremely
short-term [10–14]. In order to provide schools with more
accurate predictions, it is necessary to introduce system
dynamics models. 'e system dynamics model can be used
to measure the distribution and occupation of educational
resources to meet the needs of college students’ academic
activities. 'e system dynamics method is a powerful
computer simulation technology that can bring convenience
to people in real life and at work. 'e construction of a
system dynamics model is based on powerful system dy-
namics methodology and rules to analyze and solve complex
problems and make optimal judgments. System dynamics
modeling technology can also provide certain assistance to
the management and development of enterprises. 'e cross-
impact analysis (CIA) method can be used to construct a
system dynamics model [15]. 'e use of system dynamics
can realize the collaborative office of company and enter-
prise employees and provide convenient conditions for
online offices and freelancers.'is research will demonstrate

its support for online music education by optimizing the
system dynamics model.

2. Technical Analysis of Music Teaching System

2.1. Streaming Media Technology. Streaming media tech-
nology is used to enable digital transmission and playback of
audio and video. After the video and audio are compressed
and decoded, they can be played on the designated server and
storage unit, which can achieve the effect of playing while
downloading, instead of waiting for 100% of all audio and
video downloads to enjoy and watch. Streaming media
technology brings together some of the characteristics of the
computer field, including data collection, data compression,
data storage, and network communications. Sequential
streaming can transmit data in real-time, and audio pictures
can be transmitted in real-time. Teachers can record their
lectures in advance, upload them to the proprietary streaming
media database, and then transcode, translate, and re-encode
them through the Windows Media Encoder, finally showing
lossless sound quality and high-definition picture playback.
Windows Media and PowerPoint can combine audio and
video [16–18]. You can use the screen recording function and
save audio and video as resynthesis in Figure 1.

2.2. Video Live Broadcast Technology. Using the Microsoft
streaming information broadcasting program, can realize
the promotion and dissemination of audio and video tu-
torials. Based on the current Internet technology, the rapid
dissemination of multimedia data can be realized. 'e
existing technologies basically require users to download
impact resources on a dedicated player or the Internet and
use dedicated video decoding players or plug-ins to browse
and watch audio and video. 'erefore, the problem we are
facing is that the consumption of downloading the original
data is relatively large, time-consuming, and labor-intensive,
and occasionally the download is interrupted, which makes
users miserable. After a long time of downloading, it may be
necessary to perform decoding operations and so on. 'ere
is also an important storage issue. When files are down-
loaded locally, it will be a burden for mobile terminal de-
vices, occupying a large amount of storage resources on
mobile phones and computers. 'is will cause the burden of
ordinary users to increase, and the memory may become full
and the computer may crash for a long time. 'erefore, we
optimize the system, increase the threads of the system,
perform multithreaded connections and operations, and
develop the maximum energy of the server and use the
equipment. We count the needs of users, provide peer-to-
peer services, and carry out relevant courses according to the
students’ own learning plans and learning needs. 'ey can
learn and work independently in the VOD mode no matter
where and when.'e control of the node can be operated on
its own mobile terminal [19–21].

2.3. Online Music Teaching Module. 'is online teaching
system is based on computer hardware and integrates
communication technology, streaming media technology,
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tiple fields to provide users with an online teaching system.
'is system is divided into three modules, 1. student space
(as shown in Figure 2 online music teaching student space),
the student space module includes autonomous learning
space, real-time learning, examination learning, and col-
laborative learning. We use these learning modes to un-
derstand and learn unknown knowledge, and the final
detection method is answer detection. 2. Virtual classroom
(Figure 3 online music teaching virtual classroom), the
virtual classroom module is divided into performance and
appreciation of music stories, live classroom, grading
courses, discussion, and exchanges, through the apprecia-
tion and understanding of music, online questions to test the
teaching of this lesson quality. 3. Teacher space (Figure 4
online music teaching teacher space). 'e teacher space
module is divided into electronic courseware, live teaching,
discussion management, and examination management.

2.4. Dynamic Model Music Online Teaching Composition.
Dynamic model music online teaching is divided into
student user tables, teacher user tables, administrator
tables, virtual classrooms, electronic courseware tables,
and multimedia music library tables. 'e student table is
to collect some information about the student, as shown in
Table 1(dynamic model music online teaching student
user table), including the student’s name, set ID, initial
password, and other information. 'e teacher informa-
tion form needs to fill in some information about the
teacher, and its basic information is similar to that in
Table 2. 'e administrator table includes information
such as the administrator number, password, last login
time, and last login IP. 'e virtual classroom includes
information such as a classroom number and a classroom
type. 'e electronic courseware table, as shown in Table 3,
includes courseware number, courseware type, producer,
class to which it belongs, courseware content, courseware
duration, number of viewers, etc. 'e multimedia music
library table includes file type, file path, upload time,
performance skills, number of listening times, and
number of collections.

3. Application of Dynamic Model in Online
Music Teaching

3.1. LIF (Leaky Integrate Fire) Model [22, 23]. For a dynamic
system, the state variable X can be used to characterize the
system as

X � x1, x2, . . . , xn( . (1)

Continuous time music appreciation ability is

X′(t) � f[X(t)], x ∈ R
n
. (2)

Dynamic equations of time-discrete systems

x(t + 1) � g[x(t)]. (3)

Online teaching system parameters are

x0 � x0,1,...,xn,0 . (4)

Music node bifurcation (saddle-node bifurcation) is

_x � r − x
2

x1 �
�
r

√
, x2 � −

�
r

√
( . (5)

Treble frequency is

_x � rx − x
2
. (6)

Online teaching system is expressed as follows:

_x � rx − x
3
,

_z � r + iw − |z|
2

 z.
(7)

Node degree is

ki � 
N

j�1
aij

������

a
2

+ b
2



. (8)

3.2. Kuramoto Model.

_θ � ϖi +
K

N


N

j�1
sin θj − θi , i � 1, 2, . . . , N. (9)

Natural audio frequency is

_θ � ϖi +
K

N


N

j�1
sin θj − θi . (10)

White noise is as follows:

re
iψ

�
1
N



N

j�1
e

iθj . (11)

Kuramoto model fitting online music teaching system is
expressed as follows:

MPEG4 encoder

Data synchronizer WMV streaming

MP3 encoder

Video streaming

Audio stream

Figure 1: Streaming media production method.
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Figure 2: Online music teaching student space.

Play and appreciate music
stories

Online test

Virtual classroom

Exam learning

Live classroom

Discussion and exchange

Figure 3: Online music teaching virtual classroom.

Electronic courseware

Final exam

Teacher space

Discussion and exchange

Remote learning
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Figure 4: Online music teaching teacher space.
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re
iψ

� r �
1
N



N

j�1
e

iθj ,

_θ � ωi + Kr sin φ − θi(  � ωi + Kr sin θi.

(12)

Different types of music inputs are

zρ

zt

+
z(ρv)

zt

�
zρ

zt

+
zρ(ω − Kr sin θ)

zθ
,

Z �   dθdωe
iθ

g(ω)ρ(θ,ω, t).

(13)

3.3. Kinetic Model KE (Kinetic Equations). 'e parameter
input of the dynamic model to music online teaching
[24–26]is as follows:

ρ(ω, θ) �
c(ω)

|ω − r sin θ|
. (14)

'e sequence parameter value is calculated as follows:

Z �   dθ dωe
iθ

g(ω),

z(ρv)

zt

�
zρ(ω − Kr sin θ)

zθ
,

r �   dωdθg(ω) δ θ − arcsin
ω
kr

  

� 
c

− c
dωg(ω)

��������

1 −
ω
c

 

2




.

(15)

Table 1: Dynamic model music online teaching student user list.
Field name Type Primary key Foreign key Can it be empty Illustrate
StudentID Int Y N N Student ID
Name Varchar (50) N N N Name
Password Varchar (50) N N N Password
Nickname Varchar (50) N N N Nick name
Sex Varchar (5) N N N Gender
Age Int N N N Age
E-mail Varchar (50) N N Y E-mail
Address Varchar (50) N N Y Contact address
Telephone Varchar (20) N N Y Contact number
PicPath Varchar (100) N N Y Photo path
Balanced Int N N N Point card balance
Grade Int N N N User level
RegTime Date N N N Registration time
Comments Varchar (200) N N Y Remark

Table 2: Dynamic model music online teaching multimedia library list.
Field name Type Primary key Foreign key Can it be empty Illustrate
MusicID Int Y N N Song number
MusicName Varchar (50) N N N name
MusicType Varchar (20) N N N Type
Author Varchar (20) N N N Author
FileType Int N N N File type
FilePath Varchar (50) N N N File path
UpdateID Int N Y N Uploaded by
UpdateTime Data N N N Upload time
PlaySkill Varchar (200) N N Y Musical skills
PlayCount Int N N N Number of listens
CollectCnt Int N N N Favorites
Comments Varchar (200) N N Y Remark

Table 3: Dynamic model music online teaching electronic courseware list.
Field name Type Primary key Foreign key Can it be empty Illustrate
VideoNum Int Y Y N Courseware number
VideoType Int N N N Courseware type
Author Int N Y N Maker
CourseID Varchar (20) N Y N Belonging to the course
CourseCN Varchar (200) N N Y Courseware content
Time Time N N N Courseware duration
PlayCount Int N N Y Viewers
Comments Varchar (200) N N Y Remark
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Balance equation is expressed as follows:


2π

0
dθ

c(ω)sin θ
|ω − r sin θ|

. (16)

'e fitting of a dynamic model to music online teaching
is expressed as follows:

r �  0 � 
∞

− ∞
dωg(ω)ω + 

− c

− ∞
dωg(ω)

������

ω2
− c

2


− 
∞

c
dωg(ω)

������

ω2
− c

2


.

(17)

Kinetic function is

f(u, v) � u(a − u)(u − 1) − v,

g(u, v) � bu − cv,

d
dt



n

i�1
Xi

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ � DF +
x − μ
σ

 .

(18)

Model evaluation is

dσxi

dx
� DFσxi + ∈1 

N

j�1
M

1
ijB

1
+ ∈2 

N

j�1
M

2
ijB

2σxi. (19)

4. Simulation Experiment

4.1. Initial Parameter Settings. At the beginning of the ex-
periment, the initial simulation parameters of the experi-
ment were set, and the audio quality, audio speed, audio
height, initial efficiency, initial efficiency parameters, video

quality, and video flow coefficient were set. 'e results are
shown in Table 4 as the initial simulation parameters.

4.2. Using Bouc–Wen Model to Calibrate the Online System.
'e k, c, A, α, β, and c parameters correct the audio quality,
audio speed, audio height, initial efficiency, initial efficiency
parameters, video quality, and video traffic. As shown in
Table 5 and Figure 5, the Bouc–Wen model is used to
analyze the parameter sensitivity of the online system.
Grouping into − 3A, − 1A, 1A, 3A, the 3A-10 group has the
best effect (k � 13.9, c � 0.30, A � 3.27, α� 0.80, β� 1.67, and
c � − 4.31).

4.3. Evaluation of Dynamic Model of Music Online
Teaching. 'e scoring of the model is shown in Figure 6.

We group the music online classes into six groups: A, B,
C, D, E, and F and appreciate different music types (di-
plomacy, military, politics, technology, sports, and liveli-
hood) in Table 6, and then scored according to the dynamic
model evaluation and found that the score fit is higher than
106.

Among them, the various types account for diplo-
macy� 7%, military� 18%, politics� 26%, technology� 10%,
sports� 17%, and livelihood� 22% as shown in Figure 7.

As shown in Table 7(model optimization comparison)
and Figure 8 (model comparison), use F-s, F-c,D-s,D-c,H-s,
H-c, V-s, and V-c to evaluate and compare the models.
Comparing the three models of kinetic equations, Kur-
amoto, and LIF, it is found that the scores of the kinetic
equations are significantly better than the other two models.
In the kinetic model, F-s� 0.81, F-c� 0.66, D-s� 0.81, D-
c� 0.71, H-s� 0.72, H-c� 0.56, V-s� 0.65, and V-c� 0.75.

Table 4: Initial simulation parameters.
Initial simulation parameters Numerical value
Audio quality 5000
Audio speed 3000
Audio height 460
Initial efficiency 6
Initial efficiency parameter 1.29
Video quality 78.5
Video flow coefficient 0.8

Table 5: Calibration results of k, c, A, α, β, c and other parameters.
− 3A − 1A 1A 3A

f/Hz 4 10 4 10 4 10 4 10
k 21.5 22.1 18.9 19.1 17.8 16.8 13.9 14.9
c 0.53 0.48 0.42 0.39 0.37 0.36 0.30 0.31
A 5.61 5.57 4.85 4.53 4.10 3.80 3.27 2.93
α 0.32 0.34 0.52 0.54 0.64 0.63 0.80 0.83
β 2.84 3.16 0.42 1.92 3.54 3.31 1.67 3.94
c − 5.05 − 6.51 − 6.48 − 5.41 − 6.23 − 6.59 − 4.31 − 5.06
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Table 6: Dynamic appreciation scores of different music types.
Serial number Category Content value
A Diplomacy China and the United States agree not to impose new tariffs 1159691
B Military U.S. withdrawal from Syria 3144622
C Politics Speech at the 40th anniversary of reform and opening up 4462115
D Technology Blackmail virus requiring WeChat to pay ransoms 1829246
E Sports Ke Jie defeated Korean players 2866745
F Livelihood Yueqing boy lost incident 3783792
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10%
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Figure 7: Proportion of various types of music.
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5. Conclusion

In this study, by setting the initial parameters of the kinetic
model, the kinetic model can better fit the music online
teaching system. And we use the Bouc–Wen model to
detect and modify the online system. Finally: (1). we
designed the dynamic model for music online teaching
components: student user table, teacher user table, ad-
ministrator table, virtual classroom, electronic courseware
table, multimedia music library table. (2). We corrected the
audio quality, audio speed, audio height, initial efficiency,
initial efficiency parameters, video quality, and video traffic.
'e 3A-10 group has the best effect (k � 13.9, c � 0.30,
A � 3.27, α� 0.80, Β� 1.67, and c � − 4.31). (3). In the ap-
preciation of different music types (groups A, B, C, D, E,
and F), the scores were evaluated according to the dynamic
model, and the scores were found to be better than 106. (4).
'e three models, kinetic equations, Kuramoto, and LIF,
are compared, and it is found that the scores of the kinetic
equations are significantly better than the other two
models. In the kinetic model, F-s � 0.81, F-c� 0.66, D-
s � 0.81,D-c � 0.71,H-s � 0.72,H-c � 0.56,V-s � 0.65, andV-
c � 0.75. 'e main research work in the future focuses on
the characteristics and efficiency of online music com-
munication and puts forward the analysis of relevant online
music communication paths. 'e main propagation
models in different application scenarios are deeply
studied, and the key propagation nodes and function
analysis of different algorithms are proposed.
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China has always considered the improvement of youth physical quality as one of the key steps in the talent training program, and
universities have always followed the national policy to change the quantity and quality of sports equipment. 'is study mainly
focuses on the development of sports equipment management system in colleges and universities. By building a scientific sports
equipment management system, the efficiency of sports equipment management process is improved and the difficulty of
managers’ work is reduced.'e construction of the sports equipment management system is a comprehensive information service
platform created specifically for sports administrators. 'e main function is to help sports equipment administrators obtain
information on equipment management, and it is an electronic system that can obtain the status of sports equipment use through
certain instructions, providing an example for sports equipment management in China’s universities.

1. Introduction

Along with the accelerated pace of economic development,
the quality education advocated by the Ministry of Educa-
tion in all colleges and universities has received wide at-
tention from all walks of life, especially in the field of
physical education, in order to quickly improve the quality
of teaching. 'e equipment of hardware has increased
significantly [1]. 'en, about the use of this equipment, the
construction of scientific and reasonable rules and regula-
tions as well as the effective realization of the rational ap-
plication of resources in teaching to achieve the
improvement of quality must become the issue that needs to
be considered at present. Today, with the increasingly rapid
development in the field of information technology, it is
possible to solve precisely the problems described above [2].
'e use of information technology as a medium to achieve
electronic system management of sports equipment can
achieve efficient and convenient management [3].

As a part of fixed asset management, traditional sports
equipment management is carried out manually, which

requires sports equipment managers to be on standby every
day, making sports equipment management a headache that
wastes both human and financial resources and is not fa-
vored. 'is problem is especially obvious in our unit [4].

First of all, as the size of the school continues to expand
and develop, the sports equipment assets continue to expand
and become more frequently used, and the number of sports
equipment in the school is correspondingly much larger
than the general number of schools and colleges, thus
making it more difficult to manage. Furthermore, under the
contradiction of one set of management system of two units,
the school is divided into two parts in the management of
fixed assets of sports equipment, College A and Branch B [5].
However, in the process of use, the two levels can use each
other, which invariably increases the difficulty of sports
equipment management and scheduling.

Secondly, there is no fixed position of sports equipment
manager in our unit, it is done by physical education
teachers on a part-time basis, and each physical education
teacher has classes to attend and teaching tasks to complete.
In response to the above phenomenon, at least two teachers
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need to take turns to sit on duty to manage the assets and
loan of physical education equipment, which increases the
burden of teachers [6, 7].

Again, the use and management of physical education
equipment in colleges and universities are characterized by
many types, large quantities and decentralized departments,
so it is impossible to take physical inventory regularly, which
leads to the management of obsolescence; obsolescence and
renewal of equipment often cannot be reflected and updated
in time, which often causes discrepancies between accounts
and reality and cannot objectively and truly reflect the status
of assets [8].

Finally, the school has to fill out forms and apply and
record the use of sports equipment in a detailed manner.
'ese steps of approval and record-keeping consume the
working time of the management staff and lead to the re-
duction of enthusiasm of students and related departments
due to the complicated steps of loaning and returning
equipment. 'erefore, it is important to simplify the rental
procedures and streamline the rental process [9].

'e abovementioned reasons have brought a lot of
trouble to the management of sports equipment in units. As
the number and types of school sports equipment continue
to increase, its utilization rate also gradually increases. In
order to effectively manage school sports equipment, in-
crease the purchase of sports equipment in a timely manner,
keep track of the loan of sports equipment, and reflect the
true information of fixed assets; it is imperative to develop an
efficient sports equipment management system [10].

'e purpose of developing and using a PE equipment
management system is to free managers from the tedious
manual registration work and to devote their energy to
improving the efficiency of PE equipment management and
facilitating the use of PE equipment, thus making PE
equipment management more efficient and convenient and
better serving the overall school teaching [11].

2. Overall Design of Sports Equipment
Management System in High School

'e development of the sports equipment management system
in colleges and universities is conducive to the expansion of new
ideas in the management of sports equipment in colleges and
universities. Administrators can make real-time inquiries about
sports equipment borrowing and returning information within
the system, supervise students who have not returned their
equipment after the deadline, and set up compensation and
other management operations through the sports equipment
management system. With the assistance of the sports equip-
ment management system, the sports management department
can have the remaining time to perform other tasks in their
positions.'e construction of a sports equipment management
system in higher education provides a good working atmo-
sphere and an efficient form of work for the sports equipment
management department [12].

Management information system (hereinafter referred
to as MIS) must be human-centered in the process of re-
alization; of course, hardware and network equipment and
computer software are essential, mainly for the specific

transfer, processing, collection, and processing of infor-
mation on the target to be able to ensure the efficiency of
management [13]. Management information systems are
very different from other systems mainly because this system
is mostly focused on the analysis of operations. While in
specific academic studies, systems of decision automation
and decision support are the collective term for information
management methods (e.g., decision support systems, expert
systems, and supervisory support systems) [13].

'e functions of management information systems are
very numerous and are inextricably related to each other, as
well as to the combined situation of an organism dedicated
to the realization of the overall functionality. 'e specific
functions are described below: data processing, that is, the
processing of data for storage, collection, transmission,
processing, and input and other processes transaction
processing, mainly focused on the assistance of the content
of the work of managers, who, with the relevant research, are
well able to free themselves from the mental and physical
labor of the past, greatly improving the efficiency of work
and increasing the creativity of the staff [14]. 'e forecasting
function, which can analyze the future situation by means of
data formulas and realistic simulations, enables rational
planning; the planning function can plan the work of the
department in advance and control the final execution by
means of relevant monitoring systems; the control function,
which can control the management and analyze the causes of
loopholes, plays a role in supporting the staff. 'e auxiliary
decision-making function can improve the scientific nature
of decision-making, especially in terms of the accuracy of
mathematical models.

Management information system (MIS) is a type of
information that uses computer terminals and network
communication devices, businesses, schools, and govern-
ment departments, such as collecting, transmitting, sharing
and maintaining a specific range of information, and
interacting with relevant system operators [15]. Manage-
ment information systems in order to the ultimate goal to
improve management efficiency and thus improve the
market competitiveness of enterprises. 'e project is shown
in Figure 1.

'e integrated management information system consists
of six parts, which are mainly collected, processed, stored,
transmitted, maintained, and used [16]. A well-developed
management information system allows the user to first
specify exactly what information is needed, to purposefully
collect relevant information and convert it into a format that
accepts the user on this basis, in addition to information
management.

'e process of carrying out the development of the system
should pay great attention to the workflow, and it is necessary to
achieve precise transformation in the specificworkflow so that it
is possible to constantly innovate the management mechanism,
which is significant in terms of establishing reasonable rules and
regulations, as well as stable production procedures, and
constantly broadening the management practices in manage-
ment, promoting the upgrading of themanagement system, and
greatly simplifying the workflow, and in terms of improving the
efficiency of work, the significance is significant [17].
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system must pay attention to the requirements and make a
fairly detailed analysis of the requirements in order to be
able to achieve the target. From the beginning, it is im-
portant to have a big picture view, to be able to face the
management object from a certain level, to be able to
analyze the main issues and details, and to follow the top-
down principle. At the development level, it should be
compatible and adaptable to the later development and
maintenance of the system. 'e code should be readable,
modular, and pluggable and have the ability to adapt to
changes in requirements as they occur. Training documents
and trainers are available during the application phase.
Users are enabled to have some knowledge of the benefits of
the system and to manage it, so that the use of the system
can be promoted smoothly [18].

3. Sports Equipment Management

3.1. School Sports Equipment. School sports equipment re-
fers to school sports training, various equipment, sports
equipment and teaching materials, sports competitions, and
extracurricular sports activities and uses. It is a task to
complete school sports and to achieve the basic premise and
material basis, the purpose of school sports. Physical edu-
cation supervision is an important part of the development
of school physical education, and it measures the stan-
dardization of school physical education.

3.1.1. According to the Classification of Sports Items.
After the classification of sports, it is also possible to achieve
the classification of equipment, such as track and field track
and field equipment, weightlifting equipment, and ice and
snow equipment.

3.1.2. Classification according to the Nature of Sports
Equipment. 'e current classification is mainly based on
four categories: self-provided equipment, designated
equipment, field equipment, and other equipment.

When the two sides of the competition often specify the
manufacturers, trademarks, and specifications of the
equipment, which is a good way to avoid conflicts, self-
provided equipment is the equipment carried by the athletes
themselves, for example, some sports are brought by
themselves, such as ball bats, sports clothing and related
shoes, hats, and protective gear and some are items in the
venue, such as goals, stoppers, and timers. Of course, there
are some nonfield information, mainly including physical
training, fitness activities, and sports and recreation
equipment.

3.2. ,e Concept of Sports Equipment Management. In
“Management,” that is, the specific management process,
there are many interpretations of the concept of manage-
ment, and the following definition is made by summarizing
the conceptual theories of most scholars: the manager is the
subject of management, mainly based on the understanding
of the objective laws of the accident, using a rational ap-
proach and an orderly, rational, and scientific analysis of the
relevant processes, which may contain a lot of planning and
control in the process. 'e main purpose is to regulate the
flow of activities and the integration of resources so as to
achieve the target process [9, 10].

Based on the understanding of the concept of man-
agement, the definitive conclusion about the manage-
ment of physical education equipment is made in this
study: the school should take into account the condition
of the equipment itself and adopt reasonable means and
procedures in conducting the use of physical education
equipment. 'e methods are controlled so that the sports
equipment can play its proper role and can achieve the
coordination of all aspects, which is significant for the use
of sports equipment.

4. Design of Sports Equipment Management
System in High School

4.1. Overall System Design. Layered architectures are very
common in software architecture planning, and they are also
a very important class of constructs. A hierarchical model
can often have three main layers, roughly from bottom to
top: the domain layer, the data access layer, and the rep-
resentation layer [6], as shown in Figure 2.

'e role of each level is as follows.
'e access data layer is mainly a class of operations on

the initial numbers (database or a series of files and other
types of storage of numbers), but not the initial class of
data alone. We can also say that it is related to the op-
eration of the numbers, specifically the transaction logic
layer or the related services provided on behalf of the
class.

'e logical layer of the transaction: it is mainly for the
operation of the problem, which can also be understood as
the operation of the data and the logical processing of the
data transaction. If the building blocks are the data layer,
then the building blocks are the logical layer.

Representation layer: the main representation WEB way
can also be expressed as WINFORMway. WEB way can also
be expressed as aspx; if the logic layer is quite powerful and
perfect, no matter how the performance layer is defined and
changed, the logic layer can be perfect to provide services.

'is system administrator C/S structure to achieve the
overall architecture design is shown in Figure 3.

'e technical route of system development adopts J2EE
development technology and follows J2EE1.4 specification.

C/S structure part of the implementation of the interface
representation layer using java application swing compo-
nents to achieve GUI graphical user interface and to achieve
database connection using JDBC-ODBC bridge.

TPS data
Information
generation 

MIS
information

User

Figure 1: Working principle diagram.
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4.2. System Functional Module Design. In accordance with
the top-down, step-by-step approach, the top-level modules
are designed to design their subordinate modules for each
module. 'e structure diagram of several important mod-
ules is shown in Figure 4:

As seen in Figure 5, loan registration is the top-level
module and borrower information and device information
are its subordinate modules, while borrower number and
borrowing time are the subordinate modules of borrower,
and device level, quantity, and device name are the sub-
ordinate modules of device information.

In Figure 6 of the structure of the “return device”
module, the return registration is the top module for the
borrower information and the device information; the
borrower information is also the top module for the bor-
rower number and the return time, and the device infor-
mation is the top module for selecting the returned device.

In Figure 7 of the ‘request device’ module structure, the
request registration is the top-level module and its subor-
dinate modules are borrower information, submission time,
and device information.'e borrower information is the top
module for the borrower number and the borrowing time;
the device information is the top module for the quantity
and the selected device name.

In the structure diagram of the “approval application”
module, the approval result is the top-level module for
approval, the approval is the top-level module for viewing
the application record, and the viewing application record is
the top-level module for borrower information and
equipment information.

'e software design of the university sports equipment
management system is mainly divided into three layers:
information display layer, business processing layer, and
data storage layer [3].

'e information display layer is the interaction interface
between the equipment management system and the user,
and its main function is to display the information of
equipment borrowing and returning. For example, if a
device borrower forgets the login password when logging
into the device management system, he/she can log in or
reset the password in the form of a dynamic verification code
to ensure the security of the system.

'e business processing layer can play a role between the
information display layer as well as the data storage layer.
When sports equipment borrowers and returners initiate
business processing or inquiries in the information display
layer, the processing results can be retrieved to the pro-
cessing center of the data to retrieve the user’s information,

Presentation
layer

Business logic
layer

Data operation
layer

Database

Figure 2: C/S three-tier architecture diagram.

Interface layer

Employees
operator

Operator class

Various specific
business

processing
Various

functional
classes

Department
operator

Department
Operator

Department
class

Grant rights
management
Role class role

permission class
System function

class

Database general access layer

MySQ

Figure 3: C/S implementation three-tier architecture diagram.
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and the results can be fed back to the representation layer.
When designing the core business processing layer that is in
the whole software system, the rules and regulations and
system application processes developed in the early stage
should be placed in this layer to avoid code errors in the
application process of the sports equipment management
system. When certain sudden code errors appear, the
business processing layer will provide timely feedback to the

information display layer. When designing the business
processing layer, attention needs to be focused on the
problem of anomalous phenomena and the system crash
caused by network virus problems.

`'e data storage layer is mainly responsible for changing
the data storage content and the output method of the data, and
the data can be retrieved, passed, and deleted in the college
sports equipment management system. After the original data

Borrowing
registration

Borrower
information

Equipment
information

Borrower
No

Borrowing
time

Equipment
level Quantity Equipment

name

Legal status

Figure 4: Structure of the “loaner” module.

Return
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Borrower
information

Equipment
information

Borrower No Borrowing
time

Select return
equipment
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Figure 5: Structure of the “return of equipment” module.

Application for
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Figure 6: Structure of the “request device” module.
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Figure 7: Structure of “approval application” module.
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are basically determined in the early stage of system data setting,
the original data will not be changed in the later stage. In order
to improve the sense of the later use of the whole equipment
management system, this study provides a more convenient
data storage layer operation method for the third layer system.

5. Database Design of Sports Equipment
Management System in Colleges
and Universities

5.1. Sports Equipment Management System Design Process.
Database design can be arranged into five main stages: user
requirements analysis, system conceptual design, data
structure design, software design, and post-operation and
maintenance. In the preliminary stage of database devel-
opment, the user requirements and system conceptual de-
sign are the most important.

5.2. Conceptual Structure Design of Sports Equipment Man-
agement System. E-R diagram, proposed by P.P. Schen in
1976, is one of the effective methods of initial conceptual
analysis of database modules of sports equipment man-
agement systems [5]. In the sports equipment management
system of universities, the main design idea should be fol-
lowed to build a relational model system that reflects the real
phenomenon. In the corresponding sports equipment
management system, the relationship between individual
entities is closer, and it can be seen that when designing the
core terminal of the system, it is necessary to take into
account the problem of data attributes and realize real-time
query, modification, and deletion operations between
subjects.

5.3. Sports Equipment Management System Process Structure
Design. In the data storage system of college sports
equipment management system, teachers need to be granted
the authority to manage the system firstly, which can be
mainly divided into the following categories: system man-
agement teachers, sports equipment management teachers,
and teachers in charge of sports equipment management.
Mainly through the system management teacher for per-
mission allocation work, the teacher table is the main data
source for system login and equipment check-in/check-out.

When a class needs to borrow sports equipment, they
need to present their student ID card to the sports equip-
ment manager and check their personal information against
the class form to complete the loan.

In the college sports equipment management system, the
class and teacher’s class schedule is stored, and when a class
needs to borrow sports equipment, this form can be used to
verify the information. 'e management of the schedule is a
little more complicated, as the schedule needs to be updated
every semester according to the teaching schedule, so the
system administrator needs to make real-time changes to the
schedule.

In the PE equipment management system of the uni-
versity, teachers need to apply for the loan of PE equipment
according to the regulations issued by the PE equipment

room. It is important to note that, in order to regulate the
equipment borrowing behavior of teachers, the number of
sports equipment that can be borrowed at a time should be
specified. For example, teachers may only borrow three types
of physical education equipment at a time and students may
borrow one type of physical education equipment at a time.
When the borrower returns the equipment after use, the
administrator then modifies and records the corresponding
fields in this table. 'e details are shown in Figure 8.

When teachers or students return sports equipment, the
system automatically updates the data in real time and analyzes
the loan record table together with this table. When the system
makes a regular inquiry for the users who have not yet returned
the sports equipment, if the teacher or student is found to be the
one who returned the sports equipment, the system will au-
tomatically remind the teachers and students who have not yet
returned the sports equipment to try to return it at once. 'e
details are shown in Figure 9.

6. Performance Test

According to the communication and research with other
colleges and universities, some specialized sports colleges and
universities, such as Tianjin Sports Institute, have just developed
their own sports equipment management information system.
Although the sports equipment management system developed
by each university is only successfully developed and put into
use in these two years, the history is not too long, but it shows
that this issue has already attracted the attention of each uni-
versity on fixed assets’ management in sports equipment
management. 'ese sports equipment management systems
developed by colleges and universities are mainly used for a
number of purposes, approving the borrowing of the equipment
concerned, statistical management of the total classification,
reporting and updating, etc., which basically solve the basic
functions required by most colleges and universities in need of
such systems, as shown in Figure 10.

However, the sports equipment management system
developed by these sister schools and colleges cannot fully
meet the needs of sports equipment recall and management
under the unique system of “two levels of schools and
colleges with one set of management mechanism” in the
light of the actual management situation of the school.
Different equipment management systems focus on different
functional points, and this system is mainly intended to solve
the borrowing and returning of sports equipment for two
levels of schools, including College A and Branch B. 'ere
are major differences between the management process and
ideas of sports equipment and other equipment manage-
ment systems, for example, in the number of returns and the
time nodes of returns, as shown in Figure 11.

'e difference in categories leads to differences in
borrowing and lending. For sports equipment, borrowers are
usually teachers, and at some point in time, the number of
one-time borrowing and returning is larger. From the se-
curity point of view, other systems, especially those involving
the military, generally havemore security and confidentiality
design to consider, while the sports equipment management
system is a civilian, relatively less in terms of security.
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,e market is intricate and complicated, and the existing risk warning models have problems of low efficiency and poor
generalization in predicting market risk data. Aiming at the problems, this study takes stock market risk warning as the research
object and proposes a market risk warning model based on LSTM-VaR. 15 variables in the three categories of basic transaction
data, statistical technical indicators, and moving interval data are selected as the stock market characteristic indicators, the
LSTM(Long Short TermMemory) prediction model is constructed and the standard deviation of stock returns is predicted. Based
on the predicted results, the probability distribution of return rate under the conditional distribution is obtained, and the
VaR(Value at Risk) is calculated. 1% and 5% sample quantiles are taken as the warning line, and the LSTM-VaR warning model is
obtained.,e results show that the RMSE value of the model is the smallest, which is 0.013762, when the activation function of the
LSTM-VaRmodel is the Leaky ReLu function, the training periods epochs are 10, the time window length N is 9, the batch size is 8,
the number of neurons in each layer is 50, the dropout probability is 0.1, and adam is used as the optimizer. Compared with
traditional prediction models such as MLP, the proposed model has better performance and can well realize market risk warning.

1. Introduction

,e influencing factors of the market are complex and
changeable, and it is usually difficult to master the rules. In
recent decades, market crises occurred frequently. For ex-
ample, the global economic crisis in 2008 triggered eco-
nomic turmoil around the world, resulting in
unemployment of tens of millions of laborers worldwide, an
increase of 50 million poverty population, and irreparable
losses [1].,is shows the significance of market risk warning
in the global economy. At present, with the progress of
artificial intelligence technology, deep learning, with good
nonlinear mapping ability and fitting generalization ability,
is widely used in market dynamic prediction. For instance,
prediction methods based on artificial neural networks have
achieved good prediction results in dealing with market
non-linearity and time series dependence. Lin Wenhao and
Chen Xuebin et al., combined with the relevant data of
Shanghai Securities, proposed a stock market risk prediction
method based on GARCH(Generalized Autoregressive

Conditional Heteroskedasticity model), which effectively
realized the prediction of stock market risk [2, 3]; Li Xinxin
and Liu Chengcheng et al. built a risk prediction model with
generalized vector autoregressive model [4, 5]; Guo Jing and
Liu Wenchao et al. evaluated the inherent volatility risk of
the stock market through implied tail risk, greatly improving
the risk warning ability [6, 7]; Zhou Wenhaoand Tian
Chongwenet al., constructed a customer default model of
banks on the basis of commercial banks data and the logistic
regression, so as to improve the identification ability of
customer risks of banks; However, the above methods are
mainly through quantitative risk analysis [8, 9]. With the
application of neural network, It has begun to be applied to
risk prediction. For example, Ren Ni et al. applied deep
learning algorithm to financial risk prediction, providing
reference for the application of deep learning algorithm in
risk prediction [10]. Zhang Qun et al. applied LSTM algo-
rithm to wind forecasting, which is characterized by fitting
with time series data. In the above studies, the focus is how to
improve the accuracy of risk prediction [11]. ,erefore, in
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order to solve the above problems, based on extensive review
of relevant literature, this study takes stock market risk
warning as the research object, and proposes a LSTM-VaR
market risk warning model in the basis of the LSTM(Long
Short Term Memory) and the VaR(Value at Risk). By using
LSTMnetwork to predict standard deviation of stock returns
and VaR to measure value at risk, the stock market risk
warning can be realized.

2. Basic Methods

2.1. LSTM Model Introduction. LSTM model is a variant of
recurrent neural network (RNN). By replacing the neuron
structure of RNN with a three-layer “gate” structure of input
gate, output gate and forgetting gate, the problem of gradient
disappearance of RNN network loss function and long-term
dependence can be solved. Figure 1 is the LSTM network
model structure, showing the processing flow of data
through the memory unit and gate structure. In the figure, it
represents the input gate, ft represents the forgetting gate,
Ot represents the output gate, Ct represents the hidden layer
neuron state, lt represents the candidate value generated by
inputting Zt, [ht−1, zt] represents the connection vector
between the hidden layer output at time t − 1 and the input
at time t, and wf, bf respectively represent the weight matrix
of the forgetting gate and bias, wi, bi respectively represent
the weight matrix of the input gate weight matrix and bias,
wo, bo respectively represent the weight matrix of the output
gate weight matrix and bias, w1, b1 respectively represent the
weight matrix of the current state value weight matrix and
bias.

,e status update mode of the LSTM network model is
shown in (1)–(5)

ft � σ w
f

ht−1, zt   + z
f

, (1)

ot � σ w
o

ht−1, zt (  + b
o
, (2)

lt � tan h W
l

ht−1, zt   + b
l
, (3)

ct � ft.ct−1 + it.lt, (4)

ht � ot.tan h ct( , (5)

2.2. VaR Model Introduction. ,e VaR model, value-at-risk
model, can be calculated by formula (6)

P(ΔP>VaR) � 1 − a. (6)

In the formula, P stands for probability measurement;
ΔP stands for value loss; a stands for confidence level, the
larger the value, the more disgusted the separation. ,e
meaning of the above formula is that within a period of time
in the future, the probability loss of the asset portfolio 1 − α
will not exceed the VaR value. For VaR measurement, it is
usually calculated by the empirical distribution of the rate of
return based on historical data, as shown in formulas (7) and
(8) [12].

Rt |Ωt−1(  ∼ N μt, σ
2
t . (7)

In the formula, Rt is the rate of return; μt is the average
rate of return; σt is standard deviation of return rate; Ωt−1 is
the information set at time t−1.

According to the above LSTM and VaR model intro-
ductions, LSTM has strong nonlinear mapping capabilities
[13], VaR model is a risk management method to measure
market risk, and it is easy to handle and fast in calculation [14].
,erefore, combining LSTMmodel and VaRmodel, this study
proposes a market risk warning model based on LSTM-VaR.

3. Market risk warning model
based on LSTM-VaR

3.1. Characteristic variables selection. ,e selection of
characteristic variables is a prerequisite for realizing market
risk warning. ,is paper takes stock as the research object,
and constructs a market risk warning model based on op-
timized LSTM model. According to literature and the
nonlinear characteristics of stock data [15], this paper selects
representative indicators from basic transaction data, sta-
tistical technical indicators and moving interval data as
characteristic index variables, as shown in Table 1.

3.2. LSTM-VaR model construction

3.2.1. Activation function. In order to strengthen the
learning ability of the network, an activation function is
introduced into the network. ,e Sigmoid function is the
designated activation function of the logistic regression
model. It has the advantage of being easy to derive, but it is
prone to the problem of gradient disappearance. Its
mathematical expression is as formula (8). Tanh function is a
saturated activation function, and there is still the problem
of gradient disappearance. Its mathematical expression is as
formula (9), and the calculation is simplified as formula (10).
Relu function has certain advantages in solving the problem
of gradient disappearance, and its mathematical expression
is shown in formula (11). ,e Leaky Relu function is an
expanded and improved activation function of Relu function
[16], which can better solve the problem of gradient dis-
appearance. ,erefore, this study selects the Leaky Relu
function as the activation function of the LSTM-VaR model.

× +

+
×

tanh

tanh

Ct–1

ft

ht–1

xi

ht

Ci

ht

it lt ot
σ σ σ

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of LSTM network structure.
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σs �
1

1 + e
− z , (8)

tan h �
e

x
− e

−x

e
x

+ e
−x, (9)

tan h(x) �
2

1 + e
−2x

− 1, (10)

ReLu � max(0, x). (11)

3.2.2. Loss function selection. Loss function is a method to
solve the problem of model overfitting. By not allowing
parameters to pass through all neurons, it can reduce
neuronal computation, improve computational efficiency,
and reduce network scale. ,is research reduces the network
scale by adding a loss function at the dropout layer of the
LSTM-VaR network. Commonly used loss functions include
0-1 loss function, absolute loss, logarithm and root mean
square error (RMSE), whose mathematical expressions are
as follows: (12)–(14). Since the root mean square error
function has a better solution to the fitting phenomenon, this
study chooses it as the loss function of the LSTM-VaR
network model [17].

L(Y, f(X)) �
1, Y≠f(X)

0, Y≠f(X)

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎬

⎪⎭
, (12)

L(Y, f(x)) � |Y − f(x)|, (13)

L(Y, P(Y | X)) � −logP(Y | X), (14)

RMSE �

�������������
1
n


n

i−1 yi − yi( 



. (15)

In the formula (15), n represents quantity, yi represents
the true value and yi represents the predicted value.

3.2.3. Sliding windows. ,e input of market risk warning
model based on LSTM-VaR is time series data, while sliding
Windows are usually used in time series prediction [18]. ,e
sliding window realizes data statistics by dividing a period of
time into multiple windows, and sliding each window with
equal length, taking the window data as the unit. By using the
sliding window, more relevant and time-sensitive data in-
formation can be extracted. Figure 2 is a schematic diagram
of an instant sliding window. As the window slides, the
previous window becomes invalid, and a new window is
generated accordingly.

3.2.4. Dropout layer. LSTM-VaR model contains a large
number of parameters which are prone to over-fitting during
model training, resulting in poor fitting effect of data
samples on training set and test set [18]. ,erefore, this
paper adds a dropout layer to the model to solve this
problem. ,e process of dropout node units is to randomly
select neurons for temporary hiding in a loop, and perform
looping and optimization [19]. Repeat the operation until
the end of the training.

3.3. Market risk warning process based on LSTM-VaR.
Based on the above analysis, the risk warning process of the
stock market is summarized as follows: Firstly, missing
values and standardized processing are carried out on the
collected stock market data, then the risk measurement on
the processed data. Secondly, the data after risk measure-
ment is input into LSTM-VaR model, and the deep learning
model LSTM is used to predict the stock market risk, and the
prediction results are output. Finally, the prediction results
are measured by VaR to realize risk warning. ,e above
process can be illustrated in Figure 3.

4. Simulation experiment

4.1. Experimental environment construction and data sources.
,is experiment was carried out in Python, TensorFlow and
keras environment. ,e experiment takes the stock market
risk warning as the research object, takes day as the unit,
selects the relevant data of the Shanghai and Shenzhen 300
Index of Oriental Fortune fromOctober 5, 2009 to August 5,
2020 as the experimental data. ,e CSI 300 yield trend is
shown in Figure 4 [20, 21].

Considering the problem of missing data in the collected
data, in order to avoid the impact of missing data on the risk
prediction results, the study performed deletion pre-
processing on missing data. In addition, due to the large
differences in the magnitude and dimension of different
indicators, this experiment standardized the data by formula
(16) [22]. In the end, this study obtained a total of 2,917 sets
of historical data for stock market risk prediction.

X′ �
X − mean(X)

std(X)
. (16)

Table 1: Characteristic index variables.

Categories of characteristics Characteristic variables

Basic transaction data

Opening price
Closing price

Intraday ceiling price
Intraday bottom price

Volume
Turnover

Statistical technical
indicators

Average price
Spread

Price-to-earnings ratio (P/E Ratio)
Rate of return

Moving interval data

5-day yield
10-day yield

Circulation market value
5-day circulation market value
10-day circulation market value
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,e pre-processed data were divided into training set,
test set and verification set in a ratio of 3 :1 :1, and the
specific distribution was shown in Figure 5.

4.2. Evaluation Indicators. In this experiment, root mean
square error (RMSE) was used as an indicator to evaluate
model performance, as shown in formula (17). ,e smaller
the value is, the better the prediction effect is [23].

RMSE �

�������������
1
n


n

i−1 yi − yi( .



(17)

According to the definition of VaR, stock rate of return is a
significant indicator affecting value-at-risk prediction. ,ere-
fore, it is selected as the warning indicator of stock market risk
in this experiment. Stock return rate is usually expressed by
relative return rate, as shown in formula (18) [24]:

Ri,t � 1nPi,t − 1nPi,t−1. (18)

In the formula, Ri,t represents the price return rate of
index i on day t; Pi,t represents the daily closing price of the
index on day t; and Pi,t−1 represents the daily closing price of
the index on day t−1.

LSTM model Deep learning model

Stock market risk prediction results

Data preprocessing

Feature extraction

Training model

Comparison of learning methods

Hyperparametric training

LSTM-VaR warning model

Optimized LTSM prediction model

Stock market risk measurement

LSTM-VaR warning model

Figure 3: LSTM-VaR model warning process.
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4.3. Parameter Settings. In this experiment, the initial
parameters of the LSTM model were set as follows:
training periods epochs were 10, time window length N
was 9, Batch size was 8, the number of neurons in each
layer was 50, and the dropout probability was 0.1. Tanh
function was selected as the activation function and Adam
as the optimizer [25]. To obtain the optimal LSTM model,
the optimal parameters are determined by experimentally
observing the RMSE value of the model. Firstly, , different
epochs are selected to train the LSTM model when other
parameters remain unchanged, and RMSE corresponding
to different epochs values are obtained as shown in Ta-
ble 2. According to the table, when epochs � 10, RMSE is
the smallest. As the epochs increase, the RMSE value
gradually increases, indicating that the model overfits
when epochs >10. ,erefore, epochs were set to 10 in this
experiment

Secondly, under the condition that other parameters
remain unchanged, different Batch sizes are selected for
training of LSTM models, and RMSE corresponding to
different batch size values are obtained as shown in Table 3.
In order to display the relationship between batch sizes and
RMSEmore intuitively, the table is drawn into a line chart, as
shown in Figure 6. As can be seen from the figure, RMSE of
the model fluctuates with the increase of batch size values.
When Batch size is 8, RMSE value corresponding to the
model is the minimum. ,erefore, batch size was set to 8 in
this experiment.

In the same way, the controlled variable method was
used to experiment with the length of the time window of the
LSTM model, the number of neurons in each layer, and the
dropout probability value. While other parameters remain
unchanged, RMSE of the model under different time win-
dow lengths (N), number of neurons at each layer, and
dropout probability values are shown in Figure 7 and
Figure 8.

Figure 7 shows that the RMSE value of the model
fluctuates with the increase of N. When N is 16, the RMSE of
the model is the minimum. ,erefore, the time window
length was set as 16 in this experiment.

It can be seen from Figure 8 that the RMSE value of the
model is the smallest when the number of neurons in each
layer is 100.

As shown in Figure 9, the RMSE value of the model is
minimal when the dropout probability value is 0.5. ,ere-
fore, the dropout probability of the model was set to 0.5 in
this experiment.

Finally, for purpose of testing the impact of different
activation functions on the model, on the basis of the above
optimal parameters, Leaky ReLu, TANH and ReLu functions
were selected as the activation functions of the LSTMmodel,
and RMSE values of the model under different activation
functions were obtained, as shown in Table 4. According to
the table, when the activation function is Leaky ReLu, the
RMSE of the model is the smallest. ,erefore, Leaky ReLu
function was selected as the activation function of the LSTM
model in this experiment.

,rough the above operations, the parameter settings of
the experimental model are shown in Table 5.

4.4. Experimental Results

4.4.1. LSTM model verification. In order to verify the per-
formance of the LSTM model with optimized parameters,
this study compared the prediction results with the LSTM
prediction results before parameter optimization and the
prediction results of common prediction methods such as
MLP (multi-layer perceptron), as shown in Table 6. As can
be seen from the table, the optimized LSTM model has the
lowest RMSE value compared with the other prediction
method. ,erefore, the optimized LSTM model proposed in
this study can effectively and well predict the stock return
rate, which has certain advantages.

Table 2: RMSE comparison of different epochs.

Epochs RMSE
10 0.014473
20 0.014570
30 0.014663
40 0.014657
50 0.014546

Table 3: RMSE comparison of different batch sizes.

Epochs RMSE
8 0.014473
16 0.014591
32 0.014528
64 0.014608
128 0.014578

0.01460

0.01458

0.01456

0.01454
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0.01448
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Figure 6: RMSE line chart of different batch sizes.
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Figure 7: RMSE line chart of different time window lengths.
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,e residual sequence histogram of the LSTM model is
shown in Figure 10. As the figure shows, the residual sequence
follows normal distribution. Descriptive statistics weremade in
Table 7. ,e table shows that the residual mean, standard

deviation and skewness are approximately 0, and the kurtosis is
close to the kurtosis value of the standard normal distribution.

,en, the standard deviation of return rate σt was predicted
by rolling, and LSTM model parameters were obtained, as
shown in Table 8. Using this parameter to predict the standard
deviation, the fitted broken line is shown in Figure 11. It can be
seen from the figure that themodel has a good fitting effect and
can well fit the standard deviation trend.

4.4.2. VaR measurement results. Using VaR to calculate the
test set, some results are shown in Figure 12. As can be seen
from the figure, VaR fluctuates sharply in the stock market.

,e sample quantiles with stock return rate of 1% and 5%
are taken as the warning line of stock market risk. When the
VaR is lower than the warning line, the warning model
indicates. Figure 13 shows the warning diagram. ,e figure
shows that VaR was in the trough in April 2020. Enlarged
area is got in Figure 14 As Figure 14 shows, VaR was below
the warning line of 1% sample quantile from March 13 to
April 1 2020.
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Figure 8: RMSE line chart of different number of neurons.
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Figure 9: RMSE line chart of different dropout probability.

Table 4: RMSE comparison of different activation functions.

Activation RMSE
Leaky ReLu 0.014479
Tanh 0.146065
Relu 0.014501

Table 5: Optimal parameter Settings of the model.

Parameter Variable Value
Epochs 10
Batch size 8
N 16
Istm units 100
Dropout 0.5
Activation Leaky Relu

Table 6: Comparison of prediction results of different prediction
methods.

Prediction Method RMSE
,e day value as predicted value 0.021977
Moving average as predicted value 0.016104
MLP (multilay er perceptron) 0.014509
LSTM 0.014804
LSTM (optimized) 0.013762
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Figure 10: Histogram of residual distribution.

Table 7: Residual description.

Variable Value
Average −0.0011642
Standard deviation 0.0245195
Maximum 0.144568
Minimum −0.0170837
Skewness −0.027
Kurtosis 3.321

Table 8: Standard deviation σt prediction model.

Parameter Value
Epochs 10
Batch size 8
N 9
Istm units 100
Optimizer Adam
Dropout 0.1
Activation Tanh
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5. Conclusion

To sum up, the proposed model predicts the standard de-
viation of stock return rate with LSTM model. Taking Leaky
Relu function as the activation function, training period
epochs were 10, time window length N was9, batch size was
8, the number of neurons in each layer was 50, and the
dropout probability was 0.1, and Adam as the optimizer, the
standard deviation of stock return rate can be effectively
realized. In this case, the RMSE value of the model is the
minimum, which is 0.013762.,e stock market risk warning
can be realized by measuring VaR and taking 1% and 5%
sample quantile as warning line. Compared with traditional
prediction models such as MLP, the LSTM-VAR model
proposed in this study has a better effect on market risk
warning and can realize the warning well. However, there are
still some shortcomings in the research process, such as the
selection of characteristic variables, which are all structured
data. It is recommended to add unstructured data to enrich
data features to better capture market sentiment charac-
teristics. In addition, due to the limitations of equipment
conditions and the long time-consuming model training
parameters, the model was only trained once, so there may
be some errors in the results. It is suggested to train the
model for several times if conditions permit, or to reduce the
training duration by optimizing the model. In the next step,
researches should be improved from the above shortcomings
to increase the breadth of the research.
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For the slow speed and low accuracy of slow motor action recognition methods, this study proposes a motor action analysis
method based on the CNN network and the softmax classification model. First, in order to obtain motor action feature in-
formation, by using static spatial features of BN-inception based on CNN network extracted actions and high-dimensional
features of 3D ConvNet, then based on softmax classifier structure and realizing taxonomic recognition of the motor actions.
Finally, through the decision-layer fusion and time semantic continuity optimization strategy, the motion action recognition
accuracy is further improved and the more efficient motion action classification recognition is realized. *e results show that the
proposed method can complete the motor action analysis and achieve the classification recognition accuracy to 83.11%, which has
certain practical value.

1. Related Work

Movement action analysis is an important branch of
computer vision, which also involves data mining, image
processing, and other content, and is widely used in sports,
music playing, and many other scenes. Due to the complex
patterns of movement action and the big differences in
movement rules of different individuals, the movement
action recognition analysis is somewhat challenging and has
attracted the keen attention of relevant researchers. At
present, motion action analysis mainly focuses on motion
detection and recognition and has achieved remarkable
research results. For example, Hua-xin Zhang et al. realized
the estimation of human posture by capturing 3D motion
[1]. In addition, Xiaoqiang Li et al. applied the convolutional
neural network to action recognition. *e results show that
the action recognition results of a convolutional neural
network with the dual-attention mechanism are comparable
to the recognition results of the latest algorithm [2]. Haohua
Zhao et al. extracted intraframe feature vectors by deep
network training to form a multimode feature matrix. *e
matrix is input into CNN to achieve feature classification.
*e results show that the proposed method has better
performance than the existing LSTM in video action rec-
ognition [3]. Ran Cui et al. analyzed the motion by

constructing skeletal joints and static and dynamic features.
*e prediction of motion is realized through motion rec-
ognition [4]. Manikandaprabu et al. detected the ROI of the
human body using the combination of background sub-
traction and frame subtraction [5]. *en the CAMShift
algorithm is adopted for recognition. *e results show that
this method has good precision and has great advantages
compared with the most advanced algorithms. It can be seen
from the above studies that convolutional neural networks
are widely used in action recognition, among which the
CNN attracts more attention due to its unique
characteristics.

Despite the great progress in motor motion analysis, its
overall performance still needs to be improved, mainly due
to the blurred boundary of motor motion, which increases
the difficulty of the study. For the difficulties, this study
applies powerful deep learning capabilities, based on the
CNN network and the softmax classifier, and proposes a
deep learning-based motion action analysis method.

2. Basic Methods

2.1. Network Profile. *e CNN network is a representative
algorithm of deep learning, which is commonly used in
image processing, video image recognition, and other fields,
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with the characteristics of simple structure and strong ex-
pansion performance. Its basic module includes a convo-
lution layer, a pooling layer, and a full connection layer, as
shown in Figure 1. *e convolution layer is responsible for
extracting the local features of the input image to obtain
different feature maps; the pooling layer reduces the di-
mension of the extracted features of the convolution layer to
retain important information while reducing the risk of
overfitting due to nonessential information. Common
pooling layer settings include average pooling and maxi-
mum pooling; the full connection layer plays a classification
role in the network and enables sample data classification by
mapping the learned feature data to the space of sample
markers [6–11].

In recent years, with the deepening of deep learning re-
search, a huge breakthrough in CNN network structure has
been made. In terms of spatial feature extraction, the network
continuously deepens, forms the inception structure module,
as shown in Figure 2, which greatly reduces the quantities of
network parameters, realizes the multiscale processing fusion
of images, and obtains a better feature representation [12–15].

In terms of spatiotemporal feature extraction, a 3D
ConvNet network emerged, acquiring spatiotemporal fea-
tures by performing both convolutional and pooling oper-
ations in time and space simultaneously, further improving
the model performance.

2.2. Softmax Model Introduction. *e softmax model is a
multiclassifier based on the logistic regression model that
can handle multiclassification problems. In the softmax
model, for a given input x, the hypothetical function hθ(x)
was used to estimate the probability value of each category j,
p (y� j|x), i.e., estimating the probability of each classifi-
cation result of x. Suppose the k-dimensional vector output
by the function is the probability of these estimated k values.
*e hθ(x) form is as follows:
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. (1)

In the formula, θ1, θ2, . . . , θk ∈ R
n+1 represents model

parameters, 1/
k
j�1 eθ

T
j x(x)

is to normalize the probability
distribution so that the sum of all probabilities is one.

*us, the probability that softmax classifies x into cat-
egory j can be expressed as [16–18]
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Motor action analysis is a multitaxonomic recognition
process. According to the above analysis, in order to better
analyze motor actions, this paper first used the feature ex-
traction method to acquire motor representation based on

the CNN network and then identified by the softmax
classifier to realize the analysis of motor actions.

3. Motor Motion Analysis Method Based on
Deep Learning

3.1. Characteristic Extraction Based on CNN Network. *e
analysis of motor actions includes the appearance features
and action context information of the data. In order to
obtain well robust action characteristics, this study, based on
the CNN network, represents the motion action appearance
features and motion features by extracting the low-di-
mensional static features and high-dimensional spatial and
temporal features of the data, respectively, to represent the
motion action features, as shown in Figure 3.

3.1.1. Static Spatial Characteristic Extraction. In this paper,
the BN-inception network with high accuracy and efficiency
extracts the static spatial features of motion action, whose
network structure is shown in Table 1. Specific extraction
steps are as follows [19–22]:

Step 1: pretreatment for image cutting, motion action
images, and image level flipping to obtain a matrix that
meets the BN-Inception network input
Step 2: tacking the input matrix through a pretrained
BN-inception model with feature extraction and cal-
culating the feature average of each dimension of
different image parts according to equation (3)

dj �
1

M


,M

i�1
feai,j, j � 1, 2, . . . , 10{ }, j � 1, 2, . . . 1024{ }.

(3)

Step 3: obtaining final feature representation of a
single-frame image, as in formula (4)

Staticfea � d1, d2, . . . , d1024( . (4)

Decreeing f � Staticfea, a characteristic representation of
a sample of motion action data is a two-D matrix
F � f1, f2, . . . , fN  of N x D. In it, N represents the total
number of motion action video segment frames, fn repre-
sents the single-frame image feature, and D represents the
feature dimension size. And so forth, all the static spatial
features of the motor movement can be obtained.

3.1.2. Dynamic Spatiotemporal Feature Extraction. In this
paper, 3D ConvNet high-dimensional spatial features and
the network structure are shown in Figure 4. *e specific
extraction method is as follows:

Step 1: A multiscale frame sequence is entered and
divides the video into different scale segments
according to the set window size
Step 2: the spatiotemporal feature representation of
each segmentation timing segment fc6 layer is extracted
by network forward propagation, such as follows:
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Figure 1: Standard CNN network structure.
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Figure 2: Structural representation of inception. (a) Inception v1 module. (b) Inception v2 module.
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expression

Video data

Figure 3: Structured flowchart of deep feature extraction.

Table 1: BN-inception network structure.

Type Kernel size/step Output size
Convolution 7 × 7/2 112×112× 64
Max pool 3 × 3/2 56× 56× 64
Convolution 3 × 3/1 56× 56×192
Max pool (3a) 2 × 3/2 28× 28×192
Inception (3b) 28× 28× 2S6
Inception (3a) 28× 28× 320
Inception (3c) stride2 14×14× 576
Inception (3a) 14×14× 576
Inception (4a) 14×14× 576
Inception (4b) 14×14× 608
Inception (4c) 14×14× 60×

Inception (5a) stride2 7× 7×1056
Inception (5b) 7× 7×1024
Inception (5c) 7× 7×1024
Avg pool 7 × 7/1 1× 1× 1024
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Dynamicfea � d1, d2, . . . , d4096( . (5)

Decreedf � Dynamicfea, for a sample of motion action
video data with a total frame number as N, if the time
overlap is 50%, the extracted action feature represen-
tation F � (f1, f2, . . . , fK) is a K × D 2D matrix.
Where K � ( N − (wi/2))/(wi/2), fk represents the
input fragment features, and D represents the di-
mension size. With the above operation, the spatio-
temporal features of all motion action video samples
are extracted.

3.2. Classification Identification of Motion Actions Based on
the Softmax Model

3.2.1. Model Structure Construction. Based on the above
feature extraction, the softmaxmodel structure was designed
as shown in Figure 5 in this study.*is classification network
includes three fully connected layers for selecting parame-
ters, one dropout layer to prevent overfitting, and finally,
connecting the softmax loss. During training, the parameters
were optimized by using small-batch gradient descent
[23–25].

Considering that CNN network-based features include
low-dimensional static features extracted by BN-inception
and high-dimensional spatiotemporal features extracted
from C3D, to improve the classification effect, different
dimensions were trained separately in the study. To set the
number of full connected-layer neurons of the low-di-
mensional feature softmax classification network for
fc1� 512, fc2� 256, fc3� 6, and fc1� 1024, fc2� 512, and
fc3� 6, while the high-dimensional feature softmax classi-
fication network for fc1� 1024, fc2� 512, fc3� 6.

3.2.2. Model Training and Testing. Specific procedures of
training and testing of the above softmax model are as
follows:

Step 1:*e feature matrix of the training sample data is
built. Assuming training sample QTY is M, the feature
matrix of sample i (i� 1,2,3, . . ., M) is Fi �N x D, N
represents the number of training sample frames, andD
represents the size of the feature dimension extracted
per frame. *e total number of M samples can be
represented as

F � 
M

i�1
Fi. (6)

To train the soft model by the network structure in
Figure 5, the number of fc3 output neurons is the same
as in the categorical category C and the output vector

X � xi , j � 1, 2, . . . , C. *erefore, the corresponding
marker probability yj for the output value xj obtained by
the softmax function can be expressed as [26]

yj � softmax(x)j �
exp xj 


C
j�1 exp xj 

. (7)

Step 2: to minimize the loss, a cross-entropy loss
function was used, as shown in equation (8) to mini-
mize the loss during training.

Hy(y) � − 
j

yjlog yj . (8)

In the abovementioned formula, yj represents the score
distribution of classification by softmax; and yj rep-
resents the target true value. *us, the C category final-
loss-value loss is the average of the cross-entropy loss
for each category, as in the following formula[27]:

Loss � mean Hy(y) . (9)

Step 3: after optimizing the training parameters to
speed up the model training, the model parameters
were optimized by usingM-BGD. During optimization,
weight optimization is as in formula (10)–(14) [28].

errors � yj − softmax xj . (10)

Δw � α × xj × errors, (11)

Δβ � α × errors, (12)

w � w − Δw, (13)

β � β − Δβ, (14)

where errors represent the weight error, α represents
the learning rate, w represents the weight, and β rep-
resents the deviation.
Step 4: model testing is performed. *e best softmax
classification model obtained by training is selected to
classify and identify the test dataset, and the corre-
sponding action category of the maximum classifica-
tion score in C categories output from the following
layer is selected as the classification result of the test
data, and it is expressed as follows:

class � index max y1, y2, . . . , yc ( . (15)

3.3. Decision-Making Layer-Based Fusion. Considering the
diversity, complexity, and ambiguity among motor
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Figure 4: 3D ConvNet network structure block diagram.
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movements and the different key movements, different
movement performance modes need to be mixed together to
improve the classification and recognition accuracy of motor
movements. Currently, common fusion methods include
feature-based and decision-based fusion. Since feature-
based fusion stitched and fused the features, it may lead to
mutual interference among features and learning efficiency.
In contrast, the fusion method based on the decision-layer
only needs to determine action categories based on different
classification confidence sizes, which is efficient and simple.
*erefore, this paper fuses the classification results in a
decision-layer fusion-based manner.

*e fusion structure based on the decision-layer fusion
mode is shown in Figure 6. Assuming the number of
classified motor action categories is C, for individual test
data X, the classification result is where
result(X) � s1, s2, . . . , sC , in it, si represents the classifi-
cation score of category i, i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , C{ }, the N road
classification identification results can be summarized
according to formula (16).

result Xi
′(  �

1
N

 N
n�1result X

i
n , n ∈ 1, 2, . . . , N{ }. (16)

*en to sum and average the data to obtain the final
classification results

result(X)′ � s1′, s2′, . . . , s3′ . (17)

In the formula, Xi
n represents the classification score of

sample X in the classifier n, and Xi
′ is the classification score

of X is category i after fusion. *e classification result based
on result(X)′ maximum is the final classification category of
sample X, as in the following formula:

label � max result Xi
′(  , i ∈ 1, 2, . . . C{ }. (18)

3.4. Time-Based Semantic Continuity Optimization.
Movement actions have a certain time sequence, so there are
a large number of redundant and incomplete trivial frag-
ments during sequential action detection. To further im-
prove the detection performance of the method according to
temporal semantic continuity, this study proposes an op-
timization strategy based on the characteristics of motion
action.

First, to model the motion action time sequence se-
mantics and time sliding window classification at different
scales, initial detection results are taken. Defined all de-
tection results of a motor action as X, seg(ci, wk) indicated a

category of ci in X, and a set of tests with a sliding window
size of wk can be represented as

X � seg ci, wk(  , (19)

seg ci, wk(  � sn, en, gn(  
Ni,k

n�1 . (20)

In the formula, C represents the total number of cate-
gorical categories; K represents the total number of sliding
windows; Ni,k is the number of action time segments de-
tected in ci and wk; sI, eI are the start and end times of
detected action segments; and gn represents the classifica-
tion score.

*en to calculate the classification score, the temporal
overlap values of different time periods, as in equations (21)
and (22), and compare them with the set threshold.

gI − gs


< θ, (21)

IOU pl, ps( ≥U × min Tl, Ts( l, s ∈ 1, 2, . . . Ni,k ,⋮l≠ s.

(22)

In the formula, P � seg(ci, wk) represents the detection
results of the same category ci and the same scale wk, pl � (sl,
el, gl), and ps � (ss, es, gs) both are one detection fragment of
P; |gl − gs|, IOU(pl, ps) represent the score difference and
time overlap value, respectively; Tl � el − sl, Ts � es − ss the
execution time of two actions, and θ, U the set threshold.

*e two action segments were integrated if the two
action segment classification scores were less than the set
threshold and the time overlap was greater than the
threshold.

Considering that the motion action obtained by the
above operation is synthesized from multiple incomplete
fragments, which partially destroys the spatiotemporal
structure of the action, it also needs to conduct classification
detection. *is study uses a 3D convolutional neural net-
work with good classification performance for reclassifica-
tion. Furthermore, to ensure more accurate classification
results and reduce the classification impact of sliding win-
dows on motor movements, it statistically calculated the
weight scores of different sliding windows for different

featur fc1 fc2 dropout Softmax
loss

fc3

Figure 5: Structure diagram of the classification network based on
softmax.

BD-inception
feature C3D classifier

Softmax classifier

All types of classification confidence
scores summary

Corresponding classification of the
maximum confidence level output

Figure 6: Fusion structure block diagram.
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categories, further adjusted the classification confidence
scores, and trained classificationmodels by softmax classifier
and overlap loss function.

Finally, to reduce redundancy detection in the presence
of sliding windows at different scales, they were processed by
nonmaximum inhibition to bring the final results close to
the start and end of the motor action.

4. Simulation Experiment

4.1. Data Source and Preprocessing. *e project dataset and
the*oumos14 publicdata set were used for this experiment.
*e project dataset contains 72 video action segments of six
action categories, including brushing, mouthwash, and
cleaning, with the characteristics of complex background,
variable perspective, and an obvious difference in action
execution speed. Its specific description is shown in Table 2.
*e *oumos14 public dataset includes 2,755 clips in 20
sports action categories, with a total of 212 test videos an-
notated with timing. Because there were two mislabels of
“270” and “1496” in this dataset, the remaining 210 anno-
tated timing videos were selected for this experiment.

4.2. Parameter Settings

4.2.1. BN-Inception Network Parameter Settings. *e BN-
inception network parameters of this experiment are set as
in Table 3.

4.2.2. 3D ConvNet Network Parameter Settings. In this ex-
periment, the 3D ConvNet network parameters were set as
follows: the convolutional kernel size was 3× 3× 3, the step
size was 1× 1× 1, the size of the first pooling layer was
1× 2× 2, and the size of the remaining pooling layers to
2× 2× 2 with maximum pooling.

4.2.3. Softmax Classifier Parameter Selection. *e M-BGD
optimized softmax classifier parameters were used for this
experiment. First, the batch-size size of the softmax classifier
was selected. *e average accuracy change curve on the project
dataset test set under the same number of iterations when
different batch-size values are taken in Figure 7. It is known
from Figure 7(a) that when batch-size� 64, the test had the
highest average accuracy, hence batch-size� 64 is set. Second,
the number of iterations is selected. *e effect of the different
number of iterations on the identification results during
training is shown in Figure 7(b). As Figure 7(b) shows that the
highest identification result was achieved when the number of
iterations was 20000, so the number of iterations was set at
20000.

During the training session, the loss change curves are
shown in Figure 8. *is figure shows that the loss values
gradually decrease and tend to 0 during training.

4.2.4. 7resholding Selection Based on Temporal Semantic
Continuity. *e choice of score difference optimized threshold
θ has a certain impact on the integration speed of the detection

window. If θ value is too large, it will easily lead to excessive
integration of the detectionwindow; if θ value is too small, it will
lead to the integration time fragments cannot being merged,
and there are still too many incomplete time fragments.
*erefore, this experiment determined reasonable values by
analyzing the influence of different θ values on mAP. Figure 9
shows the mAP taking different values at different temporal
overlap thresholds on the *oumos14 public dataset. And the
highest mAP value is when θ � 0.5e− 3. *erefore, this exper-
iment was set θ� 0.5− 3.

Considering the time continuity of motion movements
and the variability of sliding windows at different scales, the
time overlap threshold was set for U� 2/3.

4.3. Results and Analyses

4.3.1. Softmax Classified Network Performance Analysis.
To validate the performance of the proposed softmax
classification network, this study was validated on the
project dataset and compared with the SVM classification
network, and the results are presented in Table 4. According
to the table, compared with the SVM classifier, the softmax
classifier has a better effect, achieves a classification iden-
tification accuracy of 78.52%, and improves by 12.22%.
Moreover, with the same classification recognition accuracy,
the proposed softmax network in this study has a shorter
training time and looks about 10 times shorter than the SVM
classifier. *is shows that the softmax classification network
proposed in this study performs better and is more con-
ducive to motion action analysis.

4.3.2. Fusion Result Analysis Based on the Decision Layer.
To verify the effectiveness of the decision-layer-based fusion
method proposed in this study, the study was validated on
the project dataset and compared with the prefusion clas-
sification identification results, results are shown in Table 5.
According to the table, the average classification recognition
accuracy reached 79.89%, an improvement of 1.38% com-
pared with before the fusion method, indicating that the
fusion method has some effectiveness.

4.3.3. Validation Based on the Temporal Semantic Continuity
Optimization Method. To further verify the effectiveness of
this temporal semantic-based continuity optimization method,
the study was validated on the project dataset and compared the
identification results of partial test samples before and after
optimization, as shown in Table 6 and Table 7. According to the
table, this proposedmethod in this study can effectively improve
the recognition accuracy from 79.89% to 83.11%.

In the test dataset, the mAP values at different time
overlap thresholds are shown in Table 6. According to the
table, when α� 0.5, the average detection accuracy of the
present study is 60.2%.

4.3.4. Classification Identification Results Analysis. To verify
the effectiveness of the proposed method, this study visu-
alized the method classification identification results in
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Figure 10. Figure 10(a) is the input video stream identifi-
cation result, where the abscissa is the video frame, and the
ordinate is the identification accuracy with the highest
classification score for each frame. Figure 10(b) is the action
performed at different time periods in the video stream, the
abscissa represents the video stream, and the ordinate is the
action category. Since the project dataset used for the

experiment includes six action categories, each color in the
figure corresponds to one action category, so there are six
colors in Figure 10. According to the figure, the proposed
method has the highest accuracy of the actions in the
process. *e recognition accuracy of different actions de-
creased due to the vague beginning and end of the operation
type and time location. In Figure 10(b), green presents for

Table 2: Project dataset description.

Difficulties Description
Background noise Different individual clothing changes, relationships with the environment, etc

Action nonstandardized *ere are interruptions in the process of action execution, disorderly order, property management
action, etc

Speed difference of action
execution

Differences in speed and performance time during action execution occur due to the behavioral habits of
different individuals

Different perspectives Camera location, different angles, etc
Shelter Cameras and their own occlusion problems
Lens movement *ere are varying degrees of lens movement during the dataset recording process

Table 3: BN-inception network parameter settings.

type Depth #1 × 1 #1 × 1 reduce #3 × 3 #3 × 3 reduce Double #3 × 3 Pool + proj
Convolution 1
Max pool 0
Convolution 1 64 192
Max pool 0
Inception (3a) 3 64 64 64 64 96 Avg + 32
Inception (3b) 3 64 64 96 64 96 Avg + 64
Inception (3c) 3 0 128 160 64 96 Max + pass
Inception (4a) 3 224 64 96 96 128 Avg + 128
Inception (4b) 3 192 96 128 96 128 Avg + 128
Inception (4c) 3 160 128 160 128 160 Avg + 128
Inception (4d) 3 96 128 192 160 192 Avg + 128
Inception (4e) 3 0 128 192 192 256 Max + pass
Inception (5a) 3 352 192 320 160 224 Avg + 128
Inception (5b) 3 352 192 320 192 224 Max+ 128
Avg pool 0
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Figure 7: Selection of training parameters. (a) Effect on the identification results. (b) Effect of the number of training iterations on the
identification results.
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Figure 9: Different thresholds θ impact onmAP. (a) θ changing curves with mAPwhen A is 0.1,0.2. (b) θ changing curves withmAPwhen A
is 0.3,0.4.

Table 4: Comparison of classification and recognition results of different classifiers.

Features test videos Softmax SVM
Pl 76.84 58.73
P2 80.33 59.51
P3 51.25 72.07
P4 86.39 84.24
P5 76.29 33.33
P6 943 6 94.21
P7 93.34 61.82
P8 71.69 72.82
P9 82.80 58.42
P10 71.88 67.91
AVG 78.52 66.30
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Table 6: Comparison of results before and after optimization.

Methods test videos Class score confusion (%) Action continuity and temporal integrated (%)
Pl 75.91 81.18
P2 81.63 8139
P3 63.26 76.97
P4 86.13 83.81
P5 74.2V 72.02
P6 94.43 94.62
P7 94.52 95.24
P8 76.17 80.46
P9 84.41 89.78
P10 68.23 75.61
AVG 79.89 83.11

Table 7: Comparison of map values at different time overlapping thresholds.

ɑ 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.9
mAP (%) 60.2 45.1 35.3 35.3 27.1 14.3

Table 5: Fusion experimental results.

classifier Features test video
Softmax classifier

Class score confusion
BN-inception features (%) C3D features (%)

Pl 76.84 58.73 75.91
P2 80.33 59.51 81.63
P3 51.25 72.0 63.26
P4 86.39 84.24 86.13
P5 76.29 33.33 74.29
P6 94.36 94.21 94.43
P7 93.34 61.82 94.52
P8 71.69 72.82 76.17
P9 82.80 58.42 84.41
P10 71.88 67.91 68.23
AVG 78.51 66.30 79.89
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Figure 10: Visualization of classification recognition results. (a) Optimal visualization results of single frames in a video stream.
(b) Classification results in the action timing flow.
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the third action category. *e proposed method presents the
detection results (545,687), (697,672), and (3440,3468)
frames, consistent with actual conditions.

To further analyze the classification and recognition
effects of the similarity action, a study performed taxo-
nomic identification of a test sample, and the results were
shown in Figure 11. In the figure, abscissa represents video
streams, the ordinate represents action categories, blue
represents true values, red represents predictive values,
and green boxes represent misclassification caused by
similarity actions. According to the figure, considering the
action time timing structure is conducive to the analysis of
motion movements.

5. Conclusion

In summary, using the deep-learning-based motor action
analysis method proposed in this study, static spatial
features of the motion action are extracted by using BN-
inception and high-dimensional spatiotemporal features
of motor movements are extracted by 3D ConvNet. A
characteristic representation containing the spatiotem-
poral information of the motor movements is obtained.
By using the softmax classifier and integrating the
extracted features with the fusion based on decision
layers, the accuracy of motion action classification and
recognition was improved, so that the average motion
action classification and recognition accuracy reached
79.89%. *rough the time-based semantic continuity
optimization strategy, the recognition accuracy of motion
movements was further improved, and the average mo-
tion action classification recognition accuracy reached to
83.11%, realizing the efficient recognition of motion
actions. However, there are still some deficiencies in this
study, mainly manifested in feature extraction. *e BN-
inception network and 3D ConvNet network used in the
study trained the model in advance for the public dataset
and did not fine-tune the model structure according to
the research content, so its robustness needs to be further
improved.
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With the development of big data and data mining technology, machine learning has been applied in many fields. However, there
are a large number of difficulties for students who majored in ideological and political education. It is very necessary for those
students to integrate machine learning technology into ideological and political education courses. In this paper, we introduced
how to integrate machine learning into ideological and political education courses in class. Firstly, we explained what teachers
should do before/in/after class for teaching machine learning courses and what students should prepare. Secondly, we took the
introduction section of machine learning courses as an example to connect each content with ideological and political education
and illustrate them in the way of ideological and political education. +irdly, we took the decision tree algorithm that belongs to
machine learning as an example to explore the ideological and political education philosophy in the decision tree algorithm.
Finally, we make a questionnaire from the perspective of learning attitude, learning influence, and learning effect to investigate the
outcomes of students with our teaching way. Our results presented valuable meaningful information for students who majored in
not only computer science but also ideological and political education, thus promoting the progress of interdisciplinary and
making machine learning courses understood more easily in the class of ideological and political education.

1. Introduction

Big data has the characteristics of various types, huge ca-
pacity, fast processing speed, and low-value density [1].
From the perspective of searching, storing, and processing
data, machine learning algorithms have improved data
collection, but traditional algorithms have been unable to
mine large-scale heterogeneous data. +erefore, in the era of
big data, a comprehensive study of the application of ma-
chine learning in data mining has promoted the sustainable
development of China’s information society. Big data
technology refers to a technical system including big data
collection, preprocessing, storage, analysis, and visualiza-
tion. Big data technology refers to quickly obtaining valuable
information from massive data resources [2]. According to
different levels, it can be roughly divided into six categories:
big data collection, storage, management, big data analysis

and mining, big data interpretation, and application. Cur-
rently, cloud computing is a core principle of big data
analysis and processing technology, and it is also the basic
platform and supporting technology for big data analysis
and application.+e most typical cloud computing is the big
data processing technology represented by distributed file
system GFS, batch processing technology MapReduce,
distributed database Big Table, and the open-source data
processing platform Hadoop generated on this basis [3]. +e
key technology of big data mainly includes the following: (1)
+e integration of multisource data: multisource data fusion
integration refers to the accurate, effective, and rapid in-
tegration of heterogeneous data from different sources,
different storage formats, and different coordinate systems
to make it a unified format, convenient management, and
data set that can directly face data analysis applications. (2)
Data transmission and storage protocol: with the evolution
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of big data technology, large-scale and long-distance dis-
tributed storage technology has emerged and become
popular. A distributed storage system is a logically unified
data storage system that uses a computer network to connect
multiple physically dispersed data storage units to form a
logically unified data storage system. Compared with tra-
ditional centralized storage systems, distributed storage
systems have the advantages of strong scalability, high fault
tolerance, high availability, and quick response to client data
operation requests. (3) Data dynamic monitoring and risk
identification: data dynamic monitoring and risk identifi-
cation is a way of using data formeasurement. It dynamically
observes the development and operation of a certain field in
real time by monitoring the abnormal changes of certain
characteristics of the data so as to grasp the trend, predict the
trend, and discover the problem [4].

+e massive amount of big data, the complex infor-
mation attributes, and the high-end, cutting-edge technical
attributes are all influencing people’s way of thinking about
observing, analyzing, grasping, and transforming the world.
+eway of thinking is the rational way of cognition of people
in a certain era, and it is a relatively stable mode of thinking
that combines the elements of thinking according to a
certain structure, method, and procedure [5]. In the per-
spective of the Marxist theory, thinking is a historical cat-
egory, which is determined by the way of practice and
existence of people in a certain era, and at the same time, it is
affected by the level of scientific and technological devel-
opment of the era. Big data has brought about huge ideo-
logical emancipation and conceptual change, which has
enabled people to form a new way of thinking, that is, using
data to speak, make decisions, manage, and innovate big
data thinking [6]. In essence, big data thinking refers to a
new concept system that was born in the era of big data and
based on big data technology.+e so-called big data thinking
refers to the consciousness that once public data is handled
properly, it can provide answers to the urgently needed
problems for millions of people. Big data thinking is a way of
thinking that uses data to view and solve problems, that is, to
use data and quantitative methods to understand, think, and
solve problems, and to explore and reveal the law of de-
velopment of things [7]. Big data has transformed human
thinking from single linear thinking to systematic thinking.
Big data system thinking presents diversified thinking
characteristics such as holistic thinking, precise thinking,
connected thinking, forward-looking thinking, open
thinking, efficiency thinking, innovative thinking, dynamic
thinking, and intelligent thinking. In other words, the big
data system reflects the dialectical unified relationship be-
tween the diversity of cognitive thinking and the multiple
attributes of cognitive objects [8].

Data mining can analyze and process the data in
an all-round way, and it can also summarize the law of
development in the processing of the data [9]. +e main
steps involved are to (1) prepare the corresponding data in
advance, (2) find out the characteristics and changing laws of
the data by analyzing the given data, and (3) analyze,
summarize, and draw the conclusion and reveal the law. In
the era of big data, the development of society is inseparable

from data mining, and the application scope of data mining
has become wider. Machine learning is an important part of
artificial intelligence, and its purpose is to study how to use
experience E to improve its performance in task T through
calculation [10]. +e main tasks of machine learning include
the following: (1) Classification: it mainly adopts the built
models to classify various data. +e learning data plays an
important role in the process of constructing the model. (2)
Regression analysis [11]: it uses scientific methods to analyze
and summarize different data variables and their relation-
ships and finally get an expression with functional prop-
erties. In the specific practice of data analysis, knowledge of
the statistical category in advanced mathematics is mainly
used to complete the task of estimating data.+e rational use
of the above methods can greatly improve the efficiency of
data mining [12]. (3) It is necessary to adopt the method
from constructing the model to complete the regression
analysis of the data. +ere are many ways to build a model,
and artificial neural network is one of the commonly used
methods. (4) Association rule: it is mainly used in trans-
actional data, and finally, a frequent item set can be con-
structed. Its function is mainly to predict the probability of
occurrence of a certain thing [13]. (5) Clustering: specifically,
it refers to the collection of data in different clusters. Ar-
tificial intelligence technology is used in machine learning.
+is technology can be used to find a large amount of data,
including the knowledge and information you need, inte-
grate the information efficiently, and use other algorithms to
classify the data [14].

+ere are large advantages to machine learning used in
data mining [15]. And it is applied in many fields, for ex-
ample, medicine, agriculture, hydrology, and economy. In
the past, the main form of traditional machine learning
algorithms was based on memory [16]. +erefore, many
algorithms simply cannot meet the requirements of current
data mining. Only by continuously improving and opti-
mizing machine learning algorithms can we adapt to the
development of the big data era.+e artificial neural network
method is a kind of machine learning algorithm, which can
construct different artificial neural network models with
excellent description function and excellent precision con-
trol [17]. Traditional machine learning requires indepen-
dence and distribution, and it is almost impossible to play a
role. +e application of machine learning in big data can
greatly improve its own classification function [18]. In the
context of big data, machine learning has been out of the
scope of conceptual learning and continues to evolve in the
direction of complex knowledge learning and processing. It
is an important way to improve and optimize data mining.
Optimizing computer performance is the main goal of
machine learning [19]. To achieve this, we need to con-
tinuously accumulate experience in computer programs.
After accumulating to a certain degree in quantity, it will
naturally change in the quality and improve the efficiency of
information processing. Computer learning algorithms can
be roughly divided into three parts (Figure 1). Its main
function is to test the effect of the algorithm after it is ex-
ecuted [20]. During the test, the knowledge base is mainly
used as the reference standard, and the completeness of the
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database content can also be analyzed through the final test
results. In this way, more accurate suggestions can be
provided for future learning [21].

A series of new changes are taking place in the back-
ground, objectives, and tasks of daily ideological and po-
litical education of college students. +ese new changes have
brought not only new opportunities for college students’
daily ideological and political education but also new
challenges and issues [22]. On the other hand, the rapid
development of a new round of information technology
revolution with digitization, networking, and intelligence as
its core features and its extensive integration with the
economy and society provide new carriers and new means
for college students’ daily ideological and political education
[23]. As far as the new challenges are concerned, the current
international and national situations continue to undergo
profound and complex changes.+e ideological and cultural
fields and ideological fields of colleges and universities are
facing more complex situations, and the difficulty of daily
ideological and political education for college students is
increasing. In terms of the new faced issues faced, on the one
hand, the Communist Party of China and the country’s task
of cultivating newcomers of the era who will take on the
responsibility of national rejuvenation has given college
students a new historical mission in their daily ideological
and political education, and college students’ daily ideo-
logical and political education has ushered in new devel-
opment points. On the other hand, the new changes and
characteristics of contemporary college students put forward
new requirements for the daily ideological and political
education of college students [24]. Big data empowers
college students’ daily ideological and political education
innovation and development. Big data technology is a new
assistant for college students’ daily ideological and political
education [25].

Big data thinking will also help college students’ daily
ideological and political educators to establish complex,
dynamic, and intelligent thinking. On the one hand, big data
thinking highly meets the needs of college students’ daily
ideological and political education [26]. +e hybrid per-
formance enhances the authenticity and relevant perfor-
mance of ideological and political work objects, improves
the foresight and unlimited performance of ideological and
political work, and improves the continuity of the potential
value of data mining. On the other hand, big data thinking is
of great significance to the innovation of college students’
daily ideological and political education concepts. +e
embedding and internalization of big data thinking in the
daily ideological and political education of college students

help educators to pay more attention to objectivity and
regulation in the development of work. To pay more at-
tention to integrity, so as to provide new perspectives, ideas,
and methods for the development and innovation of college
students’ daily ideological and political education [27]. At
present, the methods connect ideological and political ed-
ucation with big data mainly through the following: (1)
Literature research: before writing the thesis, read a large
number of journal papers, academic papers, and books
related to big data, systematically sort out and summarize
the relevant theoretical points of big data and the precision
of ideological and political education in colleges and uni-
versities, and pay close attention to the academic frontier in
time. (2) Comprehensive analysis and research: the thesis
analyzes the opportunities and challenges brought by big
data to ideological and political education in colleges and
universities. +e first is to recognize the opportunities
brought by big data. Traditional ideological and political
education methods in colleges and universities have certain
limitations. +erefore, the precision of ideological and po-
litical education has a profound practical necessity. +e
second is that the application of big data also provides
ideological and political education in colleges. Development
has brought a series of problems; data and information
security is a big hidden danger. +erefore, we must actively
explore effective practical paths to make research more
scientific. (3) Linking theory with practice method: the
subject of ideological and political education is a unity of
theory and practice. Ideological and political education in
colleges and universities plays an important role in guiding
students to establish a correct world outlook, outlook on life,
and values and is responsible for the important mission of
cultivating socialist builders and successors. +erefore, the
specific implementation path of the precision of ideological
and political education in colleges and universities should
combine students and teaching practice and put forward
specific measures with strong operability.

In the era of big data, the new changes in the teaching
methods of ideological and political courses are mainly
manifested in that teachers of ideological and political
courses carried out ideological and political course teaching
with the help of a mixed teaching mode; that is, teachers of
ideological and political courses rely on network teaching,
classroom teaching, and practical teaching. +e teaching
method adopts the teaching mode of online and offline
mixed teaching, combines teaching inside and outside the
classroom, flood irrigation, and drip irrigation, and inte-
grates the teaching methods of ideological and political
courses to bring out the best teaching effect. Online teaching
is manifested in the implementation of corresponding
teaching methods to carry out ideological and political
teaching with the help of online teaching methods such as
MOOCs and microcourses, while offline teaching is man-
ifested in teaching through classroom teaching and practical
teaching. +e combination of online and offline teaching
modes is a concrete manifestation of the combination of
inside and outside the classroom, flood irrigation, and drip
irrigation. Teachers of ideological and political courses adopt
different teaching methods according to the complexity of
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Environment of
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Learning element
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Figure 1: Computer learning algorithm model.
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teaching content and innovate teaching methods with the
help of big data technology. +e teaching method of ideo-
logical and political courses in the era of big data extends the
classroom with the help of new teaching methods, breaks
through the limitations of physical time and space, and can
achieve precise teaching. But this does not mean that it is a
negation of the teaching methods of ideological and political
courses in the era of small data but inherits and develops the
teaching methods of ideological and political courses in the
era of small data. At the same time, ideological and political
courses are a complex system. It is necessary to use online
teaching methods such as MOOCs to divide ideological and
political courses into several knowledge points and then use
offline teaching, such as classroom teaching and practical
teaching, to systematically spread ideological and political
courses and internalize them in the heart and externalized
them in the line. In the era of big data, where “everything can
be digitized,” ideological and political teachers can use big
data technology to collect and analyze the data of students’
learning on these platforms, predict students’ learning and
other situations, and combine the teaching guidance of
ideological and political teachers. Experience guides stu-
dents in a focused manner. However, there are still some
shortages in teaching methods under the background of big
data, such as single teaching method, unreasonable method,
poor compatibility, and insufficient function.

In our study, we take the introduction part of the
professional course machine learning as an example. Based
on the sorting out of the teaching content, the ideological
and political elements are deeply explored, and the ideo-
logical and political construction of the course is promoted.
+en, we take the decision tree in machine learning as an
example to explore the organic integration of ideological and
political education, quality education, and moral education
and integrate them into the new teaching ideas of the first
classroom of machine learning and ideas on other profes-
sional courses in computer science political elements and
case design that have a certain reference significance and
practical value. Section 2 aims to show the connection of
ideological and political education with machine learning,
and we present three ways to accomplish it. Section 3 mainly
presents an ideology theory in machine learning and how
students should understand it in learning courses.

2. Design Procedure

Machine learning courses are designed and constructed in
accordance with OBE (Outcomes-Based Education) teach-
ing concepts. +e course objectives are divided into six
dimensions: knowledge, application, integration, emotion,
value, and learning. Among them, the knowledge dimension
is to enable students to have the ability to correctly select and
use common machine learning algorithms; the application
dimension is to be able to select appropriate machine
learning algorithms based on training data, test data, and
actual needs and to use labeled data and unlabeled data to
solve the classification, evaluating the effective conclusion
obtained. Combining literacy and the spirit of innovation is
organically unified, discovering new problems in the

professional field, generating new ideas, and creating new
solutions or new products; the emotional dimension is to
recognize the importance and significance of applying the
knowledge learned to solve practical social problems; the
value dimension is to allow students to correctly understand
the relationship between human and machine learning
technology, which can be reflected in the technical solutions
to solve complex engineering problems. +e idea of the
harmonious development between human and machine
learning technology, it is need to establish the value of
machine learning technology. +e learning dimension is to
enable students to develop the habit of using various online
and offline resources to learn independently before and after
class and to develop learning in engineering practice. +e six
dimensions of the curriculum objectives are organically
integrated and complementary and support the ability of
professional engineering knowledge, research, and analysis
to solve complex engineering problems, communication
skills, and lifelong learning capabilities in the graduation
indicators, as shown in Figure 2. Based on advanced
mathematics, linear algebra, probability theory and math-
ematical statistics, high-level language programming, and so
on, this course introduced the principles, techniques, and
algorithms of commonly used machine learning analysis.
+e course content mainly includes model evaluation and
selection, linear model, support vector machine, K-nearest
neighbor method, clustering, decision tree, neural network,
Bayesian classifier, and reinforcement learning.

+e core design idea between the machine learning and
course ideological and political is to integrate the three
spirits of the basic principles of being a person and doing
things, the fundamental requirements of socialist core
values, and the ideal and responsibility of realizing national
rejuvenation into the course teaching process. Curriculum
ideological and political courses are different from ideo-
logical and political courses. Ideological and political courses
are direct and clear ideological education, while curriculum
ideological and political courses are to integrate ideological
and political elements into professional courses to achieve
genetic integration, three-dimensional penetration, and
immersive interpretation. In recent years, as the core
technology in the field of artificial intelligence [28], machine
learning has played an active role in various application
fields [29], such as technological progress, social and peo-
ple’s livelihood, national defense and security, and national
strategy. +e ideological and political integration design of
this course is a breakthrough point, including the following
three levels: (1) Strategy to strengthen students’ scientific and
technological self-confidence and learning motivation: as a
new engineering professional course, the students will be the
country’s new force of science and technology. (2) +e di-
rection of the application of science and technology to
cultivate students’ country feelings and a sense of social
responsibility: incorporating elements of the application of
science and technology into the curriculum ideology guides
students to pay attention to society and people’s livelihood
around them and explain how machine learning technology
can efficiently summarize and analyze epidemic data in the
fight against the new crown pneumonia epidemic, which is
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the important role played in the decision-making of mea-
sures such as the adoption of using GIS (Geographic In-
formation System) and spatial clustering analysis algorithms
to master the laws and patterns of the spatial distribution of
the epidemic and adopt different protection modes and
protection preparations for different regions. +e World
Health Organization currently uses machine learning from a
large amount of online data to detect alerts for new public
health events and uses the open-source Infectious Disease
Intelligence (EIOS) platform to use natural language pro-
cessing technology for data processing, classification, and
combination. (3) Dedication to cultivating the craftsman
spirit of students: in the face of each machine learning al-
gorithm, it is necessary to explore its theoretical basis,
derivation process, applicable scenarios, optimization di-
rection, and so on. +ese required a meticulous attitude and
practical practice, as well as patience, concentration, and
heart. For example, in the process of teaching and learning
KNN (K-nearest neighbor algorithm), in order to obtain a
suitable optimization model, the parameters of the model
need to be repeatedly trained and continuously adjusted. In
this process, students should focus on the main points of
each training result and parameter adjustment and con-
stantly seek the direction of success amidst setbacks.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Ideological and Political Course Integration Steps in
Machine Learning. +e implementation of the curriculum
ideological and political education was planned and step-by-
step. It is necessary to make great efforts in the design and
practice of ideological and political education to implement.
+e ideological and political implementation of the machine
learning course can be divided into three steps: before class,
during class, and after class, as shown in Figure 3.

(1) Before class, teachers are educated first and con-
stantly improve their professional knowledge,
ideology, patriotism, and other aspects of literacy and
ability. For new engineering courses, teachers

continue to adapt to the development needs of the
times and to learn and delve into cutting-edge
technologies and problems of science and technol-
ogy, which is also a kind of precept and deeds for
students to climb the peak of science and technology.
In the process of preparing lessons, dig deeper into
ideological and political elements and integrate them
into the curriculum reasonably. In the classroom, the
ideological and political elements such as the power
of science and technology and the feelings of home
are integrated into the knowledge explanation in the
way of spring weather. +rough case analysis and
discussion, the students’ ability to analyze problems
and distinguish right from wrong was improved. +e
integration of curriculum ideology and politics is
reflected not only in the combination of ideological
and political elements and curriculum content but
also in the tone, facial expressions, and body lan-
guage of the teacher’s explanation. It is a natural
process. After class, by assigning research assign-
ments to experience the development of society,
people’s livelihood, and technology, students will be
cultivated to pay attention to society, find and solve
problems, and at the same time improve their
teamwork and self-learning ability so that students
can continue to accumulate a sense of social re-
sponsibility and responsibility and feel the power of
technology.

In order to further understand the recognition and
feelings of the students in the above step of teaching, after the
teaching experiment, the students in the experimental group
were tested by means of a feedback questionnaire, and the
results are shown in Table 1.

After the teaching experiment, the attitude of the stu-
dents in the experimental group was as follows: very wel-
come (50%), welcome (25%), not very welcome (15%), and
not welcome at all (15%). Overall, most students accept this
kind of teaching way. +is kind of teaching method can
bring students a certain sense of situational substitution and
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Figure 2: Connection between the course dimension and graduate aim.
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interest, making it interesting for students to study ideo-
logical and political courses or machine learning, improving
the learning effect of students, solving the boring learning
state in the traditional classroom to a certain extent, and
enriching the classroom teaching.

3.2.Design for Incorporating Ideological andPoliticalElements
into Machine Learning. Machine learning focuses on
overview, basic terms, two theorems, development process,
and current status of machine learning applications. +e
ideological and political elements involved in a journey of a
thousand miles begin with a single step, step-by-step
learning, looking at problems dialectically, educating on
frustration, enhancing national pride, strengthening the four
self-confidences, and so on (Figure 4).

Before the course, this stage mainly allows students to
understand the content to be explained in this lesson and
have a basic overall understanding of the content of the
lecture. +e teacher draws the lectured content into a mind
map and uploads it to the blackboard teaching platform to
help students conduct preclass learning in an orderly and
targeted manner, stimulate students’ interest in learning,
and guide students to think deeply. Teachers also set up a
teaching platform that combines social current affairs
thinking issues to enhance students’ practical ability to find
and solve problems and to ensure that ideological and
political elements are effectively integrated into the class-
room. In class, guide students to use analogy and reasoning
about the process of human learning and thinking to get the
concept of machine learning. Teach students about data-
related terms: samples, attributes, features, and so on; learn
about the classification of machine learning algorithms:

supervised learning and unsupervised learning. Students will
feel boring in this part of the study, permeating the students’
thinking of “learning to walk first, then learning to run.”
Nowadays, many cutting-edge machine learning researches,
such as deep learning and natural language processing,
stimulate students’ interest to take the initiative to practice.
Occam’s Razor Principle is one of the most basic principles
in natural science research. Its idea is to choose the simplest
one if there are multiple hypotheses that are consistent with
observations. When learning, the idea of “simplification” is
introduced, and the decision tree is used as an example to
explain. When the redundant branches are subtracted, the
model can often get better generalization ability. After class,
teachers publish coursework on the blackboard teaching
platform. Combined with the content of the classroom,
students in groups of 6 to 8 will submit the mind map of the
knowledge points of the course, cultivate the students’ spirit
of cooperation, consolidate the content taught in the
classroom, and truly integrate the classroom ideology and
politics into the daily life of the students.

We also investigated the attention of students on
ideological and political courses; see Table 2. Results show
the effect of students’ attention on learning in the experi-
mental group: 55% of the students considered it very fa-
vorable, 30% considered it favorable, 10% of the students
said they were uncertain, and 5% of the students said it was
unfavorable. +erefore, most students believe that the in-
troduction of machine learning can help focus attention, and
at the same time, they can obtain a short-term immersion
experience. For students who express their disadvantage, it
may be that they will feel fatigued after a long study time and
lose interest in short-term learning. Of course, this is a
problem of the human mind. In conclusion, the teaching of

Table 1: Attitude of students on machine learning integrated with the ideological and political course.

Attitude Very welcome Welcome General Not very welcome Not welcome at all
Percentage 50 25 15 10 0

After class

In class

Before class

Basic principle for
rational human 

Socialist core values

�e ideal and 
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revival national 
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Technical and humanistic 
thinking to solve complex 
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Improve the ability to 
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Experience social 
reputation and social 
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Figure 3: Ideological and political course implementation steps.
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machine learning is significant for improving students’
attention.

3.3. Decision Tree and Ideological and Political Elements.
According to the chapter of the decision tree, we sorted out
the key points of learning and at the same time carried out
detailed design and planning on how to integrate ideological
and political elements into it, as shown in Figure 5.

+e basic algorithm of the decision tree follows the
strategy of simple and intuitive divide and conquer, which
means that a problem is decomposed into two or more
subproblems of the same or related types until these
problems can be solved easily and directly. Here, we guide
students to understand that in their study and life. Students
should not shrink back and give up easily when encoun-
tering difficulties. Instead, they should continue to de-
compose the problem according to their existing abilities.
Starting from what they can do, they should continuously
optimize the way to solve the problem and train students to
be the craftsman spirit of giving up and being lean and
focused. When writing decision tree algorithms, the pro-
gramming software python encapsulates many ready-made
functions. It is easy to call these functions, and it is very
convenient to implement the corresponding functions.
However, students should be guided to fully learn from its

internal implementation; some implementation processes
are regarded as learning paths, try to understand and master
the algorithmic thinking contained therein, and constantly
practice them to cultivate their own code writing ability;
encourage students to compare the code debugged by
themselves, analyze the pros and cons, and learn from each
other in groups. Taking the essence and discarding the dross,
cultivate students’ lean and rigorous scientific attitude.

+e three methods of division selection are information
gain, gain rate, and Gini index, and their corresponding al-
gorithms are ID3, C4.5, and CART, respectively. +ese three
algorithms can solve the problem of optimal attribute par-
titioning, and each has its own advantages and disadvantages.
In actual application, specific analysis can be carried out
according to the problem to be solved, and then the most
suitable algorithm can be selected. Here, we guide students to
insist on using scientific and dialectical viewpoints and
methods of thinking to understand things and analyze
problems comprehensively and objectively. It is necessary to
observe the interrelationships between things but also to pay
attention to the differences between things. When analyzing
problems, they must comprehensively consider and pay at-
tention to the relationship between their various constituent
factors so as to avoid neglecting one and the other.

+ere are two methods of pruning strategy, “preprun-
ing” and “postpruning.” +e two methods are explained and
analyzed. +e former focuses on estimating whether the
current division of each node can improve the generalization
performance of the decision tree before dividing; the latter
starts from the complete decision tree and examines whether
nonleaf nodes are replaced by leaf nodes from the bottom to
the top, thus helping to improve generalization perfor-
mance. +e basic theoretical knowledge mastered through
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Figure 4: Relationships between the machine learning course and ideological and political course.

Table 2: Influence of machine learning integrated with the ideo-
logical and political course on students’ learning skills.

Influence Very
positive Positive Not

sure Negative Very
negative

Percentage 55 30 10 5 0
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practice will be more attractive to students, and students will
be more interested, and through the process of practical
operation, students will have a firmer grasp of basic theo-
retical knowledge. When describing the basic principles and
strategies of pruning, on the one hand, it is necessary to
integrate the spirit of practice and exploration to cultivate
students’ scientific spirit of seeking truth and being prag-
matic; on the other hand, for the same problem, the con-
clusions obtained by different methods will be different,
leading students to master the principle of nonuniqueness of
solutions and cultivate their truth-seeking spirit of “practice
is the only criterion for testing truth.”

+e teacher summarizes the main knowledge points in
the decision tree chapter to guide the students to look at the
problem in a comprehensive and holistic way. +rough
group collaboration within the group, the decision tree and
visualization technology are used to solve more problems,
such as wine classification and weather prediction. On the
one hand, communication activities are carried out to en-
hance students’ research interest, innovation ability, team-
work ability, and divergent thinking ability; on the other
hand, improving students’ professional quality in explor-
atory spirit and practical ability to help students career
growth, realize the value of life as soon as possible.

To test the learning effect of students to the teaching way
we introduced, we make a questionnaire to reach it; results
are shown in Figure 6. Results show that after students learn
through this teaching method, 55% of the students think it is
very effective, 35% of the students think it is effective, and
10% of the students are uncertain. In a word, the intro-
duction of machine learning into the teaching of ideological

and political courses has improved the enthusiasm of course
learning and promoted the mastery of ideological and po-
litical courses and machine learning courses. +erefore, this
teaching method has a positive impact on improving stu-
dents’ course learning outcomes.

4. Conclusions

In our study, we analyzed incorporating ideological and
political courses into the application of machine learning
under the background of big data. Firstly, we talk about
what we should do for teachers before/in/after class.
Making good use of machine learning technology, culti-
vating new era and new engineering talents with both
ability and political integrity is the direction for the
continuous advancement of the ideological and political
teaching reform of the “machine learning” course. Sec-
ondly, we took the introduction part of machine learning
as an example. On the basis of combining the content, we
deeply explored the ideological and political elements,
promoted the ideological and political construction of the
curriculum, and guided the core socialist values in
knowledge transfer and ability training. +irdly, we took
the decision tree in machine learning as an example,
explored the organic integration of ideological and po-
litical education, quality education, and moral education,
and integrated them into the new teaching ideas of the
first classroom of machine learning, and the ideological
and political elements of other professional courses in
computer and case design have a certain reference sig-
nificance and practical value. We finally make a ques-
tionnaire from the perspective of learning attitude,
learning influence, and learning effect to investigate the
outcomes of students with our teaching way. Overall, our
teaching way promotes the learning ability and interest of
students, and the learning efficiency will be modified
significantly through this way.
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+e experimental data used to support the findings of this
study are available from the corresponding author upon
request.
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With the rapid development of network and informatization of the consumer market in my country, the application and maturity
of technologies such as the Internet, terminal equipment, logistics, and payment and the continuous improvement of people’s
consumption concepts, online shopping has gradually become the mainstream purchase method for Chinese consumers, and
e-commerce has gradually become one of the important driving forces to promote the sustained and vigorous development of
China’s economy. Under the traditional marketing model, companies do not fully understand the needs of users. +e sales staff’s
thinking is only how to sell products to users. +ey do not know the specific consumer needs, so they can only focus on the
product. Based on these foundations, this research uses convolutional neural networks and applies this model to precision
marketing to obtain accurate portraits of consumers, thereby increasing the company’s turnover. After comparing different
models and conducting some experiments, it is concluded that (1) through the collection and analysis of W enterprise data, the
training and testing conditions of the CNN model, LSTM model, LSTM attention model, and CNN+LSTM attention model are
compared. It is concluded that the CNN+LSTM attention model and the LSTM attention model perform better, and the accuracy
of testing and training is higher. (2)+rough the fitting of the model, it is found that Sn(%)� 70.71, Sp(%)� 86.25, Acc(%)� 81.07,
and MCC� 0.752 of the CNN+LSTM attention model are the best fitting models. +e men and women stratification and gender
stratification of users are predicted, and it is found that men in the W company are the main purchasing power, and in the age
stratification, it is found that the population of 41–50 accounts for the highest proportion. (3) +e average accuracy rate of the
LSTM attention model is as high as 66.6%, the average recall rate is 82.3%, and the F1 score is 73.1%. +is model has met
expectations for precision marketing forecasts. (4) Using the CNN+LSTM attention model to predict the marketing input for the
next year, it is found that the use of precision marketing will increase the profit of W company.+e average annual data show that
the monthly revenue of precision marketing has increased by 73.5%.

1. Introduction

In the past ten years, with the rapid development of network
and informatization of China’s consumer market, the ap-
plication and maturity of technologies such as the Internet,
terminal equipment, logistics, and payment and the con-
tinuous improvement of people’s consumption concepts,
online shopping has gradually become the mainstream
purchase method for Chinese consumers. E-commerce has
gradually become one of the important driving forces to
promote the sustained and vigorous development of China’s
economy [1, 2]. Based on the analysis and statistics of the
marketing models that currently exist in our society, it is

concluded that the growth rate of e-commerce online
marketing is getting faster and faster.+e refined and precise
marketingmodel will be themainstreammodel in the future.
Literature [3] only makes good use of big data to paint
portraits of consumers. +e precision marketing model can
greatly promote offlinemarketing and onlinemarketing.+e
function of marketing is to act as a communication bridge
between the company and consumers. It can not only help
consumers understand the company and make these con-
sumers become loyal customers of the company but also play
a role in publicity, allowing the company to better under-
stand its audience. +erefore, it is necessary to learn and
improve marketing concepts and transform from ordinary
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marketing to precision marketing. Precision marketing is a
concept that may help promote collective thinking and
understanding of the criteria used for segmentation and
positioning. +e purpose is to better serve customers,
thereby highlighting the competitiveness of products and
bringing profits to the company. Only by formulating sales
strategies from person to person can the effect of precision
marketing be maximized. Control the results and costs of
communication as much as possible, give scientific stan-
dards, and avoid randomness. Convolutional neural net-
works are used to predict the detection index system of
multilabel systems.+e predictionmodel is superior to other
existing prediction models in almost all five indicators of
performance. +e most outstanding performance in the
“absolute truth” rate and “absolute truth” rate [4]. A mul-
tilabel classifier system is based on deep learning features of
convolutional neural network to infer the classification of
goods. +e system is based on the two-dimensional repre-
sentation of the sample: first, obtain a one-dimensional
feature vector, extract the characteristics of the marketing
amount and marketing model, find out the interaction and
the structure and feature similarity information with other
products of different categories, and then reshape the
original one-dimensional feature vector to obtain a two-
dimensional matrix table of commodities. Finally, using
feature extractors, two general classifiers designed for
multilabel classification are trained using deep learning
features. +e scores obtained are fused by the average rule
[5, 6]. With the continuous breakthroughs in computer
technology, deep neural networks and other technologies are
becoming more and more widely used in our daily life
applications. People process the acquired information with
computer algorithms. Convolutional neural networks
(CNN) are currently the mainstream computer network
analysis means. Convolutional neural networks can be used
to automatically learn structured data, extract effective
features, and then use the extracted effective features tomake
predictions and make correct decisions, which can help
manage company employees, predict consumer preferences,
etc. Predictive classification of unknown consumers is of
great significance to existing research. +e ATC system is a
multilabel classification system that classifies consumers
according to their consumption preferences. +e system
includes five levels, and each level includes several levels; the
first level includes 14 main overlapping categories. +e ATC
classification system also considers the distribution of
population characteristics, brings into the model effect
characteristics, and predicts unknown problems in its cat-
egory. Such predictions can be used not only to infer the
active ingredients of system performance but also to infer
other possible active ingredients. Due to the high variability
of samples and the overlap between classes, the problem of
automatic prediction is very random, and there may be
multiple prediction deviations and the complexity of ma-
chine learning. Convolutional neural networks are also
widely used in the field of biomedical engineering. Medical
image analysis is one of the most popular research and
development fields. Deep learning has been successfully used
as a machine learning tool. Neural networks have the ability

to automatically learn features [7]. +e rapid growth of data
has enabled statistical modeling and machine learning
methods to predict the information of some compounds in
bioinformatics and chemoinformatics and contribute to
various applications of metabolic engineering and drug
discovery [8]. Convolutional neural networks have been
successfully applied to network big data predictions. Using
four different experimental network models and dual graphs
with different sparsity and degree distributions, high pre-
diction performance is achieved in the case of relatively
dense, but the performance becomes worse in the case of
extreme sparseness. Human decision-making processes
usually rely on the use of visual information from different
perspectives or perspectives. However, in image classifica-
tion based on machine learning, we usually only infer the
category of the object from a single image showing the
object. Especially for challenging classification problems, the
visual information conveyed by a single image may not be
enough to make accurate decisions. +e optimization
scheme relies on the fusion of visual information captured
by images depicting the same object from multiple angles
[9]. Convolutional neural networks are used to extract and
encode visual features from multiple views, to fuse this
information to study the feature maps of different network
depths for fusion convolution, to fuse potential bottle-
necks before classification, and to score fusion. +ese
strategies were systematically evaluated on three data sets
from different fields.+e discovery emphasizes the benefits
of integrating information fusion into the network instead
of performing it through the postprocessing of classifi-
cation scores [10–13]. A case study that has been trained
proves that the network can be easily expanded through
the best fusion strategy, which is much better than other
methods. +e CNN model can be used to decode the
hidden focus of attention related to EEG events in the
object selection process. It compares the performance of
CNN and the commonly used linear discriminant analysis
(LDA) classifier, applies it to different dimensional data
sets, and analyzes the transfer learning ability. Using CNN
can conduct in-depth analysis of e-commerce data, con-
vert the characteristics of each product into recognizable
computer instructions, and use these characteristics to
predict sales. +e impact of individual model components
can be verified by systematically changing the model, and
the saliency map can be used as a tool to visualize the
spatial and temporal characteristics that drive the output
of the model. +e effect of different attribute training sets
on the sparse rate of the CNN output feature matrix is
verified, and the improved Grad-CAM algorithm is used to
train the key features to improve the stability and accuracy
of the CNN model. Convolutional neural networks were
originally discovered in biological laboratories. +ey were
computer simulations and transformations of neural
networks of humans or animals with brains. With the
continuous exploration of science and technology by
human beings, CNN is also undergoing continuous in-
novation and transformation, with more extensive ap-
plications and continuous enhancement of computing
capabilities [14, 15].
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). +e basic com-
position of the existing neural network model group is
composed of the following parts: the input layer (100×1) is
used for the input of the original data grid conversion and
the convolutional layer 1 is the basic data grid layer of the
model. Data filtering and sorting play an important role, and
the specific parameters are shown in Figure 1. Convolutional
layer 2 (Conv2) is to perform secondary sorting and reverse
confirmation on the data grid of the first layer [16–18]. +e
residual network and the expansion convolution are per-
formed in the stretching layer, and the accuracy of the
ConvNet architecture predicting contact is judged by the F1
connection layer. +e basic flow of the experiment is shown
in Figure 1.

2.2.DataGridConversion. Data grid conversion is to classify
data in ascending dimensions to facilitate data extraction for
subsequent research. Use the DNCON2 data set (V1, V2,
and V3) for training and test on the CASP12 data set (V4,
V5, and V6). +e structural equation model is shown in
Figure 2, which has strong connections and close connec-
tions. ‘S association. A, B, and C are hidden variables, and A
and B correspond to neurons in the convolutional layer. Y1
and Y2 are also observed variables. Figure 3 shows a con-
volution process diagram with a convolution kernel size of
1×3. +is convolution process can simulate the convolution
process of the first two layers, and the input related variables
can be constructed as latent factors.

2.3. Precision Marketing and Convolutional Neural Network.
In the W enterprise, a large amount of personal data is
collected, extracted from the enterprise database, and then
simulated by a convolutional neural network to simulate
accurate consumer portraits. For a small number of anon-
ymous users who cannot obtain accurate data, through
simulation and prediction of previous data sets, the hidden
data are extracted by looping and replying experiments.
Integrate centralized data resources, establish an enterprise-
level big data center, and realize “normalization” and
“resourceization.” Convolutional neural networks can be
used to assist companies in precision marketing models. +e
general process is to sort out the collected raw data and
check the data, including the adjustment of the content
format and the change of logic errors. In the rewriting of the
basic label, the basic customer information is rewritten, and
the threshold is set [19–21]. Perform label classification on
the basis of basic label rewriting, based on characteristics
such as crowd consumption habits. +en, use the con-
volutional neural network to predict the customer’s behavior
to form a three-dimensional label. +e last is the output of
the results, providing customers with personalized services
and exporting detailed information items.

3. Application of Convolutional Neural
Network in Precision Marketing

3.1. CNN Model

μ1 � v1w1, v2w2, v3w3,

μ2 � v4w1, v5w2, v6w3.
(1)

Euclidean distance

dij � 
n

k�1
Xki − Xki( 

2⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

1/2

. (2)

Pearson correlation distance

dij � 1 − ρ1Ai


. (3)

Let DX denote a matrix composed of elements dij:

pij �

�����������������

ri − rj 
2

+ ci − cj 
2



. (4)

Let DY represent the matrix composed of elements pij:

Dx �
Dx

max Dx( 
, (5)

Dy �
Dy

max Dy 
. (6)

Formula (5) calculates the number of users before
correction, and formula (6) calculates the number of users
after correction.

+e convolution operation can be expressed by the
following formula:

Y
[l]

� f 
n[l]

n�1
W

[l],
+ b

[l]⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, (7)

where yc represents the marketing forecast profit, and the
calculation method is as follows:

yc �
exp zc( 

jexp zj 
, c � 1, 2, . . . , c. (8)

3.2. LSTM Model

Yconv � f 

J�1

j�0


I�1

i�0
xm+i,n+jwij+b⎛⎝ ⎞⎠. (9)

+e value range of n in formula (9) is (0, n).
Among them, the interval of the activation parameter m

is between positive and negative m, f is the activation
function; b is the additional offset (or offset); Yconv is its
output.
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Fi �
1
N

� 
N

x�1
fi(x), (10)

where fi(x) is the monthly profit income of W enterprise
and N is the quarterly total profit income.

sc � 
M

i�1
Fi × w

c
i . (11)

+e output of Softmax σ (S prediction result represents
the gender and age of the consumer group).

σ Sc(  �
e

sc


c
j�1 e

sj
for c � 1, ..., c, s � S1, . . . , Sc(  ∈ Rc

.

(12)

In order to avoid overfitting, a regularized model is used
to constrain

loss � −
1
n



N

n�1
ynlog yn + 1 − yn( log 1 − yn(   + λ‖w‖

2
. (13)

Comprehensive judgment of the model

sc � 
M

i�1
Fi×w

c
i �

1
N



N

x�1


M

i�1
w

c
i × fi(x),

Mc(x) � 
M

i�1
w

c
i × Pi(x),

(14)

+e specific formula for the maximum sales of an en-
terprise is as follows:

fpool � Max xm,n, xm,n+l, xm+l,n+l , (15)

where fpool is the predicted result of the largest sales.
ReLu is a consumer characteristic factor:

f(x) � max(0, x). (16)

3.3. LSTM Attention Model. Correlation coefficient of two
vectors:

Input layer
100×1

Conv1 : Convolutional layer
8@50×1

Conv2 : Convolutional layer
16@25×1

Stretch layer
1@400×1

F1 : Fully connected layer
32×1

F2 : Output layer
20×1

Figure 1: Convolutional neural network model.
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Figure 2: Structural equation simulation path diagram.

V1 V2 V3

V4 V5 V6
W1 W2 W3
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Figure 3: Convolution process with a 1×3 convolution kernel.
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Here, xk and yk are the kth element of the vector. Finally,
the precise demand profile of consumers is simulated [22].

3.4. CNN+LSTM Attention Model. Euclidean distance for
two features

E D(X
→

, Y
→
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. (18)

+e maximum distance is recorded as

maxMDi � EDi(1≤ i≤M). (19)

+e F-score of consumer demand characteristics is de-
fined as

F − score(j) �
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(20)

xj, x
(+)
j , and xj

(− ), respectively, represent the average
value of all, positive, and negative predictions and actual
eigenvalues. m+ and m− are the error interval between
forecast and actual. +e larger the value, the more obvious
the consumer’s demand characteristics, and qi is the fre-
quency of appearance.

qi �
mi

M
. (21)

M is the total number of consumer features in all training
data sets [23].+e probability in the male population and the
female population can be defined as

p n1,j  � 
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Nj!

m! Nj − m 
q

m
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Nj− m
,
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Nj

m�n− 1j

Nj!

m! Nj − m 
q

m
i 1 − qi( 

Nj − m
.

(22)

where n1,j and n− 1,j is the number of users.
Finally, according to the following formula, the com-

pany’s turnover through precision marketing is predicted:

Pj � min p n1,j  , p n− 1,j . (23)

4. Simulation Experiment

4.1. Training and Testing of the Model. As shown in Table 1,
the training and testing of the CNN model, LSTM model,
LSTM attention model, and CNN+LSTM attention model
are compared in detail. +e data source is the commercial
marketing data of W company. After filtering the data, we
input it to our model. Choose from July to July, July to
August, July to September, July to October, July to No-
vember, August to August, August to September, August to
October, August to November, and September to Septem-
ber. Data from different months are used; data from Sep-
tember to October are used for testing, and data from
September to November are used for training. Based on the
results of several models, the CNN+LSTM attention model
and the LSTM attention model perform better, and the
accuracy of testing and training is higher.

Figure 4 visualizes the training and testing comparison of
the CNN model. +e training and testing comparison of the
LSTM Train model is shown in Figure 5. Figure 6 is the
training and testing comparison of the LSTM attention
model after LSTM optimization.+e comparison of training
and testing of the CNN+ LSTM attention model is shown in
Figure 7. +e comprehensive icon result CNN+LSTM at-
tention model is the optimal model [24–27].
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Figure 5: Comparison of training and testing of LSTM train model.

Table 1: Comparison of training and testing of different models.

Month
CNN LSTM LSTM attention CNN+LSTM

attention
Train Test Train Test Train Test Train Test

7–7 0.75 0.74 0.69 0.68 0.71 0.73 0.72 0.72
7–8 0.61 0.62 0.53 0.52 0.58 0.56 0.59 0.57
7–9 0.62 0.63 0.61 0.6 0.69 0.68 0.69 0.69
7–10 0.65 0.64 0.6 0.59 0.69 0.68 0.67 0.69
7–11 0.61 0.62 0.65 0.64 0.66 0.65 0.66 0.65
8–8 0.75 0.76 0.77 0.76 0.78 0.77 0.77 0.79
8–9 0.81 0.8 0.79 0.78 0.8 0.81 0.84 0.8
8–10 0.76 0.77 0.75 0.74 0.76 0.78 0.77 0.77
8–11 0.75 0.74 0.72 0.71 0.73 0.74 0.73 0.74
9–9 0.85 0.84 0.8 0.79 0.81 0.81 0.83 0.79
9–10 0.74 0.73 0.75 0.74 0.76 0.74 0.75 0.76
9–11 0.65 0.69 0.68 0.67 0.69 0.7 0.68 0.7
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4.2. Use Models to Fit Marketing Data. Using the marketing
data of W company in previous years, bring in CNN model,
LSTM model, LSTM attention model, and CNN+LSTM
attentionmodel, and evaluate the model using Sn(%), Sp(%),
Acc(%), and MCC indicators. As shown in Table 2 and
Figure 8, looking at the four indicators of Sn (%), Sp (%), Acc
(%), and MCC, the Sn (%) of the CNN+LSTM attention
model� 70.71, Sp (%)� 86.25, Acc(%)� 81.07, and
MCC� 0.752 is the best fitting model.

As shown in Table 3, using CNN+LSTM attention to
filter user tags, it is predicted that those users have greater
buying potential.

As shown in Table 4, the users are classified by gender
and gender, and it is found that men in the W company are
the main purchasing power, and in the age stratification, it is
found that the population of 41–50 accounts for the highest
proportion. It can be seen from this that when performing
precision marketing, the gender and age of the population
must be precisely controlled.

4.3. Prediction of PrecisionMarketing andGeneralMarketing.
As shown in Table 5 and Figure 9, in the marketing input
forecast for the next year, it is found that the use of precision
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Figure 6: Comparison of training and testing of LSTM attention model.
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marketing will increase the profit of W enterprise. +e
average annual data shows that the monthly income of
precision marketing is 0.735, while that of ordinary mar-
keting is only 0.567.

4.4. Practical Effects of the Model. After downloading the
data of W company from July 1 to November 30, 2020, the
original data of W company’s marketing income through
different methods is classified, and the comparative
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Figure 8: Fitting of the model to marketing data.

Table 3: Using CNN+LSTM attention to predict the number of users.

Serial number Original log size (G) Number of original tags Number of filtered tags User number
1 19.82 2319905 487180 154727
2 40.35 4450395 934583 297493
3 59.64 6879890 1444777 458726
4 78.92 8812650 1938783 587510
5 101.52 11300270 2486059 747618
6 120.08 13298965 3058762 887931
7 141.28 15470470 3094094 1031298

Table 4: Using CNN+LSTM attention to predict the number of users (male and female stratification and age stratification).

Attribute value User number Percentage of generated data (%) Proportion of original data (%)

Gender
Man 59190070 59.19 59.19

Woman 32272265 32.27 32.47
Others 8537665 8.54 8.54

Age

0–24 17879563 17.88 17.88
25–30 15928089 15.93 15.93
31–35 10995266 11.00 11.00
36–40 9691802 9.69 9.69
41–50 19059443 19.06 19.06
>50 17924356 17.92 17.92

Others 8521481 8.52 8.52

Table 2: Fitting of the model to marketing data.

Method CNN LSTM LSTM attention CNN+LSTM attention
Sn(%) 69.64 63.57 46.07 70.71
Sp(%) 90 94.46 93.92 86.25
Acc(%) 83.21 84.16 77.97 8l .07
MCC 0.756 0.708 0.384 0.752
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analysis and supplementary analysis are applied to the
optimization model. As shown in Table 6 and Figure 10,
the results of comparative analysis and supplementary
analysis are displayed. Precision, recall, and F1 scores are
used to evaluate the comparative analysis and supple-
mentary analysis, and the comparative analysis and sup-
plementary analysis are simulated. +e average accuracy
rate of additive analysis is as high as 66.6%, the average

recall rate of comparative analysis and complementary
analysis is 82.3%, and the F1 score of comparative analysis
and complementary analysis is 73.1%. +is model has met
expectations for precision marketing forecasts. Using
precision, recall, and F1 scores to predict the W company,
it is found that the CNN+ LSTM attention model can
increase monthly revenue by 50% in peak seasons and
about 20% in off-season.

Table 5: Prediction of precision marketing and general marketing.

Month Precision marketing General marketing
1 0.73 0.5
2 0.75 0.51
3 0.68 0.51
4 0.65 0.49
5 0.77 0.68
6 0.81 0.66
7 0.78 0.62
8 0.74 0.59
9 0.81 0.71
10 0.74 0.58
11 0.72 0.56
12 0.64 0.4
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Figure 9: Prediction of precision marketing and general marketing.

Table 6: Practical effects of the model.

Months Precision% Recall % F1-score%
7 73.1 77.6 75.2
8 61 72.3 66.2
9 55.9 91.6 69.4
10 78.3 84.1 81.1
11 64.9 85.7 73.8
Mean 66.6 82.3 73.1
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5. Conclusion

+is research is based on curling neural networks, precision
marketing, model optimization and construction, comparative
analysis, and supplementary analysis and proposes precision
marketing in response to the problems of existing marketing
methods. Optimize the existing curl neural network model and
apply it to e-commerce precision marketing. +rough the
collection and analysis of W enterprise data, the training and
testing of CNN model, LSTM model, LSTM attention model,
and CNN+LSTM attention model are compared, and the
performance of CNN+LSTM attention model and LSTM at-
tention model is obtained. Better, the accuracy of testing and
training is higher. By fitting the model, it is found that Sn(%)�

70.71, Sp(%)� 86.25, Acc(%)� 81.07, and MCC� 0.752 of the
CNN+LSTM attention model are the best fitting models. +e
men and women stratification and gender stratification of users
are predicted, and it is found that men in the W company are
the main purchasing power, and in the age stratification, it is
found that the population of 41–50 accounts for the highest
proportion. Using the CNN+LSTM attention model to predict
the marketing input for the next year, it is found that the use of
precision marketing will increase the profit of W company.
Using the CNN+LSTM attention model to predict the mar-
keting input for the next year, it is found that the use of
precision marketing will increase the profits of W companies.
+e average annual data show that precision marketing will
increase monthly revenue by 42.5%. +e simulation shows that
the average accuracy rate of comparative analysis and sup-
plementary analysis is as high as 66.6%, the average recall rate of
comparative analysis and supplementary analysis is 82.3%, and
the F1 score of comparative analysis and supplementary analysis
is 73.1%. +e model predicts precision marketing as expected.
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With the rapid development of agricultural product sales data, the traditional prediction model cannot meet the processing needs.
Based on deep learning theory, an improved ICM agricultural product sales prediction model using the softmax classifier is
proposed. Introducing the sparse autoencoder in ICM can reduce feature loss. )e features also can be extracted. In addition,
using the pretreatment mode based on fuzzy membership theory, we can obtain the fuzzy correspondence of considerations and
grades of agricultural product sales. At the same time, the precision of prediction for the model is further optimized. It can be seen
that the agricultural product sales prediction model based on improved ICM can realize the real-time prediction of agricultural
product sales. )e maximum classification accuracy of the model can reach 80.98%, which means that it has certain practical
application value.

1. Related Work

Agricultural products are necessities of daily life. With the
increase of sales platform, the agricultural product sales
model is more diversified, and the online sales model has
gradually become the mainstream sales model of agricultural
products. However, because of the particularity of its
products, the agricultural products have a strict shelf life.
)erefore, to reduce the waste of agricultural product re-
sources during the shelf life of agricultural products, the
accurate sales of the online agricultural products sales
platform need to be achieved, which is an urgent problem for
the online sales of agricultural products. )e current online
precision sales of agricultural products are mainly through
the shallow-layer deep learning network model. Also, it
extracts the value information from the massive agricultural
product sales data to predict the trend of sales changes, so as
to help merchants adjust the sales strategy in real time. For
example, Grasman and Kornelis [1] and de Souza et al. [2]
used the Bass model and agricultural product sales data to
estimate the future agricultural product sales, so as to
achieve the inventory management. Meanwhile, the confi-
dence interval is used to process and obtain the required

exact expression. Xiang and Cho et al. analyzed the essential
characteristics of the self-service. Also, the importance and
significance of building a self-service network marketing
system are expounded. )erefore, a new sales model is
proposed, which combines independent marketing and
online customization. Her-e, merchants, businesses, and
consumers collaborate to complete production and sales, so
as to realize the precise services for consumers [3, 4].
Tsoumakas and Chen et al. realized accurate short-term sales
prediction by reviewing video sales and applying machine
learning. It enables the company to minimize in-store in-
ventory and expired products. At the same time, it helps to
avoid missing sales [5, 6]. Chen et al. and Eric et al.
implemented online sales prediction of agricultural products
by using multitask recursive neural network based on trend
alignment [7, 8]. However, the prediction performance of
the shallow-layer model is limited, so the real-time analysis
processing of agricultural product trading data cannot be
realized. At the same time, considering that agricultural sales
data are growing exponentially every day, the semi-
supervised learning model is the main means of predicting
such rapid growth data. So, this paper selects the semi-
supervised deep learning model as the sales prediction
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model of agricultural products. Also, it puts forward a super-
imperial crown model based on the ICM to predict the
agricultural product sales.

2. Basic Methods

2.1. Introduction to ICM Model. )e ICM model is an
autoencoder network model, which contains two hidden
layers. In addition, its structure of the input node is same
with the feature vector structure used for prediction. Because
the self-coding network model only learns the predicted
feature vectors but does not classify them, this feature en-
ables the classification prediction function of the model by
adding a classifier on the top layer. Typically, the ICM
classifier can be selected to achieve the classification effect
and can get the softmax classifier and the corresponding
probability values.

If the input sample set is L, the hypothesis function
method is used to analyze each type of j belonging to dif-
ferent classification probability value p � (y� j |x), and the
hypothesis function can be expressed as [9]
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where θ1, θ2, . . . , θk represent the model parameters to be
obtained. )e cost function is defined as [10]
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Add the self-coding network classified by softmax, and
the structure of the ICM model is shown in Figure 1.

)e steps for training the ICM model are as follows.
Firstly, the training samples are input into the model.

Also, the two hidden layers are adopted to conduct unsu-
pervised training on the training samples. So, the unlabeled
output results are obtained. Secondly, the unlabeled output
results are input into softmax classifier. At the same time, the
labeled samples are used to train the softmax classifier.
)irdly, the values of some functions are solved, such as
hidden layer kernel function, reconstruction error function,
softmax classifier cost function, and the partial derivatives of
all parameters. Finally, the parameters obtained in the above
steps are utilized to initialize the model parameters.

Furthermore, the BP algorithm is used to solve the optimum
parameters, so as to carry out the supervised training.

2.2. Improved ICM Model. It can be seen from the above
analysis that it is easy for the ICM model to ignore the
reconstruction of original non-linear data during prediction,
which will affect the prediction results. In order to solve this
problem, the sparse autoencoder is introduced into ICM and
an improved ICM model is proposed.

Sparse autoencoder is an unsupervised learning method.
Linear representation of vectors can be achieved by using a
set of basis vectors ∅i in the input vector [11]:

X � 
k

i�1
ai∅i (i � 1, 2, . . . , k). (3)

As can be seen from formula (3), k stands for the number
of the input nodes and ai stands for the linear correlation
coefficient.

)e average activation value of hidden layer unit j is [12]
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Here, i � 1, 2, . . . , m, m� k; a
(2)
j (xi) represent the hid-

den layer unit activation amount when the input is X.
Set the sparseness parameter to ρ, make ρJ � ρ, and use

KL to optimize the penalty factor, such as formula (5). So,
the neuron activity of hidden layer is controlled near ρ.

KL(ρ‖ρ) � ρ log
p

1 − ρ
+(1 − ρ)log

1 − ρ
1 − ρJ

. (5)

)erefore, the global cost function of sparse autocoding
networks is [13]

Jspare(w, b) � J(w, b) + μ
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���� , (6)

where μ represents the punishment coefficient, and the
larger its value is, the greater the punishment intensity is.
Here J(w, b) represents the global loss function. It can be
calculated by formula (7). λ is responsible for avoiding
overfitting [14].
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)e output error can be obtained from formula (8).
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It can be seen from formula (8) that δ(3)
i represents the

error of output layer; a
(3)
i represents the active function.
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)us, the hidden layer element error can be obtained as
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)e SICM model introducing sparse autoencoder is
implemented as follows:

Step 1. Randomly classify all data into training dataset
and testing dataset in a ratio of 4 :1
Step 2. Label the testing dataset and randomly select
some data to train the SICM model. Furthermore, the
remaining data are used to verify the improved ICM
model.
Step 3. Use the repeated experiment method to de-
termine the hidden layers and the nodes of each layer in
the sparse self-coding network.
Step 4. Select the training dataset as the input vector of
sparse autocoding network for unsupervised pre-
training and input the labeled and unlabeled data into
softmax classifier for training.
Step 5. Adopt BP algorithm to tune network parame-
ters. )e global optimal parameters can be obtained. As
can be seen from formula (12), when λ≠ 0, the weight
decay function is activated, so as to update the weight
[15].

ΔWij �
ηzJ

zΔWij

. (12)

)e formula shows that η � 0.05 which represents the
learning rate [16].

)e weight updating formula can be expressed as

ΔW(l)
� ΔW(l)

+ ∇W(1) J(W, b; x, y),

Δb(l)
� Δb(l)

+ ∇b(1) J(W, b; x, y).
(13)

Here, ΔW(l) � Δb(l) � 0 represents the initial value, and
the weight can be obtained according to formulas (14) and
(15) [17].
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)e above process can be represented in Figure 2.

3. Sales Prediction of Agricultural Products
Based on Improved ICM

3.1. Building Improved ICM Model

3.1.1. Parameter Selection. )e improved ICM model pa-
rameter is selected by the characteristic variables of the sales
influencing factors of agricultural product. According to
literature [18], the characteristic variables affecting the sales of
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Figure 1: Structure of the ICM model.
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agricultural products mainly include the attribute parameters
of agricultural products, the personal factors of buyers, and
nine-dimensional characteristic vector formed by promotion
channels. )erefore, the parameters of the improved ICM
model in this study use
V � [p, add de, add sh, t, sex, age, pro ch, col, fav r] to rep-
resent the 9-dimensional input vector, which is used for
feature learning. Also, the preprocessed vector is expressed as
V � [pI, add de, add sh1, tI, sex, ageI, pro chI, col, fav rI].

3.1.2. Classifier Design. )e improved ICM model classifier
uses the softmax classifier of the ICM model. As the cost
function of the softmax classifier of ICM is a non-strict
convex function, it is easy to fall into local optimum [19].
)erefore, this paper adds a weight attenuation term to the

cost function and penalizes the parameters whose weights
are too large, so that the parameters can easily converge to
the global optimal. )e cost function added weighted at-
tenuation term can be expressed as [20]
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)e optimal parameter value can be obtained by min-
imizing J(θ), and the classifier can be used for the improved
ICM model of agricultural product sales prediction.

3.1.3. Model Structure. )ere are two parts for the improved
ICM model used for agricultural product sales prediction,
namely, data preprocessing and deep learning network. )e

Data preprocessing

Input original data

Normalized to get V1

ZAC whitening process to
get V'1 

Add time weight uI to get V3 

Add the fuzzy weight
matrix K to get V 

Output V

start

Sample data preprocessing, divide the
training set and test set 

Determine the hidden layer number N and the
element number M of each layer 

Train the ith SAE

The output of i layer is used as the input of i
+1layer for layer by layer training 

Train the Softmax classifier
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Fine-tuning and optimizing 
deep learning network

Output classification results

End
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fine-tuning

Pretraining
Yes

Sample collection 
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Figure 2: Improved ICM model implementation process.
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specific structure is shown in Figure 3. )e input vector of
the model refers to the preprocessed data X, and the input
cell number of SAE isN+ 1, whereN represents variable and
1 represents offsets. By processing the input vector through
the hidden layer, the feature vector for classification can be
obtained. Consider that SAE only digs deep features of
sample feature vectors to obtain weight parameters of the
hidden layer. )e softmax classifier is needed to classify the
processed data of hidden layers, so as to obtain all deep
features [21]. In addition, the softmax classifier is added to
the top layer of the model to obtain a complete improved
ICM model. )e output vector Y is the prediction result of
agricultural product sales by the model.

3.2. Agricultural Product Sales Prediction Process Based on
Improved ICM. )e improved ICM model is applied to the
sales forecasting of agricultural products. First of all, the sales
data of agricultural products are preprocessed. Also, the
sparse autocoding network is adopted to select represen-
tation samples with common features from the sales data of
unlabeled agricultural products, so as to realize the adaptive
feature extraction. After that use the labeled and unlabeled
data training classifier to classify the agricultural product
sales level. Furthermore, the parameters of each layer are
tuned according to the backpropagation algorithm and
strictly convex function to obtain the global optimal pa-
rameter values. )us, we can get an accurate classification
prediction improved ICM model which can realize the sales
prediction of agricultural products. Finally, the data are
input into the prediction model, and the output data are the
prediction result.)e specific process of agricultural product
sales prediction based on Improved ICM is shown in
Figure 4.

4. Simulation Experiment

4.1. Simulation Environment and Data Source

4.1.1. Experimental Environment Construction and Data
Collection. )is experiment is simulated on 64 bit Windows
7 system and coded on i386 platform. Crawler technology is
used to obtain 5000 sets of data from Taobao egg agricultural
products trading data; each set of data includes 20 samples.

4.1.2. Data Preprocessing. Considering that there are noise,
incompleteness, and inconsistency in the crawled original
data, this paper performs normalization, zero-phase com-
ponent analysis, and fuzzy preprocessing for the original
data before the experiment.

(1) Normalization: carry out normalized preprocessing
for experimental data to reduce the influence of data
polarization on the final prediction results, which is
shown in the following formula [22]:

Xn �
Yn

z
, (17)

where Xn represents the weight of an attribute total
parameters in the total samples; Z indicates the total
samples; and Yn indicates sample feature vector with
a total number n of an attribute.

(2) Zero-phase component analysis: perform zero-phase
component analysis for the normalized data. M
sample data are selected to convert the original data
into matrix X1 �V1. Set the single sample dimension
to 9 and perform ZCA whitening processing on
dataset. )e specific process can be shown as follows:

① Set XT
1 as the numerical matrix with original

data of 9∗m. G represents the matrix after nor-
malizing XT

1 , and the average value of each attribute
in G matrix is 0.
②Calculate the sample covariancematrix ofG to
obtain the corresponding eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors and rank them in order from large to small.
)e eigenvalues are denoted as c1, c2, . . . , c9, and
the corresponding eigenvectors are
U � [u1, u2, . . . , u9].
③ Multiply VT

1 and UT to obtain the rotation
matrix [23]:

V
Tr

1rot � U
T
V

T
1

�

u
T
1 x1 · · · u

T
1 xm

⋮ ⋱ ⋮

u
T
9 x1 · · · u

T
9 xm

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.

(18)

Make the rotation matrix attribute values with unit
variance:

V
Tr

1rot �
1

�������
c1 + 0.1

 V
T
1rot (i � 1, 2, . . . , 9). (19)

)e unit variance per attribute in the rotation
matrix is obtained by multiplying
1/ ��

ci

√
(i � 1, 2, . . . , 9) with each element of row

i (i � 1, 2, . . . , 9) in V1rot′ , and denote the obtained
matrix as V1rot″, where 1/

�����
ci + ε√ is used to replace

1/ ��
ci

√ , which deals with the numerical fluctuation
or overflow phenomenon when ri approaches 0.
④ )e results of ZCA whitening processing are as
follows:

XT′
1 � UXT′

1rot
(20)

(3) Fuzzy processing: conduct fuzzy processing for the
data by fuzzy membership theory, so the obtained
data can be used in the experiment. )e method
based on fuzzy processing is as follows:

① Let V2 � [TS, pI, add
deI, add sh1, t1, sex1, age1, pro ch, col, fav r1]. )e
time TS in the vector V2 represents the distance
between the time of collecting sample data and the
time of the system. Data are selected in a random
way, and weights are marked for data in different
states:
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TS �
TSn − TSe

30
, (21)

where TSn represents the current system time when
data are processed and TSc represents the time of
data sample collection. )e time label format is
year-month-day.
② Use the fuzzy subset weight coefficient method
to deal with the time weight and use the expert
comment set method to set the weight of sample
data at different distances:

μ1 �

0.4, TS< 1,

0.31, 1≤TS< 5,

0.20, 5≤TS< 9,

0.08, 9≤TS< 12,

0, TS≥ 12.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(22)

③ Determine the membership function. Set V1′ as
the weight in the sales prediction of each data
obtained according to TS in V2, namely,V3 � μ1V1′.
It can be seen that the factor set V3, the judgment
set Y, and the weight matrix K select the mem-
bership function of trapezoidal distribution as

μ xt(  �

0, xt < a,

xi − a

b − a
, a≤ xt ≤ b,

1, xt > b.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(23)

Here, x represents the feature vector in V3; t
represents the value at t (t � 1, 2, . . . , m) in the
eigenvector x; and a and b can be determined by
different characteristic attributes.

④ Obtain V3 by applying V1′ in step ①, and the
input vector V � μ(xt)KV3 of SAE can be obtained
by applyingV3 in step ②, which is as follows:

V � p, add de, add sh, t, sex, age, pro ch, col, fav r . (24)

)e experimental data for this study can be finally ob-
tained by the above preprocessing. Some of the data are
shown in Table 1.

As can be seen from the improved ICMmodel prediction
process, part of the sample data is utilized to train the
autocoding network, so as to obtain the kernel function, cost
function, and derivative function. Also, a part of the sample
data is adopted to train the softmax classifier. )erefore, the
preprocessed experimental data should be divided into
feature learning and classification learning. To ensure
general applicability of the improved ICM model, 3000
samples are randomly selected from the experimental
dataset to be the feature learning subset, and 1000 samples
are selected as classification learning subset, including 600
softmax classifier training sets and 400 test sets.

4.2. Parameter Settings

4.2.1. Determination of Hidden Layers. Set hidden layers to
1∼10 and input 500 groups of samples to obtain the clas-
sification accuracy of the model [24], as shown in Figure 5.
)e figure shows that if the number of hidden layers is less
than 3, the classification accuracy of the model will be
gradually improved with the increase of hidden layers. If the
number of hidden layers is greater than 3, the model clas-
sification accuracy does not change with the increase of
hidden layers. So, it indicates that when there are 3 hidden
layers, the model has reached the optimal classification
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Figure 3: )e improved ICM model structure.
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accuracy.)erefore, the hidden layer number of the model is
set as 3 in this paper.

4.2.2. Determination of the Unit Number of Hidden Layers.
Set iterations to 100, hidden layers to 3, and the sparsity
parameter to 0.05. Meanwhile, input 1200 sets of data and
increase units of the three hidden layers in a ratio of 3 : 2:2,
and the results are shown in Figure 6. Here, when the unit of
hidden layer in the second and third layers changes, the
classification accuracy changes accordingly. When the units
of each hidden layer are 6, 4, and 4, the classification ac-
curacy of the model is the highest. )erefore, the units of
hidden layer is set to 6, 4, and 4, respectively.

4.3. Evaluation Index. Precision and recall are used to
evaluate model classification performance in this paper, and
false positive rate (FPR) and false negative rate (FNR) are
used to evaluate risk. )e specific calculation methods are
shown in formulas (25)–(28).

P �
the number correctly divided into this class
the number actually divided into this class

, (25)

R �
the number correctly divided into this class
the number actually divided into this class

, (26)

FPR �
the number incorrectly divided into this class
the number actually divided into this class

, (27)

Data preprocessing

Input original data
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ZAC whitening process to
get V'1 

Add time weight uI to get V3 

Add the fuzzy weight
matrix K to get V 

Output V

start
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The output of i layer is used as the input of i
+1layer for layer by layer training 
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Figure 4: )e prediction process of agricultural product sales based on improved ICM.
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FNR �
the number not divided into this class

the number actually divided into this class
. (28)

4.4. Experimental Result

4.4.1. Model Performance Verification. To verify the per-
formance of the proposed model, the improved ICM is used
to classify experimental datasets of different sizes, and its
classification accuracy is compared with that of SVM and
softmax classifier. )e results are shown in Table 2. )e table
shows that with the increase of data scale, the classification
precision and recall of each model are improved, and the

classification time increases accordingly. Compared with
SVM and softmax classifier, the improved ICM has higher
accuracy and shorter classification time under the same data
scale. Furthermore, the advantage becomes more obvious
with the increase of data scale.)erefore, there is strong self-
learning ability for the proposed model to the massive and
variable agricultural product sales data, where the high
classification accuracy can be achieved, and the classification
prediction advantage is obvious.

To verify the classification precision of the proposed
model before and after optimization, in this paper, the
classification accuracy of the model before and after opti-
mization is determined by the number of iterations, which is
shown in Table 3. )e table shows that the classification

Table 1: Examples of preprocessed experimental specification data.
Id P Add_de add_sh Sex Age pro_ch Col fav_r
1 0.17 0.61 0.25 0.1 0.21 0.25 0.12 0.09
2 0.45 0.61 0.25 0.9 0.21 0.09 0.12 0.09
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

30 0.29 0.61 0.04 0.9 0.3 0.47 0.24 0.11
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Figure 5: Influence of hidden layers on model classification accuracy.
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Figure 6: Influence of hidden layer units on model classification accuracy.
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accuracy before the proposed model optimization is 62.98%,
and the classification accuracy after optimization is 80.98%,
which increases by 18%. )erefore, the classification accu-
racy can be improved be fine-tuning the model.

4.4.2. Model Comparison. To verify the processing ability of
the proposed model for fuzzy information, the improved
ICM model is used to classify and predict 4000 sets of data,
which are randomly selected from experimental samples.
)e false positives and false negatives of the two models are
obtained by comparing the classification results with the
ICM model, which are shown in Figure 7. )e figure shows

that the false positive rate and false negative rate of proposed
model are obviously lower than those of the ICM model,
which indicates that the proposed model can improve the
classification and recognition ability of the model through
fuzzy data preprocessing.

In order to further verify the classification performance
of the improved ICM model, the improved ICM and ICM
models are used for classification under different data scales,
which are shown in Table 4. )e table shows that the im-
proved ICM model has better classification accuracy, recall,
and classification time indexes than ICM model under
different data scales. Also, this advantage becomes more
obvious with the increase of data scale. )e reason is that the

Table 2: Comparison of classification accuracy of different models.
Number of samples Algorithm Precision Recall Time

1000
Improved ICM 0.721 0.695 7.5

SVM 0.646 0.628 8.6
Softmax 0.425 0.406 8.8

2000
Improved ICM 0.763 0.743 12.1

SVM 0.691 0.667 15.5
Softmax 0.546 0.528 14.8

3000
Improved ICM 0.813 0.789 20.5

SVM 0.715 0.709 25.2
Softmax 0.551 0.538 25.9

Table 3: Precision changes of model classification.
Softmax iteration
(times)

SAE1 iteration
(times)

SAE2 iteration
(times)

SAE3 iteration
(times)

Fine-tuned iteration
(times) Precision (%)

10 — — — — 62.9
100 — — — — 64.1
100 100 — — — 68.8
100 100 100 — — 73.4
100 100 100 100 — 79.3
100 100 100 100 100 81.3
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Figure 7: Comparison of model classification results. (a) Comparison of false positive rate. (b) Comparison of false negative rate.
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improved ICMmodel adopts sparse autocoding on the basis
of the ICMmodel to reduce the loss of data features as much
as possible. Compared with ICM autoencoder, the improved
ICMmodel has stronger feature learning ability. In addition,
the theory of fuzzy membership degree is added to the data
preprocessing of the improved ICM model. It solves the
problem that the ICM model ignores the fuzzy corre-
spondence between the influencing factors and the grades of
agricultural product sales. )erefore, the improved ICM
model is superior to the ICM model in classification pre-
diction of agricultural product sales.

5. Conclusion

To sum up, the proposed prediction method of agricultural
product sales based on deep learning uses sparse autocoding
to reduce the loss of data feature as much as possible.
Meanwhile, we use the preprocessing agricultural product
sales data based on fuzzy membership theory to build the
improved ICM classification prediction model, which can
effectively achieve the sales prediction of agricultural
products. Compared with the ICM model, SVM, and soft-
max classifier, the model has higher sales prediction accu-
racy. When the number of hidden layers of the model is 3
and the units of hidden layers are 6, 4, and 4, the maximum
classification accuracy of the model can reach 80.98%, which
can be used to predict the actual sales of agricultural
products. Although some achievements have been made,
there are still some shortcomings, such as limitations in data
sample acquisition, small size of data, and no verification of
data processing capability with a lot of noise. So, the next
step is to further discuss the classification and prediction
performance of the improved ICM for massive data, which
makes the model have stronger universality.
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With the rapid development of computer technology, people have begun to combine virtual reality and other technologies to
achieve scientific sports auxiliary training, to get rid of the state of traditional sports training purely relying on experience. +e
article proposes a deep learning BP neural network human body posture recognition algorithm and briefly introduces the human
body motion posture.+e purpose of this research was to use the powerful data processing, mining, and analysis functions of deep
learning to train the massive data generated in competitive sports training and apply it to competitive sports training. It is
committed to promoting the accuracy and analysis of competitive sports training. Refinement provides technical guidance for
athletes’ training, promotes the scientific and informatized development of competitive sports training in China, and provides
some reference methods for the research and application of deep learning in competitive sports training. +e article’s research
results show that (1) taking a rural area as an example, we recorded the exercise postures of rural athletes in five different states:
static, upstairs, downstairs, walking, and running. Comparing the recognition rate and training time of +e BP neural network
algorithm, ABC-BP algorithm, AFS-BP algorithm, and ABC-AFS-BP algorithm, it can be found that in terms of recognition rate,
ABC-AFS-BP algorithm, AFS-BP algorithm, and ABC-BP algorithm are better than traditional BP algorithm. Among them, the
recognition rate of the ABC-AFS-BP algorithm is higher than that of the ABC-BP algorithm, but it takes slightly more time than
the ABC-BP algorithm. In terms of training time, the ABC-BP algorithm takes less time, but the accuracy is lower than the ABC-
AFS-BP algorithm; the ABC-AFS-BP algorithm has a greater improvement in time consumption than the AFS-BP model and can
guarantee the recognition rate and accuracy, and the error rate curves of the four algorithms show that after 500 iterations of the
training part, the iteration error value of the ABC-AFS-BP algorithm is the smallest. (2) We evaluated sports postures of athletes
from a certain rural team and concluded that bad postures will have a certain impact on the body. Among them, more than 85% of
athletes in football and basketball have pelvic rotation. +e problem is that football players have reached 90% of the test sample.
60% of football players and basketball players have the problem of collapsed foot.+emain problem of aerobic athletes is flat back
and collapsed foot. More than 90% of badminton players have high and low shoulder problems, and more than 80% of them have
neck problems, which is a very serious body posture problem. (3) Detecting the flexibility experiment of the BP posture detection
algorithm, compared with the traditional motion posture recording method, we tested from the three aspects of recording motion
accuracy, missed detection rate, and recording time. +e result shows BP posture detection. +e missing detection rate of the
algorithm is low, basically maintained at about 2.0, the accuracy of recording actions is relatively high, generally maintained above
98%, and the highest is 99.15%, and the recording time is short, maintained at 3–4minutes; comparing traditional posture
detection with the BP attitude detection algorithm, the missed detection rate of the algorithm is relatively high, kept at 4–6, the
action accuracy is lower than that of the BP attitude detection algorithm, generally kept at about 95%, and the recording time is
kept at 5–6minutes. +e posture detection algorithm is more efficient.
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1. Introduction

Moving target recognition and analysis is an important
research direction in the field of computer vision, which is
widely used in our lives, such as intelligent robots, video
surveillance, medical education, sports competitions, na-
tional defense security, and other fields. Sports applications
are also very smart. With the continuous development of
computer technology, based on deep learning methods, a
sports video key gesture extraction system can be designed to
extract the key gestures of athletes in competitive sports
training videos to assist athletes and coaches in training
reasonably and efficiently and avoid complexity. +e in-
terference of the environment on the extraction improves
the inaccurate situation of traditional coaches in judging and
extracting key gestures based on experience. Target detection
and tracking based on deep learning, first, is the problem of
target detection, that is, determining the position of the
target object in the image or scene, which is generally de-
termined by the bounding box of the object. In response to
such problems, the literature [1] proposed that RCNN
adopts themethod of selecting the domain to obtain the local
candidate regions where the detection target may exist in the
image, and then, these candidate regions are input into the
convolutional neural network to obtain their characteristics,
and the classifier is connected to feature map, whether the
corresponding area belongs to the target to be detected is
judged, and finally, regression is performed on the cali-
bration frame to correct the position of the prediction frame,
but RCNN has the problem of repeated calculation. Liter-
ature [2] introduced the spatial pyramid pooling layer into
CNN and proposed SPP-Net, which reduces the limitation
of the CNN network on the size of the input image and
improves the accuracy. Literature [3] proposed to use in-
ertial sensors to collect information about human motion
and apply the collected information to analyze and recognize
human motion. Literature [4] discussed the theoretical
framework for studying the coordination strategy of
standing posture. +e framework consists of a musculo-
skeletal model of the lower limbs of the human body in the
sagittal plane and a technology that geometrically visualizes
how the constraints inside and outside the body affect
movement. Literature [5] designed an action recognition
method based on depth images. +e algorithm projects the
depth image in three projection planes, extracts the Gabor
features from the three projection images, and uses these
features to train the extreme learning machine classifier. +e
calculation efficiency of the algorithm is high, but the
performance of recognition of small amplitude actions is not
ideal. Literature [6] proposed a time-series deep belief
network that can complete online human action recognition.
+is model solves the problem that the current deep belief
network model can only recognize static images, but the
training process of this model takes a long time to process,
which affects the application performance of the algorithm
for large-scale data sets, in addition to the time efficiency
issue for large-scale data sets. Literature [7] used asym-
metrical system deviation to model human movement in-
formation, and the algorithm introduces a posture labeling

mechanism to further improve the recognition performance
of small movements. To meet the recognition of large-scale
data sets and small-scale actions at the same time, a human
action recognition algorithm based on multifeature fusion
and motion information is designed. Literature [8] learned
manual features and deep learning features, and the manual
features adopted an improved dense trajectory. Literature
[9] used a convolutional neural network based on motion
information. High recognition accuracy is achieved for
small-range actions, but the amount of features that need to
be analyzed is large, and it is difficult to apply to large-scale
data sets. Literature [10] used an inverted double pendulum
to simulate the human body in an upright posture. +e
human body posture is a more complicated problem in
biomechanics. +e model proposed in this article can ef-
fectively distinguish the different parameters of the body and
effectively control the body’s movement posture. Literature
[11] analyzed the experimental data, established a human
body model, and conducted a simulation experiment on the
OSG platform. When a person is exercising, there will be an
angle between the limbs and the body. +e accelerator is
fixed on the arm, and the arm and torso can be calculated in
real time. In recent years, athlete performance analysis has
received widespread attention as a new anti-doping auxiliary
judgment strategy, but many researchers have not had a clear
understanding of this strategy in theory and practice. Lit-
erature [12] conducted in-depth research on performance
analysis through literature review and inductive research
methods. +e literature takes some well-known athletes as
examples and analyzes the results. +e results show that
whether there are athletes using doping can be quickly
distinguished from the performance of the athletes, which
can improve the efficiency of sports excitement detection.
+e purpose of the literature [13] is to determine which
morphological indicators and how to affect postural stability
and control through special tests. +e results of the literature
[14] can be used to enhance the digital human modeling
motion generated for human motion simulation. Literature
[15] analyzed the EMG response and joint movement of the
legs in subjects who stood on a sinusoidal treadmill with
their eyes closed.

2. Theory Introduction

2.1..e Status Quo of Rural Sports Development. At present,
China’s rural sports venues are few and of low quality, and
some areas even lack suitable venues for villagers’ activities.
Rural sports venues and infrastructure are generally in poor
condition; some villages have stadiums, but they have been
idle for too long and no one is used. Even crops have already
been planted, and the overall situation is not optimistic. +is
also causes farmers to watch TV as their main activity during
leisure time, so conditions are not allowed to a certain extent,
which limits the enthusiasm of villagers to participate in
sports. +erefore, the relevant departments must take
measures to solve these problems.+e villagers do not have a
deep understanding of the problem of sports and cultural
exercises, and it is generally young people who participate in
sports. Relevant governments have taken measures to solve
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these problems, but despite this, rural sports activities are
still a weak link in China’s sports industry. +e increasing
sports health requirements in rural areas and the serious
shortage of public sports venues in rural areas have restricted
rural sports.

2.2. Classification of HumanMotion Posture. +e posture of
the human body movement is the form displayed by the
human body in the process of daily life activities. Whether a
person’s body is healthy or not is closely related to the
posture of the human body movement, so the posture of the
human body movement has been widely concerned by the
majority of researchers. +e increase in user needs and
people’s requirements for the quality-of-life force re-
searchers to speed up the research on human body move-
ment postures. +ese studies are of great significance to the
timely discovery of the human body’s health [16]. +e basic
forms displayed by the human body in the process of daily
life activities include lying, standing upright, sitting, walking,
and running. In some complicated situations, it may be due
to some irresistible external factors, or some injury or illness,
etc., which may cause people to fall. Under normal cir-
cumstances, people call the most basic postures displayed by
the human body in the process of daily life activities, in-
cluding lying, standing upright, sitting, walking, and run-
ning, as ADL. In the process of life activities, some basic
activities have to be carried out to take care of themselves
and their families, protect the family and social environ-
ment, or participate in some social activities. +ese activities
of daily life are basic life postures that human beings must
always repeat to survive and live in this society. Each posture
can be subdivided into many types, such as standing posture,
which can be subdivided into standing upright, standing
tilted forward, and standing tilted backward; lying flat in-
cludes lying on your back, lying on the left, lying on the right,
and lying on the left and right sides. Sitting posture can be
subdivided into sitting upright, leaning forward when sit-
ting, leaning backward when sitting, and so on. Like walking,
running is also affected by the surrounding environment,
road conditions, and the physical condition of the runner.
Running can also be subdivided into even running, slow
running, and fast running. In some special circumstances,
due to some complicated reasons, it may be due to some
irresistible external factors, or some injuries or illnesses, etc.,
which may cause people to fall. +e fall mentioned here
refers to the uncontrolled fall of the body to the ground or to
another plane that is not controlled by humans, occurs
suddenly without preparation, or falls to another plane [17].
+e World Health Organization has classified “falls” (in-
cluding falls), as shown in Table 1.

2.3. Human Body Motion Posture Detection Algorithm. To
carry out a three-dimensional simulation of the athlete’s
movement posture to adjust the training method and im-
prove the training level, this study studies the application of
unlabeled 3D pose estimation method in training assistance
system [18, 19]. While athletes interact with the computer
through limb movement, it is difficult to establish a human

body posture database because there is no corresponding
marking technology support to provide a robust observation
method for the computer. +erefore, this article adopts a
partial estimationmethod, which divides the athlete’s overall
posture into multiple partial postures, and estimates the
posture of each part separately.+e algorithm block diagram
is shown in Figure 1.

3. Method

3.1. Deep Learning Features Based on Motion Information.
Deep learning has been widely used in recent years [20, 21].
+e time template can extract all the motion sequences of an
image frame, and the difference between the video frames is
used to calculate the motion information between the
frames. +e calculation formula of the time template is as
follows [19]:

TT �
1
255

  

n

i�2
ωi · m(i). (1)

Among them, n represents the number of video frames,
m(i) represents the motion information of the ith frame, ωi

represents the weight value of the ith frame [22], and the
value range of the weight value is [0, 255]. Formula (1) is
transformed to get the following:

TT � 
n

i�2

ωi

255
  · m(i). (2)

A fuzzy membership function μ(i) is replaced to get the
following:

TT � 
n

i�2
μ(i) · m(i). (3)

+e appropriate μ(i) is selected, to enhance the saliency
of the temporal motion information in the time template
[23]; the model diagram of μ(i) is shown in Figure 2.

Four μ(i) are set to μ1 ∼ μ4, defined by the following
formulas:

μ1(i) � 1, ∀i ∈ [0, n], (4)

μ2(i) �
i

n
, ∀i ∈ [0, n], (5)

μ3(i) � 1 −
i

n
, ∀i ∈ [0, n], (6)

μ4(i) �

2i

n
, 0≤ i≤

n

2
,

2 −
2i

n
,

n

2
≤ i≤ n.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(7)

3.2. Human Motion Gesture Recognition. +e motion de-
tection of the human body is carried out by detecting the
confidence map S of the joint points of the human body and
the affinity domain L of the human joint points of a two-
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dimensional vector [24], and the calculation formula is as
follows:

S
t
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(8)

Each loss function is weighted, and the loss function is as
follows:
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Among them, S∗j (p) and S∗c (p) are the actual labeled
values, and the final objective function is as follows:

f � 
T

t�1
f

t
S + f

t
L . (10)

3.2.1. Confidence Graph Detection of Nodes. First, the
confidence map of the kth person is S∗jk(p), and xj,k is the
true value of the kth joint point for the jth person, and the
predicted value S∗jk(p) at the p point is expressed as a
Gaussian function [25]:

S
∗
j,k(p) � exp −

p − xj,k

�����

�����
2

2

σ2
, xj,k ∈ R

2
. (11)

+e maximum operation is performed:

S
∗
j (p) � maxkS

∗
j,k(p). (12)

As shown in Figure 3, xj1 ,k, xj2 ,k represent the real po-
sition of the kth person’s joint point j1 and joint point j2 on
the limb c, and the vector field [26] at p is as follows:

Overall posture

Posture

Best overall three-position
posture estimation

Synthetic three-dimensional
pose

3D pose estimation of various
parts of the human body

Generative model

Judgment model

Figure 1: Frame diagram of a three-dimensional pose estimation method.
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Figure 2: Graphs of 4 fuzzy membership functions.

Table 1: Classification of falls.

Fall classification Fall classification
Fall on the same plane of ice and snow Falls and falls on stairs and steps
Sliding, tripping, and falling on the same plane Falls and falls on the ladder
Falling while skating, skiing, or roller skating Falls and falls on scaffolding
Other falls on the same plane caused by being hit or pushed by others Falling or falling out of the house or building structure

Falling while being transported or supported by others Injuries caused by diving or diving, excluding drowning and
sinking

Fell on wheelchair Other drops from one plane to another
Falling in bed Other falls on the same plane
Falling on the chair Falling on sports facilities
Falling on other furniture Unspecified fall
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L
∗
c,k(p) �

V, If pointp is on lim bc,

0, else.
 (13)

Here,

V �
xj2 ,k − xj1 ,k 

xj2,k
− xj1 ,k

�����

�����2

. (14)

+e unit vector p representing the direction of the limbs
satisfies the formula:

0≤V · p − xj1 ,k ≤ lc,k,

V⊥ · p − xj1 ,k 


≤ σl.
(15)

Limb length lc,k is calculated as follows:

lc,k � xj2 ,k − xj2 ,k

�����

�����2
. (16)

Mean processing is calculated as follows:

L
∗
c (p) �

1
nc(p)


k

L
∗
c,k(p). (17)

+e link reliability of the affinity domain Lc along the line
segment between two points E is calculated as follows:

E � 
u�1

u�0
Lc((u)) ·

dj2
− dj1

dj2
− dj1

�����

�����2

du,

p(u) � (1 − u)dj1
+ udj2

.

(18)

Limb prediction results are as follows:

maxZE � 
c

c�1
maxZc

Ec. (19)

3.2.2. Human Motion Gesture Recognition. For the training
data set (x, y), where each sample x includes n-dimensional
feature, namely x � (x1, x2, · · · , xn), the class label set has k

categories, namely y � (y1, y2, · · · , yk) [27]; according to
Bayes’ theorem:

p yk | x(  �
p x | yk( p(x)

p(x)
. (20)

According to the total probability formula:

p yk | x(  �
p x | yk( p(x)

kp x | yk( p yk( 
. (21)

p(x | yk) can be converted to:

p x | yk(  � p x1, x2, . . . xn | yk(  � 
n

i�1
p xi|yk( . (22)

+e naive Bayes classification model is as follows:

f(x) � argmaxyk
p yk | x( 

� argmaxyk
p yk( 


n
i�1 p xi | y( 

kp yk( 
n
i�1 p xiyk( .

(23)

It is converted to:

f(x) � argmaxp yk(  

n

i�1
p xiyk( . (24)

4. Simulation Experiment and Data Analysis

4.1. Data Preprocessing. +e article proposes a human body
gesture recognition algorithm based on BP neural network,
as well as the modified AEC-BP, ABC-BP, and ABC-AEC-
BP algorithms. AEC-BP regards continuous video frames as
a box and uses a three-dimensional convolution kernel for
convolution. +rough this structure, action information can
be captured; ABC-BP uses single frame data and optical flow
data, thus capturing motion information; ABC-AEC-BP is a
convolutional neural network using two data streams for
video behavior recognition. +e video is divided into a static
frame data stream and an inter-frame dynamic data stream.
+e static frame data stream can use single frame data, the
inter-frame dynamic data stream uses optical flow data, and
each data use a deep convolutional neural network for
feature extraction. +e BP algorithm is used to record the
body’s action decomposition during walking and running, as
shown in Figures 4 and 5.

Taking a certain rural area as an example, we recorded
the sports postures of rural athletes in five different states:
stationary, going upstairs, going downstairs, walking, and
running. +e recognition results are as follows:

(a) AFC-BP algorithm in Table 2
(b) ABC-BP algorithm in Table 3
(c) ABC-AFC-BP algorithm in Table 4

Comparing the recognition rate and training time of the
BP neural network algorithm, ABC-BP algorithm, AFS-BP
algorithm, and ABC-AFS-BP algorithm, it can be seen from
Table 5 that in terms of recognition rate, ABC-AFS-BP al-
gorithm, AFS-BP algorithm, and ABC-BP algorithm are
better than the traditional BP algorithm. Among them, the
recognition rate of ABC-AFS-BP algorithm is higher than
that of ABC-BP algorithm, but it takes slightly more time
than the ABC-BP algorithm. In terms of training time, the
ABC-BP algorithm takes less time, but the accuracy is lower
than the ABC-AFS-BP algorithm. +e error curves of the
four algorithms are shown in Figure 7.

V

V

P

Xj2,k

Xj1,k

Figure 3: Connection diagram of key nodes.
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+rough the comparison of Figure 7, it can be found
that after 500 iterations of the training part, the iteration
error value of the ABC-AFS-BP algorithm is the smallest,
reaching the set accuracy, and the local searchability is
strong, followed by BP neural network. +e algorithm has
the largest iterative error value, which is much different

from the set accuracy, and the searchability is poor, which
proves that the error is smaller when the ABC-AFS-BP
algorithm neural network is used for data training and the
training effect is better. At the same time, the ABC-AFS-
BP algorithm and the ABC-BP algorithm curve decline
faster, and a smaller error value is reached after fewer
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Figure 4: Exploded view of walking action.
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Figure 5: Exploded view of running action.

Table 2: AFC-BP recognition results.

Sports
posture Standstill Go

upstairs
Go

downstairs Walk Run

Still 189 5 2 2 3
Go upstairs 3 114 6 4 4
Go
downstairs 2 15 185 10 5

Walk 1 9 5 161 6
Run 2 6 11 5 218

Table 3: ABC-BP recognition results.

Sports
posture Standstill Go

upstairs
Go

downstairs Walk Run

Still 190 5 2 1 3
Go upstairs 3 115 7 2 4
Go
downstairs 2 13 189 6 7

Walk 2 5 3 164 8
Run 1 8 7 8 218
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Table 4: ABC-AFC-BP recognition results.

Sports posture Standstill Go upstairs Go downstairs Walk Run
Still 191 3 2 2 3
Go upstairs 1 120 5 2 3
Go downstairs 3 6 203 3 2
Walk 0 3 3 171 5
Run 1 9 9 5 222
We recorded the recognition rate and training time of different algorithms, as shown in Table 5 and Figure 6.

Table 5: Recognition rate and recognition results of the algorithm.

Classification algorithm Recognition rate (%) Training time
BP 86.23 00:18:83
ABC-BP 90.03 00:08:36
AFC-BP 89.11 00:33:26
ABC-AFC-BP 93.21 00:10:12
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Figure 6: Recognition accuracy rate of different dimensions.
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iterations. +e simulation results confirm that the ABC-
AFS-BP algorithm has better stability. +e flexibility, fast
convergence speed, and small error can largely avoid the
problem of the BP neural network falling into local ex-
treme value.

4.2. Simulation Experiment. We conducted a posture as-
sessment of sports athletes from a certain team in rural areas.
Because different sports have different power points, we
selected football and basketball that consume more energy,
as well as aerobics and badminton that consume relatively
less energy.+ese 4 sports are taken as examples to study the
effects of bad posture on the body in sports. We selected a
total of 200 athletes. +e experiment selected athletes whose
gender, age, height, and weight were roughly the same,
ignoring the influence of factors such as age, gender, and
years of exercise on the athletes. +e specific situation is
shown in Table 6.

From the statistical data in Figure 8, we can conclude
that bad postures in sports will have a certain impact on the
athletes’ bodies. Among them, more than 85% of athletes in
football and basketball have the problem of pelvic rotation.
+e problem is more with football players; in 90% of the test
sample, 60% of football players and basketball players have
collapsed arches. Football players even reach 90% of the test
sample, 77% of football players and 37% of basketball players
have O-legs.

From the data in Figure 9, we can conclude that the main
problems of aerobic athletes are flat backs and collapsed
arches. More than 90% of badminton athletes have high and
low shoulder problems, and more than 80% have neck
problems. Serious body posture problems and wrong ex-
ercise posture can cause damage to the body, so in the daily
training process, you should pay attention to these problems.

4.3. ComparativeExperiment. To test the flexibility of the BP
posture detection algorithm proposed in the article, we have
compared it with the traditional motion posture recording
method. We tested the accuracy of recorded motion, missed
detection rate, and recording time. +e experimental results
are shown in Table 7 and Table 8.

From the data in Figures 10 and 11, we can conclude that
the missed detection rate of the BP attitude detection al-
gorithm is low, basically maintained at about 2.0, and the
accuracy of recording actions is relatively high, generally
maintained above 98%, with a maximum of 99.15%. +e
recording time is shorter, keeping it at 3-4minutes; the
missed detection rate of the traditional attitude detection
algorithm is relatively high compared with the BP attitude
detection algorithm, which is kept at 4–6, and the accuracy
of action is lower than that of the BP attitude detection
algorithm. It is generally maintained at about 95%, and the
recording time is maintained at 5-6minutes. +e BP de-
tection algorithm is faster and more efficient.

Table 6: Basic situation of athletes in different sports.

Sports Source Number of people Age Height (cm) Weight (kg) Sports years (years)
Football Village 1 50 21.5 173.8 60.3 3.2
Basketball Village 2 50 20.4 174.3 65.5 3.8
Aerobics Village 3 50 20.8 166.4 50.4 3.4
Badminton Village 4 50 21.2 170.7 53.4 2.8
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Table 7: BP attitude detection algorithm.

Target number Goal 1 Goal 2 Goal 3 Goal 4 Goal 5 Goal 6 Goal 7 Goal 8
Total number of frames 752 752 752 752 752 752 752 752
Number of missed inspections 15 11 5 14 11 11 9 16
Missed detection rate (%) 2.0 1.5 0.7 1.9 1.5 1.5 1.2 2.1
Action accuracy 98.0% 98.6% 98.7% 98.6% 98.6% 98.9% 99.0% 99.15%
Recording time (minutes) 3.1 2.9 3.2 3.6 3.5 3.8 3.7 3.9

Table 8: Traditional pose detection algorithm.

Target number Goal 1 Goal 2 Goal 3 Goal 4 Goal 5 Goal 6 Goal 7 Goal 8
Total number of frames 204 204 204 204 204 204 204 204
Number of missed inspections 9 11 12 10 13 8 7 9
Missed detection rate (%) 4.6 5.4 5.9 4.9 6.4 3.9 3.4 4.4
Action accuracy 95.0% 93.6% 94.7% 94.6% 93.6% 93.9% 94.0% 95.1%
Recording time (minutes) 5.1 5.3 5.5 5.4 5.5 5.7 5.9 5.8
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Figure 10: BP attitude efficiency graph.
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5. Conclusion

+e integrated development of urban and rural sports is
the basic basis for the development of sports in China.
Urban sports should promote the citizenization of mi-
grant workers with its inclusiveness, and rural sports
should attract urban residents to the countryside with its
ecological nature, to meet the different needs of urban and
rural residents for a better life. At this stage, focusing on
creating rural ecological sports, promoting the two-way
flow of urban and rural sports resources, then promoting
the integrated development of urban and rural sports, and
contributing to rural revitalization and the construction
of new urbanization are the historical responsibility given
to us by the new era. +e model proposed in the article
uses the powerful data processing, mining, and analysis
functions of deep learning to train the massive data
generated in competitive sports training and apply it to
competitive sports training. It is committed to promoting
the accuracy and analysis of competitive sports training.
Refinement provides technical guidance for athletes’
training, promotes the scientific and information devel-
opment of competitive sports training in China, and
provides some reference methods for the research and
application of deep learning in competitive sports
training. +e human body poses that estimation has a
good application prospect in sports analysis, but the truly
appropriate matching method still needs to be adjusted
according to specific data sets and specific applications. In
addition, how to effectively use these data after getting the
key points of the human body is also a question that
requires in-depth thinking. +e article only applies basic
mathematical operations to get some simple metrics,
which is relatively rough. +ere can be two directions for
further research: one is to continue to improve the ac-
curacy of key point extraction, the other is to fully tap the
value of the obtained data, make full use of information to
explain the actual needs of sports, and help athletes better
improve their training.
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In order to provide timely and effective information and decision support for financial market entities, combined with random
subspace and weight fused Lasso, this paper constructs a financial risk prediction model based on the improved random subspace
method. Firstly, the basic principles of random subspace and SVM algorithm are introduced. +en, WFL and Al methods are
introduced to improve random subspace, so as to reduce the dimension of multisource heterogeneous data and realize the
adaptive fusion of features. +en, a financial risk prediction model based on weighted fusion adaptive random subspace is
constructed, in which SVM is used as the basic classifier and the output strategy of result integration is introduced. Finally, based
on the data of some listed companies, the improved random subspace method is compared with other methods. +e results show
that the improved random subspace method has a higher prediction value, which indicates that the method is reasonable and
effective in financial risk prediction. In the improved random subspace method, combined feature F1 + F2 + F3 is better than other
methods in T− 3, T− 4, and T− 5, and the prediction value is more than 95%, which fully demonstrates the rationality of the
improved random subspace method in financial risk prediction. +e area under the ROC curve (AUC) predicted by weight fused
adaptive integration-based random subspace (FAIB_RS) method is about 95% in T− 3, 93% in T− 4, and 95.5% in T− 5, which is
obviously higher than that of the other eight methods.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of the financial industry and the
continuous popularization of the internet financial model, the
financial market is facing more severe financial risks. In order
to improve the ability of financial market subjects to obtain
financial risk early warning information, domestic experts
and scholars have done a lot of research on financial risk and
put forward a variety of financial risk predictionmethods. For
example, literature [1] used RBF network model to establish
Jiangsu Province’s financial risk early warning model and
predicted the regional total risk in 2019 with the sample set in
2018, so as to obtain the prevention and treatment suggestions
of Jiangsu Province’s financial risk. Literature [2] constructed
the regional financial risk index; evaluated and predicted the
financial risk of 31 provinces, cities, and autonomous regions
(excluding Hong Kong, Macao, and Taiwan) in China; and
concluded that the overall financial risk of China and the 6

regions showed a synchronous trend of change and got the
enlightenment of formulating preventive measures.
According to the current situation of financial development,
literature [3] proposed a multifactor international supply
chain financial risk prediction model including external en-
vironmental risk factors, obtained the structural character-
istics and formation mechanism of international supply chain
financial risk system, and put forward countermeasures and
suggestions. Most of the above studies are based on a single
data source, and the prediction accuracy is low; the effect is
not good. +erefore, combined with the financial risk pre-
diction problem, this paper constructs a new weighted fusion
adaptive stochastic subspace financial risk prediction method
and verifies the rationality and effectiveness of the method.
Literature [4] shows that the data of compliant financial
activities are of high quality and quantity in all aspects. On the
contrary, the data of informal financial activities are of low
quality. +erefore, the machine learning method based on
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single-source data can only detect the risks of formal financial
activities, while the effect of using multisource data to detect
financial risks is not good. +en, TSAIB_RS method is
proposed to integrate various data adaptively. Literature [5]
makes quarterly observations from 225,813 company samples.
After investigation, it is found that financial system risks play
a great role in predicting the failure of an enterprise when its
internal financial sector fluctuates greatly; its scale is small;
and its debts are large. Although the integration of classifiers
in reference [6] has been applied in the financial industry,
there are also some wrong factors that hinder the prediction
performance, such as irrelevant features, inclined categories,
and so on. In the event of such an error, the cost of the wrong
classification is far greater than the cost associated with the
non-default or non-insolvency (negative) category. In the
future, we need to deeply study the potential relationship
between classifier ensemble and positive sample type. In
today’s “big data” era [7], big data has been gradually inte-
grated with finance and become the core of the financial
industry. How to make good use of big data to effectively
predict and prevent is of great significance to the financial
industry, which is also the essence of financial management,
that is, risk management and control. Combined with the
advantages of big data prevention and control and prediction,
this paper summarizes feasible and effective financial risk
management and control countermeasures.

+e reasoning method based on belief rule in reference
[8] is widely used in risk assessment of research and de-
velopment (R&D) projects. Because there are many risk
factors in the performance evaluation of R&D projects, the
BRB method will produce a rule base. +erefore, the sto-
chastic subspace BRB model has been experimented and
applied as a new RS-BRB model. It constructs several
subspaces from sampling; then develops BRB subsystems
according to the subspaces, thus obtaining results; and fi-
nally carries out combination mode according to different
subsystem results. +e traditional forecasting model can no
longer meet the current forecasting needs [9], and then
researchers put forward a method called RS-multiple
boosting to improve the accuracy of forecasting credit risk.
+is method is a combination of two classical integrated ML
methods: random subspace (RS) and multiple boosting.
+ere are many methods for risk assessment and prediction
in the financial market, but most of the above studies are
based on a single data source, with low prediction accuracy
and poor results. +e random subspace method can be used
for portfolio selection in different data sets, which shows that
it is essentially superior to the traditional bagging-based
resampling portfolio. In order to solve the problem of single
information source, less data application, low prediction
accuracy, and poor prediction accuracy of financial risk
prediction at present. In this study, a financial risk prediction
method based on the adaptive fusion of multisource het-
erogeneous data is constructed for the financial risk of listed
companies and the default risk of individual borrowers, and
its effectiveness is verified by using various types of real data
sets collected from online platforms. It has a good effect on
the prediction effect and accuracy and can solve the prob-
lems existing in the financial system. In view of the current

financial data with heterogeneous, redundant, and other
issues, the current prediction model in the multisource
heterogeneous data prediction is not very satisfactory. +is
paper proposes a financial risk prediction method based on
the adaptive fusion of multisource heterogeneous data,
which can effectively predict the multisource data of fi-
nancial companies and improve the prediction accuracy. In
this paper, the problems of financial risk prediction are
introduced in detail; then, a financial risk prediction method
WFAIB_RS based on the weighted fusion of adaptive ran-
dom subspace is constructed; finally, through the experi-
mental comparison of the data sets of listed companies,
WFAIB_RS has a better prediction effect.

2. Introduction to Basic Methods

2.1. Random Subspace Brief Introduction of Algorithm.
Random subspace [10, 11] (RS) is a kind of ensemble
learning. Random subspace trains each classifier by using
random partial features instead of all features to reduce the
correlation between each classifier. +erefore, this method is
very suitable for learning tasks with high feature dimensions.
+e RS steps are as follows:

Step1: according to the feature dimension of data
samples, data samples are randomly selected to form
data subsets of similar sizes. +e subspace ratio pa-
rameter r is used to adjust the size of the data subset.
Step2: the sampled data subsets are input into the base
classifier and trained.
Step3: finally, according to the training results, the
sample results are fused.

2.2. SVM Classification Principle. Using SVM [12] as the
base classifier can be solved according to the following
objective function:

s.t.yi ωTφ xi(  + b ≥ 1 − ξi, i � 1, 2, . . . , n,

min
ωib

�
1
2
‖ω‖

2
+ C 

n

i�1

ζ i, (1)

where C is the normal vector, C is the penalty coefficient, B is
the displacement term, and C is the non-negative relaxation
factor.

+e above problem is transformed into a dual problem:

s.t. 
n

i�1
aiyi � 0, 0< ai <C, i � 1, 2, . . . , n,

max
a



n

i�1
ai −

1
2



n

i�1


n

j�1
aiajyiyjφ xi( 

Tφ xj .

(2)

In the calculation process of dual problem, through the
calculation of φ(xi)

Tφ(xj), which is mainly the inner
product operation after the sum of pairs. +en the inner
product operation is input into the kernel function. +e
expression of the kernel function is as follows:
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k xi, xj  � φ xi( 
Tφ xj . (3)

+e final decision function is obtained:

y(x) � sign 
n

i�1
aiyik xi, xj ⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ + b, (4)

where ai and b are constant real numbers; ai>0. +e kernel
function k(i, j) using radial basis function kernel function is
defined as follows:

k xi, xj  � exp −y xi − xj

�����

�����
2

 . (5)

2.3. Random Subspace Algorithm Improvement. In order to
ensure the accuracy of financial risk prediction and the
problem of multisource heterogeneous financial data, the
random subspace algorithm needs to be improved first.
+erefore, there is a need for multisource heterogeneous
data fusion in financial risk prediction data. Based on the
Lasso model, the weighted fusion adaptive stochastic sub-
space model (WFAIB_RS) is introduced for the adaptive
fusion of multisource heterogeneous data features.+e Lasso
model takes the form of

sij � sgn pij  �
+1, pij > 0

−1, pij < 0
⎧⎨

⎩ ,

aij �
pij

1 − pij

,

β∗ � argβ min
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⎫⎪⎬

⎪⎭
.

(6)

Here, λ2/p 
p

i< j aij(βi − sijβj)
2 is the penalty term added

based on the Lasso model, pij is the correlation coefficient
between any two features xi and xj, and λ2 represents the
regular penalty parameter, which mainly adjusts the penalty
intensity for feature correlation.

+e WFL model can effectively solve the multi-
collinearity problem between features and improve the
stability of the model. After the Lasso model is introduced
into WFL, the model form is as follows:

β∗ � argβ min
1
2

y − 

p

i�1
xiβi
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+ λwi

(1) βi


 +

λ2
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aij βi − sijβj 

2
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⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎬

⎪⎭
. (7)

Here, wi
(1) represents the adaptive weight, which can be

added to the WFAL model to obtain a more accurate feature
subset; 1/

�
n

√
denotes the smoothing item. λ with the in-

creasing of parameters, more feature weights are 0. As the
regular penalty parameter λ2 becomes larger, more features
will be regarded as related features.

+e adaptive feature weights W � (w1, w2, . . . , wp)T ∈ RP
+

based on weighted fusion are obtained by WFAL model esti-
mation, and then the features are sampled according to the
weights, and the data subsets D1

sub, D2
sub, . . . , DM

sub  and Di
sub �

(xi
1, yi

1), . . . , (xi
j, yi

j), . . . , (xi
pi

, yi
pi

)  that can be used for base
classifier training are obtained. +e sampling process is mainly
adjusted by subspace ratio parameters. +e larger the r, the
higher the feature dimension of the obtained sample subset.

3. Construction of Financial Risk
Prediction Model

3.1. Financial Risk Forecasting Process. Set Dtrain �

(x1, y1), . . . , (xi, yi), . . . , (xn, yn) 
T and test set

Dtest � (x1, y1), ..., (xi, yi), ..., (xn, yn) . Firstly, Lasso esti-
mation is carried out on the data to obtain the adaptive
weight, specifically as follows:

wi
(1)

�
1

βiLasso + 1/
�
n

√

. (8)

Secondly, the adaptive weight is used to estimate the data
by WFAL to obtain the feature weight vector W � (w1, w2,

. . . , wp)T ∈ RP
+ .

+irdly, the feature weight is taken as the sampling
probability, and the sampling D1

sub, D2
sub, . . . , DM

sub  of
data subset is carried out under the adjustment of sub-
space ratio r.

Fourthly, the base classifier is trained according to the
sampled data subset. Fifthly, according to the rules of evi-
dential reasoning, the prediction results of the base classifier
are synthesized to get the final prediction results.

3.2. Base Classifier. Support vector machine (SVM) is se-
lected as the base classifier [13–15]. +is method is a typical
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classification algorithm, and its characteristic is that it can
solve high-dimensional and non-linear classification prob-
lems by using the principle of structural risk minimization
and can efficiently classify data samples with few samples and
high feature dimensions [16, 17].+erefore, SVM is chosen as
the base classifier of the financial risk prediction model.

3.3. Integration Strategy. In the result fusion, evidence
reasoning is used as a new ensemble strategy to synthesize
the results produced by different base classifiers. Evidential

reasoning is to treat the classification results of different base
classifiers as evidence and the accuracy as evidence reliability
and initial weight when fusing the results of base classifiers
and finally fuse the results by continuous optimization
[18, 19].

Firstly, all the classification results are regarded as a set of
mutually exclusive identification frames, which can con-
stitute a complete set, and are designated as Θ. +e results
produced by the base classifier s can then be converted into
the following evidence:

es � yj, pyj,s | j � 1, 2, . . . , N, 
n

j�1
pyj,s � 1

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎬

⎪⎭
, s � 1, 2, ..., S, (9)

where es represents the evidence of transformation from the
classification results obtained from the s-th base classifier
and pyj,s

denotes the probability that the classification result
goes to yj.

In the process of evidential reasoning, weight W and
reliability R are often used to define the reliability distri-
bution function, which is mainly to ensure that the result
information of the base classifier does not conflict. +e
expression of the reliability distribution function is as
follows:

ms � yj, mj,s ; P(⊗ ), mP(⊗),s  . (10)

Here, mj,s represents the holding degree of evidence es

considering reliability and weight to yj, which is defined as
follows:

myj,s �

0, yj � Φ,

crω,smyj,s, yj ∈ Θ, yj ≠Φ,

crω,s 1 − rs( , yj ∈ P(Θ),

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(11)

where myj,s � ωspyj,s, crω,s � 1/(1 + ωs − rs) is the normal-
ization factor.

Secondly, by fusing S pieces of evidence e1, e2, . . . en

provided by different base classifiers, the reliability function
pyj,e(S) of S pieces of evidence jointly supporting yj is ob-
tained, and the expression of reliability function pyj,e(S) is as
follows:

m
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yj,e(s)
� 1 − rs( m
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+ mp(Θ),e(s−1)myj,s
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yj⊆Θ

m
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.
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(12)

After evidential reasoning, the fusion result of the base
classifier is the category corresponding to the maximum
pyj,e(s) value of the final classification result of (yj,

pyj,e(s)), j � 1, 2, . . . , N} model.
Finally, this paper takes different classification results as

evidence, takes accuracy as the reliability and initial weight
of evidence, and then obtains the optimization weight of the
base classifier through repeated optimization.

+e training model is as follows:

min ε �
1
m



m

i�1
dE ui − vi( 

2
, 0≤ωs ≤ 1, s � 1, 2, . . . , S,

(13)

wherem represents the amount of data in the training set; ui

represents the distribution of true classification results, and
vi represents the probability distribution of base classifier
results on different categories after synthesis.

4. Experimental Verification

In this paper, the improved random subspace method is
used to predict the financial risk of listed companies. +e
experimental flow chart is shown in Figure 1.

4.1. Experimental Data Set and Model Evaluation Indicators.
In this study, 1,726 listed companies in China were used as
experimental samples, and 1,597 normal samples and 129
risk samples were obtained according to ST markers. +e
time panel for collecting experimental data of risk samples is
divided into 3 years ahead of schedule, 4 years ahead of
schedule, and 5 years ahead of schedule, which are expressed
by T− 3, T− 4, and T− 5, and the time span is 5 years from
2016 to 2020. +e specific distribution is 14 in 2016, 27 in
2017, 22 in 2018, and 32 in 2019.

+e experimental data set consists of 39 financial fea-
tures, 12 emotional features, and qualitative text features,
which are represented by F1, F2, and F3, respectively.

In the experimental process of financial risk prediction
of listed companies, we mainly adopt four evaluation cri-
teria: average accuracy (AA), type I error, type II error, and
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AUC [20, 21] (the area under the ROC curve). +e main
classification results are true positive (TP), true negative
(TN), false positive (FP), and false negative (FN). +e cal-
culation formula of specific indicators is as follows.

Type II Error �
FN

TP + FN
,

Type I Error �
FP

FP + TN
,

AverageAccuracy �
TP + TN

TP + FP + FN + TN
.

(14)

AUC is the area below the ROC curve, which is usually
between 0 and 1. ROC is a curve in two-dimensional co-
ordinates, and its horizontal axis is false positive case rate,
and its vertical axis is true case rate.

4.2. Comparison Methods. In this paper, the base classifier,
three ensemble learning methods, and unbalanced classifi-
cation methods are used as comparison methods. +erefore,
the comparison methods in this paper include SVM, bag-
ging, RS, and the improved random subspace method.

In this experiment, the stability of the experimental
results is verified by the cross method of tenfolds and ten
times.

+e specific steps are as follows.

(1) Dividing the data set into 10 data with the same size
and scale on average; 1 of them is used as the test set,
and the other 9 are used as the training set. In the
process of training, each fold should be repeatedly
trained 10 times. +e average value of 100 experi-
mental results obtained after training is calculated,
and the final result is obtained.

Data set T-3 Data set T-4 Data set T-5

Financial Emotional 
characteristics F2

Text feature F3

F1+F2 F1+F3 F2+F3 F1+F2+F3

Data set

Data set

Contrast method

SVM
The 

improved 
method

RS Bagging

Propose a

WFAIB_RS

Evaluation and comparison of
results

End

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

10%

10%

10%
10%

10%

10%

10%

10% 10% 10%

Figure 1: Experimental flow chart.
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During the experiment, the ratio of random subspace
increased from 0.1 to 0.9 according to the increase of 0.1.+e
setting ratios of misdivision cost for positive and negative
cases are 1,726/129 and 1,726/1,597, respectively. +e reg-
ularization parameters are 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1 and 10, re-
spectively. +e regularization parameter λ2 is optimized by
cross-validation.

4.3. Experimental Results. It works with different charac-
teristics, different methods, and different time panels, and
the experimental results are shown in Table 1. +e bold data
in Table 1 is the highest value of this feature.

It can be seen from the bold data in Table 1 that the
improved random subspace method has achieved excellent
results compared with other methods in this experiment. In
the AA index, the improved random subspace method
achieves good results on higher dimensional feature sets F3,
F1 + F3, F2 + F3, and F1 + F2 + F3. In T− 3, the values of the
improved random subspace method are 93.61%, 94.78%, and
96.39%. In T− 4, the values of this method are 94.53%,
95.59%, and 96.77%. In T− 5, the values of this method are
95.79%, 96.17%, and 96.67%.+e comparison analysis shows
that the improved random subspace method has achieved
the highest results in financial risk prediction among all
methods, especially in the feature set of F1 + F2 + F3 under
the time panel T− 5, which has achieved an average rate of
97.67%.

In the AUC index, the improved random subspace
method also achieves good results, especially in the feature
set F1 + F2 + F3; for example, the value of T− 3 is 95.24%.
+e value in T− 4 was 94.3%. +e value of T− 5 was 95.91%,
which was higher than that of other eight methods.
+erefore, the improved random subspace method is very
suitable for financial risk prediction.

From the bold data in Table 2, it can be seen that the
improved random subspace method can balance the two
types of error rates of type I error and type II error, which
shows that this method can effectively deal with both high-
dimensional problems and unbalanced problems in financial
risk prediction. Among them, the error rate of type II error is

higher than that of type I error as a whole.+emain reason is
that the data distribution is uneven, and there are few
samples in a few classes, which leads to insufficient training.
+erefore, the data of a few samples are easy to be mis-
classified in prediction.

4.4. Analysis of Experimental Results

4.4.1. Analysis of Prediction Results of Different Feature Sets.
According to the above experimental results, this paper will
compare and analyze the prediction results of different
features and different time panels. +e comparison results of
features under T− 3, T− 4, and T− 5 time panels are shown
in Figure 2.

It can be seen from the figure that in a single feature, the
performance of F1 is relatively stable, the prediction per-
formance of F2 is relatively weak, and the prediction effect of
F3 is obviously better than that of F2. +is result shows that
financial features play the strongest role in the financial risk
prediction of listed companies and are in a leading position.
Compared with the single features F1, F2, and F3 and the
combination features F1 + F2, F1 + F3, F2 + F3, and
F1 + F2 + F3, the combination feature F1 + F2 + F3 is better
than the single feature. In the improved random subspace
method, combined feature F1 + F2 + F3 is better than other
methods in T− 3, T – 4, and T− 5, and the prediction value is
more than 95%, which fully demonstrates the rationality of
the improved random subspace method in financial risk
prediction.

4.4.2. Analysis of Prediction Results by Different Methods.
According to the prediction results of AUC by different
methods, the effectiveness of the improved random subspace
method in financial risk prediction is shown in Figure 3 for
the prediction results of AUC of T− 3, T – 4, and T− 5.

As can be seen from Figure 3, among the combined
features F1 + F2 + F3, the AUC predicted by the improved
random subspace method is the highest, and the AUC
predicted by FAIB_RS method is about 95% in T− 3, 93% in
T – 4, and 95.5% in T− 5, which is obviously higher than that

Table 1: Experimental results under different characteristics, different methods, and different time panels for evaluation indexes AA and
AUC.

Characteristic F1 F2 F3 F1 + F2 F1 + F3 F2 + F3 E1 + F2 + F3
Method AA AUC AA AUC AA AUC AA AUC AA AUC AA AUC AA AUC
SVM 76.33 81.40 62.60 60.1 2 74.50 7462 79.55 85.18 77.64 84.27 77.15 81.67 80.80 84.83
Bagging 92.87 92.13 89.65 71.32 91.39 81.61 93.22 93.31 93.79 92.84 93.20 83.80 95.27 92.99
RS 92.71 91.83 90.69 69.17 91.43 80.78 93.76 93.85 93.13 92.90 92.86 89.39 95.10 93.02
WEAIB_RS 92.79 82.94 90.69 68.76 93.61 93.09 92.99 84.22 94.78 93.70 95.05 93.93 96.39 95.24
SVM 76.72 82.53 62.83 60.33 74.61 77.04 77.67 84.91 77.76 85.63 77.49 81.70 80.75 86.47
Bagging 92.83 87.95 89.79 76.80 91.50 82.33 92.91 91.59 93.29 92.70) 94.40 85.77 95.91 93.04
RS 92.60 85.27 90.84 75.24 91.58 81.33 93.03 91.33 94.89 93.91 93.40 87.67 95.59 94.04
WFAIB_RS 92.92 83.22 90.78 74.74 94.53 84.91 92.92 85.28 95.59 94.12 94.37 88.53 96.77 94.30
SVM 75.58 8008 62.66 60.29 75.83 78.87 76.55 83.21 77.91 86.00 78.27 83.06 81.46 88.24
Bagging 92.73 87.86 89.70 74.58 92.06 82.95 93.87 92.64 95.13 94.22 94.42 87.11 96.67 94.36
RS 92.65 88.45 90.79 73 64 91.75 82.62 93.29 92.61 95.85 95.05 95.37 92.25 96.55 95.26
WFAIB_RS 92.66 83.16 90.84 75.04 95.79 93.96 93.69 86.34 96.17 95.45 96.03 94.30 97.67 95.91
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Table 2: Experimental results of type I error and type II error under different characteristics, different methods, and different time panels.

Characteristic F1 F2 F3 F1 + F2 F2 + F3 F2 + F3 F1 + F2 + F3
Method I II I II I II I 11 I II I II I 11
SVM 22.67 36.05 36.00 54.73 24.51 37.76 19.38 33.70 21.66 31.03 22.15 31.52 18.26 30.84
Bagging 6.64 13.20 8.13 37.83 7.25 25.69 6.03 16.06 4.17 18.22 6.37 12.12 3.72 17.23
RS 6.31 19.42 8.09 24.41 7.33 23.92 6.01 9.09 5.16 28.04 6.04 20.76 4.01 15.92
WFAIB_RS 6.28 18.72 8.09 24.41 5.21 21.00 6.16 17.53 3.84 22.30 3.73 20.05 5.17 9.06
SVM 22.71 30.34 35.81 54.01 24.28 39.13 2136 34.34 2164 29.67 21.92 29.81 18.62 27.05
Bagging 6.71 12.86 8.01 37.45 6.90 28.31 6.23 17.74 5.82 17.73 5.26 9.81 2.86 1932
RS 6.46 19.04 7.92 24.51 7.14 24.27 6.42 13.78 4.39 14.02 5.86 15.76 3.58 1469
WFAIB_RS 6.24 17.48 8.01 24.20 4.96 11.78 6.51 14.14 11.84 4.76 4.76 13.72 2.79 8.68
SVM 23.41 36.92 35.99 54.05 23 59 31.35 22.69 32.86 21.55 28.78 20.92 31.76 18.03 24.85
Bagging 6.51 16.68 8.02 38.53 6.73 22.92 5.34 15.91 3.90 16.88 5.24 9.79 2.68 11.38
RS 6.45 18.49 7.98 24.44 7.08 22.73 6.26 12.28 3.61 10.84 4.33 8.34 3.02 8.77
WFAIB_RS 6.43 18.61 7.86 25.25 3.92 7.80 5.47 16.71 3.32 10.14 3.64 8.06 1.92 7.41
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Figure 2: Continued.
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Figure 2: Feature comparison results under T− 3, T – 4, and T− 5 time panels: (a) T− 3 time panels, (b) T− 4 time panels, and (c) T− 5 time
panels.
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of the other eight methods. +e possible reason why these
methods improve the sum of F2 is that compared with fi-
nancial features and text features, F2 has smaller feature
dimensions and contains less prediction information, while
SVM and bagging methods can effectively supplement
samples, thus playing a good role in strengthening F2.
+erefore, it shows that the improved random subspace
method is effective in financial risk prediction and can
predict financial risk more accurately.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a new financial risk prediction method, the
improved stochastic subspace method, is constructed.
Firstly, multisource heterogeneous features are extracted
based on multisource data sets, including quantitative fi-
nancial features and emotional features and text features
based on qualitative text information. Secondly, the ad-
vantages of the stochastic subspace method are fully
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Figure 3: AUC prediction results of T− 3, T− 4, and T− 5: (a) AUC of T – 3, (b) AUC of T – 4, and (c) AUC of T− 5.
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absorbed in the model construction, and it is taken as the
model foundation. At the same time, a new adaptive fusion
method considering the relationship between features is
obtained by introducing the regularized sparse model to
integrate adaptive and weighted feature fusion strategies into
the stochastic subspace method.

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
method, an experiment is carried out on the real data set of
Chinese listed companies, and different characteristics and
different methods are compared in the experiment. Finally,
through the analysis of the experimental results, the effec-
tiveness and stability of the proposed method in the financial
risk prediction of listed companies are fully demonstrated.
+e future work will focus on the reanalysis of the prediction
effect of data sets under different models, such as the dis-
cussion of prediction accuracy and time.

Data Availability

+e experimental data used to support the findings of this
study are available from the corresponding author upon
request.
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Music education informatization system can promote music teaching; in addition, due to the characteristics of music disciplines
such as the audiovisual nature of music, the influence of informatization on music teaching is self-evident. With the rapid
development of the human ability to obtain information, machine learning algorithms have been widely used in various fields of
scientific research and engineering, involving chemical production statistical process control, archeology text recognition, social
and criminal investigation field fingerprint and image recognition, and genomic information research in the field of biomedicine.
In order to correctly evaluate the music education information system based onmachine learning, through the comparison of four
models, it is concluded that the construction of the GBDT model is optimal.

1. Introduction

In the information environment, new information technology
has brought about the rapid development of basic education
informatization, but sometimes, it also shows the lack of a
good operating mechanism and the imbalance of obvious
structural differences. For the development of informatiza-
tion, for example, expanded audiovisual channels and forms
of music discipline [1], mathematical evaluation model [2],
fuzzy evaluation model of industrial park informatization [3],
corporate information based on graying weight cluster
analysis evaluation model for the level of integration [4],
primary education information system [5], evaluation index
system for preschool education in colleges and universities
[6], fuzzy comprehensive method [7], evaluation model for
in-service slopes of in-service roads [8], management in-
formation system [9], comprehensive performance evaluation
model [10], and community information system [11].

Machine learning, located at the intersection of
computer science and statistics, is one of the fastest-
growing technical fields today, and it is also the core of
artificial intelligence and data science. Examples of ap-
plications are as follows: predicting song types [12], the
effectiveness of detecting credit card fraud [13], CASD

system for skin lesion analysis [14], predicting the two-
stage protein-protein interaction, providing a set designed
to enhance guidelines for future anomaly detection re-
search [15], expert system [16], MXNet [17], CNN and
DBN [18], potential pitfalls of brain imaging data [19],
covariate shift algorithm [20], data-intensive-based ma-
chine learning methods [21], land cover types in agri-
cultural environments, aquaculture robot technology
research project evaluation model [22], and real-time
online analysis and evaluation of CPS reliability.

2. Introduction to the Theoretical Basis

2.1. Introduction to Music Education. Music education is
one of the important ways for schools to implement
aesthetic education. It has the effects of cultivating aes-
thetics, harmonious body and mind, sound personality,
and purification of the soul. It has an irreplaceable role in
promoting the overall development of students.

2.2. Music Education Classification. +is article divides the
methods and contents of music education into four cate-
gories: traditional music education, special music education,
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multicultural music education, andmodernmusic education
as shown in Figure 1.

2.2.1. Traditional Music Education. +e breadth and depth
of China’s excellent traditional culture are created and
continued after thousands of years of history. It is the root
and soul of our Chinese nation, and it is also the foundation
for China to stand firm in the world’s culture. +ere are
many types of traditional Chinese music. It is an indis-
pensable part of our traditional culture.

Traditional music generally refers to local music with
national characteristics that have been passed down from
generation to generation. It mainly includes folk songs and
instrumental music. Newly created music based on these
artistic traditions belongs to the extension and development
of traditional music.

2.2.2. Special Music Education. Special music education is an
education that is of great significance to special people’s
attention, and it is also one of the important contents of music
education. +e development of special music education can
benefit more special people and the education field.

2.2.3. Music Education in Multiculturalism. Music educa-
tion under multiple cultures is a diversified and diversified
music education based on different cultures, social struc-
tures, and nationalities. As a branch of multicultural edu-
cation, multicultural music education advocates the richness
and diversity of music education and strives to realize the
equal right to be educated for the music of all nationalities in
the world and achieve the diversity and coprosperity of
music culture heterogeneity.

2.2.4. Modern Music Education. Modern music education is
combined with technology to realize education informati-
zation. Educational informatization refers to the integration
of the improvement of information literacy into the edu-
cational goals and the cultivation of talents suitable for the
information society, the effective application of information
technology to teaching and scientific research, and the
emphasis on the development and utilization of educational
information resources. Teaching is the central task in the
field of education, and teaching informatization is to make
teaching methods scientific and technological, education
dissemination informatization, and teaching methods
modernized, through the use of modern information
technology based on computers, multimedia, etc., to pro-
mote education reform, so as to adapt to the new re-
quirements of the coming information society.

2.3.(eConcept ofMachineLearning. “Learning” is the most
basic ability inherent in humans and all kinds of animals. It
is a kind of intelligent behavior that humans have. Since the
day when people try to express human intelligence on
computers, “learning” has naturally become the main issue
of research. In real life, people can summarize general laws

through analysis and research on actual cases and estimate
events that are difficult or impossible to observe directly.
From the above, the general laws obtained through analysis
can not only explain the known examples reasonably but
also correctly estimate and predict future events or phe-
nomena to meet the requirements of social development. In
fact, the core issue of many scientific research studies is the
process of quantitatively analyzing an object or event in life
and establishing a model.+emodel can achieve the purpose
of control, prediction, etc.+e above modeling process is the
machine learning process.

+e learning process includes two main aspects. One is
knowledge acquisition: acquiring knowledge, accumulating
experience, discovering laws, etc.; second, improving ability:
improving performance, adapting to the environment, etc.
In the learning process, the two are closely related and serve
as the core and result of learning, respectively.

As shown in Figure 2, the model contains the four most
basic links in the learning process. +e learning link and the
execution link represent two processes. +e environment
and the knowledge base are the collections of information in
the way of knowledge expression. +e learning link similar
to the learning algorithm processes the information pro-
vided by the outside world to improve the content in the
knowledge base. A large amount of information expressed in
some form is stored in the knowledge base. +e execution
link uses the information in the knowledge base to achieve a
certain goal, and then the execution result is fed back to the
learning link. +e research of machine learning is divided
into two aspects. One is that the machine automatically
captures useful information to make it smarter; the other is
that it summarizes the laws of human thinking and the
mystery of learning, which makes people’s learning effi-
ciency increase.

2.3.1. Machine Learning Meaning. +e significance of ma-
chine learning is very important. It can continue learning,
avoid a lot of repeated learning, and make knowledge ac-
cumulation reach a new height. At the same time, machine
learning contributes to the dissemination of knowledge.

2.3.2. Application Areas of Machine Learning. Machine
learning is a very important research field in computer
science and artificial intelligence. In recent years, machine
learning has not only played its role in many fields of
computer science but has also become an important tech-
nical support for some interdisciplinary subjects. It has
absorbed the research results of cognitive science, proba-
bility and statistics, artificial intelligence, and other disci-
plines. In particular, in the pharmaceutical industry, data
mining, robotics, bioinformatics, industrial process control,
and other fields have achieved certain results. At present, the
research fields of machine learning are mainly based on the
following three aspects:

(1) Task-oriented research: analyze and research a set of
predetermined tasks to improve their execution
performance
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(2) Cognitive model: study the process of human
thinking and learning, and use computers to simulate

(3) +eoretical analysis: theoretically study feasible
learning methods

Machine learning is another research field of artificial
intelligence after expert systems, and it is also one of the
important research directions of artificial intelligence and
neural computing. At present, the learning ability of artificial
intelligence and computer systems is relatively poor, so they
cannot meet the requirements of modern production and
technology. +erefore, research and discussion on machine
learning will surely lead to the rapid development of artificial
intelligence and the entire science and technology.

Data mining is an important aspect of machine learning.
+e technology originated from the massive data caused by
database technology and people’s interest in the use of these
data. +e data is stored in a data management system, and
then machine learning methods are used to analyze and
mine the potential information in the massive data, which
leads to the emergence of data mining. In general, data
mining is to extract unknown, human-interested, and po-
tentially useful information from a large database.

3. Overview of Machine Learning Algorithms

3.1. Introduction to Machine Learning Algorithms.
Learning certain laws or features by analyzing a large
number of sample data, so as to summarize, identify, and
predict unknown results or unobservable data, is called a
machine learning algorithm.

Machine learning algorithms include logistic regression,
random forest, support vector machine, and GBDT. Among
them, the logistic regression model is widely used in clas-
sification learning because of its simple implementation, fast
speed, and easy update. +e random forest model that is
popular in machine learning mainly uses average decision
trees to reduce the risk of overfitting and make the model
relatively stable. Support vector machine has become one of
the most commonly used classifiers with the best effect due
to its excellent generalization ability. +e GBDT model is
known for its high prediction accuracy and flexibility to
handle various types of data.

3.1.1. What Is an Algorithm? +ere can be many definitions
of algorithms. Here, the concept of the human brain “al-
gorithm” is proposed, and an attempt can be made to in-
corporate the human brain “algorithm” into the
philosophical algorithm concept. +e “algorithm” of the
human brain has all the attributes of the full cognition of the
human brain, achieving an abstract meaning of the full
cognition of the human brain.

“Algorithm” has now become a term specifically refer-
ring to the logical methods used in computer programs.
From an intuitive and practical perspective, algorithms are
an integral part of computer science. An algorithm is a set of
domains with a partial ordering of transition mapping to
determine the state and a “definable recursive body” for the
mapping value to determine the result. In the past, an al-
gorithm was an entity that satisfies the assumptions of
continuous time, abstract state, and limited search. +e
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classic definition of “algorithm” is usually embodied in the
mathematical context that formed early computer science.
Common elements are deterministic rules or steps, calcu-
lations about a given input to produce an output, etc.

With the development of computers, algorithms have
gradually become huge networks, and their original defi-
nition has obviously changed. An algorithm is a kind of
effective, limited, abstract, compulsory command and
completes a specific purpose compound control structure in
accordance with regulations.

3.1.2. Algorithm Related Concepts

Algorithms and Computers. A computer is a machine that
executes symbolic algorithms. However, not all carriers that
execute algorithms are machines. For example, abacuses are
not “machines” because they cannot calculate on their own.
However, having certain attributes of a computer is not
necessarily a computer in the true sense, because a computer is
not only multifunctional but also universal and can execute all
symbolic algorithms. In the age of computer networks, almost
everything is controlled by algorithms. As a result, algorithms
and computers are complementary and inseparable.

Algorithms and Artificial Intelligence. People with different
research backgrounds often hold different views on the
meaning of artificial intelligence. +e artificial intelligence
simulation method of the algorithm is used to make the
intelligent behavior of the computer similar to the intelligent
behavior of human beings. +e higher the similarity, the
more intelligent. +is kind of research can achieve the
purpose of explaining the human cognitive mechanism
through the realization of algorithms so that people can have
a deeper understanding of themselves and the nature of
cognition. Although people have different opinions on the
meaning of artificial intelligence, everyone still has the most
basic consensus: to further understand human intelligence
by constructing intelligent systems.

Algorithms and Cognitive Computing. Relying on the strong
development of artificial intelligence, a unique way of
thinking through computer principles to reflect on human’s
own cognitive mechanism has formed. However, regardless
of the interpretation of cognitive methods, the view of
computationalism is based on computers and recognizes the
basic premise that cognition is computable. A series of
analogies under this premise achieve the purpose of trying to
unravel the mystery of cognition.

3.2. Overview of Machine Learning Algorithms

3.2.1. Logistic Regression. Basic Principle. It is a two-clas-
sification model in machine learning. Because the logistic
regression algorithm is simple in principle and efficient in
classification, it is very widely used in practical applications.
Its idea comes from linear regression in statistics. +e dif-
ference from linear regression is that its dependent variable
is discrete. +e basic principle is as follows: the output of the

dependent variable y in the binary classification problem can
only be 0 or 1, which is not a continuous value within a
certain range. In order to convert the continuous output into
a binary problem, the continuous value is converted into a
discrete binary value through a nonlinear function.

Algorithm introduction: X � 〈x1, x2, . . . , xn〉 represents
the n-dimensional feature vector, n-dimensional column
vector θ � 〈θ1, θ2, . . . , θn〉 represents the corresponding
weight or coefficient, b represents the intercept, and the
linear relationship is expressed as

F(θ, X, b) � θT
X + b. (1)

+e value range of F is R. When dealing with the simplest
binary classification problem, it is necessary to map the value
of F to (0,1). Commonly used S-shaped Korean (sigmoid
function) to express: its expression is shown in the publicity:

g(z) �
1

1 + e
−z. (2)

+e value of z is (−∞， +∞), the value of g is (0, 1),
and the odd function image is as shown above: the logistic
regression function can be obtained from Figure 3 and has
the following characteristics: when z≫ 0, y � 1; when
z≪ 0, y � 0. In terms of classification, the probability that y
maps the result to a value between 0 and 1 represents the
probability of belonging to the correct particle.

Regularization. Realize regularization by modifying the cost
function formula of the algorithm, the expression of the
hypothesis function, and updating the iterative method, so
as to punish the training samples by the degree model to
avoid overfitting of the model and improve the general-
ization ability of the model. During its operation, the reg-
ularization coefficient can be set to L1 or L2, where L2 is the
default value. +e cost function of the logistic regression
model is

J(θ) � −
1
m



m

i�1
y

(t)log hθ x
(t)

   + 1 − y
(t)

 log 1 − hθ x
(t)

   .

(3)

Among them, m represents the number of samples for
magic training, y represents the y value in the training samples
of the hospital, hθ(x) represents the y value predicted by the
parameters θ and x, and (t) represents the t-th sample. +e
logistic regression minimization cost function under binary
classification L2 regularization and the logistic regression cost
function under L1 regularization are as follows:

min
1
2
ωTω + C 

n

i�1
log exp −yi x

T
i ω + c   + 1 ,

min
ωf

ω1 + C 
n

i�1
log exp −yi x

T
i ω + c   + 1 .

(4)

3.2.2. Random Forest. Basic Principle. +e random forest
can explain the effect of several independent variables
X1, X2, . . . , Xk on dependent variable Y. Among them, the
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dependent variable Y has n observations, and it will choose
the bootstrap resampling method to randomly select n
observations from the original data. Some observations are
selected multiple times, and some are not selected. It will
randomly select some variables from the k independent
variables to determine the node of the classification tree. In
this way, the classification tree constructed each time may be
different. In general, random forests randomly generate
hundreds to thousands of classification trees and then
choose the tree with the highest degree of repetition as the
final result.

Algorithm Introduction. From the original training data set,
K new self-service sample sets are randomly selected using the
bootstrap method with replacement, K classification and re-
gression trees are constructed from this, and the samples that
are not drawn each time constitute K out of the bag data; there
are n features, randomly selected mtry features (mtry ≤ n) at
each node of each tree; by calculating the amount of infor-
mation contained in each feature, select one of themtry features
with the most classification ability to split the node. Each tree
grows to the utmost extent without any tailoring; the generated
multiple trees are formed into a random forest, and the new
data is classified with it, and the classification result is deter-
mined by the number of votes of the tree classifier.

3.2.3. SVM. Basic Principle. By solving the quadratic pro-
gramming problem, a classifier based on structural risk
minimization is searched for the optimal hyperplane that
divides the data into two categories. It can also be simply
described as follows: finding an optimal classification hy-
perplane that meets the classification requirements, so that it
can maximize the blank area on both sides while ensuring
the classification accuracy so that the support vector ma-
chine can achieve linearly separable data. Optimal Classi-
fication. Among them, the optimal classification plane
should meet the following conditions:

max
w,b

2
w

,

s.tyi W · xi(  + b  − 1≥ 0, i � 1, 2, 3, . . . , n.

(5)

Among them, 2/w represents the size of the classification
interval of the classifier. In order to make the classification
plane robust, it is necessary to find the largest classification
interval to reach the optimal hyperplane. In addition, in the
constraint condition, yi[(W · xi) + b] means the distance
from the sample point to the classification plane, and
yi[(W · xi) + b]≥ 1.

Algorithm Introduction. By introducing the kernel
function, the core of the support vector machine, an algo-
rithm that is nonlinear with respect to the original space can
be realized in a high-dimensional space. +e kernel function
of a support vector machine is the inner product of a certain
high-dimensional space, which plays a vital role in a support
vector machine. Choosing different kernel functions will
produce different support vector machine algorithms. +ere
are three kinds of kernel functions: the first kind is a
polynomial kernel function of order q, as follows:

K xi, yi(  � xi · xj + 1 
q
. (6)

+e second kind is the radial basis function kernel
function, as follows:

K xi, yi(  � exp −
xi − xj




2

σ2
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (7)

+e third kind is the neural network kernel function, as
follows:

K xi, yi(  � tanh c1 xi · xj   + c2. (8)

+e standard support vector machine is using the
structural risk principle: the loss function is the error se-
lected in the optimization objective δi, where δi is the slack
variable that allows misclassification. For classic support
vector machines, the optimization problem is

min J(w, δ) � −
1
2

w.w + c 
l

i�1
δi,

s.t yi Ψ · xi(  · w(  + b ≥ 1 − δi, i � 1, 2, 3, . . . , l.

(9)

+rough the Lagrangian method, the standard support
vector machine optimization problem can be transformed
into the following quadratic programming:

maxW(a) � −
1
2



l

i,j�1
aiyiyjK xi, yi( aj + 

l

i�1
ai,

s.t 
l

i�1
aiyi � 0, 0≤ ai ≤ c, i � 1, 2, 3, . . . , l.

(10)

3.2.4. Gradient Boosted Decision Trees. Basic Principle. An
iterative decision tree algorithm is composed of multiple
decision trees. +ere are usually hundreds of trees, and each
tree is small in size. In model prediction, for an input sample
instance, an initial value is first assigned, then each decision
tree will be traversed, each tree will adjust and correct the
predicted value, and finally, the results of each decision tree
will be accumulated the final prediction result.

Algorithm Introduction. Including regression algorithm
and classification algorithm, classification algorithm also
includes two-classification and multiclassification models.
+e loss function that defines the two classifications is

L(y, f(x)) � log(1 + exp(−yf(x))). (11)

Among them yi  y � −1, +1{ } ; the negative gradient
error at this time is

rmi � −
zL yi, f xi( ( 

zf xi( 
 

f(x)�fm−1(x)

�
yi

1 + exp yi,f xi( ) 

, i � 1, 2, . . . , N.

(12)
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For the generated decision tree, the best residual fitting
value of each leaf node is

cmi � argmin
c


xi∈Rmi

log 1 + exp −yi fm−1 xi(  + c( ( ( . (13)

Because the above formula is difficult to optimize, we
generally use approximate values instead:

cmi �
xi∈Rmi

rmi

xi∈Rmi
rmi


 1 − rmi


 

. (14)

Regularization is mainly used to solve the overfitting
phenomenon of the model. For the GBDT algorithm, the
method to deal with the regularization problem can be
summarized as follows.

One is to use a method similar to Adaboost to set the step
size (learning rate) parameter for the regularization setting.
For the first few iterations of the weak learner, there are

fx(x) � fk−1(x) + hk(x). (15)

If the regularization term is added, there are

fx(x) � fk−1(x) + ]hk(x). (16)

+e value range is 0≤ ]≤ 1. When it is smaller, it means
that the number of iterations is more; on the contrary, the
number of iterations is less. +erefore, in the process of
building a model, in order to achieve a better fitting effect,
the step size and the maximum number of iterations are
usually adjusted together. +e second is to set the regula-
rization by changing the subsampling ratio. In general,
concerning the subsampling ratio (0,1], when the value is 1,
it means full sampling; that is, all samples are used; when the
value is less than 1, the corresponding samples are drawn
according to the ratio to fit the model to avoid overfitting.
+e third is to use a weak learner for regularization and
pruning.

3.2.5. GP. GP (Kriging model) algorithm is a modeling
technique based on the assumption that the input variables
obey the joint Gaussian distribution. It can be used for both
regression problems and classification problems. It can not
only accurately establish complex nonlinear industrial
process models but also quantify the uncertainty in
predictions.

+e GP algorithm based on Bayesian theory obtains its
posterior distribution by studying the prior distribution of

the training set parameters. Assume a set of random vari-
ables Y(x)|x ∈ X{ } indexed by the input space X, where p is
the number of input variables X � (x1, x2, . . . , xp). +e
Gaussian process is defined by its mean function μ(x) �

E[Y(x)] and covariance function:

C x, x
T

  � E (Y(x) − μ(x)) Y x
T

  − μ x
T

   . (17)

+at is, once the mean function and covariance function
are determined, the Gaussian model is determined. In
general, the military assumes that the Gaussian process is
zero-mean, ie μ(x) � 0[39,40].

According to the training set obeys the joint Gaussian
distribution, the Gaussian distribution of the test sample can
be obtained from the mean function y

∧
(x) and the covari-

ance function σ2
y
∧(x) . +e specific form is as follows:

y
∧
(x) � k

T
K

−1
t,

σ2
y
∧(x) � C(x, x) − k

T
(x)K

−1
k(x) .

(18)

In the above formula,
k(x) � (C(x, x(1)), . . . , C(x, x(n)))T, K is the covariance
function, in terms of the training set
Kij � C(x(i), x(j)), t � (t(1), . . . , t(n)), and n is the
number of training samples.

For the application of the GP algorithm, there are a
variety of covariance functions to choose from. Generally,
the covariance function has a specific requirement; that is,
for all sample point sets (x(1), . . . , x(n)), the covariance
matrix generated by the covariance function must be
nonnegative; for example,

C x
(i)

, x
(j)

  � v0 exp −
1
2



p

i�1
wl x

(i)
l − x

(j)

l 
2⎧⎨

⎩

⎫⎬

⎭

+ a0 + a1 

p

l�1
x

(i)
l x

(j)

l + v1δ(i, j).

(19)

In the above formula, θ � (a0, a1, v0, w1, . . . , wp, v1)
T is

the hyperparameter that defines the covariance function,
and T is the symbol for rank conversion. θ is obtained by
finding the maximum likelihood function, and the expres-
sion is as follows:

L � log p(y|θ, X) � −
1
2
log|C| −

1
2
y

T
C

−1
y −

N

2
log(2π).

(20)
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Figure 3: Logistic regression function image.
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C is the covariance function.
Use gradient method to solve it; for example, conjugate

gradient method. Usually, the estimation of the maximum
likelihood function is a convex function solving problem, so
there may be several local optimal solutions. +rough
multiple random selections of initial values for calculation,
the shortcomings of misunderstanding of the local optimal
solution as the global optimal solution are overcome.

4. Brief Introduction to the Design of Music
Education Information System

4.1. Feasibility Analysis. +e music education information
system can collect, organize, and archive the relevant ma-
terials of the music subject. +e feasibility analysis mainly
analyzes the three levels of technical level, management
operation level, and economic behavior.

+e construction of the system framework is mainly
divided into the selection of hardware equipment and the
construction of the software framework, by adopting Tomcat
as a service container, B/S development framework, MySQL
database, and other mature technologies. In the develop-
ment process, Intelli J IDEA is used as the website devel-
opment tool, Microsoft’s MySQL Workbench is used as the
database development tool, and Visual Studio Code is used
as the front-end page development tool. We use Java
technology to develop the system.

+e operation level of the music education information
system mainly takes into account the operability of the staff.
Convenience, flexibility, and simple operation are the cri-
teria for evaluating the operability of the system. Different
classifications of operating system personnel mean that
operators in different positions can perform different tasks.
Operators operate through dialog boxes, buttons, etc.,
through the comprehensive factors of the system to ensure
the practicability, functionality, and convenience of the
system.

4.2. DemandAnalysis ofMusic Education Information System
Design

4.2.1. System Design Principles. +e design principles of the
actual music education information system are complete-
ness, systematicness, and reliability.

Completeness means that the music education infor-
mation system is fully functional and complete and can fulfill
the requirements of music education information. +e
music education information system must have music data
collection, music education information detection, data
processing, query, and editing in the system.+ere should be
display, analysis, and execution results. Make it a safe and
reliable operation.

Systematicity is mainly reflected in the coordination
between the exterior and the various functional modules of
the system to form an organic whole.

Reliability refers to the ability to accurately perceive the
status changes of the various components of the system and
to make accurate judgments and predictions on module

queries through detection so that the system can operate
stably and reliably.

4.2.2. System Function Requirements. +is system focuses
on the realization of the design of the integrated platform,
the core framework of the integrated platform music edu-
cation informatization, which plays a role in the data ex-
change and data integration of each platform. +e
establishment of this system can clearly understand the
deficiencies of music education and realize the further de-
velopment of the music education industry. +e responsi-
bilities of the system are divided into system administrators,
user administrators, and data administrators.

5. Model Construction and Effect Analysis

+e following uses a confusion matrix to judge the supe-
riority of the model to show the prediction effect of each
model.

5.1. Model Building

5.1.1. Logistic Regression. Logistic regression has a regula-
rization item by default, and the value of the penalty pa-
rameter can be selected: L1 represents L1 regularization, L2
represents L2 regularization, and different regularization
items can be selected according to different purposes. In the
actual model construction process, if the main purpose is to
solve overfitting, the penalty parameter generally selects L2
regularization. In special cases, the problem of overfitting
may not be solved after L2 regularization is used; that is, L1
regularization is considered. In addition, L1 regularization
can also solve the situation where there are more model
features, and achieve sparse model coefficients by zeroing
the unimportant feature coefficients. Based on this article, in
order to be able to compare that model better, we select L2
and L1, respectively, for regularization settings and get the
confusion matrix of the logistic regression as shown in
Table 1.

+rough the confusion matrix of each model, the correct
rate, accuracy rate, recall rate, F1 value, and AUC calculated
by each model can be obtained, so that the quality of each
model can be judged. +e specific calculation results are
shown in Table 2 and Figure 4.

+rough the intuitive presentation of tables and graphs,
in the logistic regression model, the effect of logistic re-
gression L2 is better than that of logistic regression L1.

5.1.2. Random Forest. Random forest requires additional
attention: the number of trees’ parameters and the number
of subdata sets generated by sampling the original data set
with replacement, that is, the number of decision trees. If the
number of trees is too small, it is easy to underfit, and if the
number of trees is too large, the model cannot be improved
significantly. +erefore, the number of trees needs to be
selected with a moderate value, the default value is 100; the
maximum tree depth parameter is the maximum depth of
the decision tree. If it is equal to none, it means that the
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decision tree will not limit the depth of the subtree when
constructing the optimal model. If the model has a large
sample size and features, it is recommended to limit the
maximum depth; if the sample size is small or the features
are few, the maximum depth is not limited; the minimum
sample number parameter of the leaf node, that is, the
minimum number of samples contained in the leaf node. If
the number of leaf node samples is less than this parameter,
then the leaf node and sibling leaf nodes are pruned, leaving
only the parent node of the leaf node.+e default is 50. Since
the model fitting effect is not very sensitive to its parameters,
parameter tuning is generally to adjust the number of de-
cision trees.+is paper keeps the maximum depth of the tree
and the minimum sample of the leaf nodes unchanged and
sets the number of trees to 90, 100, and 110, respectively, to
obtain the confusion matrix of the random forest model, as
shown in Table 3:

Judge the quality of each model. +e specific calculation
results are shown in Table 4 and Figure 5:

+rough the visual presentation of tables and graphs, in
the random forest model, random forest 3 is better than
random forest 1 and random forest 2.

5.1.3. Support Vector Machines. +is article uses support
vector machines to build predictive models. C, which
punishes misclassified training samples in the model, is the
penalty factor, which is a manually set parameter, and its
default value is 1. Generally, the larger the C, the more

accurate the model obtained through training. In this paper,
the penalty factor is set to 1, 5, and 20 to obtain the confusion
matrix of different models, as shown in Table 5.

Judge the quality of each model. +e specific calculation
results are shown in Table 6 and Figure 6.

5.1.4. GBDT. +is paper selects the GBDTmodel that comes
with the platform in the data factory to configure the pa-
rameters. +e number of iterations is n_estimators. Gen-
erally, if the number of iterations is too small, it is easy to
underfit; if the number of iterations is too large, it is easy to
overfit. Generally, we choose a moderate value, and the
default is 100. +e learning rate (learning_rate) is the weight
reduction coefficient v of each weak learner, also called the
step size. From the previous chapter, the iterative formula of
the strong learner is fx(x) � fk−1(x) + ]hk(x) . +e value
range is 0≤ ]≤ 1 . +e closer the v value is to 0, the weaker
learner needs more iterations; conversely, the closer the v

value is to 1, the weaker learner needs fewer iterations. Based
on the opposite relationship between the two, when
adjusting the parameters of the GBDTalgorithm, the weight
reduction coefficient and the number of iterations are ad-
justed together. +e parameters can be adjusted from a
smaller v, and the default is 1. +e maximum depth of the
tree is max_depth; the default value that can be omitted is 3.
In the case of a few data features or data, the value may not
be adjusted. If the amount of data is large or there are many

Table 1: Logistic regression model detection data set confusion matrix.

Model Real category forecast category Forecast excellent Good prediction

Logistic regression L2 Forecast excellent 3902 1539
Good prediction 4023 22890

Logistic regression L1 Forecast excellent 5291 1204
Good prediction 3029 21378

Table 2: Logistic regression model test data set results.

Correct rate Accuracy Recall rate F1 value AUG
Logistic regression L2 0.7900 0.7280 0.4375 0.5628 0.8728
Logistic regression L1 0.8427 0.8628 0.5639 0.8762 0.9827
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Correct rate Accuracy Recall rate F1 value AUG

Logistic regression L1
Logistic regression L2

Figure 4: Logistic regression model test data set results.
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data features, the value should be selected. +e general value
range is [10, 100] , and the specific value can be determined
according to the distribution of the data. +e other last
parameter is the minimum number of samples of leaf nodes
(min_samples_leaf), which is mainly used to limit the
minimum number of samples of leaf nodes. If the number of
samples is very large, we set a large parameter; if the

parameter is set to be less than the number of samples, it will
be pruned together with the sibling nodes. +is paper selects
different parameter combinations based on the GBDT
model, as shown in Table 7 and Figure 7.

+rough the intuitive presentation of tables and graphs,
GBDT3 is better than GBDT1, GBDT2, and GBDT4 in the
GBDT model.

Table 3: Confusion matrix of random forest model detection data set.

Model Real or forecast category Forecast excellent Good prediction

Random forest 1 Forecast excellent 582 290
Good prediction 8379 24579

Random forest 2 Forecast excellent 2763 762
Good prediction 7638 27622

Random forest 3 Forecast excellent 3729 1204
Good prediction 8732 21378

Table 4: Random forest model test data set results.

Correct rate Accuracy Recall rate F1 value AUG
Random forest 1 0.7520 0.7280 0.04375 0.0982 0.8728
Random forest 2 0.8725 0.7023 0.1892 0.2876 0.7992
Random forest 3 0.6728 0.6782 0.2108 0.3598 0.9735
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Figure 5: Random forest model test data set results.

Table 5: Confusion matrix of linear SVM model detection data set.

Model Real or forecast category Forecast excellent Good prediction

SVM 1 Forecast excellent 2210 1290
Good prediction 5289 23579

SVM 2 Forecast excellent 2763 1762
Good prediction 6500 22622

SVM 3 Forecast excellent 4729 2204
Good prediction 6732 18378

Table 6: Support vector machine model test data set results.

Model Correct rate Accuracy Recall rate F1 value AUG
SVM 1 0.7520 0.7280 0.04375 0.0982 0.8728
SVM 2 0.8725 0.7023 0.1892 0.2876 0.7992
SVM 3 0.6728 0.6782 0.2108 0.3598 0.9738
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+rough different settings of model parameters, con-
fusionmatrices of different models are obtained, as shown in
Table 7.

Judge the quality of each model. +e specific calculation
results are shown in Table 8 and Figure 8.

To sum up, through the independent comparison of the
four models, logistic regression L2, random forest 3, support
vector machine 2, and GBDT3 are the better models for each

test data. By comparing the four models, it can be concluded
that the model effect of GBDT3 is the best.

5.2. Effectiveness Analysis. +rough the comparative anal-
ysis, the effects of the above four models are shown in
Figure 9.

+e model effect of GBDT3 is the best.

0
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Correct rate Accuracy Recall rate F1 value AUG

Support Vector Machine 1
Support Vector Machine 2
Support Vector Machine 3

Figure 6: Support vector machine model test data set results.

Table 7: Confusion matrix of GBDT model detection data set.

Model Real or forecast category Forecast excellent Good prediction

GBDT1 Forecast excellent 4472 1790
Good prediction 4289 23479

GBDT2 Forecast excellent 6763 1362
Good prediction 2500 22722

GBDT3 Forecast excellent 6753 1187
Good prediction 2009 23090

GBDT4 Forecast excellent 4729 1099
Good prediction 6732 21988
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Figure 7: GBDT parameter settings.
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Figure 9: Model test data set results.
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Figure 8: GBDT model test data set results.

Table 8: GBDT model test data set results.

Correct rate Accuracy Recall rate F1 value AUG
GBDT1 0.8520 0.7180 0.5375 0.5982 0.8428
GBDT2 0.8910 0.8305 0.7527 0.7798 0.9460
GBDT3 0.8925 0.8423 0.7892 0.7876 0.9492
GBDT4 0.8728 0.7882 0.5108 0.5598 0.8734
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6. Conclusion

+rough the introduction of related concepts of music
education and machine algorithms, a logistic regression
model, a random forest model, a support vector machine
model, and a GBDTmodel were constructed for the music
education information system based on machine learning.
+ere is a systematic evaluation. +rough the comparison of
the four models, it is concluded that the construction of the
GBDTmodel is optimal. +e model used in this article still
has limitations, and it is hoped that better algorithms can be
found in the development of machine learning algorithms in
the future.
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In order to improve the accuracy of financial robot audit question answering, we propose, on the premise of processing corpus
features, combining Bi-LSTM network and CRF to identify the domain entities, so as to solve the problem of low recognition rate
of financial knowledge domain entities, and introducing the mechanism based on attention and CNN network to construct the
multigranularity feature question-answering matching model. Finally, the above methods are verified by experiments. +e results
show that the AUC, MAP, and MRR increase by 0.74%, 0.85%, and 0.81%, respectively, indicating the feasibility of the
improved method.

1. Introduction

Enterprise financial audit is the focus of enterprise financial
management, but the key is that auditors have a solid
professional knowledge.+erefore, there is an urgent need to
provide professional auditors with rapid and massive pro-
fessional financial field knowledge. +e traditional financial
domain knowledge acquisition is through the web search
method, which has a lot of redundant information and needs
to be manually screened. +erefore, people began to turn
their attention to the question and answer system, which
achieves the answer to the question by simple natural lan-
guage. And there are many kinds of key technology of
question-answering system derived, such as natural lan-
guage processing, naming entity extraction, intent recog-
nition, knowledge map, deep learning, and so on. For
example, QIU XiPeng summarized the current training
models of natural language and expounded the value and
significance brought to NLP by the emergence of training
model [1]. Hu et al. apply natural language processing
technology to some popular words in online communities.
+e results show that the overall performance of NLP al-
gorithm is 0.77. But when concluding popular words in the

direction of smoking cessation, it is summarized as edible
nicotine [2]. Patra Braja et al. applied NLP to the analysis of
health determinants. +e results show that NLP can tap the
health determinants, and it has great potential for devel-
opment [3]. Wilfredo et al. applied NLP technology to in-
telligent robots to make robot capture human emotions by
extracting intelligent semantics. In addition to the above
technologies, ANN, Bi-LSTM, and other methods are also
applied to robots to better recognize semantic features [4].
For example, Man and Bai et al. used SVM and other al-
gorithms to identify features, so as to find the English se-
mantics well.+e result shows that it provides a reference for
semantic extraction [5]. Zhai used Bi-LSTM to extract
emotional semantics. +e results show that this method can
obtain important text feature information [6]. However, the
research of integrated question-answering robot mainly
solves the problem of extracting semantic and thenmatching
the problem. In this regard, combined with the above re-
search, an improved Bi-LSTM feature extraction question-
answering method is proposed, and the method is verified.

+e length of natural language text used by people is not
fixed in real life, so it is difficult to divide natural language
sequences into uniform fixed dimensions. In this regard, a
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Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) was created to divide the
natural language sequence by the academic community [6–9].
+e design purposes are initially achieved, but there were still
some inherent disadvantages, one is only to consider the
short-term dependence and that it cannot save long-distance
information, and the other is to address long-series problems
which may cause gradient explosion or gradient disappear-
ance. In view of this, Hochreiter et al. created the Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM), which retained the advantages of the
traditional RNN model and controlled the memory block
state by using input gate, forgot gate, and output gate. +e
frame structure of the LSTM is shown in Figure 1.

It can be seen from Figure 1 that when the input gate is
opening, the new input can change the existing information
of the neural network, when the output door is open, access
to historical information is allowed, and the subsequent
output value can be changed.+emain function of the forget
gate is to clear historical information.

In order to explain the update mechanism of LSTM
conveniently, x is set as the input data, h means the unit
input of LSTM at time t, and C represents the value of LSTM
memory unit.

(1) Use the circular memory network formula to cal-
culate the value ct of the candidate memory unit at
the current moment.

ct � tanh wscxt + whcht−1 + bc( , (1)

where wxc represents the corresponding input data,
and whc represents the weight of LSTM output at the
last moment.

(2) Solve the value it of the input gate, which is mainly
affected by the current input data xt and the previous
moment ht−1 and Ct−1. +e formula is as follows:

it � σ Wxixt + Whiht−1 + Wcict−1 + bi( . (2)

(3) Solve the value ft of the forget gate, which represents
the effect of historical information on the state value
of the current memory unit. +e formula is as
follows:

ft � σ Wxfxt + Whfht−1 + Wcfct−1 + bf . (3)

(4) Solve the state value ct of the memory unit at the
current moment, which is mainly affected by its own
state ct−1 and the value ct of the candidate memory
unit at the current moment. +e formula is as
follows:

ct � ftΘ ct−1 + itΘ ct. (4)

(5) +e formula of solving the input gate ot is

ot � σ Wxoxt + Whoht−1 + Wcoct−1 + bo( . (5)

(6) +e output formula of LSTM is

ht � otΘ tanh ct( . (6)

In terms of application effect, LSTM has obvious ad-
vantages over RNN in information storage, reading, and
long-term information update. Bi-LSTM is based on LSTM
and adopts bidirectional feature extraction. +e specific
structure is shown in Figure 2.

+e principle of Bi-LSTM is to take the output of CNN
network pooling layer as the input of two opposite LSTM, in
which the forward LSTM mainly obtains the above infor-
mation of the sequence, and the backward mainly obtains
the below information. Finally, the final context information
is obtained by splicing calculation.

1.1. Conditional Random Field (CRF). +e CRF model is
usually a model that analyzes the conditional probability
distribution of another random variables group under a set
of random variables being given. +e characteristic of this
model is to assume that the output random variable can
constituteMRF, and through the special conditional random
field of linear chain to annotate the semantics, the specific
labeling process is shown in Figure 2 [10–12].

In Figure 3, Y represents the output variable, which is
mainly used to mark the sequence, and X represents the
input variable, which is mainly used to represent the ob-
servation sequence that needs to be labeled. In the course of
model training, the model probability is estimated mainly by
maximum likelihood; the maximum output sequence Y of
the model is solved under the condition of given input
sequence X.

2. Domain Entity Recognition Algorithm
Based on Bi-LSTM+CRF Fusion

In order to better realize entity recognition of financial
domain knowledge, which combined the basic principles of
Bi-LSTM model, the fusion of CRF model and domain
knowledge establishes distributed semantic vector repre-
sentation of the words. Bi-LSTM model performs feature
extraction and encoding for input sequence, and CRF model
carries out entity annotation. +e overall recognition model
includes three parts: input layer, Bi-LSTM layer, and CRF

input gate output gate
cell 
state

forget gate

xt

xt

ht

ft

it oi

ci

Figure 1: +e frame structure of the LSTM.
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entity annotation layer. +e model framework structure is
shown in Figure 4.

2.1. Input Layer. Different from ordinary deep learning
models, the input layer of this model applies the strong
characteristics of lexical information and being domain-
related. +e expression is as follows [13]:

rx � r
ward
s · r

ent
s · r

poi
s , (7)

where rwards , r
poi
s , and rents are word vector input, entity

indicator word features, and the characteristics of entities in
the field of candidate words dictionary, respectively.

2.2. Bi-LSTM Cod Layer. LSTM is driven in a left-to-right
order, and capturing information bias may occur under
this operating mechanism. For example, once the word
“financial audit” is captured, and if you do not understand
it with contacting the context information of finance, it is
likely that the “audit” will be labeled independently. For
domain entity identification tasks, the vocabulary in the
statement is equal, and the following information is as
important as the above information, so it is not safe to use
the LSTM model alone. Bi-LSTM model is created to
capture information, which can take into account and
utilize context information. +e Bi-LSTM model has
built-in forward and backward layers, with the former
advancing from the front of the sentence and the latter
advancing from the end of the sentence. In this process,

storing and utilizing the context information of the
sentence can better play the function of entity recognition.
+e frame structure of Bi-LSTM model is shown in
Figure 5.

+e Bi-LSTM encoding layer learns the context infor-
mation of the word through forward and backward oper-
ations, so the word can be represented, and it can help to
determine whether the word is an entity. +e forward and
backward calculation formulas of Bi-LSTM cod layer are
shown as follows:

hi � Bi LSTM r
i
s . (8)

In the formula, ri
s refers to the semantic vector repre-

sentation of the input words, and hi refers to the output of
the hidden layer of each word in Bi-LSTM.

2.3. Entity Labeling Layer of CRF. +e CRF model is re-
sponsible for entity labeling, which is divided into labeling,
computational features, model training, entity recognition,
and so on. +e first is to label the corpus with preset labels.
For example, the corpus “What is the steps of duplicate
certificate audits/audited?” is labeled, and the results are
listed in Table 1 [14].

+e CRF model has the ability to calculate the probability
distribution of the global sequence and is used to estimate the
entity label probability distribution for the entire sequence, so
as to obtain the entity label distribution of the whole sequence.
During model training, entity transition probability matrix is
used to regulate the transition probability between entities,
and the formula is as follows [15, 16]:

p yt | h, yt−1(  � CRF hi(  + Ayt−1,yt
, (9)

where A is the entity transition probability matrix.

3. Constructing the Multigranularity Question-
Answering Matching Model

On the basis of completing the knowledge entity identi-
fication of financial robots in the area of finance, to im-
plement financial Q&A is also needed to match the
problems. Both question-question matching and question-
answer matching belong to the category of text matching
task, and their corresponding model structure is consistent;
the only difference lies in the selection of matching
function. +e key to text matching is to capture semantic
information at different levels of text. LSA, statistics as well
as learning, and LDA are the traditional text matching
models matching based on the single semantic information,
which is different from human text matching habits. +e
reason is that people will make a judgment on text
matching by comprehensively analyzing global semantic
information, contextual semantic information, word sim-
ilarity, as well as other external knowledge, and so on. On
the premise of integrating information of different gran-
ularity levels, the text matching model is established by
using the input layer, presentation layer, and matching
layer, and its frame structure is shown in Figure 6 [17].
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Backward 
LSTM

Forward 
LSTM

Input 
layer
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W2

W3

W4

W5

W6

W5
W4
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Figure 2: +e Bi-LSTM structure.
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Figure 3: CRF model.
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3.1. Input Layer. +e input layer contains the input of the
original word sequence and the input of the entity recog-
nition result. What can be known is that the two input

sentences are S1 � w1, w2, . . . , wn , s2 � w1′, w2′, . . . , wn
′ , so

the entity recognition result E1 � e1, e2 , E2 � e1′  can be
calculated. Entity E is composed of multiple words, and
word sequence input is represented by the idea that word
vector matrix is mapped to word vector. +e formula is as
follows:

r
w

� w
word

· v
w

. (10)

Annotation
results

Forward

Word vector

Backward

Figure 5: +e frame structure of Bi-LSTM.
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Figure 4: +e frame diagram of entity identification model.

Table 1: +e labeling example of CRF.
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Here, rw and vw are word vector and one-hot vectors,
respectively.

Accordingly, entity input is represented by entity vector
matrix mapped to entity vector, and the formula is as
follows:

r
e

� w
eutiry

· v
e
. (11)

In the formula, re and ve are entity vectors and one-hot
vectors, respectively.

3.2. 4e Presentation Layer. +e presentation layer encodes
the input andmaps it to the same semantic space as the input
features of the matching layer, which is classified as follows.

3.2.1. 4e Two-Channel Encoded Text Relationship Modeling
Based on Attention Mechanism. At present, there are two
kinds of commonly used text semantic encoding models.
One is the model based on RNN, which can capture global
sequence information and model by analyzing context in-
formation. +e second model is based on CNN, which can
effectively capture local information at phrase level. Obvi-
ously, the two kinds of semantic cod models are comple-
mentary to each other. RNN model can store the captured
context information of the word, but the traditional RNN
model cannot store long-distance information, so the im-
proved Bi-LSTM model is selected to deal with the long-
distance dependence problem. It can model the above in-
formation of the word and store the following information,
which enriches the representation of word level. Bi-LSTM
model is used to map two word sequences into word vectors
in the same semantic space, and the formula is as follows
[18–20]:

h
forward
i � LSTMforward

si r
w
1 , r

w
2 , . . . , r

w
n ( ,

h
backward
i � LSTMbackward

si r
w
1 , r

w
2 , . . . , r

w
n ( ,

hi � h
forward
i · h

backward
i ,

(12)

where si refers to the input word vector matrix, hi refers to
the semantic representation of words, and forward and

backward refer to forward operation and backward
operation.

People usually understand texts with questions, so they
focus on certain words or fragments, which does not take
into account the weight information of different words.
+erefore, attention mechanism should be introduced to
highlight the importance of some words in the process of
semantic information expression. Based on the character-
istics of domain and model, common attention mechanisms
include the attention mechanism based on answer and that
based on entity information, having the same principle but
different representation.

+e attentional mechanism is vested with the corre-
sponding weights depending on the importance of different
words for the sentence expression, and the formula is as
follows [21]:

αi � σ r
T
q Mqihi ,

hi
′ � αt × hi.

(13)

In the formula, ai represents the weight of words solved
by the attention mechanism, rq

T represents the context
vector operated by participating weight, M represents the
parameter matrix of the attention mechanism, hi represents
the hidden layer output of the Bi-LSTM model, and σ
represents the nonlinear transformation function.

Local feature of the original word vector can be extracted
by using the convolution and pooling operations of CNN
model, which can help to obtain phrase-level local infor-
mation, and the output of each hidden layer in Bi-LSTM
model is taken as the input of CNNmodel, which can further
enrich the information of word vector and integrate the
global semantic information. +e core formula of CNN
model is as follows [22]:

r
1
i � f conv h

′Bi−LSTM
i   + bias. (14)

Here, ri
T is defined as the text semantic vector repre-

sented by the two-channel coded text relation model; f

stands for nonlinear function; hi
′Bi− LSTM refers to the output

of Bi-LSTM model; bias represents the bias.
+e two-channel coded model based on attention

mechanism is shown in Figure 7 [23].

3.2.2. Interactive Text Relationship Modeling.
Two-channel cod text relationship modeling uses the cor-
relation model to represent the semantic vector of two texts,
respectively, which are independent of each other and have
the probability of losing subtle semantic information. In the
interactive text relationship modeling, the interactive pro-
cess of interactive text semantic representation has begun at
the input layer, and the mapping of text to matrix is realized
by means of dot product, 1–0, similarity operation, etc., and
then feature extraction is carried out to obtain more subtle
relationships.

In terms of the interactive text relationship modeling, the
first step is to establish an interactive matrix to control the
maximum length of the two texts. If the length is insufficient,

Cosine similarity The hidden sematic relation The matching 
layer

The attention mechanism Semantic fusion

Two -channel coded 
semantic modeling

Interactive 
semantic modeling

The entity 
information 

The presentation 
layer

The domain word vector mapping

The original word 
sequence input

The entity 
recognition results

The 
input 
layer

Figure 6: +e frame structure of text matching model.
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it should be completed. +e second step is to conduct word-
by-word matching operation, as shown in the following
formula:

scoreij � F wi, wj . (15)

In the formula, F represents various calculationmethods.
Taking 0–1 calculation method as an example, if the two
words wi and wj are consistent, 1 will be output; otherwise, 0
will be output. Taking cosine similarity calculation method
as an example, text interaction matrix is firstly established,
and then it is input into multilayer CNN model, and more
subtle semantic information is obtained through multilayer
convolution-pooling operation. Cosine similarity calcula-
tion formula is as follows:

r
2

� f conv M
score

( (  + bias, (16)

where r2 refers to semantic vector representation, and Mscore

refers to text interaction matrix.
+e framework of the interactive text relation model is

shown in Figure 8 [24].

3.2.3. 4e Entity Information Integration. We can judge the
matching problem between problems according to entity
information, and inputting entity information into the
model can improve its effect. +e schematic diagram of
entity representation is as follows as Figure 9 [25].

+e recognition results of the two texts (entity infor-
mation) are represented by the entity vector matrix, re-
spectively, mapped to entity vector. Since the entity
information occupies a low proportion in all word

information, the word-average method is used to encode
and represent the entity information, and it is used as the
input feature of the matching layer. +e formula is as
follows:

r
3

�
1
n



n

i

r
eatiry
i , (17)

where r3 refers to entity-related sentence semantic repre-
sentation; r

entity

j is the entity vector.

3.3. 4e Matching Layer. +e matching layer calculates the
matching score based on the semantic representation of the
presentation layer. A knowledge point consists between a
question and an answer. If you just match according to the
question or answer, there may be serious deviation. For
example, the two questions are very similar, but the answer
does not match the questions. In this regard, it is necessary to
realize the fusion of Paraphrase Identification and Answer
Selection to train the final model. In addition, although the
model structure of the two matching modes is consistent,
there are still some differences, and the appropriate
matching methods need to be selected.

3.3.1. Problem-Problem Matching. In this matching mode,
the user issues and the problem of knowledge base are in the
same semantic space. And according to the semantic sim-
ilarity, the matching of the two problems can be determined.
+e semantic vector can be obtained through the problem-
problem matching pattern, and it represents the semantic
vector representation of two texts and their similarity fea-
tures. +e expression is as follows:

scorecosime � cosine r
1
1, r

1
2 . (18)

Calculate 
score

Maximum pooling 
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Word 
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W
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Figure 8: +e interactive text matching model.
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Here, scorecosine refers to the cosine similarity between
the semantic vectors r11, r12.

3.3.2. Question-Answer Matching. In this matching mode,
user issues and answers are in different semantic space, and
their correlation or subordination is determined through the
semantic matching. Since the matching of question and
answer is not the similarity feature of two kinds of semantics,
the similarity feature cannot be used to represent their re-
lationship. A more abstract relationship should be estab-
lished.+e nonlinear function is used to ensure the semantic
correlation of the two vectors, as follows:

scorceM � r
1
1 × M × r

1
2, (19)

where M represents the implicit abstract relation, which can
map the two vectors into the same semantic space.

+e semantic representation features that concentrate
multigranularity are integrated; at the same time the two-
channel cod output vectors are connected. +e subtle dif-
ference of semantic representation between problems can be
more fully exploited. +en, input it into the fully connected
neural network model for learning, and solve the final match
score; the related calculating formula is as follows:

featuresqq � r
1
1 · r

1
2 · diff r

1
1, r

1
2  · mul r

1
1, r

1
2  · r

2
· r

3
1, r

3
2 · scorecosine , (20)

featuresqa � r
1
1 · r

1
2 · diff r

1
1, r

1
2  · mul r

1
1, r

1
2  · r

2
· r

3
1, r

3
2 · scoreM . (21)

In the formula, featuresqq and featuresqa are the input
characteristics of question-question matching and question-
answer matching, respectively; P(y | featuresqq) and
P(y | featuresqa) are the matching probabilities between
question-question and question-answer, respectively.

4. Experimental Verification

4.1. Entity Identification Experiment in the Field of Enterprise
Financial Audit

4.1.1. Model Training and Parameter Tuning. TensorFlow
platform is used for model development. +e model related
parameters include the term vectors, the implied relation
parameter M, entity type vector, full-connection layer pa-
rameters, CNN and LSTM parameters, etc. According to the
implied relationship matrix M in the question-answer
matching, the implied relation parameter can be deter-
mined. And the other hyperparameters can be determined
by using the gradient search. +us, the optimal parameter

combination can be obtained. +e specific optimal pa-
rameters are shown in Table 2.

4.1.2. Evaluation Indicators. +e entity recognition method
based on deep learning and integrating domain knowledge
proposed in this paper is tested by experiment. +e training
data used for evaluation is obtained through manual anno-
tation, and the appropriate evaluation standards are set. In
this experiment, F1, precision, and recall were used to evaluate
the model. +e formula of each index is as follows [26]:

precision �
TP

TP + FP
, (22)

recall �
TP

TP + FN
, (23)

F1 �
2∗ precision∗ recall
precision + recall

. (24)

word-average code

Entity sequence 1 Entity sequence 2

Entity semantic
information

Entity vector
matrix

Entity input

Figure 9: +e schematic diagram of entity representation.
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4.1.3. Experimental Results and Analysis. Comparing the
effects of referencing different features, the validity of do-
main knowledge characteristics referred to this paper is
verified.

Based on Bi-LSTM+CRF model, the different features
such as indicators, entity dictionary, and part of speech are
introduced to conduct comparative experiments with the
proposed model. +e results are listed in Figure 10; the M_1
to M_5 represent the model without attention mechanism
introduction, the model with entity attention mechanism,
the model with answer attention mechanism, and the
proposed model, respectively.

It can be seen from Figure 10 that, based on the Bi-
LSTM+CRF model, introducing different features is benefi-
cial to entity recognition. For example, introducing the part-
of-speech features can increase F1 value by 0.35%. +is is
because the introduced part-of-speech features complement
the word vector information, but the word vector information
already contains rich semantics. +erefore, the introduction of
part-of-speech features is of little benefit to entity recognition.
+e introduction of entity features can increase F1 value and
recall rate by 1.24% and 1.47%, respectively, because the in-
troduction of entity dictionary in the professional field of
corporate financial audit has an important effect on identifying
those relatively sparse entities. +e introduction of indicator
features can increase F1 value and accuracy by 0.87% and
0.92%, respectively, because the introduction of indicator
features can correct the error-prone entities. By comparison,
the entity recognition effect of the proposed model is superior
to the Bi-LSTM+CRF model and the Bi-LSTM+CRF model
with a single feature. It indicates that there is complementarity
among several features. After integrating the multiple features,
introducing the Bi-LSTM+CRF model can significantly im-
prove the final entity recognition effect.

4.2. Question and Answer Retrieval Experiment

4.2.1. Experimental Settings. +e setup of question and
answer retrieval experiment mainly involves two aspects: the
training data construction and the model evaluation
standard.

(1) Training Data Construction. +e collected basic financial
data are preprocessed to obtain a total of 10,000 training data
of “user question-knowledge point title-answer-label for-
mat.” +en the training data is manually annotated. Finally,
they are randomly assigned to the training set, verification
set, and test set with an allocation ratio of 8 :1 :1, which is,

respectively, used for model training, model parameter
tuning, and model effect verification.

(2) Model Evaluation Criteria. +e key to question and
answer retrieval task is to solve the sentence similarity, and the
setting of similarity threshold directly affects the evaluation
indexes of each model. In this paper, two sets of evaluation
criteria are proposed to evaluate the model. One is AUC,
which has nothing to do with the threshold of classification
criteria and is often used to evaluate dichotomy models. +e
second is average precision MAP and average accuracy MRR,
which are associated with information retrieval ranking.

4.2.2. Experimental Results and Analysis. +is section tests
the validity of the Q&A model proposed in this paper by
comparing the recognition effects of different attention
mechanisms and entity features.

(1) Comparative Experiments of Different Types of Attention
Mechanisms. +e model in this paper introduces the entity
attention mechanism and the answer attention mechanism.
+e former is based on the entity cod vector, which is used to
solve the weight of each word in the problem. +e latter is
based on the answer cod vector, which is used to solve the
weight of each word in the problem. +e comparative ex-
perimental results are listed in Figure 11; the M_1 to M_4

Table 2: +e model parameters.

Parameter
name

+e word
vector

dimensions

+e entity vector
dimension

+e hidden dimensions of
LSTM +e layers of LSTM +e convolution kernel

size

Value 128 128 128 1 [128, 3]
Parameter
name +e matrix size Dropout Weight +e number of hidden

nodes
+e hidden layers

numbers
Value [128, 64] 0.8 0.8 128 2
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Figure 10:+e validation experiment results of domain knowledge
features.
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represent the model without attention mechanism intro-
duction, the model with entity attention mechanism, the
model with answer attention mechanism, and the proposed
model, respectively.

As can be seen from Figure 11, compared with the model
without attention mechanism, the model that introduces
attention mechanism has better effect. Comparing the effect
of the entity attention mechanism model with the answer
attention mechanism model, the improvement effect of the
entity attention mechanism is more significant, because in
the model in the process of problem representation, the
entity attention mechanism can restrict the model to pay
more attention to the entity information, so as to identify the
core semantics more accurately.

(2) Comparative Experiment of Entity Feature. By com-
paring the effect of the model without introducing entity
feature information with that introducing entity feature
information, the effectiveness of introducing entity fea-
ture information in improving the effect of Q&A
matching model is verified. +e experimental results are
listed in Figure 12.

According to Figure 12, compared with the Q&A model
introducing entity feature information, after entity feature
information was introduced, the AUC, MAP, MRR, and
other evaluation indicators of the Q&A model increased by
0.74%, 0.85%, and 0.81%, respectively. It indicates that the
introduction of entity feature information was feasible and
effective, because the entity feature information contains a
large amount of entity feature prior knowledge. +e ques-
tion + answer matching model uses training data to learn
automatically. So the influence mechanism of entity feature
information on the final matching relationship can be
clarified, which is helpful to improve the effect of entity
recognition.

5. Conclusion

As can be seen from the above studies, the relevant indi-
cators obtained by the improved entity recognition method
in this paper have obvious advantages over the traditional
methods. In addition, the AUC, MAP, and MRR indicators,
etc. obtained by the improved entity recognition method are
higher than those of other methods.+erefore, the improved
method has obvious advantages. What is more, it can be seen
that the accuracy of semantic recognition method is greatly
improved; the fundamental reason is that, after combining
the Bi-LSTM with CRF to process and extract the entity
features of financial knowledge field, there is a large amount
of prior knowledge in the features, so as to greatly improve
the accuracy of recognition.
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To improve the governance effect of public communities and protect community security, combined with the basic principles and
network structure of CNN network in deep learning, a community security risk prediction model based on improved single-
channel CNN network and decision tree is constructed. -e experimental results show that expanding the single channel to the
multichannel network greatly extends the receptive field of CNN network. Simultaneously, the accuracy of the predictionmodel is
improved, which is as high as 87.7%. After inputting the output values of every single model into the comprehensive model, the
prediction accuracy of the comprehensive model is improved by 4.8%. -e feasibility and effectiveness of this method are
further demonstrated.

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the rapid development of deep learning,
the probability prediction of crime occurring in the field of
public community has become the focus of the current
research in the field of community safety protection.-e role
of community crime prediction is to help the police patrol,
prevent crime ahead of time, and ensure people’s safety of
life and property. At present, some cities have designed and
developed a police prediction system. However, the system
still has the problem of low accuracy of risk prediction and
cannot effectively protect community security. Among
them, the wide application and popularization of deep
learning make this artificial intelligence technology in image
classification, speech recognition, and motion capture and
other fields have achieved good application results. Based on
this, combined with the learning characteristics and feature
extraction ability of deep learning, it is applied to public
community safety management and risk prediction.

For risk prediction, many scholars and experts have
carried out a lot of exploration and analysis. For example,
Savadkoohi and others applied neural network to motion
prediction. And the corresponding neural network pre-
diction model is constructed. Moreover, the model was
compared with recursive neural network (RNN), short and

long-time memory (LSTM), and one-dimensional con-
volutional neural network (1D-CNN). -e comparison re-
sults show that the constructed neural network model can
accurately predict human motion state through time-series
signals (based on FES measurement) and has certain ef-
fectiveness [1]. Shuang and Tiantian applied the prediction
model to power electronic equipment. -us, an early
warning model based on FPGA and neural network with
radiation function is built to accurately predict and analyze
the currency risks from 2010 to 2015. -e results show that
combining radiation with the neural tissue model makes the
error between the prediction effect and the actual effect less
than 11%, which has certain predictability [2]. Rui proposed
to build a risk prediction model in the field of financial risk.
-e neural network in deep learning is used for feature
extraction and learning of financial text information, so as to
realize effective risk prediction in the financial market [3]. Tu
et al. applied the deep learning method to the risk prediction
of lung cancer to improve the diagnostic accuracy of lung
cancer [4]. Fangneng et al. applied the genetic algorithm to
risk assessment, providing a reference for the application of
machine learning in risk prediction [5]. Soft computing and
others applied the deep learning model to the prediction of
social security risk in the United States, thus opening up the
application of deep learning in security risk management
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[6–9]. Based on this, a community security risk prediction
model based on deep learning is proposed. And the feasi-
bility of the model is verified experimentally, which provides
reference data for risk prediction in the same field.

2. Basic Methods

2.1. Convolutional Neural Network Algorithm. -e concept
of convolutional neural network was proposed by emulating
the biological vision system. Enlightened by the receptive
field mechanism, and citing relevant theories in neuro-
cognitive, the Fukushima’s team created the first convolu-
tional neural network framework. It is a classical artificial
neural network framework, which has advantages in pro-
cessing data like network, such as image and video data.
Convolutional neural network uses convolutional mathe-
matics, namely, a mathematical operation of two real var-
iable functions, as shown in the following formula [10–12]:

s(t) � (x∗w)(t). (1)

-ere are input layer, convolution layer, pooling layer,
full connection layer, and output layer in the convolutional
neural network. -e architecture is shown in Figure 1.

-e input layer enters data into the convolutional neural
network, and the data contains different feature information.

Convolution layers use multiple feature faces to extract
feature information of input data. For example, the deep
convolution layers are used to extract the advanced features,
while the shallow convolution layers are used to extract the
low-level features. -e convolution kernel is similar to the
feature extractor. Where each convolution kernel is re-
sponsible for extracting the feature information of local
areas. For example, the convolution core for two-dimen-
sional data is a weight matrix of 5× 5 or 3× 3.-e length and
width of the convolution kernel are limited. Andmultiplying
the length by the width of the convolution layer can de-
termine the size, while the depth of the convolution kernel is
consistent with the depth of the current image. -erefore,
when specifying the convolution kernel, only two parame-
ters, length and width, are required to be set.

-e pooling layer mainly has two functions. One is to use
multiple feature maps to extract feature information. At the
same time, it tries to reduce the low-latitude operation under
the premise of fully retaining the features. -e second is to
reduce the number of full connections between convolution
layers, thereby reducing the computational volume. -ere
are a variety of pooling methods created to better extract
global or local features, which are maximum pooling,
spectrum pooling, mixed pooling, mean pooling, spatial
pyramid pooling, and so on [13]. If a classifier is laid after the
pooling layer, the overfitting may be induced due to the high
input dimension of the classifier, which can be solved by
deploying the convergence layer after the convolution layer.

-e full connection layer maintains full connection with
all neurons in the previous layer, which performs global
integration and clustering of feature information in the

input layer or convolution layer. -e full connection of the
convolutional neural network is shown in Figure 2 [14–17].

For the output layer, it can be seen that the output is
determined by the function of convolutional neural network.
If the function is supervised learning, the output layer acts as
a classifier, just like SoftMax, SVM, and so on. If the function
is unsupervised learning, the output of output layer is feature
reconstruction.

Convolutional neural network has local connectivity and
weight sharing, and some panning, scaling, and rotation can
remain unchanged. From the application effect, the con-
volutional neural network has the advantages of sparse
interaction, parameter sharing, and so on.

2.2. CART Decision Tree. CART decision tree algorithm is a
binary tree, which is a classification and regression tree al-
gorithm. It can be used for both classification and regression.
Whether it applies to regression tree or decision tree is de-
termined by the target task. If the results to be predicted are
discrete data, the CART can generate the classification de-
cision tree. If the result to be predicted is continuous data, the
CART can generate the regression decision tree. When the
CART is a classification tree, the GINI value is used as the
basis of node splitting. When the CART is a regression tree,
the MSE (mean square error) is used as the basis of node
splitting. Since this paper mainly predicts the number of
community issues, which is a continuous value, the CART
regression tree algorithm is selected.

CART regression tree adopts mean square error to carry
out model measurement. -en, feature screening is achieved
by establishing regression equation and pruning, and the
specific calculation formula is as follows [18]:

MSE(D) �
1
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3. Construction of Community Security
Prediction Model

-is paper adopts the number of community security cases
as the basic feature attribute. And the other characteristic
attributes, which is closely related to it, are also selected. On
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this basis, the prediction model of community security is
constructed.

3.1. Construction Ideas of Comprehensive Prediction Model.
Using feature filter to sift out the relevant data to select the
key feature factors and divide them into training sets and test
sets. -e community security prediction model is con-
structed. In order to meet the prediction requirements, this
paper integrates the CART regression tree model to con-
struct a comprehensive prediction model under the
framework of convolutional neural network model. It can
accurately predict the number of community security cases.
-e construction process of community security prediction
model is shown in Figure 3.

Step 1. Read the data. -e selected key feature factors
are included in the Python, including the number of

community security cases, H-City climate data, com-
munity second-hand housing prices, holiday data, and
so on.

input
layer convolution

layer 1 convolution
layer 2

pooling
layer 1 pooling

layer 2

fully connected layer
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D
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Figure 1: -e architecture of convolutional neural network.
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Figure 2: -e full connection of convolutional neural network.
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Figure 3: Flowchart of community security risk model
construction.
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Step 2. Classify the relevant data. -e 80% of the data
are included in the training set, and the 20% of the data
are included in the test set.
Step 3. Build an intelligent prediction model. -e
multichannel convolution neural network prediction
model and CART regression tree prediction model are
established to predict the number of community se-
curity cases, respectively.
Step 4. Use the training set data to train the con-
volutional neural network model and the CART re-
gression tree prediction model. And at the same time,
carry out hyperparameter mediation to determine the
optimal output of each model.
Step 5. Improve the applicability of the comprehensive
prediction model. -e comprehensive prediction
model is constructed based on the framework of neural
network. Use the test set to verify the comprehensive
prediction model and optimize the evaluation index of
the model.
Step 6. Evaluate the risk. Use the comprehensive pre-
diction model to predict the number of community
security cases in the future and evaluate the risk of
community security.

3.2. Data Source Acquisition and Feature Selection. -e
community security data of community Z in H city from
2017 to 2019 are collected through official channels to
evaluate the community risk value. When collecting com-
munity security data, it is inevitable to encounter the absence
of a dataset. And the appropriate measures should be taken
according to the importance of missing values and the
difficulty of obtaining them. Specifically, if the missing
values are not significant to the objectivity of the data in-
formation and the validity of the results, the missing values
can be deleted. If the amount of missing value data is small
and easy to obtain, manual filling can be adopted. If the
missing value has a great impact on the research work,
moving window mean value can be used to fill, and the
formula is as follows [19–22]:

Xm �
1
6

Xm−3 + Xm−2 + Xm−1 + Xm+1 + Xm+2 + Xm+3( .

(3)

-ere are differences for the obtained data in the unit
magnitude. And the analysis results of the community se-
curity characteristics are affected.-erefore, it is necessary to
normalize the collected data. And map them all to the in-
terval [0,1], so as to eliminate the influence of unit mag-
nitude on the analysis results. -e formula for data
normalization is as follows:

y �
x − Min

Max − Min
. (4)

When constructing the community security case pre-
diction model, the feature attribute data in the attribute table
of the basic dataset should be selected first.-e characteristic
factors most closely related to the number of community

security cases can be selected. In general, the selected
characteristic factors are more correlated with the number of
community security cases. -erefore, the improved Pearson
correlation coefficient is used for correlation analysis in this
paper, and the formula is as follows [23]:

R �
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2
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2
 . (5)

After the analysis, this paper finally selects the number of
public security cases, holiday data, climate score, and
community second-hand housing prices as the input
characteristic attribute of the prediction model to build the
number of community security cases.

3.3. Case Prediction Model Based on Convolutional Neural
Network

3.3.1. Construction of Convolutional Neural Network Model.
To predict the number of community security cases, first of
all, it is necessary to identify the various factors associated
with the risk of community policing. -en, the character-
istics of data source are analyzed. Finally, the characteristic
attributes that have the greatest impact on community se-
curity risk are selected, including the number of community
daily security cases, climate data of H City, community
second-hand housing prices, and holiday data.

-e prediction accuracy of community security cases
depends on whether the extraction of characteristic attri-
butes is reasonable. -e traditional convolutional neural
network can only extract local feature, so it is necessary to
improve it. -is paper proposes an autoregressive multi-
channel convolutional neural network model. -ere are
input layer, convolution layer, maximum pooling layer,
flatten layer, dropout layer, and full connection layer in the
model. At the same time, the DenseNet is deployed behind
the full connection layer to achieve the connection of dif-
ferent layers and the connection of each feature maps
[24–26]. It can be seen that the gradient disappearance
problem can be effectively suppressed.

Using the convolution neural network for prediction, the
input attribute features will directly affect the predictions.
-erefore, improving the traditional neural network model
from the input layer, the multichannel convolutional neural
network prediction model can be obtained. And there are
outstanding advantages for the improved model, the wider
receptive field, and the higher prediction accuracy.

-e structure of traditional convolutional neural net-
work model and multichannel convolutional neural network
model is shown in Figure 4.

-e first step is to compile dataset. -e input data needs
to be transformed into a 7× 4 matrix. Where the seven rows,
respectively, represent the data of each day in the previous
seven days, and the four columns, respectively, represent the
extracted four feature datasets. -e data input to the model
can be expressed as 1,4, and 7. Here, “1” represents a sample,
“7” represents the continuous data of the previous seven
days, and “4” represents the variable dimension.
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-e second step is to establish the deep convolutional
neural network. First, using the one-dimensional convolu-
tion kernel to extract the feature of variable vector Vi �

[D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, D7] in input layer Li. -en, build a
one-dimensional convolution nuclear feature extractor, and
there are 32 convolution kernels of size equal to 3. What is
more, the activation function is ReLU function.

-e convolution layer is connected to a convolution
kernel with a one-dimensional size equal to 3 and then
connected to a maximum pooling layer with a one-di-
mensional size equal to 2. After that the flatten is performed
on the extracted features to obtain the flattening layer Fi.

-ere are two full-connect layers D1 and D2 connected
after the flattening level. Both use the ReLU function. And
there are 200 and 100 neurons, respectively, within the
hierarchy. After the full-connection layer D2, an output layer
is connected, which contains only one neuron, corre-
sponding to the data values of the prediction day.

-e third step is to train and verify the model. After the
deep convolutional neural network is established, it is also
necessary to train it with the training set. -e closer the
model value is to the observation value, the smaller the mean
square error (MSE) is. After the model training is completed,
the test set is predicted by the model to verify the model
prediction accuracy. -e ReLU function is used as the ac-
tivation function, which can effectively avoid the problem of
gradient disappearance in the process of model training.

After establishing the autoregressive multichannel
convolutional neural network model and the completing the
model training and verification, the N-dimensional vector of
the next day (i.e., the eighth day) is predicted by using the
community feature vector of the previous seven days. And
the new feature vector is finally output by window sliding.

Considering that both the input and output data of the
model are multiples of 7, it is necessary to perform data
cutting. -e initial and predicted datasets are represented as
follows:

A11A12A13A14A15A16A17,

A21A22A23A24A25A26A27,

.......

An1An2An3An4An5An6An7,

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⟶

A18,

A28,

.......

Aa8,

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,

A12A13A14A15A16A17A18,

A22A23A24A25A26A27A28,

.......

An2An3An4An5An6An7An8,

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⟶

A19,

A29,

.......

Aa9,

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,

(6)

where (A11A12A13A14A15A16A17) represents a feature of the
first seven days, n rows represent n features of a week, and
the feature vector of the predicted eighth day is on the right.
After the prediction results of day eight are obtained, the
feature vectors of day nine can be predicted by window
sliding, as shown in formula (6). -erefore, long-term
prediction can be performed by window sliding.

4. Analysis of Experimental Results

4.1. Optimal Parameter Optimization. -e parameter set-
tings of convolutional neural networks are directly related to
the advantages and disadvantages of the prediction results,
and parameters are experimentally tuned to determine a set
of optimal parameter combinations that can achieve the best
prediction performance.

-e correlation coefficient (R), determination coefficient
(R-squared), root mean square error (RMSE), and other
evaluation indicators are used to achieve quantitative
evaluation. Among them, the larger the R and R2 values are,
the smaller the error between the predicted value and the
actual value is, so the higher the prediction accuracy of the
model is. RMSE represents the amount of deviation between
the predicted value and the actual value. -e smaller RMSE
is, the closer the predicted value is to the observed value.
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Figure 4: -e structure of convolutional neural network.
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4.1.1. Parameter Optimization of Convolution Layer. -e
established convolutional neural network model contains
two convolution layers. And it is compared with the con-
volutional neural network model with one convolution
layer. -e experimental results are listed in Table 1.

After the convolution layer changed from 2 to 1, the
correlation coefficient R in the model evaluation results is
decreased by 2%; the determination coefficient R-squared is
decreased by 1%; and the root mean square error is increased
by 0.06. -is indicates that the prediction accuracy of the
model containing two convolution layers is higher, so the
optimal parameter of the convolution layer of the con-
volutional neural network model is two layers.

4.1.2. Convolution Kernel Parameter Optimization. -e
function of convolution kernels is to extract feature vectors,
and the number of convolution kernels directly affects the
network framework performance. In general, appropriately
increasing the number of convolution kernels is conducive
to extract the feature more fully. However, if the number of
convolution kernels is too large, it may induce the overfitting
problem. -is experiment compares and analyzes the pre-
diction performance of two types of convolutional neural
network models with convolution kernels 32 and 16, re-
spectively. -e experimental results are shown in Table 2.

Here, the correlation coefficient R corresponding to the
prediction model with 16 convolution kernels is equal to
0.9542, which is 1% lower than that of the prediction model
containing 32 convolution kernels. Similarly, the determina-
tion coefficient R2 also decreases, while the root mean square
error increases by 0.02. It can be seen that the prediction
performance of the convolutional neural network model with
32 convolution kernels is better than that of the convolutional
neural network model with 16 convolution kernels.

4.1.3. Optimization of Activation Function. ReLU function
and tanh function are common nonlinear activation func-
tions, where the ReLU function has the advantages of high
operation efficiency, effective avoidance of gradient explo-
sion, gradient disappearance, and overfitting. -e tanh
function has the characteristics of fast convergence, which
can map the output results to the interval [−1, 1]. If the input
value is too large or too small, the activation function is
saturated. In order to test the application effect of ReLU
function, this experiment compares the performance of the
tanh function, and the results are shown in Table 3.

It can be seen that the correlation coefficient R corre-
sponding to the network model of using ReLU activation
function is higher than the network model of using tanh
activation function. And the determination coefficient R-
squared is 4% higher, but the root mean square error is
smaller, which indicates that using ReLU activation function
can better improve the prediction effect of the convolutional
neural network model.

4.1.4. Optimizer Optimization. At present Adam is the most
widely used optimizer. It not only has the advantages of low

memory footprint and fast convergence but also can adapt to
application scenarios such as high-dimensional space, large
datasets, and so on. In addition to Adam, RMSprop is another
common optimizer. By comparing and analyzing Adam and
RMSprop, the optimizer optimization of prediction model is
completed. -e test results are listed in Table 4.

What can be seen that the correlation coefficient (R),
determination coefficient (R-squared), and other indicators
of the network model using Adam optimizer are higher than
those using RMSprop optimizer, and the root mean square
error (RMSE) is smaller, which indicates that Adam opti-
mizer has better performance in this experiment.

4.1.5. Optimization of Pooling Layer. Pooling layer can
improve the generalization ability of the model. It can avoid
the problem of overfitting in the process of model prediction
and maintain the stability of the feature vector. -e max
pooling layer is adopted to compare with average pooling
layer in this experiment. -e experimental results are shown
in Table 5.

-e results show that the correlation coefficient R and
judgment coefficient R-squared corresponding to max
pooling have a small difference with average pooling.
However, the root mean square error corresponding to max
pooling is significantly smaller than average pooling.
-erefore, -e convolution neural network model in this
paper selects max pooling to obtain more accurate prediction
results. After the parameter optimization, the hyperparameter
combination scheme of multichannel convolutional neural
network model is finally determined: 2 convolution layers, 32
convolution kernels, max pooling, ReLU activation function,
and Adam optimizer. Dropout� 0.5. In addition, considering
the training set is small, the number of training cycles epoch is
equal to 20 and the number of single batch training batch size
is equal to 4.

Table 1: Comparison of experimental results for different con-
volution layers.

-e number of convolution layers R R-squared RMSE
Conv. layer� 1 0.9643 0.9299 0.8799
Conv. layer� 2 0.9692 0.9391 0.8192

Table 2: Comparison of experimental results for different con-
volution kernel.

-e number of convolution kernels R R-squared RMSE
32 0.9692 0.9391 0.8192
16 0.9542 0.9106 0.8389

Table 3: Comparison of experimental results for different acti-
vation functions.

Activate function R R-squared RMSE
ReLU 0.9692 0.9391 0.8192
tanh 0.9469 0.8968 1.0677
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4.2. Prediction Results of Autoregressive Multichannel Con-
volutional Neural Network Model. Figure 5 shows the
comparison of the prediction results with the actual ob-
servations of the autoregressive multichannel convolutional
neural network model, where the blue line and the red line
coincide in many positions, it shows that this model pre-
diction accuracy is higher. In addition, the third peak of the
red line means the predicted value of the model, which
deviates from the actual observations by a small amount.

-e LSTM prediction model and logistic regression
model are compared to objectively define the prediction
performance of the autoregressive multichannel convolu-
tional neural network model established in this paper, and
the results are listed in Figure 6. For the evaluation indi-
cators, the R-squared value is 77.1% and the RMSE value is
0.857.

Here, the determined error R-squared of the proposed
model is higher than that of the other two kinds of prediction
models, and the root mean square error is smaller, which
indicates that the overall prediction performance of the
model in this paper is better.

4.3. Comprehensive Prediction Effect. Considering that the
single prediction model can only produce the ideal per-
formance in a specific task environment, the task charac-
teristics are adopted to assign the corresponding weight
strategy for each single prediction model, so as to establish a
comprehensive prediction model that can be applied to
many task environments.

4.3.1. Construction of Comprehensive Prediction Model.
Based on the idea of ensemble learning, the training set is
used to synchronically train the multichannel convolutional
neural network model and CARTregression tree model, and
the community security risks are predicted, respectively.
-en, the output values of the two single prediction models
are listed as the input values of the comprehensive prediction
model to obtain the final prediction results.

-e comprehensive prediction model is constructed as
follows.

First, use the original feature data to train the two single
models

Second, label the new features of the trained single
model as Out1 and Out2, respectively
-ird, integrate the original feature data and the two
new feature Out1 and Out2 data, and then, output the
new feature data, namely, Out3.
Fourth, input the Out3 data into the comprehensive
prediction model, and the comprehensive prediction
model selects suitable models according to the feature
conditions to train Out3 data more fully

-e neural network structure of the comprehensive
prediction model is shown in Figure 7.

As shown in Figure 7, the neural network structure
contains three input values, namely, feature vector, Out1
data, Out2 data, and two hidden layers. Each of the hidden
layers contains two neurons and four neurons, respectively.
In addition, the output layer in the neural network structure
contains one neuron, and the output value is the actual label
value.

Neural network model can integrate information from
different sources and accurately simulate nonlinear rela-
tionship. Multiple single models are integrated under the
framework of neural network, and the relationship between
each single model is not complicated. In the multilayer
sensor, the layers are fully connected, with the input layer at
the bottom, the hidden layer in the middle, and the output
layer at the end. In practical applications, the gradient de-
scent method (SGD) is usually used for parameter opti-
mization. Its implementation steps are as follows: first,

Table 4: Comparison of experimental results for different
optimizer.

Optimizer R R-squared RMSE
Adam 0.9692 0.9391 0.8192
RMSprop 0.9594 0.9206 0.8789

Table 5: Comparison of experimental results for different pooling
layer.

Pooling layer R R-squared RMSE
Max pooling 0.9692 0.9391 0.8192
Average pooling 0.9678 0.9368 0.8354
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initialize the parameters, and then perform the iterative
training. At the same time, the gradient parameters are
updated until the termination condition is reached.

4.3.2. Analysis of Experimental Results. -e comparison
between the prediction results of the comprehensive pre-
dictionmodel on the test set and the actual observed values is
shown in Figure 8.

-e ordinates in Figure 8 are the community policing
caseloads, the horizontal coordinates are the date, the blue
line represents the actual observations, and the black line
represents the comprehensive model prediction values. It
can be seen that the extension trend of the blue line and the
black line is consistent, and the number of coincidence
points of the blue line and the black line are more than the
number of coincidence points corresponding to the two
single prediction models.-erefore, it can be judged that the
prediction performance of the comprehensive prediction
model is better than that of the two single prediction models.
In terms of model evaluation index, the R value of the
comprehensive prediction model on the test set is 92.5%, R-
squared value is 85.5%, and the RMSE value is 0.703. -e
correlation between the prediction value and the actual value

is high, and the comprehensive prediction model can obtain
the excellent prediction performance.

-e prediction accuracy of the three prediction models
on the same dataset is listed in Figure 9.

Figure 9 shows that the R values of the three prediction
models are greater. -e R values of the multichannel con-
volutional neural network model are higher than that of the
CART regression tree model, and the mean square error is
lower. -erefore, the prediction performance of the mul-
tichannel convolutional neural network model is better. In
addition, the R value of the comprehensive prediction model
is higher than that of the multichannel convolutional neural
network model, and the mean square error is lower, so the
prediction performance of the comprehensive prediction
model is better.

5. Conclusion

According to the prediction results of the three models for
the number of security cases of community Z, although all
kinds of models can achieve ideal prediction accuracy, the
prediction accuracy of the comprehensive prediction model
is higher than that of the convolutional neural network
model and the CART regression tree prediction model.
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Furthermore, our research also provides a new information
approach for the current community security governance.
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,ree-dimensional rendering includes the test of system development environment and running environment. ,ree-dimen-
sional rendering influencing factors test: the number and size of parallel blocks affect the average rendering frame rate of 26.9
when the number is 9600 and the size is 10×10, and the average rendering frame rate is 13.7 when the number is 600 and the size is
40× 40. According to relevant data, it is inferred that the average rendering frame rate is higher when the number of parallel blocks
is large and the size of parallel blocks is small, and the number is inversely proportional to the size.,e rendering window size also
has a relative influence on the rendering frame rate. When the window size is 600× 400, only the terrain frame rate is 77.3, and
when the window size is 1200× 800, the frame rate is 68.1, which shows that when only the terrain frame rate is rendered, the
frame rate decreases with the increase in the window size, and its performance is not high when only CPU is used. However, when
CPU is combined with GPU, the performance is greatly improved, reaching the highest of 29.3 and the lowest of 21.5, which is
much higher than that when only CPU is used. According to the influence of the number of sampling points on the frame rate, the
5× 5 sampling method and 2× 2 sampling method proposed in this paper have better frame rate performance than the traditional
template shadow method. ,rough the above data, we know that the number of parallel blocks, size, window size, sampling
method, and other factors have a certain impact on the average rendering frame rate. Marine bionics is a marginal subject between
marine biology and technical engineering science. Deep networks have had a huge impact on the field of machine learning
research and application, but at the same time, they cannot clearly explain the ins and outs of deep networks. People have been
working to understand the complex process more thoroughly. Since humans’ cognition and experience of the world mainly come
from vision, good visualization can effectively help people understand the deep network and perform effective optimization
and adjustment.

1. Introduction

,rough the analysis of deep learning and 3D rendering
of marine bionic packaging containers under visualiza-
tion, we know the deep neural network process of deep
learning, visualization method, 3D rendering principle
and process analysis, and marine bionic principle. By
studying the deep learning function mode to improve
visualization, 3D rendering principle, and process anal-
ysis accuracy, according to the factors affecting 3D
rendering to improve its rendering performance, the
marine bionic packaging container is manufactured
through the principle of marine bionic so as to analyze its
3D rendering effect.

In literature [1], the topic of computer vision has recently
had an impact on food detection and medical applications.
,e deep learning paradigm of computer vision object
segmentation and the visual paradigm learning of online or
offline intensive training are the main contents of this paper.
Literature [2] reduced the growing number of malicious
software by combining RNN with CNN. Learning from raw
data [3], that is, deep learning, changes computer vision
through end-to-end learning. ,rough research, we know
that this method improves the decoding performance of
deep convolution network, and the average decoding is
improved from 82.1% to 84%. Good performance is
achieved. Literature [4] explored the ability of some mi-
croorganisms to manipulate host behavior through the serial
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block scanning electron microscope and visual image seg-
mentation algorithm based on deep learning. Literature [5]
solved the problem of the visualization method of driving
behavior by measuring driving behavior with various types
of sensors. In order to help people identify the unique
driving patterns in continuous driving, we set up driving
behavior visualization. In order to distinguish malware and
reduce the threat of malware to the Internet [6], we use the
MCSC static feature method to transformmalware code into
gray image for recognition. Experiments show that the
MCSC method is very effective in reducing Internet mal-
ware, and it can also be combined with main block selection
to improve resolution. Literature [7] was proposed to
promote the absorption of trace metals, iron in stomach and
manganese and zinc in intestine in seaweed decoction.
Biomimetic digestion in vitro and biomimetic biofilm ex-
traction can be realized by biomimetic technology, and the
absorption of organic matter in stomach and intestine can be
promoted. Literature [8] showed that the potential infor-
mation revealed by VEA learning crystal structure is ob-
tained through VAE and XRD through simulation and
experimental data analysis. At the same time, this method
can effectively classify XRD data and can quickly identify
data outside the distribution, such as new phase and mix-
ture, all of which reflect the value of the VEA method. ,e
YOLO deep learning model combined with the block
matching algorithm locates myocardial wall [9], obtains its
flow velocity, and draws eddy current graph by nonlinear
weight function.,emethod of YOLO vectorogram analysis
and evaluation is based on the visualization analysis of
cardiac fluid movement and combined with the analysis of
ultrasonic images of cardiac flow field. Finally, the cor-
rectness of the proposed method is verified by experiments,
which provides a new basis Literature [10] was proposed to
solve the problem of limited number of labeled medical
images. ,e lung inflammation caused by COVID-19 was
effectively distinguished from other lung inflammations by
implementing transfer learning pipeline, and the overall
detection accuracy was 90%, 94.3%, and 96.8%. Literature
[11] learnt the mapping through the minimum primitive
space method of deep neural network, which is a visual
learning method. ,e visualization ability of neural network
can be improved by training additional virtual data of neural
network and using new activation function of neural net-
work. In literature [12], iIn order to get the best visualization
effect, the shadow method combination can be used. Four
methods are used to detect the quality of the surface coloring
algorithm: z-buffer gradient, gray gradient, adaptive gray
gradient, and two extended cubes. In contrast, except for
thin objects, gray gradient has stronger ability. Literature
[13] proposed 3D rendering of VR, SSD, and maximum
intensity projection of computed tomography data to scan
for many years. Among them, MPR is useful for identifying
small cracks, VR is useful for identifying bare ankle tendons,
and 3D is helpful for patients with arthritis. In literature [14],
hydrocephalus can be tested by 3D rendering, and surface
rendering and conventional linear CSF imaging are valuable
for judgment. Compared with planar scanning, it has the
advantages of improving high-quality images and more

intuitive and clear judgment of disease condition, but its
diagnostic value estimation needs further investigation.
Literature [15] showed that 3D rendering is especially
suitable for free-view video applications.,e new depth map
compression strategy introduces an effective compression
strategy for the shape of the segmented region and then
predicts the surface shape from the segmented region and a
group of samples with regular intervals, so as to effectively
compress a few prediction residuals. ,e marine bionic
packaging container is limited by the actual application
scene, and the biological movement scene in the marine
environment is realized by simulating the 3D technology.
,is article mainly highlights the practical application sce-
narios that this kind of 3D can achieve. In the literature
research, there are many application scenarios of 3D tech-
nology, but the application scenarios considered are rela-
tively single, and the application in more complex scenarios
is not considered, especially the complex transformation of
different application objects in ocean simulation scenarios.
,erefore, it is of great significance to study the application
of 3D technology in marine bionic packaging containers.

In this paper, 3D rendering effect, deep neural network,
and visualization technology are combined to analyze the 3D
rendering of deep learning and visualization of marine bi-
onic packaging containers. By analyzing the influencing
factors of 3D rendering (the size and number of parallel
blocks, the size of rendering window, the amount of terrain
data, and the number of sampling points), we use the LOD
model to optimize 3D rendering, realize the relevant ad-
vantages of marine life simulation scene, and create a marine
bionic packaging container suitable for human use.

2. Research on 3D Rendering of Deep Learning
and Visualization

2.1. Deep Neural Network of Deep Learning. ,e input layer
transmits the information to the hidden layer, and then the
hidden layer transmits the data to the value output layer [16]
as shown in Figures 1and 2.

2.2. Visualization Method and Process. ,e data set is pro-
cessed, tested, trained, and verified [17], and the specific
process is shown in Figures 3and 4.

By inputting data, the data are mapped to visualization
and transformed into knowledge through user interaction in
visualization [17]. Firstly, the data are mined to the model;
secondly, the model is transformed into knowledge through
parameter improvement; finally, the knowledge can also be
recycled through feedback loop to form data again.

2.3. -ree-Dimensional Rendering Analysis. ,e 3D appli-
cation is passed to the 3D application program interface [18].
,e GPU front-end program can transfer the loading of
vertex data to the primitive assembly and change from point
to point, line, and plane; finally, it is transferred to the cache,
and the frame cache displays pixels at a time as shown in
Figures 5 and 6.
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Two-dimensional vector is transformed into the three-
dimensional coordinate system by the plane coordinate
system and is transformed into the observation coordinate
system by using the camera [19].

2.4. Marine Bionics

2.4.1. Principle of Marine Bionic Packaging Container.
,e problem of man and nature has always been a major
concern of our human beings. In the long process of de-
velopment, mankind has been constantly changing nature,
and at the same time, it has been affected by nature. From the
ancient primitive society to today, human beings have created
their own colorful lifestyle and living environment through

their own power, but these are all based on the use, change,
and sacrifice of nature. In the long process of getting along
with nature, many bionic creatures have been created through
the influence of many creatures, and the average living
standard of citizens has been continuously improved. Of
course, these should be realized on the basis of peaceful
coexistence between man and nature as shown in Figure 7.

Packaging container modeling design is a visual form that
combines function with beauty and combines application with
science to make packaging container a three-dimensional
design. ,e processing technology made of paper, plastic,
metallic glass, and other materials creates a three-dimensional
form, so as to achieve the main purpose of holding, storing,
protecting goods, and conveying information.
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Figure 2: Basic structure diagram of deep neural network.
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2.4.2. Marine Bionic Process. First of all, we collect the
experimental data of marine life movement, then scan it by
using 3D scanner to get the relevant model, input the data
into MATLAB to process and get the relevant movement

law, compile the UDF file, then import the data in the file
into the model, establish the watershed, divide the grid, set it
into FLUENT file, and calculate its hydrodynamic charac-
teristics as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 4: Visual data loop diagram.
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3. Deep Learning and 3D Rendering Model

3.1. -ree-Dimensional Rendering Formula

3.1.1. Transformation Matrix Calculation

(1) Camera transformation matrix is as follows:

CM � C
− 1

� (TR)
− 1

� R
− 1

T
− 1

,

CM �

Ux Uy Uz −U · T

Vx Vy Vz −V · T

Nx Ny Nz −N · T

0 0 0 1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

.
(1)

(2) Perspective projection matrix formula is as follows:

PM �

cot(1/2fov)

aspect
0 0 0

0 cot
1
2

· fov  0 0

0 0
Zf

Zf − Zn

1

0 0
Zf · Zn

Zn − Zf

0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (2)

(3) Viewport transformation matrix formula
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3.2. Deep Learning Formula

3.2.1. Score Function

SM �

Width
Z

0 0 0

0 −
Height

2
0 0

0 0 MaxZ − MinZ 0

X +
Width

2
Y +

Height
2

MinZ 1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

f(x, W) � Wx.

(3)

3.2.2. Calculation of SVM Loss Function. Loss is calculated for
categories other than the marked category of the sample; that is,
the marked category is not included in the loss, and other
categories are calculated and accumulated as the loss of a sample.

L �
1
N



N

i�1

j≠yi

max 0, f xi, W( j − f xi, W( yi + 1 . (4)

3.2.3. SVM Loss Function with Regularization Penalty Term
[20]

L �
1
N



N

i�1

j≠yi

max 0, f xi, W( j − f xi, W( yi + 1  + λR(W).

(5)

Among them, λR(W) is the regularization penalty term.

3.2.4. L2 Regularization

R(W) � 
K


L

W
2
K,L �

1
2
W

2
. (6)

,e regularization penalty term SVM loss function is
added [21].

L � data loss + w loss. (7)
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Firstly, the experimental data of marine biological movement are collected

Three-dimensional scanner is used to scan marine organisms and obtain 
relevant three-dimensional models

The coordinate data of all marked points are input into MATLAB, and through 
data processing, the movement law of related marine organisms is obtained

Write UDF files
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Set FLUENT calculation working condition 
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Based on the results of FLUENT, the hydrodynamic performance parameters 
and flow field of marine biological model are analyzed, and the internal 

mechanism of MPF wave propulsion is revealed
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Figure 8: Flow chart of marine bionic packaging container.
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3.2.5. Cross Entropy Loss Function

Li � −log
e

fyi

je
fj

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠. (8)

Among them,

fj(Z) �
e

Zj

Ke
Zk

. (9)

3.2.6. -e Learning Rate of Deep Learning Is the Gradient
Descent Step [22]

df(x)

dx
� lim

h⟶0

f(x + h) − f(x)

h
. (10)

3.2.7. Single Layer Neural Network[23]

f � W2 max 0, W1x( ,

f � W3 max 0, W2 max 0, W1x( ( .
(11)

3.2.8. Position Coding

PE(pos,2i) � sin
pos

100002i/dmodel
 ,

PE(pos,2i+1) � cos
pos

100002i/dmodel
 ,

1
100002i/dmodel

� e
log 1/100002i/dmodel{ } � e

− log 100002i/dmodel{ }

� e
− 2i/dmodellog 10000{ }

� e
2i∗ log 10000{ }/dmodel( ).

(12)

3.3. Location Information Embedding Calculation

v2i � sin
p

f
2i

 ,

v2i+1 � cos
p

f
2i

 .

(13)

P is position information [24]; F is the frequency
parameter.

3.4. Cyclic Neural Network Calculation

Ot � f V · st( ,

st � g U · xt + W · st−1( ,

Ot � f V · g U · Xt + W · st−1( ( .

(14)

3.5. Calculation Method of Attention Mechanism

(1) Point multiplication:
f Q, Ki(  � Q

T
Ki. (15)

(2) Weight:

f Q, Ki(  � Q
T
WKi. (16)

(3) Splicing weight:

f Q, Ki(  � W Q
T
; Ki , (17)

(4) Perceptron:

f Q, Ki(  � V
Ttanh WQ + UKi( . (18)

4. Research and Test of Deep Learning and
3D Rendering

4.1. Research and Test of 3D Rendering

4.1.1. System Development Test. ,rough investigation, we
know that the test of the 3D rendering system includes
system development environment and system running en-
vironment. From these two aspects, we can know that the
specific parameters of development environment and run-
ning environment are as follows.

It can be seen from the table that the system development
environment includes the following four parts, such as
system development platform, 3D rendering engine, GPU
parallel computing toolset, and terrain data processing
toolset. ,e required parameters are shown in Table 1.

,e system operating environment parameters are
shown in Table 2.

4.1.2. Factor Influence Test. Influence of Parallel Block Size
and Number on 3D Rendering. By studying the influence of
the size and number of parallel blocks on the average
rendering frame rate, as can be seen from Table 3, when the
number of parallel blocks is 600 and the size is 40× 40, the
average rendering frame rate is 13.7; when the number of
parallel blocks is 1600 and the size is 20× 30, the average
rendering frame rate is 16.6; when the number is 2400 and
the size is 20× 20, the frame rate is 19.8 and the number is
4800; when the size is 10× 20, it is 23.5, the number is 9600,
and the size is 10×10. According to the icon and data, it can
be seen that with the increase in the number of parallel
blocks, the size of parallel blocks decreases and the average
rendering frame rate will gradually increase.

Influence of Rendering Window Size and Cooperation on
Rendering Frame Rate. ,e table judges whether the window
size affects the rendering frame rate by studying only rendering
terrain frame rate, onlyCPU, andCPU+GPU. From the data in
Table 4, it can be seen that when the window size is 600× 400,
only the terrain frame rate is 77.3, and when the window size is
1200× 800, only the terrain frame rate is 68.1.With the increase
in the window size, the terrain frame rate decreases and the
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CPU frame rate also decreases, but the efficiency is low, but
when CPU+GPU renders, the efficiency is greatly improved.

It can be seen from Figure 9 that only CPU runtime
utility is low, but the rendering frame rate efficiency is
greatly improved when CPU and GPU run at the same time.

Influence of Terrain Data Quantity on Rendering Frame
Rate. From the data, it can be seen that the number and level
have no great influence on the average rendering in Table 5.

Influence of Sampling Point Number on Rendering Per-
formance. ,e abscissa represents time, and the ordinate
represents the rendering frame rate. Figures 10 and 11,
respectively, represent two sets of data tests. From the trend
of this graph, we can see that the method proposed in this
paper is better than the traditional template shadow volume
method in rendering and its performance is better. At the
same time, the frame rates of MASS, 5× 5 sampling method,
and 2× 2 sampling method are all within the acceptable
range, and their performance is better. Relatively speaking,
the traditional template shadow volume method has lower
frame rate and lower performance. 5× 5 sampling and 2× 2
sampling can be selected to ensure good rendering per-
formance as shown in Figures 10 and 11.

4.1.3. Optimization of 3D Rendering Performance of Marine
Bionic Packaging Container. Using CARD Model to Opti-
mize 3D Rendering. ,ree-dimensional modeling refers to

the process of building a three-dimensional model on a two-
dimensional plane. After the creation of the three-dimen-
sional model is completed, it needs to be subjected to
material mapping and lighting layout, and the software is
used to fit and integrate these with the model to make the
three-dimensional model present as real, photo-quality
images. ,is whole process is 3D modeling and rendering.
Table 6 compares simplified and nonsimplified model 3D
rendering with a minimum required time of 16.773 and a
maximum required time of 18.552. ,e average time is
17.773; the minimum required time without simplification is
21.457, the maximum required time is 26.838, and the av-
erage required time is 24.663. In contrast, the time required
for simplification is significantly lower than that required for
nonsimplification. ,rough the LOD model to improve
performance, better three-dimensional rendering of marine
life, using the advantages of marine life, and combining with
the current environment, the marine bionic packaging
container is developed, which makes people develop con-
tinuously in the process of getting along with marine life. In
order to improve performance, 3D rendering should be
simplified as shown in Figure 12.

4.1.4. -ree-Dimensional Rendering Memory Management
Test. By comparing the cached memory management of 3D
rendering with the common memory management,
according to the structure, it can be known that the max-
imum time of cached memory management is 0.87 s and the
minimum time is 1.00 s when the number of experiments
and allocated memory is the same and 1000000 times.
Comparing the experimental data, we can see that the time
required when using cached memory management is faster
than that of ordinary memory management, so using cached
memory management can improve the efficiency of 3D
rendering memory management. ,erefore, for marine
bionics, cache memory management is better than 3D
rendering. Under certain conditions, cache memory man-
agement should be preferred as shown in Tables 7 and 8 and
Figure 13.

4.2. Optimization Scheme of Deep Learning Model

4.2.1. Activation Function. ,e Sigmoid derivative function
moving steeply is not easily derived by comparison and has a
nonzero center point as shown in Figures 14 and 15.

Series 1 is sigmoid derivative
Series 2 is a sigmoid function

FIgure 15 shows the tanh function.

Series 1 is tanh function
Series 2 is tanh derivative

Table 1: System development environment parameters.

Project Related data
System development platform,ree-dimensional rendering engineGPU Parallel Computing
ToolsetTerrain data processing tool set

Visual studio
2012OpenSceneGraphCUDAGDAL

Table 2: System running environment parameters.

Name Related data
Central processing unit Intel®Xeon®CPU E5-2609@2.4GHz
Graphics processor Fermi
Internal memory 16GB
Operating system Windows7

Table 3: Test chart of influence of size and quantity.

Number of parallel
blocks

Parallel block size
(width× height)

Average rendering
frame rate (FPS)

600 40× 40 13.7
1600 20× 30 16.6
2400 20× 20 19.8
4800 10× 20 23.5
9600 10×10 26.9

Table 4: Window size image test chart.

Window size
(width× length)

Render terrain
frame rate

CPU
(fps)

CPU+GPU
(fps)

600× 400 77.3 1.1 29.3
800× 600 75.2 1.1 26.4
1024× 768 70.1 1.0 23.3
1200× 800 68.1 <1.0 21.5
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Figure 9: Factors affecting rendering by rendering window size.

Table 5: Influence factors of terrain data quantity and level on test.

Number of triangular patches of the terrain model LOD hierarchy of terrain data Average rendering frame rate (fps)
454 1 21.5
3023 3 21.6
1065 5 22.3
22480 9 22.1
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Figure 10: Curves of different sampling frame rates by different methods.
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Figure 11: Curves of different sampling frame rates by different methods.

Table 6: Optimization table of 3D rendering of the LOD model.

Experimental method 1 2 3 4 5 Average
Not simplified/s 21.457 23.556 26.838 25.334 26.132 24.663
Simplify/s 16.773 18.223 16.994 18.324 18.552 17.773
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Figure 12: LOD model scene rendering time comparison diagram.

Table 7: Cached memory management.

Number of tests Number of memory allocations/times Time spent (s)
1 1000000 0.87
2 1000000 1.00
3 1000000 0.95
4 1000000 0.88
5 1000000 0.97
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Acharacteristic of that ReLU function is that the value of the
function is zero before the coordinate zero. After the zero
coordinate point, the trend of one line is more gentle, while the

trend of one line is steeper, but it is more accurate than the
above two functional models. ,e optimization model of deep
learning neural network is discussed by using the sigmoid
derivative function, tanh derivative function, and ReLU func-
tion of deep learning neural network.,e ReLU function graph
is shown in Figure 16.

5. Conclusion

,rough the combination of 3D rendering effects, deep neural
networks, and visualization methods, the 3D rendering of
deep learning and visualization of marine bionic packaging
containers is analyzed.,rough testing the three-dimensional
rendering, the influencing factors include the size and
number of parallel blocks, the size of the rendering window,
the amount of terrain data, and the number of sampling
points; according to the relevant influencing factors, the LOD
model is used to optimize the three-dimensional rendering.
,rough the optimization of the deep learning model, the
three activation functions are studied, and the advantages and
disadvantages are analyzed. ,rough the research in this
article, the relevant advantages of marine organisms can be
used to create marine bionic packaging containers suitable for
human use, which will make our lives more convenient.

Data Availability

,e experimental data used to support the findings of this
study are available from the corresponding author upon
request.
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Table 8: Normal memory management.

Number of tests Number of memory allocations/times Time spent (s)
1 1000000 1.26
2 1000000 1.45
3 1000000 1.23
4 1000000 1.43
5 1000000 1.38
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Figure 13: Comparison diagram of 3D rendering memory
management.
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China is in a critical period of national rejuvenation and national prosperity. Innovation is the soul of a nation and an in-
exhaustible driving force for national development. Youth are the hope and future of a country. In order to enable young people to
have the entrepreneurial ability and innovative spirit of the development of the new era, it has become a very important link for
college students to better enter the society and realize their own value. It has become a key link in the development of individuals
and China, and has attracted the attention of the whole society. With the continuous development of Internet technology and the
deepening of application exploration, in the context of cloud computing, the improvement of the quality of college students’
innovation and entrepreneurship education based on big data analysis has also become the focus of universities, society, and the
country. (e core of the system is the discrete dynamic modeling technology of complex systems. (is paper will discuss ways to
improve the quality of college students’ innovation and entrepreneurship education based on big data under the background of
cloud computing by introducing the development and principle of complex system discrete dynamic modeling technology and
analyzing the deficiencies and problems of college students’ innovation and entrepreneurship quality in many aspects.

1. Introduction

In the process of production practice, people often en-
counter some complex events. (e emergence and disap-
pearance of these events are often random, rather than
following a specific mathematical or physical law. Discrete
event dynamic systems [1] (DEDS) are dynamic systems
driven by such asynchronous and abrupt events. With the
rapid development of science and technology, production,
and life, there are more and more kinds of discrete event
dynamic systems, which are applied in all aspects. (e
common fields are production practice, aerospace [2],
communication, and military. After years of development
and research, discrete event dynamic system has developed
into a multimodel, multilevel, and multifaceted system,
which can be used to analyze and predict the development
and trend of events [3].

(e quality of college students’ innovation and entre-
preneurship education [4] also conforms to the category of
discrete event dynamic system. (e quality of innovation
and entrepreneurship education depends on various factors,
and these factors are distributed discretely. (ese discrete
events interact according to certain laws in order to meet
certain quality requirements. With the enhancement of
China’s national strength, the improvement of its interna-
tional status, and the improvement of industrialization, the
single traditional economic model originally relied on has
begun to change to an innovative and diversified modern
economic model [5]. With the development of science and
technology, cloud computing, big data, artificial intelligence,
and other concepts have entered all aspects of people’s life.
Today’s society has moved from tradition to modernity,
from workers and farmers to informatization. (is requires
college students in the new era to adapt to amore changeable
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social environment. (ey also hope that college students
who go out of the campus are talents with pioneering spirit,
rather than traditional conservatism. (erefore, schools,
society, and the state pay more and more attention to college
students’ innovation and entrepreneurship education.
However, over the years, there have been many problems to
improve and improve the quality of college students’ in-
novation and entrepreneurship education. (erefore, in this
paper, we hope to rely on cloud computing [6], analyze big
data through complex system discrete dynamic modeling
technology, timely predict and evaluate college students’
innovation and entrepreneurship education, and design a
perfect quality improvement path.

By introducing the development and principle of
complex system discrete dynamic modeling technology, this
paper discusses how to improve the quality of college stu-
dents’ innovation and entrepreneurship education based on
big data under the background of cloud computing. (ere
are many aspects of innovation and entrepreneurship
quality. Innovative contributions include the following: (1) it
has changed college students’ concept of innovation and
entrepreneurship. (e school can organize a special team of
teachers to provide students with professional and per-
sonalized services and improve students’ interest in inno-
vation and entrepreneurship, (2) analyze the deficiencies and
problems of college students’ innovation and entrepre-
neurship education, so that college students have the
courage to innovate and practice, (3) improve the quality
evaluation system of innovation and entrepreneurship and
provide sufficient funds for college students’ innovation and
entrepreneurship practice, improve the practice guarantee of
college students’ innovation and entrepreneurship, and
improve the project incubation rate and business trans-
formation rate, and (4) through the big data analysis plat-
form, realize the organic connection between the school and
society, strengthen the business value of college students’
innovation and entrepreneurship projects and establish a
business value evaluation system. (is research strengthens
the learning and application ability of colleges and uni-
versities and teachers to learn cloud computing and big data,
learn to use data analysis and evaluation, and use data to
promote the quality of innovation and entrepreneurship
education

(is paper is divided into five parts.(e first part expounds
the research background and analyzes the deficiencies and
problems of college students’ innovation and entrepreneurship
education.(e second part makes a reference to the research of
related work. (e third part introduces the development,
principle, and research methods of discrete dynamic modeling
technology for complex systems. (e research methods are
further elaborated. (e fourth part expounds the results and
points out the problems of college students’ low awareness and
participation in innovation and entrepreneurship, uneven
distribution of innovation and entrepreneurship education,
imperfect top-level design, obvious homogenization, and
generally low incubation rate of innovation and
entrepreneurship. It also analyzes the reasons for the failure of

college students’ innovation and entrepreneurship incubation
rate. Finally, it summarizes the full text, which provides
guidance for young people to have the entrepreneurial ability
and innovative spirit of the development of the new era.

2. The Related Works

Discrete event dynamic system first appeared in queuing
phenomenon [7] and network research. In queuing, the
whole system follows a set of artificial rules rather than the
so-called physical or mathematical logic or laws [8]. With
the development of computer and other technologies,
Weingartene et al. formally put forward the concept of
discrete event dynamic system [9] around 1980. At that time,
people paid more and more attention to discrete event
dynamic system and hoped to develop some man-made
systems to deal with discrete events in the fields of com-
munication, production, transportation, and military with
the help of intelligent technology, (erefore, this term also
refers to this kind of man-made system. During this period,
people’s research on man-made systems and performance
[10] greatly promoted the emergence and development of
the theory of discrete event dynamic systems.

Discrete event dynamic system is now roughly defined as
a dynamic system with asynchronous and sudden event
driven state evolution [11]. (e most basic problem in the
research of discrete event dynamic system is modeling [12].
According to the levels of logic, time, and statistical per-
formance, we can divide the distributed event dynamic
system into logic level model, time level model, and sta-
tistical performance level model [13]. (ese three models
have developed very well and formed their respective the-
oretical frameworks.

China’s research on discrete event dynamic system
has made great progress from the implementation of 863
high-tech computer integrated manufacturing system
theme plan [14] in 1987. In the following three years [15],
it has conducted extensive research and development on
logical hierarchical model, time hierarchical model, and
statistical performance hierarchical model and achieved
very valuable achievements. For example, Liu F’s research
on the centralized diagnosis of discrete event dynamic
system [16]. Wang Shouguang researched the attack of
information physical system under the framework of
discrete event system [17]. Zhang Wenggang studied
DEDS designed for flow shop to solve the coordination
control problem [18]. Dai et al. analyzed the flow
characteristics of knowledge workers in high-tech
enterprises according to nonlinear discrete dynamic
system modeling [19]. Zhang studied the application of
discrete event dynamic system in network simulation
[20]. Wang et al. studied the modeling and repair
capability analysis of military aircraft repair line [21]. In
recent ten years, the research on the modeling mode and
behavior characteristics of discrete event dynamic system
of manufacturing system has become a very important
research proposition in the world [22].
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3. Research Method

Discrete event is the basic component of discrete event dy-
namic system [23] and the inducement leading to the change
of discrete dynamic system. It has three basic characteristics:
uniqueness, asynchrony, and subjectivity [24]. Compared
with continuous dynamic system, discrete event dynamic
system only changes in discrete time. Its changes are asyn-
chronous, concurrent, and uncertain. It cannot be modeled in
a conventional way like continuous dynamic system, but
through special human rules [25]. Figure 1 is a conceptual
diagram of a discrete event dynamic system.

(e queuing system consists of arrival mode, service
desk, and queuing rules. For the arrival mode, the arrival law
was described, and the average arrival interval is t. (e
system is a common statistical performance hierarchical
model in discrete event dynamic systems. In the queuing
network, many service centers form a system through a
certain structure, and each service center can include
multiple service desks.

In the queuing system, the arrival model we choose is the
Poisson distribution with the parameter λ, the service time
obeys the exponential distribution with the parameter μ, and
the stay time W of the customer in the system, in the single
service center modelM/M/1, obeys the negative exponential
distribution of the parameter µ−λ, the average stay time is E
[W], and the average waiting time is equal to the average stay
time minus the service time.

According to normalization conditions,


∞

n�0
pn � 1, ρ �

λ
μ
< 1. (1)

N is the number of customers, Pn is the steady-state
probability with the number of customers n, λ is the average
speed of the input customer flow, and µ is the average service
rate.

It can be obtained that the steady-state probability
distribution of customers is

Pn � P
n
(1 − ρ)n≥ 1. (2)

(e steady-state average number of customers L is

L �
λ

μ − λ
. (3)

(e steady-state average pair length Lq is

Lq �
λ2

μ(μ − λ)
. (4)

(e average waiting time wq of customers is

wq �
λ

μ(μ − λ)
. (5)

(e steady-state average stay time w of customers is

w �
1

μ − λ
. (6)

Little formula holds in M/M/c system as follows:

λwq � Lq, λw � L. (7)

According to the steady-state performance analysis of
M/M/C and the normalization condition (1), the steady-state
probability distribution of customers is

p0 � 
c− 1

n�0

ρn

n!
+

cρc

c!(c − ρ)
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

− 1

, (8)

pn �

ρn

n!
p0 n≤ c

ρn

c
n−c

c!
p0 n< c

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

, ρ �
λ
μ

. (9)

(e steady-state average pair length is

Lq �
(λ/μ)

cλμ
(c − 1)!(cμ − λ)

2 p0. (10)

(e average waiting time of customers is

wq �
(λ/μ)

cλμ
(c − 1)!(cμ − λ)

2 p0. (11)

(e steady-state average residence time is

w �
(λ/μ)

cμ
(c − 1)!(cμ − λ)

2 p0 +
1
μ

. (12)

Steady-state average number of customers is as follows:

L �
(λ/μ)

cλμ
(c − 1)!(cμ − λ)

2 p0 +
λ
μ

. (13)

Under the condition of the existence of the solution of
the steady-state probability distribution, if the accretion and
extinction rates of the birth and death process N(t) are
bounded, that is, the supremum supn λn−1 <∞,

supn μn <∞, the necessary and sufficient condition for the
existence of the steady-state probability distribution of the
birth and death process N(t) is as follows:

Figure 1: Discrete dynamic modeling of complex systems.
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When the steady-state probability distribution pn 

exists, the parametric expression of pn

pn � p0

n

i�1

λi− 1

μi

, p0 � 1 + 
n

n�1


n

i�1

λi− 1

μi

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
−1

. (15)

For the research topic of improving the quality of college
students’ innovation and entrepreneurship education, in
addition to the modeling of discrete event dynamic system
itself, it also needs to be organically combined with other
technologies such as big data to build an innovation and
entrepreneurship education quality system. Figure 2 shows
the application process of big data in innovation and en-
trepreneurship education. It can be found that, in this ap-
plication system, data is very important for the presentation
of results. Among them, the acquisition, integration, and
screening of data will affect the analysis and prediction of the
system.

Among them, the data acquisition channels can be
roughly divided into eight categories, including manage-
ment data, capital data, industry data, scientific and
technological innovation data, policy data, market demand
data, resource data, and university education model. It is
hoped that through the objective understanding and
mining of these eight kinds of big data, we can make a
comprehensive analysis of the policies and practices of
schools, society, and the state on college students’ inno-
vation and entrepreneurship. We can also analyze different
data, predict later results, and put forward improvement
schemes.

According to the data characteristics of college stu-
dents’ innovation and entrepreneurship education, we
designed an education quality improvement path for
complex system discrete dynamic modeling technology, as
shown in Figure 3, hoping to improve the quality of college
students’ innovation and entrepreneurship education in
China in the future. We subdivide the service desk into
three layers: collection and storage layer, analysis and vi-
sualization layer, and statistical evaluation layer. (rough
the analysis of different discrete events in the innovation
and entrepreneurship education database, we can find the
relationship between them and the impact on the results.
Finally, we can help us quickly analyze and predict the
results, including the guidance direction of entrepre-
neurship programs, evaluate and analyze innovation and
entrepreneurship, predict risks, and analyze and evaluate
the level of teachers.

Based on big data analysis and complex system discrete
dynamic modeling technology, this paper studies and
compares the quality of innovation and entrepreneurship
education of college students in national key universities and
key universities in foreign developed countries and obtains
the following results and analysis contents, hoping to help
establish a platform for improving the quality of innovation
and entrepreneurship education of college students.

4. Results and Analysis

4.1. College Students’ Awareness and Participation in Inno-
vation and Entrepreneurship Are Not High Enough.
Research Object and Data Source. In the survey, college
students from different colleges were selected as the research
object, and the samples were randomly investigated in
classrooms, study rooms, dormitories, and other student
gathering places in their spare time. (e questionnaire was
distributed on-site, and the big data was obtained by re-
covering the effective questionnaire. (e questionnaire
consists of three parts: the first is the basic situation; the
second is the questionnaire of entrepreneurial intention; the
third is the questionnaire of innovation intention. (e big
data analysis on the willingness and participation of national
college students in innovation and entrepreneurship edu-
cation is shown in Figure 4. 12% of college students are not
interested in or understand innovation and entrepreneur-
ship education, only 4% of college students have plans to
start a business after graduation, and 41% of college students
have received relevant theoretical knowledge of innovation
and entrepreneurship, However, only 19% of college stu-
dents have really participated in practical projects of in-
novation and entrepreneurship. (e lack of awareness and
participation of college students in innovation and entre-
preneurship is mainly due to the lack of guidance from the
school and society, as well as the imperfect establishment of
policies and security system in all aspects. (e school’s
management mode of innovation and entrepreneurship
cannot cover all students enough to arouse the interest and
attention of all students, mostly relying on students’ ini-
tiative and willingness or academic credit requirements. On
the other hand, it is related to college students’ own

Data collection, screening and storage

Past information

Integrate

Data visualization

Innovation and
Entrepreneurship

Education Database

Systems analysis

Quickly simulate decisions and predict trends

Screening

New information

Figure 2: Application process of big data in innovation and en-
trepreneurship education.
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personality and growth experience and generally lack the
spirit of innovation and pioneering practice. In the past,
under the responsive education system, college students only
paid attention to and cared about the selective examination,
and most college students’ intention after graduation is to
stabilize the traditional work, so they do not pay much
attention to the practice of innovation and
entrepreneurship.

4.2. 3e Distribution of College Students’ Innovation and
Entrepreneurship Education in China Is Uneven. (rough
the big data investigation and analysis of the distribution and
development of national college students’ innovation and
entrepreneurship education, Figure 5 is obtained, which can
show the general distribution of national innovation and
entrepreneurship education. As can be seen from the figure,
compared with the economically developed coastal and
southern regions in China, such as Beijing, Jiangsu, and
Guangzhou, the provinces with better development of in-
novation and entrepreneurship education, and the remote
and economically backward provinces such as Xinjiang and

Gansu in the northwest and southwest, the development of
innovation and entrepreneurship education for college
students is still relatively weak. On the whole, the distri-
bution of innovation and entrepreneurship education in
China shows an unbalanced trend. It is preliminarily
speculated that the reason for this situation is related to the
financial support and policy preference of local provinces,
cities, and universities for college students’ innovation and
entrepreneurship education. (ese schools have given better
support and actively created a practice environment, which
not only makes college students more interested and in-
volved, but also ensures the more stable and smooth de-
velopment of innovation and entrepreneurship practice
activities. (en, the success rate and total number of college
students’ innovation and entrepreneurship practice are
improved. Areas with weak innovation and entrepreneur-
ship development can learn from excellent provinces to
formulate policies and change the school management
mode.

Background service layer

Education, data collection,
storage layer

Analysis, mining and
visualization layer

Statistical, evaluation layer

Entrepreneurship
Program guidelines Risk prediction

Innovation and
entrepreneurship

assessment

Improve the level of
Teachers

Figure 3: Ways to improve the quality of college students’ innovation and entrepreneurship education under big data.

have interest in
25%

Received relevant
theoretical knowledge

education 41% 

Really carried out
practical activities
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Have a business
plan after

graduation
4%

Not interested or
understanding

12%

Figure 4: Survey on innovation and entrepreneurship awareness
and participation.

Figure 5: National innovation and entrepreneurship distribution
map.
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4.3. 3e Top-Level Design of College Students’ Innovation and
Entrepreneurship Education Is Not Perfect. We further an-
alyzed and visualized the big data of the top-level design of
college students’ innovation and entrepreneurship educa-
tion in colleges and universities across the country and drew
a model diagram of the top-level design, as shown in Fig-
ure 6. We can see that colleges and universities mostly focus
on courses and speeches, in which course design accounts
for a large proportion, and practice is mostly carried out in
the form of competition, which is relatively single. In ad-
dition, when college students carry out innovation and
entrepreneurship activities, they lack the guidance and help
of professional elders and encounter problems that are not
easy to solve, and there is a shortage of funds, which is not
enough to support the smooth development of the activities,
which is easy to make the project die prematurely or un-
completed halfway. (e school’s policy is not very perfect,
and it does not pay enough attention to innovation and
entrepreneurship education. (e unreasonable top-level
design will make it difficult to improve the quality of college
students’ innovation and entrepreneurship education, and
there is no substantive promotion, which cannot really
mobilize college students’ enthusiasm and explore students’
innovation and practice ability.

4.4. 3e Homogenization of College Students’ Innovation and
Entrepreneurship Is Obvious. In the big data analysis of
college students’ innovation and entrepreneurship projects,
we get Figure 7. When analyzing and extracting the key-
words selected for innovation and entrepreneurship prac-
tice, we find that there is an obvious homogenization of
college students’ innovation and entrepreneurship projects,
and there is an obvious phenomenon of following the crowd
in content selection. (ey are carried out in groups and lack
of innovative spirit in content. (e form of the project is too
single, and there is no scene of a hundred flowers blooming.
At the same time, the innovation and entrepreneurship
projects of college students are too conservative, which is
also contrary to the original intention of innovation and
entrepreneurship education. In other aspects, it is found that
the practicality of college students’ innovation and entre-
preneurship is not strong, and most of the innovation and
entrepreneurship activities are not well incubated, and the
business conversion rate is very low. (is homogenization
phenomenon is contrary to our original intention of car-
rying out innovation and entrepreneurship education. We
hope to see college students innovate and practice boldly,
inject vitality into social development and progress, achieve
a career, and transport more excellent talents in line with the
development of the times.

4.5. 3e Incubation Rate of Innovation and Entrepreneurship
of Various Projects Is Generally Not High. According to the
big data analysis of the incubation rate of college students’
innovation and entrepreneurship projects, as shown in
Figure 8, we mainly divide the projects into six categories:
high-tech field, chain franchise field, intellectual service field,
store opening, technological entrepreneurship, and other

categories. (e incubation rate of innovation and entre-
preneurship practice in high-tech neighborhood and in-
tellectual service neighborhood is relatively high, and the
incubation rate of entity entrepreneurship is relatively low.
However, on the whole, the incubation rate of all college
students’ innovation and entrepreneurship projects is very
low, which shows that the commercial conversion rate of
college students’ innovation and entrepreneurship projects
in school can bring very low expectations of economic
benefits in the future. (is is a problem worthy of thinking
and analysis, which will be analyzed later.

4.6. 3ere Is Still a Gap between College Students’ Innovation
and Entrepreneurship Education in China and Developed
Countries. (is paper also makes a horizontal big data
comparative analysis of innovation and entrepreneurship
education at home and abroad, as shown in Figure 9. It
compares the five levels: the flexibility of the education
system, the promotion of social atmosphere, the superiority
of the education system, the participation of college students
in innovation and entrepreneurship, and the success rate
and conversion rate of college students’ innovation and
entrepreneurship. (rough comparison, we can see that the
education system of colleges and universities in developed
countries is more flexible, which is conducive to the de-
velopment of innovation and entrepreneurship activities
and stimulate students’ innovative spirit. (e social atmo-
sphere in developed countries is also more promotive, which
is conducive to the effective connection between schools and
society, and can improve the commercial conversion rate of
innovation and entrepreneurship. (erefore, the innovation
and entrepreneurship enthusiasm of college students in
developed countries are also much higher than the domestic
students, and the practical success rate and commercial
conversion rate of innovation and entrepreneurship are
many times higher than the domestic students. However, the
superiority of China’s education system should be obviously
stronger than that of developed countries, which is our
characteristic and strength. While improving and devel-
oping other aspects, maintaining and giving full play to the
superiority of the education system with Chinese charac-
teristics is our direction and goal.

4.7.Analysis on theFailure ofCollege Students’ Innovationand
Entrepreneurship Incubation Rate. Finally, we analyze the
reasons for the failure of college students’ innovation and
entrepreneurship incubation rate according to big data, as
shown in Figure 10. (e failure reasons are mainly divided
into six factors: lack of funds, weak team professional ability,
lack of policy support, problems of teachers’ team level, low
students’ willingness, and lack of professional guidance.
Based on the analysis of specific factors one by one, students’
willingness is low. Most students only regard innovation and
entrepreneurship practice as a means to obtain credits and a
voucher for future work, rather than as a way to cultivate
ability and practice of innovation and entrepreneurship.
(erefore, they do not attach great importance to the in-
cubation rate of the project and the conversion rate of
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business, and it can be seen from the above. (e homoge-
neity of college students’ innovation and entrepreneurship is
obvious. Students’ entrepreneurship lacks innovation and is
too traditional and conservative, which is not conducive to
improving college students’ entrepreneurial enthusiasm.

On the other hand, the low willingness of college stu-
dents to innovate and start a business is partly due to the lack
of funds in the process of project practice, which makes the
whole entrepreneurial process difficult and frustrating. In
addition, there is no special teacher for guidance, and the
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Figure 8: Investigation on incubation rate of innovation and entrepreneurship.
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professional ability of the team is weak, which is not enough
to support the later incubation of the project. From the
previously mentioned data, it is not difficult to find that the
practice way of college students’ innovation and entrepre-
neurship is mainly through competition, and the compe-
tition is mainly to pursue novelty and novelty. Sometimes, it
will cause pseudoinnovation and cannot produce com-
mercial value, which is also one of the reasons for the low
hatching rate. (ese reasons for failure can be guided and
improved through innovation and entrepreneurship poli-
cies, but at present, the government’s management of in-
novation and entrepreneurship education needs to be
further strengthened.

5. Countermeasures to Improve the
Entrepreneurship Rate of College Students

5.1. Strengthening Entrepreneurship Training for College
Students. Constructing college students’ entrepreneurship
education system and improving college students’ entre-
preneurship literacy are the most important factors to
improve the success rate of college students’ entrepre-
neurship. As colleges and universities, first, we should build
a curriculum system, form layered and classified curricu-
lum modules, teach entrepreneurship basic courses in the
lower grades, and gradually introduce entrepreneurship
practice courses in the higher grades. Second, we should
explore the reform of curriculum system and introduce
flexible school system. (ird, we focused on providing
entrepreneurship practice training programs and encour-
aged college students to actively participate in entrepre-
neurship competitions and entrepreneurship training
programs. In addition, some colleges and universities offer
entrepreneurship classes for students with entrepreneurial
intention, which is a more effective way. For college stu-
dents themselves, they should actively learn entrepre-
neurial knowledge, actively carry out entrepreneurial
practice, and constantly accumulate entrepreneurial
experience.

5.2. Improving College Students’ Entrepreneurship Policy.
From the perspective of the government, we should for-
mulate entrepreneurship policies for university and pro-
vincial groups in terms of laws and regulations, taxation,
registration, and business handling and lower the policy
threshold based on necessary preference. From the per-
spective of colleges and universities, we should introduce
policies to encourage college students to start businesses.

5.3. Building a Platform for College Students’
Entrepreneurship. Colleges and universities should break
the barriers between colleges and markets, build a win–win
entrepreneurial platform, and introduce investors and

Lack of funds
Insufficient policy support
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The level of teachers is not strong
Weak professionalism

Figure 10: Reasons for failure of innovation and entrepreneurship
incubation rate.
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Figure 9: Comparison of innovation and entrepreneurship at home and abroad.
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entrepreneurs into the entrepreneurial platform. Condi-
tional colleges and universities can even move the entre-
preneurship platform off campus to truly accept the market
test, so that students can be tempered in the real market.

6. Conclusion

Based on the previously mentioned analysis of the current
situation of college students’ innovation and entrepre-
neurship education quality based on big data analysis in the
context of cloud computing, it is not difficult to find that at
present. (ere are still many problems to be solved for
college students’ innovation and entrepreneurship in China,
and there is also a large gap with developed countries. (e
main manifestations are that students’ enthusiasm is not
high enough, and their cognition and understanding of
innovation and entrepreneurship are not clear enough. (e
policy and financial support of colleges and universities and
the state for innovation and entrepreneurship are not
enough to ensure the normal development and incubation of
college students. (e teaching staff is also very weak, and
there is no special teacher to provide guidance.(ere are also
problems in the connection between universities and society.
(e social environment and insufficient attention to college
students’ innovation and entrepreneurship are also one of
the reasons for the low rate of business transformation.

(rough the discrete dynamic modeling technology of
complex systems and the storage, processing, and analysis
technology of big data mining, we have realized the re-
combination and visualization of data, found the internal
relationship between discrete events, clearly seen the existing
problems of college students’ innovation and entrepre-
neurship, and found the path to improve the quality of
innovation and entrepreneurship education. First, in the
future, it is suggested to change the concept of college
students’ innovation and entrepreneurship. (e school can
organize a special team of teachers, provide students with
professional and personalized services, and improve stu-
dents’ interest in innovation and entrepreneurship. Second,
let college students be bold in innovation and practice.
(ird, improve the quality evaluation system of innovation
and entrepreneurship and provide sufficient funds for col-
lege students’ innovation and entrepreneurship practice, so
as to improve the guarantee for college students’ innovation
and entrepreneurship practice and improve the incubation
rate and business conversion rate of the project; Fourth,
through the big data analysis platform, we can realize the
organic connection between schools and society, strengthen
the business value of college students’ innovation and en-
trepreneurship projects, and establish a business value
evaluation system. Fifth, universities and teachers should
strengthen the learning and application ability of cloud
computing and big data, learn to use data analysis and
evaluation, and use data to drive the quality of innovation
and entrepreneurship education. However, this paper does
not have an in-depth discussion on the specific conditions
that college students should have for innovation and en-
trepreneurship, which needs to be investigated in the future
research. We hope this paper can help improve the quality of

college students’ innovation and entrepreneurship educa-
tion and contribute to national development and talent
training.
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At present, in China’s automobile manufacturing industry, the main problem is the manufacturing of parts and on-board
equipment. Most domestic industries still adopt the step-by-step production of parts, and each manufacturer customizes the
required parts according to the scale and production needs of its own enterprise. )is situation is easy to cause unstable quality of
parts and serious unqualified quality inspection problems. Based on the above situation, we study the high-quality development,
parts quality optimization, and remanufacturing of auto parts manufacturing industry with the support of machine learning
model. Firstly, based on the analysis of auto parts procurement and production mode, this paper briefly describes the basic
problems in themanufacturing process of auto parts in China.Machine learning technology is used to count the changes of quality
data in manufacturing, and the quality standard is reflected in the learning model. )e machine learning algorithm is used to
diagnose and analyze the faults of auto parts and equipment, so as to turn high-quality production to high-quality production.)e
projection feature extraction algorithm is used to quantitatively analyze the low quality state of automobile parts. Finally, 3D
printing technology is used to solve the quality manufacturing problem of parts with high-precision requirements, and the later
materials are processed again to achieve the purpose of remanufacturing planning. )e results show that the transformation of
auto parts manufacturing to high quality can improve the economic development of the auto industry and meet the needs of
modern society. )e data analysis of parts controlled by machine learning model can help the precision manufacturing of
automobile parts.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of China’s economic strength,
the parts manufacturing industry in the automotive industry
has also started a wide range of production and processing
(Chen Min et al.) [1]. )e advantages of auto parts devel-
opment can promote the transformation and innovation of
the auto industry. )e parts manufacturing industry needs
to focus on high-tech quality transformation and strictly
control the quality of its products to meet the needs of
modern cities. In different regions of China, the devel-
opment of auto parts manufacturing industry is different,
and most cities with high-tech technology are relatively
smooth (Chen et al.) [2]. Auto parts manufacturing needs
to be supported by the urban economy and obtain new
transformation opportunities from the development of

high-tech technology. Solving the problem of auto parts
manufacturing can improve the economic benefits of the
whole city, which plays an important role and helps in
urban innovation and development (Wu et al.) [3]. At
present, the economic benefits that China’s auto parts
manufacturing industry can create are limited by many
reasons. Enterprises can not control the overall quality of
parts in normal operation. )e sales scope and export
channels of auto parts are relatively few, and cross inter-
national exchanges and transactions cannot be realized
globally (Lu Yanqing et al. 2021) [4]. )e above factors are
unfavorable to the development of China’s automobile
industry, especially the quality problems caused by auto
parts, which has always been the primary link to be solved
(Jin Hongji et al. 2021) [5]. Our government has pro-
mulgated many new policies according to the development
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status of the automobile industry, and there are new
standards and restrictions in quality control and enterprise
management. With the advent of the Internet and big data
environment, new technology development can help op-
timize and reform the quality of auto parts manufacturing
industry (Kong Ningning et al.) [6].

)e main factors affecting the quality change of China’s
auto parts manufacturing industry also include production
cost. Each enterprise has its own cost range, and the re-
duction of profits leads to many problems in enterprise
production (Hu Chun et al. 2021) [7]. )e investment
growth of foreign investors in the industry is low, and this
bad cycle leads to the failure of new technologies in time.)e
traditional processing method of auto parts is relatively
single, and the product renewal and creativity have not been
optimized and improved (Qiu Shaohu et al. 2021) [8].
Obviously, the processing efficiency can not meet the pro-
duction demand of the current automobile industry. At
present, the following problems are easy to appear in the
process of auto parts manufacturing: first, the production
line in many manufacturing industries is too long, which
makes it easy to slow down the progress and efficiency of
engineering manufacturing in complex environment. )e
enterprise does not control and allocate the production
management, and the complexity of the production line has
brought many work difficulties to most employees (Jinxi
et al. 2021) [9]. )e problems in the production process can
not be found immediately. In order to improve the quality of
parts, it needs to be analyzed from the production process.
Finally, the development of China’s automobile industry is
relatively diversified and there are many kinds of automo-
biles. )is diversity leads to the need to consider processing
parts from many aspects. )erefore, in the development of
parts manufacturing industry, it is necessary to increase the
types and characteristics of products, improve their own
quality, and stand out from various industry competitions
(Wang Chuan et al. 2021) [10].

)is paper puts forward new measures and ideas for the
reuse of parts in China. Its innovative contributions are as
follows: 1. Starting from the market economy of automobile
products, this paper discusses the influence of cost price and
material selection on automobile performance. Starting with
the quality control management of parts, the core structure
in the manufacturing process is improved. 2. Introduce
machine learningmodel to statistically analyze material data.
)e training samples are used to obtain the optimal results of
quality data, which are added to the manufacturing process
of auto parts. 3. Based on the actual situation of China’s
automobile industry, the fault data are extracted from the
part processing process, and the quality parameters are
optimized by using the simulation environment. In order to
improve the manufacturing quality of parts, machine
learning model is used to train the fault analysis perfor-
mance in sample making.

)is paper is mainly divided into three parts. )e first
part mainly describes the background of automobile in-
dustry and automobile parts manufacturing industry and
analyzes the current situation of the application of machine
learning algorithm in various industries from the perspective

of parts manufacturing process. )e second part first ana-
lyzes the quality control problems in the process of auto
parts manufacturing and transforms the trend of parts
manufacturing into high-quality development. Starting with
the control of raw materials, the influencing factors of
material selection on quality are analyzed by using big data
and machine learning algorithm. After data acquisition, the
monitoring effect of machine learning model on part
manufacturing is analyzed. 3D printing technology is
adopted to increase material selectivity and optimize and
improve individual parts with high-precision requirements.
Finally, it analyzes the industry discovery trend and opti-
mizes the quality problems from the concept of parts
remanufacturing in the automotive industry. )e third part
analyzes the results of high-quality transformation of auto
parts manufacturing industry based on machine learning
model, as well as the research on parts remanufacturing and
quality optimization.

2. Related Work

In the process of automobile manufacturing, it is necessary
to analyze and investigate the quality and process of parts.
)e selection of raw material quality of parts and compo-
nents has a great impact on the results of the whole
manufacturing (Zhang Shibin et al.) [11]. )erefore, it is
necessary to collect and analyze the data before the use of
raw materials. )e statistical results of data analysis are
constructed by using machine learning model. Machine
learning model can be widely used in computer field, natural
language field, and intelligent recognition field (Liu Qixu
et al. 2021) [12]. It provides accurate data support and al-
gorithm support for the above industries. Most machine
learning models can show good results in sample data de-
tection and prediction. However, the training data of the
model needs to select the appropriate range and input
method. In order to improve the quality development in
automobile parts manufacturing, we need to build a rela-
tively safe and reliable machine learning model. )e risk
analysis and data prediction of learning model are used to
ensure the quality standard of parts. In the training of
machine learning model, it is also necessary to ensure the
integrity of data and detect the location and specific factors
of automobile component faults according to the above data
(Wang et al. 2021) [13].

Water conservancy projects in Japan have always been
the main industry with risks and accidents. In order to
enhance the accuracy of water conservancy work manage-
ment and risk assessment, they added machine learning
algorithm to Engineering Research (Liu Haipeng et al. 2021)
[14]. Using machine learning model to construct data as-
sociation structure, risk assessment and data prediction are
carried out for the operation links of water conservancy
projects. Under the influence of human beings, the mining
effect in the data framework of hydraulic engineering can
analyze the key influencing factors and establish corre-
sponding emergency treatment and guarantee measures.
With the support of computer technology, many intelligent
robots are also widely used in people’s life. It is easy for
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intelligent robot to face the danger of obstacles in the process
of moving. In order to improve the robot’s ability to avoid
obstacles in real time, it is necessary to use machine learning
algorithm to transform the robot system (Yu Hong et al.
2021) [15]. Machine learning algorithm is used to judge the
distance of obstacles in real time, and the travel direction is
planned. )e results show that the robot optimized by the
algorithm can form a reliable and stable path in motion. )e
development of China’s automotive machinery field is a hot
industry in the near future. Automotive machinery and
equipment are prone to many problems in operation. In
order to solve the fault problem and improve the diagnosis
accuracy, we use machine learning algorithm to ensure the
normal operation of automobile mechanical equipment.
With its own advantages, machine learning algorithm can
change the structure of data calculation and realize fault
diagnosis and real-time monitoring of mechanical equip-
ment. Based on the application status of machine learning
algorithm in various fields, this paper studies the high-
quality transformation and quality optimization measures of
auto parts manufacturing industry.

3. Methodology

3.1. Research on High-Quality Transformation of Auto Parts
Manufacturing Based onMachine LearningModel. With the
continuous improvement of China’s economic develop-
ment, people’s use frequency and ownership penetration
rate of cars are increasing exponentially. With the growth of
automobile sales, the development of the industry is also
facing a new turn. )e demand for the quality of auto parts
and equipment in the auto market is higher and higher.
When choosing an automobile brand, we first need to
consider its quality and durability. )e quality standard of
auto parts also provides a data reference for selecting auto
brands. Steadily promoting the development of China’s
automobile industry can play a positive role in national
economic growth. At present, although China’s automobile
has basically reached the state of popularization, people’s
demand for high quality is becoming closer and closer. )e
shift of auto parts from quantitative development to high-
quality development has become the main factor affecting
the process of the industry. From the analysis of automobile
sales market, we try to reduce the gap with partners in terms
of quality requirements and shorten the distance from
manufacturing process and core technology, control auto-
motive equipment and related parts, and constantly innovate
and optimize to achieve the purpose of stable industrial
development.

Most manufacturers in China’s automobile manufacturing
industry contract to the corresponding units for parts
manufacturing, which is unfavorable to the control of parts
quality. It is easy to cause unqualified parts, which can directly
affect the overall quality of automotive products. )e pro-
duction process is mainly composed of several processes, as
shown in Figure 1.

As can be seen from Figure 1, firstly, it is divided in part
manufacturing for different automobile types. Product
quality control is divided into inspection stage, statistical

data stage, data detection stage, and overall quality man-
agement stage. According to the characteristics of auto parts
and the operation process, select the appropriate detection
method. Manually control the composition of parts in
quality inspection. According to the above process, the
supervision of parts and automobile quality can be realized.
Although the quality problems can be mastered in their own
production links, there are also prominent defects. For
example, the order of parts in production will bring some
difficulties to quality monitoring, which not only reduces the
production efficiency, but also expands the actual cost. In
order to improve the overall quality of parts, the industry can
only transform active intervention into passive intervention
and control. At this stage, parts production is still the focus
of research. Many data will be used in the process of
component quality accounting, and the work content of this
large amount of data calculation is more complex.)e use of
rawmaterial parameters and the accuracy of calculation data
will bring some difficulties to quality accounting. In order to
solve the problem of data accounting, this paper uses ma-
chine learning algorithm to construct data analysis model.

Machine learning algorithm can select targeted detection
methods according to the detection requirements in auto-
mobile parts manufacturing. Carry out data detection and
tracking from raw material distribution and manufacturing
process. )e test data in the process of parts manufacturing
is divided into two parts. One is the data information inside
the part, and the other is the detection information of ex-
ternal equipment. In order to better realize tracking and
analysis in component production, we need machine
learning algorithm as technical support. A mathematical
model is established for the internal and external inspection
data of parts, and the position of inspection nodes is defined
by data analysis technology. Firstly, the parts manufacturing
of an automobile product is randomly selected as the pro-
totype. )e internal inspection data needs to correct the
position of the inspection node. We define the gap between
the front and rear positions of the main target as follows:

argmin L[g(H), Z]. (1)

In the formula, H is the actual position of the detection
node andZ is the corresponding position of the specific data.
)e capture function in machine learning algorithm is used
to define the relationship of data quality inspection gap. )e
input and output variable formula of the model is

Xn×m �

x1x2 . . . xm

x2x2 . . . xn

xnxn . . . xnm

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠,

Yn �

y1

y2

. . .

yn

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.

(2)

In the formula, n variable is the number of samples and
m is the number of eigenvalues of the input data. )e
mapping relationship between data nodes in machine
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learning model is reflected by linear regression analysis. It
can also quickly judge the correlation between data input
and output in feature screening. )e calculation formula is

f(X) � WTX + B. (3)

A large amount of data needs to be added to the machine
learning model for training. Select the data with stable it-
eration times to obtain accurate data results. )e ratio be-
tween the predicted value of error measurement and the
actual data is used to optimize the parameter model. )e
error coefficient can be obtained according to the following
formula:

Ed �
1
n



n

l�1
y
⌢

t − yt . (4)

yt and y
⌢

t represent the actual value and the predicted
value, respectively. In the data mining in Figure 2, it is
necessary to judge the location relationship of data nodes.
)e relationship between internal and external positions of
parts is predicted and analyzed, and the purpose of data
enhancement is constructed through linear regression. )e
quality data enhancement process constructed by machine
learning algorithm is shown in Figure 2.

As can be seen from Figure 2, the data generated in the
manufacturing of parts are obtained. Build corresponding
models for different vehicle samples, preprocess the map-
ping data, and generate sample cases. In the training model,
an appropriate algorithm is used to optimize the quality

parameters. Save the optimal parameter model for result
processing. Test the influence range of different data on the
quality of parts. Due to the technical differences between
different manufacturers, dynamic data changes will occur in
each component manufacturing engineering. )e best
quality data we calculated can only provide a certain range of
reference efficacy. Next, we need to further study the quality
optimization and specific measures of auto parts.

3.2. Research on Remanufacturing and Quality Optimization
of Auto Parts Based on Machine Learning Model. )e
manufacturing quality of automobile parts plays an im-
portant role and influence on the overall performance and
sales of automobile. Parts manufacturing cost and core
technology have a great relationship with quality optimi-
zation. In quality control, the selection and processing of raw
materials can directly affect the change of quality coefficient
in production. Raw materials and customer quality cost are
internal quality problems of parts. In order to improve the
overall performance of automobile, we also need to explore
the factors affecting quality from actual production and
manufacturing. Step errors or operation failures in the
manufacturing process will affect the quality parameters of
parts. We also need to detect and judge all aspects of parts in
automobile quality inspection. In order to improve the
accuracy and effectiveness of fault detection, a component
model based on machine learning algorithm needs to be
added to the manufacturing process. Control the production
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Data distribution
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Result processingmodel predictionModel saving
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model prediction Data analysis
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Figure 2: Quality data enhancement process constructed by machine learning algorithm.
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process through the characteristic changes in the
manufacturing process of parts. Judge whether there is a
manufacturing fault according to the characteristic data. If
there is a fault, it can be handled and located in time. Firstly,
the projection algorithm is used to extract the fault features
in the manufacturing process of auto parts. )e model is
represented by spatial matrix coefficients:

min‖L‖, +λE2.1, s, 1, X � XL. (5)

In the formula, the variable λE2.1 represents the fault
characteristic data. We judge whether there are similar
variables from the matrix data and simulate the information
of the same sample:

xij � X
w

ij + Eij

� 
c

i�1
Xw

s
i j) + eij,

(6)

where X represents the noise data generated by the fault.)e
approximate position change of fault is simulated by sample
similarity vector. If the training sample does not change,
then

y � P
T
. (7)

)e calculation variation of the above formula is
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In order to improve the accuracy of the analysis data in
the calculation, we need to control the measurement within
the minimum distance. )e minimum distance is defined as

yij − p
T
Xw

s
ij

�����

�����
2
. (9)

)erefore, in the manufacturing process, the specific
problem can be analyzed through the fault space. )e
transformation calculation formula is
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In the formula, in order to achieve reasonable data
distribution and keep the accuracy above the standard co-
efficient, the minimum norm needs to be planned:
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In order to make the calculation process simpler, we can
also use the identity matrix to express it. )e mean value of
the above results is the highest, and the vector of the

projection matrix can be represented by the generalized
eigenvalue. Finally, in the data analysis level, the part of
identifying fault characteristics needs to be judged by data
units. )e machine learning model is highly adaptable in
automatic learning. We use clustering conditions to plan the
automatic learning efficiency of machine learning:

η(t + q) � η0
a1

η0
 

s

. (12)

According to the above formula and machine learning
model, the quality changes of parts can be monitored in real
time in the manufacturing process, and the steps beyond the
stable range can be rearranged and combined. In order to
further reflect the effect of parts quality optimization, we can
also start from parts remanufacturing. Conduct secondary
processing and treatment for unqualified parts and improve
the quality coefficient to the standard range and flow into the
market again. We investigated the sales of remanufactured
products of automobiles and parts, as shown in Figure 3.

It can be seen from Figure 3 that, with the increase of
years, the transaction amount in China’s automobile market
has exceeded the upper limit over the years. Parts rema-
nufacturing accounts for a large proportion in the market. It
shows that good sales results can be achieved after secondary
processing and improving quality standards. In the quality
optimization measures, machine learning model is used to
monitor the manufacturing process, which brings core
technical support to the secondary manufacturing of auto
parts.

4. Result Analysis and Discussion

4.1. Analysis of Research Results of High-Quality Transfor-
mation ofAutomobile PartsManufacturingBased onMachine
Learning Model. In the above research, we found that
controlling the quality coefficient of automobile parts can
improve the overall performance of automobile. Quality
inspection of selected materials should be carried out in the
manufacturing process of auto parts. After data acquisition,
simulation comparison is carried out to analyze the influ-
ence range of material parameters on parts. In order to save
costs and increase competitive advantage, many manufac-
turers will choose to reduce raw material indicators, which
affects the purpose of the transformation of the auto parts
industry to high quality to a certain extent. )is paper es-
tablishes a machine learning model to study the high-quality
transformation of parts. Firstly, a certain automobile
product is randomly selected to establish a virtual model for
the distribution of parts and components, as shown in
Figure 4.

It can be seen from Figure 4 that the distribution of parts
in the automobile structure is complex, and there are many
factors affecting the overall quality. We need to fit the overall
data and conduct unified calculation in the manufacturing
and inspection of parts. In the detection, the change of actual
quality data is significantly greater than that of predicted
data, so it needs to be subdivided by manual intervention.
Estimate the key positions in parts manufacturing from
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different angles, and record the position changes and ma-
terial selection. We compare the quality parameters of parts
processed with different raw materials, as shown in Figure 5.

As can be seen from Figure 5, with the gradual increase
of the stiffness of raw materials, the quality parameters of
corresponding products also increase. )e material data
predicted by machine learning model can highly meet the
product demand. )erefore, this algorithm has obvious
advantages in practical application. Finally, we can also use
3D printing to solve the problem of high-precision design
parts.

)e higher the precision, the higher the quality of the
finished product delivered by printing. )erefore, for high-
precision 3D printing, the primary technical difficulty is the
printing precision, that is, the optical resolution: the size of a
single pixel of the projection light. Printing speed is also one of
the technical difficulties to be broken through in high-preci-
sion 3D printing. )e formation process of Pμ SL 3D printing
technology is as follows: firstly, the three-dimensional structure
model is constructed by modeling software; then, the slicing
software is used to slice the three-dimensional model with a
certain layer thickness to obtain a series of two-dimensional
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pictures with specific patterns; then use P μ SL 3D printing
system performs full face projection exposure on each layer of
pattern after slicing. Repeat the previous step repeatedly and
stack layers to finally form the required three-dimensional
structure. In addition, the printing system can also splice and
print large-size samples through the movement of the printing
platform, so as to realize high-precision, large format, and
cross-scale processing.

)e corresponding shapes and structures are generated
directly from the virtual platform. Using 3D printing
technology can also reduce the cost of parts and improve the
precision of products. Among them, this technology can be
used in shape design, interior decorationmatching, plug-ins,
and other links.

4.2. Analysis of Research Results of Automobile Parts Rema-
nufacturing and Quality Optimization Based on Machine
Learning Model. Improving the quality problems in au-
tomobile parts manufacturing needs to be considered from
many aspects. Firstly, to improve the quality management
of parts, it is necessary to establish the corresponding
management model and standard rules.)is paper analyzes
the characteristics of China’s automobile industry and
carries out targeted transformation from the domestic
environment. Introduce reasonable control measures into
quality control and management and establish corre-
sponding departments. Take quality optimization as the
core part of manufacturing process. Secondly, in the
process of manufacturing, it is also necessary to ensure the
transparency of parts production and ensure that each link
can be monitored in real time. Record the problems en-
countered in the production process and achieve accurate
positioning. )e automatic training model is established
according to the recorded information of fault location,
and the automatic learning model is transformed and

upgraded by machine learning algorithm. )at is, in the
face of the next quality problem, the fault node can be
located in time to achieve targeted solution. Firstly, we
analyze the problem of low quality caused by incorrect
operation in automobile parts manufacturing, select a
certain position of automobile parts to establish a fault
analysis model, and use 3D printing technology to compare
the internal structure of normal parts and faulty parts, as
shown in Figure 6.

We extract the feature points of the model from the
automobile parts structure in Figure 6 and verify the ac-
curacy of the data through comparative experiments. At the
same time, it is added to the machine learning training
model to synchronize multiple fault factors for common
analysis. )e change trend of component quality parameters
after training with machine learning model is shown in
Figure 7.

It can be seen from Figure 7 that, with the enhancement
of model training time, the quality parameters of parts
change obviously. )e quality trend of machine learning
training is better; the quality parameters of parts in tradi-
tional manufacturing process fluctuate greatly and decrease
slowly with the time of feature recognition. In the test data,
we randomly select 50 normal data and 50 abnormal data of
an automobile product and compare the quality optimiza-
tion in the model after training, respectively. We find that
the efficiency of machine learning model diagnosis is rela-
tively fast and can effectively solve the low efficiency problem
caused by repetitive operation. Quality certification and
optimization are the main channels to improve the eco-
nomic changes of automobile market. In order to improve
the market sales status, we also need to start from the
manufacturing and reuse of parts. For some products that
fail to meet the quality inspection standards, the reuse
transformation can improve the utility rate of the products
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and reduce the average cost of the automobile industry to a
certain extent. At the same time, in view of the uneven
product quality level in the auto parts market, it is also
necessary to start with the quality standard certification and
use the quality certification mark to shift the manufacturing
of parts from quantity to quality.

5. Conclusion

With the rise of national economic strength, the automobile
industry is developing more and more rapidly. )e increase
of automobile types has brought new challenges to the
manufacturing of parts and components. In the process of
parts manufacturing, the selection of materials, process flow,
processing, and testing technology are the main factors
affecting product quality. )is demand for higher quality

puts forward requirements for the parts industry from the
aspects of structural design, manufacturing mode, and
quality inspection. In order to unify product quality stan-
dards and transform parts manufacturing from high
quantity to high quality, we study the automobile parts
manufacturing industry under the machine learning model.
Firstly, starting from the market economy of automobile
products, this paper explores the impact of cost price and
material selection on automobile performance. It is found
that the selection of raw materials has an obvious influence
on the composition and quality of parts. Starting from the
quality control management of parts, improve the core
structure in the manufacturing process. )e machine
learning model is introduced to statistically analyze the
material data. Using training samples to obtain the optimal
results of quality data, it is added to the manufacturing
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Figure 6: Actual application drawing after internal structure comparison of parts.
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process of auto parts. Finally, starting from the actual sit-
uation of China’s automobile industry, the fault data are
extracted from the parts process, and the simulation envi-
ronment is used to optimize the quality parameters. In order
to improve the manufacturing quality of parts, the fault
analysis performance in sample making is trained by ma-
chine learning model. 3D printing technology is used to
solve the problem of parts with high-precision requirements.
)is paper puts forward new measures and ideas for the
reuse of parts and components in China. )e results show
that the auto parts manufacturing industry needs to change
from paying attention to product quantity to paying at-
tention to high-quality development. )e product quality
optimization based on machine learning model can improve
the nonstandard operation in the manufacturing process of
parts industry and provide new help for China’s automobile
industry in the market competition.
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With the continuous improvement of China’s scientific and technological level, the popularity of mobile network technology is
becoming more and more widespread. Many big data technologies and wireless sensor technologies have brought new changes to
people’s lives. At present, the functions of communication technology and network transmission have moved from perfection to
new innovation and development. 5G mobile network technology has played an important role in various fields. When China’s
economy and science and technology develop better and better, people pay more and more attention to children’s education. ,e
research on children’s education has become a hot topic. From the above background, this paper studies the network transmission
function and network transmission path of children’s education app in 5G era mobile computing technology. First, starting from
the development trend and main functions of 5G, this paper briefly describes the functional requirements of children’s education
app.,e efficient data transmission in the 5Gmobile wireless sensor network is applied to children’s education app. Starting from
the distance of network transmission nodes, the data transmission optimization algorithm is adopted, and the network
transmission module is composed of the best transmission path of nodes. Combined with the energy-saving effect of mobile
computing technology, the problem of excessive consumption of network transmission resources is optimized. Finally, the data
transmission path is studied in the 5G mobile network. ,e results show that 5G mobile computing technology can optimize the
network transmission performance, improve the operation efficiency of the server, and has a good effect in solving the problems of
delay and low coverage. In the process of children’s education app network transmission under 5Gmobile computing technology,
it can ensure the user’s personal information and improve the security of system feedback.

1. Introduction

,e existing 4G network has been widely used in the Internet
of things and is constantly developing to meet the appli-
cation needs of the Internet of things in the future. New
applications and business models of the future Internet of
things need new performance standards, such as large-scale
connection, security, reliability, wireless communication
coverage, ultralow delay, high throughput, etc. In order to
meet these needs, 5g technology is expected to provide new
interfaces for future Internet of things applications. 5g will
not only provide 1000 times of Internet traffic growth in the
next decade but also provide various industries with basic

technologies to support the development of the Internet of
things. (1) ,e Internet of things can promote classroom
teaching, realize the interaction between students and stu-
dents and students and machines through sensor technol-
ogy, provide an intelligent environment for teaching,
improve the traditional learning environment and learning
methods, and adjust the teaching structure at any time. (2)
,e Internet of things can be used for extracurricular
learning. It supports extracurricular research, mobile
learning, and ubiquitous learning to enrich extracurricular
learning methods and promote the development of students’
ability. (3) ,e Internet of things can also be used for school
management such as attendance management, school
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library management, teaching instruments, and equipment
management and school education safety management, so as
to innovate school management means and improve
management efficiency and quality.

With the rising level of science and technology in China,
the coverage effect and popularity of mobile network are
gradually expanding. People’s daily life has been inseparable
from the support of Internet and mobile technology [1].
Although the traditional 4G network can meet our daily use,
it has obvious defects in the use of intelligent devices and
intelligent terminals [2, 3]. ,erefore, the advent of 5G
mobile network has brought new opportunities and changes
to network transmission in all walks of life [4]. At present,
this technology is in the preliminary development stage and
has a good application prospect. In practical applications,
many communication industries and electronic information
industries have predicted it. With the research upsurge of 5G
technology in various countries, many scholars found that
compared with 4G network technology, this technology has
obvious efficiency in the use of intelligent devices [5]. In the
process of using 5G mobile network and related technolo-
gies, it is necessary to make a reasonable selection of network
environment and equipment [6]. We need to integrate more
advanced technology and imported equipment to build it.
With the advent of 5G era, our country has also significantly
improved in the process of base station construction, and the
number and scale are showing a positive upward trend [7].
In the network transmission, we also need to consider the
urban area coverage effect and establish a large-scale net-
work structure for the whole area. ,erefore, the regional
network using 5G mobile network and communication
technology can be faster and more stable and has good
performance in coverage [8].

At present, children’s education app has become the
main application in the field of education in China [9]. With
the rapid development of mobile network technology, all
walks of life have formed their own professional app ap-
plications [10]. With the rapid improvement of people’s
living standards, people pay more and more attention to
children’s education industry. Children’s education, with
children as the main body and education as the main
purpose, has become the focus of every family [11, 12].
When children’s education combines intelligent devices and
mobile networks to form the current form of app, it has been
widely used in the field of education [13]. ,is educational
app can use mobile phones or computers as the carrier of
interactive devices to realize the interactive process between
children and teachers. Use the network equipment as the
medium to connect the data transmission function [14].
,erefore, children’s education app has high research value
and important significance. As educational software has
become the focus of research, the network transmission
performance and process in actual operation have also
become the main research content [15].

Starting from the development trend andmain functions
of 5g, this paper briefly describes the functional require-
ments of children’s education app. Research and innovation
contributions include the following: (1) using the data
transmission optimization algorithm, the network

transmission module is composed of the best transmission
path of the node. Combined with the energy-saving effect of
mobile computing technology, the problem of excessive
consumption of network transmission resources is opti-
mized. (2) ,e data transmission path in the 5g mobile
network is studied. ,e results show that 5g mobile com-
puting technology can optimize the transmission perfor-
mance of the network, improve the operation efficiency of
the server, and have a good effect in solving the problems of
delay and low coverage. (3) In the process of children’s
education app network transmission under 5g mobile
computing technology, it can ensure the user’s personal
information and improve the system feedback security.

,is paper is mainly divided into three parts. ,e first
part analyzes the development of 5G mobile computing
network and the research status of children’s education app
in various countries. ,e second part first combines wireless
communication technology with 5G mobile computing to
analyze the transmission process of educational app net-
work. Aiming at the optimization and improvement of data
processing in network transmission, the tree structure is
used to simulate the transmission algorithm in big data
environment.,e optimal transmission process is calculated
according to the distance between network transmission
nodes. ,e energy-saving link of 5G network and mobile
computing in network transmission is studied. Finally, the
factors affecting the efficiency of network transmission are
analyzed, and the optimal transmission path of children’s
education app network under 5G mobile computing tech-
nology is explored. ,e third part first analyzes the results of
the research on the network transmission of children’s
education app under the mobile network technology and the
network transmission path.

2. The Related Works

In the construction of 5G mobile computing network, a
variety of schemes and requirements need to be met. ,e
construction of network transmission needs to include
whether there is a source, and the cost requirements of the
two options for network transmission are also different [16].
In the overall application process, it is necessary to consider
whether the efficiency of information resource transmission
will increase the actual cost after accessing the 5G network.
In the application of reducing network transmission cost, it
is also necessary to ensure network security performance
[17]. In order to improve the network construction and
transmission quality, we need to start from the broadband
configuration and network structure and choose a flexible
design that can ensure the needs of educational app [18].
Research and development shall be carried out in strict
accordance with the network transmission protocol and the
functional requirements of children’s education app. Due to
the complexity of the network structure, different require-
ments and performance have very different requirements for
the level. In the specific implementation process, it is nec-
essary to not only pay attention to the existing network
structure but also use wireless communication technologies
such as big data to support the 5G network environment
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[19]. At present, China’s network transmission structure has
many forms. With the continuous development of mobile
technology, in order to promote transmission efficiency and
applicability, we need to consider it in 5G environment [20].
Select the environment with strong coverage in the appli-
cation scenario, maximize the popularity of children’s ed-
ucation app network by using 5G transmission performance,
and ensure that the network application can realize the
function of cross regional and cross domain transmission.
Bring better experience and services for users and children
[21].

,e development of mobile technology and Internet in
the United States is relatively advanced, and people are
familiar with the integration of Internet into daily life and
work [22]. ,e idea of mobile learning is also widely rec-
ognized in American universities. ,is kind of learning
behavior has had a good effect in children’s education
schools. ,ey use mobile applications to build a children’s
learning platform and system, so that mobile learning has
achieved good results in the field of children’s education
[23]. It can not only help children learn knowledge better,
but also be free from the constraints of time and place, and
realize the real-time interaction with teachers.

,e development of online education resources and
mobile network devices in Japan is also relatively rapid [24].
With the popularization of intelligent equipment, online
library and other applications have enriched people’s daily
life. Many colleges and universities have realized online
teaching and after-school learning services. Educational app
software improves students’ learning efficiency in their daily
life and shows information-based and intelligent learning
resources to students in need. In the field of children’s
education, they first chose platforms such as online coun-
seling as the basis. Subsequently, with the rapid development
of mobile technology, online counseling was gradually
transformed into the form of mobile application software,
which brought a lot of help to children’s learning and
cognitive society [25].

,e scale of Internet users in China has become the top
form in the world, including hundreds of millions of mobile
phone users. Using mobile phone to surf the Internet has
become a common living habit. With the advent of the 5G
network era, it is more convenient for everyone to obtain
information by using mobile phones and mobile terminals.
In the field of education, network counseling, distance
teaching, and other modes have become widely used. People
also put forward the idea of intelligent app in the devel-
opment of children’s education software. Many educational
institutions have specially developed educational apps to
help students expand their knowledge structure according to
children’s habits and learning frequency. Many children’s
education apps can also be combined with virtual devices to
form a 3D live learning atmosphere. Based on the devel-
opment status of children’s education app in various
countries, this paper studies the network transmission
performance and path of education app by using mobile
computing technology and wireless network technology in
5G environment.

3. Research on Children’s Education App
Network Transmission and Optimal Path
Based on 5G Mobile Computing Technology

3.1. Research on Transmission Optimization Algorithm of
Children’s Education App Network Based on 5G Mobile
Computing Technology and Wireless Sensor Network. To
research on network transmission optimization algorithm of
children’s education app based on 5G mobile computing
technology and wireless sensor network in order to realize
the effective application of 5G mobile network in children’s
education app, we need to analyze from the actual network
application environment. On the basis of coverage, ensure
users’ excellent sense of experience and efficient information
services to meet the needs of most people and children. In
order to better realize the network operation, we need to
choose a high-capacity environment to provide technical
support for traffic transmission and information transmis-
sion. In the direction of improving the use effect and
popularity of children’s education app, it is necessary to
choose the operation mode that consumes less resources.
Select the technology with less data content and low con-
sumption, and combine it with the education app network
transportation module. We study the 5G network coverage
in various regions of the country, as shown in Figure 1.

As can be seen from Figure 1, the national network
coverage basically reaches above the standard range. Among
them, 5G in the eastern region develops rapidly and has
obvious advantages in coverage. When the 5G network is
selected as the technical support of application software, it is
necessary to scientifically analyze the system function. First
of all, the user experience should meet the provision of
children’s learning resources. And resource allocation is
carried out for students of different ages. From the inter-
active experience, we should set some options convenient for
children to meet the personalized needs of students. Dis-
tinguish the children’s operation process from their parents,
and set the corresponding parent mode and learning mode.
In data management, we should focus on data management
and personal information management. Finally, the back-
ground mode needs to be established to facilitate the ad-
ministrator tomodify and improve the platform.,e specific
functional framework is shown in Figure 2.

After analyzing the system functional requirements, we
also need to analyze the application status of children’s
education apps, starting with the acceptance of parents and
students. Using the questionnaire and evaluation form,
analyze the evaluation coefficients of parents and children on
the use experience of children’s education app software, as
shown in Figure 3.

As can be seen from Figure 3, with the increase of the
number of people, we can clearly see that parents generally
have a high degree of recognition of children’s education
app, and students are also satisfied with the actual appli-
cation process. In the process of network transmission, the
transmission of software application generally adopts the
digital system. Although this method is relatively stable, it
can not guarantee the quality of information and data
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Figure 1: 5G network coverage in all regions of the country.
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transmission in the big data environment. With the rapid
development of wireless sensor technology and mobile
network, many mobile computing technologies in 5G en-
vironment have also been widely used. Based on the mobile
computing network, this paper analyzes the transmission
process and the factors affecting the performance. First,
different data nodes are used for distribution in the network
model. It is assumed that the data flow consumed by each
node is as follows:

Etr � l∗Eelec + l∗ εfs ∗ d
2
, d≤d0,

Etr � l∗Eelec + C∗ εmp ∗ d
3
, d> d0.

(1)

,e specific formula after calculation is simplified as
follows:

d0 �

���
εfs

εmp



. (2)

,e energy consumption of a network node receiving a
signal is as follows:

Erx � l∗Eelec. (3)

,e variable εfs represents the maximum distance be-
tween nodes, and εfs represents the specific energy con-
sumed in the transmission process of each data. According
to the mobile computing algorithm, we select the network
node in a certain area as the test location in advance. Under
comprehensive conditions, select places with too much data
storage, and calculate the data change value according to the
above factors. ,e energy consumption of each node is
represented by the data set:

CHcandldata−l � a∗
ERemain−1

EInitlal
  + β∗

Degmax

Deg1
 . (4)

,e parameters a and β represent data greater than 0 and
less than 0, respectively. Set the optimal data transmission
route to the number and specific location of nodes to form
the communication radius:

T(n) �
p

1 − p∗ (r∗mod)
n ∈ G,

rand vi( <T vi( .

(5)

After the data transmitted through the network is
classified, the optimal transmission path is established
according to the maximum coverage level and minimum
consumption of the link. In order to reduce the commu-
nication complexity of mobile computing technology in
educational app, we also need to implement multipath
concurrency in network transmission. Finally, the contact
terminal is improved and 5G network transmission tech-
nology is implemented in the application of children’s ed-
ucation app. We draw and analyze the real-time network
transmission structure of 5G mobile computing technology,
as shown in Figure 4.

As can be seen from Figure 4, in addition to connecting
the mobile terminal, the coverage of the core network and

the base station also need to be considered and finally ensure
the effective operation of each link in the network
transmission.

3.2. Research on Path Optimization of Children’s Education
App Network Based on 5G Mobile Computing Technology.
With the coming popularity of 5G in China, it can drive
most of the global networks to realize the connection and
transmission function. Intelligent devices and intelligent
terminals can appear in many forms. 5G mobile computing
network programs are becoming more and more advanced
and complex. Although the 5G network system can quickly
handle server identification and information transmission, it
can not handle the path node optimization in network
transmission to a better state. We optimize the design and
research of children’s education app network path. Select the
distributed network server in network path design. ,is
server can connect the virtual environment with the mobile
base station to realize the rapid processing and transmission
of data. ,e network coverage is also stronger than the
original structure, and the strength of receiving data is above
the standard range. In order to meet the real-time inter-
action performance of APP users, we need to adopt this
network structure with high coverage as the choice of the
optimal path. Compare the high coverage mobile network
with the ordinary mobile network in real-time interactive
response, as shown in Figure 5.

As can be seen from Figure 5, the greater the response
coefficient, the higher the efficiency of the network in the
interaction process. 5G networks with high coverage are
obviously more interactive than ordinary mobile networks.
Subsequently, in order to ensure the stability of data in-
formation in network transmission, it is necessary to es-
tablish relevant models for transmission nodes. During the
request process of each data unit, an independent set shall be
configured to realize effective division. In the stable trans-
mission demand, the independent data of the transmission
request are controlled within the following range, and the
expression is as follows:

Mi(c) �
i × q

(c + 1)∗Gi(c)
. (6)

In the formula, the variable q represents the number of
budget steps in the transmission process. Effective selection
by allocation method in network data set is as follows:

wy � 
n

Mi(c) × q. (7)

Assuming that the data node in the formula does not
schedule the minimum distance, the equilibrium expression
of the transmission coefficient is as follows:

Cain � 
N

i�1
g Δwi(  − l Δwi(   × w. (8)

l(Δwi) represents the priority of the assigned path and
can represent the stability change of the network trans-
mission data set. ,e task is scheduled for each data set
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through sorting calculation, and the minimum coefficient of
time is selected as the allocation point.,e specific operation
model expression is as follows:

C �
D, W

n
, Q, Z( 

(V, W, E, C)
. (9)

Among them, the relationship described by the set
represented by the data is the change of stability coefficient.
It is assumed that the data operation in the model is related
to the storage performance:

Lp � G ·
lp−1 ∗p

1
 ,

pi � Ti · lp,

(10)

where pi is the data size coefficient and T represents the
number of network transmission nodes. ,e path of the
transmission task is represented according to the order of
the above values:

Wi � 
ni

ni

wi,j

pi

. (11)

According to the above expression, the processing ex-
pression under different states of path in network trans-
mission can be clearly obtained:

rank ni(  �
1

|k|
∗ 

k

j�1
wi ni, pj . (12)

In the path optimization of mobile network nodes, in
addition to considering the location and communication
range of data nodes, it is also necessary to set nodes as
marker points. When the access location in data trans-
mission is outside the coverage, we do not need to consider
the location of this node, which is called edge node.
Compare the position changes of data nodes before and after
network transmission path optimization, as shown in
Figure 6.
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Figure 4: Network transmission structure diagram.
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As can be seen from Figure 6, the node position change
after the network transmission path optimization can find
the optimal line from multiple location nodes to realize the
shortest distance task transmission. ,erefore, selecting the
optimal network transmission path can effectively improve
the operation of the whole platform. Finally, we also need to
analyze the transportation consumption of 5G mobile
network. In the process of data flow and information
transmission in the service center, there will be different
degrees of consumption. According to the system platform
load and evaluation data, it can be seen that data trans-
mission consumes the most resources. We should analyze
the way in which children’s education app consumes the
least energy. In addition to the necessary core program
operation and peripheral equipment operation, it is also
necessary to calculate the access nodes and received data.
,e energy consumption distribution of children’s educa-
tion app network is shown in Figure 7.

As can be seen from Figure 7, the network consumption
is divided into two parts, one is the normal energy con-
sumption in the process of data exchange and the energy
consumption in information transmission. ,e other in-
cludes the energy consumption of core programs and ter-
minal devices. In the process of using the children’s
education app, the long-time standby service will not
completely cut off the energy consumption but reduce the
network energy consumption and reduce the average con-
sumption. We also need to take the transmission con-
sumption into account in designing the optimal network
transmission path.

4. Analysis of Research Results of Children’s
Education App Network Transmission and
Optimal Path Based on 5G Mobile
Computing Technology

4.1. Analysis of Research Results of Children’s Education App
Network Transmission Optimization Algorithm Based on 5G
Mobile Computing Technology and Wireless Sensor Network.

As a device to realize dynamic interaction and information
transmission in software applications, children’s education
app needs to meet the performance of fast data transmission,
smooth data interaction, safe storage location, and so on.
With the rapid development of 5G technology, the network
transmission process is facing new update and optimization.
,e transmission process needs to send information and
data to users within the network coverage through mobile
network lines. In order to meet the people’s demand for
software signals, the transmission lines and external
equipment are also different. When information is sent from
the interactive platform, there is an underlying physical
channel formed by data flow between the receiver and the
sending node. ,is form can judge the speed that affects the
network data transmission.,e subsequent wireless network
transmission changes this physical channel mode and takes
speed and clarity as the core content in information
transmission. ,e transmission speed of children’s educa-
tion app network optimized by mobile computing tech-
nology under the 5G network is compared with that of
traditional mobile network, as shown in Figure 8.

As can be seen from Figure 8, APP software using 5G
mobile network computing technology has obvious ad-
vantages in transmission speed within the same data flow
range. ,e transmission efficiency of traditional mobile
networks is not high in the big data environment.

As an important direction of the evolution and
upgrading of the new generation of information and
communication technology, 5g is the key information in-
frastructure to realize the interconnection of all things and
an important driving force for the digital transformation of
economy and society. However, while 5g technology benefits
society and people, it also raises new network security risks.
Because mobile providers must support GPRS Tunneling
Protocol on their 5g network for traditional reasons, users
will still be vulnerable to attacks even if the 5g protocol itself
contains security functions to prevent similar attacks. If it
includes user information disclosure (including location
data for user tracking), spoofing can be used for fraud and
simulated attacks. Denial of service (DOS) attacks on
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Figure 6: Changes of data node position before and after network transmission path optimization.
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network devices lead to large-scale interruption of mobile
communication.

5G adopts the following technical countermeasures: first,
strengthen the system security, track and audit the man-
agement control operation, and improve the anti attack
ability. Secondly, provide end-to-end, multilevel resource
security isolation measures to encrypt and backup key data.
,ird, strengthen the security management of open source
third-party software.

With the increasing popularity of the Internet in China,
the amount of data in daily contact is also increasing. In
order to meet the normal use needs of educational app, we
need to consider the efficiency of network transportation
and select appropriate network technology for

improvement. Personal information and data security need
to be considered in data transmission over the mobile
network, and programs with strong encryption performance
should be selected in database establishment to protect
private information. ,e 5G mobile network generates a
large amount of data and information, and a data security
mechanism is added to the network transmission process.
We compare the data security of traditional mobile net-
works, as shown in Figure 9.

As can be seen from Figure 9, the security coefficient of
traditional mobile networks gradually stabilizes with the
increase of the amount of data. ,is security mechanism can
not meet the needs in the big data environment. When using
the children’s education app software, we need to focus on
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Figure 7: Energy consumption distribution of children’s education app network. (a) Data management. (b) Terminal services.
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the user’s personal information. ,erefore, the network
transmission performance of 5G mobile computing tech-
nology has an obvious effect on the security mechanism.

4.2. Analysis of Research Results on Path Optimization of
Children’s Education App Network Based on 5G Mobile
Computing Technology. We study the node location and
path optimization of children’s education app network
under 5G mobile computing technology. First, we need to
consider whether it can support the operation of 5G network
in the selection of mobile terminals. In the process of user
mobile node change, select the appropriate center position
for signal diffusion. During this period, users within each

network transmission path can receive the information
released by the software. Network nodes and transmission
paths form a regional network structure. When the amount
of data is small, we find that the path area coverage has a
negative impact. In order to study the impact of environ-
ment on path optimization, we need to monitor applications
and network nodes from a variety of performance. In the
subsequent research, it is found that the optimal network
transmission path will change the energy consumption. ,e
resources consumed by network transmission nodes need to
be less than those consumed by data transportation. ,is
paper selects the way of data collection in network path
optimization to reduce the energy consumption in the
transmission process. In the face of the data preprocessing
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behavior of transmission nodes, effective energy con-
sumption optimization is realized while ensuring the
amount of data and transmission times. Compare the energy
consumption changes of children’s education app system
before and after network path optimization, as shown in
Figure 10.

It can be seen from Figure 10 that before the network path
optimization, the energy consumption of each function has
exceeded the average coefficient. When we use data set to
remove complex useless information, we can reduce un-
necessary consumption links and improve the performance of
the system. ,is data set structure can supplement the ap-
plications under different network coverage, improve the
utilization efficiency of network frequency, and play a positive
role in the network performance in 5G environment.

5. Conclusion

With the popularization of Internet and mobile commu-
nication technology, the traditional mobile network can not
meet the needs of intelligent devices. With the gradual
improvement of people’s daily living standards, the masses
pay more and more attention to the field of education.
Children’s education has always been the main content of
attention. When modern technology is combined with
children’s education, many distance teaching platforms and
application software emerge one after another. We study the
network transmission design and network path optimization
of children’s education app under 5G mobile computing
technology. First, the application environment and advan-
tages of 5G mobile network are analyzed, and the functional
requirements of children’s education app are briefly de-
scribed. From the perspective of students and parents,
different application functions are designed, respectively,
and the network transmission model is established in each
function module. Using the real-time nature of data
transmission to change the transmission delay rate, the
hierarchical data transmission algorithm is used to obtain
the optimal transmission path from the distance of network
nodes. Continue to analyze the network transmission from
the average efficiency, node coverage, and feedback effi-
ciency. Finally, the security mechanism in data transmission
is analyzed, and the transmission standard with protecting
personal privacy as the core is selected as the support. ,e
optimal transmission path is found by network node allo-
cation, and the change of energy consumption in the
transmission process is analyzed.,e results show that in the
process of children’s education app network transmission
under 5G mobile computing technology, the user’s personal
information can be guaranteed and the system feedback
efficiency and operation performance can be improved. It
has obvious advantages in the change of delay rate and
realizes the purpose of reducing the overall energy con-
sumption of the system.
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In order to better establish the Chinese-Korean translation system model, the deep transfer learning and the model system are
tested and analyzed, and the following analysis results are obtained. By discussing the different adjustment mechanisms of deep
transfer learning under MMD metric and Wasserstein metric, we can see that, in the MMD metric model, through analyzing
datasets 1 and 2, the highest accuracy rate is 83.1% under multisource weight adjustment mechanism under MMDmetric and the
lower accuracy rate is 62.7% under no weight adjustment mechanism, and the accuracy rates of datasets 1 and 2 are higher than the
average. Under Wasserstein metric, the accuracy of dataset 1 is 82.5% under multisource weight and 68.5% under no source
weight, both of which are higher than the average.)ree EEGNetmodels, EEGNet_0, EEGNet_1, and EEGNet_2, were established
for comparative testing; according to the test results, it can be seen that EEGNet_1 has high accuracy and can be preferred for
system establishment. By comparing the Chinese-Korean translation model with the blockchain model and the traditional
translation model, it can be seen that when the translation sentences are 100 sentences, the average response time and peak traffic
response time of the Chinese-Korean translation model are lower than those of the traditional translation model and the test
conclusion is passed.When the test sentences are 1000 sentences, the average response time and peak traffic corresponding time of
the Chinese-Korean translation model are still lower than those of the traditional method. )erefore, it can be seen that the
efficiency and winning rate of the Chinese-Korean translation model are higher than those of the traditional translation system
and meet the needs. According to the analysis of the performance test results of the translation system, it can be seen that the
average response time and success rate of the Chinese and Korean translation system under different data are higher than those of
the traditional translation system. When the test data are 500, the average response time of the translation system is 13ms and the
accuracy rate is 100%.When the test data are 3000, the average response time is 99ms and the success rate is 99.6%.)erefore, the
success rate of the translation system is basically above 99.6%, which is higher than that of the traditional translation system. In
contrast, the Chinese-Korean translation system can improve the translation efficiency and accuracy and can be preferred.

1. Introduction

)rough the model building and comparison of deep
transfer learning, we choose the best transfer learning
method to support the Chinese-Korean translation system to
achieve higher accuracy and efficiency. By establishing the
Chinese-Korean translation model systematically, compar-
ing the system with the blockchain system and traditional
translation system, it is known that the translation system
has higher accuracy and efficiency.

Literature [1] combines nonlinear photons, traditional
black box deep learning, and deep learning integral equation

through a new method, i.e., deep learning method. It can be
used to prove whether artificial intelligence can learn
nonlinearly. Experiments show that deep learning network
can simulate training to judge the abnormal position of
moving objects. Literature [2] trains deep learning network
through a large amount of training and data to promote
CNN’s progress in related fields. Literature [3] realizes NF
scale-out and load balancing by flexibly migrating related
traffic. In this way, the challenges related to minimizing
service resources are solved. )rough GNN and DRL to
further improve QOS and reduce the delay of deep mi-
gration, compared with its most advanced technology, the
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required time is increased by 71.6%. In order to solve the
problem of extracting biological information from a large
amount of weather radar data, literature [4] studies the deep
learning method. Twomethods, rendering and mapping, are
used to segment the convolution network image and reveal
the intensity and depth of the migration pattern. Literature
[5] studies the recognition of vehicle-related information by
studying deep migration and studies ImageNet data under
VGG-19 in the same space. )e research shows that its
accuracy is as high as 97.73%, which solves a series of
problems caused by insufficient samples, and it has high
efficiency. Literature [6] seismic imaging is an active re-
search field recently, and this method is used to solve the
problem of map imaging. At present, the least square
method is the most advanced method for seismic structure
acquisition. )e depth migration convolution method,
which combines Hessian with least square migration
method, can provide higher quality images than traditional
methods. Literature [7] proposes the Faster R-CNN algo-
rithm in order to improve the high similarity of colors in
complex background and reduce the efficiency reduction
caused by occlusion. )rough relevant experiments, it is
proved that transplanting the training model into the system
can accurately improve the detection accuracy. It lays a
foundation for the research of automatic picking device.
Literature [8] uses the Faster R-CNNmethod to improve the
efficiency of collecting and recognizing the characteristic
part of TCM tooth pattern tongue. Combining Faster-CNN
with the fine-tune model, the experimental results show that
the model is not affected by the location of pathological
changes in images, has strong adaptability, and can well
complete the task of local feature recognition and improve
the recognition efficiency. Literature [9] aims to alleviate the
problem that the depth learning DL model can effectively
record and reconstruct underground velocity images, but the
knowledge of adjoint operators will be discarded, resulting
in poor reconstruction quality. )is paper introduces the
development of a DLFWI method, which improves the
reconstruction speed and high resolution method, and at the
same time, its antinoise ability is greatly enhanced. Litera-
ture [10] solves the problem of difficult recognition of fruit
image, color, size, and other features in the process of au-
tomatic picking by developing a deep migration fruit image
recognition method. )e research shows that, by intro-
ducing this deep transfer learning method, the recognition
accuracy is greatly improved and the accuracy is increased to
99%. Translation needs to be in multiple dimensions [11],
and a common problem needs to be transformed into a
different form.)rough the OntoMorph method, the syntax
is transformed. OntoMorph has become the core of com-
munication translation. Literature [12] translates multiple
languages through the NMT single neural machine trans-
lation model. According to its research results, it can
translate the multilingual model of up to 12 languages and
improve the translation quality. At the same time, it shows
us some interesting cases in mixed language translation. )e
EBMT translation model [13] has been proved to be suc-
cessful in translation function by experimental research.
)rough EBMT, the “low-density” language is reduced to

ensure its translation quality. )e translation database is
accurately matched, so that its translation is unlimited, and
the amount of text required for translation and the time
required for translation are reduced. Literature [14] develops
cell-free protein synthesis technology to meet the increasing
demand of in vitro expression system and optimizes its
transcription and translation system, so as to increase the
yield of protein and provide a new way for its metabolism.
)ere are still controversial arguments about translation
strategies in transfer methods and interlingual methods [15].

2. Deep Transfer Learning and the Process of
Chinese-Korean Translation System

2.1. Transfer Learning Diagram. As shown in Figure 1,
transfer learning is divided into two parts: source domain
and target domain. )e process of transforming learning
tasks into knowledge by source domain and knowledge into
learning tasks by target domain is transfer learning [16].
Transfer learning also refers to the influence of one kind of
learning on another kind of learning.

2.2. Detailed Explanation of Deep Transfer Learning

2.2.1. Deep Transfer Learning Classification. Deep transfer
learning can be divided into four methods: transfer learning
in case of instance, transfer learning in network fine-tuning,
and deep transfer learning in confrontational and non-
confrontational domain adaptation. In use, the required
deep transfer learning method can be selected according to
the fine-tuning of examples and networks [17] and non-
confrontational and confrontational classification in
Figure 2.

2.2.2. Schema of Deep Transfer Learning under Fine
Adjustment. As shown in Figure 3, deep migration learning
is divided into two parts: source domain and target domain,
and the targets of source domain and target domain are fine-
tuned [18]. )e corresponding research cost is increased.
However, after fine-tuning, the goal has more efficient and
accurate results [19].

An important concept of deep learning is fine-tuning.
)is method is mainly to use the network that has been
trained in the source domain, as shown in Figure 3, by
freezing, and fine-tuning some network layers, adjusting for
the target domain tasks, and obtaining the optimal network
fine-tuning strategy, so as to achieve the target domain
requirements.

2.3. Establishment and Analysis of Translation SystemModel.
Language analysis is carried out through the user interaction
interface, such as inputting the required translation,
selecting the types of sentences, and finally displaying them
at the front end [20]. )e model interface includes multi-
lingual decoding of multilingual encoder, generation of
batch decoded data, and selection of language representation
layer by labeling languages, so as to achieve the optimization
result of simulation level. At the same time, the data
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processing steps in this model include data cleaning, word
segmentation regularization, and word segmentation. Data
cleaning [21], word segmentation regularization, and word
segmentation also achieve the functions of multilingual
optimization in Figure 4.

2.4. Translation Process between China and Korea. )e
process of Chinese-Korean translation system is to input the
Korean data to be translated first, then count the word
frequency of the data, reduce the word frequency after the
statistics are completed, and then reorganize the operation
and train the relevant Korean data by using the BPEmethod.
Finally, the related subwords are segmented to help more
accurate translation [22], and the translation-related results
are output in Figure 5.

2.5. Comparison of Chinese and Korean Translation

(1) It is a comparison of non-subject-predicate zero
sentences in Chinese and Korean, which express
interjection such as call, response, and question and
answer in Table 1

(2) Interjection non-subject-predicate zero sentences
expressing anger, dissatisfaction, and criticism in
Table 2

(3) Interjection non-subject-predicate zero sentences
expressing joy and happiness in Table 3

(4) Interjection non-subject-predicate zero sentences
expressing surprise, sigh, and lament in Table 4

)rough the comparison of non-subject-predicate zero
sentences expressing anger, amazement, surprise, and joy in
spoken Chinese and Korean, we can realize the differences in
translation between Chinese and Korean.

3. Deep Migration and Translation System

3.1. Deep Learning Model

3.1.1. Definition of Deep Network Loss.

l � lc Ds, ys(  + λlA Ds, Dt( , (1)

where ℓ represents target loss, ℓc represents classification
loss, and λ is a balance parameter.

3.1.2. Deep Network Loss Composition.

L � Lc Ds, ys(  + λLD Ds, DT( , (2)

where Lc represents classified loss and LD represents domain
judgment loss [23].

3.1.3. MMDMetrics and Application Networks. MMD is the
maximum mean difference. In formula (3), H represents
the regenerative Hilbert space with a feature core, p,q
represents two probability distributions, and ∅() repre-
sents the nonlinear feature Yingshe function. Formula (4)
represents the minimum batch source data and target
domain data sampled from S and T, respectively, and Kl
represents the core selected for layer l of the deep neural
network.
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3.1.4. DDC Method

l � lc Ds, ys(  + λMMD
2

Ds, Dt( . (5)
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Figure 1: Transfer learning diagram.
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Figure 2: Deep transfer learning classification.
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3.1.5. Wasserstein Metric.

Wp(f, g) �
def inf

c∈Π(f,g)


Rd×Rd

‖x − y‖
p
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(1/p)

,
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WDGRL deep transfer learning loss function [24]:

min
θg,θc

ℓc + λmax
θw

ℓwd + cℓgrad  . (7)

3.1.6. Domain Distribution Similarity.
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Single molecule heparin loss:
Ltotal � Lcls + λLmmd + cLdisc. (9)
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Figure 5: Chinese and Korean language translation process.
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Table 4: Comparison of Chinese and Korean sentences such as exclamation.

Enjoy the non-subject-predicate zero sentence of part of speech

Chinese

1. Express surprise
Ouch! Ah!
Oh, my God!
2. Express lamentation
Ouch!

Korean

1. Express surprise
아!(Ah!)| 아이참!(Cough!)| 오!(Oh!)
어머나!(Oh, my God!)| 아야!(Ouch!)
2. Express comprehension
맞다!()at’s right!)

Table 1: )e comparison of Chinese and Korean statements such as response.

Enjoy the non-subject-predicate zero sentence of part of speech

Chinese

1. Express a call
2. Hey! Hi! Hey! Hey!
3. Indicate a response
4. Zhe! Mmm! Mmm! Mmm!
5. Express a question and answer
Huh?

Korean 1. Indicate a response
2. 응.(Hmm)| 그래(equivalent to “um” in Chinese)

Table 2: Comparison of Chinese and Korean sentences such as anger.

Enjoy the non-subject-predicate zero sentence of part of speech

Chinese

1. Express anger, etc.
2. Yo! Hum! Bah!
3. Show contempt
Yo!

Korean

1. Express anger, etc.
2. 음, 응！(Mm-hmm!)| 아, 그래(Hey)
3. Express criticism
글쎄！(Uh!)

Table 3: Comparison of Chinese and Korean sentences such as joy.

Enjoy the non-subject-predicate zero sentence of part of speech
Chinese 1. Express happiness, happiness ha ha ha!

Korean

1. Express happiness, happiness
하하하！(Ha ha ha!)|
헤헤헤！(Hey hey hey!)|
2. Express a sigh
오!(Oh!)| 야!(Yah!)
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3.2. EEGNet Model

3.2.1. Convolution Calculation.

y � 

k1

i�1


k2

j�1


d

l�1
wijlxijl+b, (10)

where Wijl is the weight and y and b are the offsets [25].

3.2.2. Depth Separable Convolution.
Dk × Dk×M + M × N
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�

1
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,
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(11)

3.2.3. Softmax Model

P(i) �
exp θT

i x 


k
k�1 exp θT

k x 
. (12)

3.3. Machine Translation Model.

hn � f U · xn + W · hn−1 + b( ,

c � q h1, . . . , hn ( .
(13)

)e probability p of the resulting translation y is
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(14)

4. Deep Transfer Learning and the Design and
Analysis of Chinese-Korean
Translation System

4.1. Deep Transfer Learning Model

4.1.1. Accuracy Analysis of Different Adjustment Mechanisms
Based on DifferentMMDMeasures. As shown in Table 5, the
dataset is divided into three parts: dataset 1, dataset 2, and
average, and the accuracy of datasets 1 and 2 under different
adjustment mechanisms under MMD measurement is in-
vestigated. Among them, the accuracy of dataset 1 is 62.7%
without weight adjustment mechanism, 68.9% under single
source weight, and 67.1% under multiple weights. Under the
weightlessness mechanism, the average value is 59.0%, the

single source weight is 64.6%, and the multisource weight is
75.1%. )rough three sets of data, we can see that the ac-
curacy under MMD measurement is lower under no weight
adjustment mechanism and higher under multisource
weight and the overall accuracy is on the rise. Among them,
the correct rate of dataset 1 under different adjustment
mechanisms is above the average correct rate.

In order to make the accuracy trend more intuitive, the
following chart is drawn. As shown in Figure 6, the accuracy
rate of datasets 1 and 2 is the highest under the multisource
weight adjustment mechanism, while the accuracy rate of
datasets 1 and 2 is lower under the nonweight adjustment
mechanism. )e accuracy of dataset 1 in different adjust-
ment mechanisms under MMD measurement is generally
higher than the average.

4.1.2. Accuracy Analysis of Different Adjustment Mechanisms
Based on Different Wasserstein Measures. )rough the data
values 1 and 2 and the average value, the accuracy of data
under different adjustment mechanisms under Wasserstein
metric is discussed. )e accuracy of dataset 1 is 68.5% under
no weighting mechanism, 72.8% under single source
weighting mechanism, and 82.5% under multisource
weighting mechanism. )e accuracy rate of dataset 2 is
55.4% under no weight adjustment mechanism, 59.8% under
single source weight, and 66.8% under multisource weight.
)e average accuracy rate is 61.2% under no weight, 66.7%
under single source weight, and 73.2% under multisource
weight. Among them, the accuracy of dataset 1 is higher
under different adjustment mechanisms in Table 6.

It can be seen from Figure 7 that the correct rate of
datasets 1 and 2 and the average value is on the rise under the
adjustment mechanism of weightlessness, single source
weight, and multisource weight, while the correct rate of
weightlessness mechanism is lower and the correct rate of
multisource weight is higher. Also, the accuracy rate of
dataset 1 is higher than that of dataset 2 and the average
value. Combined with the chart under MMDmetric, we can
see that the accuracy rate under multisource weight is higher
than that under no weight and the accuracy rate of multi-
source weight in dataset 1 underWasserstein metric is 82.5%
which is lower than that under MMD metric (83.1%).

4.1.3. Comparative Analysis. Comparing the Wasserstein
model with the MMD without weight, the average accuracy of
MMD without weight was 59%, the average accuracy under
multisource weight was 61.2%, the average accuracy under
single source weight was 64.6% and 66.7%, and the average
accuracy under multisource weight was 75.1% and 73.2%, re-
spectively. )rough data analysis, it is learned that the accuracy
rate ofWassersteinmodel is higher thanMMDunder noweight
and single source weight and should be preferred, but the
correct rate ofMMDmodel is higher undermultisource weight.

4.2. Nonlinear Activation Function of Deep Transfer Learning.
Based on the analysis of inactive function under deep
transfer learning, ReLU function has countless values after
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Table 5: Accuracy analysis of MMD regulation mechanism.

Dataset No weight (%) Single source weight (%) Multisource weight (%)
Dataset 1 62.7 68.9 83.1
Dataset 2 55.3 60.2 67.1
Average 59.0 64.6 75.1
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Figure 6: Accuracy of different mechanisms under MMD measurement.

Table 6: Accuracy analysis of Wasserstein regulation mechanism.

Dataset No weight (%) Single source weight (%) Multisource weight (%)
Dataset 1 68.5 72.8 82.5
Dataset 2 55.4 59.8 66.8
Average 61.2 66.7 73.2
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Figure 7: Accuracy of different mechanisms under Wasserstein metric.
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zero and shows an upward trend after zero. )e sigmoid
function image shows a slow upward trend after zero point
and approaches the value 1 when x is about 5, and the value
infinitely approaches 1 when x is about 10. Tanh’s function
is −1 before zero, rises slowly after zero, and finally ap-
proaches the value of 1 infinitely in Figure 8.

ReLU Function. Pros: fast convergence speed, avoid gradient
disappearance, and simple calculation. Cons: no boundaries.

Sigmoid Function. Pros: from the image point of view: is a
continuous function and easy to guide; mathematically: there is
a good spatial mapping effect; functional point of view: a
number into a popular sense of grasp representation. Cons: the
gradient disappears when it is propagated in reverse.

Tanh Function. Pros: has all the advantages of sigmoid function.
Cons: gradients disappear and exp() calculations are expensive.

4.3. Comparison of EEGNet Method Models. It can be seen
from Figure 9 that the correct rate of EEGNet_0 model is
about 59%, the correct rate of EEGNet_1 model is 66.5%, and
the correct rate of EEGNet_2 model is about 62.3%. )rough
data analysis, we can see that the correct rate of EEGNet_1
model is higher than that in EEGNet_0 and EEGNet_2. Its
overall average law is also higher than 50%. )e effect of
EEGNet_1 was higher than that of EEGNet_0 and EEGNet_2.

4.4.Analysis ofChinese andKoreanTranslationSystemModel.
According to the comparison of N-grams and EL-grams
translation models, the correct rate of N-grams translation
into Korean is 75.1% and the correct rate of EL-grams
translation into Chinese is 89.43%. )e perplexity of
translating into Korean is 126.39%, while the perplexity of
translating into Chinese is 34.54%. In the EL-grams model,
the correct rate of translation into Korean is 80.34% and the
correct rate of translation into Chinese is 93.21%. )e
perplexity of translating into Korean is 105.33% and that of
Chinese is 18.88%. By comparison, we can see that the
accuracy of N-grams model is higher than that of EL-grams
model in Chinese and Korean translation models and the
confusion of N-grams model is lower than that of EL-grams
model. )erefore, the performance of N-grams model is
better than that of EL-grams system (Table 7).

It can be seen from Figure 10 that the accuracy of
N-grams Chinese-Korean translation systemmodel is higher
than that of EL-grams model, but its confusion is lower than
that of EL-grams translation model system. )erefore, the
performance of EL-grams translation model is lower than
that of N-grams translation model. In order to ensure the
accuracy of translation, the N-grams Chinese-Korean
translation system model should be given priority when
choosing translation system.

4.5. Investigation on the Difficulty of Korean Translation.
According to the survey, most people think that the
translation between China and South Korea is difficult,

accounting for 48%, and only 3% think it is very easy. It
shows that there are some difficulties in Chinese-Korean
translation. )rough this Chinese-Korean translation sys-
tem, the translation difficulty is reduced and the translation
efficiency is improved (Figure 11).

)rough data and graph analysis, we know that the vast
majority of the people surveyed think that Chinese and
Korean translation is more difficult, but now, trade, travel,
etc. are inseparable from Chinese and Korean translation, so
it is necessary to design a high-efficiency, high-performance
Chinese-Korean translation system.

4.6. System Test

4.6.1. Performance Test of�ree Methods. )e related system
tests are carried out. Based on Table 8, it can be seen that, in
the Chinese-Korean translation system based on blockchain,
when the translation sentences are 100 sentences, the av-
erage response time is 1.230ms and the peak traffic response
time is 1.556ms; when 500 sentences are translated, the
average response time is 1.556ms and the peak traffic re-
sponse time is 1.890ms.When 1000 sentences are translated,
the average response time is 2.098ms and the peak traffic
response time is 2.121ms. According to the performance
tests of 100 sentences, 500 sentences, and 1000 sentences, the
performance tests are all passed, which proves that this
method is feasible.

Based on the performance test of the Chinese-Korean
translation system proposed in this paper, the average re-
sponse time and peak traffic response time are 1.980ms and
2.021ms, respectively, when the translation sentences are
100 sentences. When 500 sentences are translated, the av-
erage response time and peak traffic response time are
2.99ms and 3.005ms, respectively. When 1000 sentences are
translated, the average response time and peak traffic re-
sponse time are 4.236ms and 4.653ms, respectively. )e
performance test results are all passed, and the method
proposed in this paper is feasible (Table 9).

According to the analysis of traditional Chinese and
Korean translation system methods, the average response
time of translated sentences with 100, 500, and 1000 sen-
tences is higher than that of the method proposed in this
paper and the peak traffic response time is also higher than
that of the translation system proposed in this paper and the
blockchain translation system. However, the performance
test of its translation system has passed (Table 10).

From Figure 12, it can be seen that the performance test
results of the Chinese-Korean translation system proposed
in this paper are higher than those of the traditional Chinese-
Korean translation system, and the data of the Chinese-
Korean translation system in blockchain are close, indicating
that the Chinese-Korean translation system proposed in this
paper can meet the daily Chinese-Korean translation needs
and its performance is excellent. )e Chinese-Korean
translation system is feasible.

)e Chinese-Korean translation system used in this
paper passes the system test, and the test results are shorter
and more efficient than the traditional Chinese-Korean
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Table 7: Comparative analysis of different translation models.

Model PPLKorean; accuracyKorean PPLChinese; accuracyChinese
N-grams 126.39; 75.18 34.54; 89.43
EL-grams 105.33; 80.34 18.88; 93.21
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Figure 10: N-grams and EL-grams model testing.
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translation system. When the translation statement is 1000,
the average response time of the Chinese-Korean translation
system proposed in this paper is 4.236ms, while that of the
traditional translation system is 4.936ms. In contrast, the
Chinese and Korean translation systems perform better.

4.6.2. Performance Test Analysis. It is divided into the fol-
lowing groups of data: 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, and 3000.

)ere are seven sets of data, and the specific analysis is
shown in the following table. According to the comparison
of blockchain system method, Chinese and Korean trans-
lation system, and traditional translation system, the average
time of blockchain method and this translation method is
close, both within 13ms, and the success rate is 100%, while
the average time of traditional translation method exceeds
20ms. )e success rate of blockchain method is 100%, the
highest success rate of this translation system is 100%, and

A Survey of Translation Difficulty
between China and South Korea

Very difficult
More difficult
General
Relatively easy
Very easy

Figure 11: Survey of translation difficulty between Chinese and Korean.

Table 8: Performance test of Chinese and Korean translation system based on blockchain.

Translated sentence Average response time (ms) Peak flow response time Test conclusion
100 1.230 1.556 Pass
500 1.556 1.890 Pass
1000 2.098 2.121 Pass

Table 10: Performance test of Chinese-Korean translation system based on traditional methods.

Translated sentence Average response time (ms) Peak flow response time Test conclusion
100 1.988 3.210 Pass
500 3.497 6.334 Pass
1000 4.936 7.203 Pass

Table 9: Performance test of Chinese and Korean translation system based on this method.

Translated sentence Average response time (ms) Peak flow response time Test conclusion
100 1.980 2.021 Pass
500 2.997 3.005 Pass
1000 4.236 4.653 Pass
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the lowest success rate is 99.6% when the data are 3000. )e
highest accuracy rate of traditional translation method is
100%, and the lowest accuracy rate is 99% when the data are
3000. According to the data, the accuracy of this translation
method is higher than that of the traditional translation
system and the average response time is slightly lower than
that of the traditional translation system (Table 11).

It can be seen from Figure 13 that the average response
time of the proposed Chinese-Korean translation system is
lower than that of the traditional translation system, which
saves translation time and improves translation efficiency.
)is system can meet the needs of normal translation.

From Figure 14, we can see that the correct rate of
Chinese and Korean translation system is higher than that of
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Figure 12: Comparative analysis of average response time.

Table 11: System test structure.

System Number of query requests 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000

Blockchain method Mean response time (MS) 10 23 33 58 73 97
Success rate (%) 100 100 100 100 100 100

�e Chinese-Korean translation system Mean response time (MS) 13 24 38 59 75 99
Success rate (%) 100 99.8 99.7 99.64 99.75 99.6

Traditional translation system Mean response time (MS) 21 42 59 83 101 134
Success rate (%) 100 99.3 98.3 97.8 99.3 99
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Figure 13: Time performance test analysis of translation system.
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traditional translation system, which is close to 100%. Also,
the accuracy rate fluctuates little when the data increase.

5. Conclusion

)rough the analysis of the loss composition of deep
migration and the accuracy under different adjustment
mechanisms under MMD and Wasserstein metrics, this
paper discusses and analyzes the requirements of maxi-
mizing the efficiency and accuracy of the Chinese-Korean
translation system. By systematically testing the Chinese-
Korean translation system model, blockchain model, and
traditional translation system, it can be seen that the
Chinese-Korean translation model meets the daily trans-
lation requirements. All the tests are passed, and the ac-
curacy and efficiency are higher than those of the
traditional translation system, thus improving the accuracy
and efficiency of the Chinese-Korean translation system. In
real life, it is inevitable to communicate with different
people, so in order to solve the language problem, the
Chinese–Korean translation system reflects its value. In the
process of future research, it should be optimized with a
variety of translation models to improve the accuracy and
efficiency of translation system.
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*rough the design and analysis of the Nanchong sports public service information platform, we can see that in order to improve
the city’s sports public service, we should improve the sports public service according to the factors such as the amount of
activities, funds, and promotion. In view of the multiobjective optimization of sports public service in Nanchong City, the century
establishment and analysis of the information platform were carried out. Its information platform includes intelligent venues,
information platforms, sports safety, and other topics so as to achieve the purpose of healthy sports and relaxed sports, improve
Nanchong people’s sports interest and experience as a whole, and enhance satisfaction. In order to alleviate the financial
difficulties, relevant departments can carry out public welfare activities to sponsor sports public services in Nanchong City.
According to the investigation, 29.4% of the randomly asked citizens have high satisfaction, 32.3% have no experience, and 16.5%
are dissatisfied, which shows once again that Nanchong people have low awareness of the sports public service platform. In order
to realize the good development of sports public service in this city, we should comprehensively promote the development of
sports public service and improve citizens’ awareness, experience, and satisfaction.

1. Introduction

*rough the design and analysis of the sports public service
platform under multiobjective optimization in Nanchong
City, it is known that the related platform can improve
Nanchong citizens’ awareness and participation in sports
public service. At the same time, through the analysis of data,
it is known that there are still many imperfect developments
in sports public services in Nanchong City, which should be
continuously improved and popularized in a large area
through relevant influencing factors so as to improve
people’s awareness and solve related problems such as scarce
funds, venues, and activities. By analyzing the problems in
the public sports services in Nanchong City and analyzing
and explaining the related factors of the problems, we can
improve the public sports services in Nanchong City.

Literature [1] proposes a multiobjective evolutionary
algorithm with nondominant ranking because of its non-
elitist computational complexity and specified shared pa-
rameters. In order to solve the difficulties while speeding up

the nondominant sorting method, a selection operator is
proposed to establish a mating pool by selecting N best
solutions with the combined parent-child population. Lit-
erature [2] makes the combination of multiple objectives
form scalar objective function temporarily by the linear
combination of multiple objectives and transforming the
objectives into constraints. It shows the ability of main-
taining diversification in the open problem of a water
conservancy system. Literature [3] proves the effectiveness
of the multiobjective algorithm in dealing with more than
two objective problems by constructing the optimal frontier
with simplicity, an arbitrary number of decision variables,
and positions. Literature [4] uses advanced algorithms to
solve two or more conflicting objective function problems,
which is the related ability of “evolutionary multiobjective
optimization.” *erefore, we research and develop the most
representative algorithms and applications through the
relevant historical framework. *e advantages, fields, and
future trends of related algorithms are discussed. Literature
[5] uses a supply chain network (SCN) to design the optimal
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solution of the problem efficiently and effectively in order to
solve the multiobjective conflicts such as cost and resource
utilization. In this paper, the actual data of Turkish Plastics
Company are studied in two stages and solved by SCN. In
literature [6], the development of sports public service is
based on its main basic characteristics and basic structure.
Literature [7] combines sports public service with economics
and practice, understands the imbalance and incompleteness
of sports public service development, and enhances the
sustainability of sports public service development. In lit-
erature [8], the sports public service usually represents the
comprehensive strength of sports and enhances the trans-
formation of sports public service. In literature [9], at
present, fairness, public welfare, diversity, convenience, and
high efficiency are the characteristics of sports public service
in the development stage. To build people-oriented sports
public service value is the goal and mission of developing
sports public service. Literature [10] simplifies the data of
sports public service through VER (Building Sports Public
Service) model and understands the influence of the sports
public service field. *e design and analysis method of the
information platform in literature [11] is one of the main
development directions of digital campus. Literature [12]
aims at the shortcomings of urban and rural sports public
services, including the differences in facilities, to promote
the development of rural sports public services so as to
achieve balanced development. Literature [13] improves the
accuracy of parts by considering different objectives. By
collecting the objective function to assign the weight of part
precision, the part precision can be better grasped to achieve
the specified precision. High quality of parts and high ef-
ficiency of construction are ensured. Literature [14] studies
public services through literature and related laws, including
establishing legal status, reward and punishment system, and
evaluation system. In literature [15], the information plat-
form of cloud computing is a new method of sharing fa-
cilities at present. *e second part of the article puts forward
corresponding solutions to the current multiobjective
problems; the third part puts forward the theoretical basis of
the multiobjective model. *e fourth part designs and an-
alyzes the methods proposed in this paper.

2. Multiobjective Problem Solving

2.1. Content of Multiobjective Solution Problem. Figure 1
shows a multiobjective feasible solution. *e feasible solu-
tion includes the infeasible solution and the Pareto optimal
solution, and the optimal solution includes the satisfactory
solution. To solve a multiobjective problem, multiple ob-
jectives are usually transformed into one objective, among
which there are many solutions, such as the ideal point
method, linear weighting method, maximum-minimum
method, goal programming method, and fuzzy digital so-
lution [16], as shown in Figure 1.

2.1.1. Pareto Sorting and Genetic Algorithm Solving Steps.
Pareto chart is a chart used to arrange quality problems and
quality improvement items in order of importance. It is

named after the Italian economist V. Pareto. A Pareto chart,
also called permutation chart and primary and secondary
chart, is a histogram drawn in order of frequency of oc-
currence, indicating how many results are caused by con-
firmed types or categories.*e steps are as follows: inputting
initial parameters and carrying out initial inference, carrying
out various target calculations and discussions, carrying out
genetic suboperation to generate degrees of freedom after
completion, and then judging by g � G, if the output is the
Pareto optimal solution, calculating the corresponding
target value, and finally outputting it in graphic mode;
otherwise, the loop is repeated according to the prompt, as
shown in Figure 2.

2.1.2. NSGA-II Algorithm Steps. *e NSGA-II algorithm
was proposed by Srinivas and Deb on the basis of NSGA in
2000. It is superior to the NSGA algorithm; it uses a fast
nondominated sorting algorithm, and the computational
complexity is greatly reduced than that of NSGA. Its use
creates congestion and crowding. *e degree comparison
operator replaces the shared radius shareQ that needs to be
specified and is used as the winning criterion in the same-
level comparison after quick sorting so that the individuals
in the quasi-Pareto domain can be extended to the entire
Pareto domain and distributed evenly, maintaining the
population’s diversity; the introduction of the elite strategy
expands the sampling space, prevents the loss of the best
individuals, and improves the calculation speed and ro-
bustness of the algorithm. At first, a value is assigned, the
order is changed into a set, the value is reassigned, the
number is judged whether it is equal to the maximum al-
gebra, it is output if it is equal and rejudged if it is not equal,
as shown in Figure 3.

Infeasible

solution

Feasible
solution

Pareto optimal 
solution

Satisfactory
solution

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of multiobjective solution.
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2.2. Design of Sports Public Service Platform

2.2.1. Sports Public Service Content. In order to facilitate
Nanchong citizens’ sports awareness and improve sports
duration and frequency, better planning is carried out
through platform design and analysis.

2.2.2. Platform Design. As shown in Figure 4, the sports
public service platform is designed through payment
methods, understanding methods, participation methods,
security, and other aspects. *e establishment of smart
venues can facilitate the use of Nanchong citizens, and the
specific contents of sports activities can be understood
through web pages and small programs and ensure the safety
of citizens’ sports by means of video surveillance.

3. Multiobjective Optimization Model

3.1. Multiobjective Optimization

3.1.1. Multiobjective Mathematical Description.

Min(&Max)y � f(x) � f1(x), f2(x), . . . , fn(x) 

(n � 1, 2, . . . , N),
(1)

s.t.

g(x) � g1(x), g2(x), . . . , gk(x) ≤ 0,

h(x) � h1(x), h2(x), . . . , hm(x)  � 0,

x � x1, x2, . . . , xd, . . . , xd ,

xd min ≤xd ≤ xd max(d � 1, 2, . . . , D).

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(2)

In formula (1), f(x) is the maximum or minimum value

Input initial parameters

Randomly generate initial 
population

Calculate each target value

Fitness value allocation

Genetic operators operate to 
produce the next generation 

population

If g=G

Output Pareto optimal 
solution

Calculate the corresponding 
target value

Graphical output

Fitness Value 
Allocation of 
Baker Method

Calculate r 
and Pk

Pareto sort

Select copy

Cross

Mutation

g=g+1

Yes

No

Figure 2: Solution step diagram.
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Figure 3: NSGA-II algorithm step diagram.
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of the objective function, and formula (2) is the corre-
sponding conditional constraint to formula (1).

3.1.2. Fast Nondominated Sorting. Quick nondominated
sorting stratifies the individuals in the population, the
best individual is in the first layer, and then in addition to
the first layer, nondominated individuals are found from
the rest of the individuals, and so on. Sp refers to an
individual dominated by p, that is, an individual with no
outstanding individual. Fast nondominant sorting sorts
the population according to the dominant relationship
among individuals [17]. Each individual corresponds to
two parameters, ni and si. *e individual with ni being 0 is
stored in the set F1, and if ni is subtracted by 1, the result
is 0, which is stored in the set F2., where m is the number
of objective functions, and n is the population size in
Algorithm 1.

3.1.3. Crowding Degree. *e calculation of the congestion
coefficient needs to sort the population according to the
ascending order of the value of each objective function (that
is, if the first-level nondominated layer is obtained, it is
sorted according to the size of the objective function, and
then the congestion degree is calculated). *e perimeter of
the largest rectangle formed in Figure 5 is the desired result.

*e smaller nondominant level is dominant [13]; when
the nondominant levels are the same, the individuals with
greater congestion are dominant in Algorithm 2.

3.1.4. NGA-II Process. *e process is first initialized, and
then the data are judged according to the process [18], as
shown in Figure 6.

3.2. Multiobjective Optimization ProblemModel. Taking the
minimization problem as an example, the equation is as
follows:

minF(x) � f1(x), f2(x), . . . , fm(x)( 
T
,

subject to x ∈ Ω⊆R
n
,

(3)

where M is the scale of the objective function, Ω is the
decision variable, and fi(x) is the objective function [19], as
shown in Figure 7.

(1) Pareto dominates:

∀i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , m{ }, fi(x)≤fi(y),

∃j ∈ 1, 2, . . . , m{ }, fj(x)<fj(y).

⎧⎨

⎩ (4)

(2) Pareto nondominated solution: there is no corre-
sponding solution set.

(3) Pareto optimal solution set:

PS � x ∈ Ω|y ∈ Ω, y≺x . (5)

(4) Pareto’s best frontier:

PF � F(x) | x ∈ PS{ }. (6)
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Figure 4: Design drawing of sports public service platform.
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for each p∈P
if (p> q)then // If P dominates Q
Sp� Sp∪ {q} // Add q to Sp
else if(q> p)then // If P is dominated by Q

np� np+ 1 // Np plus 1
If np� 0 then // If P is not dominated
F1� F1 ∪ {p} // P is a member of the first frontier

i� 1
While Fi≠ϕ
H�ϕ
for each p∈Fi // For every p in Fi
for each q∈Sp // For each q in Sp
nq� nq− 1 // Nq minus 1
if nq� � 0

then H�H∪ {q}
i� i+ 1
Fi�H // Current frontier

ALGORITHM 1: Fast nondominated sorting.

i-1

f2

f1

i

i+1

Figure 5: Schematic diagram of crowding degree.

j� |L|
for each I, set L [i]distance� 0 // Initialization distance
for each objective m
L� sort (L,m) // Sort by each target value
L[1]distance� L[j]distance�∞ // Always keep boundary points
for i← 2 to j− 1
L[i]distance� L[i]distance + (L[i+ 1].m− L[i− 1].m)

ALGORITHM 2: Congestion distance algorithm.
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Figure 6: NSGA-II flowchart.
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(5) Convergence: it refers to the proximity of the optimal
frontier of Pareto’s optimal solution [20].

(6) Diversity: Pareto optimal solution and dispersion of
real frontier [21].

3.3. Basic 8eory of Multiobjective Optimization.

minF(x) � F1(x), F2(x), . . . , Fn(x) 
T
, (7)

s.t.
X � X|gi(X)≥ 0, i � 1, 2, . . . , p, hj(X) � 0, j � 1, 2, . . . , q ,

X � x1, xi, . . . , xm 
T
.

⎧⎨

⎩ (8)

Among them, X � [x1, xi, . . . , xm]T, M is the decision
variable. Equation (7) is the minimum value of the objective
function, and equation (8) is the objective function constraint.

3.4. Basic Concepts of MOEA. *e general form of MOEA
and MOP is as follows [22]:

minf(x) � f1(x), f2(x), . . . , fM(x) 
T
,

gj(x)≥ 0, j � 1, 2, . . . , p,

hk(x) � 0, k � 1, 2, · · · , q,

x
l
i ≤xi ≤

u
i , i � 1, 2, . . . , n.

(9)

(1) Pareto domination

∀m ∈ 1, . . . , M{ }fm(μ)≤fm(υ), ∃m ∈ 1, 2, . . . , M{ }Satisfyfm(μ)<fm(υ) then μ≺υ. (10)

(2) Pareto optimal solution

P
∗

� x ∈ Ω|∃x′ ∈ Ω, f x′( ≺f(x) . (11)

(3) Pareto optimal frontier

PF∗ � f(x), x ∈ P
∗

 . (12)

3.4.1. Function Performance Evaluation. GD: average
minimum distance from each point in P to P∗.

GD P, P
∗

(  �

�������������������

y∈Pminx∈P∗dis(x, y)
2



|p|
. (13)

IGD: reference point to nearest individual mean.

IGD P, P
∗

(  �

x∈P min
y∈P

dis(x, y)

P
∗


. (14)

Spacing: standard deviation to minimum distance [23].

Spacing(P) �

���������������

1
|p| − 1



|p|

i�1
d − di 

2




. (15)

DM: width of all solution sets as follows:

Δ �
df + di + 

N−1
i�1 di − d




df + di +(N − 1)d
. (16)

HV: nondominated front surface and reference point
forming area hypervolume [24] are as follows:

HV � δ 

|s|

i�1
υi

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠. (17)

3.5. Static Multiobjective Optimization Algorithm.
MOEA/D

(1) Weighted method:

Minimizeg
ws

(x|λ) � 
m

i�1
λifi(x),

s.t. x ∈ Ω.

(18)

(2) Chebyshev method:

Minimizeg
te

x|λ, z
∗

(  � max
1≤i≤m

λi fi(x) − z
∗
i


 ,

s.t. x ∈ Ω.
(19)
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(3) Bondary intersection method:

Minimizeg
bip

x|λ, z
∗

(  � d1 + θd2, (20)

subject to x ∈ Ω

d1 �
z
∗

− F(X)( 
τλ

����
����

‖λ‖
,

d2 � F(x) − z
∗

− d1λ( 
����

����.

(21)

4. Design and Analysis of Sports Public Service
Platform in Nanchong City

4.1. Analysis on the Present Situation of Sports Public Service

4.1.1. List of Sports Public Service Efficiency in Different
Regions. *rough Table 1 and Figure 8, we know that
Chengdu ranks first in the efficiency of sports public service
among Chengdu, Nanchong, Yibin, and Zigong. Nanchong
City followed closely in the second place. In contrast, the
efficiency of sports public service in Zigong is low. Since
2013–2017, the average efficiency of sports public services in
the four cities surveyed is about 0.751, which is a good
situation. *e maximum value is 1.000, and the minimum
value is 0.643, which has a big gap. *erefore, it is analyzed
that the efficiency of public service is seriously differentiated.
We should know that the factors affecting the efficiency
through investigation improve the efficiency of sports public
service in Nanchong from many aspects. Combined with
Figure 8, it can be seen that the development efficiency of
sports public services in the four cities investigated in recent
years is gentle and has not changed much, so we should
investigate from many aspects to further improve the effi-
ciency of sports public services. *e related efficiency of
sports public services in the surveyed cities can be clearly
seen through the list of sports public service efficiency.
Regarding the source of funds for public sports services in
Nanchong City, it can be seen that organizing sports
competitions accounts for the largest proportion. *rough
the investigation and analysis of public sports services in
Nanchong City, it is found that the lack of professional
guidance accounts for the largest proportion of the reasons
for the lack of development. In order to improve this factor, a
large number of professional instructors should be trained in
many places.

4.1.2. Investigation of Sports Public Service Supply in Nan-
chong City. It can be seen from Figure 9 that the man-
agement contents of the Nanchong sports public service
platform include financial support, sports venue manage-
ment, sports activity organization management, sports
competition organization, and publicity of beneficial
knowledge of physical exercise. Among them, organizing
sports competitions accounts for 30.20% of the public
service platform, while the financial support is only 7.88%, so
sports public services are also facing problems such as in-
sufficient financial management.

4.1.3. People’s Cognition of Sports Public Service in Nanchong
City

(1) Understanding Degree of Nanchong People. *rough the
investigation of 215 people’s cognition of sports public
service in Nanchong City, it is known that 83 of the 215
people know about the sports public service platform, ac-
counting for 38.6%; 78 people did not understand it, ac-
counting for 36.2%. *e masses who know and do not know
account for a large proportion, and the polarization is se-
rious. We should popularize the knowledge of the sports
public service platform for Nanchong people through var-
ious channels, such as community propaganda, government

Table 1: List of sports public service efficiency.

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 Ranking
Chengdu 0.830 0.833 0.960 1.000 0.994 1
Nanchong 0.634 0.798 0.823 0.790 0.770 2
Yibin 0.669 0.721 0.660 0.587 0.664 3
Zigong 0.654 0.590 0.660 0.700 0.690 4
Average 0.699 0.736 0.776 0.770 0.780 5
Minimum 0.643 0.590 0.660 0.587 0.664
Maximum 0.830 0.833 0.960 1.000 0.994

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Chengdu
Nanchong

Yibin
Zigong

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

Figure 8: Efficiency comparison chart of four cities.
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information push, and lectures.*e understanding degree of
Nanchong people is presented in Table 2.

(2) Statistics of Public Sports Activities in Nanchong City.
*rough the investigation on the frequency of sports ac-
tivities of 215 people randomly selected in Nanchong City, it
can be seen that 38 people have a lot of activities, accounting
for 17.7%; there are 34 people with few activities, accounting
for 15.8%; there were 44 people without related activities,
accounting for 20.5%. According to the data, the proportion
of sports activities is 20. 5%, which shows that sports public
services have not been fully promoted, and there are still no
related sports activities in most areas. *e statistics of public
sports activities in Nanchong City is presented in Table 3.

4.2. Present Situation of Sports Public Service Construction in
Nanchong City

4.2.1. Venue Provided. According to Figure 10, it is known
that there are five departments, including shopping malls,
communities, neighborhood committees, sports depart-
ments, and subdistrict offices, which provide venues for
sports activities in Nanchong City, among which sports
departments provide venues accounting for 37%, providing
advantages for sports public services of Nanchong citizens.

4.2.2. Expenditure of Sports Public Service in Nanchong City

(1) Funding Input. It can be intuitively known from Figure 11
that the sports public service funds provided by government
departments account for 55.57% at most, and social welfare
organizations account for the least investment. In order to
alleviate the financial difficulties of sports public services in
Nanchong City, donations can be made for social welfare
activities, such as organizing charity sales and performances, so
as to provide activity funds for sports activities in Nanchong
City, thus having the ability to organize activities, making
Nanchong citizens more convenient for sports, and improving
the efficiency and satisfaction of sports public services.

(2) Use of Funds. It can be seen from Figure 12 that the cost
of paying the venue accounts for 26%. In order to alleviate
the financial difficulties, the cost of paying the venue can be
slightly adjusted through multiparty coordination, and the
maximum proportion of organizing activities is 30%.

4.2.3. Insufficient Development Status. According to the
analysis of the development of sports public service in
Nanchong City, we know that there are some shortcomings
as follows: scarcity of venues, insufficient funds, shortage of
activists, and scarcity of professional guidance personnel,
weak sports awareness, large labor costs, and others. Among
them, the scarcity of professionals is the most serious. In
order to alleviate the related problems, sports safety guid-
ance majors can be opened in some universities so as to train
professional sports guidance personnel to prevent the harm
caused by wrong sports actions. Among them, aiming at the

problems of weak sports awareness and shortage of activists,
the sports public service platform can be developed in
Nanchong City in an all-round way so that Nanchong
citizens can have a deeper understanding of the sports public
service platform, as shown in Figure 13.

4.2.4. Number of Professional Sports Instructors in Various
Places from 2015 to 2019. According to the six regions se-
lected in Table 4, since 2015–2019, the number of registered
sports professional instructors in Chengdu, Nanchong,
Yibin, Zigong, Guangyuan, Aba, and other places has in-
creased year by year, which is embodied in the increase of
citizens’ awareness of sports and their participation in sports
activities. Among them, the major of the registered sports in
Nanchong has developed well. Combined with Figure 14, it
can be seen that the related aspects in Chengdu are

Table 3: Number of public sports activities in Nanchong city.

Number of activities Number of people Proportion (%)
A lot 38 17.7
More 20 9.3
General 47 21.9
Less 32 14.9
Very few 34 15.8
No 44 20.5
Total 215 100

Provided by shopping malls
Community provision
Neighborhood Committee construction
Construction of sports department
Sub-district office

5% 10%

27%

20%

37%

Figure 10: Proportion of site provision.

Table 2: Understanding degree of Nanchong city.

Degree of understanding Number of people Proportion (%)
Understand 83 38.6
General 54 25.1
Do not understand 78 36.2
Summation 215 100
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developing rapidly, and the development speed of related
aspects in Nanchong is closely followed. It can be seen that
the sports public service platform is widely promoted in
Chengdu and Nanchong, and its awareness is higher than
that of other urban areas surveyed.

4.2.5. Nanchong Citizens Satisfied with the Sports Public
Service Platform. By inquiring 170 citizens randomly
interviewed in Nanchong City, the largest proportion of
people without experience was 32.3%, which was 29.4%
higher than that with satisfaction. Most of the surveyed

people have not experienced the services brought by the
sports public service platform, which shows that the sports
public service has not been widely promoted in Nanchong
City, and the benefits of the masses are not high. Combined
with Figure 15 and Table 5, it can be seen that the platform
and services are satisfactory among most people, and the
platform should be upgraded and improved according to the
limitations of the platform to provide better services for
Nanchong citizens. *rough related simulations, it can be
seen that the current problems in Nanchong’s public sports
services include insufficient public awareness of sports
public services, insufficient sports activities, insufficient
sports facilities, and insufficient funding and high costs.

5. Conclusion

In view of the multiobjective optimization of sports public
service in Nanchong City, the establishment and analysis of the
information platform were carried out. *e main content
includes intelligent venues, information platform, sports safety,
and other topics for research and application. In the platform
construction, the service efficiency is constantly rising, and
citizens need to constantly improve their civic awareness.
Urban construction needs citizens to improve their service
awareness and improve the utilization rate of urban sports
services. In the future, further works will focus on the study of
the use efficiency of service facilities and continuously improve
the utilization rate of resources. *e article improves the ef-
ficiency and public service of the sports public platform by
establishing and analyzing the information platform of the
sports public service in Nanchong. In response to the number
of activities and funding issues raised in this article, the lack of
professional sports coaches and other issues need to be im-
proved in order to promote the good development of the city’s
public services and promote public sports.

Data Availability

*e experimental data used to support the findings of this
study are available from the corresponding author upon
request.
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Figure 14: Comparison of registered sports professionals in six
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Figure 15: Investigation on the satisfaction of citizens in Nanchong
city.

Table 4: Statistical table of registered sports professional guidance.

Region Number of people in
2015

Number of people in
2016

Number of people in
2017

Number of people in
2018

Number of people in
2019

Chengdu 5 10 17 20 24
Nanchong 6 9 14 16 21
Yibin 4 6 10 14 19
Zigong 4 8 13 10 16
Guangyuan 5 7 12 11 19
Aba prefecture 2 4 9 9 16

Table 5: Satisfaction questionnaire.

Options Number of people Proportion (%)
Satisfied 50 29.4
No experience 55 32.3
General 37 21.8
Dissatisfied 28 16.5
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*e oral English test in domestic universities requires teachers to modify a large number of candidates’ oral recordings. *is is the
work of using time repeatedly. Using the CALL system to realize the automation of conversation recording can reduce the burden
of teachers’ work. *erefore, it is of great practical significance to develop an automatic and accurate scoring system for oral
English. With the development of artificial intelligence, deep learning technology has been gradually applied in various fields.
Similarly, in the application of oral scoring, deep learning technology makes the implementation of such a system possible. Based
on the deep learning technology, this paper proposes an automatic scoring algorithm for spoken language and implements a
detailed design and evaluation system.*e system consists of two modules. *e pronunciation standard of spoken pronunciation
and the content of spoken pronunciation are scored, and the sum of these two scores is the final score. Finally, this paper uses 650
oral English recordings from a college English test to train the artificial neural network. Experimental results show that if the
training data set is small, the BP network model can obtain better comprehensive evaluation performance.

1. Introduction

In recent years, information technology has been widely
used in the field of education. In language education, the
popularity of English education in China is getting higher
and higher, and the traditional language education methods
are difficult to meet people’s needs [1]. In this context,
Computer Assisted Language Learning (CALL) has become
a research hotspot [2]. CALL system not only is used in
online education, but also includes English education
platforms such as text, image, audio, and video, which also
play an important role on the Internet. Instead of teachers
automatically revising students’ test questions and home-
work between classes, teachers are freed from taking time to
revise. *e automatic correction system like now has almost
reached the completely correct level in the correction task
facing objective problems. As for composition questions and
oral questions, automatic revision is still the research focus
that should be broken through. Oral problems can be

divided into two types [3]. One is retelling, reading aloud,
and reciting what is known. Another point is that candidates
are free to play games around specific problems and topics.
We are often called “open spoken English.” With the de-
velopment of speech recognition technology, the first
question can be well evaluated by comparing and analyzing
the examinee’s pronunciation with the standard pronun-
ciation [4], such as using the classical Goodness of Pro-
nunciation (GOP) algorithm. In addition, it is necessary to
comprehensively evaluate candidates’ answers frommultiple
dimensions, for example, fluency, rhythm, intonation,
richness of vocabulary, and meaning. For a long time, the
research on open oral scoring technology has not made great
breakthrough. With the development of machine learning
technology, some scholars have studied how to apply it to
automatic oral evaluation. *us, the famous automatic
scoring system of speed competition appeared [5].

In universities, the English skills training service system
of universities is used for examination in the teaching of
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situational English. At least mid-term and final evaluations
are conducted every semester. In two exams, each teacher is
usually responsible for the educational tasks of multiple
classes. Because of the complicated manual grading method,
teachers’ burden is aggravated, and their educational energy
is insufficient. If we study the intelligent correction system
needed in the oral test of senior high schools in China [6], we
can greatly reduce the pressure on teachers, and teachers can
put more strength into practical teaching activities to im-
prove their teaching ability.

*ere are extremely few ways to score speakers with
speech disorders. We study an automatic speech score,
which is a kind of assessment for speakers with language
disorders [7]. With the development of society and the
integration of global economy, people’s demand for English
learning is increasing day by day, so the research on au-
tomatic assessment of oral proficiency is particularly im-
portant. In the previous automatic evaluation system,
recording conditions are a challenge for learners’ pronun-
ciation, noisy sounds, etc. In addition, it is necessary to deal
with nonfluent, nongrammatical, and spontaneous sounds
with unknown potential text. To solve these series of
problems, we propose a method of combining speech rec-
ognition system based on deep learning with Gaussian
process (GP) scorer, which is a measure to evaluate the
performance of rejection scheme [8].

2. Related Technology Research

2.1. Research on Natural Language Processing
Related Technologies

2.1.1. Latent Semantic Analysis. Latent Semantic Analysis,
also known as Latent Meaning Index, is a document
modeling method for natural language processing [9]. Like
the previous vector space model, LSA method also uses
vectors to represent words and documents and judges the
relationship between words and documents according to the
relationship between vectors, which leads to two short-
comings: (1) vector space model uses correct sentence
matching. (2) You cannot ignore the meaning of a word and
provide semantic search. LSA solves the above problems by
statistically analyzing a large number of text libraries and
mapping documents from sparse n-dimensional space to
low-dimensional space. Vector space is called inclusion
space.*e document modeling process using LSAmethod is
as follows, shown in Figure 1:

(1) Analyze the document set and create a word-doc-
ument matrix

(2) Singular value decomposition of word-document
matrix

(3) Dimension reduction of the matrix after singular
value decomposition

*e TF-IDF is calculated by the following formula:

Ai,j �
Ni,j

Nj

log
D

Di

  . (1)

Matrix S is an m × m dimensional diagonal matrix, and
each value on the diagonal represents the importance of
various topics, and this value is also called a singular value.
*en, in Step 3, the matrix after SVD decomposition only
stores the largest K topics of U, and a dimension descent
process is performed, in which only K topic vectors cor-
responding to S andV are maintained. As shown in Figure 2,
the resulting Matrix A can be expressed by the following
formula:

Am×n � Um×kSk×kV
T
k×n

. (2)

If you use query text to calculate the similarity of all the
text in the document set, you need to map the query text to
the meaning space:

q1×k � q1×nVn×kS
−1
k×k

. (3)

2.1.2. Word Embedding. To score the spoken language,
considering the learning model, it is necessary to use the
neural network model to score the spoken content of the
examinee [10, 11]. *e existing model scoring has the fol-
lowing main problems: (1) there is only one word in the
number vector; so if there are N words in the text, it needs to
use the N-dimensional vector for coding. *erefore, if the
number of nonrepeated words in the text is large, the di-
mension of the vector becomes large. In addition, as the
number of neurons increases, the computation becomes
more complex. (2) Simple hot coding scheme cannot de-
scribe the meaning relationship between words. Words can
be represented by low-dimensional vectors. For words with
similar meanings, the vector displays are also close, as shown
in Figure 3. More abundant information can be embedded
into low-dimensional vectors, which are represented by
single hot coding and term embedding, respectively.

When using neural network to solve text problems, the
network architecture shown in Figure 4 is usually used. *e
first layer of the network is the word embedding layer, which
transforms the words in the input text into word vector
representation. For example, the length of the word em-
bedding vector is set to 50 for the text containing 20 words,
and it becomes 20 through the word embedding layer. Two-
dimensional matrix of ×50. *e word embedding layer is
interpreted as a dictionary model, and the word index and its
corresponding word vector graph are stored in the dictio-
nary. *is model can be obtained through data training or

T1 T2 T3 … Tn

D1 0.2 0.1 0.5 0.1

D2 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.3

D3 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.5

… … … … …

Dm 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1

…

…

…

…

…

Terms

Documents

Figure 1: Word-document matrix.
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loaded with trained models. Word 2 vector and GloVe are
the commonly used models of preparation training language
[12]. Based on the latter, this paper constructs a scoring
model of oral content.

2.2. Research on Related Technologies of Scoring Model

2.2.1. Basic Concepts of Artificial Neural Networks. When an
artificial neuron is stimulated, if the stimulus exceeds a
certain threshold, the neuron will be activated and convey

information to other neurons. *e process of information
transmission between neurons can be explained by Fig-
ure 5. Artificial neurons receive m input signals from
other neurons. *ese input signals have a weight w during
transmission. *e weighted value can be abstractly un-
derstood as signal strength. After weighted addition,
these input signals are processed by an “activation
function” to generate an output signal Y.

*e learning ability of neural network is strong because
of its great activation function. If the activation function is
not used, the network can only perform simple linear

A

n

m uk

S VK
T

k k

k

n

k

Figure 2: Svd matrix.

Figure 3: Word vectors represented by one-hot encoding and word embedding.
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Translation

Topic Modelling
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Figure 4: Neural network model architecture with word embedding layer.
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transformation, so the performance of this network is
limited. On the other hand, the activation function intro-
duces nonlinear elements into the network, which makes the
neural network approximate to various nonlinear curves
arbitrarily and makes the network have strong representa-
tion ability. *e general active functions are Sigmoid, Hy-
perbolic Tangent, and Lireer, as shown in Figure 6, and there
are function graphs of these three active functions.

*e information transfer relationship between nodes is
explained in the following formula:

yj � activation bj + 
i

xiwij
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ , (4)

where xi represents the output value of the i-th node of the
previous layer (or the input value of the current node j), wij

represents the weight value between the i-th node of the
previous layer and the j-th node of the current layer, bj
represents the paranoid value of the j-th node of the current
layer (the paranoid value is introduced to make the model
converge better), and yj represents the output value of the j-
th node of the current layer.

2.2.2. Basic Concepts of Deep Learning. *e differences
between deep learning and traditional machine learning are
as follows. Feature items are fully automated, so people do
not have to go all out to find a more suitable initial input
feature. Data becomes higher-level and more abstract dis-
play form through the network. *is process is the core step
in traditional machine learning. In Figure 7, the process can
be described simply (or as close as possible to the expected
result).

Briefly introduce some core terms contained in the above
figure.

(1) Loss function: it is used to calculate the difference
between the predicted data and the actual data of
neural network.

(2) Optimizer: determine the algorithm to update the
network weight by using the loss value, among which

the commonly used optimization algorithms are
Adam, SGD, and RMSProp.

(3) Backpropagation error: reverse transmission loss
values are sent from the output layer to the input
layer (the loss values obtained at each node are al-
located by a weighted contribution ratio), and the
weight values and polarization values in the network
are updated using a gradient descent algorithm
during transmission.

In the current field of deep learning, various deep
learning models have been developed. In this paper, we pay
attention to convolution neural network and cyclic neural
network.

2.2.3. BP Neural Network. BP neural network has strong
nonlinear mapping ability and can approximate any dis-
continuous function with high precision [13]. It is an ex-
tremely effective model to solve problems such as regression
and classification.*e training process of BP neural network
is mainly divided into two stages [14]. *e first stage is the
forward propagation of signals, from the input layer to the
hidden layer and finally to the output layer. In the second
stage, backpropagation algorithm is used to backpropagate
the error from the output layer to the hidden layer, and
finally the weight and bias voltage are adjusted to the input
layer in turn. When a network is trained using a large
amount of data including a plurality of samples, the mean
square error is exemplified as a loss function, and the mean
square value of the error after forward propagation of the
training data is as follows:

E �
1
N



N

k�1
yk(i) − tk(i)( 

2
, (5)

where yk(i) represents the true output value of the i-th data
sample, and tk(i) represents the predicted value obtained
after the i-th data sample passes through the neural network.
*e BP neural network uses learning rate and gradient
descent algorithm to update the connection weights and
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Output
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Figure 5: Mechanism of information transmission between neurons.
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polarization values of each layer.*e whole backpropagation
process can be explained by the following formula:

E
(n)

� wc( 
T

· E
(n+1) , (6)

w
(n−1)
ji � w

(n−1)
ji + learnrate ∗

zE
(n)
i

zw
(n−1)
ji

, (7)

b
(n)
j � b

(n)
j + learnrate ∗

zE
(n)
i

zb
(n−1)
j

. (8)

2.2.4. Convolution Neural Network. One-dimensional
convolution neural network is well applied to sequence data,
such as audio signals and text data, and in some cases, the
performance of this network can match that of cyclic neural
network [15, 16]. *e computational cost is usually quite
small, and the model can achieve better performance. As
shown in Figure 8, as the operation principle of one-di-
mensional convolution network, feature is the data length of
each feature. *e network output data format after con-
volution operation is samples. *e new step is the length of
the feature sequence after the convolution operation, and
filters are the number of convolution kernels.

2.2.5. Cyclic Neural Network. Cyclic neural networks (RNN)
can circulate information in the network, but unlike net-
works such as CNN, their output only considers the in-
fluence of the previous input and does not consider the
influence of other time inputs. In RNN, the output of each
moment is not only related to the input of the current
moment, but also related to the input of the previous
moment. *e network has the function of “storage.”
*erefore, RNN is extremely suitable for processing se-
quence data, especially text data. ht in terms of ot can be
calculated by the following formulas:

ht � activation Uht−1 + Wxt + b(  , (9)

ot � Vht . (10)

Conventional RNN model is only applied to the pro-
cessing of short sequence data. In order to solve the problem
of insufficient “long-term storage” capacity in traditional
RNN networks, some researchers improve the model, which
is called Short Term Storage Network (LSTM). LSTMmodel
selectively adds new information and selectively forgets
previously accumulated information by introducing grid
control mechanism. A new state ct is introduced in LSTM
network for circulating information transmission.

*e states of the hidden layer and the memory cell are
represented by the following equations:

c
∗
t � tanh Wcxt + Ucht−1 + bc(  , (11)

ct � fttanh ⊙ tanh ct(  . (12)

*e states of the three gate controllers can be calculated
from the following equations:

ft � σ Wfxt + Ufht−1 + Vfct−1 + bf  , (13)

it � σ Wixt + Uiht−1 + Vict−1 + bi(  , (14)

ot � σ Woxt + Uoht−1 + Voct−1 + bo(  . (15)

3. Design of Oral Scoring System

3.1. Overall System Design. Combining deep learning
technology and object-oriented design idea, the oral scoring
system designed in this paper includes six modules as shown
in Figure 9.

(1) Oral scoring module: call the scoring mode module,
load the training scoringmode, automatically correct
the oral data, and save the scoring results in Excel file
form.

(2) Sound noise reduction module: in order to make the
results of speech recognition and feature extraction
more accurate, the examinee’s spoken language is
noise reduced.

(3) Speech recognition module: convert the examinee’s
dialogue recording into the corresponding text
content through the speech recognition engine.

(4) Data processing module: this module mainly extracts
spoken speech recording and speech recognition
text. *e score of CNN+LSTM is converted into
digital display form for spoken language recognition
text.

(5) Systematic evaluation module: analyze the evalua-
tion results of main evaluation and evaluation
models.

(6) Scoring Model Module: define the scoring model
based on BP+CNN+LSTM, respectively, and save
the training model for loading directly.

Intelligent spoken language evaluation refers to the dy-
namic process from audio to total point output and can be
described as the scoring system in Figure 10 [17]. *e speech
recognition engine first performs noise reduction processing
through the sound noise reduction module and then transfers
the beautiful recording to the corresponding text content. *e
general scoring system fits the characteristic value according to
the scoring model. Two scoring models are used here. Speech
Scoring Model and Text Scoring Model are designed to im-
prove the accuracy of the scoring system. In addition, in the
actual correcting environment, the teacher also evaluates the
examinee’s conversation from the level of sound and content.
*is design is consistent with the manual scoring method. *e
design of the core module of the system is described in detail.

3.2. Design of SpeechNoise ReductionModule. Because of the
problem of the recording device, the recording of spoken
language is often mixed with current sound and noise. *is
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affects the correctness of subsequent feature extraction and
speech recognition. Traditional noise reduction methods use
spectrum subtraction or adaptive filtering. In recent years,
due to the successful application of learning in the field of
sound processing, the use of deep learning technology in
reducing sound noise has been improved and is popular. In
this paper, RnNoise, an open source noise suppression li-
brary, is used to realize the header noise reduction module,
in which RNNOIS uses grid control loop unit to realize noise
reduction neural network, and GRU is a variant of LSTM. By

introducing grid control mechanism, GRU network can
store information for a long time. RnNoise uses beautiful
sound data (English conversation recordings) and noise data
(computer fan sounds, office noises, street people noises,
etc.) to train themodel.*erefore, a wider range of signal-to-
noise ratio is obtained, and the noise reduction effect be-
comes more remarkable. In addition, RnNoise is made in C
language. In the speech noise reduction module, the
RnNoise wrapper is made by using Python language, and
RnNoise is integrated into the system.

Time
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Input
Input

characte
ristics

Extracted
sequence
segment

Dot product with weight

Output
Output
characte

ristic

Figure 8: Working principle of one-dimensional convolution network.
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Figure 9: System module design.
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3.3. Design of Speech Recognition Module. On the basis of
evaluating the accuracy of speech recognition engine, a

unified standard of Word Error Rate (WER) is reached.
WER can be calculated using the following formula:

WER �
Number of words replaced + Number of words deleted + Number of words inserted

The total number of words in the correct recognition sequence
. (16)

Microsoft uses a local recognition engine. *e recog-
nition speed is the fastest, but the ambiguity is extremely
high.

3.4. Design of Data Processing Module

3.4.1. Data Cleaning. Because of the oral fluency of the
examinee and the recognition error of the speech recogni-
tion engine itself, there are often recognition results that
affect the accuracy of the text scoring model in the speech
recognition text. For example, this video is about the Chi-
nese and China great wall, um; the great wall is built by the
king in dynasty.*ese features include the number of syntax
errors and the depth of syntax tree. In addition, there are also
onomatopoeia words like uh and um. In addition to these
onomatopoeia words, you can be more specific about the
grammar of the text without affecting the entire text content.
To build the topic model of LSA, “stop words” such as “the,”
“is,” and “at” must be removed [18]. *ese stop words have
little substantive meaning for the topic model. In addition,
the generated model can be more efficient.

3.4.2. Feature Extraction. Feature extraction is an extremely
important step before machine learning, which determines
the reliability and accuracy of the evaluation model. In this

paper, in feature screening, the importance of each feature
can be measured by calculating the Pearson correlation
coefficient with manual scoring, and the feature with cor-
relation coefficient below 0.2 should not be selected [19]. In
this paper, there is generally no fixed reference answer for
open oral scoring, so when choosing features, besides the
features of similarity in meaning, we mainly choose the
features of common type. As shown in Table 1, each feature
finally selected and used here will be briefly described.

In this paper, the characteristics of four scales are
extracted to evaluate the oral scoring model. *e charac-
teristic of speed is often called Rate of Speech (ROS), which
is mainly used to explain the fluency of spoken language and
calculated by the following formula:

ROS �
Nwords

t − ts

, (17)

where Nwords represents the total number of words con-
tained in the examinee’s spoken language, t represents the
total duration of oral recording, and ts represents the mute
duration of recording.

Besides the characteristics of sound speed, the number of
quiet sounds during recording can also reflect the fluency of oral
English of the tester to a certain extent. In the evaluation of
pronunciation quality, the probability characteristic after

RNN speech
noise reduction

Speech
recognition

Data processing

Recording
input

A clean recording

A clean
recording

Phonetic
features

Text
feature

Speech score Text
scoring

Text
scoring
model

Speech
scoring
model

Total score

Figure 10: System scoring process.
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pronunciation is adopted by many oral scoring systems. *is
paper uses this characteristic to explain the correctness of the
examinee’s pronunciation. In addition, when extracting effec-
tive spoken language, the proportion of long-term recording
can also reflect a certain degree of rich spoken content. In the
oral evaluation of traditional reading problems, the standard
oral sequence corresponding to the benchmark text is usually
displayed, the test speech is forced to be configured, and the
postprobability average of each phoneme is calculated by the
classical GOP algorithm. However, there is no reference text in
the open oral score, so it is necessary to combine the speech
recognition engine with the speech model of standard English
pronunciation training and calculate the average postprobability
as the feature of pronunciation quality.

Chapter structure and other features are not suitable for text
scoring model of text design. For such short text, sentence
structure is a very good alternative, and the depth of grammar
tree is used to describe the structural features of sentences.
Candidates who are not used to dialoguewill have a lower depth
of grammar tree than usual. *ere are algorithms to calculate
the similarity of the meanings of commonly used articles.
Vector Space Model (VSM) [20], Latent Meaning Analysis
(LSA), and Latent Directory Distribution (LDA) are three
methods that are based on the word back model, but the degree
of meaning varies depending on the method. As a result of the
actual test, it is found that the topic model of LSA is more
effective in the data set used here. As shown in Figure 11, it is the
process of building the topic model of LSA.

Some common part-of-speech tags are shown in Table 2.
*ere are no grammatical errors in famous English

original novels. *is paper refers to the method in EASE, an
open source composition scoring system. After the part-of-
speech tags of Sherlock Holmes’ novel collections are dis-
played, the combination of 3 Yuan tags and 4 Yuan tags is
taken out, and the extracted results are saved as a retrieval
library of local tag combinations. If you cannot find it, the
grammar is wrong.We use the following formula to cal-
culate the correct rate of text syntax:

correctratio �
Ng

Ns

. (18)

3.4.3. Data Conversion. Deep learning can automatically
extract features, so feature engineering is not needed. As
shown in Figure 12, the quantization flow of the entire text

removes onomatopoeia words by first performing data
cleansing on the speech recognition text and eliminates
duplicate words in the text due to recognition errors.

Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC) are
extracted from spoken recording data as input to the sound
scoring model. MFCC contains integrated voice informa-
tion. Figure 13 is a schematic flowchart showing converting
spoken speech recording data into MFCC feature vectors:

3.5. Scoring Model Module Design. Using Keras deep
learning framework, all neural networks in this study are
constructed. Keras is a highly neural network framework
made by Python and can run on TensorFlow, CNTK, or
*ano.

3.5.1. Scoring Model Based on BP Neural Network.
*rough repeated experiments, the number of hidden layers
and the number of neurons are determined. When the
training results do not converge, the number of hidden
layers or layer nodes is increased. After the results converge,
reduce the number of nodes appropriately and observe
whether better results will be obtained. Taking the text
scoring model as an example, the sound scoring model with
the number of input segments other than 4 has the same
structure.

3.5.2. Scoring Model. If the manually extracted features are
always invalid, and the correlation between manually
extracted features and manually evaluated features is low, it
is difficult for the trained model to fit the data accurately.
Deep learning technology can automatically mine features,
and the learning data can be displayed deeper, which can
break through the boundaries of artificial design features.
Combine these two networks to construct speech scoring
mode and text scoring mode. *e computational cost of
cyclic neural network is very high when dealing with very
long sequence data, so one-dimensional convolution neural
network is used as preprocessor step before LSTM network,
and shortening sequence can take out higher-level feature
display to deal with LSTM layer. As shown in Figure 14, the
design of the speech scoring model includes two consecutive
convolution blocks. Finally, all connection layers pseudo-
combine the one-dimensional vectors to output corre-
sponding speech evaluation results.

Table 1: Summary of features.

Feature category Feature name Brief description of characteristics

Phonetic class

articulationRate Speed of speech
numSilence Number of voice pauses

posteriorScore Number of pronunciation pauses
speakingRatio Posterior probability score of pronunciation

Text class

eassyLength Total number of words in text
uniqueWords Number of nonrepeating words in the text
parseTreeDepth Sum of all syntactic tree depths in text

semanticSimilarity Semantic similarity between text and theme
goodGrammerRatio Correct rate of text grammar
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*e design of the text scoring model is shown in Figure 15,
and the neural network model shares five layers of networks.
*e first layer is the word embedding layer, which is defined by
GloVe model. *e second layer is a one-dimensional flip layer
for reducing the length of the network input sequence and
extracting more effective features.*e third layer network is the
LSTM layer, and the LSTM network can select “stored” and
“forgotten” information. And it is a one-dimensional vector
after pseudooutput MeanOverTime processing and outputs the
evaluation result of spoken content.

4. Experimental Results and Analysis

4.1.Means for Evaluating System Performance. In this paper,
Pearson correlation coefficient is used to evaluate the per-
formance index of oral evaluation, which is used to evaluate
the correlation of different vectors. Its mathematical ex-
pression is as follows:

ρX,Y �
cov(X, Y)

σXσY

. (19)

*e second evaluation index is the difference of man-
machine scoring, which is mainly used to describe the

difference between manual and machine scoring. Its cal-
culation formula is as follows:

d � E SMachine − SHuman


 . (20)

*e third evaluation index is accuracy. *is paper estab-
lishes the maximum value of man-machine evaluation error to
determine whether the evaluation result is correct or not.

4.2. Analysis and Evaluation of Scoring Model

4.2.1. Effectiveness Analysis of Feature Extraction. *ere are
Pearson correlation coefficients for different features in the
speaking score, and the results are shown in Table 3 and Table 4.
As can be seen from the following two tables, the characteristics
of speech types are numbSilence and speakingRatio.*is shows
that when grading oral English, teachers are most concerned
about the fluency of oral English and the long effective time of
oral English. In particular, fluency is characterized by recording
the more stops, and the lower it is, the lower the score is. *is
shows that, for oral content, teachers are more interested in
candidates’ vocabulary grasp and rich conversation content.
ParsetreedDepth and goodGrammerRatio features are affected
by the recognition accuracy of the speech recognition engine.

Batch document 
input

Text tokenize
infantry to remove

stop words

Transforming Word
Frequency Document
Vector into TF-IDF
Document Vector

Training generates
LSA topic model

Constructing
tape corpus

Figure 11: LSA topic model building process.

Table 2: Part-of-speech standard effect.

Part-of-speech tags Describe
NN Noun (singular)
NNS Noun (plural)
VB Verb (prototype)
VBD Verb (past tense)
VBNJJ Verb (past participle)
RB Adjectives
IN Adverb
CC Subordinate conjunctions
PRP Conjunctions

Personal pronoun

Pre-emphasis,
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windowing

Fast Fourier
Transform
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transform (DCT)

Input
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�in film
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Figure 13: MFCC feature extraction flow.
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Figure 12: Text vectorization process.
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On the other hand, teachers also make great efforts to analyze
the grammatical errors and sentence structures of candidates’
dialogues when scoring manually, and the relationship between
these two characteristics and manual scoring is low.

4.2.2. Analysis of Model Scoring Results. We use 150 pieces
of test data to test two different neural network scoring
models and calculate three evaluation indexes introduced in

the first section of this paper to comprehensively evaluate the
performance of the two scoring models.

Figures 16 and 17 are the prediction results of oral
comprehensive evaluation of BP scoring model and
CNN+LSTM scoring model, respectively. It is found from
the figure that BP model shows better fitting effect than
CNN+LSTM model. In addition, from the lowest students’
scores, BP neural network shows better adaptability in the
face of extreme values (minimal and maximal). As shown in
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MaxPooling1D

Convolution1D

MaxPooling1D

h1 h2 h3 h4 hn

MeanOverTime

…

…

Convolution
Block 1
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block 2
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Figure 14: Speech scoring model.
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Figure 15: Text scoring model.
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Table 3: Correlation between phonetic features and manual scores.

Phonetic features Pearson correlation coefficient
articulationRate 0.38
numSilence 0.45
posteriorScore 0.32
speakingRatio 0.43

Table 4: Correlation between text class features and manual scoring.

Text class feature Pearson correlation coefficient
contentLength 0.58
uniqueWords 0.60
parseTreeDepth 0.28
semanticSimilarity 0.34
goodGrammerRatio 0.25

Total score prediction result
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Figure 16: Scoring results of BP model.
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Figure 17: Scoring results.
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Table 5, the performance of Pearson correlation coefficient
and accuracy of BP model is better than that of
CNN+LSTM model, and the evaluation of the two ma-
chines is highly correlated. In the average difference index,
CNN+LSTM is slightly better than BP model.

5. Conclusion

Firstly, this paper introduces the overall design and scoring
process of the scoring system. After that, the detailed designs
of voice noise reduction module, speech recognition
module, data processing module, and scoring model module
are explained, respectively.

*en, we analyze the experimental results of the oral
scoring system and evaluate the performance of the scoring
model. *is paper introduces three evaluation indexes to
evaluate the performance of the model. *ere are Pearson
correlation coefficient, average score difference of man-
machine evaluation, correctness of scoringmodel, and so on.
After using these evaluation indexes to analyze the training
and evaluation results of the evaluation model, it is found
that the comprehensive evaluation performance of BPmodel
is higher than that of CNN+LSTM scoring model when the
data set is small.*e spoken language scoring model is based
on deep learning or other algorithm models, and there are
different scoring effects under different algorithms, which
lead to different scoring differences. *erefore, the later
work to solve this problem needs to combine the advantages
of different algorithms for fusion research.
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With the advent of the era of big data, the traditional English teaching methods in the past can no longer accurately assess the
comprehensive level of English teachers and classrooms because of various factors. In order to reexamine and plan English
teaching content, based on the big data model, we will carefully analyze the key indicators in English teaching evaluation using
computer technologies such as particle swarm optimization and support vector machine, hoping to dig out the characteristics of
English education in a deeper way, so as to make a series of index adjustments to English classroom and improve English teaching
level. *e results of this study show the following: (1) *e average accuracy of the evaluation index of the model designed in this
study is as high as 96.56%; after 20 tests, the test time of this model method is the least, and the test time can be as low as 13.32ms.
(2) For eight first-class indexes of A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H and 29 second-class indexes, the expert scores are all greater than 3.66,
and the standard deviation is all less than 1, which accords with the standard of reaching common opinions. *e key index test
system is reasonable. (3) We find that the weights of A2, D1, H1, and H2 are all higher than 0.5, the weights of A1, B3, C5, E5, F4,
and G4 are all higher than 0.3, and the weights of other indexes are all less than 0.3. *is shows that each index has a different
weight and emphasis on English teaching evaluation. (4) Taking a certain teacher as an example to assess English proficiency can
effectively analyze the key indicators of English teachers and enable the teacher to make corresponding improvements and
formulate strategies. On the whole, the teacher has strong writing ability and listening ability; the ability of speaking and
translating is slightly weak, both of which are about 0.8; for listening analysis, idiom and sentence ability are generally to be
enhanced, about 0.8. (5)*e comprehensive scoring of English teaching is carried out, large difference in scoring values is avoided,
and fairer test results are given. It is found that after big data analysis, the key indicators of English are analyzed accurately, the
classroom teaching is diversified, and the students’ final classroom evaluation reflects well, so this method has obvious advantages.

1. Introduction

With the increasing affluence of people’s lives, both material
and spiritual conditions have been greatly increased, and the
demand for education and related standards has also been
improved. How to use the key indicators of teaching to
evaluate the quality of higher education is very important,
which can help educators understand the needs of students
and teachers and make a series of adjustments. Taking
English teaching evaluation as an example, English teaching
evaluation represents English teachers’ ability and teaching
quality, which can evaluate whether students’ education
meets the standards from various key indicators and ac-
curately reflect the characteristics of English as a subject and

students’ educational needs.With the wide application of big
data boom at home and abroad, it is an inevitable trend to
use big data model to mine demand characteristics when
evaluating teaching analysis indicators. To better measure
and evaluate English teaching content, this study makes a
comprehensive analysis and comparison of English teaching
characteristics based on big data model, assisted by support
vector machine, particle swarm optimization, and other
contents, from teaching theory to actual teaching feedback.
*is study provides a lot of theoretical support according to
the achievements and documents made by predecessors.
Literature [1] analyzes the best teaching mode in big data
environment and applies it to college English teaching.
Literature [2] analyzes the current situation and hot spots of
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college English textbook compilation with the help of big
data and CiteSpace software. Literature [3] analyzes the
influence of big data on college English education. Lit-
erature [4] examines “general chemical effects” and ana-
lyzes the class size and teaching evaluation. Literature [5]
evaluates the overall teaching effect of higher education
institutions. Literature [6] constructs a teaching quality
data monitoring platform to improve the supervision level
of teaching data literacy. Literature [7] integrates big data
information fusion and K-finger clustering algorithm to
realize clustering and integration of English teaching
ability index parameters. Literature [8] analyzes the
characteristics of English teachers’ educational ability in a
massive open online course (MOOC) environment with a
fuzzy C method algorithm. Based on big data analysis,
literature [9] discusses the selection and acquisition of
teaching resources, the trajectory analysis of teaching and
learning behaviors, teaching monitoring and evaluation,
etc. Literature [10] establishes an “online + offline” hybrid
learning model based on a large amount of data and an-
alyzes the feasibility of combining online and offline
English classes in colleges and universities. Literature [11]
realizes feature clustering and multiple regression analysis
and realizes quantitative evaluation of the correlation
between college English teaching mode reform and per-
formance. Literature [12] uses big data analysis to study
the evaluation methods of students’ English classroom
performance. Literature [13] uses big data analysis tech-
nology to construct a college English TQA model and
obtains high-precision English teaching quality evaluation
results. Literature [14] combines subjectivity and objec-
tivity and applies data mining technology to the evaluation
of English teaching quality. Literature [15] reconstructs the
monitoring mode of autonomous English learning under
the background of big data and establishes an effective
comprehensive evaluation system. *e method proposed
in the above literature discusses English teaching in
combination with other issues in depth and gains ad-
vantages in the process of English teaching through
evaluation. However, the accuracy and efficiency of the
evaluation are low in the research process of the above
methods. *is study proposes a literature review on big
data model and English teaching evaluation and refers to
the experience of predecessors in many aspects, such as
integrating big data information fusion and establishing
blended learning model based on large amounts of data, to
help us select research methods and applications appro-
priate to this topic from practice. *e method proposed in
this study uses big data to analyze and make decisions, and
the analysis results are studied and analyzed. *e model
can effectively extract the characteristics and needs of
English teaching. It can help to improve the efficiency of
modeling and reduce the workload of researchers. *e
hybrid model includes particle swarm optimization and
support vector machine, which effectively improves the
accuracy and efficiency of teaching index evaluation and
can give fairer test results based on data.

2. Theoretical Basis

2.1. Big Data Model. Big data first appeared in the infor-
mation technology (IT) industry. With the in-depth study of
it by researchers, the world is quietly setting off a wave of big
data. After deep mining of data information, big data in-
terpret the elegant demeanour of the world from a new
angle. People are surprised to find that what lurks under
ordinary data information is not an iceberg, but a whole
brand-new world. Various optimized application technol-
ogies based on big data are constantly emerging. It is
common to make analysis decisions and research and
analysis with big data, which further illustrates versatility
and availability.

Big data application [16] describes business require-
ments and patterns, uses big data to build models [17], mines
data features from huge data [18], and proposes problem
solutions. *ese workflows can be carried out using pro-
fessional data modeling tools: PowerDesigner, Sparx En-
terprise Architect, CA Erwin, ER/Studio, etc. Making good
use of the above tools can help improve modeling efficiency
and reduce the workload of modelers. Figure 1 shows several
common big data analysis models.

In the fields of big data, artificial intelligence, biomedicine,
etc., the Bayesian formula, a very important mathematical
formula given by Laplace [19], is used. A denotes event A, B
denotes event B, and P denotes probability [20]:

P
A

B
  � P

B

A
 ∗

P(A)

P(B)
. (1)

2.2. English Teaching. English is a common language in the
world. Since the 1990s, the teaching methods and means of
English in colleges and universities have gradually become
rich and varied, and teachers are no longer instilling the
content of this language as before. *e quality of English
teaching in colleges and universities is improved, the fairness
and rationality of English teaching indicators are ensured,
and an excellent English teaching system is established [21];
these are the enduring hot topics and key tasks of the ed-
ucation department.

Traditional English teaching mainly depends on the
teaching methods and contents of teachers, which has strong
and distinct personal characteristics and styles of teachers.
*e teaching quality is uneven, and the teaching evaluation
is difficult to evaluate.*e key teaching indicators are mainly
teachers’ methods, contents, effects, etc., which have great
autonomy and are difficult to judge accurately. Teaching
results often vary from person to person, which leads to the
uncertainty of students’ English literacy and level. To cul-
tivate students’ English ability and use language tools
flexibly, we need the help of science and technology. Big data
mining technology is used to mine the indicators that are
easily overlooked in English teaching, and the evaluation
indicators that were originally roughly divided from all
aspects and angles are refined comprehensively; only by
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adding objective evaluation factors as much as possible can
educators design a scientific evaluation system for English
teaching and teachers to find and solve practical problems in
students’ learning process.

2.3. Support Vector Machines. Support vector machine
(SVM) is a binary classification model, which belongs to one
of the machine learning algorithms, and is mainly used for
classification and regression analysis. Least-squares support
vector machines [22] are used. ω represents the weight
vector, b represents the deviation, and the linear regression
function is as follows:

y � ωT
x + b. (2)

In high-dimensional eigenspace, φ (x) is a nonlinear
mapping:

f(x) � ωTφ(x) + b. (3)

*e optimization objective function and constraints are
as follows:

min �
1
2
‖ω‖

2
+
1
2

c 
l

i�1
e
2
i ,

s.t.ωTφ xi(  + b + ei � yi, i � 1, 2, . . . , l.

(4)

*e Lagrange multiplier (denoted by λ) [23] is intro-
duced to solve unconstrained optimization problems:

min J �
1
2
‖ω‖

2
+
1
2

c 
l

i�1
e
2
i − 

l

i�1
λi ωTφ xi(  + b + ei − yi . (5)

According to the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) opti-
mization conditions:

zL

zw
� 0⇒w � 
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l�1
alφ xl( ,

zL

zb
� 0⇒

L

l�1
al � 0,

zL

zel

� 0⇒al � cel,

zL

zal

� 0⇒cl − w
Tφ xl(  − b − el � 0.

(6)

*e Gaussian kernel function is chosen:

K xi, xj  � cxp −
xi − xj

�����

�����
2

2σ2 

⎛⎜⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎟⎠. (7)

Regression estimation is as follows:

h x∗(  � 
L

l�1
alK x∗, xl(  + b. (8)

*e Gaussian kernel function chosen in this study is
the most widely used one. In most cases, if you do not
know what kernel function to use, the Gaussian kernel
function is preferred. Both large and small samples have
better performance. In addition, it has fewer parameters
than the polynomial kernel function, so it is more con-
venient to use.
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Figure 1: Big data analysis model.
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2.4. Particle Swarm Optimization. Particle swarm optimi-
zation (PSO) is a kind of swarm intelligence optimization
algorithm. *e core formula of particle swarm optimization
algorithm is as follows:

v
d
i � wv

d−1
i + c1r1 p bestdi − x

d
i  + c2r2 g bestd − x

d
i ,

x
d+1
i � x

d
i + v

d
i .

(9)

*e calculation process is as follows:

f � 
N

i�1
yi − y1′


. (10)

2.5. Decision Tree Algorithm. *e decision tree algorithm
[24] uses branch nodes to represent classification problems,
predicts each path from root node to leaf node of decision
tree corresponding to categories, and classifies information
through a series of rules [25]; with the help of decision tree
algorithm, we can find out the important factors behind
teaching achievements.

Decision tree is a predictionmodel.*e common decision
tree algorithms include ID3 algorithm, C4.5 algorithm, CART
algorithm, and random forest algorithm. *e C4.5 algorithm
is chosen, which is easy to understand classification rules and
has high accuracy:

(1) Information entropy

H(D) � − 
K
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ck




|D|
log2
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. (11)

(2) Conditional entropy
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⎛⎝ ⎞⎠. (12)

(3) Information gain

Gain(D, A) � H(D) − H(D|A). (13)

(4) Calculated gain ratio

Gainratio(D, A) �
Gain(D, A)

HA(D)
,

HA(D) � − 
n

k�1

Di




|D|
log2

Di




|D|
.

(14)

(5) Predicting random forest

H(x) � argmax
T

t�1
ht(x) � y(  · x ∉ Dt( . (15)

(6) No pruning needs to meet conditions

E(Misjudgment times of subtree)

+ std(Misjudgment times of subtree)

<E(Misjudgment times of leaf nodes).

(16)

(7) Pruning condition

E(Misjudgment times of subtree)

+ std(Misjudgment times of subtree)

≥E(Misjudgment times of leaf nodes).

(17)

3. Model Design and Method

3.1. Research, Analysis, and Design. Using scientific tools to
analyze the key indicators of English teaching is focused, and
the improved method with the original one after feedback is
compared. By referring to various related literature studies at
home and abroad, using theoretical basis and analysis of the
current situation of English teaching, this study constructs a
complete system for analyzing English teaching evaluation
indicators, as shown in Figure 2.

In order to ensure sufficient theoretical support for the
study, this study uses a variety of research methods, such as
literature review, questionnaire survey, Delphi method, and
data analysis, and invites relevant English education experts
to give their opinions and guidance. After determining the
research content and theme, the rational use of contem-
porary scientific and technological strength, a big data
analysis model, and a hybrid model of support vector
machine and particle swarm optimization, which can assist
the big data model to process data samples, are preliminarily
constructed. Let the two models as the carrier of the analysis
work improve the test index system to establish a new test
index system for English teaching. Finally, according to the
experimental data, the advantages and disadvantages of this
method are summarized and analyzed.

3.2. Big Data Analysis Model. Huge data information needs
to be mined, managed, and traced. We build an analysis data
model of big data, choose the core idea of Ralph Kimball’s
dimension model to model, and refer to the implementation
method of OneData model. As shown in Figure 3, we in-
troduce the core functions of OneData tools.

As shown in Figure 3, the OneData tool has three core
functions: specification definition, detailed model design,
and summary model design. Under these three core func-
tions, there are different specific functions.

*e model follows the principles of consistency, clarity
and efficiency, high cohesion, and low coupling. Data re-
search: the business system is understood and the needs are
analyzed; the business process or dimension is abstractly
collected, the data domain is divided, the bus rectangle is
constructed, and the statistical index is defined; code de-
velopment: ETL tasks for deployment and operation and
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maintenance are generated. Figure 4 shows the architecture
of the model.

As shown in Figure 4, the data import layer (ODS) is
mainly responsible for importing basic data into Max-
Compute and recording the historical changes in basic data.
*e common data layer (CDM) mainly completes data
processing and integration, establishes consistent dimen-
sions, constructs reusable detailed fact tables for analysis and
statistics, and summarizes indicators of common granu-
larity. After ODS and CDM processing, it is processed by
personalized analysis, data retrieval, and data application
layer.

3.3. Hybrid Model of Support Vector Machine and Particle
Swarm Optimization. *e purpose of this model is to assist
the big data analysis model to analyze English teaching
evaluation indicators. To improve the accuracy and efficiency
of teaching index evaluation, the particle swarm optimization
algorithm searches the parameters of least-squares support
vector machine, and the particle swarm optimization algo-
rithm solves the optimal solution of the parameters of least-
squares support vector machine, optimizing the evaluation
process and making a mixed model. Figure 5 illustrates a flow
chart of processing data samples by particle swarm optimi-
zation algorithm and support vector machine.

Core Functions of OneData Tools

Specification definition

Constructing Consistency Logical Dimensions and Dimension Attributes
Construct consistency measures and indicators (atomic indicators, derived
indicators)

Detailed model design
Build Consistency Dimension
Table (DIM)
Build a Consistency Fact Table
(DWD)

Summary model design
Build Consistency Dimension
Table (DIM)
Build a Consistency Fact Table
(DWD)

Figure 3: Core functionality of the OneData tool.

English teaching evaluation system

Literature research Expert consultation

Preliminary Construction of Big Data Model
and Auxiliary Model

Establish a new detection index system

The experimental detection system obtains
relevant data

Advantages and disadvantages of analytical
methods

Theoretical
basis

Figure 2: English teaching evaluation system.
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Figure 4: Big data model architecture.
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Figure 5: Flow chart of data sample processing by particle swarm optimization algorithm and support vector machine.
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3.4. Index System Analysis. *e evaluation index follows the
principles of scientificity, universality, comparability, sys-
tematicness, and conciseness. *e content of the original
index system is simple, the evaluation of human factors is
large, and there is no specific standard. To improve the
evaluation index system of English teaching, we consulted 10
well-known college English education experts from different
levels, and the specific proportion is shown in Figure 6.

We are generally divided into two parts—the student
part and the teacher part. Compared with before, we add
more feedback evaluation indicators from the student part,
to evaluate the teacher’s English teaching more compre-
hensively from the perspective and experience of students.
We set up three first-level indicators in the student part and
five first-level indicators in the teacher part and design two-
level indicators with different numbers under each first-level
indicator. As shown in Table 1, the evaluation index system
of college English teaching is listed, which lists all the
evaluation criteria of secondary indexes.

In particular, it is stated here:

(1) Determining the weight of each index reflects the
importance level of an index, X represents the
ranking corresponding score, Y represents the
weight coefficient, n represents the total number of
experts, and N represents the ranking number. *e
calculation formula of index weight coefficient is as
follows:

Y �
 X · n

N ·  X
. (18)

(2) *e evaluation part of students’ English ability can
include five parts: listening, speaking, reading,
writing, and translation, which are represented, re-
spectively. *e calculation formula of their overall
scores can be expressed as follows:

ScoreEnglish � ScoreListening × WL + ScoreOral × WO

+ ScoreReading × WR + ScoreWriting × WW

+ ScoreTranslation × WT.

(19)

4. Experimental Analysis

4.1. Model Testing. *is part mainly tests the model con-
structed in this study and selects the English classroom
teaching evaluation of the same major in a certain university
as the test sample (a total of 200 data samples), which is
divided into 10 groups with 20 data samples in each group.
To see the test results of this model method more intuitively,
the traditional evaluation model, the optimized BP neural
network model, and the category weighted grey target de-
cision model are selected for comparative analysis, as shown
in Figure 7.

From Figure 7, we can find that the accuracy of English
teaching evaluation index of this model method is the
highest, and the average evaluation accuracy is as high as

96.56%; compared with the other three methods, this
method is 7% higher than the optimized BP neural network
method, 18.68% higher than the class-weighted grey target
decision method, and 29.49% higher than the traditional
method.*erefore, this method has the highest accuracy and
the best effect, and its superiority can be seen.

Using these four model methods to test 20 times, re-
spectively, comparing their test time, we can find that the test
time of this model method is the least, and the test time can
be as low as 13.32ms.*e specific data comparison is shown
in Figure 8.

4.2. Index Scoring Results. Although the evaluation index
system of English teaching created by us has been agreed
upon, it still needs to be evaluated by experts in the field of
English education for each first-level index and second-level
index. It is necessary to ensure the rationality of each index,
define the score with 1 to 5 points, and collect the average
value, mode, and standard deviation of the score; according
to Osbome, if more than two-thirds of the experts’ score is
above 4 (i.e., the average score of experts is above 3.66), it can
be considered that all ten experts have reached a common
opinion on this index. Excel is used to count the data of
experts on the first-level index and the second-level index, as
shown in Figures 9 and 10.

As shown in Figure 9, we can find that the expert scores
of eight first-class indicators of A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H
are all greater than 3.66, and the standard deviation is all
less than 1. Moreover, only one expert gives 4 points, and
the other indicators are all 5 points, which meets the
standard of reaching common opinions. *erefore, we can
judge that ten experts have reached a consensus on the
first-class index. When we observe the data shown in
Figure 10, we can find that the average scores of 29 sec-
ondary indicators are all greater than 3.66 points, which
meets our evaluation criteria, and the standard deviation is
all less than 1. All 29 secondary indicators have reached the
standard. According to the evaluation results of all indi-
cators, the test system of key indicators in English teaching
evaluation in this study is reasonable and meets the re-
quirements of this study.

4.3. Comparison of Indicator Weights. After scoring the key
test indicators of English teaching in this study reasonably, it
is necessary to determine the weight of each indicator, as
shown in Figures 11 and 12.

According to Figure 11, we can find that the weight of C
index is the least, the weight of D index is as high as 0.205,
and the weight of each first-level index is different, which
means that each index has a different weight and emphasis
for English teaching evaluation, and some indexes are the
most important, while others are relatively less important,
just a simple reference factor. According to Figure 12, we
find that the four secondary indexes of A2, D1, H1, and H2
are all higher than 0.5, the six secondary indexes of A1, B3,
C5, E5, F4, and G4 are all higher than 0.3, and the rest
indexes are all less than 0.3.
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4.4.TeacherAbilityAssessment. *e evaluation system of key
indicators of English teaching based on big data model
established in this study can be formally tested after eval-
uation. *is test is mainly aimed at English proficiency, and

the evaluation criteria for English proficiency data analysis
are shown in Table 2.

*e decimals in Table 2 represent the weight ratio of the
index for the English proficiency level. For example, the

50%

20%

30%

Well-known experts in the field of English education in
colleges and universities
English teaching and research expert of teacher training
college
First-line English expert teachers

Figure 6: Proportion of expert types.

Table 1: Evaluation index system of college English teaching.

Classification First-class index Secondary index

Students

A English
proficiency

A1 Listen, speak, read, write, and translate
A2 Words, sentences, text, logical relations, idioms

B Teacher
evaluation

B1 Teachers’ sense of responsibility
B2 Teacher’s seriousness in correcting homework

B3 Teacher’s attitude
B4 Teachers’ approval of ability

C Teaching
evaluation

Reasonable degree of C1 course content
*e quality of C2 classroom atmosphere

Does C3 course have practical significance?
*e organization and hierarchy of C4 lectures

C5 Vividness of teaching skills

Teachers

D Teaching Plan
D1 formulates a comprehensive curriculum ideological and political teaching plan and selects teaching

contents rich in ideological and political elements
D2 adjusts the teaching plan in time to ensure that it is completed on time

E Teaching
methods

E1 is full of teaching content and large amount of information
E2 teaching content can reflect or connect with the development frontier of the subject

E3 organizes diversified ideological and political teaching forms, which can effectively use multimedia
teaching

E4 open classes or elective courses
E5 participates in the construction of online teaching resources

E6 undertakes teaching reform projects or publishes teaching-related papers and monographs, etc.

F Teaching process

F1 teaching content conforms to the syllabus, and the amount of lecture information is reasonable and
rich

F2 English phonetic standard, language flow 1 smooth; explains the problem with clear thinking and
clear rules

Chu; can highlight key points, disperse difficulties, and grasp key points
F3 caring for students, teaching and educating people, enhancing the sense of contrast between China

and the West, enhancing the ability of value speculation, improving cultural self-confidence,
enhancing cultural comparison ability, and cultivating philosophical consciousness

G Teaching
attitude

F4 class is full of energy, infectious, and can attract students’ attention
G1 is serious about teaching work and strictly manages classroom discipline

G2 answers students’ questions seriously, and both teaching and learning learn from each other
G3 attaches importance to homework information feedback, makes timely comments, and completes

performance registration

H Teaching effect
G4 class time arrangement is reasonable, not late, not delayed

*e H1 course has a high degree of ideological and political participation, and the effectiveness of
educating people is in line with the society
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weights of the five subordinate indicators of listening are 0.2
for words, 0.2 for sentences, 0.2 for texts, 0.3 for logical
relations, and 0.1 for idioms. *e weights of the five indi-
cators add up to exactly 1. *e remaining indicators are the
same.

As shown in Figure 13, we first invited a teacher to test and
analyze his English proficiency. *e scores measured by this
model and index system are compared with those obtained by
the original evaluation system, and we can find that there is
little difference in the evaluation of his listening, speaking, and
translation abilities, while the results of reading and writing
abilities are relatively deviated due to different evaluation
standards due to subjective factors. *e method in this study
can effectively correct the errors and make an accurate
judgment of the teacher’s ability. On the whole, the teacher’s
writing ability is extremely strong and his listening ability is
strong; however, the ability of speaking and translating is about
0.8, which needs further training and strengthening.

As shown in Figure 14, we further take the teacher’s
listening ability as an analysis case for detailed test, and we
can find that the evaluation and correction effect of text and
logic relationship are the greatest, and both abilities are
closest to the perfect score standard. However, the ability of
idioms and sentences is relatively average, about 0.8, so the
teacher needs to analyze and formulate strategies to improve
his level according to these two points. *us, the model test
in this study can effectively analyze the key indicators of
English teachers, and then, teachers can improve their
abilities and correct their mistakes according to the relevant
data.

Finally, we select 10 teachers of the same major to score
English teaching comprehensively, of which students ac-
count for 0.5 and teachers account for 0.5. We can find that
when there is a big difference between students’ scores and
teachers’ scores, we can effectively integrate the two and give
a fairer test result, as shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 10: Scoring statistics of secondary indicators.
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Figure 12: Weight of secondary indicators.

Table 2: Evaluation of English proficiency.

Name Specific classification
Listen Word 0.2 Sentence 0.2 Text 0.2 Logical relation 0.3 Idiom 0.1
Say Pronunciation 0.5 Broken sentence 0.3 Tone and intonation 0.2 — —
Read Vocabulary 0.3 Sentence pattern 0.3 Syntax 0.4 — —
Write Vocabulary 0.5 Format 0.2 Organizational structure 0.3 — —
Translated Interpretation 0.4 Translation 0.4 Shorthand 0.2 — —
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Figure 13: A teacher’s English level.
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*e sample size of the evaluation was corrected by re-
ferring to the method of similar evaluation and repeating the
experiment, so as to minimize random errors. *e number
of students participating in the scoring was determined to be
30 students of different majors, with a ratio of 3 :1 to the
number of teachers. Comprehensive scoring is to score each
evaluation index according to the evaluation criteria of
different indicators, and then, weighted addition is used to
obtain the total score.

5. Conclusion

In the new era, teachers are given heavier responsibilities and
obligations. How to be closer to the needs of society and
students and how to accurately evaluate the overall level of

teaching quality, so as to better teach students to learn
English content, are urgent tasks. *e method proposed in
this study to analyze English teaching evaluation indicators
using big data model has the advantages of short evaluation
time, high operation efficiency, clear key indicators, and best
effect. It effectively extracts the characteristics of English
teaching and students’ needs, helps English teachers to
improve the evaluation system of teaching effect and im-
prove the comprehensive quality of classroom education,
and has extremely important practical research significance.

*e research results of this study show the following:

(1) *e average evaluation accuracy of the model
designed in this study is as high as 96.56%; after 20
tests, the test time of this model method is the least,
and the test time can be as low as 13.32ms.
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Figure 15: Comprehensive score.
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(2) For eight first-class indexes of A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and
H and 29 second-class indexes, the expert scores are
all greater than 3.66, and the standard deviation is all
less than 1, which accords with the standard of
reaching common opinions. *e key index test
system is reasonable.

(3) We find that the weights of A2, D1, H1, and H2 are
all higher than 0.5, the weights of A1, B3, C5, E5, F4,
and G4 are all higher than 0.3, and the weights of
other indexes are all less than 0.3. *is shows that
each index has a different weight and emphasis on
English teaching evaluation.

(4) Taking a certain teacher as an example to assess
English proficiency can effectively analyze the key
indicators of English teachers and enable the teacher
to make corresponding improvements and formu-
late strategies. On the whole, the teacher has strong
writing ability and listening ability; the ability of
speaking and translating is slightly weak, both of
which are about 0.8; for listening analysis, idiom and
sentence ability are generally to be enhanced, about
0.8.

(5) *e comprehensive scoring of English teaching is
carried out, large difference in scoring values is
avoided, and fairer test results are given.

Although the results of this method have obvious ad-
vantages, however, the test samples of this study only focus
on the evaluation of English teaching-related indicators. *e
sample size is low and the test scope is not large, so the
research conclusion of this study still has certain limitations
and inaccuracy, which needs further research to verify its
universality, make the whole English teaching evaluation
system more complete and scientific, and strive to make big
data-related technologies create more practical value.
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English as a universal language in the world will get more and more attention, but English is not our mother tongue, and there
exist differences in culture and thinking. English grammar is the most difficult problem to solve. -ere are many English
learners, and the number of English teachers is limited, and it is inevitable to use Internet technology to solve the problem
of lack of resources. -e article uses deep learning technology to propose an ASS grammar detection model, which can
quickly and efficiently detect grammatical errors. -e research results show the following. (1) -is study selects data from
the GEC evaluation task and analyzes the four modules of article, noun, verb, and preposition through algorithms under
different models. -e results indicate the accuracy of the four modules. -e recall rate has been improved to a certain
extent, the accuracy rate of nouns is the highest, which can reach 63.99%, the accuracy rate of prepositions is improved to a
lesser extent, and the inspection accuracy rate after improvement is 12.79%. (2) In the experiment to verify the effec-
tiveness of the ASS grammar detection model, compared with the detection effect of the ordinary model, the accuracy of
the ASS comprehensive inspection has been greatly improved. -e comprehensive accuracy of the ordinary detection
model is 28.01%, and the ASS model’s comprehensive accuracy rate of the inspection was 82.82%, and the accuracy rate
was increased by 54.81%. -e result shows that the performance of the ASS inspection model has been improved by leaps
and bounds compared with the traditional model. (3) After transforming and upgrading the ASS model, the three models
and other models obtained were run on the test set and the mixed test set, respectively. -e results show that the accuracy,
precision, recall, and F1 score of ASS model are the highest in the test set, which are 98.71%, 98.83%, 98.64%, and 98.73%,
respectively, the Bayesian network check model has the lowest accuracy rate of 51.74%, and the ROC curve value and AUC
value of the ASS model are both the largest. -e accuracy of the ASS model on the mixed test set is also the highest,
reaching 98.01%. -e JaSt model on the mixed test set has a significant downward trend, with the accuracy rate
dropping from 92.16% to 56.68%. It can be concluded that the ASS model can accurately and efficiently monitor
grammatical errors.

1. Introduction

With the increasing update of computers and the Internet,
tens of thousands of users tend to write and communicate in
English in their daily work. For users whose native language
is not English, writing in English is a major obstacle for
them. Grammar checking technology originated from the
application of natural language understanding. Clément
et al. [1] proposed an open grammar checking system under

the deep learning model to analyze and train the grammar in
depth. -e standard of grammar directly affects the fluency
of sentences. -e grammar checking system introduced in
this article can efficiently check out grammatical errors in
sentences and automatically generate correct sentences to
replace the wrong ones. Xu [2] improved the algorithm and
accuracy of grammar checking and designed and developed
a grammar checking system. Sankaravelayuthan [3] pro-
posed an MS-Word tool to check spelling errors in text.
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Because a word is composed of many English letters, after we
enter the English word, there will inevitably be input errors.
-e tools proposed in the article will help us solve these
problems and will automatically check the spelling errors in
the article. Jacobs and Rodgers [4] discussed the use of
French computer grammar checker as a learning and
teaching resource. -ey conducted an experiment in which
students use a screen checker or other methods to check for
grammatical errors in English articles. Lüthy et al. [5]
studied the method of segmenting offline cursive hand-
written text lines into individual words. Prins [6] found
some of the most common mistakes made by Taiwanese
students in writing and provided some strategies that
teachers use in ESL classrooms. Keong [7] wrote an expert
system for English grammar teaching for personal computer
users. -e system uses a parser to implement a grammatical
checking tool, and the system can check for grammatical
errors in the text. You can also create files to store gram-
matical errors and corresponding information from the text.
Kann [8] realized the writing method of long text in
computer and determined the writing process through the
relevant model. Xie [9] implemented the rules of grammar
checking according to the principles of practicality and
validity. -e article simplifies the analysis of the algorithm
and expands the coverage of errors. Grammar error
checking is a very important task in correcting the text. For
people with poor English, writing in English is a relatively
difficult task. If English is not good, you cannot use the
grammar in English correctly, thus increasing the demand
for grammar checking software.-e purpose of the literature
[10] is to examine the existing literature, highlight current
issues, and propose potential directions for future research.
-e article observes and analyzes the error analysis program,
summarizes the error experience, and finds the correct
program. -e development of computer technology helps
enrich the content of English education and provides more
convenience for English learning. Pan and Zhou [11] real-
ized personalized inspection and diagnosis of college stu-
dents’ English grammar. Amrhein [12] discussed the
importance of correct use of conjunctions and semicolons in
the preparation of policy tables to avoid misunderstanding
of the intended meaning. Shepheard [13] introduced a
method of self-study English grammar, through which you
can formulate grammar rules for yourself. Using this
learning method can help us learn and understand grammar
without the guidance of a teacher. -e system will list
students’ common grammatical errors, and students can
conduct intensive training based on the grammatical errors
listed by the system. Mondal and Mondal [14] introduced a
proprietary software application. -e program can provide
many services, including helping us detect grammatical
errors in English articles and automatically generate correct
sentences. Richards et al. [15] introduced a two-level general
English course for Italian middle school students.-e course
mainly emphasizes the communication methods of accuracy
and fluency. -e course includes three parts: communica-
tion check, grammar check, and study check. -e above
research methods are based on artificial intelligence or
modern technology applied to English grammar detection

and verification. However, the detection efficiency of
grammar is low, the error rate is high, and the prediction
efficiency is not ideal. In this paper, an ASS grammar
detection model is proposed by using deep learning
technology, which can detect grammar errors quickly and
efficiently.

2. Research and Realization of English
Grammar Check

2.1. )e Significance of Grammar Checking Research. Due to
the great flexibility and uncertainty of natural language itself,
English is a typical representative of many vocabulary,
complex grammar, and extensive usage scenarios, which
increases the difficulty of computer automatic error detec-
tion and correction. Another important reason that affects
the development of grammatical error correction is the lack
of relevant corpus. It is very difficult to construct a corpus
marked with grammatical errors. -e current mainstream
research methods of grammatical error correction are all
based on statistical machine learning, which requires a large
amount of corpus for model training and testing [16].
However, with the attention of universities and research
institutions on this issue, the problem of lack of corpus has
been greatly improved, laying a solid foundation for further
research. -erefore, this article will study deep learning
technology and use it to solve the problem of English
grammar error correction. Based on the proposed error
correction algorithm, the algorithm model experiment and
verification are carried out, and considering the application
of the algorithm, a grammatical error correction system
similar to Google translation is constructed, providing a
simple and convenient way for English learners to use. -e
combination of theory and practice has a certain promotion
effect on solving the problem of English grammar error
correction and improving the grammar level of English
learners. -e classification of common grammatical errors is
shown in Table 1.

2.2. )e Overall Framework Design of English Grammar
Check. According to the results of the functional analysis of
business requirements, the architecture of the grammar
error correction system model [18] is shown in Figure 1.

-e core module of grammar error correction mainly
includes three functional modules: data processing, model

Table 1: Classification of grammatical errors [17].

Type Content
Vt Verb tense
Vm Verb modality
V0 Missing verb
V form Verb form
SVA Subject-verb agreement
Art or Det Article
Nn Noun (singular and plural)
Npos Word possessive
Pform Pronoun form
Pref Pronoun reference
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training, and model error correction, and model error
correction is the core function of the whole algorithm [19].
-e main function of data processing is to preprocess the
original corpus data, to store the processed corpus data in a
structured way, and to learn the module and get the standard
dataset. Model training is to train the data in the corpus, save
the trained features in the database, and apply them in the
later test and matching [20]. Model error correction is to use
the error correction model stored in the training library to
match the input sentence grammar and output the correct
sentence. -e error correction service model can accept the
error correction request from the user in real time, analyze it
through the error correctionmodel of the corpus, and return
the correct content to the user.

2.3. Implementation of Syntax Error Correction. Firstly,
learning is carried out according to the characteristics of
grammar error correction, and an English error correction
application submitted by a user is received. First determine
whether the submitted parameters are valid and then enter
the next step to split the sentence. -en, the error cor-
rection model trained before is used for grammar error
correction. When the error correction of the last sentence
is completed, the error correction sentences returned to
the segmentation are merged. If the sentence is simple, the
error correction model can be used directly without
sentence segmentation. Feedback suggestion means that
when the user is not satisfied with the grammatical error
correction given by the system or there is a better way to
modify it, the modification suggestion is fed back to the

system. As mentioned above, we will filter the modifi-
cation suggestions submitted by users, so the previous
feedback suggestion filtering model will be used in the
feedback suggestion function. Similar to grammatical
error correction, we also carry out the design of feedback
suggestions from two aspects. One is the feedback filtering
interface itself, and its work flowchart is given; the other is
the call flow between modules, which is explained using
sequence diagrams. First, we introduce the feedback fil-
tering interface. According to the syntax error correction
process, first determine whether the request parameters
are legal; if not, directly end [21]. -e probabilities of the
error correction statement and the original system
modification statement are calculated, respectively, for the
error correction model.

3. Error Correction Model

3.1. Deep Learning Technology. -e seq2seq model is com-
posed of an encoder and is a cyclic neural network; in the
encoding stage, a semantic vector is generated according to
the input sequence (x1, x2, . . .) and conversion rule f [22],
and the calculation formula is

ht � f ht−1, xt( . (1)

Summarize the semantic vector:

C � q h1, h2, h3, . . . , ht( . (2)

Decoding:
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Figure 1: Framework diagram of grammatical error correction model.
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-e calculation formula of the hiding algorithm:

ht
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3.2. Evaluation Criteria for English Grammar Error
Correction. -e most commonly used evaluation algorithm
for grammatical error correction is MaxMatch(M2). -e
principle of the algorithm MaxMatch is introduced below
[23]; correction rate P:
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-e key evaluation index in MaxMatch is F0.5, and the
formula is defined as follows:

F0.5 �
1 + 0.52 ∗R∗P

R + 0.52 ∗P
. (7)

3.2.1. Syntax Error Correction Model. In the Soft Attention
Mechanism, the weight aij is determined by the (i−1)th
hidden state si−1 and each hidden state variable in the input
[24]. -e calculation formula is as follows:

aij �
exp eij 
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LN is calculated by inputting the entire layer of neurons
in RNN [25]:
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Anti-filtering algorithm:
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Estimate the value of p(ωi|ωi−2ωi−1), and the formula is
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According to the N-gram grammar model introduced
above, we can get

P(S) � P ω1,ω2, . . . ,ωm( . (14)

Confusion:
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According to the chain method, it can be written as
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3.2.2. ASS Model Design. -e objective function of a single-
layer neural network is

vec(p) ≈ tanh 
n
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-e coefficients ηl and ηr are

ηl �
Ω(p) − i

Ω(p) − 1
,
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.

(18)

-e matrix parameters of the only child node are
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1
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l
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Square of Euclidean distance:
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-e error function of training sample x(i) and its cor-
responding negative example x(i)

c is

J d
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c . (21)

-e final training objective function is
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4. Simulation Experiment

4.1. Data Analysis. In order to effectively analyze the data,
we select the data in the GEC evaluation task and analyze the
algorithms of the four modules of article, noun, verb, and
preposition under different models. -e experiment com-
pares the results by setting whether to use the law library,
and in order to enhance for the persuasiveness of the

experiment, we have added a comparative experiment with
the common algorithm. -e statistical results of various
error types in the training data and test data are shown in
Table 2 and Figure 2.

-e five types include errors in articles, errors in
prepositions, errors in names, grammatical errors in subject-
verb agreement, and errors in verb forms, while the all types
include errors in verb tenses, missing verbs, verb forms,
subject-verb agreement, articles, singular and plural nouns,
possessive words, and pronoun forms. Table 2 shows an
experimental analysis of five common types of grammatical
errors.

Table 2: Data statistics of evaluation tasks.

Type of error Training set number Training set percentage Test set number Test set percentage
Article 665 14.8 690 19.9
Preposition 240 5.3 312 9.0
Noun 377 8.4 396 11.4
Subject-verb agreement 145 3.2 122 3.5
Verb form 152 3.4 124 3.6
Five types 582 35.1 1644 47.4
All types 651 100 3470 100.0
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Figure 2: Statistical graph of experimental results.
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Figure 3: Statistics of article inspection results.
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4.1.1. Article InspectionModule. -e accuracy and recall rate
of adding the rule library to the article check module have
been significantly improved, indicating that the automatic
extraction of the rule library is effective for the entire in-
spection and correction process as shown in Figure 3 and
Table 3. At the same time, the fallback algorithm is im-
proved. After the limited back-off algorithm, the accuracy
rate has also been greatly improved, and the correction
process is more accurate, thereby increasing the final F1
value.

4.1.2. Noun Check Module. In the noun checking module of
Table 4, after using the model algorithm, the accuracy and
recall rate have been greatly improved, and the accuracy rate
is up to 63.99% because nouns account for the highest
proportion of sentences. When using the grammar check
module, you can correct more noun errors, thereby in-
creasing the F1 value of the noun check module.

4.1.3. Verb Check Module. 4.1.4. Preposition Checking
Module. As shown in the data in Tables 5 and 6, in the
grammar detection module, the accuracy and recall rate of
verbs and prepositions have been improved, but the accu-
racy of prepositions has been improved to a lesser extent.
-e improved inspection accuracy rate is 12.79%. After
using the fallback algorithm, the model’s judgment on
grammar detection is stricter. -e accuracy measure is the
ratio of the number of correct samples to the number of all
samples in the test set.-e larger the index value is, the more
accurate the recommendation result is. -e F1 measurement
index can effectively balance the precision and recall by
biasing the objects with small values. -e larger the index

value is, the more accurate the recommendation result is.
-e improved recall of the verb and preposition checking
modules of Table 5 and Table 6 illustrates that the results of
the verb and preposition checkingmodules are more precise.

4.2.ComparisonofTestResults. We compared the inspection
effect of the ASS model with the inspection effect of the
ordinary model; the inspection effect of the grammar in-
spection module under the ordinary algorithm is shown in
Table 7, and the comprehensive grammar inspection result
of the ASS model is shown in Table 8.

From the data in Figures 4 and 5, we can conclude that the
accuracy of the ASS comprehensive inspection has been greatly
improved compared with the inspection effect of the ordinary
model.-e comprehensive accuracy of the ordinary inspection
model is 28.01%, and the ASS model inspection is better. -e
overall accuracy rate is 82.82%, the accuracy rate is increased by
54.81%, and the overall recall rate of the ASS model is also
increasing, indicating that the performance of the ASS in-
spection model has been improved by leaps and bounds, and
the efficiency of grammar detection and the correctness of
grammar detection have been improved.

4.3. Model Performance Testing. We run each model on the
test set and the mixed test set and record the experimental
data. In the process of using the ASS model to detect
grammar, the grammar needs to be converted into a
mathematical representation that the model can handle, as
shown in Figure 6.

According to the data in Table 9 and Figure 7, we can
conclude that the accuracy of the ASS model is the highest
among several models, reaching 99.71%, indicating that the

Table 3: Comparison of article check module results.

Model Accuracy rate (%) Recall rate (%) F1 value (%)
Corpus + fallback algorithm 17.79 38.70 20.71
Rules + corpus + fallback algorithm 23.25 45.88 31.44
Rules + corpus + limited fallback algorithm 43.49 27.12 33.45

Table 4: Comparison of noun check module results.

Model Accuracy rate (%) Recall rate (%) F1 value (%)
Corpus + fallback algorithm 63.99 30.05 40.90
Corpus + limited fallback algorithm 4.06 51.26 45.3

Table 5: Comparison of verb check module results.

Model Accuracy rate (%) Recall rate (%) F1 value (%)
Corpus + fallback algorithm 12.79 22.36 16.27
Corpus + limited fallback algorithm 19.37 22.36 20.27

Table 6: Comparison of results of preposition checking module.

Model Accuracy rate (%) Recall rate (%) F1 value (%)
Corpus + fallback algorithm 8.01 25.32 12.17
Corpus + limited fallback algorithm 13.46 18.83 15.70
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Table 7: Common model detection effect.

Accuracy rate (%) Recall rate (%) F1 value (%)
Verb error detection 21.67 21.21 30.41
Subject-verb consistency error detection 29.39 33.84 31.46
Noun singular and plural error detection 31.32 30.61 30.96
Article error detection 27.12 18.26 21.83
Preposition error detection 27.62 36.58 31.47
Overall error detection 28.01 37.19 31.96

Table 8: ASS comprehensive inspection results.

Accuracy rate (%) Recall rate (%) F1 value
Verb error detection 30.12 20.12 34.21%
Subject-verb consistency error detection 40.00 21.33 31.71%
Noun singular and plural error detection 45.51 28.77 35.50%
Article error detection 67.39 42.84 52.38
Preposition error detection 72.13 37.87 49.66%
Overall error detection 82.82 25.57 39.07%
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Figure 4: Statistics of general inspection results.
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Figure 5: Statistics of ASS inspection results.
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performance of ASS detection is the highest, and the ac-
curacy of the Bayesian network is the lowest, which is
51.74%, indicating that the detection efficiency of the
Bayesian network model is not good enough.

ASS-T is a test of the data model and the overall syntax,
starting with the creation of a new window or table. For each
participating object, list the different domains and syntaxes.
With the help of field definitions and basic techniques, ASS-
G analyzes test data, overall syntax tests, partitions, and
boundary values. -e ASS-TG data model is the detailed

syntax test. For the strictly syntactically controlled parts, you
need to perform more detailed tests.

According to the data in Table 10 and Figure 8, it is
concluded that the accuracy rate of the ASS-G model is as
high as 98.01%. -e JaSt model’s various indicators on the
mixed test set have a significant downward trend, and the
accuracy rate has dropped from 92.16% to 56.68%, because
that syntax information in the test set is obfuscated, and the
excellence of the ASS model is also reflected in the ROC
curve.
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Figure 6: -e influence of the number of fully connected layers on the model.

Table 9: Performance of each model on the test set.

Model Accuracy rate (%) Precision rate (%) Recall rate (%) F1 score (%)
RBF core support vector machine 85.00 93.06 76.13 83.75
Bayesian network 51.74 51.29 97.83 67.30
Decision tree 89.12 88.83 89.87 89.35
JaSt 92.16 96.71 92.53 94.57
ASS-T 97.97 98.10 97.89 98.00
ASS-G 96.52 98.26 94.83 96.52
ASS-TG 99.71 98.83 97.74 98.82
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Figure 7: ROC curve on the test set.
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5. Conclusion

At present, there are more and more English learners, and
the English grammar module is also a very important part of
the English learning process. However, due to the partic-
ularity of English teaching, the auxiliary teaching of English
grammar detection is particularly important, although the
current grammar-assisted teaching has been combined with
computers. Technology and network technology have
greatly reduced the error rate, but there are still some
problems with poor user experience. -ere is still a lot of
room for improvement in English assisted teaching.
-erefore, it should combine the current problems to im-
prove constantly and propose a more intelligent and ac-
curate grammar detection model to make English teaching
easier and more efficient.

Data Availability

-e experimental data used to support the findings of this
study are available from the corresponding author upon
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With the advent of the era of big data, the combination of science and technology and urban and rural planning has become the focus
of many countries. )e improvement of village planning and the redesign of rural buildings can promote the rapid development of
villages and strengthen rural cohesion. Based on the above situation, this paper proposes a dynamic programming algorithm
combined with discrete dynamic modeling technology to improve rural planning. Firstly, the dynamic programming algorithm is
used to reconstruct the village layout and optimize the original village model. )e dynamic monitoring technology is used to update
the dynamic data in real time to provide specific information for the follow-up rural architectural design. Secondly, the dynamic
modeling technology is used to build the building model, which can calculate the building location and building angle of the village.
In order to further improve village development, we also put forward the concept of green building design. )e performance of
traditional modeling technology and discrete dynamic modeling technology in the green building design model is compared. )e
results show that the discrete dynamic modeling technology can improve the overall performance of rural buildings and improve the
operation efficiency of the system in the batch design of green buildings. )e village layout improved by dynamic planning reduces
the specific travel distance of villagers and provides effective help for rural construction and economic development. Compared with
traditional modeling technology, dynamic modeling technology has a shorter workflow and less time. Discrete dynamic modeling
technology can realize dynamic batch architecture design and has higher applicability than traditional algorithms.

1. Introduction

In response to the call of rural revitalization strategy, many
researchers have put forward the concept of village con-
struction based on a dynamic programming algorithm [1].
Facing the ownership of village residents, the corresponding
planning should follow the villagers’ own wishes for im-
provement [2]. )e completion of village planning is the
basis and guarantee for the construction andmanagement of
rural areas and is conducive to promoting the construction
of a new socialist countryside [3]. At present, there is a lack
of overall supervision on village construction and land use in
China. With the continuous acceleration of urbanization,
many village construction lands have been transformed into
other functions [4]. )is situation leads to less and less land
needed by villagers, reducing land use and improving

quality, which is obviously not suitable for the current
environment. Our planning for rural construction is still in
the urban perspective, so we need to change our thinking
and replan the layout from the specific situation of the
countryside [5]. In the process of rural construction, we
should also focus on the use of buildings. How to improve
the whole life cycle of the building model and reduce pol-
lution is the content that every building designer needs to
consider. )erefore, when designing residential buildings or
commercial buildings, it is necessary to consider the impact
of environmental, economic, and natural factors [6, 7].
Green performance and minimum cost of architectural
design have to be ensured.

Dynamic programming algorithm is an important way
for the research of village planning and rural architectural
design [8]. In order not to destroy the ecological
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environment, we need to improve the layout of the whole
village in combination with science and technology. Because
there are great differences in terrain, land composition, and
natural factors in each region, we cannot layout according to
population flow in rural design [9, 10]. Targeted design
models are needed. With different personnel densities, the
change of population flow belongs to dynamic data change,
and the traditional modeling technology cannot meet the
needs of dynamic change [11]. When building the model,
with the continuous production of historical data, it is easy
to cause the problem of increasing the error coefficient.
)erefore, this paper mainly uses discrete dynamicmodeling
technology in a big data environment to analyze personnel
flow and architectural design data [12]. )e advantage of
discrete dynamic modeling is that it can obtain accurate data
from dynamic information, eliminate data redundancy
caused by repeated information, and improve the overall
performance of the model [13].

)e innovative contributions of this paper include: (1)
dynamic modeling technology has a shorter workflow and
shorter time than general models; (2) discrete dynamic
modeling technology can realize dynamic batch architecture
design, which has higher applicability than traditional al-
gorithms; (3) different from the traditional modeling
technology, it can process the dynamic building data and
calculate the interval distance of the building model
according to the change of sunshine data; and (4) the im-
proved village layout through dynamic planning reduces the
specific travel distance of villagers and provides effective
help for rural construction and economic development.

)is paper is mainly divided into three parts. )e first
part briefly describes the application of dynamic pro-
gramming algorithms and big data discrete dynamic
modeling technology in village planning and architectural
design. )e development status of dynamic modeling
technology in various countries is analyzed. )e second
part first studies the application of dynamic programming
algorithm in village layout and adds dynamic monitoring
technology to dynamic data acquisition. )e discrete
dynamic modeling technology is used to study the batch
design of rural buildings. Compare the advantages and
disadvantages between traditional modeling technology
and dynamic modeling technology. Finally, the discrete
dynamic modeling technology is used to design the green
building model and optimize the service cycle of the
building model. )e third part analyzes the results of
dynamic programming algorithms in village planning and
compares the results of traditional and discrete dynamic
modeling algorithms. Finally, the research results of
discrete dynamic modeling technology in green building
design are analyzed.

2. Related Works

With the rapid development of urbanization, the research
on village planning and rural architectural design has
become the focus of attention [14, 15]. In order to keep
economic development in a balanced state, rural con-
struction and planning have become one of the main

tasks. In rural improvement, village planning is un-
doubtedly a very important part. Village planning should
clarify the architecture of architectural design and im-
plement hierarchical management according to the re-
quirements of space management and control [16]. And
all levels cooperate with each other to clarify goals and
Directions [17]. In order to ensure the rationality of
village planning, relevant governments need to implement
rural architectural design research based on sustainable
theory [18]. Dynamic programming arithmetic and dy-
namic modeling technology have been widely used in the
medical field, military field, and economic field. )ey also
respond to the concept of rural planning and construction
in the new era. )e dynamic programming algorithm is
used to design the village layout, and the use of dynamic
modeling technology is conducive to the design of the
house model and the analysis of the respective properties
of building materials [19].

)e idea of deep learning dynamic modeling technology
was formed relatively early [20]. With the continuous de-
velopment and use of the human brain and the continuous
upgrading and application of computer technology, it has
made a great contribution to the dynamic modeling tech-
nology of artificial neural networks. A variety of design
models with research value can be created through discrete
dynamic models. It plays an important role in model rec-
ognition, signal connection, automatic processing, diagnosis
network, and so on [21].

)e development of discrete dynamic modeling
technology is still in the transformation of virtual
reality products [22]. With the continuous development
and innovation of science and technology, virtual
reality (VR) has gradually entered people’s vision and
been accepted by people. Scientists conduct dynamic
modeling of virtual reality products through dynamic
modeling technology, study the performance evaluation
of virtual sensor models, and establish relevant evaluation
systems.

Scientists put forward the effective application of
dynamic modeling technology in the VR industry
according to dynamic modeling technology and cases
[23]. In the application of virtual reality products, discrete
models can be used to create a 3D dynamic virtual en-
vironment. At the same time, managers can correct the
problems in the system in time and solve them by accurate
and rapid means.

)e development of dynamic modeling technology is
also among the best in the world [24]. Many scientists are
committed to studying the relationship between dynamic
modeling technology and power system. With the contin-
uous innovation and strengthening of the power system, the
power system also tends to be complex and personalized.
Important technical means in system function improve-
ment, safety, and stability reflect the applicability and ef-
fectiveness of dynamic discrete modeling technology [25].
Based on the above situation, this paper proposes a dynamic
programming algorithm combined with discrete dynamic
modeling technology to study village planning and rural
architectural design.
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3. Research on Village Planning and Discrete
DynamicModelingDesign of Rural Buildings
Based on Dynamic Programming Algorithm

3.1. Research on Discrete Dynamic Modeling Technology and
Batch Design of Village Layout and Rural Buildings Based on
Dynamic Programming Algorithm. With the continuous
development of urbanization, more and more people turn
their focus to the development of rural planning and rural
architectural design. In the planning of the village con-
struction path and overall residential layout, we use a dy-
namic programming algorithm to study it. Dynamic
programming is the best mathematical algorithm to find the
solution strategy, which can optimize the minimum path
problem. At present, it is widely used in the fields of eco-
nomic management, production and processing, mechanical
design, and so on. )e main contents of the solution also
include finding the optimal path, equipment detection, re-
source allocation, and so on. Assuming that the overall
layout of the village is relatively scattered, we need to
consider the distance of each household out of the village
and into the village. )ere will be multiple roads from one
area to another, but each line takes a different time. Using a
dynamic programming algorithm can increase the utiliza-
tion rate of some land and provide a good environment for
subsequent rural architectural design. )e principle equa-
tion of dynamic programming is as follows:

fi SK(  � opt Ri SK− 1⟶ SK(  +fi− 1 SK− 1( ,

fi SK− 1(  � opt Ri SK⟶ SK− 1(  +fi− 1 SK( .
(1)

)e above formulas are the forward and reverse calcu-
lation results of the planned path, respectively. According to
the dynamic equation, the following variable functions can
be obtained as follows:

f2 J1(  � opt

R2 I1J(  + f1 I1( ,

R2 I2J(  + f1 I2( ,

R2 I3J(  + f1 I3( .

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎭
. (2)

In the process of forward calculation, the operation path
schemes from one variable function to another variable
function are as follows:

f2 C1(  � min
R2 B1C1(  + f1 B1( ,

R2 B2C1(  + f1 B2( .
 . (3)

From the second stage, there will be reverse possible
results, so we choose reverse calculation. )e formula is

f4 D1(  � min

R4 E1D1(  + f5 E1( ,

R4 E2D1(  + f5 E2( ,

R4 E3D1(  + f2 E3( .
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After calculating the best path of village layout, we replan
the distribution map of actual rural households, as shown in
Figure 1.

It can be seen from Figure 1 that in the distribution of
original villages, many architectural designs cannot be

successfully used due to the unreasonable design of the
village entrance. )e distribution map calculated according
to the dynamic programming algorithm can meet the basic
requirements of rural architectural design. In order to
better monitor the selection of rural architectural design
sites, we use the method of dynamic monitoring to collect
and classify the data. Due to different geographical envi-
ronments and equipment resolutions, we need to reduce
the terrain scale. Monitoring technology uses satellite re-
mote sensing technology to extract changes in rural images.
)e whole process of dynamic monitoring is shown in
Figure 2.

It can be seen from Figure 2 that the basic data of layout
is collected in the early stage, and the planning mathematical
model is obtained according to remote sensing data pro-
cessing. )e ownership information of the place of use is
obtained by drawing speckle extraction. )erefore, dynamic
planning path and dynamic monitoring technology can
accurately analyze land use and rural construction layout. It
provides a model framework for subsequent architectural
design. Before the big data environment, rural architectural
design mainly used traditional modeling technology.
However, the traditional modeling technology can only
create rural buildings through logic and imagination. Such
buildings may not be able to withstand the test of the social
and natural environment. )e traditional modeling tech-
nology is only helpful for some specific building models and
will produce similarities. )e discrete dynamic modeling
technology used in this paper can quickly complete the
modeling work and can also be modified uniformly in the
aspect of model modification, which greatly saves time and
energy.)e comparison of time spent in the establishment of
the same model between traditional modeling technology
and dynamic modeling technology is shown in Figure 3.

As can be seen from Figure 3, when the data details
exceed 100, the time spent on the project by dynamic
modeling technology is much shorter than that by tradi-
tional modeling technology. )e first mock exam is more
complex, and the time taken to build the same model is
longer. Compared with traditional modeling technology,
dynamic modeling technology has a shorter workflow and
less time, as shown in Figure 4.

As can be seen from Figure 4, the workflow comparison
between the two is very obvious. Dynamic modeling tech-
nology improves the work efficiency of the model by sim-
plifying the steps of data analysis. Due to the dynamic nature

entrance to a village

entrance to a village

Dynamic programming distribution

Distribution of
primitive villages

Figure 1: Replanning of rural household distribution.
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of data information, traditional modeling technology cannot
simplify this part. )erefore, dynamic modeling technology
can quickly describe the rural building model. )e discrete
dynamic model can calculate the model orientation, bottom
shape, model shape, model height, coordinate position,
rotation size, model size, and so on. Designers can simply
use dynamic modeling technology to create and modify
models.

In the discrete dynamic modeling technology, the
content of batch buildings is extremely rich, and the dis-
tribution is relatively uniform, with a certain level. In many
aspects, it can balance distribution and achieve excellent
results. For example, in the application of folding beam,
when the beam forms a fixed angle with the ground as the
maximum value, there is

sin β≤
H − h

l10
, l10 > 0. (5)

In order to obtain the fixed included angle of each wood
strip relative to the ground on a straight line, the formed
straight line is expressed as a vector as follows:

ei �
PiQi

PiQi

����
����
. (6)

We express the vector obtained by the above formula in
geometric relation as follows:

cos βi � ei · ey. (7)

Finally, it can be seen that the angular relationship
between the beam and the ground is as follows:

βi � arccos
PiQi

PiQi

����
����

· ey . (8)

)e dynamic process of building details can be known
through the angle βi between the wood strip and the ground.
In the discrete dynamic modeling of rural architectural
design, we map the angle between each building and the
ground for dynamic distribution. Finally, the purpose of a
batch design can be achieved.

3.2. Research on Simulation Design of Green Rural Buildings
Based on Discrete DynamicModeling Technology. Due to the
national regulation of the space system, village construction
land and housing construction have ushered in a new de-
velopment situation. However, land resources are limited.
How to correctly use village resources and construction land
is the key content to ensure the development of rural
construction.)e construction purpose of saving needs to be
reflected to achieve the integration of ecology, beauty, and
applicability. In the design and planning of rural buildings, it
is necessary to determine the rationality of specific land use
and eliminate differential allocation. According to the in-
frastructure, geographical environment, and population
development of the village, the architectural design distri-
bution is carried out frommany aspects. We should not only
pay attention to the current rural development but also
evaluate the future potential. As the change of villages will be
affected by nature and the economy, we need to establish
green rural buildings to protect the natural environment
while developing villages.)e core content of green building
is low-carbon environmental protection. It is necessary to
optimize the building model and concept in architectural
design to realize environmental protection design. Under
the theme of green environmental protection in rural
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architectural design, this paper uses discrete dynamic
modeling technology to form the evaluation model of green
building materials. )e characteristic analysis of energy,
carbon emission, and other indicators is carried out.

In the green building design model, we analyze the
stability of the parameters according to each performance
index. )e influencing factors include light, temperature,
and so on. )e weight values of these independent variables
are as follows:

K � K
T
1 K

T
2 K

T
3 K

T
4 K

T
5 

T
I � I

L
1I

L
2I

L
3I

L
4I

L
5 

L
. (9)

)e above two variables form an evaluation quantitative
matrix to realize the grade evaluation of green rural
buildings, which needs to meet the following conditions:

rx,y(n) �
rx,y(n + L) − (M − 1)≤ n≤ − 1,

rx,y(n)0≤ n≤N − 1,

⎧⎨

⎩

ft(n) �
f(n)n � 0, 1, 2, . . . , M − 1,

0, n � N, N + 1, . . . , L − 1,


(10)

where rx,y(n) represents the edge factor of the building
structure, ft(n) represents the absorption rate of carbon
change, and the following formula is obtained:

QCO2
� WCO2

· ILAI,

QO2
� WO2

· ILAI.
(11)

where Q is the carbon emission after the optimal design
of green buildings and QCO2

is the carbon emission in the
design of rural buildings. Finally, we need to evaluate the
environmental protection of the architectural design model,
use the light intensity and fuzzy function to express the
overall purification amount, and use the assimilated cal-
culation formula for hierarchical fusion. )e final set of
evaluation formulas for rural green buildings is as follows:

ψ11 � PA + A
T
P + Q1 + R1 + R2 + K1 + K

T
1 ,

ψ12 � W1 − K1 + M1 + K
T
2 .

(12)

In the process of designing rural green buildings, how to
improve the service cycle of buildings, change the utilization
rate of models, and reduce resource consumption is an
urgent problem to be solved. Generally speaking, we should
not only reduce the timber but also improve the building
service life, and improving the service life mainly depends on
the design, development, and packaging in the early and
later stages and more investment. )erefore, in the daily
work of design projects, the control of quick setting cost and
management cost is the key to the precision and benefit of
design work. )e key to cost control is the utilization rate of
high investment construction resources, which needs to go
through the whole process of project implementation. Im-
proving the utilization rate of construction resources, high
work efficiency, and management level are areas that need
continuous reform and innovation. We analyze the changes
of traditional building and green building models from two
aspects: sunlight oxidation and rainwater erosion, as shown
in Figure 5.

It can be seen from Figure 5 that the service life of the
traditional building structure model is gradually shortened
with the increase of oxidation rate. At the initial stage of
oxidation, the adaptability of green buildings to oxidation is
less than that of traditional buildings. With the gradual
increase of oxidation degree, the oxidation tolerance of
traditional buildings has been gradually worse than that of
green buildings. )is shows that the green environment has
the ability to fully adapt to the natural environment, which
can also be called sustainable development building. )e
building model with a green design can ensure that the
overall cycle is above the standard range. In rural archi-
tectural design, we need discrete dynamic modeling and
analysis of pavement permeability. In order to ensure the
beauty and stability of the building, this paper uses a per-
meable ground design to improve the building ground. )e
traditional modeling technology intelligently analyzes the
factors that the water permeability will affect the growth of
ground plants. Discrete dynamic modeling technology can
detect the change speed and durability of water permeability.
Due to the need for a green environment, we can also
combine a sunken green design on the original road surface.
)e optimized building ground design is shown in Figure 6.

It can be seen from Figure 6 that the optimized green
building ground can ensure the normal growth of vegetation
and solve the problem of soil loss in rain. )erefore, this
technology can be applied to the transformation and
matching of gardens in rural architectural design. Finally, we
analyze the accuracy of the green environmental protection
evaluation coefficient in building model construction by
traditional modeling technology and discrete dynamic
modeling technology, as shown in Figure 7.

It can be seen from Figure 7 that discrete dynamic
modeling technology can automatically analyze dynamic
data changes in model construction and has a high grasp of
model accuracy. Compared with traditional modeling
technology, it has greater advantages and can provide more
accurate data in green rural architectural design.

4. Analysis of Research Results of Village
Planning and Discrete Dynamic Modeling
Design of Rural Buildings Based on Dynamic
Programming Algorithm

4.1.Analysis ofResults ofBatchDesignofRuralBuildingsBased
on Discrete Dynamic Modeling Technology. Due to the dy-
namic change of rural planning according to the actual
geographical location and facing the dynamic data, this
paper uses discrete dynamic modeling for building batch
design and data collection. According to the improvement of
layout simulation andmiscellaneous data, a new target batch
construction model is created, and the final building model
is generated. )e update and optimization of the whole
system can continuously innovate and improve efficiency
with the increase of dynamic data. Since the illumination
distribution changes dynamically with time, we need to
consider whether the illumination rate of each house meets
the requirements in architectural design. )erefore, we need
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to use dynamicmodeling technology to simulate and analyze
the illumination threshold. As time changes, the illumina-
tion threshold range also changes, as shown in Figure 8.

As can be seen from Figure 8, compared with traditional
modeling buildings, discrete dynamic modeling house de-
sign can raise the illumination range to the maximum
threshold, so it is effective for the environmental optimi-
zation of the whole household. Finally, we analyze the ef-
ficiency of traditional dynamic modeling technology and
dynamic modeling technology in building design batch
model construction, as shown in Figure 9.

As can be seen from Figure 9, compared with traditional
modeling technology, dynamic modeling technology has
higher efficiency with the continuous increase of modeling
data. Under the constraints of any model structure data,
dynamic modeling technology can complete the task of
batch architectural design models. It can be seen that the
design system using dynamic programming and discrete
dynamic modeling can ensure that the number of archi-
tectural design is in an advantageous state. According to the
dynamic building model, users can choose the house they
need under clear lighting conditions. Users only need to
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enter the house keywords they are looking for in the model
search interface, and they can obtain the specific data in-
formation that meets the personalized needs. For village
planning, the use of this model can also meet the preferences
and needs of villagers to the greatest extent andmake choices
under reasonable conditions. It not only meets the gov-
ernment’s task of rural construction but also meets the
personal needs of the local people.

4.2. Analysis of Research Results of Green Rural Building
Simulation Design Based on Discrete Dynamic Modeling
Technology. In rural planning and architectural design, in
order to improve the overall living environment of vil-
lagers, we need to provide residents with comfortable living
spaces and a green living environment. It is conducive to
people’s physical and mental health and the rise of living
standards. In order to achieve this goal, the ultimate goal is
to ensure that the village planning has a good field of vision,
a quiet living environment, and an appropriate sunshine
duration. When designing green building materials, this
paper uses discrete dynamic modeling technology to build
the model. It mainly analyzes the overall service cycle of the
building structure and the utilization degree of resources.
In order to reduce unnecessary construction waste, we also
need to consider the actual needs of villagers. )erefore,
this paper studies permeable asphalt ground buildings and

sunken green vegetation buildings. It can optimize the
landscape effect in architectural design and use green
vegetation to improve the quality of life. In the dynamic
modeling, the residential model needs to consider the
problems of lighting and shading. Especially in seasonal
and weather changes, indoor space needs enough light. In
discrete modeling, the overall layout needs to be consid-
ered, and the distance between each building will affect the
change of illuminance.

In the use of energy-saving and environmental protec-
tion substances, we compare the substance detection results
of traditional modeling technology and discrete dynamic
modeling technology, as shown in Figure 10.

As can be seen from Figure 10, with the increase of the
number of materials, the traditional modeling technology
cannot accurately analyze the pollution coefficient of each
building material. )e discrete dynamic modeling tech-
nology used in this paper can form a tracking curve
according to the material dynamic pollution data. )ere-
fore, in green building design, the discrete dynamic model
not only can reduce environmental pollution but also can
analyze the performance of building materials. )e ap-
plication of green building design concepts in different
environments will continue to rise. With the progress of
people’s thinking, innovative schemes using green design
will continue to increase in village planning and rural
construction.
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5. Conclusion

With the continuous development of science and technol-
ogy, in urban and rural construction, more and more people
begin to pay attention to the research of rural planning and
rural architectural design. In architectural design, the
concept of green design is also expanding. In addition to the
land planning for environmental protection, the range of
pollution coefficient shall be strictly controlled in the use of
materials. Based on the above situation, this paper proposes
to use a dynamic programming algorithm to optimize the
village layout and use discrete dynamic modeling technology
to optimize the architectural design model under the
background of big data so as to improve the overall per-
formance of the model. Using the dynamic programming
algorithm, combined with the actual situation of the village,
the distribution of land use rate is analyzed to form an
intelligent village layout optimization structure. )is
structure improves the daily travel of villagers and plays an
important role in economic development. Dynamic moni-
toring technology is used to obtain village change and
sunshine data so as to provide dynamic data for the es-
tablishment of subsequent rural construction models. Dif-
ferent from the traditional modeling technology, it can
process the dynamic building data and calculate the interval
distance of the building model according to the change of
sunshine data. It is ensured that users in each village can get
comfortable living conditions. )is paper analyzes the
concept of green building design, analyzes the main factors
of environmental pollution, and reduces the incorrect use of
building materials. )e results show that the dynamic
programming algorithm can improve the living environ-
ment of villagers and provide convenient conditions for
economic development. Discrete dynamic modeling tech-
nology can realize dynamic batch architecture design and
has higher applicability than traditional algorithms. How-
ever, there is still the problem of simulation data simulation
in this paper, which makes the complex conditions in the

actual situation not considered in the architectural design.
Further discussion is needed in future research.
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